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In preparing ttis volume special help has been received from

Mr. W. B. Mnlock, C. S., and Mr. A. Cumine, C. S., who supplied

drafts of several important places and furnished valuable additions

and corrections.

The chief interest of this volume is its original historical and

antiquarian information. This has been obtained through the

kindness of Mr. Mulock, who, besides making a large collection

of land-grant inscriptions, brought to notice several important

places of antiquarian interest. The translations of the inscrip-

tions and the description and illustration of the objects of anti-

quarian interest are the work of Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, who
paid special visits to many parts of the district and whose detailed

accounts of the antiquities of Sopara and of Padan Hill, and

readings of the sculptures at Eksar in S41sette and at Atgaon

near Shahapur are of unusual interest and value.

November 188S,

JAMES M. CAMPBELL.
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CHAPTER XIV.
PITACRS OF INTEREST.

; * Aga'shi, nortli latitude 19° 28' and east lon^tnde 72° 49'', a town Chapter XIV.
- and port in the Bassein sub-division, lies about ten miles north of piaceg oTlntereik
Bassein and miles west of Virar station on the Baroda railway .

with which it is joined by a metalled road. Except one channel the
®

mouth of the bay on which the town stands is closed by a reef, and
the bay is full of shoals and navigable only by boats and small

vessels.^ . *

Though now of little consequence Agashi is probably an old

timber trade and ship-building centre. In 1530, though poor •

in buildings, it had a rich timber trade, and built ships as good ’
.

as Portuguese ships, able to make the voyage to Europe;* The
town and 300 boats were burnt by the Portuguese in 1536.® 'The
Portuguese probably obtained possession of Agdshi in 1533 after

establishing their power at Bassein. In 1535 Antonio do Porto, a
Franciscan, built an orphanage for forty boys under the name of

Nossa Senhora da Luz. In 1540, when it had a flourishing trade,*

a Gujarat force passed through Ag4shi in retreat from Bassein.

Most of the people belonging to the orphanage fled. A few were
caught, and, according to Portuguese accounts, refusing to

embrace Islam were locked in the orphanage and burnt; In 1570
Agazimis mentioned as one of the European ports, a place of trade

i,

with Gujarat,® and in 1615 as one of the Portuguese possessions

between Serra de Bazion and Chaul.® In the great hurricane of

1618 a boat is said to have been blown from the sea into a house
and to have killed a woman and child." In 1634 some Moghal
raiders from Gujarat destroyed a handsome Dominican monastery
and many fine buildings. In 1660 it is mentioned as a coast town,®

and in 1750 as once Portuguese then Marfitha.® When their

possession of the Portuguese territory was secure, the Marathas did

not interfere with the practice of the Christian religion. In 1760

1 Horsbur^’s Directory, 277.
2 De Couto, IV. 99. Mention is made (1554) of a great mosque being converted

into a residence for the commandant. CoUec^aode Monumentoa Ineditos, V-2, 142.
® De Barros, VII., 217, and Faria y Souza in Kerr,VI.221. Faria notices a second

destruction of AgAsM in March 1531. Kerr, VI. 223.
* The customs and town of AgAshi are mentioned to have yielded (CoUe^cao de

Monumentos Ineditos, V-2, 142) £234 7«. (281,249fedeas) in 1536 ; £261 11s. (313,874

fedeas) in 1537 ; £127 7s. (152,822 fedeas) in 1538; £146 11s. (175,876 fedeas) in

1540 ; £166 3s. (199,400 fedeas) in 1341 ; £179 10s. (215,400 fedeas) in 1542
;
and

£32 6s. (38,800fedeas) in 1543.
® Bird’s MirAt-i-Ahmadi, 129. * Peyton in Harris, I. 155. He writes it Gazien.
7 Madras Journal, V. 175. « Ogilby’s Atlas, V. 208.

* Tieffenthaler, Description Historique et Geographique De L’Inde, I. 407.
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Anquetil du Perron found the lanes full of peojjle going to church
as freely as in a Christian country.^ In 1837 Agdshi was the chief

town on Bassein island with a large Christian and Hindu population,

and a brisk trade to Gujartlt and Bouitey in grain, garden produce,

and salt. Very good fishing boats and* coasting craft were built.*

In 1881, of a total population of 6823, 5168 were Hindus, 1500
Christians, and 155 Musalmd,ns. Agashi drives a great trade with
Bombay in plantains and betel leaves, its dried,,,plantains being the
best in the district. The sea-trade returns*for the five years ending
1879 showed average exports worth £31,847 (Rs. 3,18,470) and
imports worth £8565 (Rs. 85,650) . Exports varied from £24,643
in 1875 to £48,181 in 1879, and imports fromX5661 in 1876, to

£11,030 in 1878.*

The Christian church, which was built after the destruction

of Nossa Senhora da Luz,^ measures seventy-five feet long by
twenty-two broad and sixteen high. It has a vicarage attached, the
vicar drawing a monthly salary of £1 9s. (Rs. 14J) from the British

Government. There is a school with seventeen pupils who are
taught Portuguese reading and writing, arithmetic, singing, Christian
doctrine, and music. The master plays the violin in church. There
is a large temple of Bhavdnishankar which was built in a.d. 1691
(Shak 1613) by Shankarji Keshav Phadke, and enjoys a yearly
Government grant of £5 (Rs. 50). Close to the temple is a holy
bathing place, or tirth, supposed to cure skin diseases.® A second
temple dedicated to Hanuman was built by the same Shankarji
Keshav and enjoys a yearly Government grant of 16s. (Rs. 8).
There are two smaller temples, one of Vishnu and the other of
Ganpati. The Jain temple, which is dedicated to Pdrasndth, was
built about sixty years ago by Motilal a Vani of Bombay.

A'kurli. See Goregaon.

Aliba'g is a small fort on the north bank of the Kelve or Danda
creek in Kelve village about three miles south of MAhim. The
walls which are of solid masonry and twenty feet high enclose a space
fifty-six feet square. The people say it was built by the Portuguese.
An old cannon lies inside.

Ambarna til or Amamath* is a small village about four
miles south-east of Kalyan and about a mile west of the Hala Gate
station on the Peninsula railway. It gets its name from a shrine of

1 Zend Avesta, I. ccccxxrii. s Vaopell in Trans. Bom. Geog. Soe. VII 140
3 The details are : 1875,exports£24,643(R3.2, 46,430) imports £10,884 (Rs 1,08 840) •

1876, exports £27,455 (Rs. 2,74,550) imports £5661 (Rs. 56,610) ; 1877, exports
£28,898 (Rs. 2,88,980) imports £7261 (Rs. 72,610)

;

1878, exports £30,055 (Rs. 3 00 550)
imports £11,0.30 (Rs. 1,10,300); and 1879, exports £48,181 (Rs. 4,81,810) imports
£7988 (Rs. 79,880).

> > )

^ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 164.
5 The reservoir was biiUt in a.d. 1691 (Shak 1613) by a relation of the chief of

Miraj in the Southern Maritha Country, who was cured by the waters.
® In 1868 the Ambarndth temple was minutely surveyed and illustrated by Mr. G.

Terry of the Jamsetji School of Arts. The drawings are rejMrinted in the Indian
Mtiquaiy, III. 316. Many of the details in the text are taken from the account of
the temple there given hy Dr. Burgess.
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Chapter XIV. change into octagons at a little above one-third of their height. The

flaces oTlnterest.
round and rest on square plates, or abaci, surmounted by

square dwarf columns which end in the usual bracket capitals of
.\jfBAKifiTH.

oifjep Hindu works. At first sight the pillars seem to vary bttle

in design, but examination shows that they are carved in pairs, the
pair next the shrine being the richest. These four pillars support a
dome about five feet deep from the outer rim to the centre, ^und
the outer rim of the dome is a frieze of dancing figures, and, inside of

the frieze, are four narrowing tiers of outstanding geometric tracery,

all beautifully carved and rising to the centre of the dome. East from
the central dome to the shrine the ceiling is of stone slabs carved with

images and geometric patterns. In the east wall, on either side of

the passage to the shrine, is an image niche, the jambs carved with
elephants and tigers. The niche on the right or south side has a
defaced image of Ganpati still an object of worship ; the left or
north niche is empty. Each of the side walls of the vestibule or
lobby that leads to the shrine has a small empty recess and over it a
carved pediment. In the middle of the east or shrine wall is a
door about nine feet high by four broad, with an ornamental
threshold raised about a foot above the level of the hall, the front

carved with a much-worn belt of swans. The jambs have a neat

pilaster and the pediment above is ornamented with a double band
of figures. Shiv in the attitude of contemplation and Yogis below
and elephants and lions above, and, over the elephants, a cornice -with

damaged figures. On either side of the door is a row of three

figures about two feet high, the central a male figure wearing
a tiara and holding something in his left hand. Of the side figures

the two near the doorway are females, probably attendants, and the
outer pair are males. Below the central male images are small
female figures apparently intended for Parvati.

Through the door nine rough irregular steps lead about thirteen

feet down into the shrine or gdhhdra. The shrine is a paved
chamber thirteen feet square. The walls, which apparently were
originally of smooth close-fitting dressed stone, are now roughened
by weather and probably by violence. The north wall has traces

of two cornices, one about four and a half the other about eight
feet from the ground. The walls rise plain rough and four square,
till, about twenty feet from the floor, the corners of the square are
cut off as if at the beginning of a dome, the corners being marked by
pillars of which traces remain at the north and south corners of the
east wall. There are also traces of pillars in the north and south
walls. About four feet above these corner stones the roof narrows
into a circle about eight feet in diameter, which probably was the
outer lip of the dome. Over the dome rose the spire which has fallen

in, and in falling carried with it all trace of the dome except part
of the outer lip on the northern side.

In the centre of the floor of the shrine, surrounded by a cracked
and very roughly cut case or shdlunkha, is a rounded piece of
rough rock about two feet four inches in girth and rising about
four inches above the level of the floor. This stone is a natural or
self-made ling. It is still worshipped under the name of Amba-
reshvar Mahddev and is probably an early or pre-Br^hman object
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of worsliip, which has been adopted into the- Brahmanio pantheon
as a form of Mahddev. The ministrant is not a Brahman but

the headman of the village of Ambam4th, a Son Koli by caste.

He brings water every day, sweeps the shrine floor and washes the

god, offering him champa and rui flowers, and bel leaves.^ At
night he lights a lamp in a small stone oil-saacer. Once a year in

Pebraary-March (Mdgh), on the great MahdsMvrdtra day a fair is

held to which about 2000 pilgrims come mostly from Kalyto,

Badlapur, and the villages round. The pilgrims are chiefly Brdhmans,
Vanis, and Marathas. They bring betelnuts, rice, and cocoanuts,

offer them to the god, and bow before him. Their money offerings,

generally from £4 to £6 (Rs. 40 -Rs. 60), go to the ministrant, the

village headman. On that great day eleven Konkanasth Brahmans
come from Kalyan for an hour and recite rudri prayers, for which
they have a yearly Government endowment of £2 (Rs. 20). The
crack in the sacred stone and its envelope has been caused apparently

by a blow, perhaps a trace of Musalman zeaL^

From the ling a small channel, which has been repaired with

cement, leads to a hole in the centre of the north wall. The square

holes at each comer of the chamber were probably used for lamp
pUlars. In the south-east corner about five feet from the floor is a
small opening in the wall, from which a pipe or channel, six inches

by four, runs with a slightly upward slope through the tower wall

which is about 7^ feet thick, to a stone trough which stands out

from the wall of the tower. The trough or basin is nearly round and
about two feet long by six inches broad and eight inches deep. It

is of the same age as the rest of the masonry of the tower, and
seems to prove that the object of worship has always been deep
below the level of the ground. The use of this trough was to fill

the shrine with water and drown the ‘ water-loving Mahddev ' in

seasons of scanty rainfall. This practice also explains the under-
ground masonry channel, which runs from the north wall to the

bank of the river.® The extreme plainness of the inner walls of the

shrine is probably due to the fact, that when the spire was in repair,

the shrine was in almost total darkness.

The outside of the temple may be most conveniently examined by
going out by the north porch, turning to the left, and passing round
by the west and south.* The base of the hall is a series of projecting

and receding members with faces about two and a half feet broad
except at the north-west and south porches where the faces are

about five feet broad. Between the porches the walls of the hall are

carved in level belts of tracery and small images, with, about seven

* Champa Michelia champaca ; Rui Calotropis gigaatea
;
Bel .lEgle mannelos.

® The repulsive statue of Devi in the north face of the spire, the bull in the west
porch, and the Ganpati in the east wall of the hall, are among the more notable signs

of violence.
® The practice of drowning Shiv, or his local representative, in seasons of scanty

rainfall is not uncommon in the Konkan.
* On the left or west side of the north porch, on the ground, among a heap of

rubbish, is a round carved stone of which Mr. Terry has an interesting photograph,
with the name Amla Shila. It is one of the rounded roof slabs which are known as
amalahs from their likeness to myrobalan berries.

Chapter XIT.

Places of Interer^

AunaBNliB. '
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the god Ambarnath or Ambareahvar, about 1100 yards east of the
village, over whichabout the middle of the eleventh century a Very rich

temple was built. The temple which is fairly preserved, is prettily

placed on the left bank of a- tributary of the V^,ldhaa river in a
hollow shaded by old mango and tamarind trees. From the hollow
in which the temple stands the ground rises on all sides iu bare
uplands over which, about four miles to the south, hang the giant

forms of Tavli and Malanggad. The dark basalt of the temple
has weathered black, except some patches which are grey with lichen

or rusty with dried moss. Jt is in the many-cornered CLdlukya or
Hemddpanti style, with cut-corner domes and close-fitting mortarless

stones, carved throughout with half life-sized human figures and with
bands, of tracery and belts of miniature elephants and musicians.

The building, which is altogether about sixty feet long, is in two
parts. On the east is a richly carved and ornamented tower and
spire about fifty feet high, the spire nearly entire on the north but
fallen on the south. To the west of the spire is the hall, or

sahhdmandap, about thirty -five feet high, with a domed central roof

and three domed porches on the north, the west and the south, each
porch supported by three pairs of richly carved pillars.

Entering from the west or main door, is a porch about twelve feet

square, approached by three steps and with three pairs of richly

carved pillars about ten feet high and five feet round, supporting a
roof domed outside but with a flat inside ceiling richly carved in

geometric designs. The space between the second and third pair of

.pillars is filled with a wall of smooth dressed stone and the third

pair of pillars is half built into the wall. In the centre of the porch
is a somewhat broken bull, or nandi, carved and ornamented.
Through a richly carved doorway the hall is entered by a lobby,

about six feet long by nine and a half broad, with walls of plain

dressed stone, except carved pilasters in the outer corners and a pair

of richly carved half-detached pillars at the inner end. The floor is

paved with long slabs of dressed stone and the stone ceiling is carved

with beautifully clear-cut geometric tracery. The lobby leads to

the hall, a square of twenty-two feet, paved like the lobby with long

slabs of dressed stone. Except the pair of rich half-detached pillars

at the mouths of each of the three lobbies and of the east lobby or

vestibule which leads to the shrine, the walls are of plain dressed

stone. On the inner face of the lintel over the pair of pillars at the

entrance to the north lobby is a Sanskrit inscription of the eleventh

century.

The hall consists of a. central square of thirteen feet, raised four

inches above the level of the rest of the floor and surrounded by an
aisle about four feet broad. The ceiling of the aisles is very

richly carved with a frieze of sculptured figures in compartments.

Over the frieze are a few mouldings, and above the mouldings is a

deep cornice with two large flowered cavettos reaching to within a

foot of the architraves of the central columns. These central

columns, which stand at the four corners of the central square, are

ten feet high and vary in girth from ten feet at the base to five feet

about half way up. The entire shafts of all are richly carved with

tracery and human figures. They are nearly square at the base and

Chapter XXT.

Places of Interost.

AjfBABxira.
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feet from the ground, a rich band of human figures about half life-

size, most of them figures of women apparently Pdrvati and dancing
girls. The other belts have rows of elephants about a foot high and
figures of musicians and dancers, seme of them indecent. Except
perhaps on the roof and in the interior of the upper story of the

hall dome, there is no trace of other than Shaiv decoration.

Passing round by the west and south porches, the tower rises

like the hall in a series of projecting corners with faces about
two and a half feet broad and double that breadth in the centre face

of the south-east and north fronts. In these central faces, instead

of porches, as in the corresponding parts of the hall, are recesses or

niches. The south and east niches are empty. In the north niche

is a bearded three-headed male figure with a woman seated on
his left knee. From its three heads this figure has been supposed to

represent the Hindu triad, Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv, but it probably
is only a three-headed Mahadev with Parvati. Five feet above this

MahAdev is a statue of Kali in her terrible form, with thin

shrivelled body and drooping breasts, her limbs bent, her hands
broken off, a necklace of skulls hanging to her feet, and a serpent

twined round her neck and another round her waist. Above Kali,

on a level with the roof of the hall, in a smaller niche than at the

base, is a second three-headed Shiv with Parvati on his knee.
Besides these most notable sculptures the whole face of the spire is

covered with belts of carving. About four feet from the ground
runs a band of curious horned bat-like faces. The next course is

filled with elephants’ heads and small human figures, with, in the
fece of each outstanding corner, a figure in a niche surmounted by an
overhanging canopy. The next belt of carving is a heavy moulding
with a boss on each face ; the next is plain

;
and then there is a

small single figure on each face. The next course which is the
deepest and richest, are sculptures illustrating scenes in the life of
Shiv and Parvati, and Shiv’s chief exploits in the forms he has at

different times assumed. All the withdrawn and subordinate
positions in this course are filled with female figures, one of whom,
on the north, has her back turned and her hair hanging in a large
ball. Another on the north-west of the shrine, exceedingly well cut
and on the whole well proportioned, is damaged about the feet. In
another part of this line is the skeleton form of Bhringi, the attendant
of Shiv. Above this course the horizontal members become smaller ;
only the next has single figures on each face. A little higher is the
comice which is supported by the dwarf figures so common at
Ajanta. A curious belt of beautiful carving runs up each face of the
spme.

At the south-east corner of the spire about three feet from the
ground is the stone trough or basin, already mentioned, through which
water was poured to deluge the god in seasons of scanty rainfall. At
the foot of the broad belt in the north face of the spire is a cut-stone
cistern four feet deep, which, through a passage in the wall about ten
feet long, receives the water used in washing and deluging the god.
From the cistern, a covered drain lined with dressed stone two and
a half feet broad by two deep runs about twenty yards north to the
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river-bank. In the temple wall to the east of the north door is a
small shrine of plain dressed stone, five feet square and six feet high,

the floor about three feet below the level of the ground. It is

entered without steps through a doorway four feet by three, with
jambs and lintel carved in the style of the rest of the temple. In
the middle of the floor is a roughly-pointed natural stone about four

feet round at the base and standing a foot from the floor. Like the
stone in the chief shrine it is surrounded by a case or frame about
two feet square. The joints of the stones in the walls of this shrine

are marked by lines of white, a grey lichen or moss which at a
distance looks like cement.

With the help of a ladder there is little difficulty in climbing on
the roof of the hall, the bosses on the stones and the round horn-like

rings at the corners of many of the carved slabs forming excellent

holding points. The hall roof rises in the centre in the main dome
and on the north, west, and south in the domes over the three

porches. To the east, separated from the central dome by a passage
about two feet broad, rises the very richly carved spire with its top

open and the stones round the edge loose and shaky.

The roof pf the main dome of the hall rises in tiers of dressed slabs

slightly rounded like large pot-lids. A good deal of the ornament
has been broken and near the top some of it is irregular, bare in

exposed places and richly cut in unseen corners, as if the dome had
been finished with stones taken from some older building. On the

east face of the roof of the dome, in the narrow passage between it

and the spire, a door on the left leads through a lobby about three

yards long into a central room seven feet % six and about eight

feet high. The ceiling of this room seems once to have been domed,
but the inside of the dome \<^as either never finished or it has fallen

and been replaced by a rough central stone and bits of broken

carving. The supports of the roof are irregular. In the west side,

opposite the doorway, is a defaced pillar apparently once ornamented

and at the north and south are stones piled haphazard, square

roughly-hewn blocks, and fragments of carved columns.^

Round the central chamber runs a low passage, about twenty yards

long, two feet six inches broad, and two feet nine inches high.

Besides this, three passages run from the central chamber to the

domes above the porches. The passages to the domes of the north

and west porches are open and in fair order ; the passage to the

south is in ruins. They are about three feet broad and nineteen

feet long, and in height fall from six feet to about two feet. They
lead to small chambers, about three feet high and three feet square,

lined with rough masonry, much of it fallen from its place. Besides

these passages, an underground passage, three feet three inches

I The want of mortar, the cross-comer style of the domed ceiling, the defaced west

pillar, and the apparently unchanged position of the stones in the dome roof, suggest

that this rough masonry was the work of the builders of the temple and that the bits

of carving that have been roughly worked in were taken from some older building.

Perhaps the Buddhist monastery of AmbAlika which is mentioned in writings in

Kanheri caves 3 and 36 (a.p. 200-300) stood on the raised site to the west of the

temple enclosure.

Chapter XIV. ^

Places of Interest,

AubarsItb.
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broad and two feet ten inches high, runs through a hole in the floor

of the central chamber, twenty feet east to a window on the west
wall of the shrine.

The temple enclosure, which is roughened by heaps of stones many
of them richly carved, measures fifty yards from east to west
and thirty-five yards from north to south. It has been surrounded
by a wall, and in the east had a flight of four steps about ten
yards long on the river bank. About fifteen yards to the west of

the temple are the ruins of two very richly carved gateways, Avith

steps that lead to the raised ground beyond, and, in the north-west
corner, is a devotee’s cell of plain dressed stone nearly five feet

square and six high. The raised ground to the west of the mined
gateways seems to have been enclosed by a wall of which, in

places, the foundation may be traced. Opposite the south door
are the remains of a wall with a figure of Ganpati in a niche.

About two yards to the west a door with carved jambs and pediment
leads to a pond twenty-six feet by twenty-four, surrounded by a
ruined wall with elaborately carved groups of human figures. To the
right, in a field beyond the line of the enclosing wall, is a circle of

carved stones.

Across the rivulet, about a hundred yards to the east, is an oblong
masonry-lined pond about twenty-seven yards long by twenty-four
broad, with a flight of long steps on the east and south. Six stones

carved with beautiful geometric patterns, one on the east and five on
the north, have been built into the base of the reservoir wall. This
pond is modern, probably Marfitha, being bnilt with mortar. The
people say, the reservoir was man’s work but the temple was the
work of spirits, devs, and was finished in one night.

On the inside of the lintel over the north door of the hall is an
inscription of six lines, so worn that the whole of it cannot be read.

As far as can be made out this inscription states that in A.n. 1060
(S. 982), during the reign of Mahfimandaleshvar Mamvfinirfijadev,
the royal priest and three other oflicers built a temple of king
Mahamandaleshvar Chhittarajadev. This Chhittard.jadev was one of

the Silhara dynasty (a.d. 810-1240), the brother and predecessor of

Mamvanirajadev. Perhaps by using the phrase ‘A temple of Chhitta-
rfijadev ’ the builders meant that the merit of the work should be
counted to their late master.^

' The translation of the inscription runs : ‘ (In the) Shak Samvat 982 (a.d. 1060) on
Friday the ninth of the bright half of Shr4 (van). The illustrious king Mah^manda-
leshvar Mamv^nirijadev, who has obtained the five great entire titles, who is the lord
of the ruler of great provinces, is like DAmodar in killing his enemies the demons
a strong cage for suppliants (to take shelter in), illustrious by these and other royai
titles. For bearing the burden of this kingdom, the great councillor is the illustrious
(Vinta) paiya and the great minister the illustrious Niganaiya, and the secretary
and minister for peace and war the illustrious Vakadaiya, and the great minister for
peace and war the illustrious Jogalaiya, and the first treasury officer Pidhi Sena
Mahidevaiya, and the second treasury officer the illustiions Bhiiilaiya. Under the
administration of these and other ministers the beneficent and victorious kingdom
is flourishing. The illustrious MahAiAja Guru N^bhiita (?), the second RAja Guru
the illustrious Vitanda Shiva, Bhat Shakan prai vriayaka (”), the great chief of a
district, the illustrious TSsiva Bdola, all these together, (near) Ambanith temple
(nine letters lost) constructed a temple of the god of the most illustrious Mahilman^-
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’'.vU Cave, about half a mile from the village of the same
near Jambrug and about sixteen miles north-east of Karjat,
^ 3r and to the north of the hill fort of Kotaligad. The cave,

is a Buddhist work, according to Dr. Burgess between b.c.

i A.D. 100, is cut in a long low hill in a curve in the bank
oranch of the Ulhds. It is approached by a sloping rock, and
ooks the river from a height of about twenty feet.

is a halt about forty-two feet by thirty-nine and ten high with
3ells opening from each of its three sides. Bound these same
3 sides runs a low rock-cut bench like the bench in Kanheri Cave
’'V. A central and a right hand doorway lead into a veranda,
ty-one feet long by about five feet ten inches deep, its eaves
ported by four pillars, and, at the ends, by three feet nine inches

return wall. Except at the central entrance, between each pair

pillars and the end pillars and pilasters, runs a low seat, backed
a parapet wall along the outer side. Of the outer face of the

11 enough remains to show that it was ornamented with festoons

i rosettes in the style of NdLsik Cave VI. The pillars are of the
ne pattern as the Ndsik pillars, pot capitals topped by flat roughly
ished plates. The shafts that spring from the back of the stone
h have no bases. The centml pair of pillars have eight-sided

"
", the remaining two are sixteen-sided. The doorways have

n fitted with modem carved doors with built basements, and
six cells at the back are some built basements on which figures

3 carved. The cave has been changed into a Br^hmanic temple,
I was lately used by a devotee the smoke of whose fire has
ackened the whole of the hall and the veranda. The second
’ r of the veranda, to the left of the entrance, has a Pdli inscription

one vertical line reading downwards. Some dim letters can also

3 traced on each of the central pair of pillars.

Amboli, a small village in Sdlsette, about two miles north-west
: Andheri station on the Baroda railway, hSs a Christian population
f about 700 and an old well-kept church, dedicated to St. Blasius,

leasuring 100 feet long, twenty-five broad, and thirty high. The
riest has a vicarage attached to the church and draws £1 10s.

15) a month from Government. A school kept by parish

ontributions has an attendance of from twenty to thirty pupils.

eshviu' Chhittarija in Fitapalli (?) restored by Bhagala.’ (Jonr. Bom. Br. R. As. Soc.
JI. 331). A sn^estion has b^n adopted in the text according to which the last

'o lines ran, ‘ All these together bnilt a temple of the most illostrioos Mah^manda*
sshvar Chhittar&jadev.’
The suggestion that the word samipe, that is near, filled one of the gaps in the inscrip-

on, has given rise to the view that the stone on which the writing is cut, originally

elonged to another building and was taken from its place and bnilt into the present
pie. The worn state of the inscribed stone and the traces of repairs in other

rte of the temple have been brought forward in support of this view.
In spite of these considerations, the facts that there is no other inscription in the
mple (the “letters’ noticed byMr. Terry on the roof seeming on a second examination
be mason’s marks), that this inscription holds so prominent a place and that the
rrespondii^ lintels are not less worn, seem to show that the inscription refers to the
Iding of the present temple and that the stone has been in its present place ever
:e the temple was built. It seems doubtful whether the temple has been repaired,
t hu been repaired, the repairs were almost entirely confined to a rough propping
he inside of the roof of the dome.
B 1064—2
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In 1877 a plot of ground, eighty feet long by twenty broad, was
consecrated as a burying ground. The Brahmanic caves of Jogesh-
vari or Amboli (a.d. 600 - 700), of which details are given under
Jogeshvari, lie in the woodlands about two miles south-east of

Goregaon railway station.

Archaeological Remains in the Thdna district are, except

a few Portuguese and Musalmdn, almost aU Hindu. The most
interesting Portugese remains are the forts and churches at Bassein,

and at Mandapeshvar, Ghodbandar, and other places in Sdlsette.

The chief Musalman remains are mosques, tombs, and reservoirs at

Bhiwndi and Kalyan. The Hindu remains are partly Buddhist
partly Brahmanic. The chief Buddhist remains are caves at Kanheri,
Kondivte, and Magathan in Sh.lsett6, at Lonad in Bhiwndi, and at

Kondane and Ambivli in Karjat. The chief Brahmanic remains

are caves at Jogeshvari and Mandapeshvar in Sdlsette ; temples

at Ambarndth in Kalydn, Londd in Bhiwndi and Atgaon in

Shdhapur ; and caves on the island of Elephanta in Bombay Harbour,
and at Pulu Sondla in Mnrbdd. Other remains, either Buddhist or
Brdhmanio, are a rock-cut temple at Vdshdli in Shdhdpur; caves

or cells, at Indragad in Ddhanu, at Jivdhan in Bassein, at Hhdk,
Gaurkamat, Halkhurd and Kotaligadh in Karjat, and at Uran in

Panvel.

Aruala Fort, also called Janjira or The Island, at the north-

west comer close to the wateris edge of a small island of the same
name,^ commands the southern and main entrance to the Vaitama
river, which is the most extensive inlet in the north Konkan.
The fort was described in 1818 as an oblong square of about 700
feet defended by round towers. The general height of the works
including the parapet was about thirty feet. There was no ditch or
out-work. The body of the rampart was throughout of solid

masonry and in good condition, but the parapet was of inferior

dimensions, and in many places, particularly near the towers, was
much out of repair. The interior of the fort was covered with trees

and swampy. Among north Konkan coast-forts it ranked next to
Bassein in size and strength, and was superior to Bassein in the
uniform breadth of its rampart top, or terrepleine, and its uniform
line of defence.

About 1530, the Portuguese found Arndla a strong fort in
the hands of the Gujarat Musalmans with domes and Saracenic
arches. These were destroyed by the Portuguese and the place
made over to a Portuguese gentleman of Bassein, who built an oblong
square about 700 feet with a round tower and furnished it with a
guard of soldiers.^ It was taken by the Marathds about 1737, and,
according to a Marathi inscription over the northern gateway, was
rebuilt in the reign of Bajirav I. in a.d. 1737 (Shak 1659), by an
architect named Baji Tulaji. In 1781 the commandant refused to
yield to the British, until preparations were made for bombarding

' This island was known to the Portuguese as Cows’ Island, ‘ Hha de Vaccas.’
’ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 159.
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the fort from Agashi.^ In 1817, when it finally came under the
British, it was for some time guarded by a small detachment of
troops.® In 1862 it was described as surrounded by water and in
very good order. Water was plentiful but there were no other
supplies.

Arnala has two temples, Trimbakeshvar’s receiving a yearly grant
from Government of £4 10s. (Rs. 45), and Bhavani’s receiving £9 2s.

{Rs. 91). There is also a tomb of two Musalman saints, Shahali and
Hajiali, with a yearly endowment of £8 (Rs. 80) and a stone-lined

eight-cornered pond and many wells.

Asa'va Fort in Mcihim, about five miles north-east of Palghar
' railway station, stands on a hill about 800 feet high and very steep
especi^ly on the northern side. Except below the fort the hill is

generally well wooded. A long narrow saddle-back joins it with
the high ridge of trap-hills, which stretching north and south, cut
the Mahim sub-division in two. Another short saddle-back joins

it with one or two lower hills to the west. Its position at the
north point of the Mahim range gave Asava the command of the
opening between the Mahim ridge to the south and the Dahanu
ridge to the north.® It had the special value of keeping open
military communications between the great fortress of Asheri and
Mdhim, Sirgaon, Chinchan, T4rdpur, and Dahanu. Below the fort

is the large village of Mahagaon, whose numerous hamlets show
that it was once a place of importance.*

In 1818 Captain Dickinson described Asava as a hill fort between
600 and 700 feet high, whose top, five hundred feet long by about
two hundred and fifty broad, was once inclosed with Works of
which nothing remained but a low ruined retaining wall of loose

stones with here and there a dwarf parapet of the same material,

A little knoll within the fort showed traces of works, and three

reservoirs yielded excellent water.

Asheri Port, on the top of the great hill of Asheri (1689), lies in

the Mahim sub-division to the north of Pavlihill about twenty miles

north-east of Mahim. According to local tradition Asheri was built

by a certain Bhoj Raja, and, about the beginning of the fourteenth

century, was taken from the Naiks or Kolis by Bimb the ruler of

Mdhim.®

The Portuguese took it in 1556 and made it the head of

thirty-eight villages and six parishes. It was the key of their

possessions in north Thana and sheltered from land attacks the

rich rice-yielding villages of Bassein. It was as a bridle in the
mouths of the neighbouring chiefs, the Chodharas (Ghandhdrs)
in the north-east, the Kolis in the east, and Malik, that is the

* Grant Duff, 442. Memoirs of a Field OfiScer, 321 ; Nairne’s Konkan, 102.
^ Dickinson in Naime’s Konkan, 117.
® On the southern point of the M4him ridge stands Tandulvidi and about the

centre the high peak of Kaldrug. This whole ridge is impassable for carts and
never seems to have had much of a footpath across it. In 1881 a good road was
made over the Chahad pass below Kaldrug. Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S.

* Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S. * Nairne’s Konkan, 22.
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Ahmednagar monarch, in the aonth-east. In the forest at the
base of the hill was a Koli settlement named Yaranipor, which
was strengthened by a Portngnese stockade armed with thrra

gnns. The hill was so steep that the ascent was generally made
barefoot or with the help of ropes. On the way up there were
thirteen passes, of which ^e four chief wme known as the Gate Pass,

the Evening Pass, the Prabhn Pass, and the Cow Pass. The main
line of approach was through a pass named S^ada where was a
stockade and a Koli guard. Beyond Salada a footpath ran through
a very narrow and steep defile called the pass of Good Hope,
because one slip would dash the climber to pieces. At the top of

the defile the gate was entered through a cave from which a stam»se
of seventy steps led to the top of the rock where was another strong
gate guarded by four Portngnese families. Inside of this was a
second fortified door armed with two falcons. The top of the hill,

which was 1600 paces longer than it was vride, was large enough to
give room for breeding cattle, pigs, and sheep. It commanded a
view of the country round and the sea could be seen in the far west.
The rock was not fortified, but round the edge large stones were
piled ready to be hurled on any attacking force. On the top were
twenty water cisterns and two reservoirs. The garrison, which
was cMefly composed of pardoned criminals, numbered about 700,
including women and children.^

The Portngnese set a high value on Asheri. The gates were
guarded by Portuguese families and no one could enter or quit the
fort without the commandant’s leave. The doors were shut at sunset
and the keys given to the commandant,whoretnmed them to the gate-
keeper at sunrise. The garrison was hlways on the alert. A night
guard of fifty archers and Christian soldiers kept watch, burning
torches of cane, which blazed the fiercer the more they were
moistened with water.* In 1613, when reductions were made in other
forts, Asheri and Manor were kept at their full strength.* The fort
seems to have been taken by the Moghals about the middle of the
seventeenth centu^. It was regained by the Portuguese in 1683 by
bribing the Abyssinian commandant with a sum of £650 (Rs. 6500).
The Portngimse placed in it a garrison of sixty soldiers and built a
church. In 1695 it is mentioned as an impregnable castle on the
top of a hill entered by a crooked path cut out of the mountain
and defended by several guards, who might withstand an army by
rolling down stones.^ In 1720 it is described as an inaccessible
and most gigantic natural fort, with a plain on the top large enough
for 1 5,000 men, and with pasturage for cattle and provided with great

’ In 1634 the details were, besides the commandant, chaplain and physician,
fifty-five officers and seventy-five Christian archers and arm-bearers, a Portuguese
gate-keeper, a Portuguese police inspector, a bleeder, an interpreter, a washerman, six
drummers, two archers, and an umbrella boy. Ibe commandant’s staff included a
clerk, a farrier, a trumpeteer, and three drummers. O Chron. de Tis. in. 224.

’ From an account written in 1634 in O Chron. de Tis. IIL 224, and from (Mby’s
Atlas, V. 215. In parts of Xhina blackwood torches are still damped to biiehten tiie
flames. Mr. E. J. Ebden, C, S.

® Archivo Portuguez Oriental Fasc. III. pt. L p. 527.
* Gemelli Gareri in Churchill, IV. 190.
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cisterns and fountains. The passes thronghwhich alone the top could
be reached were narrow crevices opened by time and nature.

Their walls were of black stone joined with pieces of Tshair wood, a
very ancient and admirable work. The ascent was by a flight

of steps cut in the rock. At the top of the stair was the fortress

with iron doors, and then another very narrow staircase led to a
second door> throngh which the way lay to the top, where was a round
and Very old fort. To the north-east was a mined tower without
pavement or doors and an open church. The church and the houses
of the commandant and soldiers were rained and neglected. It

was garrisoned by 150 men and three corporals, who served more
for carrying the commandant’s timber than as soldiers. About 1 737
Chimnaji Appa, by the capture of Mahim, cut off communication
with Aj^eri, and the fort seems to have soon after yielded to the

Marathas. It was retaken by the Portuguese in 1738,* but again fell

to the Marathas, who held it till 1817 when it seems to have been
handed to the British without resistance.

Chiq^ZIY.

Places ofXutaCBt.

Asheri Fobt.

In 1818 Captain Dickinson described the fort as situated in

forest-covered land on a hill about 1000 feet high. Though easy at

first the latter part of the ascent was very steep and difficult, up an
almost perpendicular staircase hewn out of the solid rock forty feet

high, having at its top an iron door fixed horizontally. Prom this

door the ascent was no less steep and of equal height to a second
gateway, the brow of the hill beiug bnUt up on both sides to

prevent access on either flank. 'Die only other works were a
ruined circular enclosure one hundred feet higher, and, on the top
of the bill

, a detached eight-sided tower also in ruins. Though
the works were ruinous, the natural strength of the place was so

great that a handful of men might hold it against any odds.

On the hill top was an open space of about half a mile, on which
and near the circular enclosure were three fine ponds and a few huts
occupied by the garrison sepoys. In many places the soil was
excellent.

In 1862 the fort was in rains. Water was available but other

supplies had to be brought from a distance. A recent account

(1881) describes the gate of the inner fort as almost entirely in

ruins. About 150 paces east of the fort are rem^s of a six-

cornered laterite tower, and near it is a large stone with a cross,

the Portuguese arms, and some Portuguese writing.* There are

ten reservoirs, eight outside and two inside the outer wall. Of
the eight outside of the wall five form a group to the north-east

and three a group to the west. One in each group is dry, the

rest have generally about five feet of water. The two inside ponds.

* Grant Duff’s Mar&tMs, 240.
* The writing is, ‘Redo o seb se b n skbastiao

|
sbndo govbenador d’este

1
:estdo

OVICE BEI D LITIS DEA
|
THAIDE SEGITNDAV MAEDOFR

|
ESTA FOBT EZA ANO DE 15

This may be translated ‘Reigning the most Serene King Don Sebastian, being
governor of this state the viceroy Don Luis D’Athaide, the second time, this

fortress was commanded to be built in the year 15. . Sebastian reigned from
1557 to 1578, and Don Luis Athaide was twice in India from 1568 to 1571, and from
1578 to 1581. The year in the inscriptioB was probably 1578 before king ^bastian’s
death was known in India, Dr, Da Cnnha.
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each fifty feet square, are of cut stone protected by low laterite

walls. One with steps holds about five feet of watw, the other

without steps about two and a half feet. Besides these reservoirs

there are two cisterns. Near the fort is a cellar with openings

for light and room for about fifteen persons.

A'tga.OIl five miles north-east of Shahapur has a railway station

and the remains of an old temple. Details are given under Shdhdpur.

BahirugadPort, commonly called Bairamgad, on an outstanding
tableland, about six hundred feet above the base of the Sahyddris

and a few miles north-east of the Nana pass, lies about twenty-two
miles east of Murbdd and close to the village of Moroshi. The
fort is a perpendicular rock 100 feet high with a very narrow base.

In 1818 the first forty feet of ascent were by a very steep staircase

hewn out of the rock. Above the staircase was a massive wooden
ladder twenty-seven feet long and fastened at the top with an iron

chaiu^ The ascent from the top of the ladder was by an almost
perpendicular staircase Hke the one below, with a very difficult

and dangerous trap-door. The fort stood alone with a deep ravine

on either side, the top of which was joined with the outstanding and
inaccessible peaks of the Sahyadris immediately on the rear. On
the top of the hill was a pond and some places in the rock which
might serve as dwellings. In the plain below were some buildings

which were occupied by the garrison, and there were also two springs
giving a sufficient supply of water. From the steepness of the rock
and the nature of the ground at the top, even without defensive
works, the place could not be taken. In 1862 it was ruinous
without water or supplies.

Ballalgad Fort, in Achad village ten miles east of Umbargaon,
stands closely surrounded with forest on a hill about 200 feet high.
It is a very small place not more than eighty feet in area. The fort

gate is in ruins. The works, including a small parapet, are about
fifteen feet high and seven thick. Inside is a low thatched
building, which, with a mined reservoir of bad water, takes up
almost the whole of the interior. In 1862 the fort was ruinous
with no water and no supplies,

Balvantgad Port, on a hill about 1000 feet high, in Vihigaon
village about twenty-five miles north-east of Shahpur, stands over
the KdsAra reversing station. In old times it must have command-
ed the Tal pass. The fort walls, which are eight feet broad and
from six to ten high, are built of stone and mortar and are about a

* This ladder was destroyed by Captain Dickinson in 1818. In a letter to the
chief Engineer (6th January 1818) Captain Dickinson wrote, ‘ When I was at the
fort of Byramghur, intelligence reached me that the Peshwa with the greater part
of his army was in the neighbourhood. As the party who had been sent to garrison
this place had been obliged to take jwst below, and, as it was impossible to conjecture
what were the plans of the Peshwa, I took upon myself to destroy the massiye
ladder of wood 30 feet in height which formed one part of the ascent to the fort, which
is nothing more than the top of a very high and perpendicular rock, and with some
indifferent implements, all I could procure from the neighbouring villages, I set
people to work to complete the demolition of the remaining part of the ascent below
the ladder, consisting of an almost perpendicular flight of steps hewn out of the solid
rock nearly 40 feet in height.’ Mihtaiy Diary, 314 of 1818, p. 1128.
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mile round. Wittin the walls, the foundations of a large and of a Chapter XIV.
small house can he traced. Places oflntereBt.

Ba'ndra,^ north latitude 19° 2' and east longitude 72° 53', a
municipal town and port with, in 1881, a population of about 15,000
souls, lies between the Baroda railway and the sea, in the south-west

comer of the island of Salsette nine miles north of Bombay. Between
the railway and the sea stretches a low belt of cocoa-palm gardens
and rice land, and to the south-west, Bandra hiU rises about 150
feet and with flat wooded crest, slopes gently sonth-west to the
level of the plain, and again rises into a rocky knoll.

The town begins at the end of the Mahim causeway which joins

Salsette to Bombay. There are two main roads one that turns to the
left and keeps close to the shore, the other that passing to the north
skirts the east and north of the village. Turning to the left, at

an old banyan tree at the end of the causeway, the shore road passes

through the market place. Behind lies the municipal market, and to

the right the better part of the town with upper storied houses owned
and held by Native Christians, most of whom are in business in

Bombay. Round the shore are lanes of huts most of them fishermen's

huts, and further on towards the hill the street joins the main hill

road. The other road, starting from the Mahim causeway, passes

through the middle of the town. On the right are the Bombay
municipal slaughter houses, the railway station, and a rest-house.

A little further the road is crossed by the Ghodbandar road and from
here to the hill it is lined by well built houses, generally two
stories high, and surrounded by gardens. St. Joseph’s convent on the

right and St. Stanislaus’ orphanage on the left are the chief buildings.

Opposite St. Stanislaus’ orphanage, at a cost of about £500 (Rs. 5000),
a new local and muncipal fund road has lately been made to Pali, Chui,
and Danda. Most of the lowlands close by are used for the growth
of rice and vegetables. On the right the land rises towards Pali

hill on which are several European houses. On the sea-shore is

St. Andrew’s church, and to the right the village of Chimbai. Past
the church the new Sea Beach road turns on the right to the sea,

and passes on to the Point a distance of two miles from the Railway
Station. The main road climbs the hill, and at about onerthird

of the way up, divides in two, one branch leading to the right into

the lower road and running round the west of the hill just above sea

level, and the other branch winding to the top of the hill. The
ridge and the rocky and rather bare western slope are covered

with houses most of which have been built within the last thirty years

on plots of about one acre.

The only buildings of special interest are the English Church
and the Chapel of Our Lady of the Mount. The road along the

ridge ends at this chapel, but pathways lead down the hill as

far as the Point,^ where are the remains of a Portuguese Agoada

^ Most of the Bdndra aocotmt has been contributed by Mr. Bnllock of Bandra.
* Before 1869 the people of B&ndra hill were in the habit of going to the Point for

their morning and evening walks. In 1869 their right of way over Mr. Byriimji

Jijibhdi’s land was questioned, and the dispute gave rise to assault and criminal charges
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or block-house which seems to have been built in 1640.^ On the

invasion of Salsette by the Mar6thas in 1737, ah English garrison

was sent to hold this post, but the place was found untenable and
under the advice of the Bombay Government it was destroyed.

The present rents of the thirty-five houses on the hill vary from
£4 to £12 (Rs. 40- Rs. 120) a month. Of the whole number edxare

owned by Europeans, eleven by Parsis, sixteen by native Christiaiis,

and two by Musalmans. Of the present (1881) occupants fifteen are

Europeans, twelve Parsis, three Hindus, and five Mnsalm4ns.

A branch from the main Vehar pipe is brought across the cause-

way for the use of the slaughter house and the railway station, and
carried as far as St. Andrew’s church. The houses on the hill get
their drinking water from four wells, of which the best is the

Rangdris’ well. When the wells run dry Veh4r water is supplied

at the rate of 2s. (Re. 1) for 1000 gallons. Between the viUage and
the railway station is a large reservoir, which was built by a rich

Musalmdn of Naupada. Its water is fit only for watering cattle and
for washing clothes.

The 1881 census returns give for Bdndra municipal limits a
population of 14,996 (males 7805, females 7191). Of these

7272 are Hindus, 5470 Native Christians, 1667 Musalmans (1267
Sunnis and 400 Shi4s), 493 Parsis, 74 Protestant Christians,

12 Jews, and 8 Armenians.® Except a few Goanese servants in

European households, the native Christians are local converts whose
forefathers were made Christians by the Portuguese during the
sixteenth and seventeeth centuries. They are chiefly of the Koli,

Bhandari and Kunbi castes. Most of the native Christians are
under the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Goa who is nominated
by the Portuguese government. But a considerable body, who
separated in 1852, form the congregation of St. Peter’s nnder
the jurisdiction of the Vicar Apostolic of Bombay. Among the
Musalmans are some Khojas and Bordhs, shopkeepers and traders

;

of the rest about five hundred, who are almost all immig^nts
from the Deccan, are employed in the Bombay municipal slanghter-

»nda civil suit in the miinlat<Ur’8 court. Ultiniately, in 1877, arrangements were made
for taking of Mr. Byrdmji’s land for public purposes, when that gentleman
granted a strip of land and gave a sum of money to m^e a footpath.

' Such of the inscription as remains reads, ‘Eskbalvak
]
te 1 SEFESElft

LO VOB
I
DONO

I
HE D E I E S V S

{
E. H. 1640.

'

’ The following table gives the details for each of the Villages which falla within
BAndra municipal limits :

Bdjidra Population^ 1881,

yiLLKOta. Hindus. Cbristians. Others. Total.

B&cdia Hill 534 159 206
Bandra Proper 2261 2911 1161

and Kaapfida 181 101 548 8.^
Kh^ and KMr Road 593 525 137 1255
P51i 221 399 0
Chimbai SitT&di 233 584 17 8^
Mala 160 509 0 669
Qjui 132 357 2
D&nda Proper... 2957 7 99 3063

TotU ... 7272 5552 2172 14,996
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louses. Most of tlie Parsis are of the poorer class. Of the
whole number six families, two in Bandra propei*, three in Khar
and one in Danda, are liquor-sellers. Two are tavern and lodging
house-keepers, some are railway guards or fitters, and some work in

Bombay as clerks or compositors. During the hot season about
thirty rich Parsi families move from Bombay to Bd,ndra. The men
go into Bombay almost every day, some of them being merchants or

shopkeepers and others salesmen or clerks.

Bandra is both a port and a railway station. Small coasters find

scanty shelter from north-west gales under Bandra Point, but in

working north no ships should shoal under five fathoms at day and
seven fathoms by night. The tidal rise is fifteen feet at springs and
nine feet at neaps

The sea returns for the five years ending 1878-79 show average
exports worth £2701 (Rs. 27,010) and average imports worth £7802
(Rs. 78,020). Exports varied from £1204 (Rs. 12,040) in 1874-75 to

£4783 (Rs. 47,830) in 1878-79, and imports from £6469 (Rs. 64,690)
in 1874-75 to £9540 (Rs. 95,400) in 1875-76.^

The railway returns show an increase in passenger traffic from
451,181 in 1873 to 816,634 in 1880, and a dechne in goods traffic

from 983 to 421 tons.

The following statement gives the details of the passenger traffic

between Bdndra and the different Bombay stations :

Bdndra Railway Passengers, 1871-lSSO.

From

B&ndra.

i

To 1871. 1872. 1373. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880.

Col&ba
Church Gate ...

Marine liiura...

Chami Road ...

Gnmt Road ..

4160
38,958
12,989
46,563

30,758
29,652
17,429
51,746

497
53,554
40,008
14,942
41,769

2295
51,328
57,940
25,798
62,743

2644
68,363
67,535
27,439
70,059

2786
63,613
67,058
20,084
66,884

2898
71,255
64,834
25,500
67,072

2803
47,433
70,088
27,963
78,404

3353
36,530
70,740
36,945
104,714

3458
36,413
74,716
47,928
125,518

i

C
•a

M
o
6-1

From 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1378. 1879. 1880.

Colaba
Church Gate...
Marine Lines...

Cham i Road ...

Grant Road ...

3714
29,398
8945

39,607

24,889
25,958
14,065
40,479

488
36,459
40,602
17,200
36,935

2322
47,376
58,728
27.088
55,003

2616
59,254
69,316
29,868
64,522

2748
59,830
66,652
31,381
61,768

2751
67,862
65,.302

29,340
63,820

2738
45,302
68,586
30,622
75,183

3267
34,545

70,306
38,697

100,972

3416
34,135
75,086
49,727
118,837

The liberal terms granted to the holders of season tickets have
raised the number of trips from 97,680 in 1871 to 249,800 in

1880.»

' Taylor’s Sailing Directory, 373.
“ The details are : 1874-75 exports £1204 (Ea. 12,040), imports £6469 (Rs. 64,690) ;

1875-76 exports £2614 (Rs. 26,140), imports £9540 (Rs. 95,400) ; 1876-77 exports
£2354 (Rs. 23,540), imports £7030 (Rs. 70,300) ; 1877-78 exports £2551 (Ks. 25,510),
imports £7415 (Rs. 74,150) ; 1878-79 exports £4783 (Rs. 47,830), imports £8556
(Rs. 85,560).

^ The number of trips were : 1871, 97,680 ; 1872, 99,120; 1873, 119,440 ; 1874,

127,560 ; 1875, 178,880 ; 1876, 212,600 ; 1877, 208,040 ; 1873, 222,889 ; 1879, 210,560

;

1880, 249,800.
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Bandba.

Indnstrieg.

Slaughter
Bouses.

The chief industries are the tapping of palm trees, the distilling

of toddy spirits, the growth of cocoa-palms and vegetables, fishing,

and the work of the Bandra slanghter-honse. There is also some
pottery making, indigo dyeing, and cotton weaving, the last almost

crushed by the competition of machine-made cloth. The village

of NaupAda behind the railway station, whose people were all Sunni
Mnsalmans, was formerly very prosperous jvorking as many as 150
hand looms. The village is now almost deserted, but most of the

people have found work at the Kurla mills. The people of Danda
are Hindu fishermen who are said to have come from Thai and
Alibag in Kolaba. They are vigorous well-to-do men, quite as

fond of liquor as their Christian neighbours.

The Bombay Municipal Slaughter Houses support 150 families

of butchers. These slaughter houses stand at the north end of the

Lady Jamsetji causeway on the site of the old Jesuit monastery of

St. Anne’s about 100 yards south-west of the Bdndra railway station.

They are three in number, one for beef and two for mutton.^ The
buildings, which were finished on the 1 8th February 1867,^ at a cost of

£32,000 (Es. 3,20,000), were desired by Mr. Kussell Aitken, then

Municipal Engineer, and were built by Messrs. Wells and Glover.

They are neat, strong, and well suited for their work. They are built

of rubble masonry with facings of Porbandar sand-stone with iron

roofs ventilated from above, and with floors of finely dressed basalt

set in cement and well drained. The stock sheds, which lie on
either side of the slaughter houses, are strong airy buildings 200
feet long by thirty-five broad, with iron roofs, surrounded by stone

walls and strong pallisades. The buildings are so arranged as to

be easily enlarged. Besides the slaughter houses and live stock
sheds, there are lines for the hdmntris, or slaughterers, and others

employed at the slaughter house. There is also a covered space with
standing ground for a week’s supply of live stock, that is, at least

800 head of cattle and 10,000 sheep
;
there is also space for weekly

and half-weekly markets, and ample convenience for cattle and
sheep to reach the slaughter house by rail. In deference to the
Hindu feeling against the use of beef, care has been taken to
separate the mutton and the beef slaughter houses by a high wall.®

The floors of the houses are very carefully cleaned by water
brought across the causeway from the Yehar main. The meat
train, which has been discontinued since January 1879, used to pass
at the Bandra station through a siding which branched into two hues,
the west siding being for the live-stock and the east siding for the
meat. The space between the two sidings is filled by the mutton,
beef, and Commissariat slaughter houses which are built on the line
with their respective yards in the rear. The siding ran close along

’ details have been prepared by Mr. P. C. Higgins, Superintendent of MarketsMd Slaughter-houses, ^mbay. One of the slaughter houses is rented to Government
for the use of the Commissariat department.

" The first meat train left Bdndra at 3-30 a.m. and reached theBori Bandar statnm
A.M. on the morning of 20th February 1867.

For the same reason, in the meat train three passenger vans for the butchers and
their servants used to be placed between the beef and mutton vans.
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the curve on which the slaughter houses stand, so as to admit of Chapter XHT.
meatbeing loaded into large airy vans where it used to hang till 3-30

pflftterwtt.
A..M. the time of starting for Bombay. By this arrangement the

meat reached Bombay within half an hour. Since January 1879 the BAkdra.

meat train has been discontinued in favour of the bullock cart and Slaxightet

road system. According to the present arrangements, when the

carcasses are cleaned and dressed, they are halved and quartered

and hung in theTullock meat-vans. The vans, of which there are

twenty -six, leave the slaughter house at 12 p.m. with a sub-inspector

in charge, and reach the Bombay markets at about 3-30 a.m.i

The monthly average number of animals slaughtered is 305
buffaloes, 2260 cows and bullocks, and 31,816 sheep and goats. The
average monthly income of the slaughter houses is £996 (Rs. 9960) and
the average monthly establishment charges £76 (Rs. 760).^ Except
that the Jews have a priest or mulla of their own, the throats of all

animals are cut by Muhammadan priests. The priests are paid by the

owners of the animals, and their monthly earnings vary from £1 10s.

to £2 (Rs. 15-Rs. 20). The wives of the mutton dressers, or

Kdmatris, help their husbands, but this is not the case with the wives

of beef dressers or of priests. The slaughter houses support about

1 50 families of priests and meat dressers, and connected with them
there are 471 master and working butchers, 386 of whom are

Musalmans, 73 Hindus, 3 Portuguese Christians, and 2 Jews. They
all sell wholesale and retail, and nearly all have from one to four

servants.

The homed cattle intended for butchers’ meat come from the

Konkan, Deccan, Haidarabad, Nasik, and Khandesh. They are

brought by Musalmdn dealers who travel from fair to fair,

buying as they go till they have gathered 100 or more animals

generally cows. They then make their way to Bombay by road,*

timing their arrival at Bdndra for Saturday when the fair is held.

Their transactions are generally in cash. The sheep are gathered

in the same way, and, with the addition of Gujardt, from the same

districts as the cattle.* Cattle arriving at the main entrance are

^ The meat is all the time in charge of the municipal superintendent of markets,

the doors of the vans being under his lock and key with duplicate keys at the

different markets in Bombay. The butchers’ servants travel with the vans sitting

with the drivers. The doors of the vans are opened by the municipal peons on duty

at the markets, and on producing the slaughter-house receipts the butchers’ servants

take their masters’ meat to their stalls.

^ The revenue is derived from the following sources : Slaughter fees £620 (Rs. 6201),

fair ground and feeding fees £302 (Rs. 3025), rent from Government £26 (Rs. 266),

butchers’ and others’ license fees £25 (Rs. 248), chawlrents£13 (Rs. 132), sale o£blood

£8 (Rs. 80), and miscellaneous fees£l 8s. (Rs. 14). The monthly establishment charges

are one assistant superintendent on £16 (Rs. 160), one cattle inspector on £12

(Rs. 120), two sub-inspectors on £3 10s. (Rs. 35) at £l 10s. (Rs. 15) each, three

messengers on £14s. (Rs. 12) each, thirteen labourers on £1 2s. (Rs. 11) each, om
lamp lighter £1 (Rs. 10), one scavenger £16s, (Rs. 13), one meat-van sub-mspector £2
(Rs. 20), and twenty-four meat-van drivers on 18s. (Rs. 9) each.

.

® Cattle are brought by road, and goats and sheep both by road and rail.

* The Gnjarit sheep are all brought by rail by smaU dealers, Musalmins and a few

Hindus. The Kh4ndesh sheep generally come by road, the dealers are poor, working

on small sums of their own and sometimes on borrowed money.
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Maces oflnterest
bought by the butchers they are moved

into the large standing or stock sheds on each side of the central
Banbka.

road, where they are allowed to cool before inspection. The
Staughter municipal inspector’s office is outside the slaughter-house gate,

and cattle are there daily inspected and passed for slaughter before

they are allowed to enter the slaughter-house yard. The fairs in

connection with the slaughter house take place for homed cattle on
Saturdays from 8 to 12 a.m., and for sheep and goats on Wednesdays
and Saturdays from 1 to 8 p.m. Animals are seldom left unsold.

If unsold they are taken to the waste or grass lands near Bandra,

and allowed to graze till the next fair day.^ There are about fifty-

buyers of homed cattle and about 100 buyers of sheep and goats.

During the rains there is a great falling off in the supply of cows.

If they were allowed, the batchers would kill only buffaloes both

for the shipping and for the public markets, as their hides and fat

yield them a good return. Shipchandlers prefer buffalo to cow-
beef, as it does not cost more than 2d. a pound (12 lbs. the rupee),

and they are sometimes able to pass it off as ox-beef. But buffalo

meat is so coarse and unpalatable, and so liable to worms, that except

the poorest classes no one ever knowingly eats it.

The local consumption of meat is small, about twenty-five sheep
and goats, and one cow or bullock a day. The consumers are

Europeans, Parsis, Musalmans, and some Hindus, but most of

it goes to the Roman Catholic schools. The retail butchers at

Bandra are all Muhammadans, and the general retail price' for

beef and mutton is from Sd. to 6d. (2-4 annas) and for goats’

fiesh from 2d. to 4d. (1^-3 annas) the pound. The hides and
skins of slaughtered animals are sold either by private contract or by
auction to the highest bidder. The buyers are European and native

merchants, or Dharavi tanners. The horns and bones are gathered by
a man appointed for the purpose and kept by him at Bdndra outside

the town limits. They are yearly sold to some European firm for

export to Europe ; the proceeds are set apart for the benefit of the
mosque and the Muhammadan poor.^ The blood is bought by
Messrs. Rogers and Co., of Bombay, who pay the Municipality a
yearly sum of £96 (Rs. 960). They boil the blood and prepare it

with charcoal for a coffee planter in Ceylon.

The refuse is gathered in large masonry bins at each end of the
slaughter house, and removed daily by a contractor who is paid £75
(Rs. 750) a year by the municipality. It is taken by bullock carts

1 The average price of a first class buffalo is £5 (Rs. 50) and of a second class buffalo
£2 lOs. (Rs. 25) ; of first class cows and bullocks £l 14a (Rs. 17) and of second class
cows and bullocks £1 6a (Rs. 13) ; of first class goats 10s, (Rs. 5), of second class 8s.
(Rs. 4), and of third class 6s. (Rs. 3) ; of first class sheep 8s. 6d. (Rs, 4-4), of second
class 7s. (Rs. 3-8), and of third class 5s. (Rs. 2-8).

2 The prices of hides, skins, bones and horns are ; buffalo hide large 14s. (Rs. 7),
buffalo hide small 13s. 3<f. (Rs. 6-10); cow and bullock hide large 6s. (Rs. 3), cow
and bullock hide small 4s. (Rs. 2). Goat skin large 3s. (kl, (Rs. 1-12), goat akin
small^. (Re. 1-4), Sheepskin 1«. (8a.s.). Buffalo homs arc sold at from £2
lOs. (Rs. 25) to £4 (Rs. 40) the cwt. ; Ixmes and other homs at Is. Otf. (14 as.), and
fat at £1 5s. (Rs. 12-8) the cwt.
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to Khari, near Andheri, and used for manure and for reclaiming
swamps.

The Bandra municipality, which was established in 1876, had in
1880-81 an income of £1536 (Rs. 15,360) representing a taxation of
2s. 0\d. (Rs. 1-0-4) a head. This income chiefly comes from taxes on
houses, boats, and roads. During 1880-81 the expenditure amounted
to £844 (Rs. 8440), of which £239 (Rs. 2390) were spent on
scavenging, £84 (Rs. 840) on lighting, and £520 (Rs. 5200) on
roads. The chief municipal works are new markets in Bandra and
at Kh4r, representing a cost of £410 (Rs. 4104), and new roads
representing a cost of £1169 (Rs. 11,690).^ The B4ndra municipal
district includes the following villages which lie either together or
within half a mile of each other ; Naupada, Khar, Pali, Varoda,
Chimbai, Katvadi, Mala, Sherli R4jan, Chni, and Danda. Of
public offices and institutions there are, besides the railway station,

a post office, a dispensary, and seven schools. The Sir K4vasji
Jahanghir Readymoney Dispensary was founded in 1851 at the
request of several influential inhabitants of Salsette. Subscriptions
seem to have accumulated as, in 1867, there was a balance of

£1920 (Rs. 19,207). In 1874 Government sanctioned a yearly
grant of £260 (Rs. 2600) to pay a medical oflBcer and staff of

servants. In 1877 Sir Kdvasji Jahanghir handed over £1000
(Rs. 10,000) to Government who directed that the dispensary
should be called by his name. The attendance in 1880-81 was
14,565 out-patients and five in-patients. One or two private

dispensaries are also kept by Bombay practitioners, chiefly native
Christians. Most of their patients belong to the middle and upper
classes, and their fees vary from 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2- Rs. 3) a visit. Of
the schools the Jesuits maintain the St. Stanislaus’ Orphanage and
St. Joseph’s Convent, the former with 235 boys and the latter

with 214 girls. The following schools are also kept by the native
Christian clergy : a Diocesan School with an attendance of 170
pupils, a Portuguese Catechism School at Sherli with an attendance
of 50, and St. Vincent’s School at P41i with an attendance of 45.

There are also two Government Anglo-vemacnlar schools, one at

Bandra with 130 boys and 10 girls and one at Danda with 28 boys.
The elementary education of native Christian children is fairly

provided for, and as a rule they do not attend the Government
schools.

The only considerable work in the .neighbourhood is the Lady
Jamsetji Causeway which joins Bdndra with Mdhim. The following

inscription is engraved on a tablet at Mahim ;

‘ This causeway was commenced on the 8th of Febrnary 1843 under
the auspices of Lady Jamsetji Jijibhdi, who munificently contributed

towards its cost the sum of £15,580 (Rs. 1,55,800), It was
designed by Lieutenant Crawford and constructed by Captain
Cruickshank, of the Bombay Engineers, and opened to the public on

* The Bdndra markets were built from Local Funds in 1874 at a cost of £443
(Rs. 4430), and handed over to the municipality who objected to pay the cost sum.

Chapter XHL
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the 8th of April 1845, corresponding with the 13th day of the 7tli

month of Shenshaee Yezdezerd .(ERA 1214, in the presence of the

Honourable Sir George Arthur, Bart., Goyernor, the members of

Council and principal inhabitants of Bombay. The total cost of

construction was Rs. 2,03,843 and 5 pies.'

In 1854, at the joint expense of this lady and Government, a road
from this causeway was continued to the top of Bandra hill, whejne

a small tablet records the gift.

St. Andrew’s Church stands on the sea-shore on the site of a church
of the same name, which was built in 1575 by the Rev, F. Manuel
Gomes, the apostle of Salsette, the superior of the college of the
Holy Nanie at Bassein. By 1588 Gomes had made 4000 converts

and by 1591 the number had risen to 6000. Up to 1620 St. Andrew's
was the only church at Bandra. Then the Jesuit college of the
Invocation of St. Anne was built close to the landing place on the
plot of ground now occupied by the Bombay Municipal slaughter-
houses. At first this was small with only two friars, but by 1675 it

had been enlarged till ‘ it was not inferior to or much unlike an
English university.’^ The college was destroyed by the Marathas in
1737.

In the original St. Andrew’s church the door was at the west end
and opened on the sea-shore. The entrance to the present church,
which was rebuilt in 1864, is at the east end which presents the
usually quaintly ornamented face. The bare walls are surmounted
by a steep tiled roof with bell-towers at each side, and a figure of
St. Andrew stands over the central door. The cross to the left of the
door, on which the emblems of the Passion are carved in coloured
relief, was brought in 1864 from the ruins of St. Anne’s college.
The church was formerly unenclosed, but is now surrounded by houses
and by an ugly wall. It measures 1 2 1 feet long by twenty-eight high
and twenty-four wide, and has 8800 parishioners. The vicar has a
house and monthly allowance from Government of £1 10a. (Rs. 15)
and an assistant who is also paid £1 10s, (Rs. 15). There is a school
where 1 25 boys are taught Latin and Portuguese, the expenses being
met from fees and out of the revenues of Mount Mary Chapel. The
worshippers are mostly Kunbis and Bhandaris. The Koli fishermen,
who formerly belonged to the congregation, have since 1852 attached
themselves to the Jesuit church of St. Peter. At Easter time the
church ceremonies are conducted with much show. On the day before
Good Friday the scene of the Last Supper is enacted at the chapel of
N. S. de Monte, and on Good Friday the crucifixion is represented,
in front of St. Andrew’s with lights, the firing of guns, and other
accompaniments in presence of a great number of people who fill the
large churchyard and the neighbouring roads. The image of the
Lord is lowered, placed in a bier, carried in procession round the
church, and entombed in a sepulchre within the building. On Palm
Sunday the cross is borne in procession with the singing of hymns
and Latin psalms.

' Fryer’s New Account, 70.
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The chapel of Nossa Senhora de Monte, or Mount Mary as it is

commonly called, the most famous church in Sdlsette and the most
widely respected by the non-Christian inhabitants, stands on the

crest of Bdndra hill. In appearance it differs little from other native

Christian churches. It seems to have been built about 1640 for the

use of the garrison of the Agoada, or blockhouse, with which it was
connected by a road of which traces remain. According to the

local story it was destroyed by the Marathas in 1 738 and rebuilt

in 1761. The famous statue of the Virgin was recovered from the

sea by a fisherman, and, after remaining for a time in St. Andrew’s
church, was restored to its former position in 1761, and has since

been held in much veneration not only by Christians but by
Hindus, Musalmans, and Parsis. The image which is of life-size

and of highly decorated wood, is set above an altar emblazoned
with the most grotesque gilt carving. Every September there is a

fair which lasts for several days and great numbers come from the

country round. Behind the church a long flight of handsome stone

steps leads down the east slope of the hill to the market. There is

also a small chapel at Mala which was built about twenty years ago
by the Rev. Gabriel de Silva.

St. Joseph’s Convent,^ a large airy building within easy walk
of the sea, is the only institution of its kind in the Bombay
Presidency! It is managed by seventeen nuns of the Congregation

of the Daughters of the Cross and contains three distinct parts, the

convent, the boarding school, and the orphanage. The orphanage
was founded in 1868 when thirty-eight native girls were sent to

Bandra from the Poona Orphanage. Before this it was called St.

Vincent’s Home and supported some indigent men women and
children. The two charities continued in the same house till 1874,

when the number of children had grown so large that separate

institutions had to be formed. After some time, the St. Vincent
Home was removed to Bombay where it is known as the St.

Vincent and St. Joseph Foundling Home.

The Bandra building proving too small for the growing number of

children, £6000 (Rs. 60,000), of which Government contributed £2283
(Rs. 22,830), were subscribed for a new convent and orphanage, and
an additional sum of £1000 (Rs. 10,000) has since been collected to

complete the out-houses. The foundations were begun on St.

George’s day 1877, the corner stone was laid on St. Anthony’s
day in the same year, and the convent was occupied in June
1878. The building, which is 198 feet long by fifty broad and
fifty-eight high, faces the main road on its southern side. It is easily

known by the long pointed chapel windows on the first-floor. On the

ground-floor are the clothes room, the refectory, and the school rooms.

In the clothes room each orphan has her compartment marked with a
number corresponding to the number by which she is known in the

school. A sister is in charge of the wearing apparel and superintends

OiaFterZIT.
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1 Hiase detailed accounts of St Joseph’s Convent, 1^ Peter’s Chuich, and St.

Stanislaus’ Chnhanage have been obtamed through the kindness of the Bev, Father
H. Bochum, S.J., St. Xavier’s CoBege, Bombay.
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tbe needlework. The refectory is a place of rest for the orphans who
meet there four times a day and are fed on curry and rice, meats,

fish, vegetables and fruit, and bread and tea with buns and other

extras on feast days. Twice a day, at the principal meals, a rehgious

book is read aloud, and on Sundays, Thursdays, and Feast Days, the

children are allowed to talk at table. In the convent is a dispensary

furnished by Government with medicines, which are dispensed by a
sister according to the prescriptions of a medical man who attends

almost every day. One sister is set apart to look after sick

children. The first floor has the chapel and rooms for nuns and
children with a spacious veranda furnished with Venetians. Holy
Mass is said daily in the chapel at six in the morning, the inmates of

the convent 200 in number forming the congregation. The chapel

is also used for morning and evening prayers, rosary, and other

devotions. The second floor consists of a dormitory running the

entire length with accommodation for more than a hundred children.

The smaller children sleep in another part of the building.

Though children of all respectable castes are received, most of

the orphans are Portuguese and Eurasians with a sprinkling of

native converts. After bathing is over, the morning is devoted to

lessons, and the rest of the day to needlework. Instruction in

catechism and sacred history is given thrice a week by a priest from
St, Peter’s Church. After they have finished the fourth Government
standard, more of the orphans’ time is given to house-work,
chiefly cooking, cutting dresses, and needlework. Besides making
their own clothes the orphans carry out orders for all kinds of
needle-work both plain and fancy. Church vestments and flowers
are also made by the children and sold for their benefit. During
their play time the elderly girls busy themselves in crocheting,
lace-making, and knitting comforters or socks. Care is taken by the
managers of the institution to provide suitable husbands for girls who
are entirely dependent on the convent.

In addition to the orphans the convent has about fifty boarders all

Eurasians or Portuguese. Awing of the main building is set apart
for their use, and in it they have their sleeping, study, and work-
rooms, dinner-room, clothes-room, and bath-rooms. Besides the
eight Government standards, these boarders may be taught at their
own expense music, singing, drawing, and French and German.
They have their lessons, and they play and work apart from the
orphans, and are constantly under the surveillance of the sisters.
One sister has a room in each dormitory to be at hand during the
night. •

Connected with the convent is a day school with an attendance of
sixty pupils who are taught the eight Government standards along
with the boarders. They are divided into two classes, one of
European, Eurasian, Parsi and some respectable Portuguese children
who study and associate with the boarders, and the other of the
poorer class who learn with the orphans and have a separate class for
needlework.

In the be^nning of 1874 a Portuguese and English day school
was opened in Lower Mahim and placed under the charge of the
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Daughters of the Cross. During the first year two sisters used to

go every morning and return in the afternoon to Bandra j but as
this was found very inconvenient during the rains, a third sister

was sent and a community formed, the school taking the name of
the Convent of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. In connection
with the new convent at Mahim a boarding school was opened in

1875 for children of Portuguese descent and for native Christians.

St. Peter’s Church and St. Stanislaus’ Orphanage are accommo-
dated in a building which was originally intended to be an
orphanage for native children. It was taken in hand in 1852 when
the Koli fishermen of Bandra went over to the

j
urisdiction of the

Vicar Apostolic of Bombay. The building, which is 100 feet long
by seventy-five broad, consists of a ground-floor and upper story

with a loft which can be used as a sleeping room. There are no
partition walls in the building, but from each corner a room is

cut off for the teaching staff. The building cost £6000 (Rs. 60,000)
and many additions have since been made. In 1867 a second story

was added and above that, at an expense of £718 (Rs. 7181), the

middle part was raised to form an airy sleeping room for the

orphanage boys. In 1875, £218 (Rs. 2182) were spent in paving the

church floor with stone, £106 (Rs. 1062) on a dining room, and
£27 (Rs. 275) on a new kitchen. In 1877 a piece of a neighbouring

rice field was bought for £1 14 (Rs. 1144). Till 1852 the parishioners

formed part of St. Andrew’s congregation when about 1200 KoHs
and 100 Kunbis came under the jurii^ction of the Vicar Apostolic.

A large number of the Kolis have left their former occupation as

fishermen and taken to new callings, some working as carpenters,

fitters and compounders, and others as clerks and compositors. On
Sundays and holidays there are two Masses in the morning with a

Mardthi and English sermon. In the evening religions instruction

in Mar4thi is followed by service with two choirs, one of boys and

the other of young men. On great festival days when all are

careful to be present, the congregation numbers between 1000 and

1200 souls. On every Sunday in Lent, and during the Holy Week
the Gospel story of the sufferings of Christ is shewn with the help

of statues. The Corpus Christ! procession passes from St. Peter’s

through the village, praying and singing to the chapel of Our Lady
of the Mount. To the church is attached a free Portuguese school

for boys and girls with an attendance of fifty pupils. Catechism

and Marathi are taught to about 100 boys and girls, and Portuguese

to about the same number of children in two other places.

The St. Stanislaus’ Orphanage had its beginning in Bombay in one

of the honses where the St, Mary Institution now stands. Though
the Bdndra building was completed in 1853, it was not occupied by
the orphans till 1863. At present 235 boys study at the Orphanage,

of whom 140 are day scholars paying from 2s. to 6s. (Re. 1 - Rs. 3)

a month. Besides orphans, first and second class boarders, paying

£1 10s. and £1 (Rs. 15-Rs. 10) a month, are admitted, but the

boarders form only one-fourth of the whole number, the remaining

three-fourths being supported by private charity and by the Bishop.

The teaching staff consists of five Jesuit Fathers and five secular
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standard The orphans rise at half past five, and, after bathing, hear
Mass. They attend classes from nine to twelve in the morning and
from two to half past four in the afternoon ; the rest of the day is left

to study and play. They have three meals a day and a piece of bread
at half past four. Those who pay no fees have to help in keeping
the church and sacristy in order. Under the supervision of the
Fathers the maintenance of order and discipline is entrusted to six

head boys.

Faria mentions Bandor, perhaps BAndra, as a Konkan coast town
in 1505.^ In 1532 it was burnt by the Portuguese.® After their

power was established, thePortuguese made B^ndra the head-quarters
of a Thdnadar who had charge of sixty-five villages of which
thirteen were Christian. In 1550, it yielded a revenue of 15,580
fedeas, and was given to one Antonio Pesoa for a quit-rent of £18
(488 parddos)? In 1620 there is a mention of two Jesuit farmaat
Bandra whose rents went to keep up the Jesuit college at Agra.*
In 1639 Mandelslo mentions the islands of Bandera and Bombay.®
In 1667 when Bombay was made over to the English, the Jesuit
college at Bandra claimed much land and various rights in the
island. As these were not acknowledged, they helped a dismissed
English officer to attack Bombay.® A few years later (1675),
Dr. Fryer gives the following account of a visit to the Father
Superior of the north :

‘ It was not long before I was employed to
wait on the Father Superior of the north, a learned man and ^janiard
by nation, of the order of the Jesuits. Tho President commanded
his own baloon,'^ a barge of state of two and twenty oars, to attend
me and one of the council, to compliment the Father on the island of
Canorein parted from Bombaim by a stream half a mile broad : near
our landing place stood a college, the building not inferior to nor
much unlike those of our universities, belonging to the Jesuits here,
more commonly called Paulistines who live here very sumptuously,
the greatest part of the island being theirs. Our entertainment was
truly noble and becoming the gravity of the society. After I had
done my duty, the Fathers accompanied us to the barge. Afore the
college gate stood a large cross thwacked full of young blacks singing
vespers : the town is large, the houses tiled

;
it is called Bandoraf At

our department they gave us seven guns which they have planted
on the front of their college for their own defence, besides they are
fitted with good store of small arms : following therein the advice
given by a statesman to the king of Spain, about the Netherlands :

that if the society of the Loyolists were multiplied their convents
might serve for castles. In the middle of the river we had a pleasant
prospect on both sides, on Bandora side the college, the town, the
church of St. Andrew a mile beyond, and upon the hill that pointed
to the sea the Aquada, blockhouse, and a church

; on the ot^r side
the Church of Maiim with other handsome buildings. Curiosity

BIndba.

History.

* Kerr’s Voyages, TI. 83. * Kerr’s Voyages, VI. 252.
* Cordava’s History of the Jesuits, VI. 258.
* Bruce’s Annals, II. 212.
^ Baloon is the Marithi balydnv a state barge. Anderson’s Western India, 78.

® CoL Menu. Ined. V-2, 216.
' Voyages, 233.
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led me a second time to visit the island of Canorein, having obtained Chapter XIV.
leave for a longer stay, nor vyent I alone, some of the best qnahty on pjaces ^Interert.
the Island being led by the same desire joining themselves with

me. We carried a train of servants, horses and palenkeens, which Batora.

were ferried over before ns j and we coming soon after were met History.

by the Fraternity and conducted to the Fathers who detained us till

afternoon by a stately banquet showing us the civihty of the church
and college, diverting us both with instrumental and vocal music
and very good wine. After which we were dismissed and four miles

off Bandora were stopped by the kindness of the Padre Superior,

whose mandate wherever we came caused them to send his recarders

(a term of congratulation, as we say, ‘our service’) with the presents

of the best fruits and wines and whatever we wanted. Here, not
adjoining to any town, in a sweet air, stood a magnificent rural

church
j
in the way to which and indeed all up and down this island

are pleasant aldeas, or country seats of the gentry, where they live

like petty monarchs, all that is bom on the ground being theirs,

holding them in a perfect state of villainage, they being Lords
paramount.’^

In 1688, at the time of Sidi Kasim’s invasion of Bombay,
Ovington complains that the senior Pddre of Bandra (Pandam)
wrote to the Si^ to root out the Protestants and gave him money and
provisions. The Padre’s church income was said to be a pound of

gold' a day.* In 1694 the Maskat Arabs descended on Bdndra and
Sdlsette, and plundered villages and churches, killed priests, and
carried away 1400 captives.® Bdndra fort is mentioned in 1695 by
Gemelli. Careri.* A little later (1700-1 720) it is described as a most
conspicuous village on the Salsette coast. The river was in the hands
of the English, but its mouth was so pestered with rocks that no vessels

of any burden could enter. In 1720 the Bandra priests disturbed

the English at Mahim, stirring up the people to attack them. But a
well directed bomb killed some of the priests and the attempt was
abandoned. In 1722 they were again troublesome to the English.®

In 1737 the English sent men and munitions to help the Portuguese
to defend Bandra against the Mardthds. But as the town could

not be held, the fortifications were destroyed and the place

abandoned. The Jesuit college or church of St. Anne, which stood

on the site of the present slaughter houses, was destroyed, as well as

the church of Our Lady of the Mount known generally as Mount
Mary.® In 1774 Bandra came into British possession.

Bdndra never had much sea trade, but since the making of the

Jamsetji causeway what sea trade it had has almost ceased. The
opening of the railway caused a great increase of importance, and
during the time of Bombay’s great prosperity (1860-1864) numbers
came to live in Bandra. After this for some years the number of

* New Account, 70-71. ’ Voyage to Surat, 156-157.
® Hamilton’s New Account, 1. 182. * Churchill, IV. 198.
® Hamilton’s New Account, L 182.
‘ Naime’s Eonkan, 8Z In 1750 'Reffenthaler notices (Des. Hist, et 6eog. I. 411)

that on the shore were the ruins of the Jesuit church of B4ndra.
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residents fell off and several houses remained empty. During the

last four years Bandra has again risen in popularity. Almost all the

villa residences are occupied, and building goes on steadily.

Ba'nganga, a river about four miles south-east of TArApur, has

near it a dam, a large rest-house and a la^e reservoir, which were

built about 1828 by Vikaji Mehrji, who in return was granted the

village of Pamdli.^

Bassein, or Vasa'i, that is the settlement,® in north latitude

19° 20' and east longitude 72° 51', on the coast about thirty miles

north of Bombay, on the right or north bank of the ThAna creek,

is a municipal town, the head-quarters of a sub-division, and,

according to the 1881 census, had a population of 10,356 souls,

6850 of them Hindus, 2623 Chi-istians, 835 Mnsalmans, twenty-nine

vrild tribes, fourteen PArsis, and five Jews. The houses of the present

town lie about half a mile inland and to the north of the walls of the

old fort. A good metalled road 4y miles long leads to Bassein Road
station on the Baroda railway. The Portuguese ruins, which are

nearly hid by palm groves and brushwood, stand about fifteen feet

above high water level on a low flat plot of land, the south-west point

of the rich and well-wooded tract, which, being cut off from the

mainland by the Gokhirva or Sopara creek, was formerly known as

Bassein island. Off Bassein fort, about 100 yards from the shore, is

a dangerous rock which is visible only at low tide.®

As Bassein lies only six miles south of Sopara it can hardly

have been a place of consequence so long as SopAra (a.d. 1100)

remained a centre of trade.^ A doubtful reference makes Bassein

the head of a district under the Devgiri YAdavs (1200?-1290).

There is no certain notice till 1 507, when Mahmud Begada of GujarAt

(1459-1513) is said to have effected his designs against the towns of

Bassein and Bombay.® A few years later Barbosa (1514) describes

it under the name Baxay, as a town of Moors and Gentiles, a good
seaport belonging to the king of GujarAt. Much merchandise was
exchanged, and there was a great movement of shipping from all parts

and many boats came from Malabar laden with arecas, cocoa, and
spices.® In 1526 the Portuguese established a factory at Bassein, and
in 1529 and again in 1531, in revenge for the hostility of the Gujarat
kings, laid waste the Bassein coast.^ In 1532, to put a stop to these

raids and prevent the Portuguese from spreading further north,

Bahadur Shah ordered Malik Tokan, Governor of Diu, to fortify

' Mr. B. B. PateL Gov. Res. 1393 of 1829. The village was granted as a mark of
approbation of Mr. VikAji’s enterprise in raising a dam and erecting other useful works.
Collector to Government, 17th April 1830.

2 The MusalmAna called it Basai and the Portuguese Ba^aim.
* Assistant Collector, Th&na Fdes, General Condition, 1843 - 1853.
tThe mention of Vasai or Bassein in one of the Kanheri cave writings seems

according to the latest translations to be a mistake. Pandit Bhagvdnldl Indraji.
® Bird’s Mir4t-i-Ahmadi, 214, The uncertain reference is in Jervis’ Konkan, 81.
® Stanley’s Barbosa, 68.
’’ In 1529 Hector de Sylveira, who had been left with a force of twenty-two row boats

to act against the pirates of the north, entered the Bassein river by night, attacked the
town, and defeating the Gujarat general Ali ShAh (Akxiath), plundered and burnt
the place. Faria in Kerr, VI. 210.
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Bassein. A citadel was bnilt^ both the creek and the Sea sides

were strengthened with ramparts surronnded by a ditch full of

salt water, and the whole was garrisoned by a force of 15,000
cavaliy and infantry. Against this new fort Nnno da Cnnha, the
Portuguese Genend, advanced with a fleet of 150 sail manned by
4000 men, half Europeans half Goanese. Seeing their strength
Malik Tokan made overtures for peace. But Da Cunha’s
terms were so hard that he was forced to refuse them. On
this the Portuguese landed a little to the north of the citadel, and
the van, led by Diogo de Sylveira and Mannel de Macedo, scaled

the ramparts, and, in spite of their small number, dashed on the
enemy and put them to flight. The Muhammadans fled leaving
large stores of provisions and ammunition, and the Portuguese
secured the island with the loss of only two persons of mark and
a few soldiers. On account of its nearness to their new fort of

Chanl, and because they could iU spare a garrison, the Portuguese
razed the citadel to the ground, and retired to Goa with 400
captured pieces of artillery.^

About this time Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat, proud of his success in

theDeccanand inMdlwa,broughton himself the wrath of the Emperor
Humayun. Both parties were anxious to gain the Portuguese as

allies. With this object Bahadur, in 1533, agreed to cede Bassein

and its dependencies to the Portuguese, gave them the right of

levying duties on the Red Sea trade, and arranged that his vessels

should call at Bassein and take a Portuguese passport.® In the

following year the Emperor tried to tempt the Portuguese to

an alliance. But they continued firm friends to the king of

Gujarat, and in reward were allowed to build a fortress at Din.

The Portuguese established a factory at Bassein, but did so little

to strengthen it, that in 1536 on the advance of a body of

Moghals the commandant thought of abandoning the place. This

was opposed by Antonio Galvao, and the Moghals, finding the

garrison ready to resist, withdrew without firing a shot. Shortly

after Nuno da Cunha the Portuguese Viceroy arrived, and dug the

foundations of a new citadel, honouring Galvao by asking him to lay

the corner stone of the fort. About the same time certain Mnsalman
mosques were pulled down and in their place a cathedral of St.

Joseph was built. In 1539 Bassein was besieged by a Gujardt force,

but the attack was repulsed.® Towards the close of the century

(1583) it is mentioned as one of the places of most trade in com and
rice on the coast.^ About the same time (1585) it is said to have

> Da Ctmha’s Bassein, 135 ; Baldens in ChurohiD’s Voyages, HL 530.

Of the capture of Bo^in Camoens (1534) wrote :

Cbaul’s high to^ra Cem^ shall rear on b^fa.

And Dla tremble at hia Yeij name

;

Baseein, though eo strong in veiity.
RhftJi yield thy guns to him througn smoke Shd flame.

Compare Da Conha’s Bassein, 138 footnote,
’ Da Conha’s Bassein, 136. ® Faria in Briggs’ Ferishta, III. 616.

* Kalph Fitch in Harris, I. 207. In Gnjarit MnsalmAn histories Bassein is ^ken
of as one of the European ports that paid tribute to the Gujarit king (Bird^ Mirit-i-

Ahmadi, 129). Perhaps the tribute was revenue raised from Gujarit merchants who
traded with Bassein.
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a trade in rice, corn, and timber for sLjp building, but to be a fflthy

place compared with Daman.^ Abnl Fazl (1586) calls its Bnssy, a
city and an emporium like Daman, Sanjan, Mahim and Tarapur, all

fire of them being in the possession of the Enropeans through the
negligence of the Moghal ofiScers.* Shortly after (1690) new
fortifications were begun and finished about the close of the century.*

They are described as a strong stone wall with eleven bastiema.

mounting ninety pieces of artillery twenty-seven of them bronze, and
seventy mortars seven of them bronze. The fort was defended by
twenty-one gunboats, each of them carrying from sixteen to eighteen

guns.* Bassein, though never so busy a trade centre as Chaul, was
famous for its ship building, and h^ the advantage of being the
head-quarters of a rich tract of country,® held by large Portuguese
proprietors, whose wealth and the retinue and the court of the
Captain of the North greatly enriched the city.® The space
within the walla was kept entirely for the higher class of

Portuguese who tolerated no artisan or native among them.
With straight streets, large squares, stately two-storied dwellings
graced with covered balconies and large windows, and many
rich and magnificent churches, Bassein was next to Groa tlm
largest and richest of the Portuguese settlements.^ Under the
General of the North, it was governed by a Captain, with
an establishment of sixteen messengers, four torch-bearers, and
three water and one umbrella carriers.® With him, at least

in the seventeenth century, certain of the chief townsmen
seem to have been associated as aldennen, vereadores, whom the
governor called every morning and consulted, all standing, ' the
Governor though gouty not being allowed a chair/® Next to the
Captain came the factor on £43 (200,000 reis) a year, with two
clerks, two torch-bearers, and two messengers. Order was kept
by a constable of the fort on £8 6». (38,920 reis) a year, with
twelve bombardiers each paid 1». (3 tangas) a month ; a chief

»CsesarFrederick(1563-1585)inHakluyt, 11.344. ^ Gladwin’s Ain-i-Akbari. 11. 66.
• De Couto, XIV. 65 in Nairne’s Konkan, 46.
* O Chroniata de Tiaaua^, III. 250 ; Da Cunha’s Bassein, 16.
® The district of Bassein stretched about ten miles north to the river Ag&cim,

east about twenty-four miles to Asserim and Manora, and about forty miles south to
Karanja. This was divided into the Saybana of Bassein, the Kasba of Th4na, the isle
of Sdlsette, the isle of Caranja, the isle of Bellaflor, the sub-division of Manora, and
the sub-division of Asserim. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 140, 157.

® There were more than 100 families of the highest in India and proverbially rich.
At the close of the sixteenth century the ladies of a few of the highest Bassein
families showed their wealth and public spirit by subscribing £10,000 (200,000
xeraphins) to build a nunnery at Goa, Da Cunha’s Bassein, 246.

( See Fryer (1674-75) and other authorities quoted by Da Cunha, 140, 141. Of
religious buildings it contained, besides the Cathedral, five convents, thirteen
churches, an orphanage, and a hospital. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 139.

8 The total cost amounted to £147 6s. (686,400 reis). The details were • Captain
£128 143. (600,000 reis), niik and fifteen peons £3 23. (14,400 rms

) ; four torch-bearers
£3 2s. (14,400 ms), oil £9 5s. (43,200 reis), carriers £3 2s. (14,400 reis). In 1634 there
were one ndik, eighteen peons, four torch-bearers, three carriers, one door-keeper, onewatchm^ and one translator. The total yearly cost was £128 (3420 parddos).Da Cm^asBassem, 218. At least in later times (1675) the Captain was always
chosen certam families. He had a term of three years of office. Fryer’s New
Account, 7o.

» Flyer’s New Account, 74 ; and Inscription below, p. 40.
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constable, thandddr, on £43 (200,000 reis) a year living outside of

the walls in Upper Bassein, Maqain de Gi/ma,, with twenty constables

on Is. 6d. (5 tangos) a month, four musketeers on 2s. 3d. (7 tangos), a
sergeant, ndik, on Is. 6d. [2, parddoa), one private or nafar, a clerk

with a sergeant and four privates, a translator, a Parbhn, a cooper,
and a boatswain. Justice was administered by a police magistrate,

me}rinho, on £21 10s. (100,000 reis) with ten messengers; a
]uige, ouvidor, on £21 10s. (100,000 reis) with five messengers; and
an appellate judge, vedor, a doctor of laws, who beard appeals from all

the judges of the north coast.^ Of miscellaneous officers there was
a sea bailiff, alcaide do mar, on £2 10s. (12,000 reis)

;

a customs
stoTe\eepeT,almoiearifedo8almazens,on.£.2 8s. (30,000 reis)

;
a king’s

advocate on £4 6s. (20,000 reis) ; an administrator of intestates on £3
16s. (18,000 reis); a chief of the night watch on £5 8s. (25,200
reis) ; and a master builder on £3 16s. (18,000 reis).

In the beginning of the seventeenth century (1607) Bassein was a
great place for ship-building and had a large trade in timber and
building stone, which was as fine and hard as granite, and was used
in all the Goa churches and palaces.^ In 1612 it was besieged by
the Musalmans but apparently without success.^

In 1618 Bassein suffered from a succession of disasters. First it

was stricken by a terrible disease which few escaped though most
recovered. All the Jesuit farthers at the college sickened, but only
one father, Emanuel Acosta, the Superior of the College, died. Before
his death he foretold that the city was about to be visited with a
grievous punishment. Scarcely was he dead (May 15) when the sky
clouded, thunder burst, and a mighty wind rose. Towards nightffill

a whirlwind raised the waves so Ingh that the people, half dead from
fear, thought that their city would be swallowed up. Mauy provision

boats, which were lying at anchor off the shore, were ^sbed to

pieces. In the city and in the villages houses were thrown down’ or
made unfit to live in. The monasteries and convents of the Francis-

cans and Augnstinians were utterly ruined. The three largest

churches, in the city and both the house and the church of the

Jesuits were unroofed and gaped in clefts almost past repair.

Nothing was more hideous than the destruction of the palm
groves. Thousands of palms were torn out by the roots, and some
the wind lifted through the air Hke feathers and carried great

distances. The whole was like the ruin at the end of all things.*

* Da Cunha’s Bassein, 218-221.
* Pyrard de Lavil, II. 226 in Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 140. In 1595 the commandant

of Asheri was ordered to furnish a galley every year built at B^ein (Arch. Port.

Orient. Fasc. III. pt. I. p. 510). Bassein would seem to have shared in the great leather

trade and manufacture of slippers, for which, as far back as tiie tenth centmy (Ms^udi,

I. 254) Cambay, Sanj^ and Sopira were famous. One of the churches is said to

have been built by a man who had made a fortune in the slipper trade. Heber’s
Narrative, II. 188. ® De Barros, VII. 217.

* Cordara’sHistory of theJesuits, VI.162. Faria-y-Sousa (Portuguese Asia, III.) thus
describes this storm: “In May 1618, six years after the settlement of the English

at Surat, ‘ a general and diabolical storm’ occurred in the neighbourhood of Bombaim.
It began at Bagaim on the 15th of that month and continued with such violence that

»
the people hid themselves in cellars, in continual dread lest their dwellings should be
levelled with the earth ; and at 2 A. M. an earthquake destroyed many houses. 'The
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This storm was followed by so complete a failure of rain that^

in a few months there was so grave a scarcity that children were
openly sold by their parents to Mnsalm^n brokers. The practice
was stopped by the Jesuits, partly by saving from their own scanty
allowances partly by gifts from the rich. When the fear of himine
was still pressing, orders were issued that all should meet in the
church of the Jesuits for prayer. One of the fathers so reproved
the people for their sins that they threw themselves on the ground
and filled the church with their groans. Their prayers were not
unheard. The sky was soon covered with clouds, and next day rain
fell so freely that the withered crops revived.^

The European travellers of the seventeenth century describe
Bassein as a handsome well fortified town with a convenient
harbour, in a country growing much rice, pulse, and other grains, oil,

and cocoanuts.'* The city wall was of stone three miles round with
three gates, two main gateways one to the east the other to the west,
and a smaller portal to the south, and eight bastions, some of them
unfinished. On the south or sea-side, where there was little risk of an
attack there was only a single wall. The garrison was (1634) 2400
strong, 400 Europeans, 200 Native Christians, and 1800 slaves.® The
city was set apart^or the better class of Christians, neither craftsmen
nor Hindus were allowed to live within the walls. It had wide
straight streets and good buildings round a great square or market.
The nobles lived in stately mansions, and there were six churches,
four convents, and two colleges, one belonging to the Franciscans
the other to the Jesuits. The Jesuit college had five square
cloisters with cells on two sides, a spacious refectory, a goodly
church, and a fine library of commentaries and works on history and
morals.^ The hospitality of these monasteries was famous, and
made public places of entertainment unnecessary.

In the decay of Portuguese power towards the close of the
seventeenth century Bassein suffered considerably. In 1674, 600
Arab pirates from Maskat landed at Bassein, and, unopposed by the
panic-struck garrison, plundered all the churches outside of the walls,
refraining from no cruelty or violation.® In the same year Moro

sea was brought into the city by the wind ; the waves roared fearfully
; the tops of

the churches were blown off, and immense stones were driven to vast distances • two
thousand persons were killed ; the fish died in the ponds, and most of the chnrches as
the tempest advanced, were utterly destroyed. Many vessels were lost in the port.
At Bombaimsixty sail of vessels, with their cargoes and some of their crews foundered. ”
Madras Journal, V. 175.

’

1 Cordara’s History of the Jesuits, VI. 206. In 1623 Piettro deUa Valle (Viaggi III
131) noticed that many buildings were in ruins from the great hurricane of a f^ Vears
Iwfore, and in 1670 Ogilby (Atlas, V. 214) speaks of an earthquake, which in thebegmnmg of the century, had swallowed many houses, in the room of which none had
been built.

,

Voyages (1638), 233 ; Thevenot (1666), V. 248 ; and Ogilby’s Atlas
(16, 0), V. 214. Tavernier (1651) notices that the Indians worshipped the Virmn Marv
as a representation of Sita, pulling off their shoes, making many reverences, puttingod into the lamp, and casting money into the box. If the Portuguese had allowedthem they would have anointed the image and offered it fruit. Harris II .370 -

® O Chron de Tis. III. 243 ; Ha Cunha’s Bassein, 209.
’

Tw
® Account, 74, 75 ; GemelH Careri (1696) in Churchill’s Voyages.

Iv, 191, quoted m Da Cunhas Baasein, 141,
*

_^“^Orme’s Historical Fragments, 46. Fryer notices these Arab incursions. New
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Paadit established himself in KaJydn, and forced the Portuguese to
pay him one-fourth of the Bassein revenues.^ Two years later (1676),
Shivaji advanced near Bassein, and, in spite of ' some slender

hostility/ fortified a place calledSibon (probably Saiw^),^ and in 1690
the Marathaa, though unsuccessfully, invest^ Bassein.® The city
which had for some time been suffering from the dishonesty of its

governors, the immorality of its upper classes, the interference of the
clergy, and the ill feeling shown to unconverted natives,* was about
1690 stricken by a pestilential fever or plague, * exactly like a bubo,’
which, continuing at intervals for several years, robbed the city

of about (me-third of' its people.® In the beginning of .the

eighteenth century the population was returned at 60,499 souls, of
whom 58,131 were Native Christians and 2368 Europeans.® About
the same time it is described as a place of small trade and
a harbour for small vessels. According to Hamilton most of its

riches lay buried in the hands of lazy country gentlemen, who
loitered their days in ease, luxury and pride, without the least

sense of their country’s min.^ In 1728 a Portuguese officer, sent
from Goa to examine the fortifications, found most of the outposts
in a wretched state ; the forts and stockades ill-placed and in bad
repair

j the garrison short of their proper strength, and the few
soldiers untaught and undrilled, useless except as robbers.®

* Orme’B Historical Fragments, 45 ; Da Cunha’s Bassein, 143.
* Orme’s Historical Fragments, 54. * Orme’s Historical Fragments, 142.
* In 1587 king Philip II. of Spain (1556-1598) complained of the dishonesty of the

captains who let their forts fall into disrepair. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 144. He ^o wrote
that offenders against public morals should be punished (Ditto). 'The rules against
nnconverted natives were most strict. Ko heathen might be employed except as a
groom, and to none might any friendship or kindness be shown- No infidel could
serve in a public office, and aU, every Sun^y afternoon, were forcedto attend a lecture
by apriest, or, if they staidaway, had to pay a fine of from 4d. to about 1». (1-3 tangos).

Da Cunha’a Bassein, 144. According to Goes (1603) the persecution of the Portuguese
made many Hindus, Musalmdns and Persia leave their homes and live in the
dominions of Shah Jahan where they had liberty of conscience. He adds, ‘ Between
Bassein and Daman there are few natives and the greater part of the village lauds
lie nntilled.’ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 143. Of the interference of the clergy Hamilton
(1720) says, ‘The church superintends the General of the North, which makes his
government both uneasy ^nd precarious.’ New Account,!. 180.

® Gemelli Careri in Churchill’s Voyages, IV. 191. This outbreak, apparently the
true plague, tdun and wAba, raged for several years over a great part of western India.
At Ahmedabad, where it lasted for seven or eight years, its visible marks were swell-
ings as big as a grape or banana behind the ears, under the arms and in the groin,
and redness round the pupils of the eyes. In 1689 it broke out with great violence
at Bijipur ‘all attacked with it gave up hope.’ It had been in the Deccan for
several years (Muntakhabu-l-LubAb : Elliot, VII. 337). Near Goa in 1684 it attacked
Sultdn Mosam’s army and carried off 500 men a day (Orme’s Hist. Frag. 142) ; raged
inSurat for six years (1684-1690) (Ovington’s Voyage to Surat, 347) ; reduced (i690)the
Bombay garrison to 35 English soldiers (Bruce’s Aimals, III. 94) ; was so violent that
it not only took away all means of preparing for a good end, but in a few hours in
Surat, Daman and Thdna, carried off whole cityfuls of people (Churchill, IV. 191) ;

and at Titta in Sind (1696) killed 80,000 souls (Hamilton’s New Account, 1. 123).
* Da Cunha’s Bassein, 145. ^ Hamilton’s New Account, 1. 180.
® 0 Chron. de Tis. I. 31, 32, Of artillery Bassein had ninety pieces from three

to twenty-four pounders 27 of them bronze, 70 mortars 7 of them bronze, and
a garrison of 80 Wantry and 12 artillery. In Bassein port were 21 armed boats each
with 16 to 18 pieces of ordnance. Bassein, 209. In spite of this weakness the Bassein
revenue seems to have increased till as late as 1729. In 1686 it was £8646 (Bs. 86,460),
in 1709 £9737 (Rs. 97,370), in 1718 £15,539 (Rs. 1,55,390), and in 1729 £45,706
(Bs. 4,57,060). Da Cunba’s Bassein, 145.
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Round the city thus weakened and decayed the Mai4th4s wert)

gradually closing. In 1 738 they seized the small fort of Arabia to

the north of Bassein, and soon after, by occupying the islands of

Varsova and Dharavi and the creeks between Bassein and the
mainland they completely isolated the city. Goa, distressed by
the Marathfe, could send no help, and the English at Bombay, for

years annoyed by the hostility and treachery of the Jesuits <rf

Bdndra, refused assistance. On the 17th February 1739 the siege

of Bassein was begun, and, under Chimnaji Appa, Bajir^Vs brother
was pressed with a skill

, courage, and perseverance which no other
Maratha besieging force has ever shown. In spite of the loss of their

commander, Sylveira de Menezes, the garrison defended themselves
with the highest courage and constancy. Among them the Europeans
fought with the most signal bravery, driving back attacks, and by
midnight sallies harassing the Maratha lines. Still the besiegers

pressed closer, mine after mine was sprung, and in spite of a constant
fire from hand grenades, musketry and mortars, the wall was breached,
under Sam Sebastian’s tower, and,mounting on its mins,theMardthdS
gained a position from which they could not be driven. The garrison,

blockaded by Angria’s fleet and short of food and of powder, with
the flower of their officers and men dead or disabled, could hold out
no longer. On the 16th May 1739 they offered to capitulate. The-
terms were honourable. The garrison, auxiliaries as well as regnlsra,

were allowed to march out with the honours of war, and, to such
of the people as wished to leave, eight days were given to gather
their property. The loss of the Portuguese was about 800 ; that
of the Mardth^, iu killed and wounded, about 12,000. Thns
Bassein fell as falls a stately tree never to rise. No fight had
been more glorious to the Portuguese ; in none since the days of
Albuquerque had they earned more unsullied fame.^

Under the Mardthas Bassein, with the name of Bdjipur or
Bajirav’s city, continued a place of importance, the head-quarters
of the governor of the country from the Bankot river to Daman.*
To restore a Hindu population grants of rent-free land were offered,
and a tax was levied for the support of Brahmans who were brought
to purify the Christians and make them fit to take their place in
their old castes.^

In 1767 the Dutch wished to establish a factory at Bassein.*
In 1774 the town was taken by the British but soon after was
restored to the Marathas.® Six years later (1780) Goddard, leading
his army by land from Surat, arrived (November 13th) before Bassein.
The fortress was a regular polygon without outworks, but^so strong
as to require regular approaches. On the 28th November the first

*Bom. Qnar. Kev. IV. 71-87.
Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 149. Dn Perron (1760) says, ‘ Except Goa I have seen no town

better placed for trade. The fort, in warlike hands, could offer a strong reeistanoe.
It is a regular hexagon. The bastions carry nine guns on each face, and those in the
middle have double faces. Many of the curtains are protected by a squarebastion, and
that near the river by masonry built on the sea. CW the two gates the south one is
open, the Mardthis have condemned the south-west gate. The walls might mount
forty cannon. ’ Zend Avesta, I. ccclxxxiv.

» Da Cunha’s Bassein, 149. * StavorinuB, III. 107. ' Mill, III. 606, 619.
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battery of six gans and six mortars was opemd at a distance of 900 (Aaj^tec XXV. ' -
;

yards, and on Decranber 9th a second battery of nine heavy guns and tflaimlA —
at the same time a battery of twenty mortars were opened at 500
yards. On the 10th, when a breach was nearly completed, a condi-

tional offer of surrender was made bat refused, and next morning the
garrison surrendered at discretion. On the British side the loss was
small.^ In 1783, under the terms of the treaty of Salboi (March
1782), Ba^in was restored to the Marathas.^ At the close of 1802
(December 1 7th) Bajirav Peahwa, flying from Yeshvantrav Holkar,
reached Basaein from Suvamdurg on the Batnagiri coast. Here
he was met by Colonel Close and Mr. Elphinstone lus Assistant, and
on December 31st the Treaty of Baasein was concluded.® To
ensure the Peshwa’s safety a field detachment was sent to Bassein,

and to strengthen the passage from the mainland to Bassein island a
considerable palm-tree stockade was built at Sopara.* The Peshwa
stayed in Bassein till the end of April.®

Under the terms of the treaty of Poona (13th June 181 7), which
was forced ‘on the British by BdjirAv’s intrigues and f^ure to

supply Ids contingent of troops, Bassein with the rest of the north
Konkan passed to the British. In 1818, the distance between
the main defences and the want of any si^cient ditch made the

fort of no military value. The ramparts were overgrown with
bashes and scarcely a house was habitable. A small detachment
of troops was kept in it for some time.® In 1824 it was described

as a considerable place surrounded by a regular fortification of

ramparts and bastions, but without a glacis which from the marshy
state of the surrounding country was not much wanted. A small ,

garrison was stationed in one of the gates, under an English
.

conductor of ordnance, and the place was kept locked. Within it
^

'>

was completely uninhabited.^ In 1825 Bishop Heber found it
'

'

^

perfectly uninhabited, a melancholy display of ruined houses and •
'

,

churches covered with a rank growth of trees and brushwood. .

Bishop Heber describes the ruins as of mean architecture, but
striking from their lofty proportions and from the singularity of

Christian and European rtiins in India.® In 1830 an attempt was
'

made to revive industry in Bassein by starting a. sugar factory.

A mill was built, but the scheme failed from the death of Mr.
langard the promoter. In 1837 Mr. VaupeU found Bassein the

chief market town of a petty division with shops mostly held

by Grujar^ti Vanis and a few poor Musalmans.® In 1838 Mr&
Postans described it as long forsaken with no inhabitants except a few
fishermen and hunters.^® Since 1838 Bassein fort has remained almost

deserted. In 1834 a travellers’ bungalow was built at a cost cff

B4aBB)ir.

Hiatorif.

.i-S'-

't
^

---j

* Mill, IV. 299 ; Thomtoa, II. 191 ; Kaime’s Konkan, 191.

•Grant Doff, 457, in Kaime’s Konkan, 103.
* Treaties, Engagements and Sanads, Y. 63 in Nairne, 108.
* Captain Dicmnson’s Report in Kaime, 108.
* Bine Book (1803), pp. 350-463 in Naime, 108.
’ Dickinson’s Report quoted in Nairne, 116. See also Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 210.
•Hamilton’s Gazett^r, I. 145. ’Narrative, II. 185, 188.

•Trans. Bom. Geog. Soc. VII. 139. wWeatem India, L 179.
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to the landing place. In 1852 the rained church of N. S. da Vida was
turned into a sugar factory, and for a time the work and the workmen -

Bassein. gave some life to the old town. But the factory did not pay, and has
been closed, and the old city within the fort is again desolate.

In 1864 a municipality was established,^ including besides the
old fort and most of the modem town which stand in the village

of Malonde, the survey villages of Dhauli, Sandore and Mnlgaon,
and many gardens and fields between Bassein and Pfipdi, about a
mile and a half to the east. Though the old city within the fort is

desolate, the modem municipal town is busy and prosperous.

In 1880-81 the municipal income, collected from octroi, house
and privy taxes and tolls and market fees, amounted to £714
(Rs. 7141). The expenditure in the same year was £664 (Rs. 6637),
of which £117 were spent on scavenging, £46 on lighting, and
£77 on roads.

The Balvantrdv Hari Naik dispensary, aided by a Government
grant of £173 (Rs. 1730), a municipal grant of £170 (Rs. 1700), and
a local funds grant of £60 (Rs. 600) was established in 1872 in a
house given by Yashvantrfiv Balvant N4ik, whose fetheris name the
dispensary bears. There is an assistant surgeon in charge, and
the attendance in 1880-81 was 18,824 out-patients and 43 in-patients.

There are six vernacular schools, the chief of which, with room
for 150 pupils, is held in a school-house which was built in 1878 at
a cost of £560 (Rs. 5601).

The m4mlatd4r’s office, which is built on the standard plan, was
completed in 1869 at a cost of £3553 (Rs. 35,530). The
subordinate judge’s court is held in what was formerly a private
dwelling. Close to the new school-house is a public garden
which was granted to the municipality by Government in 1877.*
Opposite the garden stand the Robertson vegetable and fruit

markets, with an upper story which is used as the mnnieipal
office.®

Bassein has a good landing place and a custom house. The
returns for the five years ending 1878-79 show an average export
trade of £51,414 (Rs. 5,14,140) and an import trade of £22,520
(Rs. 2,25,200). Exports varied from £20,710 (Rs. 2,07,100) in

1876-

77 to £97,480 (Rs. 9,74,800) in 1875-76, and imports from
£17,295 (Rs. 1,72,950) in 1876-77 to £33,547 (Rs. 3,35,470) in

1877-

78.^ The railway returns show an increase in passengers from
86,473 in 1873 to 140,837 in 1880, and a fall in goods from 5292
tons to 3278 tons.

There are six modern Catholic churches in and near Bassein. The

1 Gov. Kes. 521, 15th March 1864. * Gov. Kes. 1265, 26th February 1877
® The markets are called after Mr. James Walker Kobertaon, Collector of Thina

1867-1875.

.r,
E’T’orts, 1874-75 £78,004 (Rs. 7,80,040), 1875-76 £97.480
£20,710(Rs. 2,07,100), 1877-78 £33,868 (Rs. 3,38,680), 1878-79
Imports 1874-75 £19,225 (Rs. 1,92,250), 1875-76 £19,176
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church of Onr Blessed Lady of Mercy, about two miles north of the Chapter XiV.

mamlatd^r’s office, has a congregation of 974. It was built by pieces oflateroi^
private subscription and measures ninety-five feet long by fifteen

Basskw
broad and thirteen high. The vicar has a house and draws a ' -

monthly stipend of £1 14s. (Rs. 17) from the Portuguese govern- ^ ‘

ment. A music master plays the vioUn in church. The Dhauli
church, about two miles north of Bassein, is dedicated to Our Blessed
Lady of Remedies, and has a congregation of 3238; It was
built in 1821 at a cost of £1860 (&. 18,600), of which £1800
(Rs. 18,000) were collected by private subscription and £60
(Rs. 600) were granted by Government. It measures 108 feet long
by thirty-three broad and twenty-three high. The vicar has a house
a^ a monthly Government 'stipend of £1 9s. (Rs. 14-8). There
is a parish school attended by about fifteen pupils. The Manikpur
church, four miles north-east of Bassein, is dedicated to St. Michael
the Archangel, and has a congregation of 800. It was re-built

in 1851 at a cost of £1500 (Rs. 15,000) which was raised by
private subscription. It is in good order and measures 120 feet

long by twenty-nine wide and thirty-six high. The vicar has a
house and a monthly Government stipend of £1 9s. (Rs. 14-8). A
music master plays the violin in church; there is no parish school.

The Sandore church, three miles north of Bassein, is dedicated

to St. Thomas the Apostle, and has a congregation of 1725.

The side walls were built in the sixteenth century, the chapel in

1838, and the frontispiece in 1858. The chapel measures twenty-
five feet long by twenty broad and twenty high, and the body of the
church seventy-six feet long by thirty wide and twenty-five high.

The vicar has a house and a monthly Government stipend of

£1 9s. (Rs. 14-8). There is also a vestry-keeper who gives religious

instruction, and a music master who plays the violin in church.

There is no parish school. The Pali church, about three miles east

of Bassein, is dedicated to Our Blessed Lady the Mother of God,
and has a congregation of 900. It was bndt in 1840 at a cost of

£1500 (Rs. 15,000) and measures seventy-five feet long by twenty-
three broad and eighteen high. The vicar has a house and a montldy
Government stipend of £1 9s. (Rs. 14-8). There is a music master
who plays the violin in church and a parish school with about thirty

pupils. The P4pdi church, about two miles north-east of Bassein, is

dedicated to Our Blessed Lady of Grace and has a congregation of

1294. It measures about 102 feet long by forty-five high and 37
broad, and was built in 1865 at a cost of £1800 (Rs. 18,000) collected

by private subscription. The vicar has a house and a monthly
Government stipend of £1 9s. (Rs. 14-8). There is a violin master
and a parish school supported by Government and attended by
fifty-six pupils.

TherearetwomodemHindutemples inside the fort, one to Hanuman
close to the sea gateway and the other to Trivikr^. Trivikram^s
temple enjoys a yearly Government allowance of £106 (Rs. 1061).
There are two travellers^ rest-houses built by Pfirsis, one by Mr. Lavji
Sordbji L&dav^ in 1780 and the other by Mr. Dadabhm and
Mancherji Festanji Wadia in 1836.

In 1860 the interior of the fort was leased for thirty yeaxs to RemaiM.
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Major Littlewood, whose widow now holds the lease, her am
cultivating the fields inside. The grant of this lease has made the
proper preservation of the rnins almost impossible.* Except two
openings for the landing-place road, and one or two breaches along
the sea face, the old city walls are in fair repair. They are about
one and a half miles round, and in shape an irregular decagoi^
built of stone from thirty to thirty-five feet high, and, except on
the west where they are as much as forty-five, not more than five

feet thick. At each of the ten corners is a four-sided bastion,® and
in the whole circumference are three entrances, two main double
gateways, and a postern. Of the two maiu gateways the Sea Gate,
Porta do Mar, with massive teak doors cased with iron bars and
spikes, is in good repair, but the woodwork of the Land Gate, Porta

do Gampo, is broken. The postern behind the cloisters of the
Franciscan church was thought unsafe, and was closed by the
bastion of Sam Sebastian.

Within the waUs are some fenced fields, and the lines of some of

the old streets may be traced. With these exceptionsAhe space is

overgrown with palms and brushwood. On the land side are few
signs of old buildmgs, but near the middle of the space are the
ruins of the citadel or round central tower, and close- together,

towards the sea, are the remains of six churches and other religions

buildings. Of these some are perfect except that their roofs

have gone, of others only the towers are left. The site of others is

marked by broken pillars, porches, and cornices, and some are
shapeless mounds of ruin. All are overgrown with grass, wall trees,

and thick hanging festoons of climbing plants. Of the absence of
ruins on the land side two explanations may be offered, .that, as the
part most bkely to suffer from a land attack, it was never built
but kept for the growth of grain, or that it was once peopled
and fell to ruin during the ravages of the plague at the close of the
seventeenth century.

Beginning from the seaside the first object of interest is the massive
double sea gateway with its well preserved teak and iron doors, on
one of which, partly hid by an iron bar, are the words ' The 20th
November 1720.’ Within the gate, on the left, is a small temple of
Hanuman. On the same side, the building with massive high tower
and tree-covered walls is the Cathedral, or Matriz, of St. Joseph.
Over the door these words are cut in stone :

,
‘^ yeMl601, when the most illustrious Sr. Dom FreiAleixo deMenezes wasArchbish^ Primate and the Hevd. Pedro Galvao Pereira was Vioar, this Cathedral

was rebuilt.’®

The towered front and the side walls with arched doorways and
lancet windows are in fair repair, but the roof is gone and the steps

* Mr. W. B. Mnlock, C. S., 24th January 1882.
* Their names are Nossa Senhora doa Remedioa, Reis Magos, Sam Thiago, Sam

Gon^alo, Madre de Deos, Sam Joio, Elephante, Sam Pedro, Sam Paulo, and Sam
Sebaatian.

3 <xhe Portugeae runs, No anno dk 1601, sendo asceeispo friuaz o m-Mo Sr.'Dom
Fret Aleixo db Menezes, e Visario o pe Pedro Galvao Pereira, se REPOBuon
ESTA MATRIZ. Da Cunha’a Baaaein, 214.
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tip the tower are decayed. On a black oblong tombstone in the

chancel, to the right of the main altar, are these words

:

* To this grave are transferred the bones of Pedro Galvao, a servant in the
who managed and enlarged this temple. He (Hed at Qoa on the 19th March

At the west end of the nave, a half-buried tomb bears the name
‘ Antonio de Almeida de Sampaio e Su.’ The present building seems
to stand on the site of the church of St. Joseph, which was built

in 1546 by the Viceroy Dom Joao de Castro under the orders of

Dom Joao III. of Portugal.® A plain arched passage between
the cathedral and a private house to the right is perhaps a relic of

the dislike the wives of the old Bassein nobles had, to be stared at

on their way to church.®

Pacing the sea, the open space at the end of the street, to the left

of the sea gate, is the great square or market. Round it are the
remains of what were once fine buildings. One of the chief of

these was the State House, where in 1675 ‘the Governor convocated
the nobles every morning upon consultation, in which they all stood,

a chair not being allowed the Governor though gouty, and where
towards evening they met to game.’^ The ruined doorway beyond
the market belongs to the castle or round citadel. On either side

of the door were two pillars of which only the Corinthian capitals

are left. Above, are a Maltese cross, a coat of arms, a sphere, and
the date 1606. Inside of the gate the whole space is strewed with
mins. To the left, along a path choked with shrubs and fallen

stones, are the ruins of a bastion with the oldest inscription in
Bassein

:

f3iaptwXI7.

naoesofliitttniii.

Bassuk;

BemeoHi.

* The first Cwtam who boilt this fortress was Garcia de Sa, by command of
the Governor Huno da Conha in the rear 1536.”

These ruins are said to have been older than the Portuguese,
and to have been the ‘ place of residence of the Moors to whom it

belonged.’® Further back heaps of rubbish and one or two doored
and windowed walls are all that remain of the palaces of the
General of the North and of the Captain of Bassein.^ A little

behind the gate of the round citadel, and near the end of the
street that leads from the sea-gate along the wall, are the ruins of

^ The Latin runs, ‘Petri Galvani templum hoc qci rexit et avxit hoc tkanslata
JACENT FAMULI IXDOX OSSA SEPULCHBO. ObUT GO.E 19 MaRTU AJTKO 1618.’

“ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 215. The king allowed the Viceroy to support the vicar and
his assistants, from a sum of £112 (3000 parddos) formerly spent on MnsalmAn
mosques. In 1634 the church staff was a vicar, four canons, two choir boys, a
treasurer, four singers, and one player. The yearly cost was, for establishment
£25 (666 parddos) ; for ornament, cloth, palm leaves, and flowers £2 5s. (60
parddos) ; and for candles £3 7s. (90 parddos).

* Da Cunha’s Bassein, 246. * Fryer’s New Account, 74.
' The Portuguese runs, ‘ Ho pmmeibo capitam que edificou esta Fortaleza TOl

OARCIA DE SA FOR MAHDADO DO GOVERNADOB NUHO DA CtTNHA BRA DE 1536.’ Da
Cunha’s Bassein, 217. * Bocarro (1634) in O Chron. de Tis. IH. 243.

’’ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 218. Of the jail that once stood near the Captam’s palace
nothing is left but a slab with a worn writing to be seen near Die travellers’

bungalow outside of the fort. The writing runs, ‘ Pero da SUva being Viceroy
and Rni dias da Cunha Captain of this fortress, the city of Bassein, Dom Luiz
d’Athaide, Francisco Pereira and Alvaro Coelho cans^ this jail to be built,

wMch was completed while Andre Salema was Captain and Antonio Teles,
Tristam .... Aldermen. The date is gone. It most have been between 1635 and 1639.
Da Cunha’s Bassein, 236.
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a veiy large building supposed to be the house of the Captain or

the Court of Justice, but more probably the Church and Convent of

the Augustinians.

The portico, which is approached by a flight of five deep steps, is

supported by four pillars which divide the entrance into three arches

leading into the vestibule. In the background are the Portuguese

royal arms and some worn devices. Two inscribed stones have
fallen, one from the architrave the other from the tympanum. The
writing on the architrave runs,

* This portal was biiilt daring the government of the Viceroy Dom Migoel de
IToronha, Count of Iiinhares..and on it St. Francis Xavier was placed as patron
of the city. The 10th hCay 1631.’ *

The writing on the tympanum runs,

‘When Caspar de Ifello de Miranda was Cwtain of the city, and Goncalo
Coelho da Suva, Fero Ferreira, and Joao Boto Machado and other officers were
aldermen, this portal, which took St. Xavier as its patron, was built in the year
1631.”

Next to the palace are the* ruins of the factory, the residence of

the factor who was second in rank to the Captain. Close by are

the ruins of a very large building apparently a granary. Separated

from the palace of the General of the North by the large oblong
space of the old palace garden, are the Church and Hospital of

Pity. The Hospital, which faces the wall on the river side, is a

long massive pile with a large square courtyard surrounded by a

beautiful cloistered arcade. The church though small had a

handsome front of finely dressed stone and delicately wrought pillars.

Above the door is a stone escutcheon with a beautiful Maltese cross

in the centre, and, on either side, a dragon with a roll in its mouth.
Inside the church are two tombstones, a large one with the words,
‘The grave of Po. Cabral de Navais and of his son P. Hieronimo Po.

Cabral and his heirs.’ ® The other stone has only a few letters.*

The Bassein hospital, a very old institution, was endowed by the
Portuguese government with a monthly allowance of £5 4s. (140
parddos) and a grant of £17 (79,200 reis) to buy rice for the poor.

Not far from the entrance of this church is a modern Hindu temple
of Mahadev. Parallel to this is the church of Nossa Senhora da
Vida. It is one of the oldest churches in Bassein, and in 1695 was
mentioned by Gemelli Careri as adorned with three good , altars.

The modem building in the nave of the church is the sugar refinery,

which after a few years of ill success was closed in 1874. In a
grave opened when digging the foundations of the sugar refinery
were found the bones of a man and horse evidently buried together.®

1 The Portuguese runs, ‘ Goversando o estado da India o Vice-eei dom Miguel
DE NoEONHA CoNDB de LiNHARES, SE fez ESTB portal, EM O QTJAL SE POZ POR
Padroeiro d’esta cidade a Sam Francisco Xavier. A des de Maio 1631.
-The Portuguese runs, ‘Sendo capitao d’esta cidade Gaspar de Mbllo de

Miranda, e vereadores Goncalo Coelho da Silva, Pero Ferreira, e Joao Boto
Machado com os mais oeficiaes se poz n’este (Portal ?) A Sam Xavier, que
TOMARAO POE SEC PATEO NONOANNO DE 1631.
*The Portuguese runs, ‘Sepcltcea de PO., Cabral de Navais e de secFO.

P. Hieronimo PO., Cabrale secs herdetros. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 226.
‘The letters are SA. DA. L. H. EO. DO. E.

•
burying a horse with his dead master occurred as late as 1781 at Trevesm Germ^y. The practice of leading his charger after an officer’s bier is probably a

reuc of the older custom. See Tylor’s Primitive Culture, I. 428.
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To the right of Jhe church of Nossa Senhora da Vida, the chapel

which was lately used as a sugar warehouse, is probably the church

and monastery of the Hospitallers, a poor and modem (1681) order

which never rose to wealth or power in Bsussein.^

A little beyond, in front of the square, are the ruins of the

Church and Monastery of the Jesuits. The church front is the

handsomest piece of architecture in Bassein. It has a noble arch,

columns with fluted shafts and Corinthian capitals, and the

monogram I.H.S. and a cross sculptured on the lintel and above
the pillars. Attached to the church are the ruins of the college

overgrown with climbing plants and wall trees, but still firm and
in good order. The date over the door (1636) must refer to

repairs. The foundation of the Church and Monastery were laid

in 1548 by Fr. Malchior Gonsalves, a close friend of St. Xavier,

by whom the Jesuits had, in the year before, been established at

Bassein. Between 1573 and 1588 great numbers were converted,

and in the latter year no fewer than 9400 Hindus were baptised

in Bassein church. After 1560 there was a commissary of the

inc^uisition at Bassein. In the seventeenth century the Jesuit

buildings were the finest in Bassein. Pietro della Valle, in passing

down the coast (March 1623),® supped with the Jesuits from whom
he received much courtesy. Fryer (1675) speaks of a goodly

church, a spacious refectory, and a college of polite structure, with

fine square cloisters and side cells above stairs as well as below.

In the portico was a copy of Michael Angelo’s picture of the

Resurrection.* Twenty years later the church and the three chapels

are described as richly gilt. Their garden had some European
fruits, among them figs and grapes that ripened in December and
March.*
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II), the nave of the church nearthe chancel are two grave stones, one
with the Portuguese inscription, ‘ The grave of Isabel de Aguiar,

a widow lady, the noble helper of this college. Died on the 24th

January 1591.’® The other runs, 'The grave of Dona Filipa da
Fonseca, a widow lady, the noble helper of this church to which she

gave during her lifetime all she possessed. She died on the 2(>tih

July 1628.’«

A little beyond the rains of the Jesuit buildings is the Franciscan

church of the Invocation of Santo Antonio, the oldest and one of

the largest religious buildings in Bassein. The arched ceiling of

the chief chapel with elaborate mouldings is still fairly preserved.

The great arch near the chapel of the baptismal font is in good
order, and the corridor round the cloisters on the four sides of a

square courtyard is fairly preserved. Unlike most Bassein

' It is (1695) so poor that it can maintain bnt three friars. Gemelli Careri in

Churchill, IV, 192. » Viaggi, IH. 131.
’ Fryer’s New Account, 74. * Gemelli Careri in Churchill, IV. 192.
® The Portuguese runs, ‘Skptotvra de Isabel de Aouiab, dona Viuva, insignk

BEMEErrORA DESTE COLLKGIO. FalLECEO A 24 DE JANEIRO ANNO DE 1591.
* The Portuguese is, ‘Sepdltora de dona Filipa da Fonseca, dona Viuva

INSIONE BEMPETTORA DESTA IGREJA, A QOEM EM SOA VIDA DEO TO BO QUANTO TINHA
FaLECEO A VINTB DE JULHO DA ERA DE 1628.

B 1064—6
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buildings^ the Franciscan charch is of dressed stone, and has
basalt in its staircases, arches, windows, and door posts* One well-

built staircase is still in good order. There was a monastory as

well as a church, and the ruins of both can be traced. This was the
centre church of the great missionary Fr. Antonio de Porto, who,
between 1530 and 15^, established many churches in Bassein and
SAlsette. About 1550, when the Jesuits first appeared, the power
of the Franciscans was much reduced by dissensions and schisms*

Among the tombstones in the nave and chancel one has the words
‘ (The tomb of

)
His Majesty’s Councillor, who died on the 24th

August 1558, and of his wife Dona Luiza da Silva, and his heirs.’^ In
early times the Franciscans had much support from the state, and
even as late as 1634 there were thirty Franciscans while there were
only fifteen Jesuits, ten Dominicans, and eight Augustins.

It was here that St. Francis Xavier staid during his three short
visits, one in 1544 and two in 1548. In 1695 Gemelli Gareri
noticed that, contrary to the custom of India, the church had many
chapel's.*

To the right of the Franciscan mins, almost between them and
those of the Jesuits, are the ruins of the Dominican church and
monastery built in 1583 under the invocation of Sam Gongalo. Of
the church, the walls and tower and a little of the peaked roof near
the chancel are still standing, and the chief chapel with its

beautiful arch is in good order. On the gospel side of the altar
is the rained tomb of the patron, with a scarcely legible epitaph.
In 1695 it had three well-adorned altars opposite the great gate.*
The monastery, which was once famous for its dormitory, is now a
ruin.

The road between the Dominican and Franciscan rains and the
fort wall leads to the bastion of Sam Sebastian with the blocked
postern. The inscription stone lies neglected near the land gateway.
It runs.

During the reign of the most high and most mighty King Dom Joam of
Portug;al, t^ tlurd of this n^e, and when D. Afonso do Iforonha, son of thsMmmus of Villa Be^, was Viceroy, and Francisco de 8a, Captain of the fort«id city of Bagai, this bastion, named Sam Sebastian, was buUt on the 22ndFebruary 1564.’

•

' The Portuguese is, ‘E do conselho de rva magestade, Faleced em 24 de
Agosto de 1568, e de sga molheb, dosa Luiza da Silva e sees ebdeieos.’ Of other
epitaphs there are in one of the side chapels to the left of the high altar, ‘ Here rests
Dona Francisca de Miranda, wife of Manoel de Melo Pereira, founder of this chapel,
and her daughter Dona Ines de Melo and her grandson Luis de Melo. She <B^
on the 10th November 1606.’ Near the centre of the building is another, ‘The
wave of Dona Giomar d’ Aguiar, widow of Alvaro de Lemos, may he be with
God! Died on the 4th March of 96. Is hers and her son’s.’ In a third chapel
to the right of the chancel is an inscription, ‘ This grave stone was placed by Dona
Pra de Berredo over the grave of her husband, Antonio Teles de Menezea who
died on the 26th October 1676. This wave was bought by Manoel de Carvalliar
^reira and hU heirs. Our Father.’ Close by is, ‘This grave belongs to Ualfa**.
Freire da Camara, daughter of Dona Simoa Freire. Died on the Ist November
1601. ’ In the first chapel to the left of the main altar are the words, ‘ Grave of Bento
da Costa and his heirs.’ Da Cunha’s Bassein, 238-240.

!
* Churchill, rv. 192.

»
® Portuguese runs, ‘ Reinando ho mdio alto e motto poderoso bei D. Joam

DE Portugal 3 destb home, e oovernando a India o vice-rei, d. Aeonso de
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It was tliroagh tbk bastion that the Mar4th4s forced their way Chapter ZIV!^
into the city in 1739. A few yards from the bastion is a modem ^
English tomb with the words, ‘ Here lies the body of ... . Durham,
wife of Andrew Durham, Surgeon, who departed this life in ...

’ Basskot.

On the outer side of the wall leading from the postern are the
mins of the pier. Inside of the wall a passage is said to run to the
river. But the air is bad and puts out bghts, and the passage has
never been explored.

On both sides of an old street, nearly parallel to the new highroad
which leads along the middle of the fort to the sea gateway, are the
remains of the nobles’ mansions. Of the stately dwellings, ‘ graced
with covered balconies and large latticed or oyster-shell windows,’^
only shapeless heaps of brushwood-covered stones and mortar remain.
On the Maratha conquest most of the rich families retired to Goa
and almost all have since died out.* The only trace of luxury is

an ornamental bath-room of hard cement studded with shells and
pieces of porcelain. In this quarter of the town is an inscription

too confused to be translated.* Hear these old mansions, in a
square overlooking the road, are the rains of the Augustin Chapd
of Nossa Senhora de Annunciada. The front is double arched, the
walls and side windows of the chancel are well preserved, and parts

of a vaulted roof with painted mouldings remain.^

Bela'pur Fort, on an island of the same name about a mile long BaLirim Fobt. '

and somewhat less than a mile broad, commands the entrance to the
Panvel river about five miles west of Paavel. It was described by
Captain Dickinson in 1818 as about 400 feet from north to south,

and divided midway, its breadth being about half its length. Near
the north point, on a rising ground about seventy-five feet high and
about 800 feet from the river, were the ruined remains of a battery,

part of which supported the roof of an old guard-room. On a
somewhat lower point of land, nearer the mouth of the river, were
the remains of another battery like the first, supporting an old roof

on either side of which were the ruins of a breast work. Both
batteries were under cover of the fort guns. Except the north
gateway and two round towers on the sooth face, the fort works
were utterly ruinous. The works, including wretched parapets from
two to four feet wide, were nowhere more than eight feet thick and
varied from six to twenty feet high. The facing or revetment of part
of the works was destroyed by violent rain in 1818. Except a low
hut and a low ruined well, whose water lasted only a short time after

the rains, the interior of the fort showed nothing but ruins. The

WOBONHA riLBO DO MaEQUEZ DE ViLLA HEAL, SENDO FbANCISCO DE SA CAMTAO
DESTA FORTALEZA E CIDADB DE BA9AI, FOITDOU ESTE BALTTABTE, FER NOME SaK
Sebastiam, AOS 22 dias do mbs de Fevereibo era 1554 aenos.

* Fryer (1676), Kew Account, 74. • Da Cunha’s Bassein, 149, 224.
® The Portuguese words are, ‘ Estas Casas S
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KacwofLitercst. waU running along the top of the river bank. In the wall w^
two towers the better placed ofwmcn wm about twenty feet nign,

Bklapuk Fokt. from its height and capacity was a little fort in itself. The
• battery above was excellent and roofed. . A store room of the same

size underneath the ground floor was formerly used as a prison.

The enclosure was entered by a gate and had at one end a battery

much like the other two, and Idee them commanded by the fort

above.

Under the Portuguese Belapur isle was one of the seven divisions

subject to Bassein the capital of the north. It included Panechana
with thirty villages, Cairana with seventeen villages, and Sabayo
with seventeen villages.^ In 1781 a British resident was stations
at Belapur and in 1817 (23rd June) it was taken charge of by
Captain Charles Gray.®

Bhahbup. Bha'lldup in Salsette, four miles south-west of Thdna, with, in

1881, a population of 884 souls, has a railway station and a post
office. The railway traffic returns show an increase in passengers
from 28,988 in 1873 to 51,664 in 1880, and in goods from 126 to
143 tons. It is the nearest railway station, about four miles, to

Tulsi lake. The Kanheri caves lie about two miles beyond Tulsi,

but the road from Borivli station on the Baroda railway though not,

so pretty is shorter and easier.

In 1 803, on payment ofa quit-rent, the East India Company granted
the major part of Bhandup and parts of twoother villages to Mr. Luke
Ashburner, alderman of Bombay and editor of the Bombay Courier.
In 1817 Mr. Ashburner sold the estate, together with the contract
for supplying Government rum, to his manager Mr. Kdvasji M^nekji
Ashburner for a sum of £50,000 (Rs. 5,00,000).® In 1832 machinery
was brought from England to work the distillery and in that year
about 100,000 gallons of rum are said to have been supplied to
Government.^ In 1857 Government stopped the rum contract, and
the distillery ceased to prosper and was closed in 1878.® It was
reopened in 1879-80 but has again been closed.

Near Bhandup is the Povai estate now a wilderness with mined
wells, conduits and walls. About fifty years ago it was well known
for its experimental farm. In 1829 Mr. Framji Kavasji, a rich
Bombay merchant, bought the villages of Povai, Tirandaj, Kopri,
Saki, Paspoli, and Tungave formerly held by Dr. Scott, a botanist
and skilful gardener; and in 1833-34 added two villages Kanjur and
Vikhroli to the estate and spent large sums in sinking wells and

* Da Coaha’s Baaaein, 206, Panechana is probably Panvel, Cairana ia Bibaime
eight miles north of Belipnr, Sabayo is Sh4h4b4z close to Belipnr. BeUpnr is
perhaps Beldwal mentioned (1570) as an Kuropean Konkan port. Bird’s Mir^t-i-Ahnuidit

...... ... * W. B. Mulock, c.a
Mr. Hharshedji Kdvasji, the present proprietor of the Bh^dnp estate, pays

Government a yearly quit-rent of £233 14*. (Es. 2337).
‘ Mr. B. B. Patel.

>11 l>is Excise Report of 1st October 1869, wrote, ‘The Bh&ndnp
aistillery was started to supply European troops with mm. Besides to the troops a
considerable quantity of liquor found its way to Bombay.’
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introdncix^l^otics.^ In 1837 the vill^es were conveyed to him in

fee simple, DUrdened with the charge of m^tfuning a reservoir in

Doncan Boad, Bombay. Since his death (1851) and the death of his

wife the estate has been the subject of :^mily disputes, and is at
present managed by a receiver under the orders of the High Court.

A copper-plate found near Bh^ndnp, about 1835, records the
grant by Ohhittardjadev SUhara in a,d. 1026 (S. 948) of a field in
the village of Nour, the modern Naiira, two miles north of
Bhandup. Other villages mentioned in the grant are Gomvani, the
modern Govhan, and GorapavaUi, perhaps an .old name of Bhfindup.
The boundary of the field to the north and east was a main road, or
rdjapatha, which apparently ran from Th^a much along the line

of the present Bombay-Th4na road.*

Bhavangad is a mined fort 188 feet long by seventy broad,
near the village of Khatali four miles south of Kelvi Mahim. It is

overgrown with mango, jack and cashewnut trees, and has a lai^
rock-cut hollow for storing grain and a cistern with five feet ci
water. In 1862 it had water and supplies, but the walls were so
ruined that they added nothing to the natural strength of the place.

Blia'yndar in Sdlsette, thirty miles north of Bombay and five

south-east of Bassein, with, in 1881, a population of 1901, is a port
and a station on the Baroda railway. Perhaps this rather than
Bhiwndy is the origin of Binda, Ptolemy’s name for the Bassein
creek. The station traffic returns show an increase in passengers
from 33,455 in 1873 to 47,226 in 1880, and in goods from 2627 to

19,770 tons. Most of the salt from the extensive Rai Murdha
salt-pans, about three miles to the west, is sent by rail to northern
and central India

The Christian population of 540 has a church dedicated to Our
Lady of Nazareth. It was built by the Portuguese, measures
101 feet by 52 and 20 high, and is in good repair. Formerly the
priest’s house was in the chapel, but this was given up in 1866 and
a new house built for the vicar. The vicar draws £1 10s. (Rs. 15)
a month both from the British and the Goa governments. A music
master plays in the church choir ; there is no parish school.

Bllivgad or Bhiuoad fort in Gaurkamat village, three milea
east of Karjat, stands on a hill 500 or 600 feet high below the great
spur of Dhfik. The walls are ruinous and there are two or three
water cisterns.

Bhiwndi or Bhiacdi, north latitude 19° 19' and east longitude
73° 9', the chief town of the Bhiwndi sub-division, with, in 1881, a
population of 13,837, lies between the Kamvfiri creek and the Agra
ro^. It is divided into two chief portions, each forming a septwate
survey village, Bhiwndi proper and Nizdnq)ur, which may be roughly
said to lie, the former to tbe west and the latter to the east of the
Lendi creek which here runs into the Kamv^. The Kamvdri is tidal

(%a|torZBr..

Placet ofIslirart;

BaAVAireAs
Fobx.

BbItbsab,

BarroiD
Fort.

Bmwimi.

> Mr. Yaupell in Trans. Bom. Geo. Sec. VIL 152. Details are mvm under Povai.
’ Ind. Ant. V. 277.
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for a mile above the town, where a dam was bnilt in JljB45-46 by
Kdshib^i Garboli of Bassein at a cost o£ from j^OO to £600
(Rs. 5000- Rs. 6000). After mnning westward for seven or eight

miles the creek joins the large Bassein and Thana creek at Kerne
Deve. By the Agra road Bhiwndi is thirty-two miles north-east of

Bombay and six north of Kalydn, the nearest railway station.^

Of the whole population, 8057 were Hindus, 5742 Musalmans,
and thirty-eight Parsis. The Musalman population consists chiefly

of the part-foreign class of Konkani Mnsalmans, who from the

vigour of the local rice trade are more prosperous than in any other

town in the district.

The chief industries are weaving, rice cleaning, and oil making,
and the chief articles of trade are rice, dried fish, cloth, grass, and
wood.

In 1860 the value of the Bhiwndi trade was estimated at from
£800,000 to £350,000 (Rs. 30,00,000- Rs. 35,00,000). Of this

about £250,000 (Rs. 25,00,000) went to Bombay, from £50,000 to

£60,000 (Rs. 5,00,000 -Rs. 6,00,000) to the Deccan, and £30,000
to £40,000 (Rs. 3,00,000 - Rs. 4,00,000) were disposed of in the
town and neighbouring villages. Besides local supplies of rice,

wood, and salt worth from £100,000 to £110,000 (Rs. 10,00,000-
Rs. 11,00,000), the chief articles of traffic were oil, linseed, and cotton

from central India and the Deccan. The through traffic has almost
entirely passed to the railway and much of the local trade now
finds its way to Bombay by K^yan.*

Bhiwndi creek is narrow and shallow in parts. In ordinary tides

no boats of more than twenty tons and in spring tides of more than
forty-two tons can reach the town. The sea trade returns for the
five years ending 1878-79 show average exports worth £111,608
(Rs. 11,16,080) and imports worth £54,280 (Rs. 5,42,800). Exports
varied from £101,255 (Rs. 10,12,550) in 1877-78 to £108,840
(Rs. 10,88,400) in 1878-79, and imports from £47,574 (Rs. 4,75,740)
in 1874-75 to £61,929 (Rs. 6,19,290) in 1878-79.»

Its position on a navigable stream on the direct line of traffic

through the Thai Pass must have made Bhiwndi an early centre of
trade. The word is perhaps preserved in Binda, Ptolemy^s (150)
name for the Bassein creek.

In 1542, in a treaty with the Portuguese the rulers of Ahmednagar
engaged not to allow pirates to pass by Kalyan and Bhiwndi
to Bassein.* In 1570 Bhiwndi is mentioned as a place of trade

* The road from Ealj^ to Bhiwndi has lately been put in excellent repair. Some
fifteen or twenty small pony carts have been made on the N4sik pattern and as they
can go from the Kone ferry to Bhiwndi in abont half an hour they have begun to
drive off the old bullock carts. Mr. W. B. Mulock, C. S.

^ Mr. E. Lawrence, C. S.

1874-75 £106,355 (Es. 10,63,550), 1875-76 £138,367
1876-77 £103,245 (Rs. 10,32,450), 1877-78 £101,255 (Rs. 10,12,550),

10.88.400)5 Imports, 1874-75 £47,574 (Rs. 4,75,740),
5.11.030), 1876-77 £48,813 (Rs. 4,88,130), 1877-78 £61,894

(Rs. 6,18,940), and 1878-79 £61,929 (Rs. 6,19,290).
‘ Collesao Fragmentos Inedit^ V-^ 119.
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with In 1636 the Emperor Sh4h Jah4n ceded the ChaptarZlIF^

proyince dr Kalyan-Bhiwndi to BijApur.® In 1690 the Bhiwndi places oflntnast
Naw4b, Mohtah^ Eli4n, whose fine tomb stands on the edge of

the Shenale lake at Kaljdn^ is mentioned as having ravaged the
Portuguese territories,® and in 1 750, under thename Bimbri, Bhiwndi
is noticed as the head of 463 villages with a revenue of £101,838
(Rs. 10,18,380).* In 1789, according to Mardthi records, the
Bhiwndi snb-division yielded an estimated yearly revenue of £24,177
(Rs. 2,41,770).® From 1817 when it passed into British hrads
until 1835, a native infantry regiment was kept at Bhiwndi, and
from 1836 until the reduction of the Veteran Battalion in 1860, a
considerable detachment of that corps nnder the command of a
European officer was stationed at Bhiwndi. The military camp lay

to the east of the town^ on somewhat rising ground which is still

locally known as the 'Camp.' In 1837, during the Mnharram
festival, April 14th to 18th, a somewhat serious riot took plac^,

between the Hindus and Musabnans. The Hindu festival of R^'s
birthday, or Rdmnavmi, fell on one of the Mnharram days and the
Muhammadans gave out that they would allow no idol procession.

Bad blood was aroused and the Muhammadans, who were the
,

stronger party, sacked several temples and beat several Hindus.
The rioting was stopped on the 18th April by the arrival of an
assistant magistrate with a small detachment of the Regiment of

Native Infantry then stationed at Thana. Two himdred and fifty

Musalm4ns were arrested, of whom forty were tried and twenty-one
convicted and sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from
one to ten years. Though there has been no breach of the peace
since 1837, the ill-feeling between the two classes remains and during
the Mnharram special police arrangements are always required.

The old militaiy dispensary is now the subordinate judge's

court. On the camping ground there are two European tombs and
several more on the margin of the big reservoir to the south of the

road that leads into the town. All are in good repair, but the
inscriptions are much worn.® The chief Musalman remains are a
tomb in honour of Shah Husain Kaderi, a minister of king Ali

* Bird’s Mirit-i-Ahmadi, 129. * Grant Duff’s Maritb^, 63.
“ O Chron. de Tis. II. 52 ; Naime’s Konkan, 37.
* Tieffenthaler, Des. His.etGeog. I. 505. • Waring’s History of the Mardthis, 238.
* The inscription on the British tomb runs, ‘ Sacred to the memory of George, infant

son of Lieut. H. Sutherland of the 1st Battery, 7th Regt. N.I., who died at Bhiwndi
on the 31st December 1820, aged 5 months.’ Another on a tomb between the
Musalmin cemetery and a reservoir south of the Kalyin road runs, ' Sacred to the
memory of Capt. Hy. Waterloo Prescott, late of the N. V. Battalion, and commanding
this station, Bhiwndi, where he died 3rd December 1857, a^d 43 years. Bom 18th
June 1815. This tomb is erected by his friends as a mark of esteem and respect.’

A third near this has, ‘Herelieth the body of Charles Sutton Ganaway, agM 13
months. Obit 6th September 1828. This simple tomb was erected by his bereaved
parents. “ Whoever shall humble himself he shall receive great estates in heaven.” ’

Another runs, ' To the memory of Charles Augustus, the beloved child of Mr. and
Mrs. Anding, who died at Bhiwndi on the 25th August 1850, aged 2 years 9 months
and 10 days / Another runs, ‘ To the memory of Ena Isabel and Angelina Susan, the
beloved children of Mr. C. Anding, Apothecary. The former died 13th December 1857,
aged 11 months, and the latter 26th October 1857, aged 7 years 7 months and 18 days.’
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Adilshdli of Bijapur, who died in 1665 (1076 TT^ tomb was
completed in 1711 (1 125 a.h.) by Shiih Husain’s daughter’s grandson
Syed Kntb-ud-din Sajjadah Nashin. Beside the tomb is a fine

reservoir, and a short way south a small but deep well of good
water.* There are four chief mosques, Jdma, Kadgya, Dougarkar,
and Bhusdrmala all of the Sunni sect. Besides these there are a
Meman mosque and two Momin mosques, one for the Sunnis and
one for the Shias. None of these mosques have any Government
allowance. Besides the tomb of Mokri, a Mnsalman saint to whom
vows are paid in seasons of drought, there is a large dargdh of

Im4msha Ali, with a yearly fair, uraa, in May-June (Vaishakh)
attended by about a thousand people. There are fifteen Hindu
temples, but none of any special size, age^, or holiness.*

The Government buildings are the sub-judge’s court formerly

a military dispensary, the mdmlatdar’s ofBce built in 1 844 on the

site of the Peshwd’s palace one or two towers of which can still be
traced, and a public works rest-house off the Bombay-Agra road,

400 yards east of the town. Bhiwndi has also a dispensary which
was started in 1866, a post office, and one English, two Mnsalman,
and three Marathi Schools. There is also a Muhammadan college

attended by about 20 or 25 pupils, who are taught Arabic and
Persian. The college is supported from funds contributed by the
Konkani Musalmdns of Bhiwndi, and one law doctor or maulvi is

employed on a monthly salary of £3 (Rs. 30). Pupils whose parents
are poor receive money to meet the cost of food and clothing. The
town with its suburb of Niz^mpur was made a municipality on the
15th March 1865. In 1880-81 it had an income of £1403
(Rs. 14,030), representing a taxation of 2s. 0|d. (Re. 1-0-3) a head.
The revenue is chiefly derived from taxes on tobacco and dried fish,

ttflls, and a house-tax. Daring 1880-81 the expenditure amounted
to £1331 (Rs. 13,310), of which £229 (Rs. 2290) were spent on

> Each face of the tomb hag a Persian verse. The north verse runs, ‘ God from on
high informed ns of the wonderful and astonishing date. This good place for the
grandfather of Kutb-ud-din is likethe holy temple most sacred. ’ These words give 1115,
that is, A.D. 1701. The eastverse mns, “ When the earth wasadomed by this cupola
of his reverence, the heavens like a moth hovered round it to become its sacrifice
Kutb-ud-din found the date of the finishing of this building in the words, ‘ The
sun receives light from this best of domes.^” This gives 1125, that is, a.d’. 1711.
The sooth verse runs, “We have heard the name of the sacred cupola, and wonderful
still its date from its name said Kntb-ud-din its maker thus :

‘ Dutifulness and devotion
are its doors.’” This gives 1113, that is, A. D. 1699. The west verse runs, “ The cupola
of the spiritual king when built on the earth, heaven concealed itself from shame
and the sky became pleased. Its builder Kutb-ud-din has found its date in the
words, ‘ThedomeofHusanHusaiui threw light in the world.’” This gives 1116 a h
that is, A.D. 1702.

”

•The well has a Persian and a Mardthi inscription. 'The Persian inscription
runs, ‘In 1186 Hijri Syed Kutb-ud-din Muhammad Khdn gave this well the name
milk wcU.’ The Mardthi mns, ‘Syed Kutb-ud-din Muhammad Bahddnr
built this milk well in Shak 1684, the name of the year being Kandan Fasli 1181
(A.n. 1762). Naik Bdbale was the mason.

* One to Bhimeshwar built by a Jawhdr chief with a yearly allowance of £12 12»Da 104?\ . AM.. :j.1- 1_ _n. • ^
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scavenging, £199 (Rs. 1990) on roads, and £71 (Rs. 710) on lighting.

The water-supply is drawn from the large Vaddla reservoir about
1930yards north-west of the town, fifty-seven acres in extent and with
an estimated capacity of 24,776,820 cubic feet.* In 1851, at a cost

of £1600 (Rs. 16,000), of which £500 (Rs. 5000) were raised locally

and the rest granted by Government, the water was brought to the
town by a conduit of ordinary wheel tiles. It was distributed in the
town by four masonry cisterns. This supply was unsatisfactory

and in 1873-74 it was improved at a cost of £3683 (Rs. 36,830), of

which £1500 (Rs. 15,000) were borrowed from Government under
the Local Public Works Loan Act (XXIV. of 1871) on the security

of the municipal revenue. This loan was supplemented by a local

fund grant of £1130(Rs. 11,300),and the rest was paid from municipal
fnnds.^ ^rhe works carried out in 1873 were a masonry dam 213 feet

long backed by a twenty-one feet deep clay puddle wall ; a setthng
reservoir twenty-seven feet long by twenty-two feet six inches
broad and fifteen feet nine inches deep with filtering chambers
containing sand and charcoal ; a cast-iron six-inch main running
6480 feet from the reservoir to the town ; and nine masonry cisterns

or dipping wells, each sixteen feet long fifteen feet broad and 7\
deep, and two stand-pipes in different parts of the town with the
necessary pipes and valves joining them with the main. These
works provide an average daily supply of ten gallons for the whole
population, a quantity which has proved to be snfiBcient. Besides
the Yadala reservoir, there are five smaller ponds within municipal
limits, Bhivale, Mirale, Narale, Khakrale, and one near the mosque
in Nizdmpur. The Mirale pond which is near the camp has five

stone steps leading to the water, which are said to have been built

by three Brdhmaus, Mekal, Khand, and Ghule. One Syed Shabba
has brought water from the Ndrale pond partly by an aqueduct and
partly by piping set in mortar to the Jdma mosque cistern and to

two adjoining houses.

Bhiwndi has an animal-home, or pdnjrdpol, a branch of the Bombay
home. The yearly number of animals, chiefly cattle and ponies,

varies from 300 to 1200, and the yearly cost is about £3600

,
(Rs. 36,000).® Healthy cattle and horses are used for light work,

,
chiefly bringing grass from lands near Bhiwndi which the managers

I
of the home have rented. The feeble and worn are fed on hay and
grass, and the sick, who are treated by a native farrier, get molasses
and clarified butter.* The home is managed by a superintendent, or

Chiqytermr.

Places of^terei^

Bmwin)!.

Ammal Home.

* The Vadila lake ia said to have been made by a rich woman who lived at Kkmathgad
two milea sonth-weat of Bhiwndi. According to a local story the lake refnaed to hold
water till the earth spirit was satisfied by the sacrifice of the headman’s danghter-
in-law. During the time of Peshwa Maiiavrdv (1744-1772) a scheme was framed for
brinring the Vilila water into Bhiwndi.

* This was the first instance in which an up-country municipality made use of

the provision for borrowing on the security of municipal revenues. Mr. F. Birkbeck,
C.S., and Mr. Maclaran, C.E., received the thanks of Government for the example set

a
to other municipalities, and for the way in which the work was carried out.

® In 1881 there were 1166 animals in the hospital, 817 of them cows, 209 bullocks,

36 bnffikloes, 74 horses, 11 dogs, 6 donkeys, 6 fowls, 4 bares, 2 peacocks, and one
nUgdi.

'‘The details are almost the same as those given below for the Chembnr animal-
home.
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A copper-plate found in 1881 with the headman of Bhere, about

ten miles north of Bhiwndi, records the grant by Apar4jita Silh&ra

in A.D. 997 (S. 919) of the village of Bhaddn, the modem Bh&d4ne
ten miles north-east of Bhiwndi. Other places mentioned in the

grant are the village of Padigab, the modern Padgha on the Agra
road two miles north of BhMane, and the river Kum&i, the modem
Kumbhari a little to the east of Padgha. The grant was made to

meet the cost of the worship of Saryalon^lditya on the EAylavan coast,

perhaps, as suggested by Mr. Mulock, a temple in the sacred village

of Lonad about six miles south-west of Bhdddne.

At Karoli about a mile and a half south-west of Bhiwndi, in

wooded rice lands are the remains of a temple of the Naked or

Bigamhar, literally Air-clad, Jains. It is on a raised site in afield

close to the road on the left. The remains are a heap of stones

covered with grass and thorn-bushes. Several finely carved blocks are
scattered about. One is the side-post of a door, another in the field

about thirty yards to the east is the centre stone of a domed ceiling

with a well-carved lotus pendant,, and by the road lies a broken
capital. Many of the stones hare little images of a Jain saint seated

like a Buddha. It is not a Buddha because there is no shoulder-

cloth
; it is not a White-Clothed or Shvetdmbar Jain because there

are no waistcloth folds between the legs. The carving is clear and
good, perhaps of the tenth or eleventh century. In K^roH pond a
little to the east three flat clothes-beating slabs are said to belong
to the temple, and large numbers of stones are said to have been
carried away for house building within the last ten years. At
Kambe, about a mile north-west of Bhiwndi, the small mined
fort with two bastions, is one of a line of forts that guarded the
border between Portuguese Bassein and Maratha Bhiwndi. Besides
at Kd,mbe traces of these forts occur at the villages of Gave, Karbad,
and Pai.

Bhopatgad Fort, in Kurlot village 1500 feet long and 300
broad, stands on the top of a hill about 700 feet high, from twenty-
five to thirty miles north of Mahuli and seven or eight south-west of
Mokhada. The fort is two miles from the foot of the hill. In 1818
nothing remained of the works except a parapet wall of loose stones
along the south-east corner; a gateway between two outstanding
towers without parapet or breastwork

;
and on a rising ground on the

hill-top a little tower from six to ten feet high and with a rampart
about six and a half feet thick. Not far from the fort, near the
main road from Trimbak to Vada, are memorial stones, or pdliyds,
of the same kind as those described in detail under Eksar and
Shahdpur.^

Borivli in Salsette, a station on the Baroda railway about
twenty-two miles north of Bombay, has a rest-house and is a
convenient centre for visiting several places of interest. The

Bhopatgad
Bokt.

Borivli.

' Mr. Gibson, Deputy Conservator of Forests.
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railway traffic returns show an increase in passengers from 47,437
in 1873 to 53,578 in 1880, and in goods from 799 to 1098 tons.

Besides the Kanheri Caves which lie up the Tnlsi valley about
five miles to the east, there are at Mandapeshvar, or Mount Pezier,

about two miles north of BorivlLa notable white Portuguese watch-
tower, a set of Brahmanic caves, perhaps about 1000 years old, one
of them specially interesting from having been used as a Catholic

chapel, and, on the top oif the rock in which the caves are cut a
large and very high-roofed Portuguese cathedral, lately repaired, and
very large ruined buildings belonging to a college and monastery.
In a mango orchard, at Eksar, in rich wooded country about a
quarter of a mile south of Mandapeshvar and a mile north-west of

Borivli are six great blocks of stone about eight feet high by three

broad. They are memorial stones richly carved with belts of small
figures, the record of sea and land fights probably of the eleventh
and twelfth centuries. About half a mile to the east of Borivli

station, close to the border lands of Poinsar and the deserted village

of MdgAthan, are some Buddhist rock-cut cisterns, and some half

underground Buddhist caves. A few hundred yards to the east are

some Buddhist tombs and the remains of a Buddhist monastery
probably of the fifth and sixth centuries. At Akurli about two miles

to the south-east, in rugged bushland, irises a large mound'of black

trap on the top of which are some quaint rough carvings and Pdli

letters, perhaps 2000 years old. About two miles further south, in

thickly wooded uplands, is the great Jogeshvari cave, a Brdhmanic
work probably of the seventh century. The railway can be joined

at Goregaon station which is about three miles north-west of the
Jogeshvari cave.^

Ca'shi, two miles south of Ghodbandar on the Bandra road, has
a Christian population of eighty-four and a church dedicated to

St. Jerome measuring fifty-two feet long by seventeen broad and
eighteen high. Not ffir off there is a chapel in ruins twenty-five

feet long by twenty wide and twenty-four high. It seems to have
once formed part of a large church.

Cathedral Rocks. See Malanggad.

Chanderi Fort, in Tamsai village about ten miles north-east of

Panvel, stands on the top of a hill between the hill forts of Malanggad
and Peb. No fortifications remain, but there are two cisterns and
the ruins of a few houses.

Chauk, a village of 968 people, twelve miles south-east of Panvel

on the Poona road, has a travellers’ bungalow built about 1820 at a

cost of £206 (Rs. 2067). There is also a school and police lines.

Chauk is the first stage on the Panvel-Poona road, and was the

starting point for Matheran before the railway ran to Neral. On
March 16, 1781, Chauk was the scene of a severe skirmish between a
body of British troops under Captain Mackay and a large force of

Mardthas under Parashram Bh4u.®

* Details of these objects of interest are given under Eksar, Migithan, Goregaon
and Jogeshvari. ’ Grant Duffs Marithiis, 444.
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Chapter XIV. ChembUT, a village of 1591 people, lies on the north-west of

TO 7? +JM. o+ Trombay island about seventeen miles south-west of Th4na and
I’laceso xeresx.

jioptii.east of Bombay. Chembur is by some of the best
Chembcb. authorities ^ believed to be the Saimur of the Arab writers (915-1 137),

the Sibor of Kosmas Indikopleustes (535), the Chemula of the

Kanheri cave inscriptions (300-500), the SymuUa of the author of

the Periplus of the Erythraean sea (247), the Symulla or Timulla of

Ptolemy (150), and perhaps the Perimula of Pliny (a.o. 77). But
both Ptolemy’s Symulla and the Chemula of the Kanheri inscriptions

come closer to Chevul, the old form of Chaul at the month of the

Kundalika river thirty miles south of Bombay, than to Chembur,*
and, while there is no undoubted reference to Chembur as a place

of trade, Chaul was a famous centre of commerce under the

Bahmani and Ahmednagar kings and under the Portuguese
(1347-1740). The view that Symulla is Chaul, not Chembur, is

strengthened by the mention by Pliny and Ptolemy of a promontory
of the same name as the mart. As late as the close of the seventeenth

centnry Chaul gave its name, Chaul Point, to the Alibag or south

shore of the Bombay harbour, one of the most notable headlands on
this part of the coast, but it is not easy to see what part of Trombay
or Salsette could have formed a leading landmark to sailors.* Again
Saimur was a centre of foreign commerce at the same time as Thdna,
and Sibor and Symulla at the same time as Kalydn. This could
hardly have been the case if Saimur and Symulla were Chembur so

close to Thdna and Kalydn, and so entirely on the same line of traffic.

Animal Home. The only object of interest in the village is an animal-home, a
branch from the central home in Bombay. It has on an average
from 800 to 1000 animals a year, cows, bullocks, buffaloes, horses,

ponies, asses, deer, goats, pigs, dogs, monkeys, cats and hares
; and

of birds, parrots, fowls, geese, duck, pigeons, crows and peacocks.

Animals are taken whether they are healthy, maimed or decrepit.

A few are sent because their masters are unable to maintain them

;

most are sent because disease or old age has made them useless.

No charge is levied, but voluntary contributions are taken in grain,

cash, or grass. Animals born in the home become the property
of the home, and are used in carrying litter, in drawing grain and
grass carts, and in fetching water. This work is generally done
by bullocks and he-buffaloes, never by horses. The ordinary dp,ily

allowance of food is for a horse four pounds of gram and seventeen
pounds of grass; for a cow or bullock 1^ pounds of pulse or seed
cotton with ten pounds of rice straw

;
for a buffalo three pounds of

grain and thirteen pounds of grass or rice straw
; for an ass three

1 The identification was made by Pandit BhagvdnlAl Indraji. It has the support
of Dr. Burgess and Prof. Bhdnddrkar. "

^ The form Chevul is preserved in the name of a sub-division of several castes who
have moved from Chaul to Bombay, as Chevulkar Sdlis and Chevulkar VAnis. It
also appears in the term Chevli betel leaves and perhaps in Chebulic myrabolans
Though Chembur is the ordinary official and local spelling of the village in Trombay*
another spelling, Chimod, very close to the Kanheri Chemul, is used by the managers
of the animal home. ®

» Fryer (1675) talks of Bombay facing Chaul, and notices the gulf or hollow in the
shore stretching from Bassein to Chaul point. New Account, 62, 77.
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pounds of grassand half a pound of grain ; for a pig the same as for a
bullock except that it gets no rice straw ; for a goat half a pound
of seed cotton or gram with tree leaves ; for a dog three-quarters

of a pound of boiled pulse and rice and bread ; and for a cat the
same as for a dog but less in quantity. Sick or diseased cows,
buffaloes, bullocks or horses have a mixed diet of millet flour,

seven rupees weight of molasses and three and a half rupees
weight of clarified butter. Plots of grass land have been taken for

grazing and grass cutting, and hay and rice straw are bought in

large quantities and stacked. The total charges, amounting to

about £2000 (Rs. 20,000) a year, are met from a fund raised by
Hindu merchants in Bombay from a percentage charge on trade
transactions and from the interest of funded capital. The home
is managed by trustees helped by a sub-committee with a manager
and a secretary who live in Bombay. The local staff consists of

a superintendent, or daroga, a clerk, messengers, grooms, and
sweepers.

Chinclini, a town of 4165 inhabitants, stands on the north bank
of the Chinchni-Tdrfipur creek five or six miles west of the Vfingaon
station on the Baroda railway and eight miles south of Dahfinu.
Chinchni is a very old town, the Chechijna of a Ndsik cave inscription

of the first century.^ In 1826 it had 500 houses, a large market
and a travellers’ bungalow.® A municipality was established in

1866 and abolished in 1874 as no commissioners could be found fit

to be trusted with the management of municipal affairs. There is a
dispensary called the Sfikarbdi Dispensary, endowed by Mr. Dinsha
Manekji Petit of Bombay, who gave £1000 {Rs. 10,000) towards the
building. It is maintained by a Grovemment grant of £78 (Rs. 780)
and an equal sum from the local funds. The attendance in 1880-81
was 6739 out-patients and twenty-seven in-patients. A Marathi
school is held in the old travellers’ bungalow.

Da'hLa'nu, north latitude 19° 58' and east longitude 72° 45', a fort

and seaport, the head-quarters of the Dahfinu sub-division, lies

seventy-eight miles north of Bombay and about two miles west of

the Dahanu Road station on the Baroda railway, with which it has
lately been connected by a good road. Off shore shoal grounds,
nearly dry in parts, stretch from two to six miles to the west and
about thirty miles north as far as Daman. Within the outer
reefs, about four miles west of the fort, small coasting craft find

anchorage in three or four fathoms. The creek can be entered
at high water only.® The 1881 census showed a population of 3525
souls, 3215 of them Hindus, 286 Musalmdns, fifteen Parsis, and
nine Christians. The chief class of Hindus were the Bhandaiis
or palm-juice tappers. The traflic at the Dahanu railway station

shows an increase in passengers from 22,291 in 1873 to 37,373 in 1880,
and a fall in goods from 1514 to 1156 tons. The sea trade returns

' Transactions Second Oriental Congress, 337. * Clunea’ Itinerary, 13.
® It is high water on full and change of the moon at 1 p.m. The tidal rise at springs

is about 20 feet. Taylor’s Sailing Directory, 371. In 1634 the mouth of the river
was crossed by a sand bank, dry at low tide and with from eight to nine feet (10-12
spans) draught at high water. 0 Chron. de Tis. 111. 198.
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for the fire years ending 1878-79 show average exports worth

£14,520 (Rs. 1,45,200), and imports worth £1701 (Rs. 17,010).

Exports varied from £8759 (Rs. 87,590) in 1875-76 to £19,484

(Rs. 1,94,840) in 1877-78, and imports from £1286 (Rs. 12,860) in

1874-75 to £2290 (Rs. 22,900) in 1875-76.^ The traffic along the

Bombay- Surat road and a large timber trade at Savte, six miles

inland, formerly made Dahanu a more thriving and busier place

than it now is.

A municipality was established in 1866^ and abolished in 1878,® as

the funds were not large enough to carry out useful improvements.

The town has the office of a mamlatddr, sub-judge, chief constable,

sub-registrar, a post ani sea customs office, and a school which is

held in the old travellers’ bungalow.
Dahanuka occurs in one of the Nasik cave inscriptions, as the

name of a town and of a river on which Ushavadat the son-in-law of

Nahapan (a.d. 100) made a ferry Dahanu is mentioned as passing

from Gujarat to the Portuguese under the treaty of December
1533.® In 1582 the garrison was attacked by the Moghals,

but defended itself successfully.® In 1634 Ddhdnn is mentioned

as celebrated for its image of Nossa Senhora des Augustias

which had wrought many miracles. Ten paces from the shore

was a round fortress with bastions about thirty-six feet high,

including an upper story. It was well supplied with ammunition,
and, besides an iron gun and a bronze six-pounder, had four

falcons used for throwing two-pound stone balls. The garrison

consisted of a captain with two Arab horses, several Portuguese
soldiers, two corporals, and thirty messengers.’^ There were four
Portuguese and fifty native Christian families well supplied with
guns, lances, and swords.® In 1670 Ogdby mentions Dahanu as a
coast town.® Early in the eighteenth century (1720) it is described
by Hamilton as of little account for trade. In 1739 it was taken
by the Mardthds under Chimnaji Appa.“ It passed to the British
in 1817 under the terms of the treaty of Poona. In 1826 it had
600 houses, seven shops and a reservoir.’^®

The fort on the north bank of the Dahanu river at a little distance
from its mouth is of cut stone and well built. In 1818 the works,
which averaged about thirty feet high and ten feet thick, were in
excellent order, defended by four casemated towers with mined
terraces. Most of the interior was occupied by old terraced buildings
all out of repair. There was not a single habitable dwelling within
the fort, and a well totally ruined yielded a scanty supply of water.
The fort gateway which was very strong and in good repair was

details are : Exports, 1874-75 £17,284, 1875-76 £8759, 1876-77 £18,265.
1877-78 £19,484, 1878-79 £8809 ; Imports, 1874-75 £1286, 1875-76 £2290, 1876-77
£2128, 1877-78 £1377, and 1878-79 £1424.

lo lo/o //

^ Government Kesolution 154 of 20th January 1866.
® Government Kesolution 167 of 18th January 1878.

7
328, 337. ® Da Cunha’s Bassein, 137. 6 DeCouto, XI. 195.

A rS /irt
(100,000 re««) a year; the Portuguese corporals

to 9t<.
( 1 .J lanns) a month ; and the common soldiers from 23 . 9(f. (7 larins) to Is. 1(W

(5 larins)

.

11
208. 10 New Account, I. 180,Grant Duffs MarithSs, 240, 242. ^ Clunes’ Itinerary, 13.
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covered by a low round wall wbicb stretched from tower to tower.
In 1862 it was described as a, strong fortress overgrown with
brushwood and with a ruined well.^

Dahivali, a village of 1239 people on the east bank of the XJIhas
half a mile north of Karjat, was formerly the head-quarters of a
sub-division. There are two or three large temples, one of which a
large handsome building dedicated to Vithoba, has the following
inscription on a stone to the north of the temple : ‘ Parvatibd,!

Pimpalkhare, Gotra Vashishtha, Shak 1714’ (a.d. 1792), ‘Vaishdhh
Shuddha I3th ^esday, son Bhikaji, grandson Yisoba, resident of

Dahivali.’

Danda. See Kelvi-Mahim.

Dantivra, in the Mahim sub-division ten miles south of Mdhim,
has a small ruined fort probably built by the Portuguese. It has
a sea customs office, with, during the five years ending 1878-79,
average exports worth £10,738 (Rs. 1,07,380) and average imports
worth £831 (Rs. 8310). Exports varied from £7651 (Rs. 67,510)
in 1877-78 to £13,877 (Rs. 1,38,770) in 1875-76, and imports from
£220 (Rs. 2200) in 1875-76 to £1635 (Rs. 16,350) in 1877-78.®
There is a large rest-house with room for more than 100 travellers,

built by Mr. Ardeshir Dady of Bombay.

Dlia'k, a massive flat-topped spur running west from the Sahyadris
five or six miles east of Karjat, has a village and some tillage on its

top. From the south-eastern end nearest the Sahyadris there rises a
round hill 2898 feet high, crowned with a long fort wall. On the
steep south-western face of this hill are some caves most difficult of

acffess.

Dlia'ra'vi island, on the west of Sdlsette at the mouth of the
Bassein creek, has, on a ridge of hill, the ruins of a large
Portuguese church and the remains of a fort. The church was
noticed as a ruin by Anquetil du Perron in 1760. About twenty-

years later Dr. Hove described the fort as situated on the highest
hill in the island, -with only a front and a hind wall and no guns but
only English colours. At the foot of the hill close to the river side

a battery of eight guns had been raised since the last war (1774).
Dharavi has some curious and excellent quarries of basalt columns
which are separated by the crowbar. Much of the Bassein fort seems
to have been built of this stone, and this is probably the Bassein stone
of which many of the chief buildings in Goa are made. The Dhdravi
hiU has many springs whose water was formerly used for irrigation

by the Portuguese. The water is now carried in pipes to the
Rai-Murdha salt-works.

Dheri, two miles south of Umbargaon, then known as Darila or

Dary, seems to have been a place of some importance in the sixteenth

century. In 1583 when they took it from the Kolis, the Portuguese

1 Gov. List of CivU Forts, 1862.
2 The detaUs are : Exports, 1874-75 £11,140 (Rs. 1,11,400), 1875-76 £13,877

(Rs. 1,38,770), 1876-77 £12,125 (Rs. 1,21,250), 1877-78 £6751 (Rs. 67,510), 1878-79

£9796 (Rs. 97,960) ; Imports, 1874-75 £403 (Rs. 4030), 1875-76 £220 (Rs. 2200),

1876-77 £1039 (Rs. 10,390), 1877-78 £1635 (Us. 16,350), 1878-79 £758 (Rs. 7580).
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found a considerable number of great stone and tiled houseSfl

Under the name Dary, Ogilby (1670) mentions it as a town near the
sea.^ The 1881 census shows a population of 1372, of whom 1260
were Hindus chiefly Dublas, 109 Parsis, and three Musalm&is.

Digha'shi is a village of 803 people on the Tdnsa river about
twelve miles north of Bhiwndi. A basalt dyke across the river is

well suited for the foundation of a masonry dam.®

Dindu in Phanse village thirteen miles north of Umbargaon,
is a small ruined fort probably built by the Portuguese. It was
described in 1757 as under repair by the Marathas, who found it

difficult to protect the coast from pirates.^

Dongri, in Salsette four miles west of Bhdyndar station on the
Baroda railway, with a Christian population of 1280, has a Portuguese
church dedicated to Our Lady of Belem or Bethlehem, in good repair
measuring 72 feet long by 24 wide and 23 high. The vicar has a
house and is paid by Government £1 10s. (Rs. 15) a month. Except
that the priest teaches the catechism there is no school. The church
has a music master. In the church garden are traces of what seems
to have been a college 82 feet long by 62 wide. On a hill about a
mile from the church are the ruins of a chapel and a house.

Dugad, a prosperous village about nine miles north of Bhiwndi,
with, in 1881, a population of 575, is perhaps Ptolemy’s Dunga. It
is famous for the defeat of the Mardthds by Colonel Hartley in 1 780.
On the 8th December, hearing that the Marathds intended to throw
troops into Bassein then invested by General Goddard, Colonel
Hartley, with a force of about 2000 effective men, marched from
Titvila near Kalydn, fifteen miles north-west to Dugad. On the
10th, the Mardtha general, Ramchandra Ganesh, with 20,000
horse and foot, thrice attacked the Bombay division in front and
rear. On each occasion he was repulsed with little loss to the
British, though two of the slain. Lieutenants Drew and Cooper,
were officers. Next day (December 11) the attack was renewed,
the well-served Maratha artillery causing the British a loss of 100
men, of whom two. Lieutenants Cowan and Pierson, were officers.
During the night- Colonel Hartley strengthened with a breastwork
and guns two knolls which covered his flanks. Next morning the
Mardthas^ advanced in front and rear against the right of the two
knolls, Ramchandra leading a storming party of Arab foot and 1000
infantry under Signior Noronha a Portuguese officer. A thick
morning fog helped Rdmchandra to reach close to the piquet. Then
^e mist suddenly cleared and the guns did surprising execution.
Ramchandra. died fighting gallantly, Noronha was wounded, and the
Mardthas, dispirited by the loss of their leaders, retired in haste
and with great loss.®

The villagers still find bullets in their fields after the first
heavy falls of rain at the break of the south-west monsoon. The
large tomb without inscription in the village of Akloli, three miles

3 Sr®
346; Naime's Eonkan, 45. = Atlas V. 214
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to the north, was probably raised in honour of Lieutenants Drew,
Cooper, Cowan, and Peirson. On the Gnmtara hill close by are the

remains of an old fort and water cisterns.

Eksar, an alienated village of 701 acres, about a mile north-

west of Borivli station on the Baroda railway, has in a mango
orchard, on the west bank of a fine pond, a row of six slabs of trap,

four of them about ten feet high by three broad, the fifth about six

feet high by three broad, and the sixth about four feet high by one
broad. All, except one which is broken, have their tops carved into

large funereal urns, with long heavy ears and hanging bows of ribbon,

and above floating figures bringing chaplets and wreaths.^ The
:^es of the slabs are richly cut in from two to eight level belts of

carving, the figures in bold relief chiselled with much skill. They
are pdliyds or memorial stones and seem to have been set in front of

a temple which stood on the top of the pond bank, a site afterwards

taken by a Portuguese granary. Each stone records the prowess of

some warrior either by land or by sea. In each case the story

begins with the lowest belt and works to the top. Starting

from the north, the first stone (lO'xS'xfi") has its top carved in

the form of an urn and under it fonr belts of figures. In the
lowest belt, on the left, two horsemen armed with swords attack

an archer who falls dead, and on the right® rises on a cloud, with
other dead warriors and attendants, to ShiVs heaven. In the

second belt on the right two swordsmen run away and leave an
archer who stands facing six men armed with spears and swords.*

In the third belt the archer is struck from the left by a footman’s

spear, behind whom are two elephants carrying archers, and below
three men with swords and shields. To the right the central figure
‘

; borne to heaven in a car fdong with other figures, perhaps the

men he has slain. Above, heavenly damsels lead him to Shiv’s

jaradise. The fourth belt is in Kailas, Shiv’s paradise. A man
and a woman on the left come forward to worship a ling ; on the
right is a group of heavenly choristers one dancing, others singing,

clashing cymbals, and playing the guitar. Above is the um with
its floating wreath-bearing figures.

Stone II. (10' X 3' X 6"), with a rounded urn top, has four belts of

carving. In the centre of the lowest belt three dead figures lie on
the ground. Above them is a larger dead figure, perhaps the same
as one of the three. Over the three dead warriors three heavenly
damsels drop garlands of flowers. On the right are two figures

mounted on elephants
; one the chief, the other probably his minister

or general. The chief’s elephant has rich housings, and a car with
a hood to keep off the sun. The elephant seizes a man, tosses him
in the air, and dashes him under foot. In the second belt the
central figure is a chief, with an attendant holding an umbrella over

* Compare Porbes (1774), Oriental Memoirs, 1. 448. Water colour sketches of these slab
carvings, the work of Mr. James Wales a Scotch painter (1801), are in the possession
of Dr. Fergusson, C.I.E., D.C.L. ^ Right and left are visitors’ ti^t and left.

* The waistcloth of this central figure, and most other waistcloths in these stones,
hangs behind like a tail. It recalls the remark in the Raja Tarangini (1148) that the
Konkan waistcloth ended like a sheep’s taih Pandit BhagvanUl Indraji.
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Chapter XIV. another servant with a bottle of perfume.
,
On the right a

T»i Tt *
horseman fights with the chief. There are fighting figures above

es 0 n re
. broken figure below. In the third belt, on the left, are

Eesas. three elephants one behind the other, the drivers with goads in
Memorial Stones, their hands. A figure in front fights with two bearded swordsmen.

The centre is confused. A chief with an umbrella over his head
seems to press on and drive back the elephant, which again seems
to advance. There is great confusion and fighting. The big
earrings are notable in connection with the Arab traveller

Sulaiman’s remark (850), that the king of the Konkan was the
ruler of the people with pierced ears.^ In the fourth belt the scene
is in Kailas. On the left is the dead warrior with angels dropping
wreaths over him

;
on the right are heavenly dancing girls and

musicians. At the top is the funereal um with side floating figures
bringing garlands.

Stone III. (10' X 3' X 6") has four belts of carving. In the lowest
belt five high-peaked vessels with masts and one bank of nine oars
aside'advance to battle, the heads of the rowers showing above the
gunwale and archers crowding a raised deck above. The last of

• the five is the chief’s ship apparmitly with women at the prow. In
the second belt four ships, probably part of the fleet shown below,
attack a ship and put it in great straits, the crew falling or
throwing themselves into the sea. KAbove the carving is a worn
unreadable writing in eleventh century letters. In the third belt
on the left three men in heaven worship a ling ; on the right is a
band of heavenly minstrels. The fourth belt is cut in window-like
panels. In the centre are defaced images of Shiv and PArvati and
other gods in the side panels. On the top is the usual long-eared
funereal um.

Stone IV. (lO'xS'xfi") has ^ht belts of carving and a broken
top which lies on the ground. *'Tn the lowest belt eleven ships like
those in the last stone, with masts and one bank of oars, go to meet
a ship crowded with troops armed with spears and shields. In
the second belt five vessels from the left meet a galley from the
right, and seem to surround and disable it, the crew falling or
throwing themselves into the sea. H)n the strip of plain stone
below is a line of worn unreadable letters probably of the eleventh
or twelfth century. '^In the third belt nine ships pass along,
probably the winning fleet on its way back. In the fourth belt the
troops have landed and march along. In the fifth belt the troops
advance from the left and are met on the right by some leading
person with four attendants. It is not easy to say whether these are

^townsmen come out to honour a victorious army on its return, or a
band of suppliants the people of a conquered country. In the sixth
belt in heaven eight men on the left worship a central ling ; on the
nght IS a band of heavenly dancers and players. In the seventh
belt the central seated figure is either Shiv as an ascetic or a
warrior chief in heaven. On the left are warriors and heavenly

* £Uiot’« History, I, 3.
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maidens, and on tlie right players blowing the horn, sounding the Chapter XIV.
war-shell, and clashing cymbals. In the eighth or top belt is a places (^IntereBti
shrine of Mahadev in heaven with several panels.

Stone V. (6' X 3' x 6") has four belts of carving. In the lowest Memorial Strnn
belt are six vessels with oars and masts ; one with a poop is the chief's

ship with the umbrella of state held over him. In the second
belt six ships from the left and three from the right meet in the

centre with much confusion and distress, figures falling into the

water. Over the central ship heavenly damsels float bringing
garlands to drop on the warriors. The third belt is in heaven. In
the centre is a ling, and on the right a warrior worships seated on
a chair; behind him are women with water and other worship-

vessels. On the right is a band of heavenly players. In the top belt

the central figure is a chief holding court in heaven with heavenly

damsels saluting him. The chief and other side figures seem to move
along in cars supported by animals, apparently with horse-hke
heads. Above is the ordinary funereal um.

Stone VI. (4' X 15" X 6") has two belts of carving. In the lower

belt is a sea fight and in the upper a warrior seated in heaven.

Above is the usual heavy-eared funereal urn. •

Elephanta or Gha'ra'puri,^ an island in Bombay Harbour Eljephanta.

about seven miles east of the Apollo Bandar and three miles south of

Pir Pal in Trombay, has an area of about four miles at high water
and about six miles at low water. The Hindu name, Ghdrdpuri, is

the name of a small village in the south of the island
;

it is

perhaps Giripuri or the hill city. Elephanta, the European name, was
given to the island by the Portuguese in honour of a huge rock-cut

elephant that stood on a knoll a little to the east of Ghdrdpuri village.

* This accoant of the Elephanta caves, with some changes and additions suggested
by Pandit BhagvAnlil Indraji, has been mainly prepared from Dr. Burgess’ Elephanta.
The foHowing is a list of modem notices and accounts of the Elephanta caves.

Garcia d’Orta (1534), Colloquies, 2nd Ed. (1872), 212; Dom JoSo de Castro (1539),
Primeiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 63-69 ; Linschoten (1579), Discourse of Voyages
(London, 1598), Boke I. 80 ; Diogo de Couto (1603), Da Asia, Decada Vllma. liv. III.

cap. II. (Ed. Lisboa, 1778), tom VII. 250-261 ; also translated in Journal Bombay
Branch Royal Asiatic Society, I. 41-45; Fryer (1675), New Account of East India
and Persia, 75 ; Ovington (1689), Voyage to Surat, 158-161; Captain Pyke (1712),
Account of a curious Pagoda near Bombay, extracted from his journal by A. Dalrymple,
Esq., F.R.A.S., Archseologia, VII. 323-332; Captain A. Hamilton (1720), New
Account of the East Indies, I. 241-242; Grose (1750), Voyage to the East Indies, I. 59-62;
Ives (1754), Voyage from England to India, 45; Anquetil du Perron (1760), Zend
Avesta, Discours Preliminaire, I. 419-423 ; Niebuhr (1764), Voyage en Arabie, II.

25-33 ; Forbes (1774), Oriental Memoirs, 1. 423-435, 441-448; Hunter (1784) in Archseo-
logia, VII. 286-295 ; Macneil (1783) in Archseologia, VIII. 270-277 ;

Goldingham (1795)
in Asiatic Researches, IV. 409-417 ; Valentia’s (1803) Travels, II. 199-200

;
Moor (1810),

Hindu Pantheon, 49, 59, 97-98, 241-249, 334-336; Erskine (1813) in Transactions
Bombay Literary Society, I. 198-250; Mrs. Graham (1814), Journal of a Residence in

India, 45-51 ; Asiatic Journal (1816), II. 546-548 ; FitzClarence (1817), Journal of a
Route across India, 321-322 ; Sir W. Ouseley (1819), Travels in the East, I. 81-95 ;

Heber’s (1824) Narrative, II. 179-183; Captain Basil Hall (1832), Fragments, III. 192-
281 ; Fergusson (1845), Rook-cut Temples of India, 54-55, and Journ^ Royal Asiatic
Society, VIII. 83-84; Dr. Wilson, Journal Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, III.

part II. 41-42, IV, 341-342 ; and CMcutta Review, XLII. 1 -25 ; Dr. Stevenson in Journal
Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, IV. 261-275; Lady Falkland (1857), Chow-
Chow, L 109-114.
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The island is a range of trap hills about 500 feet high and one

and a half miles long, cleft by a deep ravine that crosses it from

north to south about the middle of its length. In the west the hill

rises gently from the sea, and, with waving outline, stretches east

across the ravine gap, gradually rising to the extreme east, which,

with a height of 568 feet, is crowned by a small dome-like knob the

remains of a Buddhist burial-mound. Except on the north-east

and east, the hill sides are covered with brushwood ; in the hollows

under the hill are clusters of well-grown mangoes, tamarinds, and
karanj trees ; and over the hillside and standing out against the

sky is a thick sprinkling of brab palms along the crest of the hill.

Below is a belt of rice land with rows of trees and high prickly-pear

hedges. In front is the foreshore of sand and mud, bare and black

except for a fringe of mangrove bushes. There are three small

hamlets and landing places, Shet bandar in the north-west, Moreh
bandar in the north-east, and Ghdrapuri or Rdj bandar in the south.

Though it has long lost almost aU its people and almost all its

holiness, Elephanta, perhaps from about the third to about the

tenth century, was the site of a city and a place of religions resort.^

The Great Cave about half way up the north face of the western
block of hiUs is the chief object of interest. Besides the Great Cave
there are, in the rice fields to the east of the northern or Shet
bandar landing place, brick and stone foundations, broken pillars,

and two fine fallen statues of Shiv. About 200 yards to the south-

east of the Great Cave and almost on the same level, are two large

much ruined caves. On the crest of the hill, above the Great Cave,
is a broken stone lion or griffin, probably originally one of the
warders of the main entrance door to the Great Cave. Near the
shore, to the south of the range between the two blocks of hills,

are the small village of Gharapuri, the dry bed of a pond, an
uninscribed stone with the ass-curse, the old landing-place, the ruins

of a Portuguese watch-tower, the site of the huge rock-cut elephant
that gave the island its European name, and several large lings
square below and conical above.

Across the ravine crest, on the eastern hill, close on the right, is

a plain cave, and, on the left, about 200 yards further two small
unfinished cells. About 300 yards to the east is the dry bed of a
pond and underground to the left three small rock-cut water
cisterns like those at Kanheri. A little further and higher, the
extreme eastern point of the hill is topped by the remains of a large
brick Buddhist burial-mound with which the three cisterns are
probably closely connected. The mound seems to have been
surrounded by a heavy wall or rail of undressed trap boulders. To
the east a little below the top of the hill are the ruins of a Mah^ev
temple, and down the north-east ridge of the hill face there seem
traces, though faint traces, of a winding roughly built footway.
At the north-east foot of the hill is a round brickfaced mound

!
Buddhist mound and cisterns are of the third century or earlier, the town,

if it is Puri, from the sixth to the tenth century, the li«i head of the sixth century,
and the caves of the seventh or eighth century.
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perhaps the remains of another Buddhist bnrial mound, and near it

to the right, an old well, with modern facings, and, in a field nearer
the shore, a spirited old lion’s head cut in stone through which
water original flowed into the well. From the well, along most
of the north-east and east face, the lower slopes have been
carried away to fill the Bombay foreshore. From the well, about
half a mile south-east to the ruined wooden piers, close to the
village of Moreh, the ground is strewn with large old bricks and
pieces of tile. The work of clearing the surface soil is said to

have shown a notable number of building sites and the remains
of some temples. This must have been a place of religions

importance, and may possibly be Puri, the unlmown capital of the

Maurya and, Silhdra rulers of the North Konkan, from about the
sucth to the tenth centuiy.^

From the north-west shore a low stone pier runs out for about 150
yards. Under high-tide mark the pier consists of two rows of

concrete blocks about six feet long laid about a foot apart, the upper
blocks covering the apace between the lower blocks and fastened to

them by iron clamps. Above high-tide mark the separate blocks
become a causeway about seven feet high and six feet broad which
runs to the edge of the shore. Then, withlow side-walls, a paved way
about six feet broad crosses the flat belt of rice land with only an
occasional step, and then climbs the wooded slope in flights varying
from three to thirteen steps. In the woods on either side several of

the brab palms seem to rise out of the heart of large banyan trees.

But the palms are older than the banyan trees, and, in the rough
canvas-like sheaths of their branch ends, have given lodging and
support to bird-sown banyan seeds, which as they grew forced their

roots to the ground, and gaining a separate sustenance and growing
into trees, have covered the palm stem with their roots and branches.

On the shore about 100 yards east of the pier, under some trees,

are the remains of a statue of Shiv and of another figure apparently

an attendant. The remains of old bricks and pieces of white stone

seem to show that this was the site of a small temple or shrine.

About 200 yards further to the south-east, close to the hiH-foot,

difficult to find among thick brushwood, is a well-carved five-headed

image of Shiv. This also seems to be the site of an old temple.

Eeturning to the approach to the Great Cave, at the top of the flight

of steps, a terrace, about eighty yards long and forty broad, stretches

to the south-east with a pavement about eight feet broad that passes

to the front of the cave between two small tile-roofed houses, the

custodian’s dwelling on the right and the police guard-house on the
left. The open terrace, which is shaded by large nim and banyan
trees, commands a view of the well-wooded slope of the east Elephimta

hill and beyond in the north-east the Belapur ranges. To the no^fa,

beyond the brushwood-covered slope the bare rice fields and Ae
mangrove-fringed shore, is a belt of bright sea about two miles broad,

and over the sea the bare but gracefully rounded hill of Trombay.

Chapter.XIV.

Places oflatereirt-.

Elephakta.

Deseriptim.

1 Indian Antiquary, V. 70, 72, 277 ; VII. 184 ;
VIII. 242 j

IX, 44. Asiatic Bes.

I. 361.
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To the west are the rocks of Butcher’s Island, and across a broad

stretch of sea the long low line of Bombay.

In front of the cave an open wooden railing encloses an entrance

passage thirty-six yards long, broadening from nine yards at the

railing to eighteen yards at the cave steps. On either side, a rocky

bank rises to a rugged tree-fringed front about forty feet high, the

upper twenty feet a bare rough scarp and the lower twenty feet the

cave mouth, with two pillars and two pilasters about fifteen feet

high, on a four feet high plinth. Over the front, across the whole

breadth of the cave mouth, ran an eave of rock about four feet deep.

At first view the inside of the cave seems full of a confusing number
of lines of plain massive pillars running at right angles, with side

aisles and porches leading to open courtyards. On the right centre

of the hall the lines of pillars are broken by a raised and walled

shrine or chapel, and in the south wall are dark recesses filled with

groups of colossal figures.

The cave is most easily understood by looking at it as forming

two parts, a central hall about ninety feet square, and four aisles or

vestibules, each sixteen feet deep and fifty-four feet long. The side

walls of each aisle have recesses filled with groups of colossal figures,

and, except the west aisle which is partly filled by the walled shrine,

the roofs are supported by two rows of two pillars and two pilasters.

The side aisles, like the north aisle, lead to open courts, and the

south aisle leads to the recesses in one of which stands the mighty
three-headed bust, one of the finest pieces of sculpture in India.

The central hall has, on the north and south, two outer rows each of

four pillars and two pilasters, and, inside, in the centre of the hall

two rows of three pillars each, and to the right between the centre

and the west aisle, the shrine or chapel which occupies the space

of four pillars or about ninety-five feet round.

Of the original total of twenty-six pillars and sixteen pilasters,

eight of the pillars are destroyed and others are much injured.

As neither the floor nor the roof of the cave is level, the pillars

vary in height from fifteen to seventeen feet. They are strong and
massive, of considerable elegance, and well suited to their position

and use. With a general sameness there is some variety of size and
ornament. All have a square shaft about three feet four inches
each way, rising eight feet or nearly half the total height. The
upper sixteen inches of this shaft is bound by a slightly raised

bandage of the same shape. The next two inches are octagonal, and,
in all the columns within the square of the temple and in the west
porch, on the shoulders thus formed, sit small figures of Ganesh or
some other spirit. Above the shoulders is a band seven inches broad,
cut in thirty-two shallow flutes, and above the fluted band is an eight
cornered belt about six inches broad. From this belt springs a three
feet long fluted neck narrowing from three feet one inch to two feet
nine inches, the flutes ending in outstanding cusps under a thin-
headed torus, and over this a second line of cusps stand out
and curve outwards under a thin fillet. On the fillet rests the
squeezed cushion-shaped capital, one foot nine and a half inches thick
and standing out about sixteen inches from the face of the pillar

;
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the middle bound by a narrow flat band which breaks its sixty-four

flutes. Above is a round neck, three inches deep, and then a square
plinth of the same width as the base, and about eight inches deep.

This last and the bracket it supports are clear copies of wooden
details. The bracket slopes upwards on each side to the lintel

in a series of fanciful scrolls divided, or joined, by a band over their

middle. The lintels, which are imitations of wooden beams, run
generally from east to west across the cave, the exceptions being
the lintels over the east and west entrances, and those joining the

two inner pillars of the east portico, and the two pillars in front of

the east face of the shrine. Almost the only other architectural

features are the door side-posts, and the bases, under the front and
sides of the main cave and under some of the sculptured
compartments

.

The sculptures may be best examined by beginning with the
groups in the south wall of the central hall. Then taking the groups
in the east aisle which form a pair, then those in the west aisle, and
lastly those in the north aisle. Of the groups in the south wall

the most striking is the famous colossal three-headed bust that faces

the north entrance. It stands on a base about two feet nine inches
high, in a recess ten and a half feet deep, exclusive of two and a half

feet the thickness of the front pilasters. The opening between the
pilasters is only fifteen and a half feet, but inside of them the recess

broadens to twenty-one feet six inches. The bust represents Shiv,

who is the leading character in all of the groups in the cave. The front

face is Shiv in the character of Brahma the creator, the east face

(visitor’s left) is Shiv in the character of Rudra the destroyer, and
the west face (visitor’s right) is Shiv in the character of Vishnu the
preserver. In the corners of the opening, both in the floor and in

the lintel, are holes as if for door-posts, and in the floor is a groove
as if for a screen or perhaps for a railing.

The bust is seventeen feet ten inches high. At the level of the
eyes the three heads measure twenty-two feet nine inches round ;

and the greatest breadth, between the wrists of the two side figures,

is twenty-two feet. The middle face (Brahma’s) is four feet four
inches long, the east face (Rndra’s) is about five feet, and the west
face (Vishnu’s) is four feet one inch.

The expression of the heavy-lipped central face is mild and peace-
ful. The breast is adorned with a necklace of large stones or pearls,

and below it is a deep richly-wrought breast ornament, whose lower
border is festooned perhaps with pearls. In his left hand Brahma
holds a citron, an emblem of the womb. The right hand is broken,
but the rough piece of rock was probably cut into the form of a
roll of manuscript representing the Vedas.^ A thick ring encircles

the wrist. The ears are slit and drawn down, a sign of a composed
placid mind. From each ear hangs a jewelled ornament, that in

the right ear (visitor’s left) in the style known as the tiger-head

1 This hand was broken as early as 1538. Dom Joao de Castro remarks, ‘ The third
hand holds a pointed globe (the citron) and the last has been broken so that it is

impossible to make out what symbol he held.’ Prim. Rot. da Costa^ India, 63-69.
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earring or vydghra kundal, a tiger’s bead and forelegs holding
three hanging garlands, and that in the left ear (visitor’s right)

the alligator or makar kundal earring, whose broken tail may still

be traced. The head-dress consists of the hair raised in the jata or
dome-coil style, with on the top of the hair a royal tiara in three
pieces, one over each ear, and the richest in the centre in the fame-
face or kirtimukh style, most tastefully designed and most beautifully
carved

The face to the left or east is Shiv as Rndra or the destroyer.
The brow has an oval swelling above the nose representing a third
eye. The eyebrows are somewhat twisted and slightly depressed
towards the nose. The nose is Roman and the upper lip is

covered with a moustache, the mouth is sbghtly open with an
amused, perhaps bMngr-intoxicated look, showing the tip of the
tongue and perhaps a tusk or long tooth.^ The right hand is held in
front of the breast, and he smiles at a cobra which is coiled round
his wrist and with outstretched hood looks him in the face.® Rudra’s
hair, like Brahma’s, is rolled in the jata form, and he has a similar
but lower tiara over the hair. Among his ornaments are some of
the peculiar symbols of Shiv, a human skull over the left temple

j

a leaf of the Gloriosa superba, (M.) kalaldvi, (Sk.) Idngali; a branch
apparently of the milk-bush

; twisted snakes instead of hair, and,
a cobra erect with outstretched hood. The back part of

the head ornament seems unfinished. Behind the tiara the rock is
cut into a shallow recess, roughly divided into two narrow strips
one lower than the other.

TTie right or west face has generally been considered to be
Shiv in the character of Vishnu, the preserver, holding a lotus flower
in his right hand. The face is gentle and placid, much like and
almost as feminine as most of the sculptures of Parvati The hair
falls from under the head-dress in neatly curled ringlets like
Pdrvati s hair and like the hair on the female side of Ardhandii the
half-man ImK-woman

^

statue. The tastefully ornamented pearl-
festooned tiara, which is lower than that of the central figure, is also
more like the female side of Ardhan^.ri’s head-dress than any head-
dress among the sculptures. Over the temple is an ornament like
a large lotus leaf, and, above the leaf, near where the side and the
centra,! head join, is a lotus flower. In front is a twig of the
Jonesia asoka, or ashok tree. From the ear projects what was
probably part of a large jewel. On the walls of the recess are
traces of the cement painted with water colours with which
according to De Couto (1603), the whole cave was covered. The

It IS Mieved that Shiv s third eye, the jndna ehakshu, or eye of knowledee
“ vertical position. It a from this thud

“/A™®
®’'® “ "‘’’•Id. Pandit Bhagv4^"0”^ mark at the comer of the month is a tusk.

^
Trans in

“ diluted.
'

Mr. Erskine (Bom. Lit. Soc.

i
detected the marks of habitual passion. Capt

^ine rather of mirth, as if^he were

as "P “"i t**® ®li®eks dimpled
smile The >te
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lP^®P^*uta, 6) characterises the expression as a crimsmile. The description m the text is Pandit Bhagv4nUl’s.
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bust shows no sign of colour. If they were coloured, Brahma was
white, Rudra black, and Vishnu red.

On each side of the Trimurti recess is a pilaster with broken
guards or doorkeepers. The warder on the visitbr’s right, who
is twelve feet nine inches high, is less damaged than the other.

Round the high cap is a double coronal of plates, pointed above,
the lower plates being smaller and the upper rising from
within them. On each side between the lower plates is a crescent

with a star between its tips. Behind the upper plates the cap
looks like a deep crimpled leaf, probably, as in the tiara of the
central head, intended to represent rolls of twisted hair. The
doorkeeper’s ears are large, and a pendant from the head-dress falls

behind the head. The left arm leans on the head of a dwarf, and
the hanging central fingers of the left hand are held between the
finger and thumb of the right hand. Both arms are adorned with
round bracelets. There was a necklace of round beads ; a band
passed over the left shoulder behind the hands and round the right

hip, a girdle bound his middle, and the ends of his robe hung by
the right side. The dwarf, who is one of Shiv’s gans or sprites,

stands about seven feet high. His hair is close-cropped, he wears
a necklace, and a belt is folded across his stomach. His right hand
is raised to his breast j the left is broken above the elbow.

The east doorkeeper, who is thirteen feet six inches high, is

more defaced than the other. In 1766 the figure seems to have
wanted only part of the left arm and right leg with the left foot

;

now little remains except the head and shoulders.^ The tiara is

broader-topped than that on the other figure and every part of it is

carved with minute care. In front of the upper plate is the
grotesque fame-face or Icirtimukh; the lower plate is carved to

represent a flower over jewels, and other flowers on each side,

whilst the band that encircles the brow consists of three rows of
pearls or jewels from beneath which the hair crops out. The
shell-like wrinkles of the crown of the cap are beautifully worked,
and from the cap on the left the hair hangs in separate ringlets.

From the back stands out a fan-shaped frill like a small Elizabethan
ruff.® In the ears Eire heavy earrings, that on the visitor’s right

supported by a band passing over the ear. The lips are thick and
the face placid, and round the neck the folds of a band pass behind
the ear to the head-dress which it secures. He wears a necklace of
large round beads, a thick fillet falls as a festoon from his shoulders

;

and round the upper part of each arm he wears a bracelet in

the form of a snake twisted fully twice round, the ends being left

free. The right arm is bent just above the head of the attendant
sprite or gan, and the hand appears to have been open upwards in
front of the side. Below the navel a string was knotted in front,

and about the loins was a girdle, with a robe passing from the
right hip over the left thigh, the ends hanging at the side. The

(Tliapto XIV.
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* Kiebuhr’s Voyage en Arable, II. 26.
^ This frill is more clearly shown in the figure worshipping Shiv in the compartment

to the west of the Trimurti,
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sprite or gan on his right was about six feet one inch high, and the

right leg of the doorkeeper was advanced so as to admit the

sprite’s arm behind it, so that his left hand and leg were seen

between the legs of the doorkeeper. His right hand, which is now
broken, was laid on his breast. His head-dress seems to have
been a tight fitting cap, with a circle of three jewels over the brow,
and three tags of cloth hanging behind. A scarf passes across his

shoulders over the arm and falls on each side over his thighs.

"

He has a band or loincloth, earrings, bracelets, and a necklace
from which hangs a tortoise. He stands half crouching, with
outstanding eyes, thick lips, and looks up to the doorkeeper with an
odd smile and outthrnst tongue.

The compartment to the west or visitor’s right of the Trimurti
is thirteen feet wide by seventeen feet one inch high, with a base
rising two feet six inches from the floor. The leading figures are
Shiv and Parvati on his left. The figure of Shiv is sixteen feet

high, and has four arms, of which the two to the left are broken.
He has a high cap with three-pointed plates rising out of its band
and a smaller plate in front of the band on the forehead. Between
these is a crescent over each temple. From the crown rises a cup
or shell in which is a singular three-headed female figure, with
broken arms, probably representing the three sacred rivers Ganga,
Jamna, and Sarasvati.'^ Shiv wears a necklace, the usual open
armlets, heavy bracelets, and earrings. An ornamented girdle binds
his waist, from under which his garment hangs and is brought
round the right side, and tied in a knot outside of the left thigh.
Over his left shoulder a sacred thread hangs in front of his
right side and passes over his right arms. The back right hand
holds a snake, the tail banging upon the arm, while the body passes
behind his back and the cobra’s expanded hood is raised outside
his left shoulder. The front right hand which is damaged is raised
as if to command attention. The back left hand, which is broken
above the wrist, appears to have passed across Pdrvati’s breast,
and with one of the fingers to have touched her under the chin

;

the other, which has but lately been broken, rested on the head of
a sprite who seems to stagger under its weight. This sprite, whose
head is thickly covered with curly or matted hair, wears a
waistbelt and a loincloth, and holds a fly-whisk in his left hand and
a small cobra in his right. He carries a bundle on his back and has a
tortoise hanging from his neck.

On Shiv’s left stands Pdrvati, about twelve feet four inches high,
with a frontlet from under which the hair comes out in small curis!
The head-dress rises in tiers, and has a pointed plate in front
and behind the neck on the right side is a cushion, perhaps of hair!
She wears heavy earrings of different shapes, several necklaces!
broad armlets and bracelets, a girdle with an ornamented clasp.

The Ganga or Ganges is fabled to flow from Shiv’s hair, and the three headsprobably represent the three chief streams, the Ganga, Jarana, and Sarasvati which

pU&ock\ of the three
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and heavy anklets. Her dress comes over the right leg, the comer
falling to the ankle and” then passing over the left leg, and a loose

robe hangs over her right arm. With her right hand she seems to

touch the fly-whisk in the sprite’s hand or leans on the bundle on
his backj her left hand is over the head of a female sprite who wears
large elliptical earrings, a huge back-knot of hair, richly carved

anklets, and a robe of which the comer falls in front. Over her
left shoulder she carries Pdrvati’s dressing-case fastened by cords

or straps.

On Shiv’s right are Brahma and Indra. Brahma has four hands,
one of the right hands holding a lotus, the other touching his breast

;

one of the left hands appears to have held a rod or the roll of the
Vedas, and the other perhaps his sacrificial butter-vessel. His lotus

seat is borne by five swans. Close to his left, Indra, on his

elephant, holds up his left hand towards Shiv. On Parvati’s left

is Vishnu, on his half-man half-bird carrier Garud. His back
right hand holds a mace or club, the front right hand is broken

;

V> QT>/^ y\Tl T>to qn Vto/aly
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Pioppa usual high tiara with two heavy folds falling to the shoulder

on the left or female side. The right side has a crescent. On the left
EureHANTA. along the brow in a series of small neatly carved

Ardltandriahvar.
ringlets, while on the right there is a bne of knobs along the under
edge of the cap. The right ear is drawn down and has only one ring,

the left has a jewel in the upper part and a large ring in the lobe.

The girdle is drawn over the hips and is tied at the left side where
the ends hang down. The male arms have twisted open armlets

and thick wristlets, that on the front hand being knobbed as if set

with jewels ; the female arms have broad armlets and a long solid

bracelet with thick jewelled rings at the ends. The back pair of

hands is in fair preservation, the right holds the cobra and has
a ring on the little finger ; the left holds a metal mirror and has
rings on the middle and bttle fingers. The front left hand which
is broken, seems to have hung down and held the lower part of

the goddess’s robe, which hangs in folds over both her arms. The
front right arm resta with the elbow on the hump and the hand on
the left horn of the bull. The head of the bull. Shiv’s carrier, is in

fair order, the face being two feet seven inches long.

The lower part of this group, which is about sixteen feet wide,
i is much damaged, owing partly to decay partly to violence. The
! figures on the visitor’s left are connected with Shiv and those on
^ the right with P^rvati. Besides the usual sprites or attendants,

they include some of the more notable Hindu deities. Opposite to

the back left or Pdrvati’s arm (the visitor’s right), riding on his
'

• carrier the eagle or Garud,^ is a four-armed Vishnu
;
the front left

hand seems to have rested on his knee, the other is raised and holds

, his discus; both right hands are broken. Vishnu sits on the
shoulders of Garud, who holds him by the ankles. On Garud’s
forehead is the Vaishnav sect mark, and his large outstretched
left wing may be clearly traced. Below is a woman bearing a
By-whisk. Her head-dress is carved with minute detail and has a
crescent on the left side, and a back-knot of hair decked with
flowers. She has large earrings and a triple necklace. Beside her
are two dwarfs, and on her left is another woman whose robe falls

over her left arm, and a sash or belt, perhaps the edge of a jacket,
crosses the breast from each shoulder to the opposite hip. She
wears thick Vani-like anklets, and carries in her left hand the
dainty Parvati’s dressing-case. Between Garud and the central
figure is the bust of a woman holding a flower in her left hand;
above this are two curly-haired figures, one of them Varun riding
his alligator. Behind Vishnu are a man and a woman, and under
them a dwarf standing on a cloud and holding a fly-whisk.

Garud is half-eagle half-man, generally with wings and a beaked human face.
He IS the son of Kashyap and Vinata and younger brother of Aruna, the legless
charioteer of the sun and the personification of dawn. Garud, who is of incomparable
swiftness and has exquisitely beautiful plumage, married a beautiful woman named
bhuki. As Garud’s food was snakes, the serpent tribes feared that his children
w oulrt eat them up, and waged war against him. Garud destroyed all the snakes except
one cobra, whicn he wore as a necklace.

*
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On the right or Shiv side of Ardhanari (visitor’s left), and on a
level with Vishnu and Garud are Indra and Brahma. Brahma is

seated on a lotus throne borne by five wild swans. Three of his

four faces are visible, the fourth is hidden as it faces backwards.
He has four hands, the back right hand holding a lotns, the front

right hand broken, the front left hand with a sacrificial butter-pot

and the back left hand with a broken ladle, or perhaps a roll of the
Vedas. He is decked with earrings, two necklaces, bracelets, and
a robe which passes over his left shoulder and breast. In a recess

between Brahma and the uplifted right arm of Ardhandri is Indra
riding on the heavenly elephant. In his left hand is the thunderbolt
and in his right what may have been an elephant goad. Between
Indra and Brahma is a figure, perhaps Knbera the god of wealth,

holding a flower or a purse in his hand. Below Brahma is a large

high-capped male fignre, probably Kdrtikeya with his spear or

shakti. He has earrings which differ on either side, a necklace,

armlets like those on the other male figures, bracelets, a girdle, and
a pendant from his cap hanging on his left shoulder. - Between this

figure and the bnll is a woman with a fly-whisk resting on her
shoulder, and behind her is a dwarf and another woman whose head
has been destroyed. In the upper portion of the compartment are

thirteen figures of sprites and attendants. Those to the visitor’s left

are borne on clouds, and one of them has a dagger by his side.

Behind him is a woman holding a round object in her left hand

;

and behind her is an ascetic, perhaps a Siddha, very lean, with a long
beard, and an offering in his left hand ; lastly, behind the Siddha, is

a small broken female figure. On the right is another ascetic with

an offering in his hand and curiously twisted hair. Two figures hold
part-broken garlands touching the head of Ardhaniri, and on the

right are two larger male figures also holding wreaths of heavenly

flowers.

Passing east the much damaged group in the south wall of the

east aisle or portico represents a scene between Shiv and Pdrvati who
is in a pet or mdna. They are seated on the holy hill of Kailds and
are both adorned as in the other sculptures. Shiv’s four arms are

all broken, as also are his crown and the disc or nimbus behind his

head. His armlets are of the usual spiral form with open ends, his

sacred thread lies across his shoulders, and part of his robe comes

over his knees. Pdrvati, her face turned slightly away, is seated at

his left and wears a tassel hanging between her breasts from a thick

twisted necklace, the same as in the marriage group. Over the left

arm, and on the right thigh and leg her garments may still be traced.

Behind her right shoulder stands a female figure with a child

astraddle on her left hip, perhaps a nurse carrying Shiv’s son

Kdrtikeya, who is also called Skanda and Mah^ena the war-god.

On Parvati’s left stands a female attendant, and further off, a

larger male figure who seemingly held his right hand to his breast

and rested his left on the side-knot of his robe. Behind Shiv’s

right shoulder is another female with a fly-whisk, and at his feet

(now headless) his faithful follower Bhringi worn to a skeleton.

Behind Bhringi stands a tall figure, with the usual high head-dress,

earrings, necklace, and robe covering his left arm to the wrist, and
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Chapter XIY. passing under his right. At his foot, in a recess behind the pilaster.

Places ofInterest, stands a three-feet high dwarf, with his arms crossed. Beneath, ot
in front of the hill on which the chief figures rest, the scolptnra is

so defaced that little can be made out. Under Parvati is the holy
bull, and at his left shoulder a face with a wig such as is elsewhere
given to Garud. Below the bull are two animal figures, perhaps
monkeys. It is impossible to say how the left side was filled. The
rock over the heads of Shiv and Parvati *»8 carved into patterns,

irregular frets on an uneven surface, representing the rocks of Kailas.

On clouds on either side are the usual heavenly spirits, perhaps
Gandharvas and Apsaras, rejoicing and scattering flowers. Some of
the male figures have curly wigs and on each side is a skeleton-like
ascetic, one of whom has a basket in his left hand while he scatters

flowers with his right. On the roof is a small fat figure, which may
be Ganesh, Shiv’s second son.

Crossing to the north of the portico is a companion group in which
Shiv and Parvati again appear seated together in Kailds. Shiv’s
brow-knob or third eye is clearly marked, his cap which is cleverly

carved bears the crescent and has a disc behind it, and he has large
hanging earrings. He had eight arms, all of which are more or less

broken. Two of them rested on the heads of attendants, and in one
of the back right hands he held . the trident, the head of which
remains. On his right sat Parvati, with her face turned towards
Shiv, but little except her trunk is left. On each side of the compart-
ment is a large figure somewhat like the door-keepers round the
chief ling shrine, except that they have knobs on their brows, and
that the figure to the visitor’s right has a skull prominently carved
on the forehead and snakes coming round from behind his left
shoulder. The same brow-knob occurs on the forehead of servants
of Shiv in other compartments at Elephanta. To the left of Shiv
are several figures all more or less defaced

; Shiv leans his hand on
the head of one of them, and in front near his foot is the famili^
hollow-ribbed Bhringi. On Bhringi’s left, and in front of the
large figure behind the pilaster, is the elephant-headed Ganesh
or Ganapati.^ Under the group is a back view of the ten-headed
Edvan, king of Lanka or Ceylon. His ten heads are entirely broken
off and only a few of his twenty arms can be traced. Beside him
there were perhaps some demons as at Elura. Above Shiv are
numerous figures, one almost a skeleton

;
on his left is Vishnu on

Garud, and in a recess is a couched figure of Parvati’s tiger.
These two groups in the eastern aisle illustrate the story that once

Pdrvati getting into a pet, turned her face away from Shiv. While
she was still angry, Rdvan, chancing to pass near Kailds and enraged

The Purins have more than one story to explain Oaneah’s elephant head.
According to one account Ganesh quarrelled with Vishnu, and was winning when
Shiv i^erposed and cut off his head. This so enraged Ganesh ’s mother Pdrvati that

austerities so extreme that they threatened to upset the whole order
of heaven The gods prayed Shiv to restore Pdrvati her son. But Ganesh’s head
could nowhere be found, and in their haste it was replaced by the head of an
elephant the animal they chanced to meet. Another account says that when theg^s were calle^o see the infant deity, Shani or Saturn, knowing the baneful effect

B
to look at the child, till Pdrvati, taking it as an insult, provokedim to cast his eyes on Gane^ whose head was at once reduced to ashes.
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shook it. Pdrvati felt the hill move, and ran for protection to
pi^ceg of Interest

Shiv’s arms, who, according to one story, stamped Rdvan under his

foot, or, according to another story, blessed him for stopping

Pdrvati's fit of ill-temper.

Crossing the cave towards the west aisle is the centeal shrine or The Ling

chapel, which fills a space equal to that enclosed by four colnmns. It

is entered by four side doors, each approached by six steps, which raise

the floor of the shrine eight feet eight inches above the hall floor.

The eight giant doorkeepers, from fourteen feet ten inches to fifteen

feet two inches high, that stood guard at the sides of each door, are

all damaged except the one on the east side of the south door. This

figure, who wears a somewhat peculiar head-dress, has, a large skull

carved above his forehead, the parted lips showing the teeth, a single

bead necklace, earrings, plain twisted armlets and thick wristlets.

He rests on the right leg, and the knee of the left is a little bent.

The right shoulder hangs down parallel to the body, and the upturned

hand, held opposite the navel, strains under the weight of a massive

globe. The left hand rests on the knot of the robe on the outside of

^the left thigh. The muscles of the left thigh and the knee-pan are

particularly well carved. The calfless unshapely legs are probably

true to the local model. The keeper on the west side of the same
door is much broken, but the neck jewels, head-dress, and armlets

have been elaborately carved. Except the fece which is broken, the

keeper on the south side of the east door is nearly whole. The turban

is high crowned ; the plates round the head are smaller than on most
of the other figures ;

the earrings are large ; the end of the turban

cloth is plaited into a circular frill behind the head, and the sacred

thread is formed of twisted strands of beads or pearls. The end

of the robe which hangs by his left side is well carved. The keeper

on the north side of the same door has lost his legs and forearms,

and is damaged about the nose. The head is finely carved with a

rich band round the brow, and rich large plates that rise from the

brow and hide the turban except the frilled end at the back. The

hair falls from under the cap to the shoulders in four sets of neatly

carved curls ;
the armlet on the left arm is broad, passing twice

round, and jewelled at the ends and in the middle
; the right forearm

has been raised ; and the sacred thread is of-twisted strands of beads

or pearls.

On the east side of the north door is a similar figure with the

head-dress falling on the left side in five thin overlapping folds.

The keeper on the west side is less defaced, and leans his left

elbow on the head of a bushy-haired sprite. He has a ribbon

tied round his waist, and a cobra comes over his right shoulder and

raises its head in front. The doorkeeper has a large round ear-

ring in the right, and a smaller ring in the left ear. A thick mass,

as of twisted cords, hangs on the right side of the head from the

top of the cap, and on the left side is the frill. On the cap are two

crescents. Behind the head is a disc or shield j and under the usual

bead necklace is a breast ornament ; while the robe falls in clean-cut

folds over the right hip and thigh. Both keepers on this sidh

have their right hands raised.
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The figure on the south side of the west door has a very elaborate

head-dress secured by a folded tie round the neck j he has a
Crescent above each temple ; a frill behind the head on the left side

;

and the top of the cap and the heavy roll that falls over on the
right side are carved with open flowers and strands of cord or hair.

The breast ornament, the sacred thread with its fastening on the
left breast, and the broad jewelled waistband that held up the
covering on the loins, have been wrought trith much skill. The
lower part of the figure is gone. The lower part of the companion
keeper, on the north side, with the sprite at his right side is also

entirely destroyed. He has a crescent over the right temple, and on
the left side of the head, and otherwise resembles the last, though
the details are somewhat plainer. These statues are among the
best pieces of carving in the cave.

The doors into the shrine have plain side-posts with two plain bands
round them. Inside, both in the floor and roof, are the sockets of
door posts. The chamber is perfectly plain inside. The east side
measures nineteen feet four inehes, and the west twenty feet two
inches, the north measures nineteen feet three inches, and the south
eighteen feet four inches. In the middle of the room stands a bascL
or altar nine feet nine inches square, moulded like the base under
the Trimurti and other sculptures, and about three feet high. In
the centre is a ling, cut from a harder and closer grained stone
than the cave rock. The lower end of the ling is two feet ten
inches square, and is fitted into a hole in the base. The upper

p^ is round, two feet ten inches in diameter, about three feet
high and rounded above. The frame, or shdlunkha, is somewhat
hollowed to hold the water, oil, and butter poured on it by the
worshippers, which were carried off by a broken spout on the north
side.

To the west of the shrine is the western aisle or portico, which
still has in the roof some traces of the ‘ beautiful mosaic workmanship*
mentioned by De Couto (1603).

The group in the compartment in the south wall of this aisle or
portico represents the m^riage of Shiv and Pdrvati, Parvati standing
on Shiv*s right, a position which a Hindu wife rarely holds except
on her wedding day.

^

The group is unfortunately greatly damaged. Of Shiv*s four
hands only the front left hand remains entire, and the whole of his
right leg is gone. He wears the usual tiara crowned by coils of
hair, and behind the cap has an oval nimbus-like disc. On his
right arm appears his shouldercloth, and he has a band about his
waist which comes over his right hip and is knotted at his left
side, his left hand rests on the knot, while the ends hang loosely
down. His sacred thread hangs from his left shoulder, passing to
his right thigh and over his right arms.

°

Parvati or Uma, who is eight feet six inches high, is one of the
best proportioned and most carefully carved figures in the cave. Her
head-dress is lower than Shiv's head-dress, the hair escapes in little
cur s from under a broad jewelled fillet, and behind the head is a large
back-knot of hair. She wears heavy earrings and several necklaces,
trom one of which a stnng ends in front in a tassel. Except for
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ornaments her body is bare above the waist. The robe that hangs

from her waist is shown by a series of slight depressions between
the thighs. She slightly inclines her head, as if bashful, and is

being pushed forward by a large male figure, possibly her father

Himi.laya, who lays his right hand on her right shoulder while hia

left hand holds a necklace of beads near her ear. Both her hands

are broken. The right was laid in Shiv’s right, as it is in a similar

sculpture at Elura.

At Shiv’s left, ' crouching on his hams, is the much-shattered

three-faced figure of Brahma who acted as marriage priest. Behind
Brahma stands Vishnu with four hands and a peculiar cylindrical

cap from under which his hair appears in abundant curls. In his

front righthand he holds a lotus and in the back left hand the discus ;

the other two hands are broken. On the extreme right stands a

woman, who may be Mena the mother of Pdrvati.

On Parvati’s right stands a female fly-whisk bearer with neck-

laces, pendant earrings, and holding her robe in her left hand.

Behind her is a larger male figure with a plain cap and hair curled

like a barrister’s wig. A large crescent behind his neck shows

him to be Chandra or the moon. He brings a great round pot,

*"perhaps of nectar, for the marriage ceremony. Above Shiv’ s head

is a male between two females, all with damaged heads, and above

them two smaller figures. On the other side are six more figures,

a male and two females below, and above two bearded ascetics,

J)robably Siddhas, and Bhringi next to Shiv’s head, with a small

figure on the roof.^

The main figure in the group at the north end of this aisle is Bhairav

or perhaps Virbhadra, a terrible form which Shiv assumed on
hearing from his first wife Sati that he was not asked to attend

a sacrifice given by her father Daksha. In the Dumar cave at

Elura the figure of Bhairav or Virbhadra, which is the same as this

Elephanta figure, has lost only one arm. At his left is a seated

Sati with her left hand on her bosom, terror-struck writh the sudden
change in Shiv’s appearance. Beside Sati is a fly-whisk bearer as in

Elephanta.

This is one of the most remarkable sculptures in the cave. The
central figure, which is much damaged below, stands about eleven

and a half feet high. He is in the act of running, the left foot raised

higher than the right. He wears a high much carved head-dress,

with a ruff on the back, a skull and cobra over the forehead, and the

crescent high on the right. The expression of the face seems fierce

and passionate. The brow skin is wrinkled in a frown over the eyes,

the eyes are swollen, and the teeth are set showing a long hanging
tusk at the right corner of the mouth. Over the left shoulder and
across the thigh hangs a rosary of human heads. He wears a waist-

1 These floating figures are heavenly attendants. The males are known as

andharvas or heavenly choristers, Vidyddharas or fairies, and Yakshas or demigods

;

he females are Apsaras, Vidyddharis, and Yakshis, the word Apsaras being commonly
ed to include all three classes. The Siddhas or heavenly ascetics, all of whom are

es, are believed to live in mid-air between the earth and the sun. All of these

venly attendants strew flowers or witness the act which the sculpture records.

B 1064-10
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band, some folds of which hang over the right hip. Both the legs

and five of the eight arms are broken. The front right and left

hands were destroyed by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, and
the others have suffered since.^ All the arms have broad omamenls
under the shoulders and round the wrists. The front right hand
(visitor's left) seems to have hung down and perhaps grasped thebntt
of the long spear that passes in front of the chest to the visitor’s right,

where it impaled the small hnman figure which now seems to hang
in the air. The small figure has lost the head, both arms and one of

the legs, the other leg resting on a projecting ledge of rock. The
second right hand holds a guardless sword

;
the third is broken, it

originally hung down and held a human figure by the left knee
in the Dumar cave at Elura, and as noticed by De Couto and by
Niebuhr in his drawing. The back right hand is stretched np and
held an elephant’s skin as a canopy, from which in the left corner
hangs the elephant’s head with specially well carved tusk and trunk.
The front left hand which is broken passed down probably to a
Sati below, who is gone but traces remain in front of the figure
of the woman with a fly-whisk ; the second left hand has a snake
coiled round it and holds a bowl as if to catch the blood falling from
the impaled human figure above

;
the third hand rings a bell ; the

fourth is stretched up, holding the elephant’s hide as a canopy.*
Below, to the spectator’s right, are some fragments of a male and

of two female forms. Above them, in a recess, are two ascetics
with a small figure in front, and above it a female figure. On the
other side below, there have been two dwarfs, and a third fierure

under Shiv.

Above the screen, in the centre, over the head of the chief figure,
is a peculiar piece of carving, not unlike the section of a very wide
bottle with a curved groove in the middle of it. A similar form
appears in some of the other sculptures, but not in so leading a
position as this, where the figures on each side seem to be paying
it reverence. It is supposed to be the mystic triliteral syllable aum
or the linga, but neither explanation is satisfactory. It is much like
a Buddhist relic-shrine or daghoba with a heavy tee or umbrella
above. In front of the building is a curious curved hollow line.
Perhaps it is a Shaiv shrine, and the object of the hollow curved
line is to bring out the ling which stands in the centre of the shrine.
At the foot, on each side, are two small prostrate figures. Over the
back of each are two figures, apparently worshipping. The pair
nearest the central carving have uplifted clasped hands

; the next, to
the visitor’s left, holds a garland

; and that to the right holds his
hand before his forehead. Both of these, which are the largest
figures in the group, have their hair elaborately dressed, and wear
necklaces, armlets, and other ornaments. Behind each of these
last is a floating female figure. In front of this compartment may

’ Jour B. B. E. A. S., I. 42.

Elephanta and the Elura Bhairavs are.

It
the second left hand holds a bowl and the third a bell

;

haM holS ^rWl^^
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be traced the figure of an elephant and some plants, part of the

painted design that once graced the ceiling.

Passing to the north or main entrance, in the west recess, the
left to one leaving the cave, is a spirited group of Shiv performing
the tdndav or wild religious dance. The recess is ten feet nine
inches wide at the entrance and fully thirteen feet inside, and eleven
feet two inches high. The group is raised on a low base. The
central Shiv, which has been abont ten feet eight inches high and
originally had eight arms, seems within the last century to have
lost its first right and third left hand. The first right arm passed

across the body and rested on the left side ;
the second was thrown

out from the body and the fore-arm has been bent, perhaps, so as to

bring the hand before the breast, but it is broken off below the elbow j

the third arm is broken above the wrist; the fourth which hangs down
nnd is broken below the elbow, probably held the khatvdng or club,

round the top of which a large cobra is twined. The first two arms
on the left side hang down and are broken off near the wrists ; the
third, which is also broken, is bent up and probably stretched towards
Pdrvati’s face ; the fourth is raised above the shoulder. The usual
high head-dress is secured by a chin strap, and is so delicately

carved that, as De Couto says, it seems to have been painted rather

than cut with the chisel. The right thigh is bent upwards, but
broken off near the knee, and the left leg is entirely gone. The
armlets have been elaborately wrought, and are still sharp and clear,

as is also the belt or ribbon round the waist whose end is fastened

to the skirt of the robe. To the left of Shiv (visitor's right) is a
female figure, six feet nine inches high, probably Parvati. She wears
the same pendant from the necklace as in the marriage scene and
other sculptures, large earrings, rich bracelets, and a girdle with
carefully carved drapery. Her breast and face have been broken
away. On her left has been another female figure, but only the

breast and part of the arm are left. Above Pdrvati’s right shoulder

is a flying female figure. Over this is Vishnu, with his mace in one
remaining hand and the shell in the other, riding on the shoulders of

Gamd whuch has lost its head. In front of Vishnu and over the left

hand of Shiv is a male figure between two females, and behind these

is a fourth figure, of which the face is gone, holding perhaps a
water-vessel. Over Pdrvati’s left shoulder is Indra on his elephant.

Below, at Shiv’s right, is the skeleton form of a much defaced

Bhringi. Beside it is a part-broken tabor with a female fig^ure

beating it. Above is Kdjrtikeya with a high cap bearing a crescent

and a skull from the right eye of which a snake is crawling. In his

right hand he holds Shiv’s trident which has lost two of its prongs.

Above the trident-bearer is a fairly entire and still worshippm
Ganesh, who holds in his right hand a club and in his left a broken
tusk. To the left of the trident-bearer is the body of a woman
whose dress has been carefully and sharply eat even to its edges on
her thigh. Higher, on a flat seat, borne by five swans, is Brahma
with three heads and four hands, in one of which he holds his

sacrificial butter-vessel ; the other hands are broken.^ Between

ChaptoXiV. *
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^ De Couto describes Brahma as holdiug a book in his left hand.
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Chapter XIV. Brahma and the head of Shiv are three figures, a male between two

Places ofinterest the inner one holding some object like a dish. Behind
Brahma are two figures, both probably intended for Shiv devotees

Elephanta.
g3^ggg_ figure next to Brahma wears his hair coiled in the

jata form on the top of his head.
Shiv^ Mahffyogi, The group at the east end of the north portico is Shiv as the
or harmardja.

gj.ga,t Yogi. In character and position, and in many of the

surroundings, this figure resembles the figure of Buddha.
Unfortunately the group is much defaced, and many details are

lost. Shiv has had only two arms, both of which are broken at the

shoulder. He is seated cross-legged on a lotus-seat, and the palms

of his hands probably rested between the upturned soles of the feet

as in most images of Buddha and of Jain Tirthankars. The stalk

of the lotus-seat is, like Buddha’s lotus-seat, held by two N^^a
figures, shown down to the waist. Shiv’s crown has been carved
with wonderful detail. The front plate is minutely graven and
has three knobs at the top, the central knob round, and the side

ones probably damaged. High on the left side is the crescent ;

from the back of the head ringlets fall on each shoulder ; and at the

back is the circular frill which has been noticed on other statues.

Round the whole is a large aureole. The expression of the face,

though marred by a broken under-lip and a break under the left eye,

is calm and unmoved, deep in thought with half-closed eyes.

This figure represents Shiv doing penance, after the death of his

first wife Devi or Sati. The scene is laid in the Himdlayas.
Above are the heavenly minstrels ; below are attendants mostly
seated among rocks ; to the left of Shiv is a plantain-tree with
three open and one opening leaf ; a sunfiower blossoms under his

left knee. On each side stands a female fly-whisk bearer, and behind
each a smaller female figure, so defaced that it is difficult to fix more
than parts of the outline. Below, on each side of the plantain,

sit two attendants, one with his ankles crossed. On the opposite

side sits another with a rosary of rudrdksha, Elceocarpus ganitrus,

berries. Over the plantain a faceless Vishnu rides on a faceless

Garud, who has curly hair and wings streaming like ostrich feathers.

Above Vishnu is a figure on horseback perhaps the sun ; the head of

the horse is gone, but the hoof, saddle, saddle-cloth, girth, and
bridle are distinct. Behind this is an ascetic holding a rosary.

Between the horseman and Shiv’s head heavenly choristers float in

the clouds, the edges of the robes over the thighs of two female
figures being carefully carved. Behind is a fourth faceless figure,

probably the moon, apparently holding a water-vessel. On the right
side of the head are three similar figures, a male between two
females, the male carrying what looks like a shell. Next comes
a skeleton ascetic, behind whom is a broken-armed Brahma on his
usual swans. The figure below Brahma is probably Indra, but his
elephant has disappeared.

The only remaining parts of the main hall of the Great Cave are
two cells at the ends of the back aisle. They are a little above the
level of the rest of the cave, and are entered by two doors. Both
are irregular

; that on the east is eighteen feet one inch by about
fifteen feet nine inches, the north and south sides differing by six
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inches. The other is seventeen feet six inches from north to south,

while the south side measures fourteen feet ten inches and the north
sixteen feet three inches. Both are roughly hewn and were
probably used as store-rooms.

.
The court-yards to the east and west of the Great Cave had

separate entrances, which have been blocked by earth and rubbish
cleared out of the hall and the courts. From the eastern aisle or

portico a neat flight of nine steps, ten feet ten inches -wide, leads

into a court fully fifty-five feet "wide, whose separate entrance to

the north was, about thirty years ago, blocked by earth and stones

thrown out from the court. The south wall of the court is a temple
with a well-preserved front. The roof of the Great Cave stands out

about seven feet beyond the line of pillars, and that of the smaller

temple on the south has similarly overhang the front. The rest

of the court has always been open. The circle in the middle of

the court, sixteen feet three inches in diameter and raised two or

three inches above the rest of the floor, probably formed the pedestal
of a nandi or bull.

The dave in the south wall of the court is raised on a panelled
basement about three feet six inches high, which again stands on a
low platform two feet four inches in height. The front is about
fifty feet long and rises eighteen and a half feet from the platform.
It was probably divided into five spaces by four columns and two
demi-columns. Of the columns the only traces are the fragments of
a base and capital at the west end. These pillars were the same in
style as those of the Great Cave, their bases were three feet

square, and they were surmounted, by a plain architrave of t-wo

fasciasj of which a small portion remains. On the original basement
are three courses of hewn stone.

On each side of the steps which lead to this temple is a stone
tiger or leogriff, sitting on its hind quarters, each with a raised fore-
paw. The portico of this temple measures fifty-eight feet four inches
by twenty-four feet two inches. At each end is a chamber, and at the
back is a ling shrine, with a passage round it varying from eight
feet four inches to eight feet nine inches in width. Five low steps
and a threshold lead into the shrine which is thirteen feet ten inches
wide and sixteen feet one inch deep. In the middle of the floor
stands a low altar, nine feet five inches square with a spout to the
east. In the middle of the altar is set a ling two feet five inches in
diameter, and of the same compact stone as the ling in the centre of
the Great Cave. The shrine door, which has been of a tasteful
pattern, is much damaged. Outside the two fascias of the jambs
are two neat pilasters, over the capitals of which runs a neat frieze,
and round all a crenellated moulding. At the back of the portico,
near the east end, is a gigantic statue or doorkeeper with two
attendant demons. The whole is much ruined j the principal figure
has had four arms, and the demon on his right stands with his arms
crossed, and has a knotted snake which twists round him and rears
its hood under his elbow. Near the west end is a similar statue
reaching nearly to the roof, with four arms and the usual swelling
to mark the third eye ; he has moustaches and a Roman nose now
damaged ; his hair is gathered in a dome of coils, and in his left ear
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is a twisted snake. He leans the elbow of his front left hand on a

ball placed on the head of the demon ; the back hand is raised OTcer

his shoulder and holds his robe ; the front right hand is broken, and

the back right hand holds a snake
;
above, on each side of his head,

is a fat flying cherub-like figure.

At the west end of this portico is a small chapel ten feet ten

inches deep, by about twenty-five feet wide. It has two pillars

and two pilasters in front, and the floor being one foot eleven inches

above the portico floor, it is entered by steps in front of the central

opening. The pillars and pilasters are ten feet inches in height.

They are two feet four inches square, and of the same type as the

pillars in the Great Cave, except that they have bases 7^ inches

in depth, and no part of their capitals is fluted. Over the pillars

runs an entablature two feet eleven inches deep, consisting of five

“bands of different breadths, the central band which is one foot

two inches deep having sunk panels about llj inches square and
as much apart. Both the pillars are broken and the northern one
is almost gone. In the openings into this chapel there has been
a railing with a door, doubtless in the centre ; the mortices for

the ends of the bars are still visible in the bases and at the top of

the square portions of the pillars, 54 feet above the floor.

The inside of this chapel has been full of sculpture, bat the

figures are broken and covered with a crust of soot. At the south

end is a large image of Ganesh. A squat figure on his right rests

his head on Ganesh’s knee, who lays his hand on the fignre^s neck.

Another figure holds an offering, and has a cobra wound round his

waist. Above are two flying figures, and the usual three on each side,

as in other sculptures.

At the north end is a standing figure holding in his hand the
shaft of what was probably a trident. His left hand rests on a
defaced figure, perhaps a demon. This is doubtless Shiv or

Shulapdni, the wielder of the trident. On his right is a swan-bome
Brahma. Behind him is a monkey-faced dwarf, and above him
three figures, two of them, a man and a woman, holding offerings.

On the left of Shulapdni is Vishnu mounted on Garud, and holdmg
his mace in one of his right hands while the other is open. In
one of his left hands he holds his discus, and in the other his shell

resting on the shoulder of Garud. A male figure below holds the
stalk of a lotus in his left hand, much as Padmapani is represented
in Buddha sculptures. Between him and Shiv is a female attendant
with a fly-whisk.

The west wall is nearly filled with a row of ten colossal figures
standing on a base about two feet seven inches high. Of the ten
figures seven, perhaps eight, are female figures. The whole frieze
is terribly defaced. Several of the female figures have aureoles and
some of them carry children, or have children standing beside them.
At the north end, visitor’s right, is the elephant-headed Ganpati.
Next Ganpati is a much defaced figure, perhaps a six-headed
Kartikeya or war god, three of his heads facing the visitor and three
not shown as they look back. Next is a female figure with, behind
her on her right, a staff surmounted by a trident. Close by the trident
is a second sign, perhaps an elephant, which seems to be the sign of
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the second female figure. Next in the background is a staS holding
a swan, apparently the sign of the third female figure. Then behind
is what seems a Garud or man-Tulture, apparently the sign of the
fourth female figure. Then comes a peacock sign and a fifth

woman
;
then a bull and a sixth woman ; then a duck and a seventh

woman ; then a defaced sign and an eighth woman.'^ Over this
sculpture is an architrave, two feet ten inches deep, of three plain
members, the lower and upper projecting five inches from the line of
the central band. The upper is divided into six equal spaces by
five ornaments with two half spaces at the ends, and the lower is

divided by larger ornaments into five full spaces and two half spaces
at the ends. These ornaments are the same as the well-known
Suddhist window-pattern, except that, instead of lattice work or a
human head they contain a grotesque face called Jciriimuhh or the
fece of fame. The sunk frieze between the projecting members keeps
the ground colours of the chequer pattern in which it was painted.

At the east end of the portico is another chapel, with two pillars
and two pilasters in front, raised above the floor of the temple but
perfectly plain inside. It measures twenty-seven feet seven inches
by eleven feet seven inches, and, as the floor is sunk a few inches
below the level of the plinth or step on which the pillars stand, the
water that drops into it from the rock above remains during most of
the dry season.

Passing to the west through the Great Cave a few steps lead
into another court, the floor of which is covered with fallen rock
and earth. On this side also the roof of the Great Cave has pro-
jected some seven feet beyond the pillars of the portico, and the
roof of the small chapel on the west side has projected five and a
half feet j the rest of the court, about nineteen feet wide, is open
to the sky. The old entrance to the north-west has been blocked by
earth and stones taken out of the court. On the south vrall of the
court a large cistern runs under the hill, the roof supported by two
roughly hewn square pillars. The cistern is now much filled with
earth and a great part of the rock in front has fallen in. Originally,
on the plan of most Buddhist cisterns, it probably had only a square
opening above, near the east end. According to De Couto it was
commonly believed to be bottomless. The water is cool and pleasant.
The shrine on the west side of the court is entered through a

portico supported in front by two square pillars and pilasters, now
broken away, and approached by four or five steps before the central
opening. This portico is about twenty-seven feet long, thirteen feet
seven inches deep from the front of the platform, and eight feet ten
inches high. It contains a good deal of sculpture. At the north
end IS a group of figures similar to those in the left recess at the north

1 These fei^e figures are the Mdtrihds, the dirine mothers or female enereies, whoattend on KArtikeya. They are generaUy reckoned seven, but sometim^ eight^metim^ nine, and sometimes sixteen. Each Mdtrika has a staff surmounted bv a
flag bearing the ^rk of her carrier, which is the same as the carrier of theco^^ndmg m^e deity. Tl.us Br4hmi has the swan, Vaishnavi the eagle Garud,

peacock, Aindri the elephant, V4r4hi tte buffaloand Chimnnda a dead body.

r KaiUs cave at Elura and in the GulvMa cave nearGhatotkach in the Niz^m s Dominions. Cave Temples of India, 428, 453.
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Places ofinterest.
^'Scetic on a lotus throne, upheld by two fat heavy-wigged figures

shown to the waist. Niebuhr’s drawing represents Shiv as resting
Elephanta.

}ja,iid on his thigh, and having the right hand slightly raised.
TAe Wesi Wm^f. fore-arms are now broken. To the right of Shiv is a figi^

sitting on his heels and holding an opening plantain, and behind him
is a bearded ascetic or sage. On the left is a similar sitting figure,

and above is a Brahma with three faces, and some other forms ; in

the clouds are the usual flying attendants four on each side.

A door at the back of the portico leads into a ling shrine about
ten feet seven inches by nine feet seven inches. In the centre is

a ling conical above and below square with faces eighteen inches

broad. It stands in a case or shdlunJcha which is roughly cut on
the floor. On each side of the door is a warder with two demons
at his feet and two fat flying figures above his shoulders. To the

south of this door is a group of figures, among whom Shiv appears
with six arms and the third eye in his forehead. His high crown
is ornamented with a crescent ; in the front right hand he holds
a cobra ;

in the second the club, as in the dancing Shiv ; the third

or outer arm is broken. In his front left hand he holds his

dress
;
in the second is some object now defaced, and the palm

of the third is exposed. At his right is a plantain tree with a
figure sitting on the ground, and above is Brahma on his swan-
borne lotus-seat. On Brahma’s left a male figure rides a bull with
a bell fastened to its neck, and between this and Shiv’s head are
two figures, one of them a female holding a fly-whisk. Beside
Shiv’s front left arm is a female figure with a jewel on her forehead,

and a neatly looped head-dress. Above her left shoulder is Indra
on his elephant, and behind him Vishnu, with four arms, holds
his discus in one of his left hands and rides on the shoulders of

Garud, whose brow is marked with the Vaishnav sect mark. In
front of Garud’s wing is a small flying figure, and beneath is a
male figure with a crescent in his hair.

At the south end of this portico is the beginning of a small rude
chamber, rough and scarcely large enough to hold more than one
person.

History. There is no inscription in the caves. It is hoped that the date
and name of the builders may be learned from a stone which was
taken to Europe about 1540 by the Portuguese Viceroy Dom
Joao de Castro, and which may still be found in Portugal, and
deciphered.^

Besides the stories that they are the work of the Pdndavs, or
of Sikandar that is Alexander the Great, the Musalman Pandav or

1 Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc. (Keprint), I. 270. It was thought that a stone mentioned
by Murphy in his Travels in Portugal (1795) might turn out to be the Elephanta
stone. But that stone has been lately deciphered by Pandit BhagvAnUl, and has
been found to refer to Sonmith in K4thi5wir, not to Elephanta. Archaeological
Survey, No. 9, 104. Two inscribed copper-plates were found in cleairing earth in the
north-east corner of the island. They are believed to be now in Englaind in the
possession of a Mr. Harold Smith, a contractor, who took them with him
about 1865. The mention of a Persian inscription at the mouth of the cave
(Macueil in Archaeologia, VIII. 279) seems to be a mistake. Erskine, Trans B L S
(Keprint), 1,226.
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Eaag Arthnr/ De Coato mentions a local tradition tliat the caves
were cut by a Kanara king named Ban4sur, whose daughter TJsha

dedicated herself to perpetual virginity and lived on the island

for many years. Besides the caves, Baudsur is said to have built

many mansions on the island, and a beautiful palace at a city called

Sorbjde. In support of this legend De Conto noticed, that when he
wrote,, old bricks and cut-stones were found in great quantities,

probably the remams that still give an interest to many parts of the
island.^
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The Ptodavs are the five brother heroes of the Mahibh&rat, Yndhisthir, Bhim,

Arjnn, Kaknl, and Sahadev, who with their wife Dranpadi were banished and forced
to wander over India for twelve years. At each of their halting places, thongh
they stopped but one night, they bnilt a temple or ent a snite cd caves. With
the P^davs to explain all'ti^es of Bnddh^ baildings, and Shiv as the great ascetic

and king of rightkmsness to explain all traces of Buddhist faith and feeling, the
restorers of Bribrnaniam seenred the complete forgottenness of their old rivals and
conquerors. To the people of the Eonkan the name <d Gautama Buddha is now as
strange as the name of Fo.
The tradition abont Alexander is mentioned by Pyke (1712), by Grose (1751),

and by Goldingham (1795). Alexander’s Dyke across the Bassein creek, about two
miles above Ghodbandar, Alexander’s Horse formerly one <d the sights of Elephants,

and Alexander as the bnilder of the Mandapeshvar caves are other instances of the
Dfusalmin practice of translating Ptndav into Sikandar.

* DeCouto in J. B. B. A. S., L 40-44. De Coato notices that the island was
known as Santapnr, a name interesting from its similarity to Sandsbur, a port
mentioned ^ sever^ Arab and European writers between the tenth and sixteenth
centuries. The chief references to Sandabnr are Mafudi (915) (Prairies d’Or, I. 207

;

Yule’s Cathay, L oclL), who notices that crocodiles were found in the bays of the
Indian sea, such as the bay of Sandshnra in the Indian kiimdom of B4ghrah,
sroarently of the Balharahs that is the SilhAras (compare Elliot, I. 22). A1
Idrisi (1 153). places Sindapur four days from Broach, on a large gulf where ships

east anchm:. It was a commercial city with beautiful bouses and rich markets
fjauhert’s Idrisi, 179). Idrisi also describes it as four days from ThAna or "

Bans (B31iot’s History, L 89). Bashidu-d din (1290) mentions a Sindibnr (Elliot, L
08), the next town ie which is Faknur, apporratly Baccanor sonth of HonAvar
(Yule’s Cathay, II. 45). Abu-l-fids (1320) has a SindApnr which he is said to
eonfnse with SwjAn (Yale’s Cathay, II. 444).' Ibn Batata (1347) describes SindAbur
as three dws from Gogha and one day from Honor (Ditto. 41 fi). Chintabor is mention-
ed in the Cfatalan map (1375) (Ditto, 444). A Knwwai SindApnr appears in the Mohit
an Arab work on the navigation of tho Indian Ocean (1554), J. A, S. Bl. 'V. 2, 464.
Kiu^y there is a Cintsqtor in LinscKoten’s map (1573) (Navigation de Jean Hughes
de Lmschot. 20), but its position south of DAbhol seems to point to JaitApnr
(Bombay Gazetteer, X. 341). Sir H. Yule is satisfied (Cathay, II. 444) that SandAbnr
and Goa are the same. Several of the references suit Goa harbonr and do not suit

Bombay harbonr. But other notices seem to fit better with some place in the
ThAna coast. The use of the doable name Kuwwu-SandAbur in the Mohit seems
to point to two SandAburs, and De Conto’s name seems to make it possible that
Santapnrior Elephanta was one of the two. The origin of De Couto's name Santapnri
.is probably the holy city. Its resemblance to Shonitpur perhaps explains why
De Conto’s BrAhman informants made Elephanta the seat of the great BAn. SonApnr,
another (Wila<m’s Works, XII. 396) hut incorrect form of the name M the same
city, probably explains De Couto’s story of the sAower of gold.

According to the Harivansh, BAn the Asur, the eldest of the hundred sons of Bali,

had a thousand arms and a capital called Shonitpur, or the city of Mood. So
high did BAn stand in his favour that Shiv allowed hi™ to be called his son, the
yonnger brother of EArtikeya god of war. BAn defeats all his enemies, and, wearied,

with idleness, prays Shiv to find him work for his thousand arms. Shiv promises
a combat that tax his powers and tells him that the fall of the standard from his

palaee-TOof is the sign that war is at hand. Soon after, amoi^ many other omois,
a hurricane and an eclipse, the standard is struck by lightning and falls. BAn is

delighted and orders a feast.

Chie day Shiv and Pirvati, with a band of heavenly damsels and a company of
sages, were amosing themselves on the bank of a river. The god was seen by Usha
the daughter of BA^ and full of admiration she prayed PArvati to grant her such
a hnsband. PArvati promised and said that on a certain night she would see her

B 1064—11
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The style of the pillars and the close resemblance to the

cave at Elura led Mr. Fergnsson to assign the building

Elephanta caves to the eighth century. Dr. Stevenson raacea

between the eighth and twelfth centuries, and Dr.

the latter part of the eighth or the ninth century.*

Bh^anlAl agrees with Mr. Fergusson in assigning the,

about the middle of the eighth century. As features pecBjad^^

this date he notices, among architectural details, the natei:]|^g

shaped capitals of the pillars. Among characteristic fcarn^^

sculpture, he notices, in the male figures, a proud toF

bearing and the practice of setting the hand jauntily On the h^

—

waistband; the sacred thread made of braided rop^ of

the cnrled hmr falling in long ringlets over tiie neck, &e t^
plated crown, and the fanlike frill or ruff at the back of thehe^ ime ?

three last features being adapted from Sassanian models, ^e
characteristic details in the female figures are the laige round m
hair that shows a little over the back of the head, the row of frarmai y

.

close-twisted curls that line the brow and temples, and the dehcate

and suitable shades of expression that appear in some of the faces,

Pandit BhagvAnlal’s opinion these characteristics point to a

slightly later than the date of the Dasavatar cave at Elura, wlnehm'
known to have been built between 720 and 760.

^

They are not lonn^-

in sculptures separated by any considerable interval from

Dasavatdr sculptures. They are notably absent from Ambamath, ^^

good typical instance, whose date is known to be 1060.

future huaband in a dream. On the night named TTeha

visited by a warrior of great beauty. With the help of the fsot Ch^t^^ov^
Painter, she sees portraits of all famous princes, and among th^ ^hero of.

her dream, Aniruc^ grandson of Krishna king of m The

Fainter goes to-Dwd&a, finds Aniruddh nnhappy, full <rf a ^nWnl girl he ^a
seen in a dream. The fairy tells him she has come to t^e him to hm Umytove,

and brings him safe to Usha’s palace. They i]^ed m the Gtodhs^ or

nncerOT^ons style, and a few days pass ijuietly. Then &e story ^ir^ a
ima 4-aVoTi TiTk hin niiftrterfi in the Drincew 9 V

_reremomons style, ana a lew u»y» ihwo , :ST V,- ~ m “-ti.
stranger has taken up his quarters m the princess s palace. Bin, be^e ^self with

e, sends a band ofmen to kill the stranger. Bnt Aniruddh tranches fte weapoBIt

7.

'iW

ttce, sends a band oi men CO Klu me stranger. — _ -

•nt of thmr hands driTes them off. Bto comes bimaelf, and, awr a

fipht, Aniruddh is beaten and bound. At Dw4rka news comes t^t Anirnd^ a a

prisoner at Shonitpur. Krishna gathers a great army, b^ks ttough all bamra,

and forces bis way into Shonitpur. Bin is defeated Md all his arBM cut 0®^*
ten. In spite of his defeat and his wounds Bin remains fiim m his t^t in ohivv

He dances, maimed and weak as he is, before the go^ and, in rewar^is MOWM
to go to heaven and be a leader of Shiv’s angels. Krislma returns to Dwirka,

with great rejoieings, idl Usha’s handmaidens are married to yoxmg Yidavs. LangloiB

Harivansh, II. 192-269.
. ii r « n.

The story is Wl of the marvellous. Shonitpur is girt with a waU of tre, to
warriors use the elements ss weapons, and make their journeys through the OT by

the help of the magic of sages or by the exertions of heavenly bearers. No det^
show where Shonitpur was, bow far or in what direction from Dwirka, whetiiw

on the sea or inland. Shomtpnis are not uncommon. There is onem north Benmi •

one on the Coromandel coast, and one on the Goddvari (Langlois* Harivansh, ILlw).

,

Its war with the chief of DwiU’ka favonrs the view that B^’s city was smnewhere

in Western India.Ill AlilAJCW. A 1 J ^
'The story of Usha and Aniruddh is the subject of a modein_ (Hm^^tury) drraa

namedM^huriniruddh, which is given in Wilscm’s Wo
' ”

named Madhuramruacui, wuicn is given tn »» usuu a vVorks, XII. 396-399. AcCTrdmg

to a Gujariti poem of the seventeenth century, c^led Okhiharan or the abducmn ,

of Okha, Okba was the daughter of Pirvati whom Bin was allowed to adopt. Wl^
the girl grew -up finding that her husband was destined to be the cause of hm
death, imprisoned her in a tower under his palace. The rest of ^e story is iznmb

the same as the account in the Harivansh.
^ Burgess’ Elephanta, 5. ® The Sassanian dynas^ of Peraia, a.d, 230*op&
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.As the scnlptiires Me almost entirely confined to the represmita-'

tion of snpematnral beings^ they have little of the' vidne which
attachesM the Ajanta caves as illnstratiQns of the style of tUess

and the manner m living at thetime to w^ch they hdong. Except
one or two bearded riahig and the monstached Rndra^ the faces

.of the male figures are hairless. Some wear the hair coiled into

a high dome in the ascetic or jata style, others wear the hair

^ther cropped or in dose wig-like curls. The chief head-dress is

rich royal tiara, much the same in shape and details as the royal

i^.^l^ad-dresaes painted in the Ajanta caves of the sixth and seven
centuries, a trace of which survives in the modern wedding tiara

’ 0;r basing. None of the figures is shown with a modem turban. - The
east guardian of the Trimurti, the worshipping figure in front of the
gronp in the west side of the back aisle, and the great statue of
Bhaimv or. Yirbhadra in the gronp at the. north end d the western
aisle have a peculiar faulike fi^ or ruff at the back of llmir necks.
In several instances the waistcloth, or dholar, is tied in a bow on the
right thigh and allowed to hang down the leg; and the sacred thread
is heavier and broader than the present sli^t string. In other
respects the dress of the male figures is much ^ same as at

S
^nt. The very rich and heavy jewelled necklace are much
e Ajanta necklaces of the sixth and seventh centuries, and, as in

A.janta, a large number of the figures have titeir ear-lobes drawn down
'byh^vy ornaments.^

The female figures generally wear the hair tied in a large ball

behind the head. None of them wear the bodice and none draw
the end of the robe over the shonldef j in other reojpects the robe
is worn as it now is. None of the figures wear ndtermga and many
wear girdles, but the ornaments of the ear, neck, arm, siNl ankle
appear to be the same as those now worn by the Hindu women of
Gujarfit and the Eonkan.^ Among the weapons shown are the trident,

the sword and dagger, the discus, and the mace : among animals-
the tiger, elephant, eagle, alligator, bull, horse, tortoise and swan ^
abd among plants and trees the loto, phmtain, ashok, and milk-bnsh.
(^miscellaneous articles are a looking glass, baskets, bowls, bells,

conches, and water and butter-pots.

When new the walls and ceiling of the caves, and probably as
at Ajanta and Kanheii the piUars and figures, were covered with a

• The appearance of the ears of many the fignres recalls the Arab traveller
SalaimaD s (S30) remark that the Balhata, perhaps rather Silhira, the kii^crftbe
Konkan, was the prince of the men irho hare their ears pierced. Elliot’s Hisbwy, L 3.
The practice of dragging down the ear-lobes remains in the Bunbay Bresidency
a^ng some Vanj&ris and among the small band of devotees, who are known as
Kanp^tis or slit-ears. (Details of this sect are given in Bombay Gaaetteer, V.
85). In 1683 the English traveller Fitch noticed tiukt the eats M the wommi of
Ornms were so stretched by the weight of their earrings that a man conld pnt three
of his hngers into the holes in the lobes. Harris’ Voyages, L 207. About 120 yearg
ago (1760-1770), according to Grose (Voyage to the East Lidiee, 1, 245) on theM^bdr

. coast most of the .people had their ears hanging afanost to thmr shoulders. Wben
yoni^ the lobes were bored, a spiral slip of the brab-palm leaf was introduced and
renewed as the hole grew bigger. When the hole was made as big as possible,
..a&jrned the ear with pendants heavy enough to burst the gristle. The samoanthcw

notices the same practice in Mozambique where the women of dohannn cossndered
it a beauty to have the ear-lobes greatly odated and weighed down.

>See Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc. (Reprint), I. 263.
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coating of painted cement.* The cayesprobaWf continued weJl <»i^
for till the overthrow of the Devgiri Yddars by AM-nd-din Khi^i
(1295-1316) at the close of the thirteenth oentary. At tiie

beginning of the sixteenth century, perhaps dorii^ the grei^ef part

of the fifteenth century. Elephants, with the rest of the Th4na cmet,
was itominally under the Mosahnsn kings of Ahmedabad. 1%^ do
not seem to have interfered with the caves, which, when they
passed to the Portngoese in 1534, were the best of ^ the cave
temples, as big as a monastery, with courts and cisterns, and, alca^
the walls, many scnlptures of elephants, tigers, human bemgs, and
other cleverly figured images well worth seeing.®

Five years later Dom Jo^ de Castro thought thecaves so beautifal
that they could not be the work of human hands. Even Apelles
might have learned from the proportion and symmetiry of the
figures.® On a second visit in 1550 Oarcia d’Orta found the caves
much damaged by cattle.* About thirty years later Linschotoa

(1583-1596) described the Elephant Temple on the island of Pori
'

as the most famous temple in Western India. It was as large as a
monastery, and had many places and cisterns, figures oi elephants,

lions and other animals, and amazons cut with exquisite skill. He
thought them the work of the Chinese who had lately traded to those
parts. When he wrote they were deserted and mined, only serving

as a monument of the splendour of the Indians which was still great
in the inland parts.® At the beginning of the seventeenth century
DeCouto complains of the scnlptures ‘ and indeed almost everything
else’ being injured by the frolic of the soldiers.® In 1673, Fryer

> De Couto (1603) says that thoogfa the stone the mountain is of a grey cdonr,
the whole body inside, the pillars, the figures, and eTerything else, had former^
been covered with a coat of ume mixed with bitumen and other compositicHis, that
made the temple so bright that it looked very beantifol. Not only did the figures kxdt

”

very beantifol, but the features and workmanship could be very distinctly perceived,
so that neither in silver nor in wax conld snch figura be engraved vim erester
nicety, fineness, or perfection. Grose (11^) took particnlar notice of some pamtklgs
round the cornices, not for anything curious in me design bnt for the beauty and
freshness of the oolooring (Voyage, I. 62). Erskine (1813) mentions sevmal concenbic
(^les with some figures in lie roof of the grand entrance. (Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc.
[Reprint), L 266). In 1835 remains of painting were still observably which seemed
to have originally been of a red colour, but had in some places faded to a pnrple bine.
(Mad. Joui-. V. 171). Many patches of cement remain and colour may still be traced
especially on the roof of the west portico of the Great Cave and in the west or M^Rrika
chamber of the east wing. Scanty as are the traces of cement and colour, De Cento’s
statement and the enthusiasm of the first Portuguese visitors, seem to show that Mr.
Griffiths’ thoroughly informed and beantifuUy finished ‘ Ajanta in the Sixth C«!tniy’
is a close representation of the soft and varied brilliancy of the Great Elephanta
Cave when it passed from the architects’ hands.

2 Garcia D’Orta, Colloquies in Trans. Bran. Lit. Soc. (Reprint), I. 269. Garcia was
not certain whether the temple was the work of the devil, w^ had exerted all his skiD
in deceiving the heathen, or the work of the Chinese.
When the Portuguese took the island, it was rented to one JoSo Pires for the

annual quit-rent of £4 (105 parddos). It rmnained with him tiU 1548, when
passed to Manuel Rebello da Silva, who again made it over to his daughter Dona
Rosa Maria Manuel d’Almeida, who was married to Lopo de Mello SmnjNUo on tiie

- 22nd April 1616. The descendants of this lady were living in Bafincin as mte as 1848.
^ Prirneiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 66. Oh marvdlons hmrdihood, he adds,

truly it never entered the mind of man even to plan such a work, much lees to cany
it to completion. * Colloquies in Trans. B«n. Lit. Soc. (Reprint), I.

“ Navigation de Jean Hughes de Linschot. 83.
‘ Journal B. B. R. A. S., I. 42, 44. De Conto’s account, one of the earliest
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repeats that the cave was de&ced by the PcHtinguese.^ Pyke, in camptor xifr.

naoes cflntagaat^ ]

still one of the best descriptions ei the cAves is given in fdl : This remarkable and
i^leadid temple of Mephanta is sitaated in a smaQ islaBd abont half a leagoe in
mrcamfereoce^ vhich marks the Bombay river just when it is abont to enter &e sea
from the nortbward. It Is so called, on account of a great stone de^diant in tire

island, which is seen on entering the river, and is said to have been bnilt by a Hindu
king named Bin^snr, who became master of everything from the Ganges inwards.
It is affirmed (and so it appears) that immense stuns of meney were expended on this
temple, and that millions of workmen were employed on it for many years. The
mte of this tem^de sbetches from north to sontii. It is nearly <^en on iffi sides, p«ti>
enlarly to Uie north, east, and west ; the back lies to tiie south. 'Ihe body ef &e
temple is abmit e^hiy paces long and sixty broad. It is all hewn oat of we scdid

rock, and the npper roof, which is the top of the rock, is snppor^ by fifty pillan,
wrought fimn Ite same mountain, which ue so ammged as toffivide the bo^ ^ the
tempte into sevmi naves. Each of those pUhurs is twenty-t?ro spans square, and firom

the middle upwards is eighteen spans romid. Hie stone of the asonntain where Hus
temple has b^n carved is a grey colour. But the whole bod^ inside, the pillsrs,.

tte- figures, and everything else, was formmdy covered whh a coat lime mixed wBh
Intumen and other comp^tirms, that made &e temple bri^t and veiy beantifiil, fte
features and workmandiip showing very distinct, so that neithor in sfiver norm wax
eouM such figures be engraved with greater nice^, fineness, at perfeetioB.

mitenng the tem^ to the right hand there is a reoees sufteen and a lalf ^ans
broad, and mteen and a half high. Witihin are many fi^ues, tiiat in the mudle
seventeen spans high, with a lai^ and beantiM mown on the head, so nicely made,
that it appears to binre bemi pamted rather than carved m sbne witii chmeL
This figure has eight hands and two legs ; one i£ tiie right hands hcdds a soeptee wiGi
a snake round itlike that of Mercury. Over the top of the wc^^tre thore aim three
smiall idols of a cubit each ; one of the left hands supports in its &geis three o^er
idols of the same size. To the left there is another large id(d with a cymitar, and
over it anoth^ very large one, with the body of a man and the head of aa .

from whi<h I think the island took its name. In this idol they worship the memory
.of an elephant, whom the Hindus call GanesA of whom they relate many faldes. Hear
this idol, issues from the rock a stone seat in which is seated a figure witii one body
and three heads, each ofthem having one hand except the middlerme, which hastwo,
and in the left.hand Wds a both. To the left this idol there is the figure ef a
woman three qwaa high, hmr left hand resting on the slMHUder cf another sssaU
figure of a woman, and the ri^t hand twined round another even smaller figure.

Immediately above t^ idol tiiere i« another mounted op<m the bead ef an
aiffi near tl^ another <m the neck of another idol.

Two paces from this recess towards the south tire temple begms to widen d«v«n
paces towards the west, theiKie to ^oceed towarhi the south another eleven paces,
and retunmagain toward the west elermk paces. In this aide there is, to the ri^t
Imad, a recess hewn in the rock seven and a half feet high and sixteen brood. In die
middle of this recess is an idol in a sitting posture, twelve spans hi^ fima the waist
upwards, with a very carious and beantlM csown. It has eight lumds and two legs,

and with one of its right hands and another of the left sprea^b over the head a
canopy of the same stone. Above it in the air are many a^e and fonale id<ds one
cubit each. In the second right band it has a two.edg^ sw<«d, and in the thfrd a
small idol hanging by the legs. The fourth right hand with a part of the arm has
been broken by the fralic of the sddieis of the that visited tlm place, os is neoify
the case with ev^ything else. In the second left hand H has a little bell, and across
the shoulder a lai^ oollar of many little human heads strung t(geth«, a^ all faewa
in the same stone and engraved on the neck itself. In the third hand it has a ketfle
with a small idol on it. The fourth left hand, with the um, is broken. Ga boGi
sides of this idol and throughout this reoess thme are thirty small idtds standing.
A few paces from this recess to the righ^ hand, which lies to the south, tiirae is a
square room ten paces long and as many broad, hewn in the rock, and so constructed
as to admit of a person wsdking all ron^ It has a door on each side ent«edW a
flight of five steps. In the middle of the chapel is a square stone seat of twenty-four
spans, where there is a figure of an idcd so very dishonest that we fmhear to name it.

It is called by the Hindu and is worshipped with great superstition, and it is held
in such estimation that the EAnarese Hindus used to wear such figures about their
neck. A KAnarese king of sound prineiples and justice abolis&d this shamefol
custom. These four gates of this house, &e sockets of which still exist, were never
opened except (mce in the year, on the day of its greatest festivity, to i^ow in what

* New Account, 75.

Bluthmua.
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1712, found the Portngnese foddering cattle in the caves in ;t||^

rainy season. He heard that lately one of their Fidalgoa, to £ve(|..

'

himself with the echo, had fired a great gnn into it with several ehot^

which had broken some of the pillars.^ In 1 720 Hamilton found the
island serving only to feed cattle.^ Grose (1750) describes the oaves. -

’
. - . .

yeneration they hdd the idol in qnesticHi. At eneh entnmceof tiiis house
are two beantiml giants twenty.fonr spans l^h. , 5 .

Ten paces from the chapel going towards the south there is another leCeM 'i-.

beautiful porch <rf.moeiuc workmanship, twwi^-foar feet broad and twefit^Hsin:
' In the middle there is an id<d sixteen n^s t^h, with four hands and two
onehaitd ronnd a female figure. To the left of tiiis idol thrae is another tlw
size, and below it another small one with three heads, four hands and two _
around all this recess inside are many otiier idols. XWn this to the west ti^eikk'
cistern of excellent water, the bottom of whidi, like the fonntains of Alfeo |inA
Arethnsa, is said never to have been fonnA *

Here ends the western wall, which is that the rij^t hand of the boc^ (rf tbS
temple. Heturnii^ hence to the east there is a recess very cn^mstyw(Hk^ raartam.
feet oroad and eighteen long. In the middle there is an immense idol,-with crossed^
legs and a very beautiful crown on the head, and on both sides there are manyinu^^
ofmm and women and some on horsebaclL Thence the pagoda hemns to extmtd
towards the east, where there is another recess like the others, from beneath whudf
issues an idol from the waist upwards, very lam, with five faces in proportum to-tbc
bo(^ with crowns on the heads, and twelve hands, with which it supports 'a t

'

seat, over which there is another immense idol, with one face, six hands imd two
having one of the right hands over the neck of a woman, dso very large sitting

.

him, and on each side of the idol there are others of nearly the same size, seatM
-.A XJ- _ al a • a _ V . V -m • V *i.'

S'fl

the same seat ; and in the body of fhe recess there are about a hundred more idA d^-
Alatt fijwtwaa ww^rxwt asaaJ Tk_ xV a V XV _ xV* xV •_ aWaa.!^<-<

I*?

the figure of men and women. Proceeding thence towards the south, Uiere ui.anotilfiK^>;
recess with a giaut>like idol sitting in the middle of it witii a crown on the head*
with four hea^ and two legs, having on each side a large idol, one of the figure ef
woman and the other of a man, besides many ot^r idols*
Here ends the eastern wall, which is that of the left hand of the pagoda. At tibe

end of these two eastern and western walls of the pagoda tiiereare thiee hu^ge reccMBeaJ'
That in the middle which lies more to the interior is thirty feet Inroad aad ^^xtecs
long. From the pavement of this chapel issnes a body from the waist upward of so
enormous a size, that it fills the whole vacuum in length and breadth of thft receSa.

*

It has three large faces, the middle one loo^ to tiie m>rthf the second- to tim west^
and the other to the east, Each of these faces has two and <m the neck two
large necklaces, wrought with considerable perfection. Tliese figures have on i^ieir
hea^ three very beantifal crowns. The midme one, which is bigger th^ the
holds iu one hamd^ a large globe, and whatever it in the hmid cannot be"

^

IB /lofaxvmxl .^....Vx. _rj_ 1__V J-TIT xv. _ Jd^ovm^, as it is defaced. The face on the rigd^t side holds m the right lumde
^hro di capello, and m the left a rose called Gk^o, which are produced in num lakes.
At the entr^ce of this chapel there are two giants standing on each side-of an idol
ten spaM high, ^e second recess which is to the right side is nineteen feet broad,
eleven long, and thirty high and has in the middle of it an immense idol with four
i^as and two le^, as all the others, and a beautiful crown on the head, and above it
there is another of the figure of a woman twenty spans hi^ Throu^out the whole

r®/®x V*'-®
oilier sii^l idoK To the right side of this group thwe. - r..., •**’ «»xv axKxxw oxvxv Vi vuxo ffTOUP

IS a gate bigh, and five and a half broad, which communicates with a dark
square ten paces broad and as many long, and there is nothing in it.lummg to tte o^r side of the middle recess there is another recess twenty-three
feet long, and thirty broad, having m the middle another idol twenty-two spaas high,

“ beautiful ciuwn <«i^which r^ts on that of a bull The ancients believed this idol to have been half maa
n
**“ “cient Amazons, and has mone hand a Cobra di capeUo, md m the otter a looking-glass. In thiTgroup ttere -

side of this recess ttere is a gate six spami
'are more than fifty figures. „

comnnuiicates with a room nearly square mid very dark.
“‘>*^“6 *0 l>e seen. Witt this ends the edifire rf this pagod^whiS

'

that^ it is a
til® soldiers have spared is in such a state

i^Id *
1+ ^ destroyed one of the mort beautiful things in the

. it 18 mty years since I went to see this extraordinarv nasoda. hnt as T
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as. water-logged. Acc<»*diiig to him the fignres were in a tol^hle
state of preservation, nntQ the arrival of tto Portngnese, who were

' at some pains to maitn and de&ce them, even bringing field pieces

to the demolitimi of the images.^ Du Perron (1760); who^ account
of the caves is y'eej detailed, seems to have misnnderstood what he
was told about the injury to the figures. He says the Mar^tibds

dragged some pieces of cannon to take ofE the plaster with which.

th« Portugorae had covered many of the fignres; but finding tl^
the b^-r^efs began to fall with the plaster, they took to clearing

&e plaster with a chisel.^ Niebuhr (1765) found the. fignres mucA
damaged at the feet. He did not believe the mischief was doneby
the Portuguese or by travellers ; it was the effect of rain water which
fell from the roof of the temple and remained in it for a long timew^

Chapter BT.
FlaoM

HUtdrg,

VSi”

1

-<’'*4^^
' ,4!.- -

do not now eziit ; I incollect finding a leceia, which is not seen now, open all tbron^
the frimt, about fcurty fmt long, and along the rock there wtm an elevated raace, of
the length of tile honse, like ear altars both inTbieadthr and hei^^t; with many
-renuurkahle things on it. Among them I recollect having remarked- Ike story of
Qneen Pasiphae with the Boll, and ui Angel with a drawn sword tumBig ont fiom
nndcRmth a tree two vwy h^ntifnl fignres of a man imd woman, bo&nakc^ as the
hrft Seriptnre represents onr first ancestors Adam and B!ve.

lyiien the PortngDeoe tocdi Bassein and its depmidenciea, they wmit to this temple
and removed a famons stone over the gate winch had an inscription of large and
well written characters whidi was sent to the king, after the Clovemor of Ind^
had in vain endeavoured to find oat any Hindu or Moor in the east who ct^d
decipher them. King Dom John HL also used sll his endeavonrs to the same
porpeee, bat without effect, and the stone thns remained there, and there is now no
trace cd it. ' - '

.
.

- -

On the side of the hill where the pagoda stands, abont two stonethrows to the
east, there is another pagoda open in fir^t, and tiie roof hs snppbrted by many pillara

.
beaotifally executed, of which oolv- two now exist, and tete nineteen spans bi^ and
tw^re thick. This temple is forty-three paces Icmg mid thirteen wide, and atwe ride
ttere m a small romn most bmratifally worked. Thme th^ WOnUp the goddeee
Paiainmon (Parameshvari). Thia pago^ whidi is now entii^ destioyed, was the
nniet stapendons work of its size.

In anothmr hi& of this iitUe island, towards the east as regards the great temple,
nearly in the middle, there is another temple which formwly admitted of an entrance

a gate which had a marble porch very cnrionsly executed. This pagoda has a
large nail and three rooms. In the first, to the r^t hand, there is notbiiig now
left ; the second has two idols seated in a large square seat. One of these idols,

call^ Vethala O^enday (Vetdl Chandi), had six bands and one head amd was
Buworted by two'smriler idols one on each side. '

' &th this large and the other small temples are known from the writings of the
Hindus to have been the work of a KAiuua king called BtnAsnr, who ordered
their construction, as weU as of some famons palaces near them where he resided, of
which even in my time there were some marks, and many rains of eat stones and
large nnbnrnt bncks. These palaces or tills city, which is riud to have been very
beantifal, was criled Sorbale, and the hill where the ESevhant pagoda standi^
Simpdeo. A da^hter of the king called Uqna, who dedicated herseff in this iriand
to perpet^ virginity, lived here for many yean. The ancients say that daring tlm
time of king BAntsnr gold rained once for Ue space of three honn at Ele^dianta, and
it was therefore 'called Santapori ot the Golden Island. I do not r^te many
particnlats eonnected witii the pagoda, as they are so many that they cannot wdl lie

particularized, and will tire the rSidor.*
> Voyage to the East Indies, L 59-62. Grose is always rea<^ to spread tales agrinst

the Portngnese. Tieffenthalrar, about tiie same time as Grose, m^ely mentions
Elephanta. Desc. Hist, et Ge<^- L 41(X
*^nd Avesta, L cccoxxii. dniis may he true of Mandapeshvar which was used

as a chapel and school by the Portugnese who drew a thick veil oi cement ovtx the
<rid scolptnres.

^ Voyage, 26. The damage to the pillan and to the feet of the fignres was
* Decade Vn. Bk. in. Chap. XI. translated in Jcnr. B, B. B. A. Soc., L M-iS.
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Chapter XZY. In 1788 Dr. Hove, tte-PoIish traveller, foand tfee figarea in the caves

Kaees oflnloioat
rained by the oflScers of Admirsd Cornish’s fleet, so mach that

the greater part of them coaid hardly be distingoished.^ Lord
El^hanta. Yalentia (1803) did not find signs of violence; he thonght the.
Htttcry. mischief was caused by rain water. He notices that a waU ha^ been

built across the entrance to keep oat cattle. In 1813 Mr. Erskine
found the feet and lower parts of the figures 'extremely rotten and
eaten by the damp,’ while the upper parts of the bas-reliefs had
suffered a good deal from force and injary Tather than time. In
1825 Bishop Heber found the caves saSeringfrom the annoal nans;
a great number of the pillars (nearly one-third of the whole) had
been imdermined by the accnmalation of water in the cavern, and
the capitals of some, and parts of the shafts of others, remaine^i
suspended from the top like huge stalactites, the bases havingjlr

eompletdy mouldered away.* In 1850 Dr. Wilson noticed that tl^
work of decay was fast progressing. In 1865 parts of the noses of

two of the Trimurti faces were damaged, and, about 1868, the head
was broken off one of the leogriffs or tigers at the entrance of the
eastern wing.

From the time of the Portuguese conquest till within the last

few years, Elephanta seems to have almost ceased to be a Hindu
place of worship.® In 1854 a Loh^na of Bombay, at a cost of
£1200 (Rs. 12,000), bnilt the flight of steps that leads from the
north shore to the Great Cave. Dr. Burgess mentions that on Shiv’s
great day in February {Mdgh vadya 13th) a feir is held and the Ung
in the central shrine worshipped. The last fair (16th February 1882)

'

was attended by about 900 pilgrims, half of whom entered the caves
and approached the images. The rest, unable or unwilling to pay
the entrance charge of Qd. (4 as.), contented themselves with bowing
to the gods from the mouth of the cave. The pilgrims were mostly
Mar4th4s, Sonars, Kasars, Kdmithis, and Bhanddris from Bombay,
Salsette, and Panvel. The officiating priest' was a Bombay Gos4vi
who was helped by four Agris, dwellers on the island. Besides the
worshippers from the neighbouring Mardtha country there was a body

probably caused by damp. The breaking of arms and noses most be the result of
intentional violence.

* Tours, 188. ‘ To preserve the rest from future destruction, the ‘chief ’ of Karania
sends here weekly a guard of eight sepoys purposely to protect them from injury.’ Do.

n. 182. The decay of the pili&ra was probably partly due to ^wsia
the rock. Erskine foimd that c«ie of the pillars had been pat<^ed with a splint of
teak, probably at the time wh^ the cave was made.

* The references are somewhat contradictory. In 1750 Grose (Voyage, I. 62) says :

‘The present G^toos have no veneration for the place.’ Hov6 on the olier
hand remarks (Tours, 189) : ‘ The Gentoos hold this place in great veneration ; those
toat come m pilgrimage from the continent approach it with profound solemnity and
dMorum. In 1795 Sir J. Camac (As. Res. IV. 407) wrote : ‘There is no
of caves having been frequented by Hindus as a place of worship, and at this
penodno worahip is performed at any of them.’ In 1813 Mr. Erskine’s more minute
knowledge (:^m. Lit. Soc. Repnnt, I. 257) showed that the ling in the central
snrme w^still an object of religions veneration to the natives, inrticnlarly to bmrren

oc^ionaUy saw it adorned with garlands of flowers and oiL Bishmi
iteber (1825) noticed very recent marks of red paint on one of the lings. Flowers were
OTered by the ^ople of the idand, but no pdgrine came to it a distance, nmrwere there any Brahmans stationed at the shrine. Narrative, II. 182.
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of Ghijar4t Vania who brought a Gujarat Br4hman aa their prieat.

The images worshipped were the three-faced bust, the lings, and
almost all statues of Ganesh or Ganpati. The favourite part of the

cave is the east wing, where a pool of water on the floor of the eastern

recess or chapel is believed to be sent froni the Ganges in honour of

Shiv’s great day. Several of the figures, especially the two statues

of Ganesh, in the curious Matrika chamber in the west wall of the

same cave are also worshipped. The worship consists of pouring
water over the images, burning incense before them, offering hel,

j^Egle marmelos, leaves to the lings, and smearing Ganpati and sotno

other figures with redlead. The total number of visitors to the

caves in 1880-81 was 5400.

About a quarter of a mile to the south-east of the Great Cave,
and at about the same level, is a second excavation. It faces

east-north-east, and, including the chapel at the north end, has
an extreme length of about 1 09^ feet. The front is so completely

destroyed, the entrance so filled with earth and stones, and the

inside so hurt by water, that it is hard to say what it originally

looked Uke. The front was nearly eighty feet long, and must have
been supported by a number of columns with two demi-colnmns at

the ends, of which latter some fragments remain. Inside, the

portico stretched five feet further to the south, giving a total length

of eighty-five feet with a depth of about thirty-five feet. At the

north end of this is a chapel raised a few feet above the level of

the portico supported in front by four eight-cornered columns and
two demi-colunms about two feet nine inches in diameter, slightly

tapering upwards, and with capitals much like those in the Great
Cave. Of these pillars two are entirely gone. The chapel, which is

perfectly plain, is about thirty-nine feet deep by twenty-two broad,

and like most other rooms at Elephanta is of irregular shape. At
the back of the portico are three chambers ; that to the. north is

about fifteen feet nine inches wide by sixteen feet five inches deep,

and has generally several inches of water. The southern chamber
is like the northern one. The central chamber is twenty feet nine
inches wide in front and twenty-two feet at the back, by twenty-one
feet one inch deep on the left and twenty-two feet four inches on
the right. About three feet from the back wall stands an altar,

seven feet four inches square, with the water channel, prandlika, to

the north; the ling has disappeared. At the entrance to this

shrine is the only sculpture in the cave. The door is five feet

four inches wide, and the architrave and jambs measure about five

feet ten inches
; the inner members are like those round the door

of the shrine in the east wing of the Great Cave, and in the fourth
cave ; outside these is a leaf moulding all round, and then a thick

torus. Most of the sculpture over the door has fallen ; but at the
head of the jambs two figures of animals act as brackets. On the
frieze above are some figures. Those in the centre are not easily

made out, then comes a long alligator with a fantastic tail, then a
boy holding back the upper lip of a second alligator, and at each
end a fat figure. Outside the jambs on each side stood a lofty door-
keeper over whose shoulders are two flying figures, a male and a

B 1064—12
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female. As the rain water has no escape this cave has of late gone
rapidly to rain, and the doorkeepers are mere fragments.
A little to the south of the last cave is another still more broken,

with a portico of uncertain breadth and about fifty feet two incbes
long. At each end there seems to have been a chapel or room
with pillars in front. The north chapel is fifteen feet seven inches
deep, with a cell at the back, whose mean dimensions are fourteen
feet deep by sixteen feet four inches wide, and a second on the
west side measuring thirteen feet six inches in front and fourteen
feet nine inches at the back, with a mean depth of 15^ |eet. The
south chapel is twenty-one feet one inch by fifteen feet eleven inches,

and has a cell at the back measuring fifteen feet ten inches by
sixteen feet seven inches, but almost filled with earth. A pilaster

and portion of a pillar in front of this chapel show that they were
octagonal and of the same style as those in the last cave.

This cave has, like the last, suffered from water lodging in it. The
door in the centre of the back of the portico, leading into the shrine
is specially damaged. It is four feet nine inches wide and of the
same pattern as the others with large warders at each side, leaning
on dwarfs, and with two flying figures over the head of each. The
jamb and architrave measure two feet three inches in breadth, and
the doorkeepers and demons on each side occupy five feet more.
The shrine is a plain room, nineteen feet ten inches deep by

eighteen feet ten inches wide, with a low altar six feet eleven inches
square, containing a ling six feet eleven inches in circumference or
twenty-three inches in diameter. On each side is a cell, about
fifteen feet square, opening from the portico by doors which have
projecting pilasters and ornamental pediments. Though much
destroyed enough remains to show that their chief decoration was
the favourite Buddhist horse-shoe ornament. Some distance to the
south of this cave is a large roughly-hewn cavern more like a cistern
than a temple. The entrance is almost choked with earth
Above these caves, at the end of a thickly wooded spur that runs

north from the main range, a little to the west of the Great Cave,
is a rock-carved tiger which is worshipped as Vdgheshvari or
the Tiger Goddess. It stands about two feet high and is one foot
nine inches across the hams. Round the neck is a collar. The head
is nearly perfect and the figure is preserved though the rock is
split in several places. It is much like the tiger or lion guards on
the steps to the east wing of the Great Cave, and, in Dr. Burgess'
opinion, is probably one of the two warders of the north or main
entrance of the Great Cave whose pedestals may still be traced.
Dr. Wilson notices that this tiger is mentioned in the twenty-ninth
chapter of the first section of the Sahyddri Khand of the Skanda
Purdna, it probably is the origin of Simpdeo, or Singhdev, De Couto’s
name for the hill in which the Great Cave is cut.^

Looking south from the crest of the hill, beyond the rocky and
brushwood-covered hill-sides, the ravine that divides the island

* Burgess’ Elephants, 26.
Burgess* Elephants, 26 ; Erskine in Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc.

and De Couto in Jour. B. B. R. A, S, I, 45.
(Reprint). L268;
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broadens into a plain, bare of trees and carved into rice fields,

flanked to the west and east by rocky brushwood and palm-covered
ridges. About fifty yards west of the village of Ghdrapnri, close

to the village well and on the south bank of a small pond, is

a large ling round above and square below. It measures three
feet of which the lower one foot ten inches is a square with
faces ten inches across, and the top is a cone about two feet

ten inches round. The present small pond is near the centre of a
larger pond, of which the north shore and part of the south shore
can be clearly traced. The pillar just described originally stood on
the north bank of the big pond where are many traces of bricks.

In a field about twenty yards further north, lately dug out of the
earth, is a square block of dressed stone about three feet seven
inches high and with faces one foot five inches broad. At the top
corners of the east face are carved a sun and moon, and, below a
plain belt abont a foot broad, is the ass curse. The rest of the
pillar is plain and has no trace of writing. About 100 yards
west of the sun and moon stone are the neck and hump, abont
two feet long, of a broken bull. In the west of the island, from
the pond round to near the Shetbandar hamlet, there are said to
be no remains. But in Shetbandar, under an old tree, is a large
ling, and, in and round the village are many traces of dressed white
trap and old bricks.

In the south of the island, about a quarter of a mile east of
the sun and moon stone, on a plateau about 100 feet up the west
face of the east spur, is another ling, a cone rising from a square base.
The measurements are 3' 4’ high of which 1' 2' are round and 1' 9*

square. On the way up the hillside and on the plateau are traces of
bricks, and what seem, though they may be natural, to be built

mounds of rough trap boulders. A corresponding plateau runs round
the east face of the west spur. About 100 yards east of the pond,
near the foot of the east spur, is the village of Ghardpuri a hamlet of
twenty thatched wattle and daub houses, chiefly of Agri rice-growers
and a few fishers.^ Near the headman’s house was found a fragment
of a small well carved and graceful figure of a woman suckling a baby.*
The child and the mother’s arms are unharmed, but her head and all

below the waist are gone. She wears four plain bracelets, and the
ends of a shawl or upper robe hanging in front of her shoulders are
cut with much skill. Close to the village, on a mound near the
shore, are the ruined walls of a Portuguese watch-tower.® On rising

About the inhabitants of the island in 1795 Mr. Goldingham remarks : ‘A neat
village near the landing place contains all its inhabitants, who, inclusive of women
and children, number about one hundred. Their ancestors, having heen improperly
treated by the Portuguese, fled from the cmposite island of S^ette hither cultivating
rice and rearing goats for their support. In the same humble road do they continue.
The islanders have no boats ; they cut wood from the adjoining hills which the
purchasers remove in boats of their own ; they are under our protection, and pay
a^nt £56 (Rs. 560) annually to the Government ; the surplus revenue furnishes their
simple clothing. . .

.’ As. Res. IV. 412.
* This piece of sculpture is now in the museum of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society.
* This tower was built to defend the island against pirates. When pirate boats lay

in waiting, a flag was ^sted to warn Portuguese vessels. Dr. G. DaCunha in Trans,
Bom. Lit. Soc. (Reprint), I. 270.
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ground about 150 yards oast of the watch-tower is the site of tlm

rock-cut elephant, from which the Portuguese christened the island

Elephants, and whose remains are now heaped on the right entnooee

to the Victoria Gardens in Bombay. This elephant was cut out of

an isolated trap boulder and measured about thirteen feet long,

seven feet four inches high, eight feet broad, and about twenty feet

in girth. Its long tail reached the ground and the belly was
supported by a massive pillar of rock. It originally carried on its

back a small elephant about four and a half feet long and about one
foot broad. Through the brushwood it might easily be taken for a
bving animaU
About fifty yards to the east •of the site of the elephant are the

remains of a dwelling, which was built about 1864 for the engineer
in charge of the clearing and carrying to Bombay of the lower
slopes of the eastern ridge. In these works a large part of the hill

was carried away and a bare boulder-strewn flat has been left. The

' Garcia D'Orta (1534) calls the island the island of the elephant, bnt does not
make any distinct mention of the elephant. Dom Joio de Castro (1^9) notices the
stone elephant in the west, lifelike in colour, size, and features. Linschoten (1678)
does not notice it. De Conto (1603) mentions it as the great stone elephant which
gave its name to the island. Fryer (1675) calls it a ‘ monstrous elephant cut out of

the main rock bearing a young one on its back.’ Ovington (1689) notices ‘ the statue

of an elephant out in stone in equal proportions to one of those creatures in his full

growth.’ Its workmanship he calls admirable. In 1712 Captain Pyke made »
Rawing of the elephant showing a fissure nearly as high as the neck. In 1720
Hamilton fonnd it so like a living animal that at a disiance of 200 yards a sharp eye
might be deceived. Fifty years later (1760) Du Perron described the elephant as of
life size, cut out of black rock, and apparently carrying a young one on its hack.
(Zend Avesta, 1. coccxxiii ) In 1764 Niebuhr noticed that it was split and likely to
fall in pieces (Voyage, II. .33). It was mentioned by Forbes about 1774 and ten years
later wm described by Dr. Hunter as twelve feet long and eight high, the trunk
pretty well cut and rolled in a spire ; the legs shapeless masses out of proportion
too large. A massy tail reached to the mround and the hind part of the body
was supported by a pillar (Archeeologia, VII. 287). It is mentioned by Goldingham
(1795) ‘ as an elephant of black stone large as life.’ In 1813 Mr. Erskine and
Captain Basil Hall described it as poorly sculptured, though at a distance seen
through brushwood it might easily bemistaken for a real elephant. Its length
from the head to the root of the tail was thirteen feet two inches and its height at
the head seven feet four inches ; circumference at the height of the sh^lders
thirty-five feet five inches, circumference round the four legs thirty-two feet ; breadth
of the back eight feet j girth of the body twenty feet ; length of the leg five feet
six inches ; circumference of the legs from six feet three inches to seven ^t seven
inches ; length of the supporter two feet two inches ; length of the tail seven feet
nine inches

; length of the trunk seven feet ten inches and remains of the right tusk
eleven inches. In September 1814 the head and neck dropped off, and shortly after the
body sank to the earth (Hall’s Fra^ents, III. 128). In 1825 Bishop Heber fonnd it
‘ much dilapidated by the weather.^ In 1835 the trunk and head were separated from
the body, and lay broken and prostrate on the ground (Madras Journal, V. 170).'
In 1859 it was a shapeless mass of rock. In 1863 an attempt was made to move it to
England, but, while lifting it, the chains of the crane gave way, the rock got broken
and what remained was removed in 1864 to the right hand entrance of Ihc Victoria
Gardens at Byculla, where it lies an almost shapeless mass of rock, though the rolled
trunk is distinctly visible. The small elephant on its back is mentioimd by Fryer
(1675) and Pyke ^712) whose drawing ( Archmologia, VII. 323) shows the tnmk
and tusks. It is noticed by Du Perron in 1760. Four years later it appears to have
been much defaced, as (1764) Niebuhr describes the large elephant as having on its
back something which age bad so much worn that it was impossible to make out what
it was. Dr. Hunter (1784) found something on the back but with no traces of having
been a smaU elephant. In 1814 Mr. Erskine and Captain Basil Hall mounted ttl
back of the elephant and found distinct marks of four parvs, showing that the animal
was four feet seven inches long by one foot two inches broad.
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Bioall bnilding with' vaulted rool was used to store the gunpowder
required for blasting. Somewhere on the west face of the eastern

ridge of hills, near the top of the ravine where the hills draw close

together, there used to stand a horse, like the elephant carved out of

a block of trap. Dr. Fryer (1675) calls it 'the effigies of an horse

stuck up to the beUy in the earth.' Ovington (1690) describes it

more fully, though probably less accurately as ' so lively, with such
a colour and carriage, and the shape finished with that exactness

that many have fancied it at a distance a living animal rather

than only,,a bare representation.’ In 1712 Captain Pyke calls it

Alexander’s Horse and gives a drawing of it, a stiff zebra-bke animal
the belly and legs not cut out of the rock. Hamilton (1 720) thought
it not so well shaped as the elephant. It seems to have disappeared

during the next fifty years, as neither Du Perron (1760) nor Niebuhr
(1764) notices it. In 1813 Mr. Erskine searched for the horse but
found no trace.*

- Chsptn .XZf^
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Across the crest of the ravine from the Great Cave, in the west
face of the eastern hill about a hundred feet above the level of the
Great Cave, is a large hall known as Sitab4i’s temple. The portico

has four pillars and two pilasters eight feet five inches high and about
three feet square at the base. The style of moulding is like that

of the columns in the other caves, but the proportions somewhat
differ. They are square to a height of four feet 6^ inches from
the step on which they stand, a fillet of 14 inches is octagonal, and
above this they are sixteen-sided with the exception of a thin
crowning member of 14 inches which is square.

Inside is a plain hall seventy-three feet six inches long, and
twenty-seven feet four inches wide at the north end and twenty-five

feet seven inches at the south, and eleven feet high. From the back
wall three rooms open, the central room a shrine and the side rooms
chambers for priests. The north chamber which has a very neat
door is in good repair, except that one jamb has fallen away owing
to a flaw in the rock. The entrance is two feet eleven inches wide
by six feet five inches high, and is approached by two steps of eight
inches high and a threshold of four inches. Bound the jambs is an
architrave 4| inches wide with a simple moulding, and then a band
64 inches broad, with a neatly wrought crenellated ornament reaching
to within one foot 64 inches of the step. The inside is plain and
about twelve feet seven inches square.

The door of the central shrine has neat pilasters and a frieze. The
entrance is seven feet eleven inches high and three feet 11

4

inches
wide. Besides the threshold of four inches and a step of 74 inches,
it has. in front a semicircular low step two inches in height, at the
ends of which have been the heads of two lions. The shrine has a
mean depth of 154 f®6t by 15f feet wide. Twenty inches from
the wall, to which it is partially attached, is an altar four feet five
inches by three feet five inches and three feet four inches in height,
neatly moulded, and standing on a low platform a few inches in
height and seven feet 24 inches by eight feet lOJ inches. It has

The Fourth

.V

' Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc. (Reprint), I. 226.
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CSiapter XIV. a water groove or prandlika to the norths and in the floor below a

Places ^Literest. cistern one and a half feet square and one foot deep. Prom nortili

to south, along the centre of the top slab, runs a hole eighteen iaclms
Elephanta.

long, by eight inches broad and 3i deep, in which the object of
The Fourth Cave,

y^orship, probably an image of Parvati, was set. The south room,

which like the north room is perfectly plain, is about nine fwt
high, 14‘9 feet long, and 15'4 broad.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century De Couto described

this cave as having a beautiful gate with a porch of exquisitely

wrought marble. There were two idols in a large square seat, one
of them, Vet41chandi, with six arms and one head was supported by
two small side idols.^

Passing along the face of the eastern hill about a hundred and
fifty yards to the north of Sitab4i’s cave is a small excavation,

little more than the beginning of what was perhaps intended for

three cells. The veranda which is much filled with earth is twenty
feet long and six deep. The three square openings in the back wall

are about four feet square and five high. The whole is perfectly

plain. They are probably Brdhmanic about the same time as

Sitabai’s temple. The work seems to have been stopped because of

a flaw in the rock. Passing about 100 yards up the hill to the east,

there is on the right the dry bed of a pond about forty yards in

diameter. The banks are thickly wooded and on the west bank is

what seems an artificial heap of large boulders. About fifty yards

to the left are three cisterns cut in the rock with rounded months
about three feet across. In the cistern most to the south the water
is fresh and is still used. They are apparently Buddhist, being much
like many of the small cisterns at Kanheri.

jlemains. Close to the east end of the Elephanta hill-top is a bank of trap

boulders about four yards broad. This is known as the fort, or killai

which according to the local story was built by Shiv^ji but never
finished.® There seem to be no signs of fortification, only a rough
ring of boulders enclosing a space of about 200 yards in diameter
round the dome-shaped hill-top. About twelve yards beyond the
bank of boulders the ground rises in a steep dome, about forty feet
high and seventy-six feet measured along the surface of the dome
from the base to the crown. The sides of the dome are covered with
half-burnt bricks most of them nine inches long by six broad and
two deep, but some said to be larger, thirteen by eight and two and
a half. Many lie in fragments with their faces exposed. But in
places the masonry is fresh enough to show that the bricks were laid

edgeways, only the two-inch backs appearing on the surface. The
top of the dome is roughly round and about twenty-five feet in
diameter. In the centre is a small hole partly filled by a survey
cairn of rongjh stones. This brick dome seems to be a Buddhist
stupa or burial mound, and the encircling line of boulders the
remains of a Buddhist rail. The ground is too thick with brush-
wood to show either the form of the rail or the shape of the enclosure.

* Burgess’ Elephanta, 2.9.

" In 1682 SambhAji, Shivaji’s son, threatened to fortify Elephanta. Orme’s Hist.
Frag, 111.
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Xxi8t6&d of tli6 broad bank of stonos in tbo wost^ tbo foundation of

the wall seems in places to have been only about four feet broad, and

on the east side there is a ffap of about eighteen yards. As far m
could be made out from a hurried examination the enclosed space is

cornered rather than round.

The mound commands a beautifully broken view of seUj marsh*

lands, wood-land, and hill. To the east lie the prettily wooded Hog
Island, with the curions skeleton ribs of its huge Lift, low salt-

marshes behind, and, in the distance, the Persik hills, the jagged

crest of Malanggad, and the long line of the Sahy^dns. To the south

are the two peaks of Karanja, and, beyond a narrow line of sea,

the wooded crest of Kankeshvar and the Sdgargad hills in Alib%.

To the west are the low prettily shaped Butcher's Island, and, beyond

a broad stretch of water, the long level 'of Bombay. Two miles to

the north, across a channel gay with white sails, rise the bare

gracefully rounded slopes of Trombay.
Passing through the eastern gap in the rail and along the north-

east face of the Mil, about sixty yards from the line of the rail and

somewhat lower, is a small wooded plateau with marks of rough
foundations, and, near a hole wMch has been dug for treasure, are

the fragments of a stone about feet by 2 with a central hole

apparently for a ling about one foot square and three inches deep.

The large number of rough bouldersstrewn about the plateau suggests

that they haye been brought from the gap in the east side of the rail.

Passing down the north-east front of the hill there are, at intervals,

what seem to be sites of rest-chambers and boulder-paved banks.

As all the stones are rough boulders and the Mil side is much hidden
by brushwood, it is difficult to say whether the arrangement of

stones is natural or artificial. But, in places, nearly to the foot of

the hill, remains of paved slopes can be traced, and seem to mark the

hne of a built pathway that led from the east gate of the railing to

the shore.

Visitors, who are pressed for time, had better go down tMs
north spur, and, after looking at the traces of old buildings in

the village of Moreh, return dong the shore to the Shetbandar

pier, noticing, by the way, the broken statues and other remains

of wMch details are given later on. Visitors who are not pressed

for time can have a pleasant walk, with beautiful island views and
the sight of some interesting remains, by going back from the

burial-mound to the ravine near the Great Cave, and, passing down
the ravine to the south, see the old lings and the sun and moon
boundary stone near the pond, the old Portuguese watch-tower,

and the site of the elephant of wMch details have already been
given. About half a mile east of the site of the elephant, along

the shore, under a cliff whose lower spurs have been taken to

raise the Elphinstone foreshore in Bombay, lies a rough trap

boulder about five feet high and twenty-six feet ronnd. In a

panel (2'4"xl'5"), in the north face of tMs boulder, is a mnch
worn female figure with four hands. As the stone lies at present

the figure is upside down. It seems to end in or to stand on an
animal, perhaps a buffalo. On the right of the main figure is a
smaller standing figure with a trident in Ms right hand. About a

du^tar nf.
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quarter of a mile further, a black ling of dressed trap stands

about three feet four inches out of the ground, round above
and square below, with a plain curved line running round the

foot of the upper cone. A little further, between the belt of

rice ground and the hill foot, are small mounds with bricks

and boulders, that seem, thou^ this is doubtful, to be roughly
built. About half a mile further, in the sand of the sea shore,

stands a ling four feet six inches high, of which the lower three

feet are square with faces one foot three inches broad, and the nne
foot six inches at the top is cone-shaped, four feet eight inches

round at the foot and four feet round at the top which is slightly

broken. Along this part of the shore, which was not affected by the
Bombay clearings, are many small mounds with bricks. Beyond,
for about half a mile, the lower slopes of the hill have been cleared

by the Bombay Port Trust. Most of the earth that was taken
from this part of the island was full of old bricks and tiles and
dressed blocks of white trap. Coming from the south the first

traces of old buddings are fragments of large bricks. Next there,

are several old wells dry and nearly filled with earth, one of bricks
about seven feet in diameter, another, about fifty yards north,
about three feet nine inches across, lined with dressed stones neatly

fitted without mortar in rings about six inches deep. Further
north, near the top of the old piers, are several more wells cut
in the rock. About 100 yards to the north, at the root of a brab
palm, are the foundations of a massive brick wall built without
mortar. The shore here forms a small bay with a beach of hard
dry sand which was a good harbour for small craft before the piers
broke the scour of the tide. On the north bank, in the north-east
comer of the island, h’es the village of Moreh with some fine mango
trees and rich garden land. Most of the house walls are built of
old bricks and dressed white trap. About fifty yards to the east of
the village, in a group of mangoes, is the top of a buried ling, one
foot high and about four feet ten inches round. The whole of the
ground between the village and the hill is covered with bricks,
pieces of roof tiles, and potsherds. In a hole on the left, which
seems to mark the site of a temple, were found bricks covered with
deep blue enamel, a jar full of roughly cut crystal beads, a box said
to have contained coins and jewels, and two inscribed copper-plates.^
The remains show that this has been a place of sanctity both for

Buddhists and Brdhmans, and the combination of the names
Ghardpuri (also called Eajbandar or the royal landing-place)
and Moreh suggests that it may be the site of Puri the unknown
sea-coast capital of the Mauryan rulers of the Konkan in the
seventh century.^ About a quarter of a mile north-west of the site
of the temple, at the foot of the north-east spur, is an old well
whose parapet walls have been lately renewed. A few yards to the

^ The inaterials for this accoont of the Moreh remains have been supplied by Mr.
Ueorge Ormiston, Engineer of the Port Tmst.

/

” appears from line 11 of the Chilukya inscription
(A.D. bJ4) at^ole where ‘ Puri the goddess of the fortunes of the Western Oraan'
IS noticed as having been besieged ‘ by hundreds of ships.’ Ind. Ant. V. 70, 72.
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north, behind a high cactus hedge, is a stone tiger’s head carred
with much spirit, about two feet long, fourteen inches high, and
sixteen inches broad. The mouth, which has served as a water-

channel, is seven and a half inches in diameter. The head jras dug
out of the old well close by about fifteen years ago. Though fresh

it is carved in the old Hindu style, perhaps of the sixth or seventh
century. About fifty yards to the west of the well, at the end of the
north spur of the main hill, is a mound whose top, about fifteen years
ago, was levelled as a site for a dwelling for the European in charge
of the earth clearings. The sides of this mound, which is rougUy
about 170 yards round the base and about fifty feet high, are feced
with bricks and slabs of dressed white trap. The sides rise in a
steep dome and the whole has much the appearance of a large
Buddhist stupa or buiial mound. Prom this mound the belt of rice

land and brushwood, that stretches about half a mile west to the
Shetbandar pier, is in many places strewn with old mortarless bricks,

blocks of dressed white trap, and fragments of figures. Besides the
broken statues of Shiv noted in the introduction, there is, close to

' the shore, about fifty yards west of the site of the European dwelling,

a mound strewn with bricks. To the north of this mound between
it and the sea, an old round brick well was searched for treasure

about thirty years ago, and the beach is still red with fragments of

bricks. About a quarter of a mile to the south, at the foot of the
hill, among rocky brushwood-covered mounds is the broken five-

headed Shiv mentioned in the introduction. The heads and the
tiaras are well cut and in fair repair, but the noses are broken. The
figure measures four feet from the top of the tiara to the thigh and
one foot two inches across the chest. He wears a strap round his
left shoulder, a sacred thread made of ropes of pearls hanging
below the waist, and a rich waistband. A broken ling case lies

close by, and about ten yards to the north is a dressed stone with two
feet which seems the pedestal of the image. Many bricks lie about.
About 100 yards north-west, close to the shore, are the waists and
thighs of two broken statues with clearly carved waistcloths.

The larger figure, which stands firmly in the ground, measures two
feet seven inches from the knee to the ribs. About sixty yards
west, along the shore, is the upper part of a male figure (referred to in
the introduction) with a handsome tiara. The statue measures three
feet from the top of the tiara to the navel and one foot three inches
across the chest. The hair falls in loose well cut ringlets, and there
is a clear-carved rosary. Close by is a small broken figure much like

Shiv’s sprites or gans. On the ground are the foundations of a brick
wall and some dressed blocks of white trap. About fifty yards to
the south-west are old foundations with dressed blocks of white trap
and big bricks (13" X 7' x 2"). From the dam of a rice field, about
twenty yards east of the Shetbandar landing pier, stand out two
blocks of dressed trap, about four feet high and two feet square at
the base and the top broken. Several other blocks of trap that
seem to have been dressed show a little above the soil. In the fields

to the west of the landing pier, in house walls in Shetbandar village,

and in mounds at the foot of the hills are remains of old bricks and
dressed blocks of white trap.

B 1064—13
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ffliapter XIY. Forts, of which there are about fifty^three, may be divided into

Places oflnterest. three groups, twenty coast forts, twenty-four inland forts, and nine
Sahyddri forts. Of the twenty coast forts four are in the Ddh4na
sub-division, at Dd,hanu, Dindn, Sanj4n, and Umbargaon ; seven are
in the Mahim sub-division, at Alibag, Bhavangad, DAntivra, MAhim,
Pmikot, Sirgaon, and Tarapur ; three are in the Itessein sub^vision,
at AmAla, Bassein, and Kharbao ; five are in Salsette, at Belaptm,
Dhardvi, Persik, Th^a, and VersAva ; and one, Kalymi, is in the
Eialydn sub-division. Of the twenty-four inland forts, five are in the
Ddhdnu sub-division, at BallAlgad, Gambhirgad, Indragad, Kanheri,
and Segv^ j six are in the M^im sub-division, at Asava, Asheri,
Kaldmg, Manor, Takmak, and Tandulvadi; one, Koj, is in Vada;
two are in the Bassein sub-division, at Jivdhan, and Kamandrng;
one, Gumtara, is in Bhiwndi

; two are in the ShAhapur sub-division,
at Bhopatgad, and Mahuli; one, Malanggad, is in Kalyin; three
are in the Panvel sub-division, at Chanderi, Kamila or Funnel
HUl, and Peb or Vikatgad ; and three are in the Karjat sub-division,

at Minikgad, Prabal, and Vishalgad. Of the nine Sahyadri forts, one,
Balvantgad, is in Shihipnr; four are in the Murbad sub-division,
at Bahirugad, Gorakhgad, Naldrng, and Sidgad ; and four are in the
Karjat sub-division, at BMvgad, Dhak, Kotaligad, and Tungi. Most
of these forts were built either by the Mnsalmans or the Portuguese
(1300-1600), were repaired by Shivaji about the middle of the
seventeenth century, and were either taken by the British in 1774 or
handed over to them in 1817. When taken by the British they were
in a state of disrepair. For twenty years not a day's labour or a
rupee’s wage had been spent on them, the defences were neglected,
and in many places the water had grown bad. Except a few of the
coast forts, which were thought to give the people a feeling of security,
the hill forts were useless, sufficient to hold out against a native
enemy but untenable against Europeans. The coast forts were left

untouched, but the inner works of the inland hill forts were as far
as possible destroyed. For a time detachments of troops held
Bassein, AmAla, and Tdrapur, and the Sahyddri fortresses of
Gorakhgad, Kotaligad, and Sidgad, but before long all were
abandoned. Major Dickinson, who in 1817 was deputed to examine
the forts, has left interesting accounts of many of them

fcimEL Hill. Funnel Hill. See Kaenala.

Gamhibgad Gambhirgad Fort, in Vyahali village twenty-two miles east of
Fort. Dahd,nu, has the ruins of works chiefly on the more accessible parts

of the hill. The hill, though very narrow and small-topped, is 2270

1 Military Diary, 314 of 1818, pp. 1079-1180. Of the form of rock that has favoured
the making of so many hill forts. Captain Newbold (J. R. A. S. IX. 25) gives the
following description : ‘In the peaks that break the monotony of the trap region the
sharp angles of the steps or terraces often wear away and leave the mountain’s face
one bold sweep from base to summit. When this is the case the mountain will be
generally found composed of amygdaloid without any interstratifled layers of hard
basalt. Alternating slopes and scarps are produced by layers of amy^aloid
coming between layers of compact basalt. 'The amygdaloid quickly breaks up,
leaving a slope often a pretty belt of forest trees. The basalt remains unbrokm
rising majestic^y from the w^d below. It is this succession of slope and scam thatmak^ isolated hills such formidable natural defences. The deep ravines that fissure
the basmt afford strong and safe channels of access, and reservoirs are easily cut on
the tabular summits. ^
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feetbigli, and has a base which is many miles rennd. In 1818 all

that remained of the fortifications was, on the brow of the hill, a low
retaining wall of loose stones, about 120 feet long, without parapet

or defence and with a bamboo gate in the middle. The huts for the
garrison were near this gateway. Water had to be brought from a
distance from a cistern near the top of the hill. In 1862 the fort was
in ruins. It had water but no supplies.

Gaurka'inat, four mfles east of Karjat, has a small hill fort with
several rock-cut water cisterns. The masonry of the fort and the
mins of an old temple below are in the pre-Musalmfin or HemMpanti
style.^

Ghodbandar, a small village and port in Salsette, with, in 1881,
a population of 601, stands on the left bank of the Bassein creek about
ten miles north-west of Thana and eighteen by a metalled road north
of Bdndra. It has a sea-customs office, and, during the five years
ending 1879-80, had average exports worth £88,853 (Rs. 8,88,530)
and imports worth £3877 (Rs. 38,770). Exports varied from £24,249
(Rs. 2,42,490) in 1874-75 to £135,717 (Rs. 13,57,170) in 1877-78,
and imports from £1540 (Rs. 15,400) in 1878-79 to £6420 (Rs. 64,200)
in 1875-76.® Ghodbandar Im been supposed to be Ptolemy’s
Hippokura. But Ghodegaon in Kolaba, which stands on one of the
Deccan trade routes and like Ptolemy’s Hippokura lies to the south
of Simnlla or Chaul, is perhaps a better identification. Ghodbandar,
then under the Portuguese, is noticed in 1672 as successfully

resisting an attack by Shivdji.® In 1675 Fryer calls it Grebondel
and describes it as a large neat built town of Martin Alfonso’s,

and at top of all his house, fort and church, of as stately

architecture as India can afford, he being the richest Son on this

side Goa.* In 1695 it is described as a hiU whose slopes were
covered with houses and on whose top was the palace of the lord of

the village.® In April 1737 the Marathfc took Ghodbandar and put
the Portuguese garrison to the sword.® Fifty years later. Hove Iffie

Polish traveller described it as a strong fort at the river entrance,

which had been neglected by the Marathas during their possession

of the island and suffered to decay by the Bombay Government as

•it did not bring any immediate income. The village had 600
families chiefly fishers. The river was full of alligators?

» Mr. W. F. Sinclair, C.S.
* The details are: Exports, 1874-75 £24,249 (Rs. 2,42,490), 1875-76 £123,526

(Rs. 12,35,260), 1876-77 £127,457 (Rs. 12,74,570), 1877-78 £135,717 (Rs. 13,57,170),
1878-79 £33,317 (Rs. 3,33,170) ; Imports, 1874-75 £3652 (Rs. 36,520), 1875-76 £6420
(Rs. 64,200), 1876-77 £4124 (Rs. 41,240), 1877-78 £3648 (Rs. 36,480), 1878-79 £1540
(Rs. 15,400). s Grant Du^ 113.

* New Account, 74. Fryer adds, ‘ Here we are land-locked by the gnt which is

fabled to be made by Alexander.’ Alexander or Sikandar, the king Arthur of the
Mnsalmdns, is probably, as at Elephant^ a Mtihammadan tnuislation of the Hindu
Pdndav. Fryer’s gut, or passage, a ba^t dyke that runs nearly across the creek

about two miles above Ghodbandar is still known to the people as the Pindav’s Wall
(Mr. G. L. Gibson). Ghodbandar seems to be the place which Pages described as the

remains of a monument which showed the limits of Alexander’s conquests. Quoted in

Tieffenthaler’s Description Historique et Geographique de I’Inde, I. 410.
® Gemelli Careri in Churchill, IV. 193. * Bombay Quarterly Review, m. 273.
’’

Hove’s Tours, 14,
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The chief object of interest is Uie Collector’s residence on a
wooded knoll about a quarter of a mile south-west of the landii^

place. It is reached by a broad flight of stone steps, and commands
a beautiful view. To the east the Bassein creek winds among
picturesque ranges of forest-clad hills, and to the west, across a
flat of rice fields and salt-marsh, are the palm groves of Bassein

and the sea beyond. The building is large and handsome, nearly in

the form of a church with a nave leading to a circular chancd,

covered with a high cupola or dome and surrounded by a veranda.

The whole is arched with stone and very strong.^ It was a
Portuguese church dedicated to St. John.® According to the local

tale, its dome and some other Saracenic features are duo to the

power of a Musalm^n saint who lies buried near and who all but
succeeded in turning the church into a mosque.® On another
hill a couple of hundred yards west of the house are the remains
of the Portuguese fort, and below it are the ruins of the

cloister of a large monastery. There are two English tombs
without inscriptions and a third with an inscription near the foot of

the staircase.* The rest-house on the shore, close to the landing

place, has accommodation for over fifty travellers. It was built in

1828 by Mr. Navroji Jamsetji Vadia, the Parsi head boat-builder

of Bombay.® Another rest-house at Ghodbandar was built by
Karamsi Ranmal, the same who made the steps leading to the
Great Cave at Elephants.

Gholvad,® eight miles north of D^hd.nu, with, in 1881, a population
of 1486, is a station on the Baroda railway with post and sea-

customs offices. The station traffic returns show an increase in
passengers from 5898 in 1873 to 9949 in 1880, and a fall in goods from
912 to 522 tons. The sea trade returns show, for the three years ending
1878-79, average eyports worth £1870 and average imports worth
£202. Exports varied from £899 (Rs. 8990) in 1876-77 to £3102
(Rs. 31,020) in 1878-79, and imports from £122 (Rs. 1220) in 1878-79
to £290 (Rs. 2900) in 1876-77.^

.

^ Heber’s Journal, II. 188. In 1825 when Bishop Heber visited Ghodbandar, the
house was used as an occasional residence of the Governor of Bombay.

^ The buildings of Ghodbandar are said (1803) to include a Portuguese fort and
monastery, and a large church dedicated to St. John. Macleod’s MS. Account of
SAlsette : Naime, 60. In 1859 the Collector, Mr. Morgan, reported that the building
did not appear to have been used as a church since the island came into British
possession in 1774-5. According to Mr. Morgan the cause of its disuse as a church
was the decrease in the Roman Catholic community, who in 1859 numbered only
forty-five souls and were unable to support a priest. The building was supplied
with doors and windows and otherwise repaired in 1823. Collector’s Records, 1859.

® Or. Chris. Spec. X. 338.
^ The tomb bears the inscription, ‘ Sacred to the memory of Catherine Eliza,

infant daughter of Capt. P, Saunderson, 15th Regiment, Bombay Native Infantry,
who departed this life 13th October 1834, aged three months and ten davs.

* Mr. B. B- PateL
1760 Ou Perron notices Gholvad as the head of a district. Zend Avesta,

I. cccbcxix.
' Previous to 1876-77 Gholvad was included under XJmbargaon. The details for

the three years ending 1879 are: Exports, 1876-77 £899 (Rs. 8990), 1877-78 £1608
31,020) ; Import®, 1876-77 £290 (Rs. 2900), 1877-78

£194 (Rs. 1940), 1878-79 £122 (Rs. 1220).
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Gorai, in Silsette, about five miles west of Borivli station on the
Baroda railway, with a Christian popnlation of 973, has a chnrch
dedicated to the Holy Magi. It was built by subscription in 1810,
is seventy -five feet long, twenty-four broad and twenty-one high,

and is in good repair. About a mile to the north are the ruins ofan
old Portuguese chnrch seventy-two feet long, twenty-seven broad,
and 22| high. A Portuguese and a Marathi school are supported
by local funds.

GrOrakllgad, about twelve miles south-east of Mnrb4d and a
couple of miles from Sidgad, a sheer rock about 400 feet high, stands
ont from the Sahyddria at the foot of the Aupa or Khopoli pass. In
1818 it had two forts an upper and a lower. After a difficult ascent

ofabout 100 feet, in places along the brink of a precipice, stood a
gateway with an underground spiral staircase behind it. At the top
of the staircase was a second gateway, and above were some water
cisterns and huts. Prom this a second steep and dangerous ascent

of about 100 feet ended in a narrow terrace from ten to fifteen feet

wide, with some large cisterns and caves useful for stores or dwellings,

running under a knob of rock about 100 feet high. The top was
reached by a very narrow and difficult staircase hewn out of the rock.

This upper fort was, in Captain Dickinson’s opinion, safe against any
native power and could scarcely be taken by surprise. In 1862 it

was minous with scanty water and no supplies. Close by is

Machhindragad an abrupt rock like Gorakhgad. These rocks are
notable from the railway near Neral station.

The caves and cisterns noticed by Captain Dickinson are the
remains of an early religious settlement. At different heights and
at irregular distances are many small groups of caves'most of them
dwellings much like many of the Kanheri excavations. They have
verand^, seats, and square hewn pillars. The water in the cisterns

is cool and abundant.

Goregaon, in Silsette about eighteen miles north of Bombay, is

a station on the Baroda railway. The traffic returns show no goods
bnt an increase in passengers from 29,630 in 1873 to 46,785 in 1880.
Near Goregaon are some interesting early Hindu remains. About
a mile to the south-east, on the way to the Jogeshvari caves, are
carved stones which seem to belong to a temple of the twelfth
century, and, near Aknrli, about three miles to the north-east, in
the direction of the Kanheri caves, is the Padan rock on whose
bald head are carvings and writings, perhaps between the first and
the fifth century a.d., apparently an odd mixture of Buddhist and
Brahman symbols.

About a mile south-east of the village in the outer face of the back
wall of the Goregaon temple is a spirited lion’s head, and a few yards
off a fine well apparently of old dressed stones. These stones were
brought from a mined temple on the river bank, about a quarter of a
mile north of their present site, in ground thickly overgrown with
brushwood and with a tall notable pipal tree. Under a big banian
tree, overgrown by its roots, is the capital of a pillar and a seated
figure apparently of Bhairav. Close to the large pipal, abont fifty

yards south-east, in a thorn thicket, is an old broken bull with bell
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Races ^Interest open field about forty yards to the south is an unfinished
Ganpati.

Gomoaon. About three miles north-east of Groregaon station, in a small

wooden temple within the lands of the deserted village of Akurli,

is an image of Devi, known as EArsangli Devi. This image is said

to have been found at the bottom of a pond about thirty years ago,

and was set up and provided with a temple by a large Hindu land-

owner Mr. Bh4u Rasul. A few years ago (1875) a childless Hindu
made a vow to the goddess and in due course his wife had a son.

Since then a yearly fair has been held on Mdgh fnllmoon (January-

Rebmary) . It is attended by about 1000 Hindus, besides some
Musalmans and Pdrsis.

Padan. In the forest and brushwood lands, about 500 .yards east of this

temple rises a great dome of black trap known as the padan. From
the west it rises with a gentle bush-covered slope to a bare flat top,

and ends eastward in a sheer cliff about 200 feet high. The hill lies

five or six miles west of Kanheri, and the black cleft in which the

Kanheii caves are cut, and above, the patch of brushwood, that

marks the site of one of the old burial mounds, can be clearly seen.

The country between rises in long slopes, the upper slopes covered

with teak and other timber, the lower thick with a forest of brab

palms. The name padan is probably modern Marathi and means a

resting-place for cattle, which, in the rainy months, are said to leave

the wet lowlands and come to rest on the smooth dry hdl-top.

Two local stories explain the sanctity of the hilL Accormng to

one account, a supernatural cow, winch lived on the hill-top and
hated the sight of man, was once pursued and disappeared into the

rock through a small hole, under a gnarled old tamarind tree, at the
north-west side of the hill top. The hole looks artificial as if the

mouth of a ruined shrine or cell. Kdthkaris sometimes enter in

search of porcupine quills and are said to be able to crawl for some
distance. According to the other story, the hill is called Homiicha
Dongar from a holy woman who lived on the top and offered herself

as a fire sacrifice. That it was a holy place and a dwelling of sages

appears from some of the inscriptions which mention the names of

sages and speak of pleasure grounds, dramas. There is a pond to

the west of the hill, which is said to have been lined with dressed
stones and may have been connected with the hill by a flight of

steps. Of the steps no trace remains.

Going up from the north, there are, on the top, near the north
end and along the west crest, remains of dressed stones and of

foundations or retaining walls. In different parts of the bare smooth
top are carved tracings of feet : Two pairs of cow’s feet (3"), two
pairs of calFs feet (2") close by, four toeless feet (one pair 10' X 5",

the other 8" X 4") said to be the feet of a man and of a woman, two
large sized feet with marked toes (1' 1" X 5"), and some distance off

the prints of a child’s feet. There are also the Buddhist wheel
9" in diameter, a Buddhist trident 1' 6" across, two conch shells

(one 1' 8" X 9", the other 8" x 5"), a round looking-glass with a handle
(1' 6" X 9"), two jugs (one 8" x 4", the other 10" x 8") and a
water pot (1' 2" x9"). Near several of these carvings short writings
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have been eat. There are twelve writings all undated^ but from
the form of the letters estimated to vary between the first and
sixth centuries a.d. Near the two large human footprints is

a group of seven short writings. One of these, in letters of about
the first century, runs :

‘ The sage Musala

a

second, of about the

same age, ‘The footstep (seat) of Nandi/ a third and fourth, in

letters of about the second or third century, reads ‘ Musaladatta ’

the same name as the first
; a fifth, of about the same age, is ‘ The

step of BAma ; and a sixth, also of the second or third century, ‘ Ja
(Ji ?) rdsandhadatta, probably the name of a sage.^ The seventh
inscription is the formula of the northern Buddhists, ‘ The object of.

those (the Adi-Buddhas) who for the sake of rehgion came ruto the
world (before him, that is before Gautama) the Tathagata (that

is he who came as they came, namely Gautama) has explained

;

what they forbad the great Shramana (that is Gautama) tells as
follows The letters are of about the sixth century and are written

in the southern style of that century.® Besides this group there

are four scattered inscriptions in letters whose forms seem to be
of about the first century. One of these is ‘ The western pleasure-

grounds of the Vdsdka mountain/ the second, opposite to the first,

is ‘And the eastern pleasure-grounds of Kosikaya (Sk. Kau^ikeya) /
the third is ‘ BamhachAri (Sk. Brahmachari) Vi (Ma ?) kara did

the farmers / and the fourth is ‘ The mounts, the residence

of monks all around.’ ®

The top of the rock is about 350 feet long by 130 broad. At
the south edge of the crest are the remains of a retaining wall and
broken pieces of dressed stone, which seem to mark the site of small
Buddhist shrines or templea There are said to be no caves in the
east face of the hill, but this side was not examined.

Goreh, a mile north of the Vaitamain Vada, near the south spur
of Koj hill, is a village of 128 houses chiefly of husbandmen. It was
probably from this town that Ptolemy took the name Gaoris for the
Yaitama river.*

Places

GOBBSAeiF.

Padan.

OOSSH.

* These mscriptions are contributed by Pandit Bhagy&nlAl Indraji. The first

inscription reads :
‘ Sadhamusala ’ probably for ‘ Sidhamusala,' (Sk.) ‘Siddhaimtmla

the second Nandi paam, (Sk.) Nandipadam; and the ‘ Rdma ikamo,’ (Sk.)
RdmavUcramah. The rest are as in the text.

® The letters run, ‘TedharmmdhetuprabhavdketasteshdnTafhagafohyavadatteshdn-
eha yo nirodha evamvddi MahdsAravana.’ This is a little incorrect in its spelling,

dharmmd should be dharmma, hetiisteshdn should be hetmrieshdn, and itahdihravana
should be Mahdshramana. This formula is written at the end of many Buddhirt
books, and is repeated as a spell or mantra by the Nep&lese Buddhists when they
offer hied rice to Buddha after worship. It is often found below images of BncUha
later than the fifth century.
The formula is differently interpreted. Some take it as an independent Terse ;

others, as in the text, take it to be the first of two verses, the other verse giving
what is forbidden.

* The first inscription reads :
‘ Pavataea Fdidasa drama aparilo’ (Sk.) ‘ Parvatasya

Vdsdkasya drdmah apardsthah the second, Kosikayasa ddao drdmo cha, (Sk.)
Kauahikeyasya udayah drdmaehcha

;

the third, ' Bamhachdri Vi (Ma?) Kardhi
Kudu(m)hika Kdto, {Sk.) Brahmachari Fi(Ma?) Karaih Kutvmbika Kritah/
and the fourth, Pavato ahhunte sidhavaaati (Sk.) Parvatdbhyantah siddhavaatUih,

* A pensioned mhmlatdir, a resident of Goreh, remembers Goreh being the station
of the Beshwa’s Subheddr, when, in 1817, the British took over the North Konkan.
The Subhedar had the forts of Asheri, Gambhirgad, Koj, and Takmak undw his
charge. The old office at Goreh was sold by the British Government the head'
qnai^rs moved to Vhda. Mr. W. B. Mnlock, C.S.
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Gulsunde, about ten miles south of Panvel, has a temple of

Siddheshvar on the west bank of the Vegavati river. The temple

is said to have been built by Ramdji Mahddev one of the Peshwa^s
governors. The original stone dome and roof are said to have bemi
too heavy and to have been replaced with a cement roof by B^jirdv

Peshwa. Every year on the great Shivrdtri, in January-Pebruaiy
{Mdgh vadya 13th), about 1000 persons visit the shrine and from
£100 to £120 (Rs. 1000 -Rs. 1200) worth of goods are sold. The
shrine enjoys a yearly Government grant of £5 10«. (Rs. 55).

About fifteen years ago large numbers of Hindus flocked to Gulsnnde,
as the story got abroad that the idol had uttered sounds like the

roaring of a lion. Round the temple is a rest-house with the

inscription ' At the feet of Siddheshvar (the offering of) Mah4dev
But Baji Karmarkar.’ Close by is a mean brick and wood temple
of Lakahmi-Narayan, built by Anand Kdshin^th Joshi in A.D. 1867
{Shah 1789). On the east bank of thp Vegavati, in Karare village,

is a stone temple of Rameshvar with broad stone steps leading to

the water’s edge. It was built by Saddshiv Mankeshvar in 1836
{Shak 1758) and has a rest-house attached. A few hundred yards
inland stan^ a remarkably fine house built by Ragho Malhdr
Kulkami, Diw4n of Sadilshiv Mdnkeshvar. It is said to have cost

£20,000 (Rs. 2,00,000). Huge stone buttresses support the four

comers of the building, but the upper story is of brick and
mortar. The whole is in bad repair. Between the villages of
Chavne and Ladivli, a mile below Gulsnnde, a stone dam crosses

the Vegdvati, bearing date a.d. 1804 {Shak 1726). It is from six

to eight feet broad and was built by Mahddev sut Baji Karmarkar.
Above the dam the river forms a beautiful reach two miles long, a
mile above and a mile below Gulsnnde. Pine mango, jack, and
other fruit trees give thick shade and make this an excellent
camping ground. . ,

Gumtara Fort, in Bhiwndi on a hill 1949 feet high, about
fifteen miles south of Takmak and close to the village of Dugad,
is a place of great natural strength. In 1818, of the outworks which
once enclosed the only accessible part of the hill, in many places
nothing remained but a low wail little better than a heap of stones.
About the gateway, at the head of a very steep and narrow
watercourse, 400 feet from the top of the hill, were the remains of
fortifications. The water supply was from seven cisterns cut in
the rock near the gateway.

Gunj, about ten miles south-west of Vdda, has on the west bank
of a pond, close to the village, the ruins of a temple of Amba, which
is said to have fallen about a hundred years ago. About half a
mile from the village, a little way up Bhdrgavram hill, stands a
temple of Bhargavram the sixth incarnation of Vishnu. Of its age
there is no record ; the villagers say it was built about 400 years
ago. The builder was probably one of the Koli chiefs of Jawhdr
from whom the temple holds a grant of 50^ acres of land. The
temple is strongly built with neatly cut stones set in mortar.
There are four doors with images of Ganpati over two of them.
The hall measures twenty-two feet by eighteen and the shrine nine
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feebbjsix. The image of the god is thefigare ofaman in bas-reli^ Chapter XIV.
six cubits long by four broad.

offiitetert.

Close by, in the private or iridm village of Kati, is a temple of

Vajreshvari lately (1880) rebuilt by the proprietor. It measures
twenty-four cubits long by sixteen broad and has an endowment
of 46f acres of land. To the north of the temple is a small cistem
called the Bhdgirathi Kund with an unfailing supply of water.

Gunj is said to Imve been the original site of the Yajrdbai temple,
which, after its destruction by the Portuguese, was removed to

Vadavli, in Bhiwndi, five miles south.

Halkhnrd, eight miles south of Kaijat, has, in an overhanging
scarp not far from the village, a plain monastery cave twelve feet

by eleven, surrounded by cells. One cell on the left of the entrance

h^ been turned into a shrine of Bhairav, and, within living

memory, the front wall of the cave has been thrown down. It is

said to have borne an inscription.^

Hog Islaild,^ with a population of 676 souls, lies in the Bombay
harbour about ten miles east of the Apollo pier. The rock is chiefly

black basalt which appears not only in veins and dykes, bnt forms
the highest masses of the island, and even presents little headlands
towards the harbour.* The Hindus have two names for the island,

Devdevi and NIrive. The Portuguese called it Hha de Patecas, or
water-melon island, a name which appears in Fryer’s (1680)
Putachoes.* It was ceded to the English by the treaty of S&lbai

(1782).*

The* chief object of interest on the island is the Hydraulic Lift

Graving Dock. Before the Suez Canalwas opened, theyearly military

reliefs between England and India were carried by five troopships,

of which two worked on the European side and three on the Indian
side of the isthmus of Suez. A special dock was required for the

three troopships doing duty on the Indian side, as the depth of water
over the sill of the Bombay graving dock could admit them only at

exceptionally high tides.

About 1866-67 a committee was appointed to advise on the
best form of dock. After visiting some of the most important
graving docks in England they recommended a Clark’s Hydraulic
Lift like one then in use at the Victoria Docks on the Thames. A
Clark’s Lift large enough for au Indian troopship was ordered,

Mr. Edwin Clark, Mem.Inst.C.E., being the engineer, and Messrs.
Emerson and Murgatroyd of Stockport and Liverpool, the
contractors. An engineer sent from England to choose a site

fixed on the north shore of Hog Island, about eight nules east

HAunusD.

HoaIsi.Ain>.

Hydraulic
L\/t

* Mr. W. F. Sinclair in Ind. Ant V. 310.
’ The MarAthi name for the island is NhAve. It vets its English name because

it was here that ships used to be hogged, that is hud on one side and scraped.
Mr. James Douglas. » Jour. Bom. Br. Boy. As. Soc. VI. 169.

* Da Conha’s Bassein, 204 ; Fryer’s New Account, 62, 76. It seems "to be
Hamilton’s (1720) Salvageo ‘ about a league from Elephants and affording nothing
bnt Brewood.’ New Account, L 242.

' Naime’s Konkan, 103. * Contributed by Mr, F. B, Maclaran, C.E.

B 1064—14
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of M^gaon, where there is deep water close to the shore. Whether
this site is the best that could hare been chosen is a matter of

opinion. There is no doubt that the distance of Hog Island from
Bombay has, in a great measure, led to the practical abandonment
of the dock.

Most graving docks consist of a basin into which a ship is floated

during high water. The gates are then closed and the water dis-

charged either by gravitation as the tide ebbs, or by pumping.
As the water sinks, the ship is shored by timber against the sides

of the basin. The Hydranbc Lift Graving Dock is on a different plam
Instead of the water being removed from the sides of the ship, the
ship is lifted out of the water.

The Hog Island Lift consists of two rows of hollow cast-iron

columns, six feet six inches in diameter, sunk to a solid foundation

at depths varying from fifty to seventy feet below high water level.

The two rows of columns are eighty-eight feet apart, and, in each
row, the eighteen columns are eighteen feet apart at the centre

and twenty-four feet apart at the ends. Inside of each
column a pair of hydraulic presses and rams, fourteen inches in

diameter and having a stroke of thirtyrfonr feet, rest on a bed of

Portland cement concrete. To the top of the rams, flat iron chains

are fastened by strong iron cross-heads, and, at the lower ends
of the chains, wronght-iron girders stretch under water across the

lift from one row of columns to the other. These girders are of

the Warren girder type twelve feet deep and of great strength.

There are thus eighteen pairs of girders forming a sort of grid
between the two rows of columns. The rams are worked by
hydraulic pressure from two pairs of powerful steam pumping-
engines placed in an engine house on shore, the water being
supplied to the pumps from an overhead tank and carried in pipes

from the pumps to the rams under a pressure of . J 7 ’ cwts. the
square inch. The pipes are laid along a gangway eighteen feet

wide and 200 feet long, supported on cast-iron columns two feet three
inches in diameter, which forms a passage between the lift and
the workshops on the shore. At the outer end of the gangway is

a valve house, with an ingenious arrangement of valves, whereby one
man can with ease shut off or apply pressure to the presses and
rams at any part of the lift. These valves are further divided into
three groups in such a manner that in lifting a ship, should the
weight be uneven and the rams not be working at the same rate,

one man can by manipulating the valves bring the whole to one
level.

Attached to the lift is a pontoon, or tray of wrought iron, eighty-
four feet wide and 380 feet long, with sides nine feet deep. This
tray is made of longitudinal and transverse wrought-iron girders
and plating, and is divided into bays or chambers by longitudinal
and transverse bulk heads. At the bottom of each chamber is a
large valve which allows water to pass out or in. When a ship is

to be docked, the pontoon is brought into position between the rows
of columns and over the transverse Warren girders which are raised
into position to receive it

;
the valves of the pontoon are opened
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and it is qoietly lowered into the water. When the pontoon is Chapter XIV.

deep enough the ship is brought over it, and, the pressure being Places of Inteieal.
admitted into the presses, the pontoon is raised until the keel of

Island
the ship bears against the keel blocks previously arranged along

the centre of the pontoon. Sliding bilge blocks, with which the

pontoon is also fitted, are then drawn up by chains leading on to the

side platforms of the lift, and the ship being safely berthed on the

pontoon the whole is lifted out of the water. As soon as the

ship and pontoon are clear of the water, any additional shoring that

is necessary is put in, the pontoon valves are closed, and the whole
lowered. This time the pontoon floats with the ship on it, and as

it does not draw -more than six feet, it may be towed to any
convenient shallow basin. The lift is ready for another pontoon
and another ship. The time spent in actual lifting is about twenty
minutes, and for the whole operation not more than an hour and a

half. With two pontoons in readiness there would be no difficulty

in lifting and docking two ships on one tide.

To help the working of ships and of the pontoon in and out of the

lift, powerful capstans have been set on large cast-iron cylinders,

twenty-two feet in diameter and filled with concrete, two being at

the west entrance and one between the lift and the shore. A steam
capstan has also been provided at the shore end of the gangway,
and snatch-heads and bollards on the platforms on the outer sides

of the rows of columns.

The work was begun in 1869, but, owing to delay in receipt of

material, it was not in full swing until November 1870. It was
completed in September 1872, and was taken over by a committee
appointed by Grovernment on the 12th September 1872. On this

occasion the resident engineer and contractors were anidons to prove
the usefulness of the work by lifting a ship. Government ordered
the turret ship Magdala to be held in readiness, but it was afterwards

feared that, if lifted out of the water, the Magdala might be
strained by the weight of her armour plating. As no vessel was
available, the strength of the lift was tested by raising the pontoon
full of water, a weight of 81 00 tons or 62 per cent more than the

weight of the heaviest troopship.

The cost of the lift with pontoon and other apparatus is supposed
to have been about £300,000 (Rs. 30,00,000). The exact figures

are not available, as nearly the whole amount was paid in England
by the Secretary of State. The work in India was supervised by
Mr. J. Standfield, C.E., resident engineer, Mr. F. B.Maclaran, C.B.,

being the contractors’ agent, and Lieutenant, now Captain,
Haydon, R.E., executive engineer, representing the Government of

Bombay.

By the opening of the Suez Canal the necessity for docking
troopships in India ceased. For the same reason, ships of the
Mercantile Marine which were formerly docked in Bombay have
their repairs done in England. On this account, and, because of its

distance from Bombay, the Hog Island Lift has been little used.
When it has been used the machinery has worked well.

Htungaon village, nine miles east of Karjat and just below the Humgaon.
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Places nTTnterairtL pass, a handsome stone-lined reservoir bnilt at a cost of £7500
(Rs. 75,000) by the widow of Sadfchiv Chimndji, a member of the

Peshwa’s family. On the edge of the reservoir are two small

temples.^

Indbaqad Indragad Port, in Karambeli village, about fifteen mOes norlh
Fokt. XJmbargaon, on a wooded hiU from two to three hundred feet

high, stands near the south bank of the Kaln river abont two miles

from the sea coast. To the east and west of the fort the hill is

very steep, but in 1818 the forest came near enough in places to

cover an attacking force. It is also commanded by a detached hill

about 400 yards to the south-east.

The fort is very small not more than 180 feet by 120. In 1818 it

had round towers for defence, the works being about twenty feet

high and ten thick. The body of the rampart was in good
repair, but the parapet was only four feet thick and out of order.

The fort had two entrances, both protected by a strong wall lower
than the works with which it was connected. Within the fort were
two tolerable buildings for stores and barracks and two ruined

reservoirs. Underneath the fortifications were abont nineteen cells

of different sizes. In 1 862 the fort was ruinous. Indragad was
taken in 1780 by lieut. Welsh of General Goddard's army, the

brilliant captor of Pamera and Bagvada in south Surat* The cells

are the remains of an old religions settlement. They are said to be
plain without figures or inscriptions, but have not yet been properly
examined.

Jahbbvu. '' Jambrug in Karjat, five miles east of Kh^&pnr, has a small

cave in the north face of Reran or Ndth Patar, the spur np which
the Bor incline passes. It is now sacred to Gambhirn^th

From Jambrug, a hill path leads to a rough rocky ledge, backed
by an overhanging scarp, which is hollowed into a cave whose sloping

roof seems to be partly natural. The terrace in front of the cave
looks down a deep glen with rocky side ridges and upper grass
slopes sprinkled with trees. Further down stretches a plateau with
large trees and open glades of white or light green

; below the
plateau lies a deep-green forest, brightened by the sear leaves of
the wild plantain, and some yellow paTiirs, sdvara, and Tchandola?
Onwards the valley opens into rice lands, with a sprinkling of trees,

and fringed by grassy uplands which rise into the Dapne spur, with
the higher ranges of Mdther^n, Prabal, and False Funnel behind.

In front of the cave, supported on four wooden pillars, is a rude
sloping roof roughly thatched with wild plantain leaves. At the
entrance, cut in two stones, are small images ofVaghdev as sentinels,
and a rough Mdruti is carved on one of the wooden pillars of the
porch. Inside of the entrance is a rough cave sixteen feet deep,
twelve feet five at the broadest, and the roof sloping from eight feet

' Mr. W. B. Mulock, C. S. * Grant Duff’s MarAthis, 435.
* Pahir Ficus cordifolia ; mmr Bombax malabaricum ; khandol Stercnlia urens.
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five at the outside to four feet eight at the back wall On the left

side of the cave, leaning against the back wall, are two shelves
holding a number of small gods very rudely cut and smeared with
redlead.^ Through a break in the left wall is a rock-cut cistern

which holds two or three feet of water throughout the year. Along
the right wall is a rough wooden bench, and, near it, the small stone
tomb of some former ascetic. On a shelf, against the back wall, are
two conch shells, a small atone mug, and the vessels used in the
worship of the god.® In the centre of the back wall is a hole one
foot eight inches high and one foot four inches broad. This forms
the entrance to a second rock-cut chamber of an irregular shape
about twelve and a half feet at the broadest and about five feet high.
In the back wall of this second cave, an opening, one foot square,
leads into the shrine of the god Gambhnmdth, six feet broad, long,
and three feet four inches high. At the back is the image of the
god, a rough human bust with two hands, cut in the same stone as
the rock and about nine inches high. In front of the image, a lamp
bums every Sunday from six in the morning till noon. According
to the local story, Gambhimdth’s real shrine is on the top of Dhak
hill about six miles to the north-east. But, as the Dh^ shrine
could be reached only by a ladder, a - new image was made about
seven generations ago and set up in the present cave. Connected
with this shrine is a monastery, math, at the village of Chochi about
five miles from Karjat. The head of the monastery is a Kanphati
or slit-ear ascetic. He employs a Br^man, a Ndgar from Limbdi
in KAthidwdr, on £4 (Es. 40) a year with food and drink, who
^its the cave every Sunday and performs the worship of the god
lighting a lamp and giving him a dinner of rice and milk.® Under
the Brdhmau is a Thakur servant who cleans the cave, fetches water,
and smears the minor gods with redlead. On Sundays ’ Knnbis,
Sonars and LohArs, chiefly from the villages round come to worship.
Gambhirnath has two great yearly festivals on Bhddrapad full-

moon (August-September) and at Basra (September-October).
On those days all who have made vows bring a goat, have its

throat cut by a Musalman outside of the temple, and have part of
the flesh burnt in a small hole in the floor of the outer cave. Part
of the victijn is offered to the head of the monastery who gives a
dinner generally to about fifty of the pilgrims.

On the way back, to the right of the top of the steps, cut in the
rock, is a rough lifelike bas-relief of a Kanphati Gos&i playing
the violin, vina. The bas-relief is about four feet high and haa

The details are, on the lower shelf most to the left, a small rough stone elephant
atxmt three mches high, a stone conch, a ling, two footjnints, a lion and a bull six
inches hy three high. On the upper shelf, on the left, are a foot high Ganpati, a

^niti, and a four-inch trident, two footprints, and a sm^ Gambhim&th
bidden with redle^, And, on the rights a MdrntL,

* These are, an incense salver dhupdrti, a small platter on the top of a pillar also
for mcense, a brass beU, and a few dishes.

,
* On Sunday forenoon the Brahman cooks a large pot of rice, divides leav^ of

the wild plantmn into eighteen pieces, lays a heap of rice on each piece of leaf,
imurs a httle m^ over each allowance of rice, and lays them before the gods, fifteen
shares gomg made for Gambhirndth, and four being divided among the minor gods.
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bracelets^ earrings^ and necklace, and a tiara-like headdress. He
watches an image of Bhairoba which is cat in a recess in the

rock. ^

Jha'i, abont ten miles sonth of Sanjdn^ is said to have once had
200 Parsi houses of which only five are left. It has two ruined

stone towers of silence which can be seen from Vevji railway

station about two miles to the north. The fine and very airy

rest-house in Bordi, one mile sonth of Jhai^ was built in 1832 by
Pestanji Kharshedji Kdma of Bombay.

Jivdhan Hill, in Bassein, abont a mile east of the Virdr station

on the Baroda railway, has on its top ruins of fortifications visible

from the railway, and within the fortifications some very old-looking
caves and cisterns said to be the work of the Pdndavs.^ Throughout
the fair season people, especially barren women from the surrounding
villages, go to the caves to make offerings to an invisible deity, who
is believed to have fled from a niche in one of the caves at the touch
of a Mhar. Offerings of betelnuts are thrown into a hole in the niche
in which the offended deity is believed to live.^

Jogeshvari^ or Amboli Cave, in Sdlsette, about two and a
half miles south-east of Goregaon station on the Baroda railway, is a
very large, once richly ornamented, now decayed Brahmanic temple
of the eighth century. It is cut in a low dome of crumbling volcanic

breccia in the waving palm-covered uplands that rise between
the outer belt of rice fields and the central Vehar hills. The rock
lies within the limits of Amboli village from which the cave was
formerly known as the Amboli Cave.

About three-quarters of a mile south from the Goregaon station

along the Bombay high road, a good cart tract turns to the east.

On the left, soon after leaving the high road, in the enclosure
of Goregaon temple, are some BiAhmanic stones, probably of the
eleventh or twelfth century, which have been brought from a ruined
temple, of which interesting traces remain in a thick thorn brake
about 300 yards to the north. Beyond Goregaon temple the road
leaves the rice fields and crosses about two miles of prettily wooded
waving uplands. The low rounded rock in which the cave is cut is

covered with grass and thorn bushes. It might be easily passed
unnoticed but for a whitewashed lamp pillar and a large pond to the
west of the entrance.

From the lamp pillar a plain rock-cut passage, abont eight feet
broad and fifty long, leads to an open court much mined, perhaps
unfinished, and with some remains of carving. From this court six
steps lead down to a portico (20 feet by 18 and about 20 high)
through a door once richly carved. The walls of the portico, and the

' Mr. W. B. Mulock, C. S. * Mr. R4md4s KAsidAs Modi.
*Tlie Jogeshvari cave is described by Du Perron (1760), Zend Avesta, I.

ccolx3CKviii.-cccxc. ; Hunter (1784), Archseologia, VII. 295-299; and Salt (1806)
Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc. (Eeprint), I. 44-47. Du Perron speaks of a ‘ female lingam’
over the central alt^. But his drawing is more like the present pair of footprints
th^ the of a ling. He carried off a small bull abont a foot long which was
stul worshipped and cov-ered with oil.
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walls of its two end recesses, were once covered with figures. But
the crumbling rock and the low damp site of the cave have rotted
away almost all traces of carving. At the ends of the portico were
two richly ornamented chambers (about 18 x 12 x 10 high) separated
from the body of the porch by two pillars and two pilasters. These
pillars have wasted away to the quaintest skeletons with rough
corkscrew-like ridges of harder stone, like the wreaths round the
prentice pillar at Boslin Chapel. The large figure in the right
chamber seems to have been Shiv in the form of a seated Buddha-like
ascetic, and below there is a trace of a side figure perhaps the giver
of the sculpture. The figure in the left chamber seems to have been
Shiv dancing the wild tdndav. In the middle of the back wall of
the portico is a highly ornamented door with the remains of large
wardera on either side, and, in other parts, with traces of delicate

carving.

The central door opens on an immense hall about ninety feet

square and ten feet high, but dark and damp and the floor deep in
mud and slime. About seventeen feet from the side walls, a square
cordon of twenty cushion-capitaUed pillars, six on each side, divides
the cave into four aisles and a central hall about fifty feet square.
In the middle of the central hall is a rock-cut shrine about twenty-
two feet square with au entrance door in the centre of each face.

Within the shrine, on a low altar, under a rough wooden canopy
with four comer pillars about four feet high adorned with tinsel and
coloured paper, is a stone about a foot square, apparently modem,
on whose surface are cut a pair of feet. The east outer face of the
shrine is covered with figures of Shiv’s atten^nts or gans. The
north wall of the hall is blank with no outlet. The south wall of
the hall is pierced with a central door, two pillared windows and
two side doorways. The doors open on a veranda, sixteen feet

broad and about 120 feet long, whose outer eave is supported on
a row of ten pillara and two pilasters in the Elephants style. On
the capitals are struts, carved with a female figure and a dwarf
standing under foliage, as in the great Bdddmi cave. The face of
the back wall of the veranda, though much rotted, has remains of
rich carving round the central door. Beyond the veranda is an
open court surrounded by ruined and water-logged cells. On a
parapet at the east end of the veranda is a worn writing, in eighth
century Sanskrit, of which ni ho ro is all that remains. A little to
the right, at the east end of the court-yard, a curious winding
passage leads, on the right, to a shrine with a large carved image of
Meshmargiri. The east door of the great hall opens on a large
vestibule or porch. The inner wall of this porch, that is the outer
face of the east wall of the main cave, is covered with figures. On
each side of the door is a giant warder and many images of gans
or attendants of Shiv. Above the door is a seated Shiv worshipped
by ascetics. The group on the right is Shiv and Parvati

; that on
the left is Shiv’s wedding. The porch or vestibule is about thirty
feet long. It has a central hall, about twenty-three feet broad and
eighteen feet high, and side verandas sixteen feet broad, separated,
from the central hall, by a row of four pillars and two pilasters.
In the outer face of the east wall of the porch is Shiv dancing the
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Chapter ZIY. tdndav, and^ above the door^ ia a cell said to be entered from the

Places ofbterest rock. Across an open court, about forty-seven feet long,
is an outer porch, in form like the inner porch, a central hall (about
89 feet by 18) with side rows of four pillars tuid two pilasters, and,
behind the pillars, aisles about twelve feet broad. The back wjdl of
the north aisle is carved in groups of figures, goddesses and GlanpatL
Outside of the porch, a rock-cut passage, about nine feet broad,
rises by about thirty stejM to the level of the top of the rock.

Next to the KaiMs at Elura this is the largest known cave in
India. Its length from east to west is 240 feet, or including the
two rock-cut passages 320 feet ; and its breadth, including the long
passage in the south, is 200 feet.^ According to Dr. Burgess it

has the special -architectural interest of showing almost no trace

of the arrangements of a Buddhist monastery. Its large porticos
and courts point to the development of the style that appears in
the built temples of Ambarndth near Kalyan (1060), of Pattan
SomnAth in south KAthiAwAr (1198), and of the Abu temples in
north GrujarAt (1197-1247). If the DumAr caveat Elura was cut
in the first quarter of the eighth century, and the great Elephanta
cave very soon after, this Jogeshvari cave probably dates from the
latter half of the eighth century.®

Ealambhoin is a Bassein village, on the right bank of the
TAnsa, about eighteen miles east of MAnikpur. In the village,

lying on the ground, is a large stone twelve feet long, three feet

broad, and about a foot thick. It is covered with nine-inch figures

in high relief, arranged in a number of level rows or panels. The
stone is probably a pdliya or memorial stone. One of the inscribed
stones in the Collector's garden at ThAna was brought from
Kalambhom. It measures three feet seven inches long by one foot
eight inches broad. At the top are the sun and moon ; below is an
inscription of six lines, and, below the inscription, is the usual
ass-curse with three lines of two letters each on its left. The letters

are DevanAgari, carelessly engraved, and the language Sanskrit.
The inscription has no date. It records, in the reign of the
SdhAra king AparAditya, probably AparAditya II. (a.d. 1187), the
grant, to one Vararayapati, of a garden (?) in the village of Es^yar,
apparently Kanher about eight miles west of Kalambhom.

Ealdurg is a ruined stronghold 1547 feet high® in the villages
of Varkute and Navli, eight miles north-east of MAhim. In 1862,
though the defences were almost entirely mined, it was deemed
advisable to destroy the water supply in case the place might come
into the hands of robbers or outlaws.* Its grand rock overhangs
the Chahad pass, which has lately been opened at a cost of £1800

.

Kaiakbeom.

Ealdubg.

1 Cave Temples, 475.
’ Cave Temples, 476. Mr. Bbagvinlil agrees that the Elephanta and Jogeshvari

caves are of abontthe same age. But, from the character of the pillars and the sculp-
ture, he would place Jogeshvari before, not after, Elephanta. He considers that
the inscription in the south veranda in eighth century Sanskrit is later than the
building of the cave.

’ Taylor's Sailing Directory, 371. * Government List of Civil Forts, 1862.
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(Rs. 18,000), and is a conapicuona object from tbe Pdlghar railway
station four miles to the north-east.

Ealya'n, north latitude 19°14' and east longitude 73°12', the chief

town and port in the Kalyan sub-division, lies at the junction of the
north-east and south-east lines of the Peninsula railway thirty-

three miles north-east of Bombay. It stands prettily on the outer
or east side of a deep bend in the Ulh4a river. The fort mound,
which is notable from the railway about a mile to the west of Kaly&i
station, has a fine view north up the river with a background of low
hills, west along the tJlhds valley green with trees and salt-swamp
bushes to the Ime of the Peraik hills, and, to the south across the
trees of Kaly4n and a broad level stretch of rice lauds to the
pictaresque rugged crests of Malanggad, T4vli, and Chanderi.
With some open tilled lands and gardens dotted with shops and
houses, the town stretches from the railway station about two miles
north-west to the bank of the creek. Most of it is thickly peopled
with narrow streets lined with good two-storied houses. It is a busy
prosperous town and much is done to keep it clean and tidy.

The 1881 census returns show a population of 12,767, of whom
9905 were Hindus, 2533 Musalmans, 249 Persia, 63 Christians, and
17 Jews. The bulk of the Hindus are Kunbis and Marathi. Most
of the Parsis, some of whom are old settlers, are well-to-do, living

as hqnor-contractors, rice and cocoanut dealers, and two or three as

moneylenders.

Kalyfc has a large rice-husking trade which is carried on by about
200 Musalmans, a few Persia, and some Mar&thas. The unhusked
rice is brought from Karjat, Sh4h4pur, Murbdd, and Kalydn. After
being ground by women in the ordinary atone handmill, the outer
husks are removed by winnowing, and the rice passed through a sieve

and broken and uncleaned grains picked out. To remove the inner
husk the rice is then put in wooden mortars, like huge egg cups,

and pounded with iron-bound pestlesi This pounding is called sad.

The cheapest rice which is pounded once for about half an hour is

called eksddi, medium rice pounded twice for an hour is called

dusddi, and the dearest rice, which is pounded a third time or for

about an hour and a half, is called Jcalhai. After each pounding
the grain is winnowed and the broken grains picked out. Rice
cleaning gives work to about 2000 persons, of whom about half are

women. Most of the cleaned rice goes to Bombay.

There is a considerable trade in salt which comes from R4i-
Murdha, Bassein, and Uran, and is sent to the Deccan, some on
bullock-back but most by rail. The salt dealers are Musalmans.
Three or four Meman Musalmans bring dried fish from Bassein

and Uttan-Gorai in Sdlsette by boat, and send it to tbe Deccan, some
of it on bullock-back but most of it by rail. Large quantities of

myrobalans come by pack bullocks from Poona and Ahmadnagar
by the Kusur, Bhimdshankar, N4na, and M41sej passes, and are sent

by boat to Bombay. Two Hindu merchants do a large business in

tobacco which is brought from Cambay for local use.

The railway returns show a rise in passengers from 294,569 in

1870 to 394,975 in 1880, and a fall in goods from 37,485 tons in

B 1064—15
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1870 to 22,1 77 in 1880. The fall in goods is dne to salt being sent

from Bhayndar on the Baroda railway direct to np-conutry stations.

In 1880 the Kaly4n customs house returns showed imports worth
£130,392 and exports worth £115,027. The chief imports were
salt and country liquor, and the leading export was rice.^ The
corresponding returns for the five years ending 1878-79 show
exports averaging £167,148 and imports averaging £144,615.

Exports varied from £149,784 in 1876-77 to £204,091 in 1874-75,
and imports from £63,528 in 1878-79 to £184,516 in 1877-78,*

The road now being made to the Malsej pass is expected to add
considerably to the trade of Kalydn.

The town has a sub-judge’s court, a post oflBce, a dispensary,

and a district bungalow recently built. It is also the head-quarter
station of the chief revenue and police oflScers of the sub-division.

There are five schools, four for boys and one for girls. Kaly4n
has been a municipal town since 1853. In 1880-81, it had an income
of £1110 (Rs. 11,100) equal to a taxation of 1*. 9<i. (14 as.) a head,

drawn chiefly from octroi, house tax, tolls, and market fees. During
the same year the exp)enditure was £1187 (Rs. 11,870), £307
(Rs. 3079) on roads, £300 (Rs. 3000) on scavenging. Mid £163
(Rs. 1630) on lighting. The Rukminibai dispensary, called after

Lady Mangald^ Nathubh4i, is a handsome building a mile from
the town but very notable to railway travellers. The dispensary

building cost Sir Mangaldas £5000 (Rs. 50,000), and the institution

has been endowed by him with a further sum of £2000 (Rs. 20,000).
It is in charge of an assistant surgeon, and, in 1880-81, h^ an
attendance of 5634 out-patients and 49 in-patients.

Before 'the Musalmans took Kalydn, the site of the town, which
was called Navanagar, lay to the east of the railway station, a little

beyond the new district bungalow. The present town occupies the
lands of Kalydn village. It has eleven chief wards, Bangalpura,
Bhoivdda, Telangpura, Chdmbharv^a, Mdngvdda, Kumbh4rvada,
Malivdda, Kasdrali, Bhusar Moholla, Kolivdda, and Konkani Bazar,
There are five metalled roads and nineteen lanes with a total length
of about six miles. There is a good ferry over the Ulhds to Kone
on the opposite bank. From Kone an excellent metalled road runs
five miles to Bhiwndi. During the past year seventeen pony carts,

of the Nasik pattern, have been run, and as they do the five miles in
little more than half an hour they have almost entirely taken the
place of the old bullock carts.

* The details are : Imports, salt £105,166 (Rs. 10,51,660), country liquor £13,515
(Rs. 1,35,150), dried fish £8294 (Ks. 82,940); cocoanuts £3139 (Rs. 31,390), and lime
£277 (Rs. 2770). Other smaller imports were spices, paper, sugar, dyes, fruits,
vegetables, oil, and metals. Of exports the chief were : Rice £105,225 (Rs. 10,52,250),
bricks and tiles £4203 (Rs. 42,030), grass £2232 (Rs. 22,320), hnsked rice £1447
(Rs. 14,470), firewood £976 (Rs. 9760), and mnha flowers £943 (Rs. 9430). Other
smaller exports were mill stones, dyes, wheat, and wood.

2 The details are: Exports, 1874-75 £204,091 (Rs. 20,40,910), 1875-76 £152.016
(Rs. 15,20,160), 1876-77 £149,784 (Rs. 14,97,840), 1877-78 £151,190 (Rs. 15,11,900),
1878-79 £178,660 (Rs. 17,86,600); Imports, 1874-75 £153,892 (Rs. 15,.38,920), 1875-76
£167 608 (Rs. 16,76,080) 1876-77 £1.53,531 (Rs. 15,35,310), 1877-78 £184,516
(Rs. 18,45,160), and 1878-79 £63,528 (Rs. 6,35,280).
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In the town and subnrb are 2400 honses, ofwhich 212 are assessed Oiapter XJV.
as first class, 278 as second, 376 as third, 386 as fourth, and 1148 as places rfinterask
fifth. In the hazdr is the manicipal vegetable market, which was
bnilt in 1874 at a cost of £764 (Rs. 7640) and brings in a yearly

Kamaw.

income of £50 (Rs. 500) in fees.

There are 353 wells and eight small reservoirs,^ of which eighty

wells and three reservoirs hold water throughout the year. The
water of most of the wells and reservoirs is brackish and impure,

and is little used except for watering (xittle and washing clothes.
^

Almost the whole supply of drinking water comes from the Shenala
lake about a quarter of a mile to the east of the town. This lake,

which covers about twenty-four acres and varies in depth from
six to fourteen feet, has its sides lined throughout with basalt

masonry. According to the local story the pool has long been sacred,

but the masonry belongs to Musalman times (a.d. 1506).® On the

east bank is the handsome tomb of Mohatabar Khdn, at the south-

west corner is the large Black or E[41i Mosque, and, close by, is the

tomb of an ascetic named Sahajanand. On the west bank are four

temples one to Rameshvar, one to Ganpati, and two to Ramji. From
this west bank between the Black Mosque and the Hindu temples a
masonry tunnel, said to be large enough for a man to walk upright in,

;

carries the water sixty yards to four cisterns, or usasas. The furthest

and largest cistern is nineteen feet square and twenty deep. From
the side of the cistern opposite the tunnel three nine-inch

earthenware pipes, placed one below the other about three feet apart,

carry the water to three deep wells, one in Kumbharvada, one in

MAliv^da, and one opposite the house of Sar-subhedar Ram^ji
Mahddev Bhivalkar, who is believed to have made the water works
when governor of the north Konkan under the Peshwas (1760-1772).

From Ramaji’s well the water passes to a large brick reservoir 190
feet by 180, with a flight of stone steps on the west side that leads

twenty feet down to the water level.

Under the Musalmdns the city of Kalyan was surrounded by a Forlifieatioiu.

stone wall begun by Nawab Mohatabar Ehan, the minister of Sh^h
Jahdn (1628-1658), and completed in a.d. 1694 (a.h. 1106)* during

the reign of Anrangzeb. It had eleven towers and four gates, and
enclosed an area of seventy acres. At the north-east comer of this

area, on high ground on the river bank, was a fort nearly cut ofE

from the city by a natural hollow, and, latterly, by a semicircular

stone wall enclosing a space about 200 feet long by a little less in

breadth.* In the north-west comer of the fort, on a mound about

. “X

^ They are BhatAla near the fort ; AdhAr, RAhatai and RojAle on the north ;

DAndesar on the camp road ; DAvinje on the south ; and LendAle and GhodAle in the
town.

i The name is traced to a bird called shen, whose feathers shone like gold after

bathing in the pooL
• The inscription is lost. It ran, ‘ On the completion of this famous town wall the

messenger of God said : “It was a shelter for the world.” This gives the date A.H.

1106’ (A.D. 1694).
* The wall was bnilt by ShivAji’s grandson ShAhu (1708-1749) from a quarry in

the river bed to the west of the citadel mound. There was a fine fort as early as
1570. See below p. 120.
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thirty feet above the level of the old wall^ were a Masalm4n tomb,

prayer place, and other buildings.

In the city wall, which was 2123 yards long, there were four gates

and eleven towers, four of which were large and the rest small. Of
the four main towers one was in the north-east comer, another in the

middle of the east wall, the third in the south-east comer, and tbe

fourth close to the landing place. Of the four gates the Adh^ gate,

called after the village ofAdhAr about half a mile to the north, was
near the middle of the north wall ; the Ganesh gate, about 400 yards

distant, was near the middle of the east wall the Panvel gate, about

700 yards distant, was near the middle of the south wall; and the

Bandar or wharf gate, about 330 yards distant, was in the centre of the

west wall. The hollow between the fort and the town was separated

from the creek at each end by a belt of slightly raised ground. The
wall of the fort ran along the top of the inner bank of the ditch, and,

near the north end, had a gateway known as the Delhi or Kill^cha

Darvaja, which was entered by a path that crossed the ditch along
the top of the north side of the town wall. Inside of the fort there

was a low belt of ground, about the same level as the top of the ditch,

with a shallow pond not far from the Delhi gate. In the north-west

corner the fort rose in a small flat-topped mound about thirty feet

high. On the top of the mound, on the west crest which overhangs and
is about lOOfeet above the river, is the Prayer Wall or Idga, sixty-four

feet long, thirteen high, and seven thick, and near the east crest of the

mound a mosque, twenty-two feet long, twenty-two high, and twenty
broad. About thirty yards from the mosque is a round cub stone

well of great depth, eleven feet in diameter, with a wall two feet

seven inches thick at the top. Under the MarathAs (1760-1772),
a new gate about 160 feet to the south of the Ganesh gate, was opened
near the mansion of Ramdji MahAdev Bhivalkar, the Peshwa^s
governor. In the citadel the Marathas built a small wooden temple
of Durgddevi behind the mosque, and called the fort Durgadi Killa

in honour of the goddess, a name which it still bears. They also

changed the Jdma mosque into Rdmji’s temple. At the beginning of
British rule (1818) the town wall was in repair. The fort, which was
not commanded by any other ground and was nearly insular, measured
220 feet in length by somewhat less in breadth. The general height
of the works on the outside was twenty-two feet by about eleven
broad. There was a wretched dwarf parapet wall, little better than
a heap of loose stones, and round towers partly in rain with facing
or revetment, in too bad repair to last long. The gate was perhaps
the best part of the fort. It was well protected by outstanding
works, and its roof and a gallei’y behind furnished quarters for the
guard. There were two fair buildings in the fort and a temple.*
Under the English the east and south town walls were pulled

down in 1865, and a road was run along their line. The west wall
and the fort wall were taken to build the Ealyan and ThAna piers

Ganesh gate is also called Jalels DarvAja, as it was bnmt by the T^ngljgh in
fteir first campaign (1780). UntU lately, every Dasra (September -October) the
Uumns subscribed for a buffalo and cut it to pieces in honour of Devi, burying its
head close to the Ganesh gate. * Captain Dickinson.
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and a dwelling for the coBtoms’ inspector in the west of the
Kaly4n fort. At present there are^ on the mound at the north-west

comer of the fort, the prayer-place and the mosqne-temple, which has
ceased to be a place of worship, since 1876 when the image of the

goddess was stolen. There is the cnstoms officer’s dwelling a little

lower on the south face, and, near the mosque-temple, the well dry
and partly Ailed with earth and stones. Below there areno buildings.

The gate to the north-east is almost the only trace of the fort wall.

I

The ditch, which is about twenty feet deep and thirty-three feet

broad, dries up in May. It is separated at the two ei^ from the

creek by a belt of higher ground. About twenty-two yards to the

south of the fort gate, the creek is crossed by a wall about ten feet

high and eight broad. This waU is part of the outer or town wall

which begins near the Delhi gate, and, after crossing the creek, runs
about lOM feet east up to the Adhdr gate. This part of the wall is

well preserved. It is of rough stone masonry lined with rough
cement about ten feet high and eight feet broad, of which the two
outer feet are taken up by a parapet wall about four feet high
pierced for muskets. At the edge of the ditch is a small tower and
there are the ruins of another tower at the north-east corner.

From the north-east tower the line runs 130 yards south to where
the east or Ganesh gate used to stand : from the Ganesh gate

115 yards further to an old tower, the shell still fairly complete
measuring twenty-eight feet in diameter and twenty high, and
from the tower sixty yards to Bamdji Bhivalkaris gate, whose
mansion is a little inside. From this gate the line runs 200
yards to the site of another tower, and from it about 140 yards
further to a tower whose foundations remain. Here the line

turns south, and, passing the sites of three towers, runs about 330
yards to the Panvel gate. From the Panvel gate, passing the site

of another tower, the line runs about 130 yards to a tower in the
south-west comer whose foundations remain. From here, passing

a white Christian tomb, it runs about 400 yards to the Bandar
gate, near which, about ten yards to the north, is a ruined tower
with a broken wall about 6ve feet high. Along the west of the town
is a landing-place of stone steps, built by private subscriptions

about 1870, from the stones of the fort wall and the west city wall.

The large white Christian tomb, close to the landing-place, is

without an inscription. It is said to have borne the date 1795,
and is believed to have been raised in honour of Captain Bichard
Campbell, who held the fort of Kalydn against the Mar4th4s in 1780.
Somewhere across the river the Portuguese, in the sixteenth

century, built a bastion called Belgrade or Santa Cruz, to prevent
the Musalmdns from passing into Salsette. In 1634 this bastion
was described as a wall and a platform, which at high tide looked
like an island having two iron and one brass falcons, garrisoned by
eight soldiers and one bombardier all paid from Bassein.^ Mention
is made of a Portuguese church to N. S. do Egypto on the creek
near Kalydn, but no trace of it remains.*

> O’Chron. de Tig. III. 258w The falcon was a gun canying a ball of four pounds.
° Da Cunha’s Bassein, 193.
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Chapter XIY. Of thirty-one Hindu temples in KaJyan, one is Jain and thirty

Ilaces ^Interest Brdhmanic. Of the thirty Brahmanic temples, three are dedicated
to Shiv, eleven to Vishnu, and sixteen to local or early deities:!

Kalyas. None of these temples date from before the arrival of the Mnsalm^ns
(1300). Of the whole number sixteen were built under the Feshwas,
and fifteen since the introduction of British rule. Ctf a yearly
endowment of about £108 (Rs, 1085), £34 (Rs. 340) are granted by
the state and £74 (Rs. 745) are private gifts. The chief temples are
Rdmchandra^s on the Shenale lake, Ramji’s and Maiddev’s near
the mamlatdar’a office, and Devi’s and Trivikram’s on the station

road.^

Of Musalmdn remains there are the Shenale lake, said to have

^ been built in 1505, the tomb of Mohatalar Khan the minister of Sh4h
Jah4n, who was sent in disgrace to Kalyan when (1658) Anrangzeb
usurped his father’s throne, and twelve mosques of which seven are
in use and five are in ruins.® Of these buildings the most
interesting are Mohatabar Khan’s tomb on the east bank of the

' Shenale lake with the inscription ‘ Enter Heaven,’ which gives 1108,
that is A.D. 1694, and on the south-west corner of the same lake
the graceful K41i Masjid or Black Mosque with the inscription, ‘The
result of the liberality of Syed,’ which gives 1054, that is a.d. 1643.

* Among the temples to local and early deities are five to Ganpati, five to Devi, two
of them to ShhlAdevi or the smaU-pox goddess, two to Vithoba, one to M&mti, and

,
' one to SahajAoand.

It-'
- * The thirty temples in KalyAn are, Shri MahAlakshmi’s built by Pimpalkhare, with a

i. yearly allowance of Bs. 29 ; Trivikram’s bnilt by Mehandole, with a yearly allowance
- of Bs. 37 ; Shri BAmji’s bnilt by KArlekar, endowed with 36is acres of land assessed

at Bs. 36-13-0, of which Bs. 4-10-0 is paid as quit-rent ; KAshivishveshvar’s with
a yearly allowance of Bs. 31 ; Ganpati’s built by Lela, with a yearly allowance of

* Bs. 35 ;
another temple of Ganpati built by Gokhla, endowed with 31! acres of land

assessed at Bs. 14-14-6, of which Be. 1-14-0 is paid as qnit-rent ; MotA ThAknrdvAr’s
bnilt by Joshis, with a yearly allowance of 35 in cash and 4fg acres in land
assessed at Bs. 17-9-0, of which Es. 2-3-0 is paid as quit-rent ; Siddheshvar’s bnilt by
Mehandole, with a yearly allowance of Rs. 15 ; RAmeshvar's built by BamAji MahAdev
Bhivalkar, with a yearly aUowance of Bs. 57 in cash and lijths of an acre in land
assessed at Bs. 6-1-6, of which 12 as. are paid as quit-rent ; Ganpati’s temple built by
BamAji MahAdev Bhivalkar, with a yearly allowance of Rs. 6 ; SahajAnand’s bnOt
by Lakshman Sheth Mumbaikar, endowed with fjths of an acre of land assessed at 14
annas, of which one pie is paid as quit-rent ; MAruti’s temple built by Phadnis, with
an allowauce of Rs. 4 in cash and Sig acres of laud assessed at Rs. 12-46, of which
Be. 1-9-0 is paid as quit-rent ; GrAmdevi’s temple built in the time of the PeshwAs,
with a yearly allowance of Bs. 10 in cash and fjths of an acre of land assessed
at Bs. 3-8-6, of which 7 as. are paid as quit-rent

; Lakshmi NArAyan ThAknrdvAr’s,
belonging to and built by VAnis, has no allowance ; the SAvkAr’s temple of Vithoba
has no allowance

; Lakshmi NArAyan’s bnilt by PAtankar has no allowance ; the SonAr’s
ThAkurdvAr has no aUowance ; the KAsAr’s ThAkurdvAr has no allowance

} BAmji’s
ThAkurdvAr, builtby Siddeshvar TinAyak Pimpalkhare, has no aUowance; Kirkire’s
Ganpati, built by the Kirkires, has no aUowance; Data’s temple, bnilt by '

Upada, has no aUowance; Kirkire’s ThAkurdvAr, buUt by the Kirkires, has no
aUowance ; two RAmji’s temples, one bnUt by Muni BAva and the other by
GopAldAs BAva, have no aUowance; ShitlAdevi near MAruti’s temple, built by
potters, has no aUowance ; Jari Mari’s temple built by the townsj>eople, has no
allowance

; Ganpati’s temple by WAsudev MahAdev Parbhu, has no aUowance

;

Vithoba’s temple buUt by the Parbhns, has no aUowance ; B^ji’s temple buUt by
Patvardh^ has no aUowance ; Devi’s temple bnUt by Thange, has no aUowance ;
ShitlAdevi in EumbhArvAda, bnilt by the KumbhArs, has no aUowance.

* The names of the seven mosques in use are, JAma, Mit Bandar, PAvge, Kharkandi,
ChimAkhar, Chaudri, and KAli ; the ruined mosques are on the Davinge reservoir, on the
Shenale lake road, on the RosAle reservoir, on the AdhAr reservoir, and in the citadel.
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The Pdreis, who have long been Settled in Kalydn have, abont three

miles north of the town, a Tower of Silence now in use. It was built

in 1790 by Navajbai widow of Nasarviinji Dadabh^i Modi. A few
yards from this tower are the foundations of an old tower, which,

as it is made of brick, was probably built befbre 1563.^ In the

Pdrsi quarter of the town is a fire temple built in 1 788 by Edalji

Byramji. Prom a foundation of trap rock rises a pbnth of coarse

rubble one foot high and thirteen feet six inches square, and on this

another plinth two feet high and thirteen feet square. Three stone

steps ascend the double plinth to the fire temple which is of brick

and mortar, nine feet Square outside and seven inside, set back to

within eighteen inches of the rear or western edge of the plinth.

The walls are five feet six inches high and surmounted by a roof of

about the same height and thickness forming a curvilinear pyramid.

In the west side is a niche for the sacred lamp, in the east a door
forty-three inches high and twenty-six wide, surmounted by a small

cornice and flanked by two small bull’s-eye ventilators.* Near the

railway station is a rest-house for Piirsi travellers built in 1881.

Under the forms Kaliyan, Kaliyan, Kdliyan, Kalian, KdUan,
Kaly^n appears in nine Kanheri inscriptions which, from the

form of the letters, have been attributed to the first, second
and fifth or sixth centuries. Two of the inscriptions mention
a Buddhist monastery called Ambalika in Kalydn.® According to

the Periplus (247) Kalyan rose to importance about the end of the

second century of the Christian era.* At the time of the Periplus

it had again declined. Greek ships were not allowed to trade to

Kalliena, and if by chance or stress of weather they entered the

harbour, king Sandanes placed a guard on board and sent them
to Broach.® In the sixth century Kosmas Indikopleustes (535)

mentions Kalliana as one of the five chief marts of western India,

the seat of a powerful king, with a great trade in brass, blackwood
logs, and articles of clothing. It was also the seat of a Christian

bishop who received ordinance from the Persians.® About a hundred
years later (640) Kalyan has been identified with Hiwen Thsang’s

capital of Mahdrastra, which was touched on the west by a great

(3iapt»Zn&
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* In India, before 1533, no Towers of Silence were built of stone. In that year, in

consequence of a reference to Persia, the practice of building brick towers ceased.
- Mr. Sinclair, C. S., in Ind. Ant, VI. 144. Mr. B. B. Patel.

® See below, Kanheri, It seems possible that the Amb&lika monastery was on or
near the site of the present temple of Ambam4th.

* Vincent’s translation (25) would fix the rise of Kalliana as a great place of trade

in the reign immediately before the time of the Periplus
;
McCrindle (Periplus,

127) would place it a reign or two earlier, as the developer of Kalyin is said to be the

elder Saraganes. ® McCrindle’s Periplus, 127.

® Topographia Christiana in Migne’s Bibliotheca Cleri Universse, I. 170, 446, 447,

450. The following reasons seem to show that Kosmas’ Kalliana was not in Malabdr
and was almost cert^ly the Konkan KalyAn. He says (p. 446-447), ‘ The more famous
Indian emporiums are Sindu Sind, Orrhata probably Sorath in K4thi4wAr, KaUiana,
Sibor perhaps Sop4ra, and Male Malabir.’ He goes on, ‘Malabir has five ports

from which pepper is sent. Parti, Mangamth, Salopatna, Nalopatna, and Pudapatna.’

Again (p. 450) he speaks of five separate Indian kings who had elephants, the

kings of Orrhatae, KaUianorum, Sindu, Sibor, and Male. Further as regards trade,

C^on deals with Male, with KaUiana, and with Sind and Persia, and the Malabdr
products are diistinct from those received from Kalliana. FinaUy (170) Christians are

found in Ceylon, Male, Kalliana, and Sokotra.
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Chapter 1X7. river This identification is very doubtful. Kaly&n had already

Places ^^terest eclipsed by Thana, whose fame as a place of trade had in 637
brought on the Konkan the first Arab invasion. Thana only is

KaltAk. mentioned by the Arab writers of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

centuries. But this may have been because Thana was the port for

foreign trade. Early in the fourteenth century (1312-1318),
the Musalmans found Kalyan the head of a district and
gave it the name of Islamabad.* No reference has been traced to

Kalydn or IsMmabad during the fifteenth century. It probably
‘*f was nominally under the Bahmani kings, and, at the close

of the century, came more directly nnder the new dynasty of

Ahmadnagar. It was taken by the Portuguese in 1536. They did
r not garrison the town, but, returning in 1570, burnt the suburbs

and carried off much booty. It is described as having a fine fort

with a garrison of 1500 men.® From this time it seems to have
formed part of the Ahmadnagar kingdom and to have been the
head-quarters of a province. In 1636 it was handed to Bij^pnr,

’ and continued the head-quarters of a district stretching from
Bhiwndi to NAgothna. In 1648 ShivajFs general Abaji Somadev
surprised Kalyan and took the governor prisoner.^ The Moghals
recovered it in 1660,® but again lost it apparently in 1662.® In

' April 1675 Fryer found it mined ‘reeking in its ashes,’ the people
‘ beggarly, kennelling in wretched huts.’ Still there were signs of

former importance. ‘ Its sumptuous relics and stately fabrics were
the most glorious ruins the Musalmdns in the Deccan had ever
cause to deplore.’ There were buildings of many stories faced with
square stones and many mosques of cut stone, abating little of their

ancient lustre, all watered with ponds and having about them costly

tombs several of which Shivdji had turned into granaries.'^ In
.1 1674, under the treaty of Rairi or Raygad (June 6th) , Shivaji granted

the English leave to establish a factory at Kalyan.® In 1728 it

had a large Musalmdn population and several mosques, especially

, one on the edge of a lake. Among many mined remains was a
pretentious tomb of Mohatabar Khan dated 1694.® In 1750
Tieffenthaler mentions it as a large and well peopled city, with
499 splendid villages and a revenue of £9425 (Rs. 94,250). It
was one long street filled with merchants, the houses reed-walled
and covered with thatch.^® In May 1780, as the Mardthds had cut

‘ Cunningham’s Anc. G«og. of India, I. 554. The capital is said to be about 30 Hat
five miles round. The land was rich and fertile and grain plentiful, the climate soft
and temperate, the people simple and honest, fierce and passionate. Julien’s Hiwen
Thsang, 416.

^ Jervis’ Konkan, 81. Orme (Historical Fragments, 216) holds that early in the
fourteenth century Kalyin was probably the metropolis of Silsette, Bombay,
Bassein, and all the country round.

* Naime’s Konkan, 45 ; De Couto, IX. 427 ; Da Cunha’s Bassein, 168. In 1550
KalyAn appears as one of the European ports that paid tribute to Gujarit. But this
would seem not to imply any dependence on Gujardt. Bird’s Mirdt-i-Ahmadi, 129.

‘ Grant Duff, 63-64. ‘ Naime’s Konkan, 63 ; Grant Duff, 86.
« Grant Duff, 85. ' Fryer’s New Account, 124.
* Anderson’s Western India, 165. In the same year it is mentioned (Orme’s His.

Frag. 44) under the name of Gallidn as a ruined town where Moro Pandit Quartered.
* O Chron. de Tis. n. 52 ; Naime’s Konkan, 37.

Des. His. et Geog. I. 4W, 505.
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off supplies, the Boiftbay Government determined to occupy the

Konkan opposite Thdna as far as the Sahy^ri hills. Kalydn was
seized and placed in charge of Captain Bichard Campbell. Nana
Fadnavis sent a strong force to recover the place, which, advancing
to Kalydn, threatened, if resistance was offered, to destroy the
garrison, and caused a European prisoner. Ensign Pyfe, to write to

the commanding oflScet demanding a su^nder. Campbell replied

that they were welcome to the town if they could take it. After a
most spirited defence, oh May 25th the day fixed for a general assault,

garrison was relieved by Colonel Hartley, who surprised the
Mardtha camp, and, with great slaughter, pursued the fugitives for

’ In 1781a resident was appointed.® In 1810 (26th May)
.alydn was visited by Sir James Mackintosh and a party from
ombay. They walked through the streets, almost killed by the
n, without finding any compensation for their fatigue. They sat

il;7.n to their tiffin on a little green in the town and drank tlu^ or
four toasts in cocoannt shells. All agreed that Dr. Fryer, whose
glorious ruins and stately fabrics had tempted them to Kalyan, ought
to have been hanged.*

Ea'maildTirg, in Kdman village, about tenmiles east of Manikpur,
is a conical hill, 2160 feet high, forming the southern end of the
Tnngdr range. On the top are the remains of a fort. The hill is a
Trigonometrical Survey station and is the most striking feature in

'La range that runs from the Bassein creek north to the vaitama.

The Kanheri Caves,* in north latitude 19° 13' and east longitude
/2° 59', lie in a wild picturesque valley in the heart of the island of

Salsette, about five miles west of Thana and twenty north of Bombay.

The caves, which are more than 100 in number, are easily reached
: the Bhdndup station of the Peninsula railway or the Borivli

tation of the Baroda railway. From Bhdndup, fifteen miles
rth-east of Bombay, the Eanheri road runs north-west for about a
i. across rice fields and grass uplands, till, at the foot of the

I

Grant Duff, 434. ’ Ealy4n Diaries in Naime’s Eonkan, 103.

Mackintosh’s Life, II. 19. Details of some early apparently Buddhist remaina
ily \April 27, 1882,) found near Ealydn are given in Appendix A.
llie following is a list of modern notices and accounts of the Eanheri caves

:

lia d’Orta (1534), Colloquies, 2nd Ed. (1872) 211-212; Dorn Jofto de Castro (1539),
eiro -Roteiro da Costa da India, 75-81 ; Linschoten (1579), Discourse of Voyages

indon, 1598), boke I. cap. xliv. 80; Diego de Couto (1603;, Da Asia Decada Vll.
iii. cap. 10 (Ed. Lisboa)

;
also translated in Journal of the Bombay Branch

_
al Asiatic Society, I. 34-40 ; Sir T. Herbert (1626) in Harris, I. 410 ;

Fryer (1675),
w Account of Earf India and Persia, 72-73 ; GemeUi Careri (1695) in Churchill,

194-196; Capt. A. Hamilton (1720), New Account of the East Indies, I. 181;
iquetil du Perron (1760), Zend Avesta, Discours Preliminaire, cccxciv. -cccciiii,

;

rbes (1774), Oriental Memoirs, I. 424-428, III. 4.50-451 ;
LethieuUier ( 1780), Macneil

83), and Hunter (1784) in Archseologia, VII. 299-302, 333-336, and VlII. 251-263;
Valentia (1803), Travels, II. 196-198; Salt (1806) in Transactions Bombay Literary
Society, I. 46-52 ; Moor (1810) Hindu Pantheon, 243 ; Erskine (1821) in Transactions
Bom. Lit. Soo. (Beprint), III. 553 ; Hamilton’s Dewription of HindnstAn, II. 173

;

Hfber’s Narrativa; 11. 189-191; 'Trans. Bom. Geog. Soo. VII. 147; Wilson in

Journal B. B. A A UI- pt- IL 39-41 ; Stevenson in Joomal B. B. R. A. S. IV. 131-

1.S4, V. 1.34| West in Journal B. B. B. A. S. VI. 1-14, 116-120, 157-160; BbAn
D4ji in Jout^& B. B, A. S. VUI. 230 ; Bird’s Historical Besearcbes, 10-11 ; Journal
A. S. Beng. X, M; Journal R. A. S. VUI. 63-69 ; Fergnsson’s Architecture, 129-130;
and Fergnssm md Burgess’ Cave Temples, 348-360.
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S&lsette bills, it joins the old Bombay-ThAna road. It then climbs

a pass in the hill, and winds abont a mile across the ragged npland
of VehAr, the gathering ground of the Vehar lake, which, starting

on the left, stretches abont fire miles to the south-west, its surface

broken by wooded islets. Beyond the Vehdr gathering ground, the
path passes, for about a mile, through a thick belt of forest, over
the slightly raised watershed that separates the Tulsi and the Vehar
Talleys. Near Tulsi the road swerves to .the left, keeping to the
south-west of Tulsi lake, a beautiful sheet of water surrounded by
wild forest-clad hiUs. For the two remaining miles, from Tulsi to

Kanheri, the road is not fit for carts. The first mile lies along the
Vehdr-Borivli road, with rough rises and falls, down the wooded
Tulsi or Tasn valley, surrounded by high forest-clad lulls, through
glades of withered gras8,.thick copsewood, and bright green plumps
of bamboos. The last mile is along a footpath that strikes from the
Borivli road north to Kanheri.
From Borivli station, on the Baroda railway twenty-two miles

north of Bombay, the way to Kanheri lies, for about half a mile,

south along the Bombay road. Then, crossing the railway and
passing south-east through about a mile of rice-land, it enters a
great belt of brab-palms with patches of brushwood and grass land.

After about a mile the valley of the Tasu narrows, and the brab grove
and grass give place to forest. Carts pass through this forest for

abont a mile and a half, when, not far from where the Bhandnp
track leaves the Borivli road, a footpath strikes north abont a mile

to Kanheri.

In the bed of the Tdsu or Tulsi, near where the Kanheri footpath

leaves the Borivli road, is a small rock-cut cave whose mouth is under
water except in the hot weather. The first signs of caves are to

the north-east, in the high cliff of Kdman, the main range that runs
north-west from Tulsi. Further north the paths from Borivli and
Bhandup join, and pass among thick trees losing sight of the Kaman
range. Then suddenly on the right, from thickly wooded slopes,

rises a rugged cliff, the end of the Kanheri spur, that runs about
north-east and south-west, nearly at right angles to the Kdman
range and several hundred feet below it. A bare black scarp that
runs along the west face of the Kanheri spur is greatly worn by the
storms of the south-west monsoon. There remains a black brow,
as if roughly cut in a series of arches, overhanging a hollow gallery
(West’s 38-41) of light brown rock, the burying-ground of the old
Kanheri monks. Above the overhanging crest, the rounded slope of
the hill-top swells, without bushes or grass, to a flat plateau of black
rock, crowned by patches of brushwood, prickly pear, and stunted
trees. The rest of the Kanheri spur, like its south-west face, is one
long dome-topped block of black trap, a paradise for cave-cutters.

Passing under the west cliff, up a deeply wooded ravine, a flight
of worn steps leads, across a broad brushwood-covered terrace, to
the slightly overhanging scarp in whose west face is cut the Great
or Cathedr^ Cave (No. 3). The Great Cave stands near the month of
a narrrow ravine, marked blue on the map, whieh runs nearly east and
west in a deeply-worn channel. On both si^l^ of this narrow ravine
the face of the rock is carved into caves, .^ing the low north bank
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there is room for only one row of caves. But the lofty dome of the
south bank is carved into three irregular tiers, joined by long roughly
cut flights of shallow steps. Behind the lines of caves, on the north
bank, approached by roughly cut flights of steps, are two knobs of
rock, with remains of relic shrines or burial-mounds, and, on the
top of the south bank, above the lines of caves, the sloping sides and
long flat table of rock are carved into steps and cisterns, and were
once crowned by burial-mounds and relic shrines or temples.
The view from the hill top is bounded to the north by the scarp of

Kaman, which, rising from a thickly wooded slope, though hollowed
and broken by the weather, bears traces of more than one cave front.

To the south a high wooded bank hides the distant view. But east
and west Kanheri hill commands the whole breadth of Salsette from
Bombay harbour to the mouth of the Bassein creek. To the east,across
forest-clad slopes, lies Tulsi lake, with its small bare islets and its

circle of high wooded hills. Beyond Tulsi is a belt of thick forest,

then a gleam of Vehar lake, and, beyond Vehdr, rice fields and salt

wastes stretch dim and grey to Bombay harbour. To the west lies

the beautiful Tulsi valley, a large deep cup-shaped hollow. Its gentle
slopes are richly covered with forests, brightened by tufts of bght
green bamboo, with lines of black rock and glades of withered grass.
Beyond the hills, the deep green belts of brab-palms and mango
groves are broken by yellow patches of rice and grass land. Then,
through a flat of bare brown salt waste, wind the narrow sail-

brightened waters of the Gorai creek, and, beyond the creek, stretches
the long level line of Gorai island. Along the north-west winds the
Bassein creek, and, over the ruins and palm groves of Bassein, the
sea fades into the sky.

The site of the caves, lonely, picturesque, and not far from the rich
trade centres of Sopara, Kalyan, and Chemula, combines the three
leading characteristics of the sites of the chief groups of Western
India rock temples. But Kanheri is the only rock-cut monastery in

Western India that has the feeling of having been, and of being
ready again to be, a pleasant and popular dwelling place. The rows
of cells water cisterns dining halls lecture halls and temples joined
by worn flights of rock-cut steps, and the crowded burial gallery show
what a huge brotherhood must once have lived at Kanheri. In many
of the better caves, the front court-yard with its smooth rockfloor

broad benches and gracefully rising side walls, the shaded water
cistern, the neat flight of easy steps leading to the cave door, the deep
flat eave, the cool veranda, the well-lit hall with its windows of stone
lattice, the slim graceful sculptures, and the broad easy benches hewn
at many of the best view points,have a pleasing air of comfort, refine-

ment, and love of nature ; while the long stretches of clean black rock,
the steps and the court-yards free from earth, weeds, or brushwood,
look as if lately swept and made ready for a fresh settlement of
religions recluses. It is, says Mr. Nairne, a town carved in the solid

rock, which, if the monks and the w-orshippers returned, would, in a
day or two, be as complete as when first inhabited. * All things in

their place remain as all were ordered ages since.

> Naime’s Konkan, 15.
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The centre of trade and population^ on which the Elanheri

monastery originally chiefly depended, was, probably, about three

miles to the west, at the mouth of the Tulsi valley, somewhere
near the site of the deserted village of Magdthan, which appears in

one of the cave inscriptions as Mangalthan. Pilgnms, no doubt,

came from the east, by Yehar and Tulsi, but the main approach was
from the west, perhaps by way of Padan hill, up the Tasn valley,

which was probably cleared and tilled and provided with an easy

road.

Kanhagiri, the old name of the hill, perhaps the Prakrit corruption

of the Sanskrit Krishnagiri or Krishna’s hill, seems to show that

the fame and holiness of Kanheri date from before the rise bf
Buddhism.^ The Buddhist legends place the conversion of the Konkan
to Buddhism as early as the lifetime of Gautama (b.c. 560-481).*

The story is that Puma, the chief of the Sopara merchants, was
so affected by hearing Buddhist hymns snng by merchants from
Shravasti near Benares, that he determined to become a follower

of Gautama. Leaving Sopara he set out for Shravasti where
Gautama was living, and, on presenting himself as a disciple,

was received with honour. He soon rose to a high place among
Gautama’s followers, and, anxious to show his zeal for the faith,

asked leave of his master to preach the law in the country of Shien-
aparanta, apparently the Konkan. Gautama reminded him how
fierce and cruel the people were. But Puma persisted, and, promising
to overcome violence by patience, was allowed to make the attempt.
His quiet fearlessness disarmed the wild men of Aparanta. Numbers
became converts,and monasteries werebuilt and flourished.® Shortly
after. Puma’s brother and some merchants from Shrbvasti, on the point
of shipwreck off the Malab&r coast, called on Puma to help them.

^ Though it seems probable that the early Brihman settlers, who were drawn to
the Vaitama and to Sopara, would also attach religious importance to the hill that
crowns the island of SiUsette, this derivation is not certain. Kanhagiri may simply
mean the black hill. Agam it eeems possible that the name is older than the
BrAhmans, and that the original form of the word was Khanderi, the Dravidian
Sea Hill, and that the Aryan settlers slightly changed the name, as
settlers often did in later tim^, to a word that gave a meaning in their own tongue*
An apparent reference to the Kanheri caves in the MahibhArata (B.C. 1400)

looks Ime a late Brdhmanicai interpolation. It occurs in the Pdndavtirthydtr<i
or Pilgrimage of the PAndavs, and runs as follows : After Yudhishthira h^ seen
these and other holy places one after another, the Wish-Granted One saw the
very holy ShurpAraka. Then, crossing a narrow belt of sea (the Bassein creek),
he came to a world-famed for^t, where, in times of yore, go^ had done pemmce
and kings sacnficed to gain religious merit. Here the Long and Sturdy Armed
One saw the altar of the son of Richika, foremost among bowmen, surrounded
by crowds of ascetics and worthy of worship by the virtuous, lliere the k^"g
saw charming and holy temples of the Vasus, of the Maruts, of the two Ashvins,
of Vaivasvata, Aditya (?), Kubera, Indra, Vishnu, and the all-pervading Savita (T),

of Bbava, the moon, the sun, of Varuna lord of the waters, of the SAdhyas, of
Brahma, of the Pitris, of Rudra with his ganas, of Sarasvati, of the Siddhas and
o^er holy gods. Presenting the wise men of the neighbourhood with clothes and
rich Jewels, and bathing in all the holy pools, he came oat^ to ShnrpAraka. MahA-
bhArata (Bom. Ed.) Yanaparva, cap. cxviu.

* Bumouf’s Int, A THistoire du Buddhisme Indien, I. 255-275. The story is a
Gautama almost certainly never left northern India.

The details, hundreds of beds, seats, carpets, cushions adorned with figor^ and
carved pedestaU, apply to a late period,
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and he, appearing in their midst, calmed the storm. On reaching

Sop4ra they built a Buddhist temple with their cargo of sandalwood,

and its opening was honoured by the presence of Gautama, who
converted the city to his faith.^ About b.c. 246, when Ashok
determined to spread Bnddhism over India, a certain Dharmarakshita,
called Yona or the Yavan (that is, probably the Baktrian) was sent

to Aparanta or the Konkan and made many converts.®

None of the Kanheri caves shows certain signs of being as old as
the time of Ashok. But the simple style of Caves 5, 8, 9, 58, and 59,

ranks them amongst the earliest class of caves which vary in date
from B.c. loo to A.D. 50. This early date is supported by an inscription

(No. 26) in Nasik Cave III., which shows that, in the time of Gota-
mipntra II. (a.d. 177-196), Kanheri, though so small a hill, was famous
enough to be ranked with the Sahya, Vindhya, and Malaya mountains.®
An inscription in Kanheri Cave No. 5 shows that, as early as the
reign of Vdsishthiputra (ad. 140), cisterns were made for older caves.

Of about fifty inscriptions that have been deciphered ten, from the
term of the letters, seem to date from before the Christian era. The
mle of the ShtLtakami kings (b.c. 200 - a.d. 350), especially the reign
of Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 177-196), seems to have been a time of pros-

perity at Kanheri. To about this time belong twenty of the fifty

inscriptions, recording grants by kings ministers and traders of caves,

cisterns, lands, and money. Among the caves that belong to this period

are the entire third tier, including the great Cathedr^ Cave No. 3.*

* A passage in Fah Hian (a.d. 420, Beal 141), which seems to refer to Kanheri (see

below, p. 126), states that the monastery was dedicated to Kashyapa the Bnddha who
came before Gantama. This Kashyapa is said to have been a Benares Brdhman who
lived about B.c. 1000 (Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 89). He was worshipped by
Hevadatta who seceded from Gautama (Rhys Davids, 76, 181). The sect was still in

existence in a.d. 400 (Beal’s Fah Hian, 82-83 ; Remusat’s Foe Eoue Ki, 175-179).
’Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples of India, 17. Apardnta, says Professor

BhAndA'kar, must be the western coast below the SahyAdns. In the fourth canto
of the Baghuvamsh (Distichs 52, 53, and 58) K&lidAs represents Raghu as crossing the
Sahya to conquer Aparint, and' as, by means of his immense army, making the sea

to appear as if it touched the Sahya mountain. Trans. Sec. Or. Cong. 313. So also

Pandit Bhagv^lAl writes (lud. Ant. VIL 259): ‘AparAnta corresponds with the
modem Konkana, from Gokam in north Ednara to the Damanganga, the frontier

river of Gujarit, or perhaps even further north to the TApti.’ In a passage in the
MahAbhArat, it is stated that Arjnna, after visiting the sanctuary of Pashupati at

Gokam, travelled to all the holy places in AparAnta, and, following the coast, ^ally
arrived in PrabhAs, that is VerAval in south KAthiAwAr. According to the YAdava
Kosh, ‘ 'The AparAntas are the western lands ; they are Shnrparaka and others.’

The commentator on YAtsyAyanAs KAmasntra (a.d. ^10?) calls AparAnta the coast of

the western ocean, and according to VarAhamihira (A.D, 550) it is a western country.

®Foe Eoue Ei, 316; Trans. Sec. Ori. Cong. 311.
* The flourishing state of Eanheri in the second and third centuries, and the close

trade connection between Egypt and the Eonkan at that time make it probable that

much of the European knowledge of Bnddhism was gained from Eanheri monks.
The BrAhmans who wrote the account of their religion for the Roman governor of Egypt
(470), and who had been employed in their own country in canying food from the towns
to monks who lived on a great hill, were perhaps Kanheri acol^es. (Lassen’s Ind.

Alt, III. 378, IV. 907). The correct ideas of Bnddhism held by Clemens of

Alexandria (a.d. 2()0), who was the first European who knew the word Buddha
and who speaks of the Shramans worshipping pyramids which they believed

to hold the bones of some god, and of Porphyry (a.d. 300), who described the
Shramans as a mixture of classes who shaved their heads and wore tunics,

abandoned their families and lived in’ colleges sending their time in holy conver-

sation and getting daily doles of rice (Talboys Wheeler, IV. 240), were perhaps
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It was probably in tbe fourth century- that the sculptured stone tope

in care No. 38 was built; and it was followed in the fifth century

by a tope near cave No. 3. Additions both of fresh caves and of

new ornaments in old caves seem to have continued through the

fifth and sixth centuries, ten of the fifty inscriptions dating from
that period. These additions belong to the late or MahSyana
school and are much more ornate than the older caves. To this

period belong the Darbar Cave (No. 10) and others at the end of

the first row, the two large statues of Gautama at the ends of the

veranda of the Cathedral Cave (No. 3), and several chapels. In the
beginning of the fifth century (420) Fah Hian described from
hearsay a monastery in the Deccan, in a hilly barren land, whose
people were heretics knowing neither the Buddhist nor the

Br^man religion. Windows were pierced in many parts of the
hiU, and at the four comers flights of steps led up the hillside.

The monastery was well supplied with water. A spring at the

top flowed before the rooms encircling each tier, and on reaching
the lowest chamber passed through the gate.^ Hiwen Thsang
(640), though he passed through the Deccan, seems not to have
heard of Kanheri.® This was the time of the spread of the

Rathods of Malkhet near Haidarabad, staunch followers of Shiv
and connected with the Elnra and perhaps with the Elephants caves,

who, during the eighth and ninth centuries, seem to have wrested

the north Deccan and Konkan from the Chalukyas. Before the end

taken from the same source. [Mr. Frianlx (J. B. A. S, XX. 298) notices with sorprise,

that, while Clemens Alezandrinns (a.u. 200) had a correct idea of Buddha, in the fifth

and sixth centuries not even Eosmas (535) seems to have bad any idea of the religion.

Can the explanation be that, in the worship of that time, Buddha had lost the
position which he held under the older people, and, that the ground work of the
religion was hidden under a mass of spirits and bodhisattvaf}. Another man who,
according to Christian writers of tbe third and fourth centuries [Archelaus in his
Archelai et Manetis Disputatio (a.d. 275 - 279) ; Cyril’s Catacheses (aj>. 361) ; and
the Heresies of Esiphanins (a.d. 375)] brought the influence of Buddhism to bear on
Christianity may have gained his knowle&e of Buddhism from Kanheii monks.
This man was Skythaenns, the teacher of ^rebinthus, and the originator of the
peculiar doctrines of the Manichmans. He lived during tbe time of the Apostles,
and was said to be a native of Palestine, familiar with Greek, and a merchant who
traded to India. He visited India several times and learned Indian philosophy. In
bis maturer years he married Hypsele, an Egyptian slave, and settled in Alexandria,
where he mastered the learning of the Egyptians and wrote four books, the source
of the Manichasan doctrine. He then went to Judaea with Terebinthus, disputed
with the Apostles of Christ, and died there. At his death Terebinthus inherited his
books and wealth, and, going to Babylon, proclaimed himself learned in the wisdom
of the Egyptians and took the name of Buddha (Bouddas). J. B. A S. XX. 271.

'Beal, 141; Bemusat’s Poe Eoue Ei, 314-317. Though this is curiously like
He Cento’s account (see below, p. 149), the rest of Fah Hian’s description makes the
identification with Eanheri very doubtful He says the monastery was formed of
five stories or tiers, the lowest in the shape of an elephant, the second of a lion, the
third of a horse, the fourth of an ox, and the fifth of a dove.
•Cunningham (Anc. Geog. 556) considers that Eanheri is the convent which

ffiwen Thsang (Stan. Jnlien Mem. Sur. les Contr^es Occ. H. 156) describes as built
in a dark valley in a range of hills in the east of Mahirdsbtra, with walls covered
with sculptures showing the events in Gautama’s life. But Ihis account, thon^
confused, seems to apply much more close^ to Ajanta (see Ehdudesh Stat. Act.
Bom. Gaz. XII. 480, 48^. Shortly after Hiwen Tbsang’s time, Ewheri perhaps •

gained an important addition in the person of Chandrakuti, the head of the Xilanmmona^^ near Benares, who, being defeated by Chandngomine, fled to the Konkan.
Vassihefs Bouddisme, 207.
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of the eighth centary gifts were again made to Kanheri. Two of the

Kanheri inscriptions dated 863 and 877, belong to the ninth century.

These gifts are of little importance, none of them being more than
grants of money. So far as the inscriptions have been read no
further additions were made. Up to the middle of the thirteenth

century Thana was under the rule of the Silharas, who though ShaiTS

s6em not to hare interfered with the practice of Buddhism.^ From
the Silharas it passed to the Devgiri Yadavs (1250-1318), who
were staunch Sl^vs. But neither the Yadavs nor their Mu^m^
successors were firmly established in the Konkan. Only a few
outposts were held, and it is not certain whether S^sette was under
Gujarat or under the Deccan. In either nase Kanheri seems to
hare been undisturbed, and, as late as the middle of the fifteenth

century (1440), Buddhist monks were building relic shrines.® Nearly
a century later (1534), when the Portuguese conquered Salsette, the
Kanheri caves were still the home of a large colony of ascetics.

The leaders were converted to Christianity and the life of the
monastery was brought to an end. The Portuguese speak of the
ascetics as Yogis and they may have been Brahmanic ascetics. But
several details recorded by the first Portuguese writers (1538-1603)
make it probable that they were Buddhist monks, and that the great
Buddhist monastery of Kanheri remained in life until its leaders

were made' Christians by the Portuguese.®

The twelve hundred years of Buddhist ascendancy (b.c. 450-
A'.D. 750) may be roughly divided into four periods, each period
marked by the development of a new theory, or gospel, of the way to

enlightenment and rest. The gospel of the first period was conduct,
of the second metaphysics, of the third mysticism, of the fourth magic.
Conduct dates from Gautama (b.c. 500), metaphysics from about b.c.

200, mystery from about a.d. 100, and magic from about a.d. 500.

Though the elder systems were to some extent eclipsed by the

Haeeenf
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>The KolhApor SilMra GkmdarAditya (1110) bailt a temple to Buddha and endowed
it with land. J. K B. R. A. S. Xni. 10. Rone of the Th^na SilhAia grants which
have yet been deciphered make any mention of Buddha.

* See the stone pots with ashes and some coins of Ahmad Bahmani (1440) men-
tioned below (p. 175) as found in cave 13.

*Dom JoAo de Castro (1338) (Primeiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 75-81) notices

that the object of worship was a great round ball (the relic shrine). This would seem
to prove that the worshippers were Buddhists. But it is possible that the relic shrine

was taken for a huge Ung, as Forbes’ (Or. Mem. I. 425) informant told him in 1774,
and as seems to be the case at the present day in the neighbonriug K.ondivte caves
where the relic shrine is known as MahAkAl, that is Shiv the Destroyer. According
to Hov4, as late as 1787, ‘ the Hindus at Kanheri paid adoration to the round pillar at
the head of cave No. 3 resembling the crown of a hat about sbrteen feet high and
fourteen in diameter (Tours, 13). The view that the monks found by the Portuguese
were Buddhists is confirmed by Couto’s ( 1603) sketch of Saint Jehosaphat (below, p. 150),

which shows that in 1534 the Kanheri monks had a correct knowled^ of Gautama’s life.

Buddhism lingered nearly as late in other parts of India. In Bengal the famous
monastery of Nilanda was rebuilt early in the eleventh century (1015-1040), and at

Buddha (raya the celebrated temple of Bodhidrnma was not finished till the end of

the thirteenth centmy. In the Deccan, near Hiraj, a Buddhist temple was built in

the twelfth century (lllO, J. B. B. R. A. S. Xin. 10). At AmrAvati, near the month -

of the Krishna, there was a Buddhist temple in the twelfth century, a tooth relic

till perhaps the begiiming of the fourteenth century, and a remnant of Buddhists as

late as 1503. Pergussou’s Tree and Serpent Worship, 156 ; Fergusson and Burgess’

Cave Temples, 132, 398.
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younger^ they seem to have continned side by side till the fall of

Baddhism.

Gantama’s maxims have been so changed and so overlaid by later

teachers, that it is hard to say how mnch of Baddhism comes
from the founder of the faith.^ In any case, whether it was started

by Gantama or was a later development, the original Buddhist
philosophy seems to have been taken from earlier Hindu thinkers.

The Buddhists were originally a sect of Hindus, and the Brdhmans
seem to have in no way interfered with the efforts of the early

Buddhists to spread their doctrines.* The new philosophy seems
to have taught that matter existed, but that there was neither soul

nor self. Man was a collection of attributes, sensations, ideas, and
tendencies; all is changing, nothing is stedfast.® Though nothing
is stedfast and there is no self or soul, the thing done or karma
remains, and, according as it is good or bad, enters on a new existence

more or less miserable. These new existences are an evil. They
are the result of unrest or yearning. Yearning can be quenched by
leaving the world and leading a life of moderate asceticism, over-

coming the passions, and preparing for the &diDg of self and desire

in the stirless rest of nirvdna. La3mien cannot reach this final

goal of complete rest. But they can improve their future by their

E
resent conduct, by leading kindly and sober lives, and % free-

anded gifts to ascetics. The four great truths seem to be as old

as Gautama. That all men suffer, that the root of sorrow is desire

or yearning, that sorrow dies when desire is quenched, and that a
holy dnd thoughtful life quenches desire. That to lead a holy and
thoughtful life the memory, beliefs, feelings, thoughts, word^ and
deeds must be right. And that these being right the changes of

life and death lead by four stages, conversion, one more life, the

last life, and perfection, to the state of rest or nirvana, where self

ceases to trouble and desire is dead.*

Gautama's followers seem from the first to have been divided

into lay and ascetic. For long the ascetics were hermits living by
themselves under trees, in huts, or in natural caves,probably in no case

living together or forming organised bodies of monks.® Among
the objects of early Buddhist worship were trees,® relic and memorial

* Vstasilief8 views of the comparatively modern date of many of the doctrines

and institutions that the Buddhist scriptures ascribe to Gantama are, as is noticed in

detail below, borne out in several particulars by the evidence of the sculptures in the
early Buddhist monuments at Katak (B.c. 300), Bharhut (b.c. 200), SAnchi (a.d. 50),

and AmrAvati (a.d. 300-400).
* Rhys Davids, 84, 85. ’ Rhys Davids, 94, 95. * Rhys Davids, 106-111.
•Fergusson and Burgess’ Caves, 68. The Katak caves in Orissa (b.c. 200 -A.D.

100, the age is doubtful, see Ditto 70) and the Bharhut sculptures in Central India
(B.C. 200- 100) have representations of hermits’ huts. In neither are there traces of

monasteries or of ascetics in the regular garb of Buddhist monks. Cunningham’s
Bharhut Stupa, 30.

* Each Buddha had his hodhi tree or Tree of Knowledge. Of the four last Buddhas
Gautama’s liree was the pipal Ficus rebgiosa, Kashyapa’s the banyan Ficus indica.

Kanaka’s the nmbar Ficus glomerata, and Krakuchchhanda’s the lAirUh or Acacia
sirisa. Cunningham’s Bharhut Stupa, 108. Tree worship was probably part of an earlier

religion. Curtins (VIII. 9, b.c. 3^) says, the Shramans or Buddhists worship chiefly
trees which it is death to injure, ^e trees were at first associated with the oifferoit
Buddhas

;
they afterwards seem to have been considered a symbol of the congr^tion.
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ines,^ wheels representing the law, and a triple symbol that
Inded the relic shrine, the wheel, and the tree. From early times
rks of Gautama’s feet, his head-dress, girdle, alms-bowl, bathing
e, drinking vessel, and seat or throne were also worshipped.®
e only figure that occurs as an object of worship in the early

ptures is Shri or Lakshmi the goddess of wealth.® Buddhist
pies are probably of late origin.*

Even in the time of Ashok (b.c. 250) there is a marked absence
many of the chief features of the later Buddhism. His edicts

[ake almost no reference to Gautama or Buddha, and their religion

insists purely in conduct. The common people are to obey their

ents, to be liberal to their relations and friends and to Brfi,hman

d Buddhist beggars, to be thrifty, to shun slander and the taking
life, and to confess their sins. The rulers are to found hospitals

tPd to regulate the public morals. Though in the latter part of his

reign Ashok is said to have granted them great endowments, his

edicts make no mention of monasteries, and Brahman and Buddhist
ascetics are spoken of as equally worthy of support. Trees and relic

or memorial shrines were still the only objects of worship.® But
noble memorial mounds were raised at places famous in Gautama’s
life, and the practice of making pilgrimages was established.

The practical working of Gautama’s teaching seems to have been
very little at variance with the established social system. Neither
at first nor afterwards does Buddhism seem to have given offence to

Brdhmanism by interfering with caste. Gautama’s law was a law of

mercy for all. But this equality was rebgious not social. Men
were equal because all were mortal and subject to suffering. Shndras
were allowed to become ascetics. But the feeling of equality was
not strong enough to embrace the impure classes or Chandals whom
the Buddhists at first, and probably during the whole of their

history, regarded with not less loathing than the Brdhmans. Early

Buddhism had no room for the Ghandal.^ The less practical

mysticism and magic of the later schools was in theory more liberal.

To win power over nature you must grasp its secret, to grasp its

secret you must have perfect sympathy with nature, sympathy to be
perfect must include a kindliness for what is foulest and most
revolting in nature, therefore you must pity, perhaps associate with

the Chandal.® This enthusiasm for the outcaste seems to have
rested in words. As late as the fifth century after Christ, Fah

* The worship of relic shrines seems to have been older than Gautama’s time and

to have received his approval. Details are given below, p. 175.

* Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, 107 - 112.

® Shri’s image is common at Katak, one occurs at Bharhnt, ten at S^nchi, and many
in the Junnar caves. Lakshmi remained a Buddhist goddess till in the seventh

century she went over to the Vaishnavs. Fergossou and Burgess’ Caves, 72, 151.

* VassUief’s Bouddisme, 88. Fergusson (Cave Temples of India, 91) notices the

absence of a temple in the Katak group. Bdjendralil Mitra (Buddha Gaya, 128, 129)

says temples were not thought of till the time of Ashok.

» Duncker’s History of Antiquity, IV. 532. Talboys Wheeler, HI. 216 - 238. One
oumastery the Jarasandha-ka-baitak at RAjgir or Rijagriha in Bihir seems to be older

than Ashok. Fergusson and Burgess, 303. * Vassilief’s Bouddisme, 181.

? Vassiliefs Bouddisme, 181. ® Vassilief’s Bouddisme, 181.
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Hian found that in Mathura, where Buddhism w'as in honour, tho
Chandals or impure tribes were forced to live by themselves, and
when they went into a town had to sound a bell or strike a piece of

bamboo that people might know they were coming and hold aloof.

^

So far from men of the lowest classes being admitted into the
Buddhist community a monk might not even receive alms from a
Chandal.* On the other hand Brahman converts were treated with
special respect. One of the marks of honour shown to the champion
or chief scholar of a Buddhist monastery was that his attendants
were Brdhmans, not ordinary monks.® And some of the Brdhman
monks seem to have been so proud of their birth as to hold them-
selves defiled by the touch of any one who was not a Brahman.^

As regards the laity neither Gautama nor his successors seem to
have interfered with the social arrangements of caste. Gautama's
equality, says M. St. Hilaire,® is philosophic, the admission that all

men are liable to suffer and may escape from suffering. He was
not a social reformer. He did not try to alter Indian ^society. He
wished to heal the human race.® Obedience is one of the great duties
of the laity, not license to break through marriage or other rules. So
Ashok says, “ When yon are called to a feast, ask what is your host’s
caste, and when you are arranging a marriage find out to what
caste the family belongs. But among ascetics you should think of
their virtues not of their caste. Caste has nothing to do with the
religious law

;
the religious law does not concern itself with caste.”

To meet the advance of Buddhism the Brahmans revised those,
parts of their system which the success of Buddhism showed to be
unpopular. In place of the cold abstraction of the world soul® two
local deities. Shiv the fierce god of the hills and Vishnu the kindly
spirit of the plains, were raised to be the rulers of men. “ To help this
change in religion, in the third century before Christ, the old epic

’ Beal’s Fah Hian, 55 ; Bemasat’s Foe KoueKi, 105.

^

* Remasat s Foe Koue Ki, 105. A monk might not take alms from five classes,
smgen and players, courtezans, tavern-keepers, kings in case they might be annoyed,
and ChandAls. ^ Stan. Julien’s Mem. Sur. les Con. Occ. I. 79.

Fah Hian mentions a famous Br<^hman teacher of Buddhism, who, if the kins
from affectionate esteem took him by the hand, washed himself from head to foot,
pal, 105 ; Remusafs Foe Koue Ki, 254 ; T. Wheeler, III. 257. Gautama seems to
nave continued, to insider himself a Kshatri, His images are represented as wearing
the sacred cord. Edjendral^rs Buddha Gaya, 131.

« Buddhisme, 210. 6 Buddhisine, 210.
Buphi.sme, 163. The Buddhist rules about caste seem much the same as the rulesMW in force amongst the flourishing G ujar4t sect of the Svami NArdyans. The SvAmi-

XNardyan^eory is that all men are equal and a member of any caste may become a
monk. impure tribes are alone excepted. On the other hand special respect is
shown to BrahmaehAris or monks of BrAhman birth. As regards the laity the sect
as nothing to do with caste. No attempt is made to break caste rules. Oonsiderinenow often m Buddhist times the conversion of a king, or the success of a preacher,

changed a province from BrAhmauism toBuddhism and from Buddhism to BrAhmanism,
1 seems almost impossible that to adopt the worship of the new sect carried with itany practical change m the marriage laws.

I*
Dvpcker’s History of Antiquity, IV. 126- 136.

TV
\i8pu are mentioned as early as the sixth century B.c. (Hnncker,

Bumouf (Int. A I’Histoire du Bud. Ind. I. 554) Shiv was in
before Buddhism. On the other hand Fergnsson (Tree and

rtS^SWv^Tkt^’god^
satisfied that Shiv and Rndra are the same, and holda
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ems, the Mahabharat and Ramayana were remodelled and added
and the favourite heroes were made either worshippers or

carnations of Shiv and Vishnu. Shiv was a dread power but his

iVour could be won by due ceremonies and sacrifices. And, round
ishnn and his incarnations, stories clustered that showed him to be
ot less kindly or less ready than Buddha to sacrifice his ease for the

ood of men. ‘ When right falls to sleep and wrong wakes to power
create myself to free the good and to destroy the bad.’ ^ This gentle

indly god called for no sacrifice of life. Offerings of flowers fruit

lud water were enough.^ To counteract the fame of the places

hich Gautama’s life had made holy, the sanctity of the shrines of

he new gods and of other places of Brfihman interest and the high
erit of visiting them was proclaimed.® To meet the Buddhist

ihilosophy, about B.c. 300, a new version of the old system of yog
abstraction was brought forward by Yajnavalkya. According
the new system the proper purifying of the mind enables the soul

leave the body and lose itself in the world soul. This new
octrine was accompanied by the preaching that gentleness, kindness

And temperance are higher than penance and sacrifice, and by the

opening of the way of salvation to Shudras as well as to the higher

classes.* A scheme for Brahman monasteries formed part of the

system.®

This form of the doctrine of yog or contemplation had a great

influence on the future of Buddhism. Not long after Ydjnavalkya,

a teacher named Nagdrjuna, rose among the Buddhists preaching

a new doctrine.® This new gospel, which he said he had found in

writings left by Gautama under the charge of the Nfigas or dragons
till the minds of men should be ready to receive them, taught

that meditation not conduct led to freedom from desire and to rest or

extinction. Before the time of Nagdrjuna the followers of the old

system had been split into eighteen sects. These sects joined into

two schools, and finally united into one body, to oppose the new
system which they said was borrowed from the heretics.^ The rivalry

lasted over several hundred years. At last, in the first century after

Christ, a great teacher named Areiasanga defeated the champions

of conduct and established thought as the path to perfection.® This

new doctrine was accompanied by a metaphysical nihilism according
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* Duncker, IV. 496.
^ Duncker, 494. Vaishnavism probably rose in the same part of India as Buddhism.

How closely the two faiths are connected is shown by the fact that Ja^nndth in the
east is a Buddhist emblem, Vithoba in the west a Buddhist or a Jain image, and
Bn<idha the ninth incaination of Vishnu. Fergusson and Burgess, 74 ; Cunningham’s
Bhilsa Topes, 158, 356, 361. Stevenson in J. B. A. S. VII. 5.

^ Duncker (IV. 508) thinks that it was the new passion for making pilgrimages

that gave the Brhhmans their name of Tirthyas and Tirthikas. This seems
doubtful. Wheeler’s (III. 126) opinion that the name means pure livers, in allusion

to their practice of going about naked, seems to be that generaUy held.

* Duncker (IV. 516) writes as if Yajnavalkya had founded the system of yog or

contemplation. But some of the doctrines were older than Buddhism. T. Wheeler,

III. 100, 116, * Duncker, IV. 520.

® According to Buddhist accounts Nhghrjuna lived from 400 to 600 years. He
may represent a school of teachers. VassiheJ’s Le Bouddisme, 28-31, 34, 37.

’’ The heretics mentioned are the Lokhiatas and Nigrantas. Vassihefs Le Boud-
' disme, 71. ® Vassilief's Le Bouddisme, 28-31, 34, 37, 77.
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to which everything is void or unreal.^ A later branch of th^

same school seems to have held, that the soul in man and the souj

of the universe can have communion. But that this communion
must be reached by abstraction, not by thinking, for thought i

ignorance and to keep the mind pure it must not be disturbed

by thought.^ These new metaphysical doctrines were accompanied
by a change in the ideal of conduct from the personal striving td

reach perfection by a virtuous life to a broad enthusiasm for self-

sacrifice. The new religion was a religion of love and pity.® Ther-j

was also a change in the objects of worship. The image o

Buddha as an ascetic took the chief place in front of the relic shrine.

And, by degrees, there were added the images of past Buddhas, ol

Bodhisattvas or future Buddhas, and of several male and female}

divinities.®
,

While this new doctrine and worship were being introducedi

the establishment of great monasteries led to many changes in th

'

practice of Buddhist asceticism. The leaders of the religion hel(^

the convenient doctrine that no law of Buddhism can run contrary

to good sense.® So when monasteries were formed and missionary
work was undertaken in distant parts of India, the original rules

about observing the rains as a specially holy season were altered,

and, as monasteries became endowed with lands and revenues, the

rules about living on alms and dressing in the poorest clothes were
laid aside. ^ Another result of the new doctrine, that perfection lay

through thought and metaphysic and not through conduct, was the

* Vassilief, 123 ;
Burnoufs Int. I. 558. 2 Vassilief, 135.

^ Vassilief’fl Le Bouddisme, 124. This love was the Buddhist charity or alms-giving.
It was without limits. Buddha came into the world only to save. His followers
should shrink from no sacrifice that is likely to benefit a living being. So Buddha
gives his body as a meat to a starving tigress and a young disciple throws himself

;

overboard as a sacrifice to the storm. See St. Hilaire, 140. ^

* The first image of Gautama is said to have been carved by a converted demon l

and the second by a heavenly sculptor. There is one image of Gautama as a man in
the SAuchi sculptures (a.d. 50). But, according to Fergusson, his image as an ascetic
did not come into ordinary use till about a.d. 300 (Fergusson and Burgess, 73).
Cunningham puts the introduction of images as early as B.c. 100. In his opinion i

the first image came from the half-Greek PanjAb (Bharhut Stupa, 107). About a.d. 300,
'

the worship of relic shrines gave place to the worship of images, and the shrine
became little more than an image frame or setting (Fergusson and Burgess, 179, 180). 1

® Vassilief’s Le Bouddisme, 124-126 ; St. Hilaire, 92. A Bodhisattva is the present
form of the thing done, or karma, which will produce future Buddhas. The first of
Bodhisattvas is the next Buddha, the Maitreya or kindly Buddha (Ehys Davids,
200), and the most popular was Avalokiteshvar the manifest god or the god who
looks from on high. (Rhys Davids, 203). These Bodhisattvas probably owe their
origin to the belief that Gautama had passed through rest or nirvana into utter 1

extinction, parinirvdna, and that therefore help must be sought from some other source »

(Rhys Davids, 200). So Fah Hian (430), in fear of shipwreck, calls on Avalokiteshvar, i

to bring daylight (Beal, 169; Foe Koue Ki, 359; Bumouf’s Introduction, 347). ^

The covenant between AmiUbha, or boundless light, and his son Avalokiteshvar, the -
,

manifest god, is traced by Mr. Beal to Christian influence. (Fah Hian, LXXII). In i

the tenth century northern Buddhism went a step further inventing a primordial or *>

Adi Buddha (Rhys D.avids, 206). Indra was the chief among the gods and TAra ^
among the goddesses. (Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples, 133). In different parts ^of the country some of the old Buddhist images are preserved and worshipped as ^
BrAhmanic deities. Thus at Buddha Gaya VajrapAni’s image is now VAgishvari and [

PadmapAm’s image is now SAvitri. KAjendralAl’s Bnddha Qaya, 187 plate fxxii.
Vassiliefs Le Bouddisme, 68. t Vassiliefs Le Bouddisme, 86, 87.
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development among the monks of a passion for dialectic, and the

moulding of the doctrines of their faith into a more correct and
polished form than that in which they originally appeared. Their
warmer beliefs in the virtue of self-sacrifice and in the kindly interest

which Higher Beings took in the affairs of men, led to the use of

richer and freer decoration in their monasteries and temples.

As regards the ordinary life of the lay Buddhists there is little

information. The sculptures at Sanchi and Amravati seem to show
that in the first, and, to a less extent, in the fourth and fifth centuries

of the Christian era, the people were more given to liquor drinking,

dancing, and war making, than might have been expected in the
followers of so mild and so ascetic a faith. But it is doubtful how far

these scenes are meant to represent actual Buddhist life.^

Some of the doctrines of the new system were little removed from
mysticism. They passed into a form of spiritual physics, according

to which the mind by concentration can be raised above itself and
work wonders.*® One means of raising the mind to this state of

mystic trance is to keep noting the number of outward and inward
breathings till the sense of past, present and future fades, and the

mind, free from the trammels of time, shares in the enlightenment

and in the supernatural powers of higher and perfect beings.® The

1^ teachers of this school set up two goals of thought. One goal, called

^^samddhi, consisted in driving from the mind all impressions from
‘ ' without or from within

;
the other goal, called vaipashyam, consisted

dnmastering the root ideaof all subjects of thought.^ So Bodhidharma,
/one of the sixth century leaders of Buddhism, taught complete

f indifference as the way to perfection. Doing nothing and mental
/abstraction led to self-absorption, lust was quenched, and happiness

Igained. To this school belonged the Indian exile whom the Chinese

'named the wall-gazing Brahman, because, for nine years, he sat with

f his face to a wall.®

~ From mysticism of this type the change to magic was slight.

'Early in the sixth century, Asanga, a Peshavar monk, started the

^Uoctrine of dhdrani or the expression of spells or mystic formulas.®

Tfevery being has its formula
;
and by saying, or simply thinking, this

ffiormula the initiated can bring the being under his control. This

(relation between the name and the thing named led to mudra, the

\

A

L
i Ferguason’s Tree and Serpent Worship, 223, 224. The war at Sinchi was a

ligious war connected with a relic (Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, 215), and it seems

''possible that most of the love-making and drinking scenes represent the pleasures of

sflautama’s life before he became a recluse.

2 Vassilief, 135, 137. ® Vassilief, 138, 140. * Vassilief, 141.

I 2 Beal’s Fah Hian, XXX. The indifference of this school did away with all dis-

s .motions of right and wrong. To a recluse an enemy or himself, his wife or his

laughter, his mother or a prostitute, all should be the same, Bumouf’s Int. 558.

1 « Bhys' Davids, 208 ;
Vassilief, 141, 142 ; Fah Hian (420) has no mention of magic

^ charms ;
Sun Yung (520) notices charms and magic^ powers (Beal, XXXI. ) ; and

1 Hiwen Thsang (640) speaks of them with favour. Jnl. I. 144 ; Beal’s Fah Hian, LXII.

Xhouvh not b^ed on magical charms the possession of supernatural powers was

fclaimed by Gantama who restored sight and whose relics brought rain (Beal, 78), and

libv Moukian Gautama’s sixth disciple (Eemusat’s Foe Koue Ki, 32). Saints or arhats
^

' also supposed to fly, enter other bodies, dive under water, and pass into the

r^ftrth {Foe Koue Ki, 218).
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relation between the sign and the thing signified ; and this to tantra, or

magic spells, the last stage of Buddhist development. Though these

tantras were soon debased, the original object of gaining magical

power was, at least, nominally, as a means of becoming a Buddha. The
theory was that as man is made of mind, body and speech, if the

devotee adds the new path of magic to the old paths of conduct

and thought, the mind may think of Buddha, the body may frame the

signs that represent Buddha, and the tongue may repeat the spell

that gives power over Buddha, so that under the joint power of these

influences, the devotee may shortly be transformed into a Buddha.*^

The mixture of Shaivism and Buddhism, and the addition of the

senseless and degrading rites and rules that were prevalent among
the tantra-worshippers of Northern India do not seem to have spread

as far south as the Bombay Presidency.^

This summary of the leading changes that passed over the

doctrines, the worship, and the practice of the Buddhists brings to

light one of the main causes of their final defeat by the Br^hnaans.

Their system fell from the high morality of its youth and the glowing
kindbness and self-sacrifice of its prime, if not to the debased
magic of the tantras, at least to a foolish unreal mysticism.® Again,
while the hungry unwearied army of Brdhman village an^
family priests, careless of doctrine or system, had wound themselve^l

into the home life of the people, naming their children, managinjir
their family rites, telling the fit times for fasting and for feastin^il

and advising when to sow and when to reap, the Buddhistjji

monasteries had grown rich and sleek, and the monks, no longeiili

forced to seek daily alms or yearly clothing, knew little of theil

people, and, leaving the old practice of preaching conduct andli
a kindly life, gave their strength to the study of dialectic andlj
oratory.* The importance attached to oratory was partly due to

the Buddhist principle that they are always open to conviction,

because nothing is good Buddhism which can be shown to be bad

^ Vassilief, 142, 143, 144. Of the tanlra school Davids writes, “ Asan^a managed]
with great dexterity to reconcile Shaivism and Buddhism by placing Shaiv gods anS
devils in the lower Buddhist heavens, and by representing them as worshippers andi
supporters of Buddha and of Avalokiteshvar. He thus made it possible for thej
h^f-converted tribes to remain Buddhists while they brought offerings, even bloody

I

offerings, to the more congenial shrines of the Shaivite gods. Their practical belief
had no relation to the four truths or the noble eightfold path, but busied itself in
obtaining magic powers by magic phrases and magic circles ” (Buddhism, 208). As
noticed in the text this form of Buddhism does not seem to have passed to Southern
India.

2 Burnouf’s Int. I. 354. Bumouf says, “ Of the north Indian tantras (558) the per
refuses to write of doctrines as wretched in form as they are hateful and degrading ii 1

nature.” In his opinion the nearest approach that the Buddhism and ShaiW^ of > >
Western India made was their common belief in meditation or yo'/ (I. 354). ,

3 Bad as it is, says AI. St. Hilaire (Buddhisme, 244), modern Brdhmanism is bettei
’

t

than Buddhism. ‘
.

* How far the Buddhist monks acted as family priests is doubtful. Dunoker i !

(History, IV, 485) seems to rive them the place of family priests. And Vassilief r
(Bouddisme, 88) notices that the modern Lamas take part in birth and death cere- a

“

monies and are closely bound up with the life of the people by their knowledge of
astrology and medicine. On the other hand Wheelpr (III. 98) holds that the Buddhist, jmonks never exercised pnestly offices or .shared in the family rites of the laity • andid
this view agrees with the present position of the Gwjia or Jain ascetics. ’

/
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I

aenae.^ The Buddhists have from the first been famous for

their love of debating. Megasthenes (b.c. 300) taunts them with
their fondness for wrangling/ and Gautama is said to ha?e tried to

stop their quarrels by warning them that an argumentative monk
goes to hell and passes from one birth to another meeting affliction

everywhere.® In spite of this, as monasteries grew and as the
path to perfection was no longer conduct but thought and meta-
physics, the importance of dialectic skill increased. The prosperity
of a monastery depended on the argumentative power of its

chief.* The champion talker of the monastery was treated with
the highest honour. He was liable to be challenged by any
stranger, and, as was the practice in the times of European chivalry,

if the champion was beaten his whole party was at the conqueror’s
mercy. A monastery that had lasted for ages was sometimes
desOTted from the result of a single dialectic duel.® This system
undermined the strength of Buddhism in two ways. It loosened
the monk’s hold on the people and it divided the monasteries,
changing them from practical teachers and helpers into isolated

unsympathetic theorists who hated each other more than they
hated the Brahmans.® The Brdhmans were little behind the
Buddhists in their zeal for oratory. Hiwen Thsang (640) speaks of

’|rahman colleges and places of learning being famous and held in

igh honour,^ and, in the eighth century, when the great Brahman
nampion Shankaracharya arose the Buddhists trembled. They knew
ey would be challenged, they knew his arguments, and knowing
o answer they shrunk away leaving their monasteries empty.®

In another important point the Buddhists were inferior to the

rdhmans. Paralysed by the quietism and indifference of their

ith,® they had to face a sect fhe name of whose god was a battle cry
and the eloquence of whose champion was probably supported by
pands of armed devotees.^® In the eighth century Shankaracharya

i>
^

V Vaasilief, 68. ^ See Wheeler, III. 204. ’ Rhys Davids, 156. * Beal, LI.

^

'? Vassilief, 67, 69.

ir Devil-taught was an epithet often u«ed by one sect of Buddhist to another. Vassi-

J Ipf, 57.
’’

Stan. Julien’s Hiwen Thsang. I. 76.

1 1

* Vassilief, 67-69. The Brdhman champions were Shankardcharya, KumaralUa,
iind Kanararodu ; the Buddhist champion, for whom his side claim several triumphs
ocfore his final defeat, was Dharmakirti. Vassilief, 207. What took place in the

seventh and eighth centuries occurred again with little change in the sixteenth

cjlentury. In 1534, after Antonio De Porto had silenced and converted the Buddhist(?)

dhampion of Kanheri, at the sight of him and another, two poor sackcloth-wearing

fipiars, the fifty Brdhman monks of Mandapeshvar rose, and, without even a war of

V 'ords, left their monastery and their lands to the master-talker of the conquering

s 3Ct. Jour. B. B. R. A. S., I. 38.

* Courage was one of the laity’s six cardinal virtues. But the ideal courage of the

I Juddhist layman was oddly unlike real courage. It was purely moral, the energy

S hown in fostering the fniitful seeds of the practice of duty. St. Hilaire, 141.

“ The Mardtha war cry is, ‘ Har Har Mahddev, ’ and the names of both Shiv and
1 /'ishnu are mixed with half the warrior heroes of the country. Armed bands of

ihaiv and Vaishnav Jogis and Gosdis were for long one of the terrors of India,

g'arthema (1503-1508) (Badger’s Varthema, III, 273) notices how Mahmud Begada

¥i459-1511) fought with a neighbour king of the Jogis. Every three or four years

4he king with about 3000 men, and, if not the king, then the Jogis in bands of 30

hr 400 went on pilgrimage. They carried sticks with iron rings at the base and

Iron discs which cut all round like razors. When they arrived at any city every

tried to please them. For should they even kill the first nobleman they
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and his patrons, the Rathods of Malkhet.marked the ruin of Buddhism
by two of the finest memorials in Western India, the Kail^ temple
at Elura and, perhaps, the Elephanta caves near Bombay. Unlike
Sdmath near Benares, where their monastery was burned to the

ground,^ or Madura in Madras where the monks were tortured to

death,^ the Buddhists of Western India seem to have been allowed to

retire from their caves without violence.® From the general min of

the eighth and ninth centuries Kanheri escaped. So strong was the

Buddhist feeling in the Konkan that the Brahmans seem to have
supplanted rather than destroyed the older faith. In the Great Cave
at Elephanta and in the Jogeshvari cave, one of the leading characters

in which Shiv is shown is as the Great Ascetic, Maha Yogi, seated

cross-legged, passive and unmoved, lost in thought like a Buddha or

a Jain saint, his seat a Buddhist lotus-throne and his supporters

Buddhist Nagas. Kanheri probably long remained a place of retire-

ment for Buddhist refugees, perhaps the last resting place from which
they took sail for Ceylon, Burmah, and China.

Two difficulties stand in the way of an attempt to describe Buddhist

would not be punished because they were saints. At Kalikat, in 1506, Varthen
found the Jogi king with 3000 followers, 200 of whom were sent to attack and kill _
two Christians who were suspected of being in communication with the Portuguesei^.
The two Christians were killed by the sharp iron discs thrown from the Jogis’ slingsr
Barbosa, 1514, (Stanley’s Edition, 99-100) describes the Jogis asUpper Indian Hindus^
well-made men with handsome faces, who, stopping lew days in the same place, went
in great bands like gypsies, naked barefoot and bareheaded dragging chains froic

shame that they had allowed the MusalmAns to conquer their country. Their hair
was made with plaits and wound round their head without ever being combed ; theit

bodies and faces were smeared w ith ashes and they wore a small bom round their
necks with which they called and begged for food chiefly at the houses of great
lords and at temples In 1530 Faria, in his history of the Koiikan, calls them Jogis
or Kalandars, and notices them as going about in bands of 20<l0 or more, laying the
country under contribution. Kerr’s ’V'oyages, VI. 230. The Tabakat-i Akbari notices a
fight in 1547 between Jogis and Sanyisis. ‘ The SanyAsis were between two and
three hundred in number and the Jogis, who wore only rags, were over five hundred,

:

At length the Jogis were defeated and the Sanyisis left victors (Elliot, V. 318)i
In 1758 GosAvis were found wandering near Broach, in such numbers that the Naw5|
drove them out of his territory. Under the MarathAs they received a fixed payment!
(Col. Walker’s Letter, 27th January 1805). In 1700 Du Perron notices a chief of Jogis
near Surat stark-naked, a Shaivite in religion, who was influential enough to have I
coirespondence over the whole of Asia. He had a great tiaile in precious stones and w
carried secret messages. (Zend Avesta, 1. cccxlvi). In 1764 Niebuhr found Jogif'

'

armed and going in troops of several thousands. The two oiders of Vairigis and Gosai*
were sworn enemies, and whenever they met bloody combats ensued. (Pinkerton,
X. 215). In 1774 Forbes notices them as a class of Hindu mendicants who marched
in large bodies through Hindustan , levying heavy contributions. (Oriental Memoirs, .
II. 9). In 1778 General Goddard, on his march through Bundelkhand, was attacked .

by a band of 2000 Sanyasis called vShaiv Nagas. (Pennant's HindusUn, II. 192). In 6
1789 Mahaddji Sindia, among other changes in the constitution of his army, enlisted'
large bodies of Gosivis, andforaied them into ilistinct regiments. (Grant Duff, III. 23).
Tod (Annals of Kdjasthan, I. 67) mentions that the K.-inphata Jogis were’ often in /many thousands sought as allies especially in defensive warfare. At the grand
military festival at Udepur, the scymitar, symbolic of Mars and worshipped 1^ the
Ghelots, was entrusted to them. In Gujardt the Svdmi-Ndrdyan Sddhns were originally
armed, and there are records of great fights at Ahmadabad about 1830 between them «
and the Vaishnav Vairdgis.

,

* Fergusson’s Tree and Serpent Worship, 79.
2 T^e memory of the impaling of the Buddhists of Madura by the Brihmans i»

still fresh. Taylor’s Cat. of Or. MS. III. 56, 144.

* 1
,’ comparatively little to destroy. Still there seems to be no trace that k

the Brahmans destroyed images or ornaments, " f

,
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life at Kanheri in its ^ys of wealth and prosperity. The first

diflSicalty is that, in the spirit of their rule that no bad sense is

good Buddhism, the Buddhists were always ready to change
their practice to suit local circumstances. The second difficulty

is, that it is doubtful how far the strict rules originally laid down
for lonely hermits were practised when large bodies of monks
came to live together in richly endowed monasteries. At an early
date^ a strong party of monks demanded concessions, among which
were such important changes as that a supply of salt might be
kept, that solid food and whey might be taken after midday, and
that fermented drinks might be used.* This movement was at
first defeated. But the party was strong and it is probable that
concessions were afterwards made. According to Vassilief,® when
monasteries grew rich the monks sometimes dressed well, traded,
and drank hquor as medicine. Still, in spite of changes and irre-

gularities, Fah Hian’s, Hiwen Thsang’s, and the Ceylon pictures of
Buddhist life are sufficiently alike to make it probable that the details

give a fairly correct impression of life in the Kanheri monastery
from the second to the seventh centuries of the Christian era.*

Kanheri, when rich and famous, differed greatly from its present
ite of wild loneliness. The relic mounds were bright with festoons
flags and streamers

; the flights of clear-cut steps were furnished
ith hand-rails, and the neat well-kept cells were fitted with doors
id windows and shaded with canopies ;

® sellers of incense and

i

ruit crowded the gates ;
groups of worshippers entered and

eft
;
and the bands of yellow-robed even-pacing monks and nuns

loved over the hill top and across the hill side. On festive days
fthe space in front of the great chapel was decked with

silken canopies ; the chapels thronged with well-dressed

!)rshippers and full of the scent of incense ; the images smothered
flowers

;
* and the relic shrines festooned more richly than usual

nth silken flags and variegated streamers. By night the whole
Vdl-side cells, stairs, chapels, and relic shrines would be ablaze with
\mps.^ Though the monks were poor the monastery was rich.

* The nominal date is about B.c. 350 (Bhys Davids, 216). But it is doubtful

'^fiihether there were monasteries before the time of Ashok.
“ These concessions, known as the Ten Indulgences, were : 1, to keep salt

; 2, to

»ke solid food after midday ; 3, to relax rules when the monks were not in monas-
Jleries ; 4, to ordain and confess in private houses ; 5, that consent might be obtained

'ivfter an act ; 6, that conformity to the example of others was a good excuse for

lulaxing rules ; 7, that whey might be taken after midday ; 8, that fermented drinks,

they looked like water might be drunk ; 9, that seats might be covered with cloth ;

,

Jind 10, that gold and silver might be used. Fhys Davids, 216.

X * Le Bouddisme, 87.

* Even during this time periods of prosperity were probably separated by periods

.fjf depression.
® Fergusson and Burgess^ Cave Temples, 359.

* The lavish use of flowers seems to have been one of the chief features of Buddhist

Worship. King Bh4tik4bhayo (b-C. 19-9) is said to have hung the great tope of

'nUeylon from top to bottom with jasmine garlands and buried the whole building from

flthe steps to the pinnacle with heaps of flowers. Tumour’s MahAvanso, 211-215 ; Bhilsa

t^ descriptions in Beal’s Fah Hian, 76 and 178. Bumouf (Int. k 1’ Histoire

l?dn Buddhisms Indien, I. 319) has an account of a monastery furnished with platforms

’Und raised seats with balustrades, windovra and trellis work, with fitly clad monks

B 1064-18
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Villages and lands, oxen and servants had been left them, and what
was once given was never taken back.^ Careful accounts were
kept, and, at least in later times, a share of the rent was taken in

grain and stored in the monastery for the use of the brotherhood.

There was probably considerable state. Richly-decked elephants

and palanquins took part in processions and gave dignity to the

movements of the abbot, the leading elders, or the champion orator

of the monastery. Under some learned and prudent head Kanheri

may, at times, have risen to such a state of high discipline and useful-

ness as Hiwen Thsang (640) found in the Nalanda convent in Beh4r.

This was the abode of several thousand monks, of pure blameless lives,

so talented and learned that the five Indies took them as models.

From morning till evening the young and the old were busy, teaching

and learning, and, from all sides, strangers flocked to find from the

elders the solution of their doubts. The bulk of the monks belonged
to the Great Vehicle, or later school, but aU the eighteen sects were
represented. A thousand of them could explain twenty books, 500
thirty books, ten fifty books, and one, the head of the convent, h^
mastered all the sacred writings.® §
The members of the Kanheri community belonged to four claHes,

laymen updsihis, lay-women upayis, monks hhihshus, and nus
bhikshunis.^ The laity, the bulk of whom seem to have m ^ '

‘

traders and craftsmen, were received into the community
repeating the words, ‘ I take refuge in Buddha, I take refugewusl

the law, I take refuge in the church.' They lived in their

keeping the rules against killing, stealing, adultery, lying
irhaiif

drinking, honouring their fathers and mothers, living by a jtheiri

calling, avoiding the ten deadly sins, and making liberality, court^^®“^

kindliness, and unselSshness their rule of life.* By the free gift^^a

alms,® by keeping the weekly changes of the moon and the -raithe''*

months as holy seasons, by attending at the chapel, and, at least

early times, by making confession once in every five years, they la^j
up a store of merit and reduced the number and improved tb).

character of their future births. K.

Gautama was averse from allowing women to become ascetic;ii-;f

and agreed to admit them only under promise that they woul''! I

moving in calm and seemly attitudes. So too, according to Duncker (History, rV^I
468), the monasteries were not uncomfortable. They had central halls and separat^

;

cells, platforms, balustrades, lattice windows, and good sleeping places.
' Beal’s Fah Hian, 55.
2 Stanislas Julien’s Mem. Snr. les Cent. Occid. 11. 45-46; and Talboys Wheeler

m. 271-272. wS
® Authorities differ as to whether Buddhist ascetics should be called priests or. t

monks. Hardy (Eastern Monachism, 14) and Duncker (History, IV. 377) call theuR'-,
priests

;
Talboys Wheeler (III. 128) and EhysDavids (Buddhism, 152) call them monks.! |

Their duties, and the present position of Buddhist ascetics in Burmah and Jai^e£<
ascetics in India, seem to show that they were monks and not priests. y* The ten deadly sins were : Three of the body killing, stealing, and whoring

; fouih'l^
of the tongue lying, slander, abuse, and prattle ; and three of the mind greed, spite,!

'

and unbelief. Ehys Davids, 142.
® The laity’s six cardinal virtues were alms, virtue, patience, courage, contemplation, a

knowledge. Several of these words have special and unusuM meanings (St. Hilaire,
139). A favourite Buddhist couplet was, ‘Cease from sin, practise virtue, govern theit
heart.’ (Ditto 131).

1
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keep certain special rules.^ The ntm’s dress was the same as the Chapter XIV.
monk’s dress, the nuns ate together apart from the monks, and places ofLiterest.'
worshipped the relic shrine of Ananda, Gautama’s cousin, who
had pleaded with him for their admission.* In Upper India nuns
were numerous enough to attract the notice of Megasthenes (b.c.

300) .* They were most liberal in their gifts to Kanheri as they
were to other monasteries.* They play a leading part in some of

Uie old dramas.® But they do not seem to have ever risen to be
an important class.®

Monks were called hhikshus or beggars, shramans or toilers, and
or hearers. At first admission was most free. ‘Come hither,

enter into the spiritual life ’ was Gautama’s initiation.'^ Before long
(b.c. 430) some knowledge was required, and in later times most of the

monks began as novices shrdmaneras. The novice must be over eight

years old, have his parents’ leave, be free from disease, and be neither

a soldier nor a slave.® He might belong to any of the four higher
asses, but apparently could not belong to one of the impure or

•ressed tribes. Wken he entered the monastery the novice became
iupil of one of the monks. His head and eyebrows were shaved

;

as bathed and dressed in robes which he presented to his

or and again took from him. He was thrice made to repeat
'

‘I take refuge in Buddha, I take refuge in the truth, I
e in the order,’ and to say the ten commandments against

eahng, marrying, lying, drinking, eating after midday,
dances music parties or plays, using perfumes or flowers,

coveting gold or precious articles.® At twenty the novice was
itted a member of the order in presence pfthe brotherhood. He
k vows of poverty and chastity, and was presented with the three

How robes and the beggar’s bowl. He promised to have no
srcourse with women, never to take alms from them, look at them,

t roles were that a non, eren of HK> years old, most respect all monks ; she

I
never insnlt or abuse them; must examtne herself ; co^ess her faults ; learn

[the monks, specially in the three summer months when she must rest neither
ht nor by day in her efforts to learn the law ; at all times she must watch the
and profit by their example. Bemusat’s Foe Keue Ki, 112. One nun, the

hter of Stlgara king of the N4gas, rose to be a Bodhisattva (St. Hilaire, 109).
probably this lady who appears at EUura in the dress of Padmap&ni (Fergnsson

J
Bnr^ss’ Caves, 374). ^ Remusat’s Foe Kone Ki, 112; Beal's Fah Hian, 58.

ICunningham’g Bhilsa Topes, XII.
‘ Upwards of a third of the j^ts to the S4nchi topes (B.c. 250-a.i>. 19) were by
|>men, many of whom were nuns (Cunningham’s Bhilsa 'Topes, 2^). One Knda and
vezal of the Kanheri gifts are from the children of nuns (Fergnsson and Burgess’
ves, 206). Probably these nuns had entered the convent late in life after Hieir
sbamds’ death.

I ' In Milati and MAdhav (a.d. 800) one of the chief characters is the lady superior
I a Buddhist convent. Manning’s Ancient India, IL 208.

[• Hardy (Eastern Monachism, 161) says the order of nuns seems to have soon been
tven up. ^ Hardy's Eastern Monachism, 18.
* Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 18. According to Cnnnii^ham (Blulsa Topes, 167),
le unlucky, the soured, and thewom.ont were the men who became monks. In the

of Hie Toy Cart (a. d. 200) a broken gambler turns monk (Manning’s Ancient

I

ndia, II. 168, 169). But at least, in later times, most of the monks were boys taken
nt oi Buddbiist schools.
* Beal’s Fah Hian, 59. Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 24. These are the eight

laymen’s rales with two extra niles, one against dancing mnsic and plays, the omer
"gainst gold and silver. Rhys Davids, 141.
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Speak to tjhem or dream of them, to take away nothing, to wear a
dusty garment, to dwell at the roots of trees, to eat only what
others had left, and to use cow’s urine as a medicine. All

family ties were severed and he proniised never to work, not

even to dig, as in turning the earth worms might be killed.^ His
promise did not bind him for life ; he might leave the monastery
when he chose. At first all monks were equal. By degrees the

order became subdivided and in some countries developed into a
complete hierarchy.* In India from early times there was a division

into two grades, the monk bhikshu shraman or shravak, and the
superior or elder dckdrya, arhat, sthavira or thero.^ Later three

grades of superior monks were introduced, the head of a monastery
or abbot, the head of a group of monasteries or bishop, and the head
of a province or primate.^ Besides by the division into grades, the
position of the monks varied considerably according to their name
for piety and learning. A man who could explain one of the twelve
sacred collections was freed from routine and raised to be a manager.
If he mastered a second collection he became a superior ; if he^
mastered a third, servants were given him ; if a fourth, his servant
were Brahmans

;
if a fifth, he travelled in a car drawn by elephantsj

if a sixth, he was accompanied by a large escort. Those who we|
at the head of the monastery called the monks together and hef
conferences, judged the talents of those under them, raised some ano
degraded others. If a monk showed marked power in debate, if

his speech was easy rich and ready and his wit keen, he was set o^
a richly decked elephant, carried in triumph round the monasteryl
and proclaimed its champion. If, on the other hand, his words wera
clumsy and pointless, if his arguments were feeble, his style wordy!
and his reasoning loose, the brothers daubed him with red andf
white, covered him with mud and dust, drove him into the desCrtJ
or ducked him in a well.®

Special spiritual insight was not less honoured than nnusua
intellectual power. Those who had mastered the four truthi^
sorrow, the cause of sorrow, that sorrow can be destroyed, and hot
sorrow can be destroyed, gained the title of Arya or honourable!

* Duncker, IV. 466. Kemusat (Foe Koue Kj, 62) gives the following twelve datiee
of a monk. 1, To live in a quiet place ; 2, to live on alms

; 3, to fake his turn in
carrying the alms-bowl ; 4, to take only one meal

; 5, to divide the food he is given
into three parts, for the poor, for animals, and for himself; 6, not to eat after midday a
7, to we^ no new or bright clothes ; 8, to wear three garments ; 9, to live in tombs !
10, to sit under a tree ; 11, to sit on the earth

; and 12, to sit and not lie down,!
Compare Hardy s Hastem Alonacbism, 10. It is doubtful how far these rules were!
kept. M early as B.C. 450 a strong party was in favour of using carpets, liquor, and!
gold and silver (Duncker, TV. 378). 2 Rhys Davids’ Buddbism 159 *

’ Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, 56, 71, 72, 115, 117, 118, and 120.
* Talboys Wheeler, III. 131. The Buddhist monk in the ‘ Toy Cart ’ is raised

monasteries (Manning’s Ancient India, H. 170). Cunningham’s ide^
(Bhdsa Topes, 132) that the superior monks wore long hair, white mitres, and short
tuniM seems to be a mistake. (.See the account of the Dasyus in Fergusson’s Tree
and Serpent Worship, 94).

' Stanislas Julien’s Hiwen Thsang, I. 79. In spite of the respect shown to the,mactag men, the constitution of the monastery was democratic. It was the brother-*

SadTta or “sfon™""’''’
»<» orderedi
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Further progress along the path to the extinction of desire was
marked by four stages, that of the ahrotaapanna who had only

seven births to pass
;
that of the adkriddgdmin or once returning,

who had only one more birth
;
that of the andgamin or not returning,

who is never bom again ; and that of the arhat, who desires nothing
either on earth or in heaven. The Arhat had power to work
miracles, to survey all worlds, to hear all sounds, to read all thoughts,

and to remember all past existence.^

Neither monks nor nuns took a vow of obedience.® For the
maintenance of discipline the monks met twice a month and the

rules were read. Any brother who had broken a rule was called to

confess. According to the graveness of the offence he was absolved
or rebuked, or a penance was prescribed such as refraining from
speech, sweeping the court, or strewing it with sand.* If the

offence was more serious, indecent talk, immoral conduct, or stirring

strife, he was degraded.^ And if he was guilty of unchastity, theft,

or murder, he was driven out of the monastery.® Each monk had
food and drink, a cell, a bed or stone bench and coverlet, a change
of robes, an alms-bowl and staff, a razor, a needle, and a water
sstrainer.® They spent their time in chanting the scriptures, in

tHjtaght, in teaching, visiting the hospitals, or reading to the sick or

de*pn-haunted laily. If a stranger monk came to the convent the
senw brothers went to meet him, and led him in carrying his clothes

an(lBltns dish. They gave him water to Wash his feet and food, and,

e had rested, asked him his age, and according to his age, gave
iiiS^^chamber supplying him with all the articles required by a
mon

woi
Ba
aui

t

as been already noticed, the earliest objects of Buddhist
were trees, relic or memorial mounds, the triple symbol of

the law and the congregation, Gautama’s alms-bowl staff

er possessions, and the image of Shri or Lakshmi the

of wealth. Later generations added the images of Gautama,
four older Buddhas, of future Buddhas, and of several

gods and goddesses. The usual form of worship was to

rate or bow before the shrine, relic, or image ‘ as if it were
’ to offer it flowers and incense, to repeat the threefold confes-

of trust in Buddha in the law and in the church, and to leave

oney offering.® Another common observance was to walk round
shrine repeating hymns of praise and thanks to Gautama the

scoverer of truth, and to offer a prayer that all creatures may be
ree from sickness and from sinful pleasure, and that in the next life

very man may be a saint.® At midday the monastery’s most

,

^ Duncker, IV. 472. ® Rhys Davids’ Buddhism, 168. * Rhys Davids, 169.

^ In one of the Bhojpur topes a bowl was found nith the word patUo, that is,

fatiiaA, degraded. The offender was not cut off from the brotherhood, his sdms-bowl

as turned upside down and left until his sin was forgiven. Cunningham’s Bhilsa

Popes, 336.
* Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 145 ; Stan. Julien’s Hiwen Thsang, I. 80 ; Duncker,

IV. 469.
* Beal’s Fah Hian, 56 ; Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 64 ; Rhys Davids’ Buddhism,

|67 ’ Beal’s Fah Hian, 56 ; Remusat’s Foe Koue Ki, 100, 101.

® Beal’s Fah Hian, 43 ; Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 209. ® Duncker, IV. 482,
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famous relic was brought out and worshipped by priests and laymen,
and again they worshipped it at evening or incense-buming time.^

Relics were kept with the greatest care, sometimes in reUc mounds
sometimes in shrines.

The rules about food were not extremely strict. Laymen were
warned against gluttony, against the use of spirits, and on Sundays
and in Lent against eating after noon. Even for ascetics the rules

were fairly liberal. Except that they might not touch intoxicating

drinks,® the members of the order might take what was customary
in the country where they Hved, so long as they ate without induL
gence. It was Gautama’s lax views in the matter of food, that,

according to a Buddhist legend, caused the first schism, Devadatta
demanding and Gautama refusing to agree to stricter rules.® The
monks were allowed to dine with pious laymen, and the practice

was common especially on the days of full moon.* Still the rule was
dear that nothing should be eaten more than was wanted to keep -

the body in health, and that, save when travelling or sick, solid food
should be taken only at the midday meal.® Even this midday meal
was no time of enjoyment. The eater should sit down, place his.

bowl on his knees, and eat slowly and sadly, ranch in the spiriy”^

George Herbert’s rule, ‘ Take thy meat, think it dust, then eat f

and say earth to earth I commit.’® At first all food was
from house to house and eaten by the monks in their cell

later times when the monastery had lands and workmen, the
was cooked by laymen and the monks ate together in a
hall.’^ Animal food was not forbidden. Flesh might be eaten
as a Buddhist had not taken the animal’s l3e. Anger
uncleanness not the eating of flesh,® and abstinence from ^io^lS^od
was a mark of special asceticism.® There was a strict rule

;

^ Beal’s Fah Bian, 38. The most sacred relic at Kanheri seems to have^
of Boddha’s teeth. In a small tope in front of cave No. 3 Dr. Bird fonnd a c

stating that one of Gautama’s dog teeth had been buried there. FergusL
that the tooth may have been brought from Amravati by Gotamipntra II.
Serpent 'Worship, 159. This tooth of Buddha’s seems a mistake.

'

Survey, X. 59.
’ Hiwen Thsang noticed that the Buddhist monks drank the juice of

and of sugarcane. But it was altogether unlike distilled wine. Stanislas'
X. 93. ’The use of anunal food in the fifth century would seem to have been m
as the ChdndAls are specially noticed as the only people who kill animals, or <

flesh. Fah Hian in Foe Koue Ki, 105. • Rhys Davids, 76.
* Beal’s Fah Hian, 54. 'The laymen treated their guests with great

seating them on a high dais and themselves sitting on the ground before them.
® Rhys Davids, 157 , 163 ;

Beal’s Fah Hian, 56 j Hardy’s Bastem Monachism. !

* Rhys Davids, 164 ; Duncker, IV. 466.
’’ The change took place before A.». 300. Cunningham Bhilsa Topes, 133.

Kanheri dining hall (Cave No. 2) is so narrow as to leave no room for a row of plan
The monks must have steadied their bowls on their knees. Fah Hian tells of ^

monastery, where at the sound of a gong 3000 priests sat down. They were i

orderly taking their seats one after another, keeping silence, making no noise

'

their rice bowl, not chattering when they wanted a second help simply signing
their fingers. Beal, 9. » Rhys Davids, 131.

* Davids, 164. Duncker (IV. 466) says flesh was never eaten, and CnnninghI
(Bhilsa Topes, 33) states that ammal food was forbidden

; but compare Wheeler,
142, 220 and Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 92. 'The story that Gautama (
from eating pork is not likely to be an invention (Rhys Davids, 80). It is proball
counted with the Kshatri feeling, that eating of the flesh of the wild boar i|
privilege if not a duty of their class. In Buddhist Mathura, where no living creat

red

Ked
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tie use of intoxicating drinks. But at an early date efforts were Chapter XIY.

made to avoid the force of the rule and in later times it seems to Places of Interanti
have been set aside.^ ^ _

On joining the order the monk’s beard head and eyebrows were
Kanheri

shaved and this was repeated once a fortnight, the monks shaving loo.goo.
’

each other. They went bareheaded and barefoot. Both monks and Dress.
nuns wore three lengths of yellow cloth, either castaway rags or cloth

torn to patches and again sewed tc^ether. These garments were the

sanghdti a waistcloth or kilt wrapped round the thighs and legs,

the antara-vdsah a body cloth or shirt worn round the chest, and the
uttardsanga a cloak or cape passed round the legs, drawn over the

left shoulder, and girt with a girdle.® The waistcloth or kilt was
worn in the cell ; the body cloth or shirt at prayer, and on
ceremonies and high days

;
and the cloak in public places.® A

spare set of garments was allowed and a new suit was supplied at

the beginning of each cold season.*

The elder monks spent their days in riding and thought.® Daily Life.

Even the younger monks were forbidden the simplest work.®
Their daily round was to rise with the dawn, and, after cleaning

their teeth and putting on the outer robe, to sweep the courtyard

an^ the paths in front of the cell or of the chapel, to fetch

r and strain it through a cloth that no life might be lost,

to retire for about an hour and think on the rules of

Next, at the sound of the gong or bell for morning
e,^ to attend the chapel, listen to the scriptures,® and offer

rs to the relic shrine thinking of Gautama’s nine virtues and
ding the shrine as if it were alive. In early times the young

k’s next duty was to gird his outer robe round him and start

he villages near, carrying in his left hand a wooden staff breast-

tipped with a two-inch iron ferule and topped with an iron -
'

two or three inches wide, and holding in his right hand.

Daily Life.

illed except by the Chdnd^ls, some classes mnst have used animal food as the
dills dealt in flesh. Beal’s Fah Hian, 55. The special position of the Muham-
n raula in the Deccan village system illustrates, perhaps is a survival of, an old

dhist practice.

One of the Ten Indulgences claimed by a large section of the monks, was to be
wed to drink any liquor that looked like water (see above, p. 137). According to

isiUef (Boiiddisme, 87), when monasteries grew rich, the monks drank liquor as

dicine. Drinking scenes are not unusual either in Buddhist sculptures or paintings

ergusson Tree and Serpent Worship, 139). But most of these are perhaps meant to

iustrate Gautama’s life before he became a recluse.

Beal (Fah Hian, 45) calls the sanghdli the great garment or overcloak. Bemusat
Foe Koue Ki, 93) seems to have held the same view. But see Khys Davids, 166, 167

;

nd Cunningham’s Bhdsa Topes, 61, 6*2.

* According to Hiwen Tbsang (Stanislas Julien, L 70), each sect had a special way
folding the upper robe, and the colour varied from yellow to red. From sculptures

the Bhilsa Topes, Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 27, 204, plate XL) formed the opinion

t the higher order of Buddhist monks wore the beard and were crowned with a
itre-like head-dress. This seems to be a mistake.
* Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 121 ; Rhys Davids, 167.

® There were five subjects of thought, love, pity, joy, impurity, and calm. Rhys
avids, 170-171.
* Monks might not dig, cut grass, pour water, or fight. Hardy’s Eastern

onachism, 149.
^ Metal cymbals or bells called the monks to service. Duncker, IV. 468.

> Reading the sacred books was the highest exercise. Hardy’s Eastern Mona-
lism, 198.
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young

close to his breast, a watermelon-shaped black or red alms-bowl
of clay or iron.^ So he moved with slow even steps and eyes

fixed on the ground, passing close to every house except the
dwelling of the courtezan® and the Mhar, asking for nothing,
taking what was given with a thankful heart, and, if no one
came, shaking the iron ring once or twice and passing on.® As
soon as the bowl was full to the brim, he took no more and divided
the contents into three parts, one for the animals, one for the

destitute, and the third for himself. Then going back he washed
his superior’s feet, gave him water to drink, and brought the

alms-bowl. After their meal he cleansed the bowl, washed his face,

and worshipped his superior. This was the practice in early times.

In later days, when the monasteries were endowed with Imids and
had stores of grain, there was no call to go begging. The grain
was cooked by laymen, and, at the sound of a bell, the monks trooped
to the dining hall and ate their meal.^ When the meal was over the
gong sounded again for midday service. The scriptures were read
and the relics worshipped, and the elders taught the
brethren.® They then withdrew to think, or went to teach
school,® to minister in the hospital,^ or to read the scriptu

the homes of the sick or the demon-haunted.® When tli(» 01

gong sounded, in turn with the other younger monks, the '

called the elder who was to read the evening service', was*
feet, and listened. Then he rested for a time watching tin?

the sun set in the sea.® As the light faded he waited on
or infirm brother who wanted help. Then seating himself jMj
bench he dropped to sleep musing on the cause of sorrow.'"

The routine of life at Kanheri was broken by spt'cial Fa.sife

special feasts.'^ The weekly changes of the moon were SubbuAi^^Por

*Khys Davids (Baddhism, 163) describes the alms-bowl as a brown earth
vessel like an uncovered soup tureen ; Arnold (Light of Asia, 196) as an
bowl shaped melonwise. Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 70) holds that the old

'

had an upper part and a short neck.
* It seems doubtful how far this rule was kept. There are several storie^^^lost

courtezans feeding ascetics. See Cunningham’s Bharhut Stupa, 22.
*Duncker, IV. 483; Wheeler, III, 129; Hardy’s Eastern Monachism,

Beal’s Fah Hian, 44. It was usual for the elder monk to walk in front and be fo|
by a younger brother carrying the alms-bowl. Rhys Davids, 170.

Rhys Davids, 164j B^I’s Fah Hian, 9.

«Rhys Davids, 106-111. 'Talboys Wheeler, III. 152.
'The second of Ashok’s edicts (b.c. 250) established hospitals over the

(Duncker, TV. 216). Fah Hian (B^, 107) mentions homes for the sick destituh
diseased, where doctors attended free of charge. Compare Turnouts Mahdvanso
256. ° Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 240.

• Two things, said Gautama, we should never tire of looking at, high hiUs )

sea. Bumouf’s Int. 4 1’ Bud. Ind. I. 319.

Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 26. Duncker, IV. 409. The rule was never
]

down. The early monks seem, when sleep overcame them, to have bound their

)

round their waist and round their knees and slept sitting. See the fig

Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, plate XV. I, probable date a.d. 19, and page 208).
the shape of the stone benches and the mention of a bed in the list of a monk’s (

make it doubtful whether the practice of sleeping sitting was continued. (F
Eastern Monachism, 107). In time beds seem to have come into general use
later caves have no stone benches- Fergnssou and Burgess’ Caves, 209.

It is doubtful how far the regular days were kept at Kanheri, as the Budd
changed the days to suit local circumstances and practices Vassiltefs Le Boudd"
87, 88.
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uposathas, when the layman rested from his work, ate no unseason- Qiapter 3JV.

able food, wore no garlands and slept on the ^onnd, and, dressing Places ofIntereat.
in his best, came to the monastery to worship and hear the scrip-

tures.^ The days of new moon and full moon were still more sacred.

The monks bathed and shaved each other,® and were called to a
special service where the duties of a monk were read. After each
commandment the monks were asked if they had kept the law. If

any one confessed that he had not kept the law, the facts of the

case were examined, and, if the fault was not serious, forgiveness was
granted.® Numbers of worshippers came from the neighbouring
towns, and the space in front of the chief chapel was gay with the

sellers of flowers and incense. On full moon days many of the

monks dined at laymen’s houses where they were treated with
gfeat respect. On full moon nights a platform was raised in the

preaching hall, and, before a congregation of monks nuns^ and laity,

the superior brothers chanted the law, the people greeting the name
of Buddha with a ringing shoot of sddhu or good. The rainy season,

i^m the full moon in July to the November full moon, was spe-

‘^lUy holy.® It marked the time during which the monks originally

thered after their eight months’ wanderings and lived together

ling the scriptures and teaching one another. The climate and

j position of Kanheri would make it difficult to have the large gay
en air meetings which marked this season in other Buddhist
ontries.® But preaching-booths, bdna mandaps, were raised in

; _t of the chapels and shelter provided, so that visitors could hear

comfort the favourite jdtakas or stories of Buddha’s lives.’’

lesides this holy season, there were three yearly holidays, at the
beginning of spring, in the later spring, and at the end of the rainy

seaspn, old nature-worship days to which events in Gautama’s life

had Jbeen made to fit. Of these the chief was the autumn festival, the

when sermons were preached and the whole hillside cells,

els, and stairs were ablaze with lights.* This was also the

ly confession of the whole congregation, and the time when the

en brought the monks theif yearly gift of clothes.® There was
a special yearly festival on Gautama’s birthday,’® when the

s and images were carried in procession and worshipped by

%
ah
re.

' Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 236-240
;
Duncker’s History, IV. 483.

I Hardy’s Eastern MonacMsm, 149.

Dunoker’s History, IV. 469. The practice of confession sprang from Gantama’s

t,
‘ Hide your good deeds, show your faults.’ St. Hilaire, 144.

he Amrivati sculptures show monks grouped on one side and nuns on the

ler. Tree and Serpent Worship, 191.

Beal’s Fah Hian, 155. Wheeler (History, III. 130) gives the October full moon.
It November seems to be right. See Duncker, IV. 378, and Cunningham’s Bhilsa

pes, 361. * See for Ceylon, Hardy’s Eastern Monachism, 232.

t

Khys Davids, 38. One of the Kaiiheri inscriptions (in cave 29) has a special

rence to these preaching booths. ® Duncker, IV. 4Si.

Duncker, IV. 469. The divdli was more than a one day ceremony. The first

might of the month after the rains, which was called the Robe Month, was a time

vhich the keeping by laymen of the three extra precepts was attended with special

.it. Bhys Davids, 141. It seems possible that as in N4sik the gifts of clothes were

fde before, not after, the rains, Fergusson and Burgess’ Caves, 271.

" Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, 155. This festival survives in the Jaganndth car

B 1064-19
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crowds. For days before, news of the festival was spread abroad,

and all who wished to lay up a store of merit were c^ed to level

the roads and adorn the streets and highways. The roads were

lined with beautifully painted figures of the forms throngh which

Gautama’s spirit had passed. Inside the monastery the paths and

the stairs were watered and adorned with flags and silk hangings.

Above the chief entrance a large cloth was stretched and the space

richly adorned.' The roads and hillsides were full of people dressed

in their beat. The ruler of the land, or the local governor was

present, the ladies of his court taking their place on raised seals at

the entrance. The relics and images on richly harnessed elephants,

or in palanquins glittering with gold silver and gems, were carried in

procession. On their return,when the leading elephant was ahund^
yards from the main entrance, the prince or governor took off his

head-dress and putting on new garments advanced barefoot to meet
the procession. On drawing near he bowed to the ground,

scattered flowers, burned incense, and withdrew. As the elephant

passed the gateway, the ladies and attendants from their high dais

covered the images with flowers. Then in the chapels the monks
burned incense and lighted lamps, and outside the laity made merry
with games, music, and dancing.* Every fifth year a special cere-

mony was held to mark the expiation ordered by Ashok (b.c. 250).*

Monks attended from every side and the laity flocked in crowds
from great distances. The monastery was adorned with s^Kffa

flags and canopiea In the great hall a richly ornamented dHs or

platform was raised for the abbot and the leading elders, and bBiind
the dais were rows of seats for the younger monks. Thes the

governor and the nobles offered their possessions, ^ftem^nls
redeeming them by a money payment.'* m

Of the fifty-four inscriptions which have been more o^fcless

completely deciphered, except the three Pahlavi inscriptions iir»ave

' Dom Joio de Castro (1538) notices (Prim. Rot. de Costa da India) the bases S)f six

large pillars apparently in the open space in front of cave Ho. 3. Temporary piJars

set on these bases may have supported the canopy.
“ Adapted from Beal's Fah Hian, 10, 11, 107, 158. Hiwen Ths-ang describes t>ese

processions as carrjing flying streamers and stately parasols, while the mist*
perfumes and the showers of Bowers darkened the snn and moon (Julien, 11, 207).| At
similar processions in Burmdh nowadays streamers from 100 to 200 feet in length '^^e

carried and afterwards hung from pillars or holy trees. Hundreds of gorgeous ppr»"
sols of gold and silver brocade flash in the sun and thousands of candles burn*^(lsy
after day before the great slapa of Shwe-Dagon at Rangoon which is devoutly belief®"
to contain eight hairs of Buddha. Before this sacred tower flowers and fruits ir*
offered, by thousands of people, until large heaps are formed round it. Thousandslef
votaries throng with their offerings of candles and gold leaf and little Hag.s, w i™
plantains and rice and flowers of all kinds. Cunningham’s Arch. Snr. Rep, I. 2S2

’ Mrs. Manning, 233.
* Beal’s Fah Hian, 15 ; Wheeler, III. 249. Hiwen Thsang describes a great fifth y J*’’

festival held in the plain near the meeting of the Jamna and the Ganges. The give!
the festival was ShiUditya, king of Magadha. A spiice 4000 feet square was hed
with roses and dirided into halls filled with gold, silver, and other valuabies-
Half a million of people, Buddhists, Brdhmans, and others assembled and received
gifts. The first and greatest day’s ceremonies were in honour of Buddha, hut (he
king, whose object seems to have been political rather than religions, added a seccud
day’s rejoicings in honour of Vishnu, and a third in honour of Shiv. Then foRov ed
the gathering and the distribution of offerings and other ceremonies which lasted tver
seventy-five days. St. Hilaire, Buddha part IL chap. L in Wheeler, HI. 275.

;
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66, two in caves 10 and 78 in Sanskrit, and one in cave 70 in peculiar Chapter XVf,

Prd,krit, the language of all is the Pr^rit ordinarily nsed in cave Places ofbtopst.
writings. The letters, except in an ornamental looking inscription in „ ~ -

cave 84, are the ordinary cave characters. As regards their age, ten

appear from the form of the letters to belong to the time of
luscnptionB.^

Vdsishthiputra (a.d. 133-162), twenty to the Gotamiputra II. period

(a.d. 177-196), ten to the fifth and sixth centuries, one to the eighth,

three to the ninth or tenth, one to the eleventh, and several coins

to the fifteenth. Three of them in caves 10 and 78 bear dates and
names of kings, and three in caves 3, 36, and 81 give the names of

kings but no dates. The dates of the rest have been calculated from
the form of the letters.

Though almost all are mutilated, enough is in most cases left to '

show the name of the giver, the place where he hved, and the
character of the gift. Of the fifty-four twenty- eight give the names
of donors, which especially in their endings differ from the names
now in use ; twenty-one of them give their professions mostly
merchants, a few goldsmiths, some recluses, and one a minister.

Except seven women, four of whom were nuns, all the givers were men.

The places mentioned in the neighbourhood of the caves are
the cities of Kalyan, Sopara, and Chemula, and the villages of

Mangalsthan or Magdthan, Sdkapadra probably Saki near Tulsi,

and Saphdd(?). Of more distant places there are N^ik, Pratishthin ..
'

or Paithan, Dhanakat or Dharnikot, Gaud or Bengal, and Dattamitn
in Sind.^ The gifts were caves, cisterns, pathways, images, and
endowments in cash or in land.^ Only four of the inscriptions

give, the names of kings. One in cave 36 gives the name of

Madmriputraandone incave 3gives the nameofYajnashriSh^takarni
.
„^or G jtamiputra II., two Andhrabhritya rulers of about the firat and

‘

id centuries after Christ. Of the two, Madhariputra is believed

»
e older and Yajnashri Shdtakarni to be one of his successors.®

iputra’s coins have been found near Kolhdpur, and Prof,

rkar believes him to be the son and successor of Pudumayi
hiputra, who is believed to have flourished about a.d. 1 30,*

be the Shri Pulimai whom Ptolemy (a.d. 150) places at

near Ahmadnagar. Yajnashri Shdtakarni or Gotamiputra

I

E^yAn is mentioned in nine inscriptions (in caves 2, 3, 12, 36, 37, 66, 59, 89, and
detached stone between 14 and 15), Sopdra in two (3 and 7), Konkan in two (78),

nnla in one (10), Kdsik in one (2), Paithan in one (3), Mangalpnri in one (78),

rnikot at the month of the Krishna in one (76), DAttAmitri in one (3), and Gand
le (10). All of these, except DAttAnritri are well known. DAttAmitri, writes Prof.

rdArkar (Sec. Trans. Or. Cong. 345), was the name of a town in Sanvira near

. It may also be Demetria (Ditto). Of villages MangalsthAn or MAgAthan is

tioned in one (81), (SA) Kapadra in one (10), and SapbAd in one (29).

rhirteen inscriptions (in caves 2, 3, 10, 19, 36, 39, 48, 63, 56, 58, 69, 77, and 84)

rd the gift of caves, eight of caves and cisterns (12, 29, 43, 59, 68, 75, 76, and
four of cisterns only (5, 7, 37, 64), two of images (2 and 4), and two of pathways
and an inscription near caves 14 and 15). Eight endowment inscriptions (in

s 10, 12, 19, 56, 68, 76, 78 and 81) record the grant of villages, fields, and cash,

coins mentioned are Kdrshdpanas and Dramtaas, but as there were both gold and

ar coins of these names their value cannot be fixed. A third coin pratim called

fa* in PrAkrit is often mentioned.

Jour. B., B. K. A. S. XIII. 308 ; and XIV, 154.

Jour. B. B. R. A. S. XIV. 315.
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II. appears in the N4sik inscriptions,^ and his coins have been found
at Kolhapur,* at Dharnikot near the mouth of the Krishna the old

capital of the Andhrabhrityas,® and very lately (9th April 1882) in a
stupa or burial mound in Sopara near Bassein.

The two other inscriptions, in which mention is made of the
names of kings, are caves 10 and 78. These are among the latest

at Kanheri, both belonging to the ninth century, to the Silhara kings
of the Konkan who were tributaries of the Bashtrakutas of M^lkhet.
They are interesting as giving the names of two kings in each of
these dynasties, as well as two dates twenty-four years apart in the
contemporary rule of one sovereign in each family. Kapardi II.,

the Silhara king the son of Pulashakti, whose capital was probably
Chemula, was reigmng during the whole interval between 853 and
878, and apparently Amoghvarsh ruled at M^Ikhet daring the same
period. This Amoghvarsh is mentioned as the son and successor of
Jagattung; Amoghvarsh I. was the son of Govind III. one of
whose titles was Jagattung ; but he must have ruled from 810 to

830, and Amoghvarsh II. was the son of Indra II. Indra either bore
the title of Jagadrudra or Jagattung, or was succeeded by a son
of that name. But the dates seem to point to Indra II. himself, who
may have borne the title of Amoghvarsh, and he succeeded Jagattung
about 850.*

Since their discovery by the Portuguese, early in the sixteenth
century (1534), the caves have continued objects of much interest
and

.

wonder. In 1539, Dom JoSo de Castro gave the following
detailed account of the caves : ?

About a league and a half from the mined city of Thana, ai

great hills, in a most grand high and round rock, from the plain

'

to the highest point, are many sumptuous temples and noble
storied palace-like buildings, with images, columns, houses, poi
figures, pillars, cisterns, temples and chapels all cut in the .

thing certainly not within the power of man, so wonderful that
be ranked among the seven wonders of the world, unless, insi
thinking them to be the work of men, we attribute them to
and the diabolic art of which I, at least, have no doubt. I hi
pen to pourtray its greatness and form. But mnning the ri
being thought a story-teller describe the place with fear.

At the foot of the hill on one side are the bases of seven pil
so deep and broad that the columns must have been of great heiA little further is the first edifice high and admirable, full of pi)
and wonderful works. The first story where one enters goes
the rock with great rooms and halls, but to this I did not go as,
ascent was difficult and steep. Close to it is a great gallery i
yards by eighteen without columns. At the end are two chs
worked m relief with a great round ball the object of adoration,
in the middle an inscription almost worn oat through time. Be’

tong

(low

my-

3
® Jour- B. B. R. A. S. XITT . 306.Jour. Mad. Lit. and Sc. (New Series, III). 225.

* Burgess’ Arch, Sur. X. 61.
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the porch of this gallery is a magnificent temple. Outside is a large

yard with two high columns admirably worked in relief. The
column to the right hand, has on the top a wheel like a Catherine’s

wheel, placed abore four Hons beautifully carved. The column on

the left hand has some men supporting in their hands a great ball like

the world and looking as if they were much borne down by the weight.

On this side of the second column are many chapels and rooms.

Passing from this yard and before getting to the door .of the

temple are two other pillars each about fourteen feet high, with on
each an inscription in clear and beantifnl characters. A little

beyond is a corridor, where, on one side, is a ferocious and great

giant of thirty-six spans high and the limbs well proportioned. In
the rest of the corridor are, in relief, many figures and faces of men.
Beyond the corridor is the temple very high and beautifully

vaulted, 120 feet long by fifty broad and fifty-four high. At the

end of the temple is a great altar, with, on its top, the world or a
masonry ball nineteen yards round. On each side is a row
of thirty-seven columns, and between them and the walls is a
cloister which goes round the body of the temple. Over the main
entrance is a platform supported on two great colonnades, just like

the place for choristers in Portuguese churches. Outside of the

temple a way of steps runs from the foot of the rock to the top, so

steep that it seems to go to heaven, and, all along the way from
below upwards are many edifices, houses, porches, cisterns, chapels,

and^ yards all cut out of stone. I shall speak of those only which I

seen. There are eighty-three houses, among which is one 120
long by sixty wide and others where you could keep 100 men J

ist are generally high and roomy. Besides houses there are

chapels, all worked in relief, and thirty-two cisterns hol-

jin the rock with plenty of good water, and fifty-six porches

relief and in fifteen of them legible inscriptions. Most of

ises and rooms have entices with seats of stone all round.

Th^^Bigth of the staircase that runs from the foot of the rock to the

930 paces, and besides it there are many other staircases with

buildings. It is a city cut in the rock that can hold 7000
To the north is another higher hill at whose feet runs a small

im. Across the stream is another rock with many dwellings.

I had not time to visit them.'

bout the year 1540, Garcia d’Orta mentions two underground
iples in Salsette, one of which was in a hill larger than the fortress

~liu and might be compared to a Portuguese city of four hundred
les. There were 300 houses with images carved in stone. Each

ise had a cistern, with conduits bringing rain water.^

ccording to De Couto (1603), the Pagoda of Canari was cut out

the lower part of a great hill of light grey rock. There was a
mtiful hall at its entrance, and, at either end of the yard which is

itside the door of the hall, were two human figures engraved on

le same stone so beautiful, elegant, and well executed, that even in
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' Dom Jo3o de Castro, Primeiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 75-81.
’ Colloquies dos Simples e Dragos, 211-212, quoted in Da Cunha’s Bassein, 190.
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silver they could not be better wrought. Near the front door were
some cisterns hewn out of the rock, which received the rain water,

which was so cold in the summer, that no hand could bear it. From
the foot to the top of the hill, like a winding staircase, were more than
three thousand small rooms in the form of small cells, cut out of the
rock, each of them with a water cistern at the door. What was more
to be wondered at was an aqueduct constructed so ingeniously that

it passed through all the three thousand apartments, received all the
water from the hill, and supplied it to the cisterns that were at the
doors of the rooms. When the Reverend Antonio de Porto (1534)
lived in the Church of St. Michael (Cave No. 3), he was told by the
Christiana whom he had converted, that there was a labyrinth in the
hill whose end had never been traced, and it was moreover stated that

it extended as far as Cambay. The priest desirous of exploring this

labyrinth took one of his companions, and gathered twenty persons
with arms and matchlocks to defend themselves against wild beasts

;

and some servants to carry water, rice, biscuits, and vegetables for

the journey, and oil for torches. They also took three persons laden
with ropes to lay along their way. They entered the caves through
an opening about four fathoms broad, where they placed a large

stone to which they fastened one end of the rope. They travell^
through the caves for seven days without any interruption, along
places some of them wide and others narrow, which were hollowed
in the rock, and on each side they saw small chambers like those in

the sides of the hill, each of which had at its entrance a cistern, ibut

no one could say whether these cisterns contained water, or how mey
could receive any water, for in all these passages they could mot
discover any hole, crevice, or anything which could throw Jight
on the subject. The upper part of the building was cut out
rock, and the walls on each side of these roads were cut in t^

way. The priest seeing that they had spent seven days
finding any opening, and that their provisions and wati

almost finished, thought it necessary to return, taking for

the rope, without knowing in these windings whether
going up or down, or what course they were taking as they
compass for their guidance.

Couto also mentions that the Portuguese found the
inhabited by ascetics or Yogis. One of the ascetics, who wai

years old, was made a Christian and named Paulo Raposo
Coleta another Yogi, who had a more saintly reputation
Raposo, was named Francisco da Santa Maria. With rega:

the origin of the caves, De Couto was told by one
earliest converts that they were made by a king whose son beci

great religious teacher. Astrologers told the king that hii

would become a great ascetic. To prevent this, and wei

mind to pleasure, the king kept his son in a splendid palace
life and beauty. As he grew up the son wearied of his confim
and was allowed to drive in the city near his palace. Duri:

first drive he saw a blind man, during his second drive an
beggar, and during his third drive a corpse. Hearing that

was the end of all men, he loathed his life of thoughtless plei

and, flying from the palace, became an ascetic. De Couto's

the

md

illow

{rook,
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of the life of this prince so fully and correctly agree with the
legendary life of Grautama, that they strongly support the view that
the yogis whom the Portuguese found at Kanheri were Buddhist
monks. ^ Couto also heard from some wealthy Cambay Vanis, that
the king who made the Kanheri caves lived 1300 years before the
coming of the Portuguese, that his name was Bimilamenta, that he
was a wise good king a native of Magor, Cedepur, and Patan, who
had civilised the country reclaiming the people from wild wandering
to a life of settled order

In 1625 Sir Thomas Herbert mentions two temples of profane
worship at Salsette. He gives little detail, only noticing that one of
them had three galleries.®

Fryer gives the following account of a trip to the caves in 1675.
The way, he writes, to the anciently famed, but now ruined city of
Canorein, is so delightsome, I thought I had been in England. It is
fine arable pasture and coppice. After passing five miles to the foot
of the hill on which the city stands, and half a mile through a thick
wood peopled by apes, tigers, wild buffaloes, and jackals, and some
flocks of parokeets, we alighted where appeared the month of a tank
or aqueduct, cut out of a rock whose steaming breath was very hot,
but the water cold. From hence it is thought the whole city was
supplied with water

j lor as we ascend we find places, where
convenient, filled with limpid water, not overmatched in India. If
it be so, that it should have its current upwards through the hard
rocks artificially cut, the world cannot parallel so wonderful a water-

the details m J. B. B. K. A. S., I. 38-40. The monks also told De Couto
Uiat me prmce went to Ceylon, dxed his abode in Adam’s Peak, and when he left the
island, pressed a mark of his foot in the rock. He was caUed Drama Rayo (Dharmardj),

tii_
’ ^ J

“soame a samt, Buden or the Wise. De Couto further teUs how the old
•^veri^yogi made the discovery (a discovery which has lately been re-made by Yule
larco Polo, II. 263] and by Max MWler [Contemporary Review, XIV. 593]) that the

IS the same as the famous Christian legend of Barlaam and Joasaph,
Hjd that, nnder the name of Josaphat, his old master Buddha was worshipped as a^mt by the Chnstian church. J. B. B. R. A. S., 1. 39.
®The legend of Barlaam and Joasaph or Josaphat is supposed to have been written
1 the eighth century by St. John of Damascus. The early life of Joasaph is the
^jpe as the early life of Gautama in the Lalita Vistara. His father is a king, and,
.er the birth of his son, an astrologer foretells that he will rise to glory; not,
^ever, m his ow'n kingdom, but in a higher and better one

; in fact, that he will
Dtibrace the new and persecuted religion of the Christians. Everything is done to
|;-yijevent this. He is kept in a beautiful palace, surrounded by all that is enjoyable

;

ari?
^ taken to keep him in ignorance of sickness, old age, and death. After a

^e, his father gives him leave to drive out. Ou one of his drives he sees two men,
til 1 maimed, the other blind. He asks what they are, and is told that they are
^igffenng from disease. He then inquires whether all men are liable to disease, and

ether it is known beforehand who will suffer from disease and who will be free

;

.
'1 when he hears the truth, he becomes sad, and returns home. Another time,

tneen he drives out, he meets an old man with wrinkled face and shaking legs,
tJipit down, with white hair, his teeth gone, and his voice faltering. He asks again

^t all this means, and is told that this is what happens to all men
;
that no one can

and that in the end all men must die. Thereupon he returns home
Starueditate on death, till, at last, a hermit appears and opens before his eyes the
mgher of life contained in the gospel of Christ. Max Muller in the Contemporary

^ Pri^w, XIV. 592, 593.

Jour. B. B. R. A. S., I. 36, 37. De Couto’s date for the making of the caves
spaii. 230), comes curiously close to the probable date (a.d. 177-196) of Ootamiputra
t^glnashri Sluitakarni the chief patron of the Kanheri monastery.

''^Harris’ Voyages, I. 410.
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Places eTlntereat
abreast, till we come to the city, all cut out of a rock,

where is presented Vulcan’s forge supported by two mighty colosses,

bellied in the middle with two globes. Next comes a temple with a

beautiful frontispiece. Within the porch on each side stand two
monstrous giants, where two lesser and one' great gate give a noble

entrance
j it can receive no light but at the doors and windows of

the porch, whereby it looks more solemnly. The roof is arched,

seeming to be borne by huge pillars of the same rock, some round,

some square, thirty-four in number. The comice work is of

elephants, horses, and lions ; at the upper end it rounds like a bow ;

near where stands a great offertory somewhat oval, the body of it

without pillars, they only making a narrow piatzo about, living
the nave open. It may be a hundred feet long and sixty or more
in height. Beyond this, by the same mole-like industry, was worked
out a court of judicature (West’s No. 10), or place of audience, fifty

feet square, all bestuck with imagery well engraven, according to

old sculpture. On the side orer against the door, sate one

superintendent to whom the Brahman who went with ns, paid great

reverence, not speaking of him without a token of worship j
whom

he called Jogi, or the holy man. Under this, the way being made
into handsome marble steps, are the king’s stables not different

from the fashion of our noblemen’s stables. Only at the head of every
stall seems to be a dormitory or place for devotion, with images,

which gave occasion to doubt if ever for that end, or rather made
for a heathen seminary of devotees ; and these their cells or chapels,

and the open place their common hall or school : more aloft stood

the king’s palace, large stately and magnificent, surrounded with
lesser of the nobility. To see all would require a month’s time.

But that we might see as much as could be in our allotted time, ,we.

got upon the highest part of the mountain where we feasted cKlr

eyes with innumerable entrances of these cony burrows, but coujj^g

not see one quarter part. Whose labour this should be, or
what purpose, is out of memory

;
but this place by the gentiles

much adored. It is probably a heathen fane or idolatrous pa|

from the superstitions opinion they still hold of its sacn
wherefore the Portugals, who are now masters of it, strive to eit(a^
the remainder of this Herculean work that it may sink into f
oblivion of its founders.’

^ ^ame
About twenty years later (1695), the Italian traveller, Ge:

Careri, gives the following details : The first piece of workmani
that appears, consists of two large columns two spans

the third part of them from the bottom upwards is square
middle part octangular, and the top round. Their di^eb
six spans ; they are fifteen spans distant from one another,

each of them eight from the rock which is cut after the

manner. These columns support a stone architrave fort;

spans long, four in thickness and eight in breadth, cut lik(

rest out of the same rock. These three porticws lead i:

and inaccessible for
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* New Account, 71, 72.
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sort of hall or passage-room four spans long, cut in the same
rock. At the end of it are three doors, one fifteen spans high
and eight in breadth, which is the middlemost, and two others

four spans square on the sides, which are the way into a lower
place. Over these doors is a cornice four spans broad, of the
same stone ; over which, thirty spans above the ground, there are
other such doors or windows cut in the rock. At the same height
there are little grots or dens six spans high, of whidi the middle-
most is the biggest. Thirty-four spans above the ground, in the
same place, is such another grot. It is no easy matter to conceive
what the use of all this was. Ten paces towards the right, is a sort

of grot, open on two sides twenty-four spans in length and fifteen

in breadth, over which was a round cupola fifteen spans high and
ten wide, with a square cornice like that about the grot. Here
there is an idol cut in the rock in half relief, which seems to hold
something in its hand, but what it is does not appear. The cap it

has on is like the cap of the Doge of Venice. By it stand two statues

in a submissive posture, as if they were servants. They have
conical or sugar-loaf caps. Over their heads are two small figures,

like angels painted in the air ; below two little statues, holding
their hands on a staff and two children by their sides with
their hands put together, as if in prayer ; on their backs is something
like a piece of wood. Close by is another round cupola all of one
stone, and shaped like the other; the top of it is broken. Both this

and the other are supposed to have been sepulchres of the ancient
gentiles

; but there is no ^ound to make this out, no opening
appearing to put in the bodies or ashes ; on the contrary, it is clear

they are not hollow within, only cut without in the shape of the
cupolas. About this second there are four great figures carved in
half relief, holding in the left hand, something like a garment, and
the same sort of caps on their heads with small figures at their feet,

'

d two above. Opposite to them, there are three little ones sitting,

d six other large ones, and three of a middling size standing, tdl

®*t in the rock after the same manner. That in the middle,
o\ich seems to be the idol, in its left holds a tree with fruit on it.

Ti the other side are sixteen figures, all sitting with both hands
th their breast, and the same caps; one of them seems to be
riSerior to the rest, because there are two figures standing by its

he
5^ and two children above. At a small distance northward is a
le grot eight spans square, and in it, as it were a bed of the

le stone, four spans broad and eight long. On the other frontis-

thfoe is a statue sitting on its legs, after the manner of the east,

the hands together on the breast ; and another standing with

^branch of a fruit tree, and above a winged infant. Beyond the
the and on the same front, which runs sixty spans within the rock,
thri -e are two statues sitting after the same manner, their hands
hai ;ed the same way, with conical caps on their heads, and two like

stai "ants standing by them. the same side is the himous Pagod
ps-g /anarin. The entrance to it is through an opening forty spans
a do', in a wall of the same stone, fifty spans long, and eight spans
spa^, on which there are three statues. On the right hand, before

•w^go into the pagod, is a round grot, more than fifty spans in

B 1064-20
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circumference, in which, round the wall, there are many statues

sitting, and some standing and one on the left is bigger than the

rest. In the middle rises a round cupola, cut out of the rock, like

a pillar of the same stone, with several characters carved abont it,

wHch no man can explain. Going into the first porch of the pagod,

which is fifty spans square, there are on the sides two columns
sixty spans high, with their capitals, and six spans diameter. On
the column, on the right as one comes in, there are two lions, with a
shield by them ; on the other upon the left two statues. Beyond
these columns at the entrance of a grot, on the left, there are two
great statues standing, and looking at one another. Still further in

are two vast big statues on the left, and one on the right of the

door, all standing, with several little statues by them, only within

the space of that porch ; for going into the adjoining grot, which is

twenty-four spans square, there is nothing worth observing. On
the right hand, where the lions are, there are no statues, but two
large vessels upon convenient pedestals. Hence there are three

equal doors thirty spans high and eight broad, but that in the

middle even with the floor, those on the sides five spans above it,

into another plain place. Here there are four columns twelve spans

high, standing on the rock itself, between the five windows that give

light to the pagod. On the right side of the door there are some
unknown letters worn with age, as is all the rest of the work. In
this place, on the sides, besides several small figures, there are two
vast statues of giants standing, above twenty-five spans high

;

showing their right hands open, and holding a garment in the left,

on their heads the same caps, and in their ears pendants after the
Indian fashion.

At the entrance of the great gate of the pagod, which is fifteen

spans high and ten in breadth, there are on the right four statues

standing, one of which is a woman holding a flower in her hand,’

and twelve others, some sitting and some standing, with their hai^s
on their breasts, and something in them. On the left are four
other statues, two of women, with lai^e rings about their ankles of
the same stone, and sixteen little statues on their sides, some sittjjng,

some standing, and some with their hands on their breasts as ;

said before. Over the said door there are other two great onee^
j

as many opposite to them, with three little ones standing.
On the left hand within, is another inscription in th«

character ; over the arch of this door is a window forty spanii

;

which is the width of the pagod, with a stone like an archi|

the middle, supported on the inside by two octangular pillar

pagod is arched, forty spans in breadth, and one hundred in i

and rounded at the end ; besides the four columns at the ei

there are thirty more within, which divide it into threj

seventeen of them have capitals and figures of elephants of
the rest are octangular and plain ; the space between the

j
{Hid the rock, that is, the breadth of the side idsles is i

At the end of the pagod, there is a sort of round cupola, tl

high and sixteen paces about, cut in the same rock, but
within. All that has been hitherto described is cut in

without any addition to the statues or anything Riat may
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But on the floor of the pagod there are several hewed stones which CSapt^ XIV.

perhaps served for steps to some stmctnre. Places ofInterest.

Coining out of the pagod, and ascending fifteen steps, all cut in KtKmntT CAvn.
the rock, are two cisterns of rain water, good to drink ; and as many KotieeB.

steps above that a grot sixteen spans square, and a great one further ^685.

on with much water standing in it. Mounting twenty paces higher,
is another grot twenty spans square, which led to another of the
same dimensions, and that into one of twelve. In the first was a
rising window with steps to it cut in the rock, with two columns
near a small cistern.

At a small distance from these grots is another pagod,' with a
handsome plain place before it, and little walls about to sit down,
and a cistern in the middle. Five doors cut in the rock lead into

the first arch
; and between them are four octangular pillars

;
all

but the middle door are two spans above the ground. On the sides

of this arch, whose length is the breadth of the pagoda, that is

eight spans, there are on the left several statues sitting like those
above mentioned, and others on the right standing. All about the
frontispiece, there are many sitting and standing, no way different

from the rest already described. Then there are three doors to the
pagod, that in the middle twelve spans high and six in breadth,
the two on the sides ten spans high and four broad. The pagod is

sixty spans square, no way proportionable, being but twelve spans
high. On both the sides, and over the entrance, there are above
four hundred carved figures great and small, some sitting, some
standing, like those before spoken of ; two on the right, bigger
than the rest, are standing, as is that in the middle of the frontis-

piece, which is of the biggest idol, and another on the left in the
same posture ; but all worn with age, which destroys everything.
On both sides there are two grots fourteen spans square with a low
wall within two spans above the ground.

Going up ten steps further northward is a grot and within that
another less. On the right is another like it, with another little

one within it, in which is a low wall like those before mentioned.
Tme great one is about twenty spans in length and ten in breadth

;

th( ) other ten square, and all of them have small cisterns. On the
rig ht side, is another of the same bigness, with two small pillars

be fore it, two little grots, and three cisterns, one on the right and
tw o on the left ; and another adjoining to it, with another within it,

an d a cistern of the same size as the other. It is likely these were
th^J dwellings of the priests of the pagod, who there 1^ a peniten-
tiai4 life, as it were in a pagan Thebaida.

^Descending from that great height by fifteen steps cut in the rock,

theVe is a little pagod, with a porch before it thirty feet square through
thriK doors,between which there are two square pilasters. On the left

hai fa there are four statues, two sitting and two less in the middle
staqjim&- ^ right hand a little open grot and another

with a cistern before it, the way into which is first through
ten spans in height and six in breadth into a room twenty
square, which has on the right another very dark room
spans square, which makes the pagod somewhat dark. In
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the midst whereof is a round cupola of one solid piece, fifteen

spans high, which is the height of the paged. Descending fifty

upright steps there is a plain space cut in the rock, which is not

very hard, and eight octangular columns twelve spans high, which

leave nine intervals to ascend five steps that lead into an arch. In

this place on the left side, which is ten spans, is a great idol sitting

bareheaded ;
two other great statues standing, and some small

ones ; on the right side two other statues sitting and two standing,

besides many little ones about them. Then the way into thepagod
is through three doors, twelve spans in height and six in breadth,

with two windows over them. The paged is a hundred spans in

length, fifty in breadth, and ten in height. About it runs an arch

eight spans broad, with ten square columns. Here are four rooms

or grots twelve feet square, besides seven in the front and left

side of the pagod, where the cistern is, all which seem to be rooms
for the priests of the temple. In the niche of it, which is ten feet

square, is a great idol sitting, with two statues standing, and
another sitting on the left, by which also there are two statues

standing, and several small figures in half relief about it.

Ascending ten spans over against it is a little grot, supported by
two small columns, ten spans high. There is a door ten spans

high, and four in breadth out of it, into a room or grot, sixteen

spans square, and thence into another of twelve, where there is a

large idol sitting, holding his hands on his breast.

Then descending twenty steps there is a plain space, whence four

steps on the left lead up into an arch where there are four pilastei^

twelve spans high, the distances between which are the way/'*^

three little rooms cut in the rock. Twenty steps lower there

other grots cut in the rock, with small cisterns, but for whafl

cannot be imagined, unless we suppose all these cavities

dwellings of the idolaters.^

In 1,720 Hamilton calls Canra the only city on Salsette isi

and hewn out of the side of a rock. It was nearly a mile in lei

and had antique figures and columns curiously carved in thef
and several good springs of water. At present, he writes,]

inhabited only by wild beasts and birds of prey.®

Mr. Boon, who was Governor of Bombay between 1716 and ^20,
had drawings made of the temple columns and of the coliwsal

statues. He gives a good description of the great temple cave and
notices several channels cut from all parts of the hill to supply ‘the

cisterns, many of which were continually full of very good w#er.
‘This stupendous work’ he writes ‘ musthave been the labour of :

thousand men for forty years. Time and the zeal of the Portn^

have defaced a great deal. When they first took the is|

imagining those places to be the habitations of spirits and dei

they used constantly to discharge their great guns at them,
has left so many of them in a very maimed and broken conditiJ

' Chnrehill’a Voyages and Travels, IV. 194-196.
* Archseologia, VII. 335, 337.

' New Account, L ^
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Anquetil du Perron, who travelled throngh Sfilsette in ilia

heginning o£ Decemher 1760, hae left a detailed account of tl^

Kanheri caves. He came by the road from Vehar, and leaving his

palanquin and several of his people at cave 8 of the lowest tierj,

perhaps West’s 93, he crossed the ravine to the caves on the smaller

hill. Beginning in the west he walked eastward np the vall^^
he reached the line of the old dam. On his way he passed niim

caves which seem to correspond to WesPs 79 to 87. The cave

most to the west. West’s 79 or 80, was a great cavern about

thirty-six feet long by twenty-four broad with many low openings.

The next (81) had in front a porch with two pillara. At the end

was a room with a shrine in which was a seated man. The cave was

called the shop and the figure the Banian. The third (82) was a
porch four feet deep with two windows four feet broad and inside s
room fourteen feet broad by eight deep and six high. At the back of

the room in a shrine were.three seated men. The man on the left

was between two standing servants vrith whips, probably fly-flaps, in

their hands. Under the two other men were seated figfnres like

servants and under the middle one two little fignres holding the

pillar that supported the throne on which the figure was seated. To
the right and left of the three first figures were other fignres holdh^
a string in their raised left hands. On the left at the cave month
was an opening in the rock below. The fourth cave (83 ?) was a
ruined room 20 X 10. The fifth (84) was a veranda 20 X 20 X 8 and
inside a room 20x20 with a stone bench along the east and
north walls. To the left a room eight feet square with a stone

bench on the west side. Above a little cistern which had once held
water was a writing in fair order on a stone feet square. The
sixth (85) was a ruined cave sixteen feet square. The seventh (86)

was a cave 60 x 24. At the end were six rooms, each eight feet

square except the third, which was twelve feet broad and twelve

long and had an inner chamber eight feet square. Outside of the
cave to the left was a cistern. The eighth (87) had a veranda
twenty feet broad and six deep, with two broken eight-comered

pillars, and within the veranda a room twenty feet broad and sixteen

dew furnished with a stone bench. At the end was a niche witlf

thf Ifigure of a seated man. Outside above the cistern month was
pght line inscription on a stone two feet high and two and a half

i, of which only eight inches remained. The three first lines

the fifth were nearly complete ; the rest were almost worn out.

[ninth (88) cave was about the same size as the eighth. Inside

veranda was a room and on its right a second room. At the

I

of this last was a third room eight feet square. There was a
cistern outside of the entrance.

er finishing this row of caves in the smaller lull, Du Perron
cros*d the ravine at the old dam and turned to the right walking
dowBhe ravine apparently to Cave 11, then turning sharp to the left

he tSk a row of ten caves which he calls the first tier going from
soutlBwest to north-east. This row he divides into two groups a
westel6 group low down, corresponding to Caves 11 to 15, and an
easte’B group higher up, probably including West’s 16 to 21. Of these

grouj* he gives the following details : The first cave (West’s 11) had

KuraaMiiiiil'

M-

fM
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a poitih 24 X 8 with a little cistern on the ri^ht, on the left a niche

with two seated women and a child standing between them; innde of

the porch a room twenty feet square and six high ; at the back a shriafi

with a strangely shaped lingam (this is a relic shrine or daghoba) in

the middle^ and to the right of t^ shrine a second room eight feet

square. The second cave (perhaps West’s 12) had aporch twenty feet

broad six deep and eight high, with two eight-cornered pillars. At
the back was a room twenty feet square and on its right a
second room twelve feet square. Eacing a little cistern was a wiitii^

on a stone five feet broad, above another cistern of the same breadth

as the stone. The top of the stone was broken. The writing had
lines, then a line and a half division, and then five lines more.

Qlifi third cave (West’s 13) was twenty-fonr feet broad and twenty
deep. At the entrance were two rooms, the outer twelve feet square

and the inner four feet squme. Three other rocans were in ruins.

Outside on the little cistern was an almost wom-ont writing of five

or six lines cut on a stone three feet broad and one and a half high.

The fourth cave (West’s 14) had a porch 32 x 12, and on the left a dry
cistern. The porch led into a hall 24 x 20, with at each comer a
room eight feet square. At the back was a recess with two pillars,

the wall opposite the entrance being covered with figures. At the
two ends of this recess on either side were standing men. Within
this room was an empty chamber eight feet square.

Climbing a little up the hillside the second or eastern groups of the
first tier had six caves,corresponding to West’s 15 to 21. Of these tl»
first (15) was sixteen feet large and eight deep forming two openings;

the second (16) was six feet square and six f^t high with a lingam
or relic shrine in the middle

; the third was 24' x 20' with a stone

bench along the east and west sides and three small rooms on the
left ; the fourth was a room ten feet square with a plain entrance

;

the fifth (19) was a damped cave 16' x 4' with a stone bench ;.and the
sixth, jH-obably 21, was a porch supported by fotir pillars forming two
arches. On the left, at the back of the porch, was a dstem full of

water, on the right a seated man with two small men-standing beside

him, holding in their left hands a tree whose fruit was like an apple.

In front at the end of the porch was a seated man and opposite
him another man standing, holding a bush with a flower (a lotus),

like a sunflower, growing as high as his ear. Within the porch
was a room 24' x 20', and on either side another room eight feet

square. At the end was a shrine and in front of the shrine a
seated man with standing attendants. On the side walls were ^line

seated figures one of which had two attendants.
g

Du Perron next climbed the hill to the east end of what he IpUs
the second tier of caves. Beginning from the east he traw lled

west passing sixteen caves, an eastern or lower group of nina and
a western or higher gi^p of seven. This second tier of caves mms
to correspond to the irregular row in West’s map that runJ in a
broken line from 69 on the east to 8 in the west, and indudes §9, 70,

71, 72, 42, 43, 99, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 10, 9, and 8. Acwr^ to

Du Perron the opening, most to the east (WesPs 69), is

16' X 6' with two pillars, and inside of the porch a room sixte& feet

square and on the left another room six feet square. Thl next
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cave (West's 70) was a porch without pillars and inside of it a room Chapter itf.

twenty feet square. To the left of that room were two small rooms of pieces oflhttirtiilt

eight feet and to the right a recess. This cave had many figures of

men both standing and seated, among others a bas-relief of a seated

man and two attendants. Under this man, were two men holding
the pillar that supported his seat. At the entrance was a
large inscription on a stone five feet broad and three high. Ai
the top about a quarter of the stone was broken. The inscription

contained eleven lines of which seven were in large and four

in small characters. No. 3 (West's 71) were plain cut reservoirs^

a small cistern, and a mined room, the whole sixteen feet square.

Cave 4 (West’s 72), a porch 16' x 12', with two pillars one of them
broken, with two rooms at the ends one on the right the other on
the left. Inside was a great hall sixteen feet square, into which a
room opened on the left. At the back was a shrine with a seated

figure, and on the wall to the right two seated figures one over
the other. Cave 5 (Wests 42 ?), a porch twenty-four feet long with
three broken pillars with fluted shafts. On the capital were four
tiges's with a child seated behind them. At the two ends of the
hi^ were seated men each with two attendants or servants, one
of whom held a whip and the other a fair-sized branch. Within
were two large rooms sixteen feet square with a small room at the
left of each. In the middle of the second room was a niche, and,

outside of the niche, a well carved statue of a man or woman with
a cap pointed in the form of a mitre, seated cross-legged like a
tailor, and the breast adorned with jewels. Cave 6 (West’s 43?)
was in the same style as cave 5, only four feet smaller. At the

back was a niche with a small figure. Cave 7 (West’s 44?) was
twenty feet long'with side rooms each with two pillars. Within was a
room sixteen feet square in which were three recesses with two pillars

eight feet large. In this cave there were altogether eleven rooms.

Two ruined caves 8 and 9 (perhaps West’s 99 and 73) were twenty
feet square with two rooms each and a cistern. These completed the

Dup of the second tier. The western group of the second
tie further up the hill than the eastern, included six

arently corresponding to West’s 76, 76, 77, 10, 9, and 8.

(West’s 75) was a damaged cave about the same size as

Cave 11 (West’s 76) was like Cave 10 with two rooms
entrance pillars, and an inscription showing the remains

ines on a stone two feet high by three broad. Cave 12

77) was four feet larger than Cave 11, with two pillars and
preserved inscription of nine lines, on a stone 34 feet broad

high. Cave 13 (perhaps part of West’s 77) was about the

2, and lay above 8 (perhaps West’s 93), with a room more
ight and an inscription of four lines much worn, on a stone

bt high and five broad facing the water cistern beyond theroom
right. Cave 14 (West’s 10), the school or Darbdr cave, had

|h 26' X 6' with six pillars. In the porch, on the right of the

\ce, was a standing figure holding an apple and a branch
as his ear, and on his side two standing women. In the

Rrere fifty-seven seated figures seven of them large. Beyond the

P|was a room about twenty-nine feet square round which ran a
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Perron thought it more like a Prince’s court. On either side

’of each Prince were two ministers, one with a raised whip, the other
Notices, holding in his left hand a bush, like that in the porch. There were
• 100 figures on each of the three walls. Du Perron thought they

were twenty Indian Princes with their retinues. The cave also

contained four rooms two on either side without figures. The next
two caves 15 and 16 (West’s 9 and 8?) were small openings one
with two, the other with three rooms. \
Next comes Du Perron’s third tier of six caves taken from the

west-eastward. They seem to correspond, but this is doubtful, to

West’s 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35. These were small openings
of little interest except that Caves 2 and 3 had inscriptions, the
one in 2 much worn, the one in 3 with seven lines on a broken
stone. Du Perron next passed from the end of his third tier to a
fourth tier with sixteen caves. These he divided into an eastern

group of seven and a western group of nine. The eastern group
seems roughly to correspond to West’s 47 to 68, and the western
group to West’s 48 to 55. But the arrangement is confused and
the identification doubtful. Du Perron begins about the middle,

perhaps near West’s 56, and mentions seven going east. Cave 1,

perhaps West’s 56, had three rooms with six pillars. It had a
writing of eleven lines on a broken stone 2J feet broad and three

high above the outside cistern; Cave 2 (West’s 57?) was a ruined

cave twelve feet square with two pillars
; Cave 3 (West’s 58 ?)

was a little lower down eight feet square
; Cave 4 (West’s 59) was

like 3 with two inscriptions one of three lines on a stone 2j feet

broad above a water cistern, the other with longer lines over the
entrance ; Cave 5 (West’s 60) was a little higher and well preserved

;

Cave 6 (West’s 62 ?) was an opening of the same size with two small

rooms and an inscription of two lines in the front wall
; Cave 7 (West’s

63 ?) was a porch 16' X 4' with two pillars, a large room insi^
another room op the left, and at the back a pillared shrine in
Du Perron then retraced his steps along these seven caves

passed his first cave (West’s 56). Between this and the west
the tier he mentions eight caves

;
Cave 8 (perhaps West’s 50

about the size of Cave 7 and was reached by three steps. Belo
the entrance on the right, were two rooms. At the back was a
square room and to the left of it a little room; Cave 9 (West’s 51
like 8 and had damaged figures in the porch

; Cave 10 (West’
was twelve feet square and in ruins; Cave 11 (West’s 53) had a
14' X 6' with two pillars, and an inner room with the same fi

the School Cave (14 of the second tier ; West’s 10), To the
were two other rooms with doors opening into the outer roo
the middle of the back room were two attendants but no
There were two inscriptions, apparently modem, each of

upright lines lightly graven in Mongolian characters.^

^ This reference is supposed to be to the Pahlavi inscriptions, bat the nn
caves does not agree as the Pahlavi inscriptions are in West’s Da Perro
tier, in the extrme east of the row.
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(West’s 54) had a porch with two pillars, on the right broken
figures, on the left no figures, within a hall twelve feet square.

In the shrine was a seated figure with two attendants. In the waU,
between the hall and the shrine, was an opening about ten inches

in diameter, through which women accxised of bad conduct were
made to pass and stuck half way if they were guilty. Cave 13
(West’s 55) was a similar cave without figures. It had a small

cistern and a much worn inscription of nine lines above the cistern

on a stone 2| feet high and three broad. Cave 14 was twelve feet

square and Imd one pillar.

On the top of the hill were two rock-cut cisterns, 8' X 6' x 3'.

Below was an open space with seats where the priests came for

fresh air. These Du Perron numbers 17 and 18. From the top of

the hill Du Perron climbed down to the lowest tier joining it at

West’s 1. He follows this tier along eight caves, which, like

West, he numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The first seven

correspond to West’s one to seven. Du Perron’s 8 is perhaps
West’s 93. Cave 1, known as the Prison, was forty feet high
and twenty-four broad, with an upper story of windows without
any rooms and with no stair leading to them. Below were two
wells and at the back three dark rooms. At the entrance were
two pillars ten feet high. Cave 2, measuring 48' x 28' x 40', had
two rooms at the back with a stone bench running round. At the
entrance were two strangely shaped lingams (reUc shrines).

Cave 3 was a great cave reached by three steps. 'The central hall,

which was vaulted, was 76' X 28' x 32'. The Jesuits had made a
church of it and it was still called the Church. There were
fourteen pillars in the length, separated from the wall by an aisle.

At the end was a headless lingam (a relic shrine). On the first two
pillars were tigers, and on the others four elephants. On each side

were six pillars in this style. 'The portico was about fourteen feet

deep. At each end was the figure of a man sixteen feet high, and
above each figure was a belt adorned with flowers and winged figures

and with fluted pillars. In front were eight chief figures four of

men and four of women, two men and two women on either side.

The entrance to this cave was open with two pillars twenty-four feet

high. On the right piUar was a reversed grindstone. On the left

was 'a room whose walla were covered with figures of sitting men and
womi|en. This first part of the cave had a passage into the portico by
windpws. There were two inscriptions on the pillars, the first of

twenty-three and the second of eleven lines ; the inscription stone

was four feet high and three feet broad. Cave 4 was a small room,
in a hollow within was the lingam (relic shrine), and, on the left,

attendants. Cave 5, higher up, was an opening four feet square with
two figures holding fire. In front was a great cistern with two
openings. On a broken stone, above the two mouths of the cistern,

was an inscription of two long lines. Cave 6, lower down, measured
20' X 10' and had two rooms; above a cistern on the left was an
inscripxlion of seven lines. Cave 7 was an opening with five windows
and three rooms measuring altogether 20'xl4'. Above the four

mouths of the cistern were traces of an inscription of two lines.

Cave 8 (perhaps West’s93), a great cave called the Stable, measured

B 1064-21
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60* X 24'. At the back were six rooms, the fourth of which was a
shrine with a seated figure and attendants and other figures on tke

sides. In the central hall on the left were the doors of four rooms,
and, on the right, a recess with four piUars. The centre of the care

had fire pillars on each face. The entrance was a gallery upheld
by eight pillars joined by walls. On the left of the gallery was a
little room where were three seated men surrounded by attendants.

Above the cistern was a great inscription of eighteen lines, and in

front a second inscription of six lines in modem Sanskrit.^

This ends Du Perron’s account of the caves. About three weeks
after Du Perron (28th December 1760), a party of Englishmen from
Bombay visited Kanheri. They specia.lly notice one cave, apparently

No. 3, which was 84 feet long by 21 wide and 50 high, ornamented
with thirty-two pillars each twenty-seven feet high and 8f feet round
the base. At the upper end of the cave was a large pillar fifty feet

round at the base. It was still worshipped by the people. The
cave was entered by a portico 36 X 15, with at each end a figure

twenty feet high. Round the portico were small idols. After passing

severm caves cut into small square rooms, they entered a veranda
75 X 12 supported by nine pillars. Then was a hall 63x25Jx9.
Within this were ten small rooms for living in, neatly cut and
meastiring 11x6. In the veranda were several English names,
among others W. Aislabie, B. Baker (1708), John Hanmer (1697), and
J. Courtney. They noticed the great number of cisterns of excellent

water. The writer repeats the story that the caves were the work of

a Gentoo king who wished to secure his son against the attempts to

gain him over to another religion. The MarathAs, he states, made
a yearly pilgrimage to the caves and held them in great honour.*

In 1781, a Dr. Hunter published a short account of the Kanheri,
Elephanta, and Jogeshvari caves. In his account of Kanheri he
notices only the great temple and the two statues of Buddha.® Dr.

Hov4 the Polish traveller, who visited the caves in 1787, noticed

only the Great Cave No. 8. The relic shrine was still worshipped.
' At the head of the caves,’ he wiites, ' stands a round pillar

resembling the crown of a hat, to which the Hindus to this day
pay their adoration.’ He noticed two cisterns close to the entrance

which were fed by a spring of water that issued ‘ very spontaneously’

out of a chasm from the upper adjacent rock of the cave.* In 1804,

Lord Valentia wrote: 'The Kanheri caves are formed out 'of a
high knoll in the middle of the range of hills which divides

Salsette into two equal parts. The great cavern, like the K^li
cave, is oblong and has a carved roof, but is inferior to it in

size, in elegance of design, and in beauty of execution. It has
the same singular building at the upper end and the vestibule is

equally adorned with figures. Its peculiar ornaments are two

(r

‘ Zend Avesta, I. 394 - 408. * Quoted in Da Perron’s Zend Aveeta, { 408 • 411.
’ Ardueologia, VII. 299.

|
* Tours, 13, 14. Dr. Hov4 notices that Mr. Wilmouth a painter hadiconie from

Bengal and taken squeezes of the writings on wetted cartrid^ paper. He died at
Canton on his way to England and his papers were lost. \
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^gantic stataes of Buddha nearly twenty feet high, each filling

one side of the Testibule. They are exactly alike and are in perfect

preservation, in consequence of their having been christened and
painted red by the Portuguese, who left them as an appendage to

a Christian church, for such this temple of Buddha became under
their transforming hands. The image of the presiding deity, in aU
the usual attitudes, embellishes several other parts of the vestibule ;

and one in particular is ornamented with the conical cap worn
by the Chinese Po. The entrance, on which there are several

inscriptions in the unknown character, faces the west. In a large

cave close to the chief temple are many figures, especially one of

Vishnu fanning Buddha with a fly-whisk. The innumerable eaves

which have been formed in every part of the hill are square and
flat-roofed. They cannot but be intended for the habitations of the

attendant Brahmans.^

Chapter XTVi
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In 1825 Bishop Heber considered the caves in every way isss.

remarkable from their number, their beautiful situation, their

elaborate carving, and their marked connection with Buddha and
his rebgion. The caves, he writes, are scattered over two sides of

a high rocky hill, at many different elevations, and of various sizes

and forms. Most of them appear to have been places of habitation

for monks or hermits. One very beautiful apartment of a square

form, its walls covered with sculpture and surrounded internally

by a broad stone bench, is called the Darbdr, but I should rather

guess had been a school. Many have deep and well-carved cisterns

attached to them, which, even in this dry season, were well supplied

with water. The largest and most remarkable of all is a Buddhist
temple, of great beauty and majesty. It is entered through a fine

and lofty portico, having on its front, but a little to the left hand, a
high detached octagonal pillar surmounted by three lions seated

back to back. On the east side of the portico is a colossal statue of

Buddha, with his hajids raised in the attitude of benediction, and the

screen which separates the vestibule from the temple is covered,

immediately above the dodo, with a row of male and female figures,

nearly naked, but not indecent, and carved with considerable spirit,

which apparently represent dancers. In the centre is a large door

and above it three windows contained in a semicircular arch. Within,

the apartment is fifty feet long by twenty, an oblong square

terminated by a semicircle, and surrounded on every side but that

of the entrance with a colonnade of octagonal pillars. Of these the

twelve on each side nearest the entrance are ornamented with

carved bases and capitals, in the style usual in Indian temples.

The rest are unfinished. In the centre of the semicircle, and with

.

a free walk all round it, is a mass of rock left solid, but carved

externally like a dome. On the top of the dome is a sort of

spreading ornament Uke the capital of a column. The ceiling of

this cave is arched semicircularly and ornamented in a very singular

manner with slender ribs of teakwood of the same curve with

the roof and disposed as if they were supporting it.* The caves

1 Travels, II. 196- 19a ’ Narrative, IL 189-191.
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were next described by Mr. Vaupell in 1837/ and six' years later

Mr. Fergnsson gave a short account of them in his paper on the

Cave Temples and Monasteries of Western India.* In 1850 Dr.
Stevenson translated some of the Kanheri inscriptions and brought
to light some historical names and facts.* In 1860 Dr. Bhi.u IMji
numbered the caves.* He was followed in 1860-61 by Mr. B. W.
West, who published a plan of the caves and copies of the inscriptions

with short notes on their position and condition. Mr. West also in

the same year gave an account of some of the topes in galleries 38
to 41 and of some stone pots and seals found in digging cave 13.®

Of late the caves have been taken in hand by Dr. Burgess the
Government Archaeological Surveyor. A short notice has recently

been given in Fergnsson and Burgess’ Cave Temples. But the full

description of the caves and their inscriptions is not yet (April

1882) published.

This completes the chief notices of the K'anheri caves. In the
following account the cave details have been contributed by -Mr.

H. Cousens, Head Assistant to the Archaeological Surveyor, and the
substance of the inscriptions by Mr. Bhagvanlal Indraji from
facsimiles taken in 1881. Mr. Bh^vanlal’s study of the inscriptions

is not yet complete so that the renderings given in the text are

tentative and liable to revision. As noticed in the introduction most
of the caves are cut in two knolls of bare rock separated by a narrow
stream bed. Of the 102 caves all are easily entered, except five

small openings. Of the rest about tweuty-seven are good, fifty-six

are small, and fifteen are partly or entirely ruined. Except temples
or chaityas, and the peculiarly planned cave 10, which was probably
a place of assembly, nearly all the caves bear marks of having been
used as dwellings, and many of them have stone sleeping benches
running round the walls. The doorways were fitted with frames
and doors, which were fastened by horizontal bars held in holes in

the stone jambs. The windows were either latticed or provided
with wooden frames and shutters. The whole monasteiy was well
supplied with water. On the hill top are several rock-cut ponds, and
almost every cave has its cistern filled from channels cut above the
eaves of the cave. To the east of the caves a massive stone wall,
now ruined, ran across the stream that separates the two cave-cut
knolls and formed a small lake whose bed is now silted and full of
reeds.

For a hurried visit of one day, perhaps the best order for seeing
the hill is, after visiting 1, 2, and 3, to pass to the left across the
ravine, and, keeping up the sloping face of the knoll, see the sites

of relic shrines or burial-mounds and the remains of an old temple
behind. Then come back to the ravine and pass along its north
bank examining the line of caves from ninety-four to eighty-seven.
Next struggle up the stream bed, pass through the breach in the

’Trans. Bom. Geog. Soc. VII. 147-152.
= .Iour. R. A.S., VIII. 63-69. ’Jour. B. B. R. A. S., V. 1-34.
* Fergnsson and Burgess’ Cave Temples of India, 355.
“Jour. B. B. R. A. S., VI. 1-14, 116-120, 157 160.
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daiDj and^ crossing to tlie south bank of the stream^ come down
along the lowest tier of caves from 21 to 10. At 10 turn back and
up to 77 and pass as far as possible in front of the second tier of

caves to the quarry on the hill top. See the view, the dstems,
quarries, remains of the retaining wall, and the mins of a relic mound,
lien pass down seeing as many as possible of the third tier of caves
68 to 90. Pass from 90 to 36 and 37 and then along a flight of steps

to the burial gallery 38 to 40, returning by the same way. The path
from 41 to 1 is difficult and should not be attempted without a guide.

Climbing the footpath from the valley, the group of three temples

1, 2, and 3 attracts attention. They face west and have in front of

them a large level space covered with bushes and with some remains
of the shijpa or relic mound of which an account is given later on.

Passing a little to the south of 3, the most striking of the group,
cave 1 should first be examined. It is the beginning of a large temple
or chaitya, the only finished portions being two large pillars support-
ing the front screen, whose general clumsiness seems to show that this
is one of the latest caves on the hiU ; 2 is a long low excavation,
irregular in plan, being originally more than one excavation, the
partition walls of which have been broken down. At the south end
are three rock-cut relic shrines or ddgobds. On the wall behind the
first relic shrine, is the curious sculptured panel which occurs again
in caves 21 and 66, at the Aurangabad caves, at Elnra, and at
Ajanta. This is known as the Buddhist litany, a prayer to the
good lord Padmapdni to deliver his worshippers from the different

forms of battle, murder, and sudden death. In the centre a life-

size image of the Bodhisattva Padmap4ni or Avalokiteshvar,
stands at attention holding in his left hand a lotus stalk and
flowers ; on his right and left are four shelves each supporting a
couple of little figures. In front of each of these little groups, and
between it and Padmapani, is a human figure with wings. In the
upper group to the left, that is, on Padmapfini’s right, a kneeling
fi^re appears to be praying for deliverance from a lion, which
is in the act of springing upon him. In the next group below,
a kneeling woman with a child in her arms tries to avoid an old
hag, disease or death. In the third compartment a kneeling man
prays a winged figure to save him from one who holds a drawn
sword over his head.* In the lowest compartment the figure

prays to be saved from a cobra which is crawling towards it

from an ant-hill. At the top on the other side the kneeling
figure is about to be attacked by an enraged elephant; in the
west compartment a man in the back ground has his hand raised

in the act of striking the kneeling figure. In the next, perhaps the
petition against false doctrines, heresies, and schisms, an orliodox
Ndga is attacked by a flying Garud, the type of Vmshnavism.
In the last, two figures pray from deliverance from shipwreck.
The winged figure to whom each suppliant turns for help is

probably a saint, an intercessor between him and the deified

Padmapdni. On either side of Padmapdni’s head are cherubim
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1 See Representation of Litany at Aurangabad in Arch. Survey Report, UI. 76.
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Chapter XIY. with garlands, and at his feet kneels a devotee. Other figures of

Blaces of Interest. Padmapani and Bnddha which adorn the wall on either side of this

_ ^ panel seem to have been added by different worshippers. ThOT©
are three inscriptions in this cave, in one comer of the recess
behind the large relic shrine, partly on the left and partly beneath a
standing figure of Buddha sainted by nine men near his feet, is an
inscription of six short and one long lines. The length of the lines

is six inches and twelve inches. The inscription gives nine name^
probably of the nine persons represented bowing to Bnddha. The
names ere Nannovaidya, Bh4no (Sk. Bhann), Bhaskar, Bhdravi,
Chelladev, Bopai (Sk. ^pyaki), Bhattabesn, Snvai (Sk. Suvrati),

and Pohoi (?). The characters seem to be of the fifth century. In the
back wall, above a long bench set against the wall, is a deeply cnt
distinct inscription of two lines two feet two inches long. It is

inscribed in letters of the time of Ydsishthipntra (a.d. 133-162) and
records the gift of a refectory or satta (Sk. satra), by N^kanak
(inhabitant) of N4sik. A few feet to the north of the second
inscription, and nearer to the cistern in front of the cave, is a third

deeply cut and distinct inscription, of two lines two feet nine
inches long. It is inscribed in letters of the time of V&ishthipntra
(a.d. 133-162) and records the gift of water (?)^ by S^midatta
(Sk. Svdmidatta) a goldsmith of Kaly^

Cave S. Close to No. 2 comes No. 3, the cathedral or ehaitya, the most
important of the Kanheri caves. The style and plan are much the
same as in the great K^li cave, but, owing to its softness, the rock ia

much destroyed. The measurements are 86 J feet long, 39 feet 10
inches wide including the aisles, and 37 feet 7 inches high. In front
is a spacions court, entered through a gateway in a low parapet wall,

whose outside has been prettily decorated with the rail pattern Mid
festoons along the top. In bas-relief, on either side of the doorway,
stands a rather stunted gatekeeper, and attached to the walls of rock
on each side of the court are great eight-sided columns on square
basements with broken shafts. The capital of the northern column
supports three fat figures holding behind them something like a
great bowl, and on the capital of the southern column are four
seated lions. A great rock screen separates this conrt from the
veranda. This screen has three large square openings below,
separated by thick massive pillars, the central opening being the
entrance to the veranda. Above it is divided by four pillars into
five open spaces which admit light to the arched front window.
These pillars support the outer edge of the roof of the veranda.
In each end of the veranda, cut in the end walls, a gigantic figure
of Buddha twenty-five feet high stands on a raised plinth. Low on
the left leg of the figure in the north end of the veranda, are cnt,
in old Enghdi characters, A. Butfer, K. B., J. B., J. S., 78, initials,

which, as is shown by a writing in another cave, stand for Ann
Butfer, K. Bates, John Butfer, and John Shaw, who visited the caves

I
The word in the umcriptkoa is Pdnika which means in Sanskrit a vendor of

spiritaons liquor. This is perhaps an instance of the use of liquor which did not
differ in colour from water. above, p, 137)* Near the inscription is a ninha
where, mrhaps, water or some other beverage was kept and given to the monks after
they bad fiiudied their djitner in the adjoining hall.
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in 1678.^ Between the two side and the central doorways, the front

of the cave is adorned with life-size statues in bas-relief of men and
women after the style of the K^Lrli figures. The men wear the same
curious head-dress, and the women the same heavy earrings, bracelets,

and anklets. Above these are rows of seated Buddhas, and above
the Buddhas again is the great arched window, through which light

passes into the cave. Beneath this arch the central doorway opens
into the nave of this great Buddhist cathedral. The roof is high and
vaulted, and at the far end is a semicircular apse, in the centre of

which stands the object of adoration a relic shrine. Separated from
this central space by two rows of pillars are two aisles. These are
continued round behind the relic shrine where they meet forming
an unbroken row of pillars. It is from the plain entablature above
these pillars that the vaulted roof springs, the ceilings of the aisles

being flat and very little higher than the capitals of the pillars. Of
these pillars only eleven on the north side and six on the south side

have b^n finished, the others are plain octagonal columns from top
to bottom. The finished pillars have water-pot bases and capitals.

The base rests on a pyramidal pile of four or five flat tiles or plates

and the capitals support a similar pile of plates in inverted order.

Over each of these pillars is a group of figures. In two cases the
figures worship a relic shrine which is placed between them, on
another a tree is worshipped, and on the rest are men riding elephants
and horses. Some of the pillars have traces of plaster with painted
figures ofBuddha. The relic shrine is plain and has lost its umbrella
which was supported by a pillar of which the base may still be traced.

Round the drum or cylindrical base are square holes at equal intervals

apparently for lights. The roof of the nave has had arched wooden
ribs similar to those at Karli, their positions being marked by dark
bands on the rock. A few fragments of the old woodwork remain
here and there generally in the form of stumps and beam ends
standing out from sockets. Under the great arched window and
over the central doorway is a wide gallery supposed to have been
nsed by musicians. There are now no means of getting to it except
by a ladder. There are nine inscriptions in and about this cave. In
the right gate-post is a deeply cut and distinct but rather defaced
inscription of 22^ lines. The right side is imperfect as that part of

the gate-post was built of squared stones which have been removed.
The original length of the lines was three feet eight inches, which by
the removal of the stones has been reduced to two feet in the upper part
and three feet one inch in the middle. Tbis is a valuable inscription,

but much of importance has been lost in the upper lines. As it now
stands, all that can be gathered from it, is that the cave was made
in the time of king Yajnashri Shatakami Gotamiputra (a.d. 177-196),

Chapter ZI7-
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* These letters puzzled Dr. Bird, who, in 1839, wrote, “ On one of the legs of the left
hand statue we met with a cross (the old fashioned letter J written as an I with a
stroke across the centre) and inscription, in Roman letters, which might be taken
to be not more ancient than the times of the Portuguese, were it not for the Ethiopia
or Arabic term Ahale, meaning fhyfather ; and which accompanied by the date 78,
with a resemblance of the cross and the letters for Kal Buddha, Buddha Sahya may
indicate its connection with primitive Christianity ; whose doctrines introduced into
India are supposed by WiUord to have given rise to the era of ShAlivAhan which
dates 78 years after Christ."
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by two merchant brothers Gajsen and Gajvir from Datdmiti (?) (Sk.
Datt^imitri) in Upper India, and that the temple was dedicated to

the Bhadrayani school of Buddhism.^ The inscription mentions the

names of several Buddhist monks, Kalvarjit, the reverend Thera
(Sk. Sthavira), Achal, the reverend (Bhadanta) Gahala, Vijaymitra,

Bo , Dharmapal, and Aparenuka, the son of a Buddhist devotee
and merchant. The inscription closes with the words ‘ Finished by
Badhika, the manager^ and the pupil of the old Buddha monk Seul.

The cave was carved by the great mason Vidhika with Shailvatak,

Kudichak, and Mahakatak.’ Gut into the left gate-post is another
inscription of eleven lines, originally three feet four inches long;

It is deeply cut, and the rock being smoother and of a lighter

colour it is more distinct than the last. The left side is imperfect

in the upper Hues owing to the outer angle of the gate-post having
been broken off. The inscription, which is in characters of the

second century, records gifts. The name of the giver is lost. It

mentions gifts made in several places, in the Ambalika monastery
in Kalytin, something given in the district (Sk. dhdr) of Sopara (Sk.

Shurparaka), a monastery, vihdr, in (Pa)ithan (Sk. Pratishthan), a
Chaitya temple and thirteen cells in the cave of (Pra)tigupta, the

grant of an endowment to support the Rajtadag reservoir on the

way to Paithan, Asana and Chulkappikuti (?), a cistern and some
other things. The third inscription is under a standing figure of

Buddha, on the inside of the outer wall of the veranda, fotween
the left gate-post and the left colossal figure of Buddha. It is of

three lines each two feet eleven inches long. The letters belong to •

about the fifth century. It refers to the carving of the image of

Buddha below which it is set, and states that the image was made
by the Shdkya friar Buddhaghosha, residing in Mahdgandhkuti a
disciple of Dharmavatsa and teacher of the three great Buddhist
books, tripitakas. There is a fourth inscription of one line, three

feet one inch long, under a sitting Buddha sculptured on the back
wall of the veranda, above the dancing figures on the right side of

the doorway. It is cut in letters of about the fifth century, and is

tolerably distinct but high up. It records, ^The meritorious gift

of the Shdikya mendicant Dharmagupta.' The fifth inscription, of

one line ten inches long, is cut into the square shaft of a small
bas-relief relic shrine on the right wall Outside the veranda. It

is deeply cut in characters of about the fifth century, and, as it

stands, is complete. It gives the well known Buddhist formula.®

* The Bhadr&yani school rose in the third century after Gautama from the sect of
Vatsiputra, an oftshoot from the Sarvastivadina, a subdivision of the Sthavira schooL
They seem to have believed in a first cause, and that the soul or I is immortaL See
Vassilief’s Bouddisme, 172, 230, 233, 253, 269. Beal in Ind. Ant. IX. 300. The chief

NiLsik cave (No. 26) is also dedicated to the Bhadr&yani school, vrhich seems to have
been in high favour with the rulers of Western bidia during the second and third
centuries after Christ.

^ The word in the original is Uparakhita which may mean the manager as given in

the text or it may be a name.
® The Buddhist formula is, “ Tie dharma hetu prahhava hetun teshdn tcUhdgaio,

hyavadat teshdncha yo nirodha evam vddi Mahdshramana," that is : The objert of
those (the Adi Buddhas) who for the sake of religion came into the world before him
(that is, before Gautama), the Tath4gata (that is he who came as they came, namely
Gautama) has explained ; what they forbade the great Shramana (that is Gautama)
tells as follows : See above, p. 103,
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The sixth inscription, of nine lines each ten inches long, is cut

into a pilaster on the right side of a standing Buddha which is

sculptured on the western wall inside the small chamber to the left

of the entrance. It is faintly cut in letters of about the fifth or

sixth century and records that the image was the gift of Achfirya

Buddharakshita. A seventh inscription, of three lines, was found on
the face of a squared stone, 194 inches long by lOJ broad, that lay

on the outside terrace under the trees in front of this cave. The
letters are of the fifth or sixth century, and the inscription is about
the building of a house or ghar (Sk. griha). The name of the person

who built the house is doubtful. An eighth inscription, of two linos,

was found on the face of a smaller atone in front of the cave. It

is probably part of the same inscription and seems to contain a
portion of the lower two lines. The letters are of the sixth century.

On the right of the inner doorway an inscription of four lines is

painted in white upon one face of the octagonal column. It is

very faint in places, but the date is fairly clear, especially in the

afternoon sun. The date may be either “ Samvat 921 or 927 Ashvin
Shuddha 1

” A similar inscription occurs on the

next face of the column, and two others on two faces of the

column on the opposite side of the doorway. These are fainter and
less legible.

In the open space in front of cave 3 were once two or three large

relic mounds, of which the largest was built of stone and brick

and was from twelve to sixteen feet high. Dr. Bird gives

the following account of the opening of this relic mound in

1 839 ;
" After digging to the level of the ground and clearing

the materials, the workmen came to a circular stone, hollow in the
centre, and covered at the top by a piece of gypsum. This
contained two small copper urns, in one of which were some ashes
mixed with a ruby, a pearl, small pieces of gold, and a small gold
box containing a piece of cloth ; in the other were a silver box
and some ashes.” Two copper plates accompanied the urns
containing legible inscriptions in the cave character, of which the
following is believed to be the translation ; Salutation to the
Omniscient (Buddha ) ! In the year 245 of the increasing rule of the

Trikutakas, in the great monastery of Krishnagiri, Buddharuchi,
an inhabitant of Kanak ? (fKabhoka or Katoka) a village in the
Sindhu country, the son of the glorious Buddhashri and
Pushyavarman, intent on religious duties, of the religion of

Shdkyamuni (who was) strong in the possession of the ten powers,
revered, possessed of perfect knowledge, an Aryagana of his

(that is SMkyamuni’s) Shrdvaks, erected this relic shrine, chaitya,

of dressed stone and brick to last while the moon sun and ocean
endure, to the great ShrAvak of the Paramamuni (Buddha), the

noble Sh^lradvatiputra. Therefore let the Devas, Yakshas, Siddhas,

Vidyddharas, Ganas, and Mdnibhadra, Pumabhadra, Panchika, Arya
Vajrapdni, Vankanaka(?) and others be propitious. Moreover, as

long as the milky ocean, the waters of the whirlpools of which are

whirled round by the sea monsters which are driven about by its

thousand waves, is an ocean of milk, as long as the rugged
Meru is piled with great rocks, and as long as the clear rivers flow

B 1064—22
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Places ffiFlnterest.
itself to the excellent son of him named Pu8hya(varman).’^

Only the faintest traces of this relic mound remain.

Stupas were originally cairns or mounds raised either over the
dead or in memory of some famous act.* The practice of raising

these memorials seems to date from before the time of GrantlKta.’*

The previous Buddhas are said to have stupas raised over ’their

bones/ and there is a tradition that Gautama urged his followers

to reverence monuments and to build them in his honour.®
The earliest stupas, of which there is certain knowledge, were
those built by Ashok (b.c. 250), partly over Gautama’s relics,

partly to mark places which his life had made sacred. Perhaps
the only one of these monuments of which traces remain is the
Bharhut stupa in Central India. Though the building is now a
ruin, there is evidence to show that it was a hemisphere on a
cylindrical base with small holes for lights ; that, on the top of
the dome, was a square platform, fenced with a railing and
supporting a crowning umbrella decorated with streamers and
garlands

; that large flowers sprang from the top as well as from
the base of the square summit

; and that a cylindrical ornament
hung round the hemisphere.® As time passed, the form of the
relic mound changed from a hemisphere (b.c. 500 ?), through a dome
raised a few feet above the basement (b.c. 200), to a dome on a
plinth equal to its own height (a.d. 50), and from t^t to a tall round
tower surmounted by a dome.^ The relic mound of S^n^th near
Benares, which was built in the seventh century after Christ, has a
plinth equal in height to the diameter of the hemisphere.® Besides
in memoiy of Gautama or over one of his relics, towers were built
in honour of his disciples, Sariputra, Mogalan, Ananda Gautama’s
nephew and successor whose shrine was specially worshipped by
nuns, and Rdhula Gautama’s son, whose shrine was the novice’s
favourite object of worship. Towers were also raised in honour of the
three baskets of the law tripiiakas, the vinaya or religions discipline
for the monks, the eutras or discourses for the laity, and the
ahhidharma or metaphysical creed.® Finally towers were raised
either over distinguished members of the monastery who had risen

Arehaeologic^ Survey, X. 59. * Cunningham’s Bhilsa Topes, 9, 10.
Before the^ time of Gautama the Hindus gave up their custom of burial and

pr^tised burmng, a tomb being raised over the ashes. Buddha Gaya, 119.
Kashyapa, Gautama’s predecessor (perhaps B.c. 1000), is said to have been bnried

near Benares, where as late as a.d. 400 he had a stupa. Rhys Davids, 181.

,
Topes, 12. « Bharhut Stupa, 6; Bhilsa Topes, 10-14.

' Bhilsa Topes, 177, 178, plate HI.
tluoningham describes theSdnchi tope, which he places at

^c. 550 (BhilM Topes, 177) and Fergusson at B.c. 250 (Tree and Serpent Worship,

f 1 .

uome of brick and stone, 106 feet in diameter, springing from a plinth 14
eet nigh with a projection feet broad used as a terrace. The top of the dome was
jmttened into a terrace surrounded by a stone railing in the Buddhist pattern. From

e flat centre of the dome rose a colonnade of pillars and within the pillars was a
square altar or pedestal, from the centre of which rose a cupola or umbrella pinnadeirne total height to the top of the cupola was over 100 feet. (Bhilsa Topes, 18.5-186).

* colonnade and by a richly ornamented rail. (See Bhilsa
p^, 190, pl^e VII.

; and Fergusson’s Tree and Serpent Worship, 90).
Beal, 57 ; Rhys Davids, 18-21.

» «
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to the rank of saints,* or over the ashes of the ordinary monks.* Chapter XIV.

The following details of the building of the great tope in Ceylon, Places ofliitereBt.
about B.c. loO, probably give some idea of the services that accom-
panied the building of the larger Kanheri topes.® A foundation
was first laid of round stones, which were trodden in by elephants

;

thw came courses of fine clay, brick, cement, iron-plates, incense,

st^ite, stone, brass, and silver. To lay the fonn^tion stone on
a full-moon night, the king with his ministers, thousands of troops,

dancing and music marched to the site of the new tower. After
making handsome presents the king stepped into the holy place and
traced a circle with a pair of gold-tippM silver compasses. In the
centre of the circle he placed gold and silver vases, cloth, and
fragrant cement, and, in a relic chamber made of six slabs of stone,

laid golden imt^es of Buddha and a golden relic casket brought to

the spot with a special procession. The casket was then placed
in the relic chamber and offerings heaped round. The shape of the
tope was a hemisphere, crowned by a square pinnacle-enclosed

parapet wall and supporting in the centre a double canopy.^ The
better class of relic mounds contained seven substances, gold, silver,

lapislaznli, crystal, carnelian, amber or coral, and a ruby.®

Cave 4 is a small circular chamber to the left of Cave ‘6 containing Cavei i-5.

a relic shrine. It has an inscription of three lines and two letters,

cut into one side of the square tee of the relic shrine. It is cut
in letters of about the fifth or sixth century, and states that the
relic shrine was made to hold the relics of the reverend old
Buddhist monk Dharmapdl by Shivpdlitanika, wife of the goldsmith
Dhamanaka. Turning north, up a broad flight of steps, is Cave
5, a plain two-mouthed water cistern with a long inscription cut
over it. The original length of line was probably nine feet ten
inches of which one foot ten inches on the left have entirely peeled
off. Though deeply out the inscription is much defaced, which is

specially to be reg^tted as it is one of the oldest and most important

in the series. It is inscribed in rather corrupt Sanskrit, the letters

being of the age of Vdsishthiputra (a.d. 133-162). It records the
gift of a water-pot by the minister Shatoraka.® Though nothing
distinct can be made out of the rest of the inscription, it appears

Cava 4-5.

* The ceremonies observed on the death of a saint are thus described by Fah Hian.
In the Mahivihilra monastery in Ceylon a famous monk, perfect in the precepts, had
the credit ofbeing a saint oi Rahat. When hedied the king came, and, calling themonks
together, asked if their dying brother had attained reason. They answered he is a Rahat.
Then the king, consulting the holy books, ordered that the funeral should be performed
according to Ihe rules laid down for the funerals of Rahats. Accordingly nearly a mile
to the east of the monastery they raised a pyre of wood, thirty-four feet square and
thirty-four feet high, the top of sandal, aloe, and all kinds of scent^ wood.
Steps were laid np the four sides and the pyre was bound with clean white cloth.

Then the dead body was brought in a funem car followed by crowds of people. The
king offered flowers and incense, the hearse was placed on&e pyre, oil of cinnamon
was poured over it, and the whole set alight. When all was over they searched for

and gathered the bones to make a tower over them. Beal, 160.

* On the Bhojpur hill there are four tiers of topes, the lowest to the members of

the monastery, the next to Pratyek Buddhas (Beal, 47), the next to Bodhisattvas,

and the highest to Buddhas. Bhil^ Topes, 13-14.

* Bhilsa Topes, 169-176. * Bhika Topes, 169-176. » Beal, 41.
* It is curious that the word in the original is bhdjan a pot. A good many inscrip-

tions at Kanheri record gifts of cisterns of water, but bhdjan is found only here.
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from the fragments that this Shatoraka was the minister of the
queen of Vasishthipntra. The queen, is mentioned as belonging
to the Kardamaba dynasty and it farther appears that she was
connected with the Kshatrapas, the word Mahdkshatrapasya being
distinct. She was perhaps a grand-daughter on the maternal side .

of a Mahdkshatrap.
Entering the ravine or watercourse, between the two knollsjjlhid

continuing on from Cave 5, come caves 6 and 7, both much mined
and of little consequence. Above the two months of the cistern, at
the left end of Cave 7, two deep distinct inscriptions, one of three
and the other of four lines, are cut into the rock side by side and
about six inches apart. The length of line in the first is two feet
four inches and in the second two feet nine inches. Both inscriptions

refer to the cisterns. One records that one cistern is the gift of
Samika, a merchant of Sopara ; the other that the other cistern is

the gift of a goldsmith Sulasdatta of Chemula, the son of Rohini
Mitra. The letters are of the time of Vdsishthipntra (a.d. 133-162}
or perhaps a little earlier. After passing two great rocks in the
stream b^ and up some notches in the rock, is number 8, a water
cistern, and beyond it Cave 9, a large plain room with four thick
square columns in front. It is unfinished and forms the lower story
of Cave 10 above.

Following the ravine, a long flight of steps leads to Cave 10
generally called the Darb&r Cave, the next largest cave to 3. Its
arrangement differs greatly from that of most other caves. The
frontage is a long veranda 72' 6' by 8' 4* supported outwardly
upon eight octagonal columns. A little chapel at the eastern end
has some figures of Buddha and attendants. Three doorways and
two windows communicate with the inner ball which is a long
rectangular room, the same length as the veranda. Round the two
sides and back of this inner hall mns an aisle separated from the
room by pillars. In a shrine, that stands out from the middle of
the back wall across the full depth of the aisle, is a large seated
figure of Buddha, and in the back walls of the aisles are two small
cells. The most curious feature in the cave are two long low seats
or benches running down the whole length of the centre. They
seem to show that, like the Mahdrvada at Flora, the cave was used as
a place of assembly or as a school.* In this cave are two inscriptions

* This cave is especially interesting as its plan more nearly resembles that of the
hall erected by ^ng Ajitashatru (b.c. 543?) to accommodate the first convocation at
K^jagnba m Behdr) than that of anj other known cave. It is not a monastery
OTViharm the orcJtaary sense of that term, but a dharmshdla or place of assembly.
According to the Mahdvanso(Tumour, 12). " Having in all respects ^ected this haU,
he had invaluable carpets spread there, corresponding to the number of priests (500), in
order that ^ing seated on the north side the south might be faced

; the inestimable
pre-eminent throne of the high priest was placed there. In the centre of the hall
facmg the east, the exalW preaching pulpit, fit for the deity himself was erected.”
bo m this cave the projecting shrme occupies precisely the position of the throne of
tee president m the above description. It is occupied, in the present case, by a
figure of Buddha on a bon seat, with Padmaptei and another attendant. In thelower part of the haU where there are no cells is a plain space, admirably suited for

tbp w assembly. Other caves of this sort are

^ ® ** Mahdvallipur, the MahArvAda at Elnia, andprobably cave 20 at Ajanta. Fergusson and Burgess Cave Temples, 353,
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one much older than the other. On the left wall, outside the

veranda and above a recess over the cistern, is a minute inscription

of sixteen lines, six feet four inches long, with part of another line

and two half lines. Where not defaced it is tolerably distinct, and
seems to be written in letters of about the fifth century. The
language is pure Sanskrit and the whole inscription is in verse. It

nikords the excavation of the cave by a merchant whose name is

gone. In the fourth line he is described as famous among the

millionaires of the great city of Chemnla, as one whose widespread
fame had bathed in the three seas. In the fourteenth line is

mentioned the grant, to the Kanheri friars, of a village caDed
Shdkapadra^ at the foot of the hill. In the last part of the

inscription some account is given of a preceptor, deharya, named
Kum^ir. The other inscription is on the architrave over the veranda
colonnade. It consists of three upper lines eleven feet long, three

lower lines eleven feet seven inches long, and two additional lines five

feet six inches long, to the left of the three lower lines and on the

same level It is faintly cut but distinct, and the letters apparently
belong to about the ninth century. The inscription records an
endowment, akahaya nivi, of 100 drammas by a great Buddha
devotee from Gaud (Bengal) or Upper India, on the second day of

the dark half of Margshirsh (December-January) in ^he Fraj^pati

year, after seven hundred and seventy-five years, in figures Samvat
775, of the Shak king had passed, during the victorious and happy
reign of Amoghvarshdev, the great sovereign, the great king
kings, the noble lord, me^tating on the feet of the great sovereign,

the chief of kings, the majestic lord, the iilnstrions Jagattung; and
during the flourishing and victorious reign of Kapardi, king of the
Konkan, who by Amoghvarsh’s favour has gained the five great
titles, a jewel among the chiefs of districts, meditating on the feet

of Pulashakti, the' gem of the great chiefs of districts ^ On
the wall, cut in thick plaster, to the right of the middle door, are some
records of English visitors with the dates 1697, 1706, 1710, and 1735.

On the opposite side of the ravine. Cave 70 has a long inscription

of about the same date as that over the pillars in Cave 9 and very
likely from the same hand.

The next cave on the original side is Cave 1 1, which is farther
up the ravine and is hard to get at, as the path climbs the rock for
some distance, runs across for about twenty yards, and again feills to
the original level. It consists of a veranda supported outwardly
on two small pillars, an inner room about fourteen feet square, and
a chapel with a large relic shrine in the centre. Opposite Cave 11,
on the other side of the ravine, is Cave 79. Next to Cave 11 on
the original side is Cave 1 2, a plain small room with a veranda and
a water cistern on one side. On the left wall, outside the veranda
and. over a large recess, is an inscription of about ten lines, five feet

six 'inches in length. The letters, which are of the time of

Chapter ZIY.

Places itfintaest.

Kahheu Cavxs.
.

Detaib.

Cave 10.

Cave 11.

• 'Hie village ia probably SAki near Povai. It is mentioned as aupatyayika, that
is situated at the foot of the hill, on the lower slopes or npatyaha as opposed to the
upper hill land or adhityaka. The first letter of the name is doubtfol. It may
either be pd or s/id. - Arch. Sw. X. 61.
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Vasishthiputra (a.d. 133-162), are deeply cut, and, where they Rave
not peeled off, are distinct. They record the gifts of a cave, a
cistern, a seat and a sleeping bench by an inhabitant of Kaly&n,
(name gone), a merchant, son of Shivmitra. There is a further gift

of clothes and kdrshdpanas and one pratika a month to the friars

who lived in the cave in the rainy season.^ Over against this

cave 80. Cave 13 is a group of three or four broken caves wifc
some miilfed relic mounds. In this cave some interesting discoveries

were made by Mr. West in 1853. In the centre of the floor, which
was covered with earth, were found the foundations of four small

relic shrines of unbnmt bricks. In one of these foundations, which
seemed to have been undisturbed since the destruction of the shrine,

fragments of clay seals were found representing a sitting Buddha
surrounded by ornaments. Further search showed many similar

impressions in dried clay, also several impressions of round seals of

various sizes bearing inscriptions. Some larger fragments of dried

clay which had been moulded into peculiar forms, were discovered to

have been the receptacles in which the inscription seals had been
imbedded. The larger fragments of dried clay were found to be
portions of six varieties of seal receptacles. The impressions of

inscription seals were laid face to face in pairs, and one pair was
imbedded in each receptacle. They were small round pieces of dried

clay with a flat face bearing an inscription in relief, evidently the
impression of a clay with a flat seal, and a rounded back, which bore
the impression of the skin markings of a human palm, showing that

the clay was laid upon one hand while the seal was impressed with
the other.^

An examination of the most distinct of the seal impressions showed
some words of the Buddhist formula, and this led to the deciphering
of the whole inscription. On many of the other seals, the inscriptions,

though differently divided into lines, were precisely alike, and
represented in letters of about the tenth century, the well Imown
Buddhist formula. One seal had an inscription in sixteen lines, the
last three of which were found to be the Buddhist formula. All
the impressions representing a sitting Buddha seemed to have been
made with the same seal as the same defects occurred in all. The
figure was represented cross-legged under a canopy, surrounded by
ornaments and with three lines of inscription beneath it. Portions
of seventy distinct impressions of this seal were found in Cave 13
of which two were broken, fifty-five were pieces containing the whole
sitting figure, the rest were in smaller fragments. The flat faces of

1 Kdrshdpanas and Pratihas are coins. The harshdpana was of different values ; if
of gold it weighed sixteen mdahds ; if of silver it was eqnal in valne to sixteen panas
of cowries or 1280 cowries ; if of copper it weighed 80 raktilcas, or the same as of gold,
about 176 grains. According to some the copper kdrshdpana is the same as a pana
of cowries, that is 80 cowries. The pratika appears to be equal in valne to the silver
kdrshdpana, that is sixteen panas of cowries

.

^ Mr. West found sixty-eight seal impressions of various sizes, being the impressions
of twenty-two different seals. The number of impressions of each seal were, Ko. 1
seven impressions, No. 2 two, No. 3 ten. No. 4 three, No. 5 five. No. 6 five, No'. 7
three. No. 8 three. No. 9 one. No. 10 one, No. 11 six, No. 12 four. No. 13 two. No. 14
two. No. 15 three. No. 16 three. No. 17 one. No. 18 one, No. 19 one. No, 20 one and
No. 21 one. There was one not figured and two were illegible.

’
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the impressions were painted red, while the round backs bore distinct Chapter XIV. ,

Hnpressions of the skin markings of a human hand, showing that the Places oflnterest,
seal was impressed in the same manner as the inscription seals.^

There were a variety of fragments of moulded clay found with the
avis.

seal impressions. It was doubtful what they represented, but several
® *

of them, fitted upon others, formed mushroom-shaped ornaments
T^iich would fit on to the broken tops of the receptacles. One was
a fragment of a larger umbrella-shaped canopy ; anothei^appeared
to be one-half of a mould for casting coins, bearing the impression
of a coin which might possibly be a very rude representation of a
man on horseback. A brass or copper earring was found imbedded
in a small ball of ashes.

Two stone pots were found buried in the earth between two topes.

They were of lateiite or some similar stone, and had covers fitting

a sunken ledge on the top of the pots. Each of them held about a
table spoonful of ashes, one pot had three copper coins and the other
two copper coins. Of the coins, the first three appeared to have
been little worn and were covered on both sides with well cut Arabic *

letters which differed in each coin, though all three bore the date
H. 844 coinciding with a.d. 1440-41. The latter two were much worn
and the incriptions were diflBcult to read and contained no date.*

On the other side of the watercourse are caves 81 and 82.

Still following the ravine and crossing an upward flight of steps Caves U-JS,
is Cave 14, a well finished cave but infested with bats and bad smells.

The shrine off the back of the hall has a little antechamber with
two slender pillars in front. The roof has remains of plaster.

Opposite Cave 14 is Cave 83. Over the cistern corner of Cave 14 a
rough path leads to Cave 15, an unfinished cave that seems to have
contained a built relic mound. On a tablet, cut on a detached rock
between Caves 14 and 15, is an inscription of four lines one foot four
inches long. It is deeply cut and complete but not very distinct.

The letters, which are of the time of Vasishthiputra (a.d. 133-162),
record the dedication of a pathway by one Kumar Nand (or son of
Nanda ?) of Kalyan. Opposite to this, on the other side of the
ravine, is Cave 84.

Cave 16 is a small cell cut in the rock with a relic shrine. Caves 16 -IS.

There are traces in it of red plaster. Cave 17 is open in front with
a group of cells walled off in one end, and a low bench running
round two of its sides. Across the ravine are Caves 85 and 88.

Cave 18 is a water cistern and Cave 19 a small cell. On the left

' Similar impressions in dried clay exist in a mnseum at Edinburgh where they are
labelled as coming from Ceylon, and similar impressions in lac are figured in Moor’s
Hindu Pantheon and stated to exist in the museum of the East India Company. The
meaning and use of these seals is well pointed out by Dr. RAjendraldl Mitra (Buddha
Gaya, 121). Little clay votive relic shrines were kept in store by the priests to be
given to pilgrims and the value of the memorial was increased by bearing the seal
impression of an image of Gautama or of the Buddhist creed. The dedication of relic
shrines in sacred places was held to be most meritorious. Those who could not afford
to make real relic shrines offered small models of stone or of clay. At SAmAth,
SAnchi, and Mathura thousands of clay models, not more than three inches high
have been found. At Buddha Gaya the models were almost all of stone. Some of
the clay models were stamped with the Buddhist seal and others with the image of
Buddha. A cheaper form of offering was a small tile stamped with a relic shrine and
the Buddhist creed. ’ Mr. West in Jour, B. B, B. A S. VI. 157-160.

K
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wall of the porch of Cave 19 is a faintly cat and rather indistinct

inscription of lines three feet long. It is cat in letters of the

time of Vasishthipatra (a.d. 133-162) and records the gift of a cave

by a recluse (name gone, perhaps Asad), brother of the reverend Vir,

who also gave an endowment from which to supply a garment to

the monk living in the cava Cave 20 is a broken cavern with some
low benchea Cave 21 is rather a good cave with a cistern on file

right and* a projecting porch supported outwardly by two pillars

with cushion capitals. Beyond the porch is the veranda, the hall

twenty-six feet ten inches long by twenty-two feet four inches wide,

and the shrine with a seated figure of a teaching Buddha. Thera
are Padmapanis on each side and Buddhas in the side niches with
angels about. The most carious feature in this cave is a figure of

Pi^mapani, on the right of a seated Buddha, in a niche to the west
of the porch with eleven heads. Besides his proper head he has ten
smaller heads arranged in three rows above, four in the central row
and three on each side of it. There is also a litany group, like that

in Cave 2, but much damaged. On some plaster to the right of the
shrine door are the painted outlines of several Buddhas.

At this point the ravine widens into a large basin and has, across

its mouth, the remains of the massive stone dam of which mention
has already been made. On a detached rock, between Caves 21

and 22, is an inscription about the making of the dam. It is deeply

cut and distinct, but most of the first Une and part of the second
have peeled ofE. The letters are of the time of Vdsishthipntra
(a.d. 133-162) and record the gift of a reservoir by a merchant
named Punaka.

Continuing in the same direction is 22, a small cave, neatly cut,

with a veranda and a cell furnished with a sleeping bench. Cave
23 is a long straggling excavation much like 13 with some benches
along the back wall ; Cave 24 is a small cell ; 25 is the beginning of

a cave and 26 another small cave; 27 which comes next was meant
to be large, but never went much beyond a beginning. In front are

two half-cut pillars with cushion capitals. Some little distance lower
is 28 which is of no importance. From this, as 29 is back towards

3, it is best to return by the other side of the ravine taking the
caves from 87 to 78. Cave 87 is a little room and veranda with a
water cistern ; 86 is similar in plan but rather larger

; 88 is the
beginning of a cave up above between 85 and 86 ; 85 is a small
room much ruined ; 84, which has a cistern, is like 85, and has a figure

of Buddha in a niche in the back wall and one of the more modem
inscriptions

;
83 is a long straggling cave with a row of six cells

in the back wall and the remains of one or more built relic mounds.
82 is a small broken cave ; 81 is a neat little cave with a long
inscription and a doorway and little lattice window on either side.

The veranda is open and pillarless. 80 originally included three
rooms, which are now broken into one another and much destroyed

;

79, a plain little room with a veranda and two pillars, is apparently
unfinished. In the back wall is a long rectangular niche with a number
of small seated Buddhas. In the inner dark chamber of cave 78,
On the front of a pedestal or altar before a sitting figure, is an
inscription of four letters. The surface of the stone is much honey-
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combed and the first two letters are illegible. The lettera are of

the time of Gotamipntra H. (a.d. 177-196), or a little later, and
the langoage may be Sanskrit. On the architraTe, over the veranda
colonn^e, is another inscription in Sanskrit of two sets of five lines,

each line seven feet long. Each line is over the space between two
pillars and the short line below is on the capital of a colomn. The
first part, which is inscribed in letters of the ninth centnry^ records
the gifts, by the reverend Nainbhikshn, of an endowment of 100
drammas to the friars living in the large monastery of Krishnagiri
daring the reign of Kapardi (II.), king of the Konkan, the humble
servant of Amoghvarsh, Shak 799 (a.d. 877). Near the above but
separated by a line to avoid confusion is another inscription which
seems to mean : Daring the reign of Pnlashakti, governor of
Mangalpnri in the Konk^, the humble servant of (the B^shtraknta)
Amoghvarsh beloved of the world, the great devotee Vishnor^nak,
the son of Pamahari, living on the lotas-like feet (of the king),
requests the honourable brotherhood (ofmonks) living in Krishm^m
to 'Read three leaves of the revered (books) Panchvinshati wd
Saptas4hasrika.’ Yishnuranak gave 120 drammas to keep up thia

sacred reading. On the left wall, outside the veranda of Cave 81
over a recess, is an inscription of twelve lines, each line three feet

nine inches long. It is cut rather deep and is fairly distinct, the
last four lines being clearer and probably later than the rest. It
records the gdt of a cave and cistern by the devotee Aparenuka, son
of Ananda, inhabitant of Kalyin, on the fifth day of the 1st
fortnight of Grishma (April) in the sixteenth year of Gotamipntra
Yainashri Shatakami (a.d. 177-196). Also of 200 ha/rshupanas and
a field iu the village of Mangalthdn^ (Sk. MangalasthA^), as an
endowment to provide sixteen clothes and one pratika a month
daring the rainy season. On the right wall, outside the veranda of
cave 82, is an inscription of probably more than five lines, originally

three feet three inches long. It is cut rather deep, but the rock is

honeycombed and weather-worn so that in places the letters ore
very indistinct. About three letters are wanting at the end of the
first line and a corresponding number below. The letters are of

the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d. 177-196), and record a gift by a
nun (name gone), the disciple of some reverend friar. On the right
wall, outside the veranda of Cave 84 and above a recess over a
cistern, is an inscription of eight lines, three feet three inches long.

It is faintly cut on a tablet surrounded by an ornamental border,

the surface of the tablet being much corroded. The letters are of

about the fifth century. It probably records the gift of a cave.

About fifteen yards to the north of, and on a much higher level

than, number 3 the cathedral cave, is 29, an ordinary sized cave with
a hall twenty feet nine inches by eighteen feet five inches. A low
bench runs round two sides of the hall, and the walls are adorned
with numerous Buddhas, seated on lotus thrones supported by Ndga

Oiaptn iiXi

Places

Kankbu CaVS. '
£

Detattk

Caves 87‘7S>.

Cave S9.

* Man^thAn is the present deserted villa^ of MAgAthan whose site lies about
three miles west of Kanheri hilL It has Buddhist cares and remains. A large plot of

land is still marked in the survey maps as Kanherichi jdga or Kanheri’s laud. See
below MAgAthan.

B 1064- 23
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Caves 30-34.

Cave 35,

figvires. There is a plain open window on the left of the hall door

and a latticed window on the right. The cave is provided with the

usual water cistern on one side. On the inner wall of the veranda,

over and between two grated windows, is an inscription of one line

seven feet six inches long, and of seven lines three feet one inch long.

The inscription, which is deeply cut on a rough surface and tolerably

distinct, records, in letters of the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d. 177-

196), the gift of a cistern and a cave by a merchant Isipal (Sk.

Rishipal), son of Golanaka, inhabitant of Kalyan, and (the gift) of a

field in the village of Saphad as an endowment from which to supply

a garment to a monk during the rains, and, in the hot season, a
monthly grant of one pratika, and, from what remained, to make an

awning, mandap.^ 30 and 31 are small caves of little interest. 32
differs in plan from any cave except 45. A long veranda is supported

along the front on four plain thick octagonal pillars. Instead of

having the doorway of the hall in the centre of the back wall of the

veranda it is pushed towards one end, the other end being occupied

by a group of cells. Two oblong windows, much larger than nspal,

light the hall, one on either side of the doorway ; and, further along

the wall, another similar window opens into the cells. Round two
sides of the interior of this hall runs a low bench. A water cistern

is attached to this cave. Passing up the steps between 30 and 31,

keeping to the left, is 33, a much damaged cave with a water cistern

and long benches against the rocks outside. 34 is a small cave
with two pillars supporting the front of the veranda, and two little

lattice windows, one on either side of the doorway, admitting light

into the little room. Cave 35, next in size to 10, has the floor

considerably raised above the outer court and has a well cut flight of

steps leading to the veranda. The front of the veranda is supported

on four thick plain octagonal pillars. Between each of the pillars,

except the middle pair, is a low bench with a back that forms a
low parapet wall from pillar to pillar. The outside of this wall

continues straight down to the floor of the court. The upper part

is adorned with the Buddhist rail pattern and an upper horizontal

edging of festoons, which, in timber fashion, are shown as if

resting on the cross beams of the veranda floor, the square ends of
which are allowed to project a little beyond the face. These again
rest on a long horizontal beam which runs the whole length of the
front of the cave, the beam itself resting upon vertical props which
at intervals rise from the ground.^ The veranda walls are covered
with representations of Buddha in different attitudes. A central

and two smaller side doorways enter on a large hall, forty-five feet

six inches by forty feet six inches, with a bench running round
three sides and cells off the two side walls. These inner walls are
also covered with sculptured figures of Buddha and Padmapdni. A
good water cistern is attached to the cave. From 35 the path leads
up the rock, over the cistern near 33, southwards, across an upward

' The word in the original is mandap, by which is perhaps meant a temporary
bower-like structure in front of the cave to ward ofiF the summer sun.

’ This construction is well represented at Ndsik where gigantic figures, half of
whose bodies are above groimd, supported the ends of the horizontal cross beams on
their shouldere.
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flight of steps, about fifteen yards to 36 a much damaged cam
Outside the veranda on the right and left walls of cave 36 are two
inscriptions. The right inscription of seven lines, three feet eight

inches long, is faintly cut on a somewhat honeycombed surface.

, The lines seem to have originally been ten inches longer and in this

part have become illegible. The left inscription, probably of eight

lines three feet six inches long, is faintly cut on a honeycombed
surface and is indistinct. Both inscriptions relate to the same
subject and have the same date. The names of the donors are

diSerent. The inscription runs :
‘ In the eighth year of king

Madharipntra the lord Shirisena, in the sixth fortnight of Grishma
(April) on the tenth day, a merchant honseholder, the son of

Venhunandi, merchant, living in Kalyiin, made this cave of Satta (?)

with the respectable . . . . ,
with his father Venhnnandi, with his

mother Bodhisama, with his brother hathi, with an assembly of

all co-religionists.’ On the left wall, outside the veranda and near a
recess over a cistern, is a third inscription of ten lines three feet long.

It is faintly cut, on a rough surface exposed to the weather, in letters

of about the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d. 177-196). It records the

gift of a cave, a cistern, and a bathing cistern by Lavanika, wife of

Ayal (Sk. Achal), a merchant, son of Nandana and inhabitant of

Xalyan, and of an endowment of 300 kdrshupanaa. The inscription

also mentions something done in the Ambdlika (monastery ?) in

Kalyfin.

Further in the same direction, passing a dry cistern, is 37, a
small cave with two front pillars broken away. It has a latticed

window on either side of the doorway to the inner room and a
cistern outside. On the rock, near the entrance to the open gallery

(38), is a deep cut and distinct inscription of one line fifteen inches

long. At a little distance below it, to the left, is this symbol

I I 1 , 10J inches square and apparently of the same age.

Chapter XIT.

Places of Interest.

Kahtekei Cavk&

Details.

Cave 36.

Caves 37-3S.

The four long open galleries, under the south-western brow of the Galleries 38-41.

hill, 38, 39, 40, and 41, though rarely visited, have several objects

of interest. From the Tulsi side, 38 is the first to come in sight,

as the path passes under it about a mile from the Cathedral Cave
(No. 3). Like the three other galleries, 38 seems to be an enlarged
natural hollow in the face of the cliff, where a band of soft rock
lies between two harder layers. The harder belts are blackened
by the rain, while the soft band has worn into dust and been
blown away, leaving a long hollow under the brow of the hill, where
the rock, being sheltered from the rain, keeps its natural sandy
colour.^ The only safe entrance to 38 is from above, where a path,

cut in the rock and furnished with steps, crosses the lower plateau

of rolling ridges, and may be reached either down the steep slope

of 55, or by keeping below the terrace wall in front of 36. Following

this path southwards, it turns suddenly to the right over the brow of

the precipice, alongside which it descends by broken steps cut in a
semi-detached rock, which end in another rock-path leading north

%

'"'t

^ Many such hollows occur in the valleys to the north-east of the caves « Some of
them have been enlarged by art, but it is most difficult to get at them.
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Chapter XIV. to 39 and south to 38. The path to 38 goes down some Steps and

Places oflaterest. others to the level of the floor of the gaHery, and is soon sheltered

by the rock above. The floor of the gallery is covered with
Kanhj^ Caves,

just^ the foundations of fifteen to twenty small brick topes or
Galleries 38-41.

j.gjjg mounds buried in their ruins. Beyond the brick ruins are the
Sum Stupa.

remains of a large stone tope, and, behind the stone tope, are three

small chambers, with much sculpture, greatly decayed owing to the

perishable quality of the rock. The first chamber has a g[ronp

on both sides and at the back, each consisting of a large sitting

figure with attendants, two of the attendants in each group being
life-size. Between the first and second chambers is a smsdl sitting

figure with two larger figures below. The second chamber has a
sitting figure with attendants on the left wall ; a standing figure

with attendants on the back, and several small sitting and standing
figures on the right. The third chamber has a standing figure

with attendants on both side-walls, a sitting fignre with attend-

ants on the back, and, ontside, the remains of some senlptnres.

All these chambers have remains of plaster and traces of p^t.
Beyond the large stone tope, the floor of the gallery suddenly
rises about fourteen feet to a short level space, on which are the
foundations of eleven small brick topes, buried in their mins.
Another rise of three feet leads to a level containingthe foundations

of thirty-three brick topes, also buried in their rains. These topes

have been built on a platform paved with brick, and in some
places the rock above hs« been cut to make room for them. Brick
ruins, the remains of other topes, extend beyond the fourth chamber,
which is semicircular, with a small ruined relic shrine in the centre
and a small recess at the back. From this point, brick disappears
for about eighty feet, the floor beginning to rise past another
semicircular chamber, above the level of the gallery, with a small
rock relic shrine in the centre and an umbrella-shaped canopy
cut in the ceiling. It then passes a relic shrine in bas-relief tmd
the beginning of a cell, where broken bricks again appear and go
on for about two hundred feet, no doubt covering the foundations
of brick topes. The floor of the gallery then rises rapidly to the
end, where a bench is cut in the rock, commanding a fine view of
Bassein. Near the end of the gallery are three recesses,with benches
from six to ten feet above the level of the floor ; and below the
first recess are three sockets cut in the rock for fixing wood work.
A rock-path formerly passed the end of the gallery, leading to steps
up the hill. But the first part of this path has slipped down the
cliff and communication is cut off.

Of the numerous topes in this gallery, the ruins of the large stone
tope have been fully explored, and many of the brick topes have been
cleared. In 1853 the large stone tope presented the appearance of
a heap of dust and stones decaying into bluish earth, which had
probably not been disturbed for ages. It was noticed that one
or two of the stones were covered with small sculptured figures, and
the whole heap was carefully turned over and cleared in search
of sculptures. The result was the discovery of the lower part of a
large tope, built of stone, differing from the neighbouring rocks,
Bud of some architectural merit. This stone tope has been a sixteen-
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sided polygon for a greater height than the present ndns, and above
that it mast have been circnlar. The manysided base of the tc^^
which measured about twenty-two feet in diameter, was, for

twenty-seven or twenty-eight feet from the ground, ornamented
with level belts or friezes of sculpture, separated by narrowrar

bands of tracery, and, perhaps, divided into panels by upright pillars

and pilasters. Too little of thfe tope is left to show for certain

the number of tiers or friezes of sculpture which encircled the
base. There seem to have been nine tiers or belts, several of which
were sculptured into figures or tracery. Portions of the two lowest

belts remain in their original position ; the other fragmmits that have
been recovered were found scattered among the mins. The lowest

belt seems to have been plain and less thw an inch broad. The
second belt was about ^o inches broad and had figured panels.

One of these (Mr. West's 1), measuring eighteen inches square^

has a central and two side figures. The central figure is a
broken spirit or Yaksha-like form, which with both hands steadies

on its head a rebc shrine, apparently a copy of the tope. Its

manysided base seems carved into six' level belts and sajqKnts a
semicircular cupola, from the centre of which rises a tee of five

plates each plate larger than the one below it. On either side of

the central tope bearer are two larger human figures, and behind are
damaged figures which seem to bring offerings in dishes. Mr. West’s
fragment two, which he thinks may belong to a higher belt, is

about six inches broad, it has two rows of hea^g, and is

divided into three small panels. Oh the right (visitor’s left) is a
central kirtimukh or face of fame with a boy and an elephant’s head
on both sides. The next panel is a man holding a rosary, beyond
him are two elephants’ heads neck to neck, and at the end is a panel
of traceiy. The next four fragments (Mr. West’s 3, 4, 6, and 6)
perhaps belonged to a fourth belt alrout six inches broad. They
are groups of Uons, tigers, cattle, and^eer, peaceful and undisturbed,
showing how under Shikyamuni’s infiuence the bon .and the lamb
lay down together. Mr. West’s fragment seven, which he thinkn

may have belonged to the fifth belt, is about nine inches broad.
Above is a scroll of tracery about three inches broad, divided by
upright lozenge panels. Below is a plain rounded moulding, about
six inches broad. The sixth frieze was about eighteen inches broad.
What remains of it in its place is plain. But Mr. West thinks that

the groups of figures in his fragments 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14
may have belong^ to this belt. In fragment eight (3' 6" x 1' S'” x 7")

in the extreme right (visitor’s left) a man, probably an ascetic,

without ornaments, and with his hair standmg out from his head
in a great circle of curious tufts, sits under a tree on a stone
bench, perhaps draped with cloth ; his right leg is drawn up across
the bench and his right hand holds near his chest a short broad-
bladed dagger. His left leg rests on the ground and his left hand
is set on his left thigh. On the ascetic’s left a man, who has
dismounted from his horse, kneels on stones before the ascetic, and,
with joined hands, seems to ask his help. This figure has a curious
shock head of hair falling below the ears, or it may be a cap, and
wears a waistcloth tied in a knot behind, and a belt or waistband.

. Chi^?terl3^|
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Chapter XIV. His horse, a sturdy long-tailed cob, has a bridle without a head-piece.

Places oTinterest. ® saddle except for its high pommel much like an Enghsh saddle, a

girth and two belts, one passing round the chest the other under the
HEW AVBs.

horse the ascetic apparently again appears
allenes 38-41.

tjjough the head-dress is a httle different. He is seated and rests
Stone Stupa.

right hand, in which hes something perhaps bread, on his right

knee, and he holds up his open left hand as if forbidding. A n^e
figure, apparently the same as the kneeling figure in the last, stands

with shock hair and a dagger in his right hand, and something,

perhaps bread, in his left hand. Behind and above, a woman seizes

the hands, and a man the feet, of a male figure who struggles to get
free. It is difficult to make out the meaning of this group.
Perhaps two travellers have been waylaid by thieves, one is carried

off, the other escapes. The traveller who escapes goes to a holy man
who takes from him his sword and gives him food to offer the thieves

and induce them to give up his friend. To the left (visitor’s right) of

this group the stone is bare and worn. It was once written with
letters of the fourth or fifth century. One letter fto is still plain. On
the same slab, separated by a plain pilaster, is a group of three

figures under a tree. In the back ground a standing man, his hair tied

in a double top-knot and with a plain necklace and bracelet, blows a
conch. Below on the left (visitor’s right) a woman, with big round

' earrings, a necklace, and a top-knot, kneels holding her hands in

front. On her right is a kneeling male figure with a double
top-knot and bracelet with something broken, perhaps a musical
instrument, in his raised left hand. The object of worship, which
these figures are reverencing, has gone. Fragment ten measures
2' X 1' 3". In the right (visitor’s left) is a standing woman with a sword
in her left hand, and, behind her, another woman. These figures are
separated by a pillar square below and rounded above, in the fourth
or fifth century style. To the left (visitor’s' right) of the pillar,

under a tree, is a standing woman, with bracelet, waistcloth, and
anklets. Her right hand is on her breast and her left is raised to
pluck the leaves of a tree. Behind her is a man’s face and two male
figures stand in the back gjround. On her left is a seated figure,

apparently an ascetic, with his hair in the dome-coil or jata style, no
ornaments, and his waistcloth passed round his knee. His right
hand is up to his chest and held something which is broken. His
left hand is stretched forward and seems to clutch a sword, which
is held in the right hand of a male figure, who seems to be running
towards him. This figure, whose head-dress, hke a three-plaited
tiara, seems to show that he is a king, wears a necklace and armlet,
and a waistcloth which falls in a tail behind. A woman, perhaps
the same as the woman to the right of the ascetic, with a big
earring and back-knot and an anklet, kneels in front and clasps the
king’s right knee as if in fear. The king seems to brandish his
sword as if about to kill the woman, and with his left hand tries to
free the sword from the ascetic’s grasp. On the king’s left a
woman, standing under a cocoa-palm, clutches his waistcloth and
seems to try to hold him back. On her left is a running figure with
a royal tiara, brandishing a sword in his right hand and his
left hand set on his left hip. The story of this group seems to be
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that a king’s wife, the standing woman on the ascetic’s right, has XIY.
left her home to live in the forests with the ascetic. Her hnshand pi-™ "

comes in search of her, and, finding her, threatens to kill her, while . '

the ascetic clutches his sword and the wife throws herself at his feet Kakhkei Gavbs. ,*

asking for pity. In the right of fragment eleven, which measures Galleries 38-41.
. ^

2' 2" X 9’’, is a seated teaching Buddha under a tree, and, on his Stone Sfu^

'

right, a seated disciple in the attitude of thought. A man, with a '

second man on his shoulders, comes from the right and behind them
'

is a band of women dancing and singing. Behind the dancers are 'r'i

lotuses, and, in the extreme right is a dwarf carrying a dish on his r'

outstretched hands. In fragment twelve (2' x 8") in the right panel
are elephants and trees, and in the left (visitor’s right) panel a man •->

on a barebacked horse with two attendants in front with shields.

Fragment thirteen (which measures 1' &" x 6*) is a line of six small
broken male figures, some seated, others standing. In fragment
fourteen (9" X 7"), an elephant with two riders enters from the right.
Before it goes a man on foot with a shock head of hair and a coarse
waistcloth. He carries a dagger in his right hand and a long shield
in his left hand. Four more fragments (15-18) are believed by Mr.
West to belong to a higher belt. They are panels (about 2' 2*x9*’)
divided by pillars, in the Elephsnta Cave style, showing groups of
Buddha, alternately teaching and in thought, with, in each case, two ' '

attendant fly-whisk bearers. Two more fragments (19 and 20) .

measure 1' 6" X 6" and 2' X 5". Nineteen is part of a belt of festooned J:
drapery and twenty has an overhanging belt of rosebuds above and h
a plain withdrawn band below. The character of the figures, the !;

shape of the letters, and the style of the pillars, seem to show that
these sculptures belong to the fourth and fifth centuries.^

At some time after the building of the tope, the sculptures were
covered with a thin coat of white plaster, on which the features of the
figures were painted in red lines, which do not always correspond
with the original features. After the lower sculptures had become
broken, a circular brick moulding was built round the basement, so as
to hide the two lower friezes ; it was covered with a thin coating of
white plaster. Besides the sculptures, three flat stones were found,
bearing portions of an inscription on their circular faces. These stones
probably formed a part of the upper circular portion of the tope,
below the level where it began to round into a cupola Many plain
stones were also found of the proper shape for forming portions of
the cupola. A stone moulding was also found among the dust
round the tope. It is a part of the polygonal portion, and bears an
inscription in Pahlavi letters, cut in vertical lines, and without
diacritical points. The letters are finely but superficially cut, like
those in the inscription on the three stones above-mentioned, and
the inscription extends over only four lines. It reads, ‘ The year -.1

390 (a.d. 1021) of Yazdakard Shatraiyar. Mah Frobdg’. On

* Of Mr. West’s 20 fragments of this tope, Nos. 8, 9, and 14 are in original in the
Mnsenm of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Of two others (14
and 15), which are in the possession of the executors of the late Dr. Bh4n Ddji, plaster
of Paris impressions are in the Society’s Museum. The rest are probably still at
Kanheri.
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another stone of the relic shrine is an inscription of which only two

or three detached letters can be read. It appears to have consisted

of seven vertical lines on a flat space between two groups of sculpture j

but the surface of the stone is so decayed that the letters are

just sufficient to show that the words have been Pahlavi. The tope

was probably solid, the inner portion being of stone cut from the

neighbouring rocks. It had already been broken open and the

square hole in the rock had been emptied of its relics.

The foundations of all the brick topes that have been cleared are

of three sizes, six feet, five feet three inches, and four feet six

inches in diameter. They are solid, of large flat segmental bricks

shaped in moulds on the outside, and of square flat bricks within.

All the brick work has been covered with a thin coat of white

plaster, which does not appear to have been painted. As eight of

these topes were carefully searched without any relics being found,

it is probable that the place of deposit was in the cupola, which,

in every instance, was destroyed. In two of the cleared topes a

small plain stone was found occupying the place of a portion of

two courses of the brickwork just above the mouldings, and this

probably existed in all. A similarly shaped stone was found among
the broken brick between the topes which had an inscription on its

circular face. Many square stones cut in steps, and with a square

hole through them, were found among the broken bricks and
evidently formed ornamental tops for the topes. The great nnmljer
of these brick topes, there must have been at least 100 of them,
makes it probable that they held the ashes of the priesthood and that

this gallery was the burying-gronnd of the monastery.^

On the circular edges of three flat segmental stones, which were
dug out of the ruins of the large built and sculptured stone tope

were three inscriptions one of two lines, another of two lines, and a
third of one line. The sizes of the circular surfaces of the stones

were respectively 18^ by 6^ inches, twenty inches by 5J, and 21

4

incheu by six. The inscriptions were cut in five lines npon a
smooth surface. The beginning of all the lines was distinct, but the
stone was corroded at the right end of the second and third
inscriptions. They are probably parts of one inscription and the
beginnings of the lines were originally in the same vertical line.

The first portion begins with the date 921 (a.d. 999) Ashvin
shuddha.^ There was another inscription on one of the friezes of
this tope alongside the sculptured representation, perhaps of a road
robbery, where some faint traces of more ancient letters were
barely visible. On the face of a stone, inches by 4| inches and
9 inches deep, found among the ruins of a brick burial mound in
the open gallery 38, is a three line inscription. The first two lines

were distinct, except the third letter in the second line, but the
lower line was much decayed. The letters belong to the fifth or
sixth century. In the first line occurs the name of an old friar
AiashivnAga (Sk. Aryashivnaga). On the back wall of open gallery

* Mr. West in Jour. B. B. R. A. S. VI. 116-120.
’ piese letters were probably carved by some visitor to the caves. The stone

bearmg this inscription is in the Bombay Asiatic Society’s Museum.
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39, is an inscription of one line six feet nine inches long, written

in letters of the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d. 177-196). It is

deep cut, but on a honeycombed surface, and records the gift of a

cave.

A little above 13 and 14, close to the steps that run between

them, is cave 42, much inferior to it in execution but, in plan, closely

resembling Nasik cave 3. The pillars, though now broken, have hs^
the- same pot capitals surmounted by the flat tiles and groups of

pictures. These groups remain attached to the ceiling and one of

the pot capitals lies on the ground. The pilasters at either end
have a central lotus rosette, with a half rosette above, and the neck

between is cut into three large flutes. These are very poor, and,

like the pillars, show inferior and careless workmanship. Instead

of the usual laige hall, two rooms of equal size open from the

veranda, each by its own doorway. A low bench runs round two

sides of each room. Close by, separated only by a broken partition

wa.ll, is 43, a plain cave, with two octagonal pillars in front of the

veranda, and a small square hall with a figure of Buddha cut in a

niche in the back wall. On each side of the central doorway is a
little lattice -window and a cistern. On the right of the entrance

over the month of the cistern is an inscription of eight lines . The
letters are of th« time of Gk)tamiputra II. (a.d. 177-196) and record

the gift of a cave and cistern by an old nun, the di^iple of the

reverend Ghos. There is also the record of an endowment of 200
hdrshdpanas from which to give sixteen clothes and one pratika a

month.
Cave 44 is broken and unfinished. It differs from the rest by

having a small chapel in each of the three inner walls of the hall,

the fronts of each chapel being supported upon two pillars. There

is a cell at either end of the veranda and a cistern outside. Cave 45

is. identical in plan with 32. The long veranda is supported

outwardly by four square pillars -with octagonal necks that pass from

the ceiling about one-third down their shafts. At either end of the

veranda is a Buddha with attendants, and in a niche in the back

wradl is a seated Buddha. 46, 47, 48, and 49 are small caves, the

last much destroyed. Outside the veranda on the left wall of cave

48 is an inseription, of five lines, originally three feet four inches

long. The letters, which are of the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d.

177-196) are clear but not deep cut. The lines are complete at the

right hand end, but on the left the rock has peeled off. The upper

lines are more indistinct than the rest. It seems to record the gift

of a cave and an endowment of some Tcdrshdpanas from which to

supply a monk with a garment during the rainy months. On the

left wall outside the veranda of cave 49 is an inscription, probably

of nine lines, which may have been four feet long. It is very

imperfect, indistinct, and faintly cut. The few legible letters show
fJmt, like the last, the inscription is of the age of Gotamiputra II.

(A.D. 177-196).
Beyond 49, passing over the rock to the south, is 50, a neat cave

with a cistern, double veranda, a ruined front wall and a bench

running round three sides of the interior. Further, in the same
direction, comes 51, a tolerably large cave with a nicely finished
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front. The outside of the parapet is of mnch the same style as 35.

Cave 52 is plain but very neat. On the right wall^ ontside the

veranda of cave 52 and above a recess over a cistern^ is an inscrip-

tion probably of 9 ^ lines, three feet four inches long. It is deeply

cut, in letters of the time of Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 177-196), but on a
honeycombed surface. The upper three lines and part of the next

two have peeled off, and it is difficult to make out anything of ^at
remains. Cave 53 is like 52. On the right wall, ontside of the
veranda and above a recess over a cistern, is an inscription of deven
lines, three feet four inches long. It is deep cut, bat on a honey-
comted surface, and the centre has peeled off. The letters, which
are of the time of Gotamipntra IL (a.d. 177-196), record the giftcff

a cave. Across a small torrent from 53, are caves 54 and 55, small

and nnimportant. From 55 the path runs back to the north-east,

where, above 45, is 56, about the cleanest cave on the hQl. It is di

&ir size and makes an excellent dwelling. As in many of the othw
caves four octagonal pillars support the front of the veranda ; a
low bench runs round two sides of the interior, two lattice windows
aid in lighting the hall, and there is a cell in one comer with a
small window opening into the veranda. In front, a fine open
terrace with stone coaches, commands a beautiful view of the sea,

Bassein creek, and Bassein. There are two mscriptiDns in this cave.

Outside the veranda, on the left wall and above a recess over a cistern,

is one of eleven lines, three feet four inches long. It is cut to a
moderate depth, but, owing to the honeycombed state of the rode,
is not very distinct and part of the centre has peeled off. The
letters are of the time of Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 177-196) and record
the gift of a cave and an endowment by a Kalyan worshipper
(name gone). On the pilaster, at the right end of the veranda, is

the other inscription of 6^ lines, one foot "seven inches long. It is

faintly cut and indistinct, and is very modem (9th or IQth century).

A groove has been cut tl^ough its centre at a still later date to fix

some wooden framing. The inscription refers to something done in
the old cave, probably the setting up of some Brdhmanic or Jain
image.

57 is much decayed. 58 is a small but neatly cut cave in good
preservation. On the inner wall of the veranda of 58, and to the
left of a grated window, is an inscription of two lines, three feet long.
It is deep cut, distinct, and perfect. The letters are of the timpi

of Vdsishthiputra (a.d. 133-162). It reads, ' The meritorious gift
of a cave named Sea View (Sk. Sdgara Pralokana} by the reverend
elder Mitrabhuti* This cave is rightly named Sea View as it

commands a fine stretch of the Bassein creek and of the sea beyond.
59 is like 58. On the back wall of the recess over the cistern
mouth is an inscription of three Hues originally two feet nine
inches long. It is deeply cut and distinct, but about five letters in
the first line, three in the second, and two in the third have peeled
off. The letters are of the time of Vdsishthiputra (a.d. 133-162)
and record the gift of a cave and (cistern) by a nun named
D4milA The rest cannot be made out. On the inner wall of the
veranda of the same cave, and above a stnall grated window, is an
inscription of one line, five feet three inchi^ long. It is clear, thongii
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Hot deeply eat, and all the letters are perfect ; three small letters

under the line can also he easily read. The letters are of the time
ef Yasishthipatra (a.d. 132-162), and the inscription r^ords the gift

of a cave and a cistern by a nnn Ddmil4 of Kaly4n. 60 is plain and
larger than the last two ; it has a low bench running along one of the
inner walls. 61 is like 60 but smaller ; 62 is unfinished. A small
chapel in the back wall has two pillars supporting its front. It is

probably the antechamber of a shime that was never begun. Caves
63 to 68 run parallel to these, on a higher level. Of late years
sdmost all of these caves have been used as dweUingS by Jogis
and other ascetics. The last Jogi died two or three years ago and
they are now (1881) deserted. 63 is a large well cut cave in the
style of 35. 64, a feirly large cave, has had its front pillars broken
away. The veranda walls are covered with sculpture, and twO
large oblong windows light the hall which is a laige plain room
with a low bench round two sides. On the back wall of a recess
over a cistern mouth, to the right of the entrance of cave 64, is aU
inscription probably of six lines, faintly cut -and indistinct. The
two lowest lines have disappeared, and nearly half of the third and
fourth lines is illegible. The letters are of the time of Ootamiputra'
II. (aj>. 177-196). It records the gift of a cistern by the recluse

Jam4devika, daughter of the very rich Shivtana (Sk. Shivtapn)
and the mother of Mah4sakdeva. 65 is small and much mined.
66 is rather an interesting cave from the amount and nature of
the sculpture. It has the best representation of the Buddhist
'litany* that occurs at Kanheri. The arrangement of the little

groups is much the same as in cave 2. Fadmap4ni has two female
attendants one on either side. The fourth compartment from the
top on the right side represents a man on his knees praying for

deliverance from a fire, in the middle of which is a human head.

The figures are generally cut with greater spirit and more variety

of pose than in cave 2; they are also in much greater relief.

The rest of the wall is covered with relic shrines and figures of

Buddha on his lotus throne upheld by N4gas. In the back wall is'

cut a throne for a seated Buddha, but the seat is empty and a'

wretched attempt at a ling supplies its place.

On two of the outer pilasters and on the wall just above the
cistern are three Pahlavi inscriptions, the work of Parsi visitors of

the eleventh century.^

tlacMoflBfeBtiii. ;

KAitHKai CAvii ^

Detiffia

6aoei60:S&

^These inscriptions ran, (1) In the name of God. Throngh Strong oniens and tfie'

good Jndge this year 378 of Tazdakard, on the day Anhaormazd of the month Mitro'

(10th October 1000) there have come to this place the co-religionists Yazd^n-phiak
and M&haiyy^ sons of Mitraaiyyilr Panjbakht and Padarbukht sons of Mihaiyy^,
Mardinshid son of Hir&db^hiAm, and Hu^dbihrdm son of Mard&nsh^, Mitraaiyy^
son of Bihrimpan^, and B^thrdmpan4h son of MitraaiyySr, FaUnzid and Z^dsparhkn^
sons of Atnrnaihin, Nnkmdhdn, Dinbahrim, Bajnrgdtur, Hiriidmard and Behz^
sons of M^. (2) In thename of God, in-the year 378 of Yazdakatd, the-month
Awia and day Mitro (24th November 1009) there have come to this place the
co-religionists Yazd4np4n^ and M4haiyy4r sons of Mitraidyy4r,' Panjbnfcht aid
Fadarbnkht sons of Mihaiyy^, Mard4nsh4d son of HitAdbdhi^, and Hirddbdirim
son of MardinshUd, Miti^yy4r son of BdhrampAadh, mid B4hramp&n4h sob of
MitraaiyyAr, Fal4nz4d and Z&dsparh&m sons of Aturmihin, NnkmihAn, ]Mnb4hrdm
Bajargdtnr, Hiriidmard and ]whz4d sons of M4hb4z4e, mi B4br4m-panih son of
MitrahnniUd. In Qie monfii Atnr, Anharmazd son of Avdnbandiul died, (3) In
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In the rock tmder 66 is a cave whose front is nearly filled np. 67,

a small cave with much sculpture like that in 66, has a shrine in

the back wall of the hall with a life-size seated Hnddha with
numerous little figures on the shrine walls, 68 the last of this group
is a small plain cave neatly finished. On the left wall, outside the

veranda is an inscription of seven lines, deeply cut and distinct

but the upper lines partly defaced. The letters are of the time of

Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 177-196) and record the gift of a cistern and a
cave (?). The name and residence of the giver have been lost. He
seems to have been a recluse named [Bu] dhak. A little way down
the hill to the north-west is 69, a plain much damaged cave. There
is an inscription in this cave mentioning the eighth year of some
king but too faint and worn to be read. 70 is a larger cave but
much destroyed. On the left wall outside the veranda are two
inscriptions one above the other, of seven and four lines respectively,

originally six-feet three inches long. The upper inscription is deep
cut and distinct except at the top and left end. There is a blank
space in the fifth line. The lower inscription is faintly cut and in

places indistinct, the last two lines being very faint. The words used
closely resemble Sanskrit and the language, though Prakrit, differs

much from the Prakrit of the other inscriptions. 71 is smallet

and in equally bad order ; 72 is a large well finished cave probably
of late date with a shrine and seated Buddha; 73 and 74 are

much decayed ; 75 is a plain cave in rather better order than either

of the last two. On the right wall outside the veranda of cave 75
is an inscription of eight or nine lines originally three feet long.

It is deep cut, and tolerably distinct, though on a rough surface;

the upper two or three lines and much of the other lines have peeled
off. lie letters are of the time of Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 1 77 - 196) and
appear to record the gift of a cave and cistern perhaps by the daughter
of Samaka. 76 is much ruined, but on the right wall outside its veranda
is a deep cut and clear inscription. The rock is rough and the upper
two or three lines and much of the other fines have entirely peeled
off. The letters are of the time of Gotamipntra II. (a.d. 177-196)
and record the gift of a cave and cistern by a recluse the daughter of
Bamanaka, beloved of his family and inhabitant of Dhenuk4kata
and the disciple of the old reverend monk Bodhika. She also gave
an endowment from which to distribute sixteen clothes. 77 is much
like 76. It is only about twenty yards to the east of 35. On the
right wall outside of its veranda and over the entrance to a side
chamber is an inscription of five lines originally six feet long. I
is rather faintly cut on a rough surface. Nearly the whole of the
first fine, and about eighteen inches of the left end of the second fine

have peeled off, with a corresponding portion of the following lines.

The letters are of the time of Gotamiputra II. (a.d. 177-196)

the name of God, in the month Mitro and daj Dino of the year 390 of Yi^dakard
(30th October 1021), there have come from to thia place Frob^ and MAh*
aiyyir sons of Mitraaiyyir, Panjbukht son of MdhaiyyAr, Mard^inshid son of
Hii^d B&hrdm, BehzAd son of Mitravinddd, J;&yid^bad son of Bdhr^n-gashnasp*
Bajurg&tur son of M^bdzie, M&haiyyhr and Bandesh sons of Hir^dfanOEho, and
Mihband4d son of C^hinkhash, the listener to instruction. Arch. Sur, X. 62*65.
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and record the gift of a cave by the mot&W of

Khandndgasataka

On the left of the entrance of cave 77^ on the back of the rec^
over the cistern, is an inscription of ten lines, three feet six inches

long. It is faintly cnt on a honeycombed surface, very indistinct

and almost completely illegible. The letters are of the time of

Gotftmipntra II. (a.d. 177-196) and appear to record the gift of a
cave. The ten next, 78 to 88, have been mentioned on the way
down the ravine from 28. The remaining caves are 89, south at

66, on the edge of the stream-bed, which is not worth a visit. 90
and 91, between 86 and 50, are both much mined ; 92 is a little

to the south-east of 3 the cathedral cave ; 93 and 94 are close to
the stream across from 8 and 7 ; and 95, 96, 97, and 98 are mined
caverns and cells farther up the ravine bank. 99 is a small otve
near 44. 100 is high in the rocks over against 24 and 26, and 101
and 102 are broken cells in a great black hillock on tibe ^tst of the
hill above 100. On the back of a bench, the remains of cave 94, on
the north side of the ravine opposite cave 7, is an imperfect
inscription of two lines. The bench is ten feet six inchte long, but
only three feet six inches of the end of the last line of the
inscription are legible. The inscription is deep cut, but the
surftce of the rock is much honeycombed and weather-worn. The
letters are of the time of Gotamiputra II. (A.n. 177-196), and, in the
second line, there appears the name of a village per^^ps Gorpad.
On the back of a low bench, along the flight of steps just above cave
95, is a deep cut distinct and perfect inscription of 2^ lines, three
feet nine inches long. It is of the time of Ydsishthiputra (aj>.

133-162) and seems to refer to the dedication of a pathway by
a Ghemnla goldsmith Dhamaka, the son of Bohanimitra (and brother
of the giver of the cistern in cave 7). The pathway consists of s
long flight of steps beginning on the side of the stre^ bed opposite
the cistern recess of cave 5, and climbing the northern hill as far
as the mins of the great relic mound. Above a recess, over a bench
in the left veranda of cave 96, is an inscription of two unequal
lines, three feet eleven inches and four feet eight inches lon^.
Though faint and somewhat mde the letters are distinct and perfect.
It seems to record the gift of a field as an endowment by the
merchant Mudapdl (Sk. Mundpdl) son of the devotee Yhe(nn ?)-

mitra. The letters are of the age of Gotamiputra 11. (a.d, 177-196).
Outside cave 99, on the left wall, above a recess over a cistern
mouth, is an inscription of six or more lines originally three feet long.
It is deep cut but indistinct, the rock being much decayed. About
one foot eight inches of the left end of the inscription and all the
lower lines have disappeared. It records the gift of a cave in the
eighth year of some reign probably that of Gotamiputra II.
(a.d. 177-196). There is an inscription of one line on the front of
a small low platform cut in the surface of the rock near the top of
the main hill. The platform is six feet long, but there are no letters
on the first eighteen inches. The letters are very new and seem to
have been scrawled by some nineteenth century ascetic.

Besides the caves, interesting remains crown the flat tops both of
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the main spni* and of the smaller knoll to the north of the narrow

ravine. Above the tiers of caves the upper slope of the main hill ia

in places cut into cisterns and crossed by long roughly traced flights

of steps. Along the flat top are cut a line of quarries and cisterns,

and, in several places, scattered lines of large dressed stones lie as

if brought together for some large building. Along the eastein

crest of the hill run the foundations of a wall, and, near it, are one

or two mounds covered with blocks of dressed stone apparently the

remains of relic shrines or of burial mounds. Further along,

towards the south, is a quarry with blocks of dressed stone, some
ready to be taken away, others half cut as if the work of buildmg

had been suddenly stopped.

To the north of the small stream-bed, behind the line of caves,

a flight of eighty-eight shallow roughly-traced steps leads from the

south up a gentle slope of rock. Along each side of this flight of

steps three clusters of prickly-pear bushes mark the sites of what
seem to have been small temples or relic shrines. Most of these

sites are too ruined to show the form of the building that stood

on them. But enough of the third site on the right hand is left

to show that it stood on a stone plinth about seventeen feet by
twenty-two, and apparently rose in steps into a central building

of brick and stone. Close to this min is a little rock-out cistern.

The budding to which the flight of steps led is completely ruined

and thick covered with brushwood. It seems to have been a round
building of dressed stone, with a diameter of about forty feet,

surrounded, at a distance of about twenty<-four feet, by a rail or

stone-wall aj^arently square. In a hoUow, about fifty yards to the

west of this mound, lie some large broken piUars, an<i behind them
is a hole which seems to have been worked as a quarry. A second

knoll, about fifty yards further west, seems to have once been crowned
by another burial mound or relic shrine. Behind these knolls a
deeply wooded ravine cuts off the Kanheri spur from the main Kdman
range. Beyond the wooded ravine the rocky scarp of Kdman seems
to have been cut into several cave mouths.
To the common people the caves have no connection with

Buddhism. The people have fully adopted the Brdhman story that

the caves are the work of the Pandavs. Several of the figures are
worshipped, notably the two huge Buddhas on either side of the
entrance to the Cathedral Cave (No. 3). Their feet are reddened with
pink powder and spotted with yellow. But the figures are respected
not for the sake of Buddha, but because they are believed to represent
Bhim the giant PAndav. Besides Hindu visitors, Parsis and
Christians come to see the caves during the diy season. There
are two yearly fairs, one on the eleventh of the bright half of Kartik
(November - December) the Dwaii of the gods, and the other on'
the Mahdshivrdtra or great night of Shiv, the thirteenth of the daik:
half of Mdgh (Jannary-Pebruary). On both occasions. Brahmans,
Gujars, Viinis, Sutars, £md Mardthi,s come to the number of about
1000, bathe in the ponds near the hill, examine the caves, and
worship the ting in cave 66. Sweetmeats and other articles worth
from £10 to £20 ®s. 100-Rs. 200) are sold in the Darbar Cave’
(No. 10)', which is also called the Market or Bazar Cave.
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Kanheii Port, in the village of Modgaon eighteen miles north*

east of D^hdnn, stands on a hill abont 500 feet high. The walls,

which are from ten to twenty feet high, though mined, are of

excellent masonry.

Karanja or Uran Island, north latitpde 18° 51' and east

longitude 73° 2', abont eight miles long and four broad, lies, in the

south-east of Bombay harbour, about six miles south-east of the

Camac pier in Bombay. On the east it is cut ofiF from the mainland
by the Bendkhal creek, which at high tides is filled through its whole

length. The island rises in two bare rocky hills, the smaller in the

north and the larger in the south, between which lies a stretch of

grass and rice lands wooded with mango trees and brab palms.

On the east the salt pans have broken the creek into several small

branches, but one arm, running from Mora Bandar in the north to

Uran, is large enough to allow boats to pass to Uran at high tide.

The rock of the island is trap crossed by dykes of black basalt.

The trap beds, which are greenish and bluish and more or less

amygdaloid, vary in stracture and density. The water-supply is

good. There are three built reservoirs, one along the roadside about
half way between Mora Bandar and Uran, a second between Uran
and Karanja, and the third and largfest, called Bhindla, in Uran, is

abont a quarter of a mile round. Besides th^e three built reservoirs,

many ponds and wells hold water for several months after the rains.

The drinkiag water comes from springs of which the best, on a

little hill not far from the Collector’s house, runs with a full and
constant stream into a reservoir built by the late Mr. Richard

Spooner, Commissioner of Customs. In a narrow ravine in the

larger hill
, is a small square rook-cut room with a narrow entrance

formerly protected by masonry. From the roof of this chamber a
constant dropping of clear wholesome water forms a pool throe or

four feet deep. On the same hill, close by a ruined church, is a
closed Portuguese well or reservoir of excellent water.

Besides its rice crop, which is of considerable value, the island has

two special exports, salt worth about £469,185 and moha liquor

.worth abont £165,900 a year. The chief other industry is fishing.

The salt pans, which cover about 3000 acres, be in the great tidal

marsh to the east of the island. The marsh is crossed by a long

winding creek with numerous arms. The great area of the works, the

shining white pans with their regular boundaries and rows of salt

heaps, in spite of monotony and barrenness, have a curious impressive

^ect. The Karanja salt pans are probably very old. But Uie only

reference that has been traced is Mandelslo’s (1638) notice of the

salt of Orann-Bammara, apparently Uran-Mumbai.^ In 1820 about

20,000 tons of salt were made every year. The trade was said to

give high profits to the merchants and yielded a revenue of abont

£1100 (Rs. 11,000). Uran salt was thought better than any salt

made further south.* During the last five years the e;qK>rt of salt

has been estimated at 51,125 tons, and the yearly revenue at

£271,934 (Rs. 27,19,340). The other great mannfectnre, the distilling

> Mandelslo’a Voyages, 222, ’ Descripbon of HindaiWw. IL 175.

(a»ft«r JOT. .
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Chapter XIV. of spirits, yields a yearly revenue of from £105,000 to £115j000.

•Bi Tt «•
There are nineteen brick and tiled distilleries at the Mora pier, all

flacee of owned and managed by Pdrsis. Almost all the spirit is made from
flowers, brought chiefly thronghBombay from thePanchMahAls

and Jabalpur. The sea trade returns show, for the five years ending
1878-79, average exports worth £400,615 and imports worth £56,406.

Exports varied from £263,275 in 1878-79 to £503,285 in 1877-78,

and imports from £46,115 in 1874-75 to £61,013 in 1878^79.^

A metalled road runs along the whole east side of the island, and
a road, 14| miles long, is being made between Uran and Panvd.
A steam ferry boat runs daily between Bombay and Uran or Mora^
caUing at Hog Island and Ulva near Panvel and returning the same
day. The fares from Bombay to Uran and Karanja, which are
distant six and twelve miles respectively, are 4s. (Es. 2) first class.

Is. and Is. 6d. (8 and 12 as.) second class, and 6d. and 9d. (4 and
6 as.) for a deck passage.

Sitlory. The only early remains as yet found in Karanja are, on the east face

of the Kharavli or Kharpuse hill, about twenty feet above distillery

number five, a small plain rock-cut chapel, cell,and cistern apparently

Buddhist, and some plain cells in Dronagiri hill. Three land-grant

stones have also been found, showing, that in the twelfth century,

under the Silh4rds, the island had gardens and villages.® Under
the Portuguese (1530-1740) Karanja was the extreme south of the
Bassein province. In the sixteenth century it was a populous island

with two forts, one on the east, in the present town of Uran, and the
other on the top of the southern peak. The fort on the southern
peak was built in the form of a square, with an armed bastion at

three of the comers. Close to it were the garrison barracks.® A
hundred armed men were maintained for the defence of the island.

In 1535 Fr. Antonio do Porto built the church of Sam Francisco
and two other churches, Nossa Senhora de Salva5ao and N. S. de

, Penha All these are now in ruins. There was also the church of

N. S. do Eozario and a Dominican hermitage built by Father Gen.
T. Jeronimo da Paixao. A long winding flight of stone steps ran
up the south hill, and, on the top, besides the fort, were garrison
barracks and the ruins of the church of N. S. da Penha, It is said
that when the foundations of this church were dug a blue stone was
found with an image of the Virgin.^ In 1538 the island is described

* Karanja has two landing places, Mora and Karanja. The details are : Mora, Exports

1874-

75 £272,192, 1875-76 £272,557, 1876-77 £314,597, 1877-78 £365,363, and 1878-79
£198,580; Imports 1874-75 £40,902, 1875-76 £50,068, 1876-77 £44,344, 1877-78
£47,818, 1878-79 £49,095. Karanja, Exports 1874-75 £65,455, 1875-76 £201,537,
1876-77 £110,777, 1877-78 £137,922, 1878-79 £64,694; Imports 1874-75 £5213,

1875-

76 £13,225, 1876-77 £0126, 1877-78 £10,322, 1878-79 £11,917.
’ Details of the Kharayli or Kharpnse cares and of the three grant-stones are given

under Objects of Interest.
’ The strength of the garrison was a captain, six soldiers, one bombardier, and five

e
ions, the cost was £24 8«. (30,000 rets to the captain and 480 parddos for the rest),
a Conha’s Bassein, 202.
* Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 202. Bishop Osorio (1504-1580) states that the Portognese

fonnd a majestic Christian temple m Karanja. This is probably incorrect. The
figure of the Virgin Mary may have been one of the mothers or TtuUrikds sucklingthe
^ant K4rtikeya the Hindu god of war, like the figure lately found in Elephanta
island. The blue stone may have been covered with the blue enamel which
been found in Elephanta. See above, pp. 91, 96.
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as two tffls and a plain between, very rich with orchards and rice
fields.' In 1550 it is mentioned as having a tower and bastion and
other houses.® In 1571 it was attacked by a party of Ahmadm^r
troops from Chanl, bat the garrison put them to flight leaving the
island covered with dead bodies.* In 1585 the Franciscans are
mentioned as having got charge of Karanja.^ In 1613 Karanja was
the scene of a great riot which was qnelled by the courage of Captain
Femao de Sampayo da Cunha.® In 1634 Karanja is described
as a walled village, a gunshot from the fort, with thirty Portuguese
fiimilies and slaves. In the same year it is mentioned as bounded
by six Ahmadnagar townships, Karnala, Drago ?, Pen, Sabayo
(Sh^habdj), Abeta (Apta ?), and Panvel. Prom there the Moors could
easily pass to the island, and the river between could be crossed
dryshod at low tide and at high tide was not more than knee deep.
The soil was fruitful and there was a good manu^ture of a cloth
called teadas.^ In 1670 Karanja and several other towns were
plundered by Partabrao Gnjar, a leader of Martitha cavalry.^ In
1682, it was taken from the Portuguese by Sambhaji, apparently
without resistance, and held by him for nearly a year, when it was
recovered by the Portuguese.® In 1 720 Captain Hamilton notices
it as a Portuguese island, with no trade but furnishing eatables for
Bombay.® In 1728 the fort had six pieces of ordnance varying
from one to six pounders. The defences were out of repair,'*? In
1737, when the Mar^thas attacked Th£na, the commandant fied to
Karanja. But Karanja was soon after taken. In 1774, after the
fall of Versova, Colonel Keating marched to Karanja and took
possession." In the following March the conquest was confirmed
by the treaty of Surat, the confirmation was repeated in March 1776
by the treaty of Purandhar, and it was finally ratified by the treaty
of Sdlbai in 1782.'® In 1775 the town was described as lying
between two lofty mountains on the west side, in sine nothing more
than a large Maratha village, with low straggling houses near a
pond covered with wild duck and waterfowl. On its banks were
a small fort, a Portuguese church, and a Hindu temple.'* In 1781
a resident was appointed.'* In 1788 Hove, the Polish traveller,

found it poorly inhabited. The soil was fertile, but the people
spent their time either in fishing or in palm-juice drawing for which
they found a good market in Bombay. On one of the hills were the

Chapter X^V. .
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* Prim. Eot. da Ind. 64. * Col. de Mon. Ined. V-2, 216.
* Da Cunha’s Chanl, 50. * ArcMvo V. 1083 in Naime’s Konkan, 63.
s Da Cnnha’a Bassein, 203.
* O Chron. de Tis. IH. 261. In 1634, besides a balance to the state, Karanja paid

£187 (5000 j^rddos) a year to the bishop of Crangxmor and £30 (800 parddos) to the
Japan Jesnits.

t Grant Dnff, 111. The Surat factors particularly notice this incursion which they
supposed Shiv4ji headed in person. They mention that he very severely plundered
Karanja and carried away all the phief men except such as escaped in women’s clothes.

® Orme’s Hist. Frag. 126. Mendonpa’s ToTOgraphy of Karanja, 9 ; Da Cnnha’a
Chanl and Bassein, 67. * New Account, 242.

“O Chron. de TMs. I. 32. “ Forbes' Oriental Memoirs, I. 453.
•s Aitchison’s Treaties, V. 21, 33, 41 .

“ Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs, 1. 453-454.
“ Naime’s Konkan, 103. In 1781 the revenue of Karanja, chiefly from rice, was

estimated at £6000 (Rs, 60,000). Bombily in 1781, 3.
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rains of a fort.^ The revenue for 1813, including £3336 of land

revenue, £1651 of excise, and £4091 of customs, was £9078 and the

expenditure £1566. In 1820 Hamilton noticed that convicts were

sent from Bombay and employed in cleaning ponds, repairing tuMike,

and keeping the roads in order.*

The island, which is now generally called Uran, forms a pet^
division of twenty-two villages under Panvel. At high tide the

Bendkhal creek surrounds it and cuts it off from the mainland.

Mora, in the north, lies at the foot of a range of low hills. The
beach is rocky and muddy, and most of the people are fishers living

in low ill-built huts. Mora is the chief port of the island where
passengers land and embark for Bombay. Most of the large

buildings are connected with the distilleries. There is also a custom
house, and, on a plateau about 100 feet above the village, a residence

for the excise officer. Xaranja in the south is a small fishing village

with little trade and only a few good houses. The detaUs of the

town of Uran, which is a place of some consequence, are given
separately.

The Christian population of 413 has a church dedicated to Our
Lady of Purification. It was rebuilt in 1852 by Manuel DeSonza,
mamlatdar of S41sette, and measures 65 feet long by 27 broad and
30 high. The priest has a house and is paid £3 (Rs. 30) a month by
the Goa government. There are three rained churches, St. Pranci^
‘124 feet long 58 wide and 30 high, has the nave unroofed but the
sanctuary still arched and in good order ; Our Lady of Salvation,

70 feet long by 26 broad and 20 high ; and, ®n the top of Dronag4Ht
'

hill, Our Lady of Penha, well preserved, and measuring 50 feet long
by 15 broad and 14 high. There are also two chapels, St. John the
Baptist’s, the Buddhist rock-cut chapel in the east face of Kharavli
hill, and, at the foot of the hill. Our Lady of Help, on the site of
which a Hindu temple now stands. In the village of Sheweh is a
rained church of which the broken walls of the graveyard are the
only trace.

The chief objects of interest are the ruins on the top of Dronagiri
the southern hill. They include the Portuguese fort, the guard
house, and the church of Notre Senhora de Penha, and are
approached by a long and winding flight of steps. On the slope of
the hill are some plain cells now generally filled with water.* On
the east face of the north hill, which is called either Kharavli or
Kharpuse, about twenty feet above distillery number five, is a small
rock-cut cave (25' x 24' x 10') apparently Buddhist. The front of the
cave is supported on two square pillars with pot capitals. Opposite
the middle of the entrance, in a rectangular recess in the back
wall, nine inches deep, is carved in the rock what looks like a
Christian altar, but may be a small relic shrine or ddghoba. 'The
cave has signs of whitewash. To the north is a small room about
eight feet square with a water cistern about two feet deep.

* Hove’s Tears, 189. Hov6 also mentions, . but apparently incorrectly, several
^rks of a former volcano, and, in the chasm, pieces of iron ore both solid'and in thelo^ of ashes* and two species of zeolite.

- Desc. of Hind. II. 174. * For details see' Appendix A,
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Three of tlie inscribed stones in the Collector’s garden at Th^na
were brought from Karanja, two from Chanjeh three milra to the
south, and one from Ban^^ abont a mile to the nofth-west of Uran.
The earliest is a Chanjeh stone (3' 6" x 1' 3" x 6"). The inscription

of sixteen lines is well preserved. The characters are Devimi^Bi
and the language is Sanskrit. It is dated Shak 1060 Mdffh Skvddh 1

(Jannaiy-Febrnary, a.d. 1138) and records the grant of a field

named Ambe in N4gam/ and of a garden belonging to one Joi4k,
by the Silh^ra king Aparddityj^ to Shridhar, learned in the kramea^
for the spiritnal benefit of Aparaditya’s mother Lilidevi. The
inscription records, on the occasion of an eclipse of the son,

another grant b]| Apar^lya of a garden in the Chedija (Chanjeh ?)

village to worshippers of MahMev, haiua or bctdvd* and to Viithtikag (?),

The next in order of date is the R^tnvad stone (3'8'’xl' fi'xO'').

Above are the son and moon with an nm- shaped water pot
between them. The ^letters are well preserved Devandgari, and
the language is Sanskrit mixed with Mar&thi, The inscription

records a grant of land in Padivas in Uran, on Shak 1171 Chaitra
Vadyal (April -May, a.d. 1249), the day of a solar eclipse, by the
Silh^ra king Someshvara. The king's ministers were Jh^mpada
Prabhn the great conncillor, Deva (?) Prabhn the great minister
of war and peace, and Dida Prabhn the chief justice. The last in

order of date is the other Chinjeh stone; It records the grant
of 162 pdruUha drammas,^ the fixed revenue of some garden land
of Kotlmlsthdn in Chadiche (Chinjehf) in Uran, to Uttareshvar
of Shristhanak (Thana). The grant was made in the reign of
Someshvara, on Monday Chaitra Fadya 14th Shak 1182 (a.d. 1260).
Someshvara’s ministers were Jh4rapada Prabhn the great conncillor,

Maina (Kn ?) Bebala Prabhn and Peramde Pandit ministers of peace
and war, and P4dhi Goven (Kn?) the minister of jnstice and of
finance.

On a siball hill abont two miles to the sonth of the village of Mora
are two Government houses, one for the use of the Collector of
Thdna, the other of the resident officer of the customs department.

In Karanjon, a Bassein village abont ten miles north-east of
Manikpur, was found an inscribed stone, 4' 10" long by 1' 7* broad
and 7" thick, which is now in the Collector’s garden at Thana.
Above, between figures of the son and moon, begins an inscription of
thirteen lines in dim spoilt letters difficult to read. All that can be
made out, and even this is doubtful, are in the third and fourth lines
the words ‘ the illustrions Haripaldev, the chief of the Mah4manda-
leshvars, adorned with all the royal titles.’ Harip^, it appears from
another stone inscription, was a Silhdra king - who ruled abont the
end of the eleventh century.
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* Kilgnin is probably Ndgaon three miles north-west of Chinjeb.
* Krama is a pecnliar method of reading and writing Vedic texts, ‘going step by

step ’ so called because the reading process from the first number (word or title) to
the second, then the second is repeated and connected with the third, the third
repeated and connected with the fourth and so on.
*The pdruttha dramma was probably a Kshatrapa coin current in the Silfaira

territory. Its value was about 6d. (4 os.). But fid. (4 as.) had then probably as much
purchasing power as 2s. (Re. 1) has now. Pandit Bhagv^4l Indriiji.
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Karjat, the head-quarters of the Karjat sub-division, with, in

1881, a population of 692, is a railway station, sixty-two miles ea^
of Bombay and tlbout five miles south of Matheran.

The railway returns showa fall in goods from 3642 tons in 1873 to

2616 in 1880, and an increase in passengers from 42,032 to 59,166.

Karjat was a mere village before the opening of the railway ; since

then the population has greatly increased. It stands on the sonth
bank of the Ulh4s river, which, running down the Konkan Darv^a
ravine, enters the plain below Rajmachi fort. Formerly the
m4mlatd4r’s office was about three-quarters of a mile dist^t at

Dahivali village on the opposite bank of the river, but, since 1869,
his office has been held in new buildings in Karjai^ completed at a
cost of £2635 (Rs. 26,347). There is also a post office, a rest-house,

and a school, and quarters for railway drivers and guards.

Earnala Port, north latitude 19° 53' and east longitude 73° KK,
stands, on a hill 1560 feet high, a few miles north-west of the
Vegavati river and eight miles south of Panvel. Its command of

the high road between the Bor pass and the Panvel and Apta rivOTS

must, from the earliest times, have made Karn41s a place of
importance. The hill has an upper and a lower fort. In the centre
of the upper fort is the funnel, an almost inaccessible basalt pillar

from 100 to 150 feet high. The scarp that forms the outer fort is

crested by a masonry wall, entered through a gate in the north-west
comer. Through the gate a path leads, across the plateau of the
lower fort, to the scarp thatforms the inner or upper fort, which, HTta

the underscarp, is crested by a wall. Two gateways, one at the
foot and the other at the top of a flight of rock-cut steps, lead to a
double gateway with a chamber between. Between these gates and
the funnel rock are some mined buildings, and, at the north base
of the funnel, is a series of excavations some for store-houses others
for water. The funnel is locally known as the Pandn's tower, but
there is nothing in the excavations that suggests a religious origin.
The funnel is full of bees and the natives sometimes climb it to
get their honey. One or two Europeans are said to have reached
the top with the help of ropes and ladders. The south-west of the
hill is better wooded than the north, and commands a beautiful
view of the island-studded harbour of Bombay and of the sea
beyond. There are two inscriptions in the fort, one Mardthi the
other Persian. The Mardthi inscription is on the inner side of the
lower gate. It has no date and the words are so contracted that all
attempts to read it have failed.^ The Persian writing outside the
upper gate mns ‘ Syed Nuruddin Muhammad Khdn Hiiri 1146 *

(a.d.1735).
'

According to Major Jervis, under the Devgiri Tddavs (1248-1318)
and under the Musalmdn (1318-1347) rulers of Daulatabad, Kamdla
was the head-quarters of one of the districts of the north Konkan.®
In 1540 it was taken from its Gujarat garrison by a body of
Ahmadnagar troops. The Gujardt commanders came to Bassein

' For details see Appendix A. - Jervis' Konkan, 81.
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Portogaese sent 300 Europeans, took the place, and restored it to places
Gujm^t. Shortly after the Ahmadnagar troops again advanc^

KassAulok
{^[ainst Karnala, and the Gnjardt commander retired to Bassein Fuhiik. Tynj^

and made over the right to the fort to the Portuguese, on condition

that they should undertake its defence. Metfezes, the Captain of

Bassein, came to the rescue of the fort, and put the besieging army
to flight.^ Afterwards the Portuguese Viceroy, to gain the friendship

of the Ahmadnagar king BurhAu'Nizdm Shah, handed him the fort

on his agreeing to pay a yearly sum of £1750 (5000 gold pardaos)?

In 1670 Shivaji took Eamala from the Moghals. On Shivdji’s death

it was recovered by Aurangzeb, and the Persian writing given above

seems to show that it was kept by the Moghals at least till 1735.

It must have shortly after passed to the Marathas, as by 1 74)0 the

Peshwa’s power was established all over the district* In May 1803
a party of the 13th Regiment, N.I., in the interest of the Pediwa
Bajir^, attacked and carried the fort by forcing the gate. In
January 1818 Colonel Prother took it from the Mardth^s.* In 1862

the defences were ruinous. But water and supplies were procurable.

Ka'sa'ra in Shdh^pur, with, in 1881, a population of 1057, is a

station on the north-east branch of the Peninsula railway about
twenty-two miles north-east of Shdhitpur. Before the opening of

the railway through the Tal pass, K4sara was a large trade centre

;

since then it has greatly fallen off. It has a rest-house both for

Europeans and natives. The station traffic returns show an increase

in passengers from 12,120 in 1873 to 18,203 in 1880, and in goods
from 907 to 1484 tons. In 1824 the village was deserted and the

Collector had to remit assessment and settle a guard in the village

to induce the people to come back.* Ihis attempt seems to have
failed. Two years later, Captain Clunes notices it as a deserted place

with one well. He remarks that the settlement of Edsdra, whose
people had fled during the two previous years because of the

oppressive system of pressing labourers, would be a great gain to

troops and travellers. Though called Easara the railway station is

at Mokhovdne about two miles to the south.

•'•'s’

V
3

K^SiLBJu

Kelve Ma'him, north latitude 19° 40' and east longitude 72° 47', Kblvb Mahdi.

a port and the head-quarters of the M^him sub-division, with, in

1881, a population of 7122, stands about five and a quarter miles

west of the Pdlghar station of the Baroda railway with which it is

connected by a good road. The village of Eelve, whose name is

almost always joined with Mahim, lies on the other side of a creek
about two and a half miles to the south.

The coast is very rocky. A reef, partly dry at low water, stretches

for about two miles from the shore, and two miles further is another

> Da Cunha’s Chaul and Bassein, 40-41 ; Faria in Kerr, VL 368.
‘ Felner’s Subsidios, n. 117-120, quoted in Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 41 ; De CSonto, IV.

184-201 ; Col. de Mon. Ined. VII. 118 ; Da Cunha’s Bassein, 42.

’Grant Duff, 110. The Bombay Becords in mentioning this siege say, ‘The
Mar4th4s advanced by throwing up breastworks of earth and boards which they
carried before them. ’

•* Blue Book 1819 VVai- in 'Sairne’s Konkan, 114. ’ Mr. W. B. Mnlock, C.S.
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Cbapter XI7. jjatclx of rocks covered with about eighteen feet of prater. On the

Places oTLiterest coast, in front of the town of Kelve, is a little detached rock fort,^ In
1634 both the Mahim and Kelve rivers were blocked with sandbanks.

KulveMAhim,
In 1881, of 7122 people, 6947 were Hindus, 146 MusabnAtns, 23
Christians, 5 Jains, and one a Parsi.

The town of Mdhim, though well sitoated, is crowded with gardens

and vegetation, and is unhealthy during the greater part of the year.*

The municipality, which was established in 1857,® had, in 1880-81,

an income of £289 (Rs. 2896), representing a taxation of about lOd.

(6 as. 5 pies) a headL The revenue is chiefly collected from octroi

and house and boat taxes. The expenditure, during the same year,

amounted to £287 (Rs. 2872), most of which was spent on roads.^

The sea trade returns for the five years ending 1878-79' show, for

Kelve, average exports worth £3872 and average imports worth
£2147. Exports varied from £1106 in 1877-78 to £5285 in 1876-77
and imports from £1225 in 1876-77 to £3131 in 1877-78. In Mahim
exports averaged £4972 and imports £2789. Exports varied from
£674 in 1875-76 to £7015 in 1878-79 and imports from £1411 in

1876-77 to £4769 in 1874-75.®

Besides the chief local revenue and police oflSces, Mdhim has a
post office, a dispensary, and two schools. The public offices, which
are built on the standard plan, stand immediately to the east of the
fort. They were completed in 1876 at a cost of £4354 (Rs. 43,540).
The dispensary, established in 1872, is under the charge of an
assistant surgeon, and is supported by a Government grant of £320,
a local funds grant of £140, and a municipal grant ol £43. The
attendance in 1880 was ,6774 out-door and 34 in-door patients.

Near the dispensary is a rest-house built by Vikdji Mehrji about
1825. The new school house, opposite the public offices, was built

at a cost of £751 (Rs. 7510). It has room for 200 boys. In 1882
a tombstone with the inscription ‘ This grave belongs to Don
Francisco Balbora de Magathacus, Km'ght Fidalgo of the House
of His Majesty, and of his wife Guiomar de Siqueira, and of his
heirs ’ was found in the comer of the cocoa-palm garden close to
the fort and to the mdmlatdaFs office. This stone is now in the
Collector’s garden at Thdna There seem to have been ten or
twelve other tombs near where this slab was found, but their stones
have been removed.

Hilary. According to tradition, at the close of the thirteenth century,
Kelve Mdhim was taken from its Naik chief by Bhimdev, the chief
of Bombay-Mdhim. It passed to the Delhi Musalmans about 1350,
and from them, perhaps about 1400, to the Gujardt kings who kept

’ Taylor’s Sailing Directory, 372. 2 Miuiicipal Beport for 1879-80, 12.
® Gov. Bes. 44 of Ist January 1857.
* Kelve was made a separate municipality in 1866 (Gov. Bes. 2104 of 19th October

1866) but abolished in 1874. (Gov. Res. 2642 of 11th September 1874).
® The details for Kelve are : Exports, 1874-75 £4863, 1875-76 £4209, 1876-77 £5286.

1877-78 £1106, 1878-79 £3896 ; Imports, 1874-75 £2686, 1875-76 £1385, 1876-77 £1225.
1877-78 £3131, 1878-79 £2309. The details for MAhim are ; Exports, 1874-75 £6730,

^ £674, 1876-77 £5424, 1877-78 £4966, 1878-79 £7065 ; Imports, 1874-75 £4769,
1875-76 £1535, 1876-77 £1411, 1877-78 £3339, 1878-79 £2892.
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it till it was taken by tbe Portuguese about 1532.* In 1612 it was
attacked by the Mogbals but bravely and successfully defended. In
1624 De la Valle speaks of two towns at Mdhim. In 1634 the
town is described as about the size of Dah^nu, with many orchards
and fruit trees and much good water. The fort was equal to D^h^n
and Tarapur, and was armed with four brass hdcons for shooting
stone balls, and had a good store of gunpowder and otherammunition.
There was a Portuguese captain, ten Portuguese soldiers, one ndik,

ten sepoys, one inspector of police, and four constables and a torch-

bearer. Close to the fort was a village inhabited by fifty Portuguese
families, among whom there were some of noble birth, 160 native
Christian femilies, and 200 slaves who carried arms.* In 1670
Ogilby mentions Quelmain as a Gnjarfit coast town, called from two
villages near the coast, one Eiielwe the other Mflii.* The fort and
village of Mium are mentioned by Gemelli Careri (1695).* In
1 728 the fort was described as weak and irregular, a very low wall
of stone and mud 550 feet long ahd 250 wide, with three bad
bastions looking to sea and four to land. It was guarded by fifteen

pieces of ordnance and a garrison of sixty soldiers seven of whom
were white. A stockade at some distance was under a captain with
thirty men.® In January 1739 it was taken by Chimnaji Appa,
after an obstinate defence.® In 1 750 it is mentioned by Tieflenthaler

as a place once under the Portuguese then under the Marfithfis.’*

In 1760 a ^mall fort to the east of M4him formed a triangle fianked
by two five-cornered embrasured bastions, one to the north the other
to the east. The Mdhim fort was long, and part of it was washed
by the waters of the creek. From the road it appeared a broken
curtain Avith nearly ruined bastions. At Kelve a new fort was
being built ; close by were three deserted towers, a mined bastion,

and a ruined church.® In 1788 Hove calls it Kelne chiefly inhabited

by fishermen. The ruined church was used as a cow-pen.® In 1826
Kelve had 300 houses, a temple, and twenty export-dealers, and
Mfihim had 1200 houses and a rest-house.*®

When surveyed in 1818Mahim fort was of inconsiderable strength
and size, an enclosure about eighty feet square. The extreme height
of the rampart, including a parapet five and a half feet long by three
thick, was twenty-eight feet. The principal gateway on the east or
land face was covered by a projecting wall three feet thick by about
fourteen high. The western face of the fort was washed by the sea,

or rather the Mahim creek. On the other three sides was a space
enclosed by a wall of loose stones in which were a few huts belonging
to the garrison. Stretching across the whole breadth of the fort,

and occupying a third of the original enclosure, was a ruined building

jCSiapter Xn&
Haem ofIntonA
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^ Naime’s Konkan, 22. A Mihim is mentioned in the sixteenth century (1554) as
in direct trade with Arabia, and as exporting fine innslin from KandahAr in the
Deccan, Danlatabad and BurhAnpur. This is probably the Bombay MAhim. Jour
A. S. Beng. IV. 440, 468 ; Jour. A. S. Beng. V-2, 461.

® O Chron. de Tis. III. 217-218. * Ogilby’s Atlas, V. 208, 214.
* Churchill’s Voyages, IV. 190. ” O Chron. de 'Ks. L 34-35.
* Grant Duff, 241.

’’

Ees. Hist, et Geog. de I’Inde, I. 407.
* Anquetil Du Perron’s Zend Avesta, I, coclxxxii. > HovA’s Tours 100.w dunes’ Itinerary, 1^
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for the accommodation of the garrison and stores. The rest of the

space was taken up by a neglected well of indifferent water. The fort

was so surrounded, to the very foot, by the village and trees that

an assailing force could approach unperceived. Of later date than

the fort, but of the same height and joined with it, was an hexagonal

battery with ten guns. Below the battery was a casemate or bomb-
proof chamber also for ten guns. In 1862 it was in good«condition and
strongly fortified, the strongest fort south of Daman except Am^a.
The fort is now (1881) one of the Collector’s district bnng^ows.

Kelve fort, about two miles south of Mdhim fort, when surveyed

in 1818, was a series of petty fortifications, consisting of a raised

battery on the north bank of the Danda creek or river, and an
insulated fort 800 yards to the west, built at the very mouth of the

river. The battery, known as Alibag fort, was an irregular pentagon,

the longest side not more than forty-seven feet, with a thin parapet

wall five and a half feet high with five openings for cannon. Almost
the whole inside was filled by ruinous buildings. The entralice into

this work, the platform of which was fourteen feet high, was by a
movable ladder. So mouldering was the escarpment that the

battery did not seem strong enough to resist even a slight attack.

Opposite the battery the river was more than a quarter of a mile

broad at spring tides, but was fordable at low water. The fort at

the month of the river, which is known as Pdnbumj, lay 800 yards

to the west of the battery, and was about the same height and not
less ruinous. Cross walls divided it into three parts, the centre,

containing a neglected reservoir seventy-three feet by forty-six, and
at the ends two projecting batteries, each with five embrasures and
a little parapet four feet thick. Over the battery, towards the sea,

was another battery raised on planks with a tU^ roof and a dwarf
parapet mounting seven guns. This battery served to accommodate
the garrison and stores. Between the villages of Kelve and Mdhim,
at a little distance from each other, were a redoubt and battery which
were in worse order than the fort and battery at Kelve. Both
were destitute of stores, of water, and of the means of defence. As
has been noticed in the History chapter the Portuguese found it

necessary to line with forts the coast between M^him and Amala.
In the fifteen miles between Shirgaon, a couple of miles north of
M^im, and Ddntivra close to Arnala, there are remains of sixteen
forts. Two miles south of Shirgaon was the Mahim fort, half a
mile further south the Fudka tower, a mile further the Madia
tower, then, after another mile, on the north side of the Danda creek,
the Alibag fort, with the Pdn tower in the middle of the creek,
thoroughly commanding its entrance. On the south side of the
Danda creek, in the survey village of Khatale, popularly called
Danda, stood the Danda fort.' Close by is a large ruined building
known as hital, a word which Dr. Da Cunha identifies with Quintal, an
enclosure or garden, attached to a Quinta or country-house. Fine old

' Banda waa formerly a place of conseqnence. In 1570 it is mentioned as a
^ropean port trading with Gujarat (Mirat-i-Ahmadi, 129), and about 1670 it appears -

in Baldaeos as Dando at the nordi of tie BijApur kingdom between AgAshi and Daman.
Orme’s Historical Fragments, 144.
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fruit trees and wells support this view. Among the ruins, lies a Chapter Xnf. >
large stone with a much worn coat of arms. In Danda, towards i^ntormt^
the sea, was a second fort known as the T^nkicha tower. South of

iri
Danda every village, TJsarni, Mathane, Yedvan, Kore, and Dantivre,

” MaBw.

had its fort, while, inland, in Yirathan, Chatale, and E[hatale, lay a
second line of fortresses, Bhavangad in Khatale being strongly

placed on the top of a hill (see Bhavangad).

Ehala'pur, about six miles south of Karjat, the head-quarters EaiLinna ^

of the KhAlapnr petty division, had, in 1881, a population of 1191, of

whom 1169 were Hindus, 10 Musalmans, and 12 Jews. The town
stands on the Panvel and Poona high road eighteen miles south-east

of Panvel, six sohtli of Chauk, and five north-west of Eihopivli on the
P^italganga river, across which a dam has been thrown at a cost of

£59 (Rs. 690). There is a Government office, a rest-house, a school

house built in 1877 at a cost of £352 (Bs. 3520), and a small pond
called Mhasole. It was here that in his retreat from the Bor pass

to Panvel, in April 1781, General Goddard was harassed by a^nt
56,000 Mariitb^s. He kept them at bay but lost 466 men, eighteen
of whom were officera*

SUiardi, about twelve miles noi4h-east of Shahdrar, is a station on Krabbi.

the north-east branch of the Peninsula railway, llie station traffic

returns show an increase in passengers from 8500 in 1873 to 16,096
in 1880, and in goods from 796 to 2537 tons. In 1827 Clunes notices

Khardi as a market town and a usual halting-place with seventy-five

houses, three shops, several wells, and a fine grove of trees.*

Khopivli, formerly known as Campoli, is a small village of 515 Kuomra.

p^ple, on the south-east frontier of the district, on the Poona-
Panvel high road five miles south-east of Kh4I4pnr. The Peninsula
railway has a branch to Eliopivli which is open for traffic during the
fair weather. Khopivli is at the foot of the Bor pass incline, about
1600 feet belotv Klmnd4la on the crest of the Sahy4dris.

The place is chiefly remarkable for a fine reservoir 18J acres in area,

and a temple to Mahadev built by the Peshwa’s celebrated minister,

N4na Fadnavis (1790-1800).® In 1779 the Bombay expedition,

which was to have set Rdghoba in power in Poona but ended in the
unfortunate convention of Vadgaon, had, on their way to Poona,
several skirmishes with, the Marathds at Khopivli, in which two /

English officers were killed.* In 1804 Lord Valentia described it as'

close to the foot of the pass, surrounded by forest-covered hills with
a very fine reservoir and a neat temple.® In 1825 Bishop Heber
called it apretty village with a fine reservoir and temple of Mahfidev,®

and, in 1831, Mrs. Wilson described it as finely situated commanding
a picturescjue view of the Poona road.^

Koj Fort,® in Goreb village, about ten miles west of Vida, Kw toar,

stands on a hill 1906 feet high, and can be reached only np a ravine

' Grant Duff, 446. ® Itinerary, 61

.

’ There waa also a bread-honse, or atmaehhatra, to feed idl comers. The bnilding
has been palled down, bat the hage grinding stones lie dose by.

* Bomb^ in 1781, 176. ‘ Travel^ II. 111. * Narrative, II. 200.
^ Mrs. Wilson’s Life, 224.
« If tradition is to be believed the MarAthds built it in 1692. Mr. Gamine, C.S.

B 1064-26
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formed by two projecting spurs. In 1818, nearly at the head of

the hill, 400 yards to the south of the upper fort and commanded by

it, was a gateway with low ruinous works on each side stretching

from one spur to the other. On a level space about half way between

the gateway and the upper fort were the ruins of a redoubt. To the

west, from 150 to 200 feet below the upper fort and passing a little

beyond it, a path used to lead to the plain below, but it had long

been impassable. The ascent to the upper fort was steep, the latter

part of it by steps exposed to a double enfilade from a detached

tower and from works over and on each side of the gateway, between

two projecting towers, nine feet apart and situated about half way np
on the western face. The top of the hill was about 400 yards long,

and, in many places, not more than forty broad. Round the greater

part of the hill the cliff was so sheer that the works were almost

entirely confined to the southern and western sides, where, according

to the nature of the ground on the outside, they varied from ten to

twenty-five feet high. The fortifications looked as if they had been
neglected for years. The cement of the best part was washed away,

.

and except a dwarf wall here and there, the works were little better

than heaps of loose stones. Within the fort the only buildings of

any consequence were a granary, a store room, and a house for the

garrison. The water-supply was from nine cisterns cut in the rock
in the plain to the west of the upper fort, and a tenth cistern outside

of the gateway. In 1862 the fort was ruinous ; water was plentiful

but food supplies were not available.

Kolai, a port about fifteen miles north of Umbargaon, had, during
the five years ending 1878-79, average exports worth £7811 and
imports worth £388. Exports varied from £6212 in 1877-78 to

£10,951 in 1876-77, and imports from £149 in 1874-75 to £1119in
1877-78.*

Koli-Kalya'n, an alienaled village in Sfilsette, two miles west
of Kurla, has a Christian population of about 1 750 souls and »
church built by the Portuguese and dedicated to Our Lady of Egypt.
It measures ninety-one feet long by forty wide and twenty-nine
high, is in good repair, and has a sanctuary and three altars different
from those of other churches. The priest has a house and is paid
by the British Government £1 10s. (Rs. 15) a month. There are
two schools founded and endowed by Mr. Wddia, the owner of the
village, one Anglo-Portuguese with forty and the other Portuguese
with twelve pupils. The Koli-Kalyan church has, in the village of
fehahar, an affiliated chapel of Our Lady of Health, which was built
in 1846 by the Rev. Mathews Salvador Rodrigues, and measures
forty-five feet long by twenty broad and seventeen high.

TheKondivti or Maha'^kaT* CaV6S form two rows, one of fifteen

^8338, 1876-77 £10,951, l877-7(

£1119 m879£^l^'
‘*74-75 £149, 1875-76 £169, 1876-77 £257, 1877-7*

* MahAkAl, or the great destroyer is one of the forms of Shiv. This BrAhmanic namimay have ansen from the BrAhmans telling the people that the relic shrine in th<

rem! ‘T®
*^6 south-weet line) was a great ling, just as they destroyed th(
Buddhists by spreading the story that their caves were the work o
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cares on the south-east face and one of four cares on the north-west
&ce, of a low flat-topped range of trap breccia, about four miles
north-east of the Ajidheri station on the Bar(^a railway. 'The
cares are Buddhist, probably between, the second and sixth
centuries. They are small, many of them little more than cells, and
mnch ruined from the flawed and crumbling nature of the rock.
From Andheri, the excellent Xurla high road leads east through
rice lands and mango orchards, with wooded rocky knolls, two
miles to Mulgaon, or about four miles round by Marol. The easiest

way to see the Kondirti cares is to go and come by Marol, a large
rillage about a mile from the south face of the hill. The pleasantest
route is to leare the high road at Mnlgaon, and, by a good cross-

country tract, to wind about two miles through waring n|dands,
.prettily wooded with mangoes and brab palms, round to the north
face of the hill, see the north line of cares and the burial monnds,
see the south line, pass south through the lands of Vihirgaon abont
a mile and a half to Marol, and, from Marol, go back to Andheri by
the high road. This round gives a total distance of abont nine miles.

On the east bank of the Mulgaon pond are the mins of an
eleventh or twrifth century Brahman temple, an underground
Buddhist water cistern (a.d.100-500), and some old bricks probably
Bnddhisjb.^ From the north, among the waving nplands, . the
Kondivti caves are hard to find, as the hill rises only a few feet above
the general level and as the cares are in a hollow hidden by trees

and brushwood. About fifty paces north of the caves, in a small
mound of smooth black trap, is an underground water-cistern with
two openings, about three feet four inches square and four feet apart.

About fifty paces south of this cistern is the north row of cares.

They face the north-west and command a wi<ie yiew, across a sm
of brab palms and a rich belt of rice land and mango groves, to the
month of the Bassein creek. In this row are four small caves
probably from the fourth to the fifth century. Beginning from the

east. Cave I., a dwelling cave, has a veranda (13' T long X 5' 4'

broad) with two square pillars and two pilasters, a cistern in the
left corner, and a stone bench in a recess on the right.® The
veranda opens into a plain hall (8' 10" x 15' 10"), with a bench on
the right wall, and cells (about 6' 9" x 6' 6" high) on the left and
back walls. Cave II. has two doors and two windows in the front

wall. It is about fifteen feet square and six feet high, without
carving or pillars, and, except that it has no stone bench round it,

looks like a dining hall. A door in the east wall opens on Cave
III. Cave III. is very like a Kanheri cave. It enters from a
courtyard- (15' 10" X 15') with a stone bench and cistern on the
right. From the court four easy steps lead to a veranda, with a
low front wall, carved in the Buddhist rail pattern, divided in the
centre by a doorway, and with two eight-sided pillars. ' The
veranda (17'x O') has a stone bench at each end. The hall, which
is entered by a plain door, measures nearly fourteen feet square by
about eight feet high. In the side walls are cells, and, in the back

‘ Details are given under Mulgaon. ’ Left and right are visitor’s left and right.
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wall, is a door, with side pilasters sarrownded by a belt of tracery,

cut in a rough check pattern.* The door opens on a shrine

{8' 3" X T 2"), which has an altar in the back wall with a hole and
sockets to support an image. On a narrow front of rock, between
Caves III. and IV., a relic shrine or daghoba is carved. Cave IV.,

a dwelling cave, has a long veranda (31'x6'), with ten ronnd-
capitallcd pillars, and a cistern at the right end. The haU is plain

about fifteen feet square. It has two side recesses, and, in the back
wall, a niche, about six inches deep and two feet square, perhaps for

a relic shrine. The low walls, against the right side of the cave, are

modern, the remains of a liquor still. These four caves are all

much of the same age, probably the fourth and fifth centuries, later

than the Chapel Cave (IX. of the south row), which was probably the
origin of the monastery. About fifty yarfs in front of the north
row are under-ground cisterns, with four openings, each about one
foot ten inches square. In the wooded hollow, about thirty yards
further to the west, are three or four broken tomb-stones, apparently
originally square below and rounded above and from two to four
feet high. To the south, about thirty feet above these broken tomb-
stones, is the bare flat hQl-top, about fifty yards broad most of it a
rounded sheet of trap. About ten feet above the north caves, the
rock has been hollowed, two or three feet, into a shallow bathing
pond, which is now dry. About ten yards further south, hidden in
brushwood, lies a broken pillar about four feet long and three feet
square at the base, rising into a round broken-topped shaft. This
is probably the tomb-stone that stood on the top of the mound
about fifty yards to the south. This burial mound, or stupa, has
been a round dome of brick and dressed stone about twenty-seven
feet across the base. The centre has been opened and rifled, and
bricks and dress^ stones are strewn about. A yard or two to the
south-east is a smaller burial mound about nine feet across the base.
To the north -east is a rock-cut passage, perhaps a quarry. Close by,
the surface of the rock is roughly dressed into two stone seats, one
a few feet above the other. The upper seat was probably for the
teacher and the lower seat for his disciples. The seats have a fine
view both to the north and to the south. Close at hand are the
bare top and upper slopes of the hill, with sheets of trap and
stretches of bleached grass broken by clumps of prickly-pear, a few
stunted withered teak trees, some old deep-green rdjans, little
breaks of brushwood, and a sprinkling of tall black pillar-like brab
stems. North the view falls gently, across a sea of green brab tops,
to the rich belt of rice-ground and mango gardens from which rise
the withered rounded forms of the Audheri and Osara hills. To the
south, beyond the hill slopes, brown with grass with many brab
palms and some stunted teak, in a wooded rice country, are the
Snake or Sarpala lake, the smaller B^bai pond, and the large
Church Pond or Devaldcha Taldv with the ruins of a great
Portuguese church. About half a mile to the south-west is the

nr wuere n, IS Known i

or the Buddhist (?) house-pattern. Pandit Bhagvdniil.
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Tillage of Kondiyti. Beyond Kondivti, rkse-fields and a wooded
rolling country stretch to the bare rounded back of Trombay. On
the south-east rise the withered slopes of Ghandarli, with a
sprinkling of brab trees, and, to the north-east, the bolder Veh4r
hills and a long stretch of the Yehar lake.

A few yards south of the teacher's seat is an underground water
cistern, and, a little on one side, are holes in the rock for jdantinif

the pillars of a canopy. To the west of the big burial monnd, eight

or nine steep rock-cut steps, some of them broken, lead down the

south face of the hiU to the sooth row of eaves. In a level space,

in front of the steps, is a heap of dressed stones apparently the
ruins of a Buddhist temple, which has been about twelve feet

square. The middle has ^en opened probably in search of

treasure. About twenty yards behind the temple, in a low scup,
hidden with fallen rock and brushwood, is the south line of

fifteen caves, all of them small and making little show, and most
of them in bad repair. The caves are numbered from west to

east. In the west end, the month of Cave I. is filled with earth

to within two feet of its roof. The veranda has had two plain

square pillars and two pilasters. Cave 11. has a front veranda wall,

about four feet high, whose face is carved in the Buddhist rul
pattern. From the wall rise four plain square pillars seven feet

high, the middle pair about six and the side pairs about three

feet apart. Below the veranda floor (about 7^' x 22^') is a water
cistern with fom* openings (3' 6" x 3') formerly covered with slabs.

On the right the wall has fallen, and, on the left, is am opening into

Cave I., which is a small plain room (9' 9" X 8' 6" and 7' high) with
a good deal of earth on the floor and a recess in the north walL In
the middle of the back wall of the veranda of Cave II. is a docn*

with five-sided piltuters, and, outside of the pilasters, a belt of
checked carving, cut some inches into the wall Inside is a plam
pillarless chapel (23' 8" X 15' X 10'}, with an altar for ^an image in

the back wail. 'The side walls of the hall are full of socket holes

for wooden pegs, which seem to have held a rich wooden waiiracot.^

On the left wall are two hollows,^ apparently the beginning of a
cell which was stopped by a flaw in the rock. The cave is probably
of the fifth or sixth century. Cave III. is a monks’ dwdling. Like
Cave I. it is nearly filled with earth. Cave IV. is a chapel. On the
right wall of the entrance court, outside of the veranda, is a roughly
carved seven-hooded cobra, about four feet and a half long and one
foot nine inches across the hood. Close beyond the cobra is a
water cistern. The cobra is perhaps connected with the Sarp^ or
Snake pond at the foot of the hill. The outer wall of the
veranda had four eight-sided pillars without capitals. The veranda
(about 36' X 94') opens on the left into Cave IIL The back wsdl of
the veranda has two windows and two side doorways opening on
a hall or chapel thirty-five feet long and twenty-five brosm. At the
sides are aisles (19' X 7' 6") with two pillars in front and three plain
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These holes about three inches square and three inches deep seem to be favourite 'V
sleeping berths for snakes. Visitors would do well to avoid going too neat tile walls.
Mr. H. Cousens. -''if
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cells (about 7' x 7' x 7') behind. In the back wall of the hall is a
shrine with a central and two side doors, the central door opening
on an unfinished chapel (12'x O'). This is oldej than Cave II., and
perhaps belongs to the third or fourth century. Cave Y. is a small

dwelling with a veranda and an inner cell. Cave VI. has a veranda
about four feet broad, with, at the left end, a small cell with two
stone benches and inside a second cell with one bench. At the

back of the veranda wall is a rough chamber, _aud there is another
chamber at the right end of the wall. Cave VII. has a veranda four

feet broad opening on a hall (12' x 12') with side cells and a shrine

in the back wall. The walls are much broken. Cave VIIL is

entered from VII.
;
it is small and broken. Cave IX. is a chapel, the

most interesting, and probably the oldest, in the group. A ruined
veranda about four feet broad leads into a hall twenty-five feet long,

seventeen and a half feet broad, and nine feet high. In the right

wall are some carved figures. The back wall is cut into n round
tower-like shrine, with a central door (3' 9" x 7' 8" high) and two
side stone-latticed windows (3'3"x2'5"). This shrine fills the
whole of the back wall, from which it bulges about five feet,

forming a semicircle about twenty feet from end to end; and,

about 7' 8" from the ground, with a round eave about a foot deep.
Inside, this round hut-like shrine measures about thirteen feet

across and rises in a dome about fourteen and a half feet high. In
the centre stands a whitewashed rock daghoba or relic shrine,

about twenty-three feet round the base, ending in a cone about
eight feet high. About four feet from the floor is a belt, about
six inches broad, carved in the Buddhist rail pattern, and, on the
top, are four holes for an umbrella. Round the relic shrine is a
passage about three feet broad. About the middle of its top, a
flaw in the rock has split the relic shrine into two, the cleft passing
right to the floor. On the outside wall of the rounded hut-like
shrine, above the east or right lattice window, is a Pali inscription

of two lines, each line two feet nine inches long. The letters are of
about the third century, very closely like those of the Rndra Dama
inscription at Gimfir in south Kdthiawar. It runs, ‘ Gift of a Vih^r,
with his brother, bjp^ Pittimba a Brahman of the Gotamas gotra, an
inhabitant of Pachi Blama.’ ‘ This rounded hut or shrine is very
like one of Asoka’s (b.c. 250) round huts at Barabar hill near Gaya.
It is not found in any other cave in Western India, and, as far as
is known, occurs in only two other caves the Lomas Rishi and the
Sudama caves at Barabar in Behar, about sixteen miles north of
Gaya. The sculptures on the east wall are later than the rest of
the cave ;

they probably belong to the sixth century. Of the wall
sculptures the one next the rounded tower is a seated Buddha,
teaching, with two attendants one on either side.- His lotus seat
is upheld by a five-hooded Naga figure, with, on each side, a
N^a woman with one hood, and beyond her a man. Arhats or saints

' The PAli rans : PacMkamdye vdlhavasa Bahmhanana Gotamasa-gotasa Pitulasa
f^yadfmma vtiuxro sahbdtukasa ; (8k.) Po/chikammdydk vd^iatjycbsya Brdkmana»ya
GaiUamasagotrwiya PUulasya deyadharmo vihdrah sahhrdlritanya. Fachikania is
perhaps Pachmarhi, the well known Central Province health-hill. Pandit BhagvdnUL
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float in the air over Buddha’s head. Above is a row of six t^ching
Buddhas in. small panels. To the right is a headless standing

figure, perhaps Avalokiteshvar, as he seems to have -held a lotos

flower over his left shoulder, and as there is a seated Buddha above.‘

The small worshipping figure below, on the left, is perhaps the

person who presented the sculpture.* Cave X. a little to the east

is a monks’ dwelling. It is plain and ruined. The only carving is

a rough Vandyke belt at the top of the east wall. Cave XI. is a
small broken veranda with two plain pillars and an inner and outer

chamber for monks. To the east is a passage cut in the rock.

Cave XII. is ruined and confused. The outer wall of the veranda
has, at the top, a belt of carving in the Buddhist rail pattern.

The veranda is about twenty-five feet long and seems to have had
an image at the left end. ’rhe body of the cave is open to the east.

It was originally cut off by a wall. In the back were three cells,

but the partitions are gone. To the left is a chamber. Cave XIII.

was once separated from XIL by a wall which has fallen. In front

is a courtyard, from which five steps lead to a veranda. On the

right is a cistern. There is an outer and an inner veranda. The
outer veranda (l^ 7"x ISO has a bench in a recess at the right end.

The outer wall of the inner veranda (21' x 9' 10'’) has two pillars

and two pilasters with rounded cushion-like capitals. Ruined steps

lead about three feet up into the inner veranda. The outer wall of

the hall has a central and two aide doors. The hall (29' X 28' 8")

has three cells opening from each other. The back wall has a central

shrine and two side cells. In the centre of the hall is a square space

about 15' 6" with four large eight-sided comer pillars with rounded
capitals. The shrine door, at the centre of the back wall, has side

pilasters and a deep-cut belt of check carving. The shrine measures
eleven feet long by eleven broad and ten high. At the back is an
altar which ouce had an image fastened to the wall by sockets.

The side cells are about seven feet square. Cave XIV. is a small

cell. Cave XV. is blocked by a large fallen rock. It had a veranda
with two pillars and an inner and outer chamber. The door of the

outer chamber has side pillars and a belt of check carving. An
underground cistern beyond Cave XV., and another to the left of
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•Avalokiteshvar (the manifest or ‘the pitiful lord ’) one of the Bodhisattvas or
would-be Buddhas, often mention^ by the Chinese pilgrims Fah Hian(415)andHiwen
Thsang (642) as the protector of the world and the lover and saviour of men, is

invoked in all cases of danger and distress. He is the same as Padmapfini (the lotus-

bearer) of Nepalese mytholo^, and is also known by the names of Kamali,
Padmahasta, P^m^kara, Kam^p&ni, Kamalahasta, Kamakkara, Aryiivalokiteshvar,
Ary^valokeshvar, and Lokan^th. To the Chinese he is known as Kwan-tseu-tsai,
Kwan-shai-yin, and ‘ the Great Pitiful Kwanyin'. His worship had an early origin

in India. He is shown in Indian sculptures holding a lotus stalk in one hand, with
an opening bud, and generally ?rith a rosary or jewel in the other hand. His
abundant hair falls in ringlets on his shoulders. On his forehead is a small figure of
bis spiritual father and master, Amit&bha Buddha, the lord of Sukhdvati or the western
Happy Land, who is the fourth Dhydni or divine Buddha, corresponding to Gautama
among the human or Minnshi BndcBias. Burgess’ Arch. Sur. Kep. III. 75-76. For
Avalokiteshvar’s litany, see Bom. Gaz. XIL 531. J.RA.S. (New Series), n. 411-413.

2 Cave IX. is locally known as Anasicha Kamara or the granary, because of the
round granary-like hut in the back. Fromthe figures onthe wall it is called the school,

the Bt^hisattva being thought to be the master and the seated Buddhas the boys.
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about half a mile, across wooded rice fields, to the Church Lake or
DevaWcha Talav in Vihirgaon village. The north bank of the lake
has a clear view of Kondivti hdl, rising from the wooded rice lands,
with sloping sides of withered grass and patches of rock with a
sprinkling of brab palms and mangoes, to a flat crest thinly fringed
by trees. Close to the top, runs the narrow black belt of rock which
has been hollowed into caves. On the south side the hill falls about
100 feet to the plain. On the north bank of the Church Lake many
hugeAdansonia orbaobab trees cluster round the ruins of a Portuguese
mansion. On the south bank is a large and very high peaked roofless
Portuguese church with several carved twelfth-century Brahmanic
stones. On the east bank is the site of an old Brdhman temple and
remains, which show that the lake was once surrounded with flights
of dressed-stone steps. On the north are three ponds and lakes with
old stones.*

^

Along a rough road, about half a mile south, is Marol a large rich
village with an old lake and some Br^manic stones near the
north-east comer. About a quarter of a mile to the east are two
large underground cisterns probably Buddhist* From Marol, a
roughish track leads to the high road which is in such good order
that bullocks do the three miles to Audheri in little more than half
an hour.

KokbAks Cavis. Konda'ne, about four miles south-east of the Karjat station, on
the south-eastern branch of the Peninsula railway and at the base of
lUjmichi hill, has a group of early Buddhist caves (b.c. 250 -a.d. 100)

.

These caves were first brought to notice, about thirty years ago, by
the late Vishnu Sh^stri, and soon after visited by Mr. Law, then
Collector of Thdna.* They are in the face of a steep scarp hidden
by thick forest. During much of the year water trickles over the
face of the rock and has greatly damaged the caves.

The caves fa^ north-west. The first to the south-west is a large
temple, or chaitya, 664 feet ftom the line of the front pillars to the
b&ck of the apse, twenty-six feet eight inches wide, and twenty-
eight feet five inches high to the crown of the arch. The nave is
forty-nine feet by fourteen feet eight inches, and the relic shrine 94
feet in diameter, with a capital of more than usual height, the neck
being, as at Bhdja, doable the ordinary height, and representing^o coffers, one above the other, carved on the sides with the
Buddhist rail pattern. The fillets that covered this are decayed, as
are also the whole of the lower part of the relic shrine, of the thirty
octagonal pillars that snrrounded the nave, and of one of the
irregular pillars in front. The space between the front pillars
seems once to have been filled by a wooden wall. There are remains

a
Mdef Vihireaon. * Details are given under Marol.

in. V Memoir in Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. Soc. voL III nt 2 n 46
been fiUly described W Mr. W. F. Sinclair, C S. Ind. Ant.

^ the
Temples of India, 220-222, from which the deSs
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of seven pillars on the left of the cave, and of six on the south, all

with an inward rake a proof of the early date of the work.' The
pillars behind the relic shrine, and six near the front, on the right

aide have disappeared. On the upper portion of one column, on the

left, is a device something like a rudely canopied relic shi-ine. The
arched roof has had wooden rafters as at Ktirle, but they are gone,

and the only remains of the woodwork is a portion of the latticed

screen in the front arch. The front bears a strong likeness to the

front of one of the caves at Bh4ja. On the left side, in relief, is

part of the head of a human figure about twice the size of life. The
features are destroyed, bnt the head-dress is most carefully finished.

Over the left shoulder is one line of Manryan characters, of perhaps

the second century b.c., which has been translated ‘ Made by
Balaka, the pupil of Kanha (Krishna).’

Over the head of the figure, at the level of the spring of the great

front arch, is a broad outstanding belt of sculpture. The lower

portion of this belt is carved with the rail pattern ; the central

portion is divided into seven compartments, three of them filled with

a lattice pattern, and four with human figures, a man in the first, a

man and woman in the third and fifth, and a man with a bow
and two women in the seventh. Over these compartments is a

band with the representations of the ends of tie-beams or bars passing

through it, and then four fillets, each standing out over the one
below, and the upper half of the last serrated. The corresponding

belt of carving on the right side of the front is much damaged by
the falling of the rock at the end next the arch.

A little to the north-east is Cave II., a monastery or vihdra, whose
veranda front, except the left end, is totally destroyed. This

veranda was five feet eight inches wide and eighteen feet long, with

five octagonal pillars and two pilasters. In the end of this veranda

is a raised recess, and under a horse-shoe arch is a small relic shrine

in half relief, apparently the only object of worship. Inside, the

hall is twenty-three feet wide by twenty-nine deep and eight feet

three inches high, with fifteen pillars arranged about three feet

apart and feet from the side and back walls, but none across

the front. The upper portions of these pillars are square, but about

feet from the top they are octagonal; the bases which were
probably square have also gone. In imitation of a built hall the

roof is panelled with beams, nineteen inches deep by eight thick

and feet apart, which run through the heads of the pillars, the

spaces between the beams being divided by false rafters, five inches

broad by two deep. Though most of the front wall is broken, there

are three wide doors into the hall, and on each side six cells, eighteen

in all, each with a monk’s bed and the first on each side with two
beds. Over the doors of fourteen of these cells are carved horse-

shoe arches, joined by a string course which stands out six or seven

inches and is ornamented with the rail pattern. Cave III. is a plain

monastery six yards square with nine much ruined cells. It probably

had three doors. Cave IV. is a row of nine cells at the back of
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what now looks like a natural hollow under the cliff. Beyond them

is a cistern^ now filled with mud, then two cells under a deep ledge

of overhanging rock, and, lastly, a small cistern.

Kopra‘’d. village, ten miles north of Bassein, has a Christian

church dedicated to the Espirito Sancto or Holy Ghost with a

congregation of 2415. It is sixty feet long by twenty-two broad

and twenty-seven high, and has a house for the vicar who has a

monthly allowance of £l 9s. (Rs. 14-8) from the British Government.

There is a violin-player but no parish school. An inscribed stone

(3' 5" X 1' 2" X 7") of S. 1386, h. 868 (a.u. 1464) lies (April 1882) near

the house of the headman of Koprdd a Sdmvedi Brdhman. The
inscription is in Devanagari ^tters. It mentions Musalman names,

and the names of Mahim, Thana, Koprad, and Bimbstan probably

Bhimbdi or Bhiwndy.

Kotaligad Port, about 160 yards long by sixty wide, is in Peth
village fourteen miles north-east of Karjat and twelve east of Neral.

The village of Peth stands on a high but not extensive tableland,

a projecting tongue of the Sahyadris, out of which rises a towering

rock in shape like Funnel Hill. The fort is built oU the top of this

funnel. The ascent to the tableland is exceedingly steep, and, in

many places, exposed to fire from the fort guns. The upper fort

guards the Kaulacha and Nakinda passes, and commands a view of

the Kulambi pass, though too far off to defend it. It is so diflScult

of access that a few men could hold it agaiflst any force. Below
the rock is a small redoubt, a gateway, and some works in poor
repair. There are one or two water cisterns.

In November 1817 the fort was taken for the Peshwa by a chief

named Bapurdo Ldmbia. But a month later (December 30) it was
retaken by Captain Brooks without loss.* In 1862 it was in good
order and had available supplies of food and water. According to

the latest information (Nov. 1880) there are three walls and gateways
to the fort, and a steep staircase cut out of the rock and in places

tunnelled through it. Near the top is an old cave with fine pillars

like those at Pulu Sondle. Some old guns about five feet long, and a
fine bronze mortar and iron cannon balls lie about the lower fort.

Kudus, a village of 337 people about nine miles south of Vada,
has a yearly fair at the tomb of a Mnsalman saint in April-May,
from the seventh of the bright half to the fourteenth of the dark
half of Chaitra. The fair is attended by between three and four
thousand people from the Vdda, Mdhim, andBhiwndi sub-divisions,

and several thousand rupees worth of grain, cloth, fish, copper pots,

pepper, vegetables, and sweetmeats are sold. The shrine has a grant
of 68-^ acres of land ; the manager is chosen by Government.

Kurla in Sdlsette, a station on the Peninsula railway ten miles
north-east of Bombay, is with six other villages, Mohili, Kolikaly^n,’

Marol, Shfihdr, Asalpe, and Parjfipur, the property of Mr. Ardeshir
Hormasji Widia, a Pdrsi merchant of Bombay, who pays for them
a yearly quit-rent of £358 (Rs. 3587). The villages were originally

* Asiatic .Jonmal, VI. 96 ; Naime’s Konkan, ] 13.
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given, in 1808, to Mr. Hormasji Bamanji W^ia in exchange for a

piece of land near the Apollo pier gate in Bombay. The diffei’ence

between the value of the villages and of the ground in Bombay, £864
(Rs. 8640), was at first paid yearly to Government. It was redeemed
and the estate conveyed in fee simple in 1840-41. Rnrla has two

cotton mills, one of them, the Dharamsi Punjabbdi being the largest

cotton spinning and weaving mill in the Presidency, with 92,094

spindles and 1280 looms and a capital of £600,000 (Rs. 60,00,000).

It employs about 3550 workmen and pays in wages about £40,000
(Rs. 4,00,000) a year. The other is the Knrla Spinning and
Weaving Mill with a capital of £130,000 (Rs. 13,00,000). The
village has a population of 9715, abont half of them mill-hands, the

rest chiefiy fishers, husbandmen, and salt-makers. The Christians,

who number about 1500, have a church of the Holy Cross, built

during Portuguese rule and rebuilt in 1848. It measures 125 feet

long, forty-seven broad, and forty-five high. It is in good order and
has a vicarage attached, with a vicar who has a monthly Government
allowance of £1 (Rs. 10). Attached to the church is a school, with

an average attendance of thirty-three boys who are taught reading,

writing, arithmetic, Christian doctrine, and music. The master

plays the violin in church. The owner of the village, Mr. Ardeshir

Hormasji Wadia, contributes 12s. (Rs. 6) a month to the expense of

the school. On a small hill, about ten minntes' walk from the church,

is a cross believed to have miraculous power. The municipality, which

was started in 1878, had, in 1880-81, an income of £325 (Rs.3248)

from house, mill, and lime kiln taxes, representing a taxation of 8(i.

(5 annas 4 pies) a head. The expenditure during the same year was
£213 (Rs. 2135), of which £126 (Rs. 1257) went in scavenging. The
station traffic returns show an increase in passengers from 162,268

in 1872 to 336,898 in 1880, and in goods from 594 to 8973 tons.

The Mithibai Hormasji W4dia Dispensary was built by Mr.
Bamanji Hormasji W4dia in 1855, and endowed by him with £1200
(Rs. 12,000) . It is in charge of an assistant surgeon, and, in 1 880-81,

had an attendance of 7367 out-patients. The salt pans cover

an area of about 66 acres and yield a yearly revenue of £3418
(Rs. 34,180). There is also a considerable manufacl^ire of shell

lime. Kurla is connected with Sion on Bombay island by the Sion

causeway, which bears the following inscription :
‘ This causeway

was begun in May 1 798 and was finished in January 1805, during the

administration of the Honourable Jonathan Duncan Esquire. It

cost £5037 (Rs. 50^374). It was doubled in width, and other im-

provements added, in 1826, under the government of the Honourable
Mountstuart Elphinstone, at a further cost of £4000 (Rs. 40,000)

.

The causeway was originally constructed under the superintendence

f Captain William Brooks of the Engineers, and the additions and
'mprovements made in 1826 under that of Captain William Tate of
' e same corps.’

Kurla was a place of some consequence under the Portugi^ese, and,

ter their overthrow by the Marathas (1740), became the seat of

; native Vicar General of Salsette.

liOnSi'd is an alienated village, about four miles north of Kalydn^

six miles south-east of Bhiwndi. The village lies about half a
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mile north of the Ulhia river, in a hare rice flat, broken by low grass,

uplands. Some of the fields are hedged with prickly pear, and the
level of the rice grounds is broken by a few groups of mangoes and
tall single brab palms. To the north stretch low rolling bare hills

with the great cleft head of MihuU towering behind. To the
south, the winding line of the Kaly4n creek, is marked by rows of
brab palms, and beyond are low ronnded hills, and, in the distance

the jagged crest of Malanggad, the long even-topped crags of Tdvli,

and to the left the single peak of Chinderi. A group of Buddhist
caves of the sixth or seventh century in a glen about a mile north of
the village, a group of sculpture perhaps of the tenth century in a
shed about half a mile to the south of the village, a ruined Shaiv
temple of the eleventh or twelfth century in the heart ot the village,

the mention of another temple in a beautifully cut land-grant stone
dated A.D. 1239 (S. 1161), in a field close to the group of sculpture,
and the sites of several other temples and old buildings, show that
LonAd was a place of religions interest from the seventh to the
thirteenth century.

From Bhiwndi, after seeing the old mosque and tombs and the
traces of earlier Hindu buildings at Sondvli,^ a rough country track
leads about three miles east to Ohaudh^rpdda, a hamlet about half
a mile south of Lonad. On the way, about a mile to the west, in
LonM limits, is a sun and moon grant-stone much worn with the
date A.D. 1184 (S. 1106). At Chaudhdrpdda, under a small badly
repaired tile roof, on a plinth about three feet high, are a finely
carved ling and a well-cut and well-preserved group (2' 7" x 2' 2')

of a four-armed Mah^dev with Parvati on his left knee. In
Mahadev’s upper right hand is a trident, and in his lower right hand,
a citron

; in his upper left hand a snake and in his under left
hand a lotus. Parvati’s hair is gathered in a big knot at the back
of her neck. She has large earrings, well-carved bracelets and
necklace, and the ends of her robe are clearly shown. The work is
probably of about the tenth century. About 100 yards to the east,
lying on the ground, is an inscribed slab of trap 6' 2“ X 1' 5"x 10".
At the top are the sun and moon with an nm-shaped water pot
between them ; below is a clear cut writing of twenty-three lines in
Devandgari character and Sanskrit language

; below the writing is
the usual -ass-curse. The writing begins with an invocation to
Sumpeshvar* Mahadev and records a grant by Apardrka’s son
Keshidey in Shak 1161 (a.d. 1239) on Monday, Mdgh Vadya 14th,
i.e. Mahdshivrdtri or the groat night of Shiv (January -February).*
The grant is described as having been made in front of the image of
the god (Sumpeshvar). It presents a village named Brahmapiui to
the poet Soman 'devoted to the worship of Shompeshvar.’ The
names of four ling ministrants or batukas are given, Somnayak,
Ramnayak, Govindnayak, and Naonayak, and a grant to them is
recorded of Majaspalli (?) in Bapgram, evidently the modern Bdbgaon
about half a mile to the south of Chaudharpada.

’ Details are given under Sonivli.
In another place the name is given as Shompeshvar.
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The temple of Snmpeshvar referred to in this grant seems to have
stood on a mound about fifty yards north of where the grant-stone is

lying. The ground is full of old bricks and large dressed stones.

It was close to this that the above-mentioned Mahadev and Pfirvati

group was found. At two other places one about sixty yards to the

north, the other about 100 yards to the west of this mound, are

traces of old bricks and raised plots the sites of old buildings.

•In the village of Lonad, about a quarter of a mile to the north, is

a mined temple of Rdmeshvar, built of well-dressed slabs of trap

fitted without mortar and with cross-comer domes in the Chaluky^n
or Hemddpanti style, perhaps about the eleventh century. The
temple was entered from the east

;
tie shrine was in the west,

and, in front of the shrine, was a haU with a central dome, and
apparently two side shrines to the north and south. There is no
trace of the entrance porch, and the roof of the hall has fallen and
been carried away, leaving only small sections of the outer rim of

the dome. There are remains of the side shrines, and, in the west,

the walls of the vestibule or passage to the shrine. On the passage

walls, about eight feet from the ground, are two belts of figure

sculptures each about a foot broad. Some of the groups of sculpture

are indecent. The roof of the passage in front of the shrine remains,

and in the ceiling is a finely carved lotus stona A door, seven feet

by three and a half, leads to the shrine, which is below the level

of the ground and is reached by four steps. The shrine measures
about nine and a half feet square and has walls of plain dressed stone.

On the north wall, about five feet from the ground, is a stone shelf for

worship-vessels, and, about five feet higher, groups of little pilasters,

standing out from the wall, support the outer rim of a dome which
rises in three tiers to a finely carved lotus-flower key-stone. The
object of worship is a made ling’, the ministrant is the headman of

the village an Agri by caste ; the offerings are flowers. The shrine

is in good repair. It is interesting as showing the arrangements of

the ruined Arobaradth shrine which it closely resembles. Both have
the channel, some feet up the wall, through which water is pioured

to deluge the god in seasons of short rainfall. The carving is

probably about the eleventh century. The temple is much smaller

and more ruined than the Ambarnath temple, and does not seem to

have been nearly so richly carved.

About^ a mile north of the village, in the east face of a small ^n,
is a Buddhist chapel or ChaTtya cave, and two -or three unfinished

cells. From a narrow belt of rice land that runs up the glen, the hill

sides rise covered with grass and rows of black trap boulders, with
a sprinkling of thorn bushes, and, near the glen head, some teak
coppice. A steep rough footpath leads to the chapel about 200 feet

up the east side of the glen. The chapel consists of a double veranda
and a hall, and an unfinished shrine. The eaves and roof of the outer

veranda have fallen. It measures sixty-three feet long by nine broad

^ With a few additions the account of the LonM cave is from Mr. W, F. Sinclair’s

description in the Indian Antiquary, IV. 68. The sculpture readings are by
Mr. Bhagvanliil Indraji.
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and nine high. At the left end of the veranda is an underground

cistern of good water, and, in a recess at the right end, is a large

group of figures, a king surrounded by attendants, the figures life-

size four feet high as they sit. The outer veranda is divided from

the inner veranda by a row of three pillars and end pilasters. The
pillars are square, three feet broad on each face, and six feet ten

inches high. The capital of the pillar to the right is plain ; the

other pillars have rounded fluted capitals. In the face of the left

end pilaster a modern Ganpati has been carved, and there is a
modem ling in the veranda. Above the pillars, at the back of the

veranda, rans a sculptured frieze of panels of human flgures carved

with skill and spirit, but about one-third defaced. The inner

veranda measures about fifty feet by nine and nine feet high. The
walls are plain. It opens into the hall by a central and two side

doors. The central door, which measures seven and a half feet by
four and a half, has side mouldings and two pilasters. Below, at

each side, are two stools or pedestals, like a basket or jar carried on
some one’s head, hands clasping the sides to keep the jar steady.

Over the door are the lightly-chiselled outlines of three tiny horse-

shoe arches. The left side door measures six feet ten inches high

by three feet eight inches wide, and the right side door seven feet

nine by three feet ten. They are plainer than the central door but
have small standing side figures. The hall is about fifty feet long
by eighteen broad, and ten or eleven high. ' In the centre of the

back wall is an imfinished shrine. It has two rough modern images,
smeared with redlead, Khandeshvari to the right and Mahishamardini
or the buffalo-slayer to the left. The unfinished cells are a little up
the hill to the left.

The chief interest in the cave is the sculptured group at the south
end of the outer veranda, and the carved scroll that runs along the
top of its inner face. The group in the south wall is a king and
attendants. In the centre sits a beardless king, his right foot

raised on the seat and his left foot hanging in the air and held
by a woman who fondles or shampoes it. His right hand is broken,
and his left hand rests near his left hip on a waistcloth of fine

muslin which hardly shows. In front is a spittoon. Behind the
king, on the right, a woman holds a guitar in her left hand, and
the king’s sword in her right, the hilt close to her right ear. Behind
this woman are men and women servants, one with a wash-pot
another with flowers. Above the king stands a woman, with her
fiuger to her lip and a cymbal in her hand,^ and, beside her, are a
man and a woman holding some article for the king’s toilet. To
the king’s left is a woman with a purse in one hand and a cup-closed
water-pot in the other. In the extreme left, a man seems to
touch her right earring. Below two men, perhaps ministers, with
close-curled hair, sit talking together. In the right, two men sit

talking, and above them is a woman. The group is well-carved

> Laying the finger on the lip is a mark of respect. At Kalikat, in 1514, the princes
stood in front of the Zamorin’s throne, their swords withdrawn, and their left hands
placed on their mouths out of respect. Stanley’s Barbosa, 110.
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but damaged. It probably belongs to the sixth or seventh century.^

The scroll or cornice on the back wall of the outer veranda is

divided by plain upright bands into panels about a foot square.

Beginning from the left or north end,' in the first panel is a man
seated on a conch with a woman beside him. In the next are the
broken figures of two men. In the third, from the left, come an
elephant with two riders, a man running in front, and a man behind
with a sword. From the right two men come running. In the
fourth panel are an elephant and a crowned chief, who seems to give
something to a man with an umbrella, perhaps a hermit. Beyond bim
are two or three hermit-like figures, one a woman. In the fifth panel

a king lolls on a couch with one foot drawn up on the seat ; in front

is a spittoon ; at the sides are two women, four seated men, and four

women, one with a garland. In the sixth panel, a chief drives in a
horse chariot, and a man of rank comes to meet him

; behind are

some men, one a musician and one a dwarf. In the seventh panel
is a (broken) chariot with two children, and figures bringing
something which is broken. In the eighth panel, in the left, are a
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^This gronp closely resembles several sixth century paintings in Cave I. at Ajanta.
The Hinda king, with his bevy of concubines and serving women, is a favourite topic

with early Mn^lm^n and European travellers. At the dose of the thirteenth century
the Persian historian 'Abd-nl-lah Wassaf (EUiot and DoWson, III, 53) describes the
ruler of Malabir when the day’s duties were over, calling a thottsand beautiful
courtezans to wait oh him, some as chamberlains, some as interpreters, and some as
cup-bearers. Early in the sixteenth century (J501-1517)the Cenoese traveller Barbosa
(Stanley’s Barbosa, 88) described the king of Natsingh or Vijayanagar, about thirty*

five miles north-west of BeUri, the rivd of the Musalm^n states of Bijdpnr and
Giolkonda, as always waited on by women, who were of three classes, wives, concubines,
and serving women. At the same time the Zaraorin of Kalikat had always at court
a thousand waiting women of good family to sweep his palaces and houses. This hb
did for state, because fifty would have been enough to keep the place swept. The
women came to sweep and clean twice a day, each with a broom and a brass dish
bolding cowdung wetted in water. After sweeping, they smeared the ground with a
thin coating of cowdung which dried immediately. The women took turns of
serving, and, when the king visited a temple, the women marched in front of him
spilling cowdung as they went. On certain occasions, he adds, the thousand women
gave a great feast to the king. They met at the king’s house much adorned with
jewelry, gold belts, pearls, and many gold bracelets, rings with precious stones, ankle
rings of gold on their legs, dressed from the waist down in very rich silk stufis or
very fine cotton. Their feet were bare, and, from the waist upwards they were bare,
anointed with saud^ and perfumes, their hair wreathed with flowers, and their ears
adorned with rings of gold and precious stones. (Ditto 112, 113, 114),

The bareness of the upper part of the women’s bodies in this and other early Hindu
sculptures and paintings, is, perhaps, not an illustration of the ordinary women’s
dress of the time, but part of the respect due to the king or to the god in whose
presence they are. Grose’s [Voyage, I. 244 (1750-1770)] story of the E4narese
queen of Attinga, who ordered a woman’s breasts to be cut off, because she came
before her with her breasts covered, is a curious instance of the law of deferential
uncovering. The stripping and making bare, sometimes, went even further than the
waist. Ibn Batuta (l3k)) found that in Africa all women had to go unclothed into

the presence of theSnltAn of Melli, and Captain Speke (1860) found that at Uganda,
also in Africa, stark-naked full-grown women were the valets. Other examples of

less extreme forms of this law are given in Tylor’s Early History of Mankind, 48-51,
and Spencer’s Ceremonial Institutions, 128-134. Traces of the law remain in the
orientm baring of the feet, in the Hindu baring of the head and of the body down
to the waist while performing religions ceremonies, including the ceremony of eating,

in the Spanish uncloaking, and in the English unhatting. It, perhaps, has revived
in the bare shoulders and arms of the full or evening dress of the higher classes of

European women. Till the time of Charles II. (1660), the law was obeyed by the
kings and queens of England, who, on the coronation day, stripped to the waist to

receive the holy anointing.
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woman with a child and something in her hand* a man of rank, thrni .

three men of rank with fine head-dresses ; then a woman and two
children j then two men standing. In the ninth panel two men sit in

the centre one with his hand on his chin, the other with his chin on
his knees ; in the left are two broken steuding figures. The next
panels are lost. Above the right pillar the frieze can again be
deciphered. In the first panel are broken figures in the left, perhaps
mnsicians, then attendants, and, in the right, a woman seat^ on a
chair, with a servant behind with a fly-whisk, and another with a ’

toile^case. In the next a central figure, a man of rank perhaps the
chief's son or his minister, seems to be called by a mace or spear-

bearer perhaps to go to the chief. In the next, the central figure of

tbe last panel is seated before the chief ; another man is seated in

front. In the next is the spearman, a woman with a child, and a chief

on a conch : the rest is broken. In the next a woman lies on a couch,
surrounded by twelve women servants. In the next a man, either a
chief or a monk, is seated in the centre : near him a man seems to

be driven away
;
people sit or stand about. In the last a king and

queen are seated, the queen with a child in ier hand ; about are

women servants and a dwarf.

The veranda faces nearly south-west. Like most Buddhist caves
it has a fine view up and across the little glen, and, to the south,

over the lake and wood of Lon^d, level rice lands with few trees and
some ranges of low hills, across the Kalyfo creek, to the dim
picturesque crests of Malanggad, T^vli, and Chdnderi.

Madh, a village about a mile south of Khdldpur, has a Ganpati
temple to which the village is granted in ind/m. The temple was
built during the Peshwas' rule. Its roof is much out of repair for
want of funds, as the village has been mortgaged to a Musalmau.
Close by the temple is a reservoir with stone steps to it.

Ma'ga'tliail, about half a mile east of the Borivli station on the
Baroda railway, is the site of the deserted village of M^gdthan.^
The village is held by a landlord or hhot, and has been deserted for
eight years. The sites of the houses may be seen on a rising ground
overgrown with brushwood. All the remains seem to be modem,
the ruins of cement-built houses. The Tulsi river, which runs about

.

a mile to the north, is tidal to within a mile and a half of the village.
At the foot of the mound, a little to the east, is a hole or quarry,
apparently old. A little further, in a black round-topped mass of
coarserotten breccia, are cut the Mdgathan or Poinsar Caves, including
a chapel cave on the south and a monastery cave on the north. To the
north, in front of the monastery, is an open space surrounded by low
rocks. The whole roof of the monastery has fallen in. The inside
of the monastery shows that there has been a central hall, about
twenty-five feet square and eight feet high, and two aisles on tbe
east and west, wdth two plain pillars and two pilasters, the aisle
twenty-five feet long and six feet deep. In the back wall are
two plain cells about five feet square and five high. The only

’ In 1675 Fryer speaks of Mdgatban
with churches. New Account, 73.

as a town and country seat, provided everywhere
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carving is, on the north pilaster of the east veranda, a mark like a
crescent or a pair of sharp horns. Through the wall of the monastery
a passage leads into the chapel cave. The rock, which has worn into

a rough snr&ce like a pnd^g stone, has lost most of its carving.

Enough remains to show that the work is late, perhaps of the sixth

or seventh century. The image of Buddha can hMdly be traced ; it

seems to have been s^ted. On the wall are the remains of some
figures, one a seated Buddha. The pillars of the chapel veranda are
cushion capitalled like those of Elephants, probably older. To the
south are other plain caves. To the east is a rock-cut cistern. Across
the rice-fields, about 300 yards to the east, a flat surface of trap,

abont two feet above the level of the ground, has been hollowed
into an underground cistern about forty yards into thirty, and ten feet

deep. In the rock are two openings three feet five inches square.

The rock between the two openings has fallen in. To the east the

surface of the rock has been roughly hollowed into a trough. The
village of Poinsar, after which the caves are sometimes named, lies

abont half a mile to the south.

On the west bank of a double pond, about 200 yards north of the
cistern, are two old Musalmdn tomb stones, rather finely carved with
hanging chains. About 300 yards to the east, on a low mound covered
with grass. Tearand bushes, and brab palms, are two Buddhist tomb-
stones or daghoba^. They are of dressed trap, about two feet

three inches square at the foot, and rise, with moulding and fiat

bands, in a cone abont three feet four long, about six feet round at

the middle, and five near the top. On the top are traces of a broken
Tee. To the west is a rough bush-covered mound of undressed stone,

abont three feet high, and nineteen feet by thirteen at the base.

The tomb-stone or cone seems to have stood at the centre of this

mound. Several big roughly dressed stones lie about. A yard or

two to the north, hidden in thorn bushes and partly buried in the

ground, stands a second tomb-stone of the same style and size as the

first. The mound on which it stood seems to have been opened and
searched. Some bricks are lying abont. The age of the stone

seems about the seventh or eighth centuiy.

About forty yards east is a small burial mound, about four feet

round and one foot high. Two hundred yards to the south-east, at

the edge of the rice laud, lying on the grass, is a big slab of trap,

seven feet one inch high and one foot six inches broad. At the top
it is carved into a big funereal um, with heavy ears, tied with a
hanging bow of ribbon. Below are three belts of figures cut in the

slab. The story begins with the lowest belt, the figure of a dead man.
In the middle of the belt above is a woman, the widow of the man
below, who, supported by another woman on the left, prepares to

throw herself into the funeral fire. On the right is a band of

musicians. The belt above is in Shiv’s heaven or kailds, where the

husband and wife meet. The carving probably belongs to the tenth

century. About two hundred yards further, near a pond, is an old

well where, in the hot weather, carved stones are said to be seen.

On the baiik is an old water trough hewn out of a block of trap.

Abont a hundred yards east, near the west bank of the Dev pond,
stands a modem temple to the village gods. Inside of the temple.
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to the left of the village god, is a burial stone or daghoba, about one

foot five inches high and two feet ten inches round the middle. The
Tee at the top has been broken and an oil cup set in its place. A
bench of old dressed stone runsjround the wall, and some old stones are

hunt into the wall. These stones were taken from a slightly raised

site, a few yards to the south, where Knes of old stones and bricks

still leave the outline of a Buddhist monastery. The outer walls were

of stone and enclosed a space about fifty feet square, apparently with

a central hall and rows of side and end cells with brick partitions,

the cells about eight feet by six. About ten yards in front of the

village temple, is a stone finely carved with small umbrella-shaded

daghobas. It probably belonged to a Buddhist temple of the sixth

or seventh century. On the south bank of the Dev pond is a trap

slab the upper face plain. About sixty yards to the south-east is an
old well, seven feet across, of dressed stone neatly built in rings,

the stones cut in different sizes, but most of them like bricks nine

inches long by five broad and two thick. The well seems to be of

the age of the Buddhist temple {7th century). A few yards to the

east are two other holes, one apparently a well the other perhaps a
bathing pool. Both are full of earth. At the south end of the

steep bare knoll or rounded hill to the north of the Dev lake, perhaps

about 200 feet above the level of the rice lands, is a brick burial

mound about twenty-two feet round. It has been lately opened,

either for its bricks or in search of treasure. From the burial mound
the hill top rises to the north, a bare rock with a sprinkling of thorn
bushes, apparently no signs of other burial mounds. The hill top

has a fine view east up the wooded Tulsi valley, with the bush-
crested spur of Kanheri on the horizon. Near the hill foot lies the
green belt of brab palms, and to the west, beyond a stretch of rich

rice lands and mango gardens, the watch-tower and Cathedral of

Mandapeshvar stand out from the trees. About half a mile north-

west of this hill, under a small gnarled tamarind tree, near the Tulsi

river, about a third of a mile north-east of the Borivli station, stands
a big slab of trap five feet high and eighteen inches broad. The
top is carved into a funereal um, and there are two eight inch belts of

carving below. In the lower belt, on the left, is an elephant with a
dead man under it, and, on the right, three archers. In the upper
belt, on the right, are foot archers, and, on the left, a mounted archer.

It is a pdlia or memorial stone of some chief who fell in battle,

perhaps on the spot. The carving is probably of the eleventh or
twelfth century. This stone is worshipped. The urn is brightened
with red paint, and when the rice crop is carried a cock is offered to
the stone and eaten by the owner of the field. A large plot of
ground in which the stone stands is known as Kanherichi jdga. It
seems to be the land which, an inscription in Kanheri cave 81
records, as given to the monastery by Aparenuka of Kalydn, about
A.D. 177-196. It is a curious example of the great age of the names
of some village fields.

Ma<b8>lEks}llIli, known to Europeans as St. Valentine’s Peak,
a conical funnel-shaped hill, 1540 feet high, stands abreast of
Dahanu in Vivalvedhe village, about twelve miles from the coast and
sixteen or seventeen north-east of Tdrdpur. A yearly fair, lasting for
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fifteen days and attended by large numbers of Hindus, Musalmdns,
and Pdrsis from Bombay, Gujarat and Nasik, is held here on the
full moon of Chaitra (March-April). Copper and brass ressels,
cloth, blankets, toys, sweetmeats, onions, garlic, and chillies worth
altogether from £1200 to £1500 (Rs. 12,000 -Rs. 15,000) are sold.
The temple, a good stone and mortar building, stands at the foot of
the hill which is extremely difficult to chmb. So steep is it that no
one can climb it but the ministrant, or pujdri, the V^rli headman of
the village to whom the goddess gives nerve and skill. On the fall

moon night the ministrant cUmb^s to the top and plants a flag, the
people watching below and raising a shout when they catch sight of
the flag. To any one but a member of the pateVs family the ascent
is said to be fatal.* In 1872 Marya PatU, who for years had been
in the habit of planting the flag, started to climb the hill, but was
never again heard of. For three years the flag remained nnplanted.
Then the goddess is said to have appeared by night to Krishna the
nephew of Marya, and told him to plant her flag on the peak. He
obeyed her, but has since been as one possessed.

Ma'hul, six miles south of Kurla, is a seaport with, during the
five years ending 1878-79, average exports worth £10,854 and imports
worth £9875. Exports varied from £3164 in 1878-79 to £22,269 in
1877-78, and imports from £3581 in 1878-79 to £17,884 in 1874-75.®

Ma'huli Port, on the hill of the same name 281 5 feet high, is

in the Shdhdpur sub-division about four miles north-west of
Shdhdpur. Towards the south end of the hill top is a huge cleft,

probably 700 or 800 feet deep, in which stand some gigantic basalt
pillars. The old ascent was from the east by the Mdchi village.

The gateway which stands at the head of a very steep ravine, and the
battlements along the crest of the ravine are still perfect. The
fortifications are said to have been built by the Moghals, and on the
top are the ruins of a place of prayer and of a mosque.® As in Takmak,
Malanggad, and other Thana hill forts, a sheer precipice of black
basalt from 500 to 600 feet high runs almost all round. Towards
the south a small cleft runs right across the hill, which according to
local report was used as a dungeon. The prisoners could not climb
the sides, and to jump down at the ends was certain death.

The following are the details of Captain Dickinson’s survey in
1818. It is the loftiest of Thana forts on a hill more than 2500
feet high. The hill has three fortified summits, Palasgad on the
north, Mahuli in the centre, and Bhandargad in the south. Mdhuli,
the middle peak, is the largest of the three, being upwards of half
a mile long by nearly as much broad, with a plentiful supply of
water and in many places fine soil. The ascent is throughout steep,

the latter part up a very rugged and difficult ravine. At the head

* Trans. Bom. Geog. Soc. VII. 97.
» The details are, feports, 1874-75 £3542,1875-76 £13,898, 1876-77 £11,396, 1877-78

£22,269, 1878-79 £3164 ;
Imports 1874-75 £17,884, 1875-76 £17,246, 1876-77 £6501

1877-78 £4162, and 1878-79 £3581.
* The Syed family who formerly lived at Bhiwndi, but are now known as the

Nawibs of K4sik, were it is believed commandants of the fort, and still have a
grant in connection with it.
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of the ravine stands an exceedingly strong gateway, flanked and
covered with towers, the works being continued for some distance

along the brink of a stupendous precipice. On a rising ground on
the top of the hill, a little beyond the gateway, is a little redoubt

called Parthalgad, very low and out of repair. The other two forts,

Palasgad to the north and Bhandargad to the south, can be reached

only up the heads of the narrow ravines which separate them from
M^uli. From the country below Palasgad alone is accessible. In
Md,huli and Bhandargad there were a few buildings which required

a little repair, while Palasgad and other works were rapidly going
to decay. In Captain Dickinson’s opinion the fort was untenable.

In 1862 it was very dilapidated. Time, it was said, would shortly

wipe away aU traces of fortifications except small parts of the old

wsdl and the foundations.^ The top of the hill is now well covered
with myrobalan trees.

In the year 1485, Mahuli, along with other Konkan forts, was
taken by Malik Ahmad, afterwards the founder of the Ahmadnagar
dynasty.* In 1635 Mahuli surrendered to Shahn,® and here Jijib^,

the mother of Shivtlji, occasionally took refuge with heryoung son.*

In 1636 it was invested by Khan Zaman and Sh^u forced to
surrender.® In 1661 it was taken by Shiv^ji, though defended by a
Rajput garrison.® It was soon after given to the Moghals, but in

1670, after a serious repulse and a siege of two months, it was taken
by Moro Tirmal, Shivaji’s Peshwa or prime minister.^ It seems
to have been held by the Mardthds till it was ceded by them to the
English under the terms of the treaty of Poona, June 1817.

Malanggad, or Bava Malabo, ten miles south of Kaly4n, a
strong hill fort, known from the broken outline of its basalt crest as
the Cathedral Rock, is one of the most picturesque and most
difficult to climb of Thana hills. The oldest name connected by
tradition with Malanggad is that of Nal Raja, who, about 700 years
ago, is said to have lived on the hill, and to have improved the
ascent by laying down a line of iron straps. During his reign an
Arab missionary, Haji Abd-ul-Rahman, came with a number of
followers and settled on the lower plateau of the hill.® To test his
sanctity Nal Riija sent his lovely daughter to the holy man. The
recluse stood the test. He took the maiden on his knee and she
was to him as a daughter. Convinced of his virtue, Nal Rdja gave
him the girl in marriage, and to this day she shares her husband’s
sanctity. Six hundred years and more passed, and the famn of
Hdji Abd-ul-Rahmdn was still at its height when the English made
their appearance in Kalyan.® As they stayed for only two years.

’ Government List of Civil Forts, 1862. “Briggs’ Ferishta, HL 191,
“ B^dsh^h N4ma in Elliot, VII. 56. * Grant Dnfi; 51 note.
° Bidshdli Ndma in EUiot, VII. €0. * Scott’s Ferishta, II. 18. “ Grant Gnfif, 109.
® Mr. Cumine, C.S. Two other Mnsalmin saints are mentioned as having tried to

^cend the hill before Syed Abd-ul-Bahmto, one never went beyond the foot andEm at a place called Gaimuk in the KumbarU vaUey. 'The other, Bokhtiar by name
died on the way up where his tomb may still be seen.

’

“ Anqueta du Perron, 1757, notices BAva Maldng as a place of pilgrimage. Zend
A*6SvAj Xi
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(1780-1782) their departure was ascribed to the power of the saint,

and the Peshwa sent to the shrine a pall of cloth of gold trimmed
with pearls and supported on silver posts. This gift was brought
in state under the charge of Kashiniith Pant Khetkar, a Kaly4n
Brahman. Bareheaded and barefooted, with a large number of

followers of every caste, Kashinath went in procession from Kalyan
up the hill to the tomb^ bearing the Peshwa’s thank-offering. On
seeing the tomb Kashinath determined to repair it. A difficulty

about the masonry was removed by the saint, who, without the help

of men, quarried and dressed the handsome blocks which cover
his tomb. The Kalyan Mnsalmans, headed by one Hydad the
tereditary guardian of the tomb, did not acquiesce in Br^num
management. In 1817 the dispute came before the Collector, who
ordered that the will of the saint should be found by casting lots.

Lots were cast and three times the lot fell on the representative of

K^hin^th Pant, who was proclaimed the guardian.^ Every May,
since the time of Kdshinath, there has been a yearly pilgrimage

and fair. On the February full moon {Mdgh Shuddh Pumima)
a large fair is attended by Hindus and Mnsalmans from Kalydn,
Panvel, Thilna, and Bombay.

On the night of the fourth of August, 1780, a body of British

troops from Kalydn, under Captain Abington, surprised Malanggad
and succeeded in taking the lower hill, but the garrison m^e
good their retreat to the upper fort. A body of 3000 MardthSs cut

off Abington’s communication with Kalyan, and left him exposed to

the attacks of the garrison from the upper fort. Early in October
Colonel Hartley arrived from Bombay, and, near Malanggad, was
joined by a corps under Captain Jameson. The enemy were also

reinforced, and, taking a position to the south-east of the hill, began
to lay waste the country. Colonel Hartley, after relieving Abington
on the 1st of October, advanced on the MarStlris, who, retiring

towards their camp, were surprised and put to flight by Captain

Jameson’s corps.* After the cession of the Konkan in 1817
Malanggad held out for some months. It was escaladed in January
1818 by a small force imder Colonel Kennedy, with the loss of one
seaman killed and nine or ten sepoys wounded.*

Malanggad is most easily reached from Kaly^ across a rough
roadless tract of about eight miles. Like most of the chief Thdna
hill-forts Malanggad rises in a succession of bare stony slopes,

broken by walls of rock and belts of level woodland. An easy

climb of about 1800 feet ends in a wide richly wooded plateau,

the path leading to some tiled buildings that mark the tomb of

the Bdva Malang, that is the holy man of the Malang school of

Musalmdn ascetics. This wooded plateau slopes upward to the

base of a great bare comb-backed rock from four to five hundred
feet high. From the slopes at the back of the plateau, a flight of

rock-cut steps, in fear.order and nowhere less than three feet wide.

Chapter XIY.

FlacM of Interea^

MAIiANOGAD.

’ There is a local story that in 1834 some Europeans, who were careless enough to
go into the shrine with their boots on, were attacked by gigantic hornets, several of

tnem killed and the rest put to flight.

^ Urant Duff’s Marithfis, 438. * Naime’s Konkan, 114.
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climb a long narrow arched ridge about three hundred feet up to a

small level space the Lower Fort of Malanggad. This is a fr^ment
of one of the level belts or terraces, as it were a step between tha
saint’s plateau and the crest of the rock. It is bare of trees andt

badly supplied with water, and nothing is left of its fortifications

but a broken gateway, a low parapet wall, and the sites of mined
dwellings. From the west end of this shelf of rock a flight of rock-

cut steps climb, in irregular twists and rough zigzags, about a ^

hundred feet up the face of a sheer cliff. The ascent begins with a

sharp turn and a breast-high step, and above there is much difficulty

and some risk. The ledge up which the steps clamber is in places

not more than twenty inches broad, and Captain Dickinson’s blasting

was so thorough that now and again, hand and foot holes have had
to be cut for the help of pilgrims. On the one side the cliff foils in

a sheer wall of about a hundred feet, and then slopes sharply with

clumps of trees, patches of bleached grass, and lines of broken
boulders, two or three hundred feet further to the woods of the

saint’s plateau. On the other side, rises a bare overhanging rook,

and neither in front nor behind are there any clear signs of a path-

way. llie steps end in the Upper Fort, a level ridge about fifty

yards by twenty, bare of trees, except one old umbar or hill fig, but

full of ruins, old cisterns, and the sites of buddings. On reaching

the top pilgrims have three duties to perform, to wash their hands
and feet in the large cistern, to gather and eat some of the umbar
figs, and to cast a stone at the pinnacle of rock that rises to the

south-west across a cleft about twenty yards broad. On a clear day
the hill top commands a splendid view, much like the view from
Panorama hill on Mdtherdn, except that close at hand the rocks of

Malanggad itself and of its neighbours, Tavli and Chanderi look wdder
and more desolate, and that, in the far south-east, the Sahyadris are

hidden behind the long ridges of Matherdn and Prabal.^

The following are the details of Captain Dickinson’s survey in 1818.

The fort is reached after climbing a perpendicular height of about
700 feet. Connected with the base of the hill is a forest-covered

tableland upon which is the Bava’s tomb and a few huts for the use
of the garrison. From this tableland the ascent to the lower fort

is very steep and upwards of 300 feet high. The latter part of the
ascent is by an almost perpendicular rock-hewn staircase, at the top
of which is a strong gateway covered by two outstanding towers,
which, even with the smallest garrison, make the place impregnable.
Beyond this gateway, the lower fort is nothing more than the
summit of this part of the hill, an exceedingly narrow strip not 300
yards long. The precipice which surrounds it is in most cases a
complete natural defence, and all spots which could offer a footing to

an assailant have been strengthened by masonry. The lower fort

contains only two scarcely habitable buildings and a small reservoir,

giving a sufficient supply of water during the greater part of the year.
From the lower to the upper fort there is a perpendicular ascent
of 200 feet by means of a narrow flight of rock-hewn steps on the
other side of the hill, on the face of a precipice so steep as to make

* Partly taken from Mr. Constable’s description. Sleepy Sketches, 149-152.
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the ascent at all times most difficult and dangerous. The upper Chaptw Xl'V. t

fort, a space of 200 yards long by about seventy broad, is nothing yiornn
more than the top, as it were, of the third hill. It has no
fortifications, but there are traces of an enclosure and of the walls

of an old building. The water supply is from a range of five

cisterns, and a copper pipe is used to carry water to the lower fort,

as its single cistern used often to run dry.

Malvan, in Salsette, about four miles south-west of Borivli

station, has a population of 750 Christians and a church dedicated

to St. Anthony. The church was built by the Portuguese and
measures eighty feet long by twenty broad and twenty high. It is

in good repair and has an excellent vicarage. It was originally

affiliated to the Poinsar church, and in 1839 was formed into a
separate parish. The vicar draws £1 (Rs. 10) a month from the

British, and£l 10s. (Rs. 15) from the Goa government. There is a
master who plays the violin in church but there is no school. Not
fer from the church are two mined Portuguese houses.

Mandapeshvar in Sdlsette, called Montpezier or Monpacer by
the Portuguese, is about eight miles south of Bassein and from
Borivli station is two miles north in a straight line, and, probably,

about three miles by the rough winding cart track. For miles round,

it is easily known % a high whitewashed watch-tower that crowns
a wooded knolL About 100 yards to the north of the watch-tower,

on what was apparently a great isolated block of trap rock, are the
remains of a Portuguese Cathedral and college. The buildings are of

surprising size.ooveringa very large area, and, especially the Cathedral,
with very high walls and high pitched roof. The eastern half of the
Cathedral has lately been roofed and repaired, and is now used as a
church. The east face of the great mass of rock on which the buildings
stand, has been cut into several large Brahmanic caves. Beginning
from the north end of the east side, a door opens into a long cave,

about sixty-six feet by forty aud about twelve feet high.^ On the right

hand, before entering, is a life-size defaced figure cut in the rock.

The cave has been fitted as a Portuguese church, with a plain altar and
seated wooden image of the Virgin Mary at the south end, and a pulpit

about the middle of the west wall. The temple or church consists

of a central hall, two irregular aisles, and a vestibule or portico at

the north end. The east aisle, originally a veranda, has a front

wall built by the Portuguese with central arched door and two square
side windows. Inside of the east veranda or aisle, which is about
nine feet broad, is a line of four pillars and two pilasters about
twelve feet high. The pillars are plain and rather slim as if a
surface of figured ornaments had been chiselled away. In the
pilasters the ornament has been hidden with mud and mortar, and
small figures of Parvati and Shiv with attendants may still be seen.

Much unharmed tracery covers the shafts of the pilasters, and they
end in fluted cushion-like capitals like the Elephanta pillars. The
central hall is about twenty-three feet broad and fifty long, a chancel

IS

' In a recess on the left, as one enters. Lord Valentia in 1804 and Mr. Salt in 1805
noticed the painting of a saint ‘ still fresh on the wall.’ Trans. Bom. Lit, Soc. I. 48.
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fifteen feet deep, being cut off at the south end by a woode^raflin^.

The altar is plain and square with a wooden seated figure of the

Virgin Mary about life-size and a cross above. ^
The west aisle is very irregular and is httle more than a paasagw

from two to four feet broad. The west wall originally opened into

three chambers. The southern chamber is entered by two steps and
a threshold through a plain opening about six feet broad and eight

high. The chamber inside is about nine feet square and seven high,

with a rock bench along the south wall about three feet broad. The
back wall has been filled with rough masonry by the Portngpuese.

There was formerly a square pillar with rounded capital, and the

original cave went in about nine feet further. There seem to be
the remains of a figure cut in the back wall.

The back wall, opposite the central door, has been filled with
Portuguese masonry. A. square opening, about five and a half feet

with plain wooden door posts, gives entrance to a chamber about fifteen

feet square and eight feet high, with some remains of carving on the

back wall. On the floor are some well-carved Portuguese beams.
Further north a door in the back wall leads into a chamber fourteen

feet by nine. The back wall, which has been filled by the Portuguese,

was originally two plain square pillars and two square pilasters. A
hole in the Portuguese masonry gives entrance to a ch^ber fifteen

into six and nine feet high, and, from this, to the north runs an
inner chamber roughly fifteen feet into eight and five high. Both
chambers are plain. The vestibule or portico, to the north of the
hall, measures about eighteen feet into twelve and is about ten feet

high. A plain rock-seat runs round three sides. In the east side

of the north wall is an empty recess, about eight feet by five, with
holes in the wall as if for closing it off. Before the church was
repaired this cave temple was, for many years, used as a Christian

place of worship. It is now unused.

Passing south, outside of the church cave, behind the altar, cut
off by a rough wall, is a cave twenty feet into fourteen. The front

about half-built. Passing through an opening, left by theIS

Portuguese as a window, is a cave twenty feet into fourteen. In the
back wall is a defaced statue of Shiv dancing the tdndav or frantic
dance.^ Above, on the visitor’s right, is Vishnu on his bird-carrier

or Garud with attendants, and below are three worshippers, two
women and a man. Above, on the visitor’s left, are angels and a
three-headed Brahma, and below a Ganpati. Above is Indra on his
elephants, and below are seers and a male figure, perhaps the man
who gave the money for cutting the group. Outside, to the left, is

an old cistern with a cross above, apparently cut out of an image of
Shiv. The floating angel-like figures in the comer have been left

untouched. Further ^ong, an opening with two pillars and two
pilasters with rounded capitals, gives entrance to a chamber eighteen
feet by six. A door in this chamber leads into a long plain hall,

forty-six feet into seventeen and nine high, much filled with earth.

* Ex(%pt that it is somewhat larger, this representation of the tdndav dance is
much like that on the right hand side of the main entrance at Elephants,
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two niches in the south wall, and, to the east, is a six feet deep

pj^g^g
^veranda the month nearly filled with earth. From the rock, in whose
east front these caves are cut, rises a great mass of Portuguese Maxdapbshta^

buildings. These buildings consist of three parts : In the south is

the great Cathedral which runs east and west, to the north of the

Cathedral is a large central hall surrounded by aisles, and behind
the hall is a great pile of buildings, dwellings for priests and
students, and on the west a large enclosed quadrangle.* To the

west is a fine cross and the ragged remains of a mango-tree
avenue. The nave of the Cathedral, which is without aisles, is about
seventy-five feet long by thirty-six wide. The side walla are about

sixty feet high. The inner part of the nave has lately been covered

with an open very high-pitched tiled roof supported on massive teak

timbers. Across the nave, about fifteen feet from the west door,

two pillars, with plain round shafts about four feet high, support, on
plain square capitals, an arch of about thirty-four feet span which
rises in the centre to about twenty-five feet. Abont thirty feet up the

side walls are big square clerestory windows, and, in the centre of

the north wall, is a pulpit. At the east end of the nave is a transept

abont eighteen feet broad and fifty-four long, and beyond the

transept is the chancel abont thirty feet square and with a domed
roof about fifty feet high. The whole is plain and simple, but clean

and in good order. The funds for repairing the church have been
given by the native Christians of Mandapeshvar and the surrounding
villages.

To the north of the Cathedral is another large building apparently

a college hall. Inside of a row of cloisters, about nine feet broad
and ninety feet long is a central hall, forty-five feet square, with
four arches on each side. North of this hall and cloisters is another
much-mined pile of buildings, and, on the west, a great enclosed

quadrangle.

At the foot of the west wall are two stones with Portuguese
writing, one a dedication stone apparently dated 1623;** the other a
tomb stone.

On the eighth of December, the festival of the Mandapeshvar
Virgin, Sdhibin Kosehsang (N. S. daConcei9ao, Our Lady of

Conception), a fair is held, which, among Christian festivals, comes
next in popularity to the fair of Mount Mary in Bandra. Numbers
of childless people, Pdrsis, Hindus, and Musalmans as well as
Christians, come and make vows. A large bell, said to have cost

£25 (Rs. 250), was given to the church by a man whose prayer for

a son was heard.

About a hundred yards south of the Cathedral and college mins.

* Vanpell (1839), Trans. Bom. Goog. Soc. VIL 146. Abont 1835 a Mr. J. Forbea
of Bombay, with the help of a pipal tree root, climbed to the top of the wall. He sat
for a while, and then slipping or losing his hold, fell sixty or seventy feet into the court
of the temple. He was earned to Bombay senseless and died that evening. Ditto.

* The writing states that the college was built in 1623 (1643 ?) as an appendage to
the church by order of the Infant Dom John III. of Portugal (King Dom Joio fv ?).

Da Ounha’s Bassein, 195 ; Trans, Bom Geog. Soc. VIL 147.
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dn a brnshwood covered knoll about 150 feet bigh^ stands || li%b>
domed wbitewashed tower, ending in what looks like a belfry. The
tower, which is about forty-six feet high, stands on a pbnth abonh^^
fifty feet in diameter. Except to the east, where is a square outwork
with stairs which lead to the upper story, the tower is ronnd with
a veranda about nine feet deep, and, to the north, west, and sonth,

are seven round vaulted guard-chambers about six feet in diameter
and ten feet high. At a height of about fourteen feet the wall
is surrounded by battlements about two feet high. Inside of the
battlements, runs a parapet paved with rough cement about eight
feet broad, and from the centre rises a dome about fifteen feet in

diameter and with stone side-walls about fifteen feet high. Prom
the stone walls rises a brick dome about six feet from the lip to . the
crest, and, on the outside over the dome, is a small building in shape
like a belfry. ,

This tower, which is very notable for miles round, is generally
known as the High Priest’s Dwelling, the Sir-Pddri’s Bungalow, but
it was probably a watch-tower. The upper platform commands a
wide view. To the east, beyond a broad stretch of brushwood and
brab-palm forest, rise the wooded slopes of the Kanheri and Tulsi
hills. To the sonth, over a rich well-wooded stretch of rice fields

and mango gardens, are the cocoa palm groves that fringe the sea
near Andheri. To the west, across a tract of mangoes and
brushwood, is a broad belt of salt waste and the long level of the
Gorai island. To the north-west are the ruins of Bassein, the
Bassein creek to the north, and, beyond the creek, the flat back of
Tnngiir and the finely rounded peak of K^mandnrg.

About the middle of the sixteenth century (1556) the Franciscans
changed the cave-temple into a Catholic chapel. They built a wall
in front of the cave and screened off or covered with plaster most of
the Shaiv sculpture ; in some places care seems to have been taken
not to damage them.^ In connection with the large monastery
founded at that time by the great Franciscan missionary, P. Antonio
de Porto, a church and college were built on the site of the cave, the
cave forming a crypt. The church was dedicated to Nostra Senhora da
Concei9ao and the college was meant for the education of 100 orphans.
Round the hill there was a colony of 200 converts. In the height
of its prosperity Dr. Garcia d’Orta (1530-1572) describes it as
Maljaz, a very big house made inside the rock. Within were many
wonderful temples which struck all who saw them with awe.^ About
forty years later (1603) Couto wrote :

‘ In the island of S61sette
was another pagoda called Manazaper, which is also cut out of solid
rocks in which lived a Yogi, very famous among them called
Ratemnar, who had with him fifty Jogis, whom the inhabitants of
those villages maintained. The priest Fre Antonio de Porto being
told of this, went to him. But the Yogis of that island had so

' De Couto stotos (Da Ama, VII. 245) that, when in 1538 the Franciscans received
Kanheri and Mandapeshv^ caves, and expelled the Yogis, they did

their D^t to destroy the acnlptores. But, as has been noticed under Kauhen* this
seems hardly correct. s CoU. dos Ind. (Ed. 1872), 42.
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great S fear of him that no sooner did they see him, than they left

the temple and went away. Only divine power, says De Coato,
could have made these fifty men leave their temples and their lands,

ajxd fly before two poor sackclothed friars. The priests entered the
cave and turned it into a temple dedicated to N. S. de Piedade. The
Franciscans afterwards established a royal college for the island of

SAlsette, for the education of the children of all converted to

Christianity. King D. JoSo granted this college all the revenue and
property that had belonged to the pagoda.^

In 1695 Gemelli Careri described it as Monopesser, an under-
ground church once a rock-temple, on which had been built a
Franciscan college and monastery. It was 100 spans long and
thirty broad. The front was built, but the side walls were of rock

;

close by was another rock-cut pagoda. Five religions men lived

there, receiving from the king of Portugal 130,000 pounds (5000
p<iras) of rice a year, which, except what they ate themselves they
distributed to the poor.* In 1760, after the Mardtha conquest, Du
Perron formd the Mandapeshvarchnrches and buildings abmidoned.
A church to the left of the caves had a Portuguese writing dated 1 590.
The Mar4th4s had destroyed the place and carried the timber to

Thdna.® In 1804 (November) Lord Valentia found the mins of a
very handsome church and monasteiy.* The church was originally

lined with richly carved wood panelling. In the centre was the
head of a saint tolerably executed and surrounded with wreaths of.

flowers. The other sculpture was in excellent taste. The whole
was in rains, the roof fallen in. Under the church was a small

rock-cut temple square and flat-roofed with a few deities and other

figures in bas-rebef. The priests had covered the sculptures with
plaster and turned the cave into a chapel. But the original owners
were uncovered and again worshipped.® In 1850 Dr. Wilson found
the cave-temple used by the Roman Catholic inhabitants of the
neighbourhood as a church instead of their built church which had
fallen into decay.®

Ma'ndvi, below the northern spur of Tungar hill and fifteen

miles north-east of Bassein, lies on the old trade route from Sop4ra
up the Tdnsa valley to the Tal pass. It has a picturesque ruined
convent and a Portuguese fort.^ Among the inscribed stones in the

' Joar. B. B. R. A. S. I. 38. De Coato notices that, on his death, the chief monk
of Kanheri left to Mandapeahvar all the lands with which he had been presented,
when he became a Christian.

* (Jemelli Cwreri in Churchill, rV. 198. * Zend Avesta, I. cccxc.
^

* Lord Valentia says, probably Jesuits ; Du Perron is right. Da Onnha’s Bassein,
193*

» Voyages, IL 195. Midte Bmnn (1822, Univ. Geog. HI- 161) says, ‘The Portuguese
utterly effaced many figures ot an ugliness incorrigibly heathen. Others, not having
coolness enough to allow them to stand as simple monuments of art and antiquated
opinions, they converted into Christian emblems, painted them red, and with pious

zeal cherished them as valuable proselytes.’ Du Perron (Zend Avesta, I. ecccxxii.)

states that when the MarfthAs to(A Mandapeshvar and Ilephanta, they did much
harm to the sculptures by firing cannon in the caves to loosen the mortar with which the
Portuguese had hid the figures. This can hardly have been done at Elephants ; it

may te true of Mandapeshvar. See above, p. 87-
* Jour. B. B. B. A S. III. 41. ^ Naime’s Konkan, 60.
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Collector’s garden at TMna there is one from Mdndvi. It records

a grant by a Silhara king, but is much worn and hard to read.

Mane, in Salsette, about four miles east of Kurla with a
Christian population of ninety-two, has an old well-preserved church
dedicated to St. Anthony, measuring thirty-seven feet long by 21

4

wide and twelve high. The parish priest, who has a good vicarage,

draws £1 10s. (Rs, 15) a month both from the British and from the
Goa governments. There is no master. During the conflict of

jurisdiction between the Archbishop of Goa and the Vicar Apostolic
of Bombay, half of this village sided with the Vicar Apostolic, and a
separate church was built about 1852 and dedicated to St. Anthony.
Fifty feet from the church are the ruins of two Portuguese buildings.

Ma'nikgad Port, in Manikgad village, on the hill of the same
name about flfteen miles south-east of Panvel and about 1878 feet

high, is impregnable from three sides, and the upper part can be
reached only from the south. The fortifications on the top, which
are of extremely rough workmanship, were probably raised by
Angria, to whom it was ceded in 1713 by the Peshwa.^ In 1862
the fort was ruinous. Water was abundant and food supplies

available,^

Ma'uikptir is a village close to the Bassein-Road station with a
double storied rest-house and traveller's bungalow with messman.
Close by are Mr. Manekji Kharsetji's large salt pans, which are
locally known as Mdnikdgar.

Manor, in Mahim, a small town on the Vaitama with a population
of 436 souls, lies six miles south of Asheri and ten east of the
Palghar railway station. The Vaitarna is tidal at Manor, and boats
of five tons (20 khandis) can pass to the landing place in ordinary
tides, and boats of ten tons (40 khandis) at springs. Under the
Portuguese it was the head-quarters of a district or pragana with
forty-two villages and one sa'rretor.® The fort of Manor is

mentioned with Asheri as two of the chief Portuguese strongholds
in north Thdna.* Some of these references may refer to the fort on
the As4va hill. But there is also at Manor a small hill or eminence
with a bungalow like a fort, and a cistern. In 1634 it was
described as round, about the size of a two-storied house, the roof
of the upper story resting on pillars. In the lower story were two
large balconies supported on pillars for the defence of the tower.
There was a good store of lead and gunpowder, five pieces of
ordnance, seventy muskets, thirty iron balls, and thirty torches.
Close to this fortified house was a stockade about three-quarters of a
mile round, with a tower in the middle and a settlement of twenty
Portuguese families, twenty-three native' Christians and eighty Hindu
and Musalman archers. The place had been fortified to protect

' Mr. Ciimine’s MS.; Grant DufiTs Mar4th4s, 193.
Government List of Civil Forts, 1862. s Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 206.

* De Couto speaks of Manor as a fort, which with Asheri gave the Portucuege
coinmand of a rice-yielding country (Decadas, VII. 229). In 1595 the commandant
. .

ordered to supply a galley every year. Arch. Port. Orient. Fasc III
pt, 1, 51Q.
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Portugaese territory from the Ahmadnagar king (Melique), from
the Kolis, and from Chautia. The captain of the fort farmed the
revennea of the district which amounted to £602 parddos)}
In 1 728 the fort is described as on a rock, the walls not higher than
an ordinary mansion^ and from its position, form, and weakness,
unworthy of the name of a fort. It had eight pieces of ordnance,
five of them useless, and a garrison of 104 men and three corporals.®

Manori, in S^ilsette five miles west of BorivH station, has 1600
Christians and a church dedicated to Our Lady of Help, built by
the Portuguese in 1559. It was burnt by the Marathas and rebuilt

by the parishioners in 1815. It measures fifty feet long by thirty

broad and eighty high, and is in good repair. The priest has a
large house and is paid £1 10s. (Es. 15) a month by the British

Government. The sea trade returns for the five years ending
1878-79 show average exports worth £10,656 and average imports
worth £5137. Exports varied from £7039 in 1875-76 to £12,628 in

1876-77, and imports from £2543 in 1875-76 to £6954 in 1876-77.®

Marol, an alienated village in Sdlsette three miles north-west of
Kurla, has a population of 1250, and a well-kept church dedicated to
St. John the Evangelist. It was built in 1840 partly by subscription

and partly from church funds, and measures 100 feet long by thirty

high and twenty-five wide. The priest has a house and is paid £3
(Es. 30) a month by the British Government. It has a school
attended by about forty boys. About a mile from St. John’s are the
ruins of a Portuguese church of unknown date, which was abandoned
because the village was attacked byan epidemic. Near the headman’s
house is an old lake with, near the north-east comer, ^ome carved
Brdhmanic stones probably about the twelfth century. About a
quarter of a mile east of the village, a bare sheet of trap is hollowed
into two large underground cisterns, one of them closed the other
with two openings and excellent water. There are said to be two
foot-marks carved on the rock. The feet and the cisterns are
probably Buddhist (a.d. 1 00 - 600) . In a small hut, to the west of the
cistern, is a much worn Silhdra sun and moon or land-grant stone
with ten lines of writing. It is almost unreadable

; but the date,

some year in the eleventh century, can still be made out.

MaroU, in Sdlsette two miles south of Kurla with 145 Christians,

has a well kept church dedicated to St. Sebastian, measuring 52J
feet long by 34^ feet wide and twenty-four high. There are also

the ruins of a vaulted church dedicated to Our Lady of Conception,
measuring fifty-two feet long by thirty-nine wide and twenty-five
high. Close by are the ruins of the priest’s house, two wells, and
a pond.

Maroli, about seven miles north of IJmbargaon, is a small sea-

* O Chron. de Tis. III. 221. Ogilby (1670) says, ‘On the continent near the
Silsette de Ba^aim the Portuguese have a fort called Manors and also a village with
many hamlets near it.’ Atlas, V, 2)4. 2 q Chron. de Tis. 1. 34.

* The dctaUs are, Exports, 1874-75 £12, 124 (Rs. 1,21,240), 1875-76 £7039(Rs. 70,390)
1876-77 £12,628 (Rs. 1,26,280), 1877-78 £9180 (Rs. 91,800), 1878-79 £12,309
(Rs. 1,23,090) ; Imports, 1874-75 £5258 (Rs. 52,580), 1875-76 £2543 (Rs. 25,430),
1876-77 £6954 (Rs. 69,540), 1877-78 £5133 (Rs. 51,330), 1878-79 £5797 (Rs. 57,970).
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port, with, for the five years ending 1878-79, average exports worth
£220 and imports worth £51. EIxports vari^ from £60 in 1877-78

to £502 in 1874-75, and imports from £8 in 1878-79 to £153 in

1876-77.

Ma'thera'n, the wooded head,^ is an even-topped line of hill,

very notable on a clear day, about thirty miles east of Bombay, like

an outstanding block of the Sahyddris, its long level back stretching

in marked contrast to the sha^ clear-cut scarp of its neighbour

Bdva Malang, or the Cathedral Bocks.

In a straight line Matheran is only thirty miles east of Bombay,
but by the railway, which sweeps north-east through Kalydn, the

distance to Neral station, at Ihe north-east foot of the hiU, is about
fifty-four miles, and from Neral to the centre of the hill top is seven
miles more.

Close behind the village of Neral, about half a mile to the south

of the station, rises the steep bare side of Panorama Point, the

northmost spur of Matheran. At its foot the plain swells into

flat-topped knolls separated by the teak-clad slopes of monsoon
torrents. From the lower spurs the hillside rises steep and bare
with black crags and walls of rock, and, in sheltered nooks and
hoUows, patches of trees and brushwood. Abont half way up
a wooded terrace runs parallel to the flat bill top. Above the

terrace rises a second steep slope of grass and black rock ; over this

is a narrow belt of evergreen forest ; and last of all a flat-topped

cliff crowned with trees. Prom the foot of the topmost cliff a large

spur stretches east towards the SahyMris, steep and difficult

where it leaves the hill, then gradually sloping, then a plateau, and
finally turning to the north and sinking into the plain in a rugged
knoll close to Neral.

The road up the hill, though broad enough for two ponies, is

unfit for carriages or carts. From the station it passes south
through Neral, a well-to-do village of stone-walled and tiled houses,

and runs for about a mile along the foot of the rocky spur skirting

a belt of rice lands, which, divided by the Neral stream and shaded
by a few clusters of mahura, tamarind, and mango trees, runs
up the hollows to the foot of the hill. During the second mile
the hill-side, in places cut into the rock, winds about 550 feet
up the western face of the spur. To the left, during the hot
months, the black and yellow of the rocky withered upper slopes
are relieved by patches of bright green bushes, rows of reddish
half-withered underwood, and a stunted coppice of leafless teak.®
Towards the end of the second mile and during the first quarter of
the third mile, till the crest of the spur is gained, the upper slopes
rise rocky and bare with a scanty sprinkling of leafless or half-

' According to the Mitherin Uhangarg the word means the Mother’s Wood. Kiev
say that the first family of Dhangars who came from the Deccan to Mitherin lost
their father and mother soon after they oamte, as the couplet says, ‘ M4the pitegamd^, Mdtherdn ndvpdvala : When their parents died, MAtherAti got its name.’

.
bushes are, harand Carissa carandas, and Tabmmcemontana

cnspa ; the half-withered underwood is (Midi Giistea tnwi«nVws .
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clothed bushes, some stunted teak, and, in a few nooks and hollows,

a deep green mango or a grey-green fig.^ The lower slopes have
patches of bright green karand bushes and mangoes, and a thick

growth of teak and other leafless or nearly leafless trees.^ About a
quarter of a mile past the second mile-mark, the road tops the crest

of the spur and runs west, past a small refreshment shed, along the
plateau that stretches to the body of the hill. This plateau,

rising gently to the north-west, is roc^ and bare with diy underwood,
bright green karand brakes, a sprinkling of leafless teak, and
scattered mangoes, jdmbuls, and figs. In places there are

wooded knolls and hollows, but the smooth bareness of most of the
surface, and the hacked and stunted forms of the trees and bushes,

show that till lately much of it was under tillage. In front rise

the tree-capped crest of Garbat and the Governor’s Hill, and to

the right Panorama Point, and beyond it the flat-topped bluff of

Peb Port and the rounded peak of Ni.khinda. To the left Gdrbat
stretches in a long low spur that rises in the distance into the sharp
point of Sondai. From the foot of the Giirbat ridge a succession of

bare flat-topped spurs, divided by deep-cut ravines, fall into the

plain which stretches withered and misty towards the dim-looming
Sahyadri hills.

During the third mile, with a rise of about 550 feet (975‘38 to

1525‘07), the road leaves the plateau and climbs a rugged hUl-side,

strewn with boulders aud with lines of coarse withered grass,

dry underwood, and bare leafless trees.* Close to the fourth mile,

at a height of 1525’07 feet, the road enters the sheltered belt of the

Neral wood with varied tints of green and a sprinkling of leafless

grey.* In a tree-fringed glade' close to the fourth j^e-mark is

a small shed, and a stand-pipe and trough with water that lasts

for about ten months in the year. Beyond this hoUow, the road
winds between the upper fringe of the wood and a bare rocky scarp,

till it reaches the upper wooded plateau, where, leaving the Behrli
Mbatr or Wild-Palm grove on the right, it skirts the upper edge
of the rich Bekri Wood, overlooking a sea of waving tree tops

whose bright leafage, unfrayed by wind and nndimmed by dust,

rises from the beach-like terrace that skirts the foot of the
Giirbat crag. Below this belt of green stretch the grey under-
slopes, and beyond the slopes lies the misty plain, its baked and
withered fields, relieved by groves and ponds and by the flashing

links of the slow-flowing Ulhis. To the right, with sharp steep

zigzags, the road mounts the bare face of the topmost scarp,

reaching at the fifth mile-mark a height of 2138'49 feet. A little

beyond the mile-mark stands the toll, on the crest of the neck
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* The leafless and half-clothed bushes are, pdpti Pavetta indiea, ddvti Grislea
tomentosa, kvda Tabemoemontana cri^a, and ain Terminalia glabra.

^The leafless trees are the mori Canaria Icevigata, pahir Ficns cordifolia, suir

Salmalia malabarica, havmdal Sterculia niens, and rdnbhendi Thespesia lampas.
^ The chief leafless trees, besides those already noticed, are the kunak and pdngdra

Biythrina indiea.

•The chief tints are, deep green mangoes and edits Vanguiera ednlis, rich fredi
palas Bntea frondosa, bright green karand bushes and hirdas Terminalia chebula,
yellow-green kumbds Careya arborea, brown-tipped om« Terminalia glabra, and
leafless pdhirs, suirs, and varas Heterophragma roxburghii.
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The Hill Top.

The hill top, which has an estimated area of 5000 acres or about
eight square miles, consists of a main central block and two smaller

side ridges or wings. The central block, with an average breadth

of about half a mile, stretches nearly north and south from the

narrow ridge of Hart Point in the north to the rounded bluff of Chauk
in the south. Parallel with the main hill, and joined to it by short

necks, are two spurs, the larger, to the east, stretching about two and
a half miles from Panorama Point in the north to Ghlrbat in the south,

and the smaller, to the west, stretching about a mile and a half

from the sharp point of Porcupine to the large bluff of Louisa Point.

The toll, at the top of the steep zigzag on the Neral road, stands

about the middle of the east wing or outlying belt. From the toll

the east wing runs north for about a mile and a quarter, rising

into the tree-crowned crest of Governor’s Hill, and, beyond a deeply

wooded hollow, stretching into the long back of Panorama Point.

South of the toll, beyond the rugged deeply-wooded G&fbat Head,
the spur narrows to a neck, and, again broadening to about a quarter

of a mile, tapers, with a high wooded crest, nearly a mile south to

Gdrbat Point. West from the Neral toll, through thick woods, the

ground falls, for about a quarter of a mile, to the flat neck or

isthmus, which between high richly-wooded banks, joins the eastern

wing to the north end of the central hill.

From this neck the central hill, wooded throughout except a few
glades and rocky plateaus, swells into tree-crowned knolls, and
stretches south for nearly three miles to the bluff rounded cliff of

Chauk. The central hill-top may be roughly divided into three

parts. A north section, that, with one or two knolls, rises from the
edge of the cliff to a raised plateau of rock about 2500 feet above
the sea ;

a middle section, that, from both sides, slopes nearly 300
feet to the bed of the west-flowing Pishamath stream ; and a south
section, that, with a rocky central plateau little lower than the
north plateau, and one or two outstanding knolls, stretches from
the valley of the Pishamd.th to the rounded bluff of^Chauk. For
about a mile from Hart Point to the Church Plateau, the northern
section of the hill is thinly peopled, with only a broken line of houses
separated by stretches of wood. On the Church Plateau the houses
stand closer together, and, along the edge of the eastern cliff,

groups of huts and small shops cluster round the market place. The
slopes of the central hollow are the thickest peopled part of the hill,

rows of close-grouped houses stretching across nearly the whole
breadth of the hill-top. The southern section, except the Chauk
hotel, the sanitarium and one or two private dwellings, is almost
without houses.

From the central hill, about a quarter of a mile west of the Church
Plateau, a low thickly wooded neck, about 200 yards long and balf

a mile broad, leads to the small western wing or hill-belt, which,
with bare narrow ends and a wooded central crest, stretches about
a mile and a quarter from Porcupine Point on the north to Louisa
Point on the south.
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Over almost the whole hill-top there is little soil, scarcely any
grass, and a thick crop of small black bonlders. The topmost
layer of rock is a soft porous iron-clay, throngh which, by the
beginning of the hot season, the whole ra^aU has drained, leaving
in many places a leafless black underwood, glades of withered
grass, and pathways deep in rusty dust In spite of this dryness
and want of soil, except some winding glades, one or two stretches

of bare sheet rock, and the wind-swept shoulders of the larger
spurs, the hill-top is everywhere shaded by a thick growth of
brushwood, creepers, and trees. In parts, the rocky leaf-strewn
ground has only a scanty undergrowth of leafless bashes, and the
trees are so stunted and gnarled as to be little more than coppice.
But over most of the hill top the bonlders are hid by a sprinkling

of seedlings and evergreen brushwood, the thicket is green with
She fresh hanging boughs of well-grown trees, and, in sheltered
dells and hollows, the underwood is fall of leaves, long-armed
climbers swathe the lower trees and bashes into masses of green,
mid lofty tree tops wave high overhead. Through all these woods
and thickets narrow lanes wind up and down the uneven hill-top,

shaded and often overarched with trees. From outlying pointe,

where the lane winds clear of the thicket, the wooded hill-top swells
from the edge of the cliff to the central ridge, a cool bank of fresh

green broken by only a few of the higher house-tops. Throngh a
screen of waving branches and tree tops, across the bay-Hke
valleys, the hill-sides fall in steep rings of trap, each ring marked
by a band of yellow grass or a belt of evergreen timber. The lower
slopes are gashed with watercoxirses, lines of black rock dividing
brown bare-topped knolls, whose sides, except some patches of
evergreen brushwood, are grey with the stems and branches of
teak and other leaf-shedding trees. For a mile or two farther,

smooth flat-topped mounds, divided by deep ravines, stretch across
the brown withered plain.

The six leading Points or Headlands are. Hart at the north and
Chauk at the south of the central hill. Panorama at the north and
G^rbat at the south of the east wing, and Porcupine at the north
and Louisa at the south of the west wing. Besides these, several
smaller bluffs or capes break the winding lips of the bay-lixe valleys
that separate the main arms or spurs of the hill. The seven most
important of these smaller bluffs are, Alexander and Little Chauk
in the south-east between Garbat and Great Chauk ; One Tree Hill,

Danger, Echo, and Landscape between Great Chauk and Louisa;
and Monkey in the north-west between Porcupine and Hart. In
addition to these smaller headlands, three spots in the central crest of
the hill are known as points. Artist Point to the north of the Church
Plateau, Sphinx Point above Alexander Point, and Bartle Point to
the south of Chauk hotel.

There is considerable sameness in the leading features of these
points. In most of the main points a wooded crest narrows into a
bare boulder-strewn slope, and the slope dwindles into a smooth flat

tongue or table of rock, ending in a cM clean cut or buttressed by
an outlying tower-like crag. From distant parts of the hill the pointe
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stand out, with stretches of black rock, white patches of sun-bleached
grass, ragged copse, or a few stunted wind-worried trees.

Almost all of these outstanding headlands command views of

the green swelling summit of the hill, of its black wall-like cliBEs,

evergreen plateaus, and steep under-slopes, and of the hazy
smoke-dimmed plain, that, broken by isolated blocks of hill and
brightened by ponds and wooded villages, stretches north beyond
the Ulhds valley, east to the Sahyadris, south through a rugged land
of confused spurs and peaks, and west, between the even mass of

Prabal and the shivered scarps of the Cathedral Rocks, beyond the
salt flats of Panvel, to the shimmering sea from which dimly rise

the ships and buildings of Bombay. The distant hills of Salsette

and North Th4na, the bluffs and peaks of the Sahyddri range,
and the flat ridges and isolated crests of Bor and Koldba are seldom
clearly seen. But to the south-west the sharp pillar of Isalgad
stands out from the centre of a swelling plateau ; to the west, from
a belt of bright green forest, rise the steep bare sides of the flat

tree-crowned crest of Prabal ; and to the north, sweeping north-
west from Panorama Point, their lower slopes half hid by haze,
stand, in mid air, the fantastic rocks and pinnacles of Chanderi,
Tavli, and Bava Malang, their scarps and crests clear cut as by the
hand of man.

Beginning from the north and working east the points come in the
following order : Hart, Panorama, Garbat, Alexander, Little Chauk,
Great Chauk, One Tree Hill, Danger, Echo, Landscape, Louisa,
Porcupine, and Monkey.

Hart Point, at the north end of the central block of hill, takes its

name from Mr. W. Hart, of the Bombay Civil Service, who was
Secretary to Government about 1858. Its native name is Kdlerdika
Peda or the Black Forest Plateau. Near Hart Point the path runs
along a wooded crest with fine views of the wild Bava Malang
hills. Leaving the main body of the hill it winds down a rather
steep wooded slope to the Point, which is a narrow wind-swept
table of black rock with patches of yellow grass, a few stunted
bashes to the west, and a row of trees fringing a sheltered crevice
to the east. To the right, across the deeply wooded gathering
ground of one of the branches of the Maldunga stream, rises a bare
high bluff, and on the other side of the main valley runs the long
Wgh shoulder of Governor’s Hill and Panorama Point richly wooded
in the south and stretching north barer and more weather-worn,
with straggling crannies yellow with dry grass and a few hollows
and narrow ledges green with bushes and trees. North-west of
Panorama Point stretch the wild fantastic peaks of the Bava
Malang range. To the left, beyond the wooded hollow of Malet’s
spring, the bare scarps of Porcupine Point rise in a narrow flat-
topped cliff. Beyond Porcupine Point are the massive isolated crag
and long wooded back of Prabal, and, in the plain, the low hilla of
Vanja and Morpa.

Panorama Point, the north end of the eastern wing or ridge,
.^es its name from its far-stretching views to the east and north.
Its native name is Gaddcha Sond, or the Fort Head, because it
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overlooks Peb Fort, the most eastern peak of the Bdva Malang range.

Leaving the thickly wooded neck above the Simpson Reservoir the

path winds among deep woods, which every now and then open on the

right and show the tree-covered slope of Governor’s Hdl. From these

woods the path crosses opener ground with less soil and less shelter,

and smaller and more stunted trees. To the right the hill-side rises

bare and rocky, broken by clumps and patches of trees.* To the

south, looking across to the Simpson Reservoir, thick tall trees hide

the site of the Elphinstone Lake, whose ruined earthen dam shows
red among the trees. Further on, the wind-swept spur gradually

narrows to a rocky neck only a few yards wide. Beyond the

neck the point rises into a knoll crowned by a small dark grove,

and again sinks into a bare table of rock.* The point commands one

of the widest views on the hill, both of Mdtheran itself and of the

plain and hills to the east, north, and west. To the south-east at

the foot of the bold wooded crest of Governor’s Hill stretches the

rich green belt of the Behrli Mdr or Wild-Palm forest, and, beyond
are the lower slopes brown and grey with teak and other leaf-shedding

trees. Across the plain, beyond some isolated flat-topped blocks of

hill, looms the massive wall of the Sahyddris, many of whose bluffs

and fortified peaks can be recognised when the air is clear. In the

foreground, north-west from the end of the point, stretches the

great Bava Malang range, beginning in Peb or Pebak whose bare
flat-topped head is circled with the remains of Moghal and Mardtha
fortifications. Behind Peb, rising with a rather gentle slope into a
rounded point and then falling in a narrow ridge, is Nakhind.
Beyond Ndkhind bare steep spurs rise to the foot of the massive

tower-like crest of Chanderi. Further off are the jagged peaks of

Mhas-Mal and Havara-Navari, or the husband and wife, said to be
so called because the hill-side once opened and swallowed a marriage
party crossing from Badldpur to Panvel. In the extreme west the

range ends in a pair of great hills, to the right the long rugged
outline of Tavli and to the left the sharp clear-cut pinnacles of Bdva
Malang or the Cathedral Rocks. To the left, with Prabal as back
ground, is a fine view of the wooded ravines and bare cliffs of Hart,
Monkey, and Porcupine Points.

In* the distance, to the west or south-west, just clear of Prabal,

are Great and Little Karanja (1000). North of these lies Bombay
harbour with Elephanta (568) in the centre and the long level line

of Bombay in the distance. Further north, the first high land is

Trombay, or the Neat’s Tongue (1000). Still further north, beyond
the long stretch of the Kurla marshes and rice-lands, rise the

Sdlsette hills in three waves, each wave marking the site of one of

the Bombay reservoirs, Vehdr to the left, Tulsi in the centre, and
the still unmade Yeur to the right. In front of the Yeur hill lies

* The chief trees are the dark close-growing and thorny kumba Careya arborea,

and the fedl bare or russet-leaved vdras Heterophragma roxburghii.

* The trees are wild limes, mdkhadig Atalantia monophylla, anjania Memecylon edule,

aaiijdmbuls Syzimum jambolannm.
* The details of the distant view are contributed by Mr. F. B. Maclaran, C.E.

The more distant hiUs can be seen only in very clear weather.
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Persik Pointj pierced by tbe Peninsula railway, and, beyond Persik,

winds the KalyAn creek or estuary of the Ulh^s. Orer the creek,

to the north, between B^ya Malang and T4vli, rise the peak of

Kdmandurg (2160) and the tableland of Tungar (2195). Clear of

Tdvli, to the right, stands the high cone of Dugad, and, beyond

it, Takmak (2616), overlooking the Vaitama valley. North of

Takmak, the Surya range, visible only on very clear days, ends in

the far north in the jagged top of the great fort of Asheri (1689).

Eastward there is little to attract the eye in the V6da hills, but, on

the north horizon, over the point of Peb, may be seen the sacred

peak of MahMakshmi.^ Still further east, from the middle distance,

rises the deeply-cleft ridge of Mdhuli (2815), guarded on the west

by a tower-like colunm of basalt. Close behind the chief hill, and
apparently adjoining it, is Chhota or Little Mdhuli. The bold distant

headland, east of Mdhuh, is Vatvad, the furthest visible point of"

the Sahyildri range. Behind Vatvad, to the east, is the famous hill

of Trimbak (4254), the sacred source of the GodavarL Still further

east, and a little to the south, is Anjaneri (4384) the hot-weather hill

of Ndsik, which lies fourteen miles to the east. Southward, as far

as the range that separates Ndsik from Ahmadnagar, the line of the

Sahy£dris has no striking hills. On the range that separates N4sik

from Ahmadnagar are the forts of Alang and Knlang, and, among
the broken tops of the neighbouring lulls, can be made out the

conical peak of Kalsubdi (5427), the highest point of the Sahytldris.

Further south GhAtghar and other peaks form a rugged and broken
range, whose most interesting feature, Harishchandragad (4562),

is hid behind the crest of the Sahyadris which here tnm west to

Sidgad, whose sugar-loaf peak (3236) stands out from the main line.

The twin detached hills to the north of Sidgad are Gorakhgad and
Machhindragad. Further south, on the line of the Sahyddri crest, is

Bhimashankar (3434), and, in front of Bhimashankar, the detached
hill-fort of Tungi (2019), and still further south on another detached
hill the fort of Peth.

The Panorama Point view of the Sahyfidris ends with Peth. Bnt
the top of Panorama hill, or better still Gdrbat Point, commands
a magnificent view of the southern Sahyddris and the Kolaba hills.

Following the line south from Peth are the detached tableland
of Dak (2808), then the famous hill-fort of Rdjmdchi (2710) with
its wall and gateways, and still further south tbe Nagphani or
Cobra's Hood known to Europeans as the Duke’s Nose. East of
the Nagphani are the hill-forts of Lohgad (3415) and Visapnr, and,
to the south, are Tel Baili, Dhondsa, Bhorap, and Pali all in the
Bhor state. Of the South Thfoa hiUs the most striking is Mdnikgad
(1878), like a smaller Vatvad, a few miles south of Chauk village.

West of Manikgad is the well-known funnel of Kamala (1540), a
land-mark for ships entering Bombay harbour. Between Mnnilrgad
and Karnala, beyond the silver line of the Dharamtar creek, the
Alibag hills complete the circle with the fortified head of Ssgargad
(1164), and the sacred top of Kankeshvar (1000).

' Details of MahftlskshBii are given above, p. 218. •
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GAsbit Poikt, tlie south end of the eastern wing, takes its name
from the quartz crystals or gars found on the spur that runs east

to Karjat. Crossing the shoulder of Garbat hill the path sinks and
runs along the eastern face of the point, forty or fifty feet below the
crest of Garbat hill. The bank on the right is well-wooded and
below lie the varied tints of the evergreen Bekri forest^ Beyond the
belt of bright-green forest, the hiU sides, grey with leafless trees, fall

to bare flat-topped spurs with Dhangar huts and patches of

tillage. From the east side of Garbat hiU, with many ups and
downs, the path crosses a bare rocky hill-side under a tree-crowmed
hill-top. A little further the point shrinks into a narrow open neck
with clusters of bashes and trees. Beyond the neck it again
broadens, and, for about a mile, runs round- a rising slope thick

strewn with small black boulders, with patches of underwood
and well grown jdmhula and russet varaa trees. From a bank
crowned with bashes and large weather-beaten trees, the point
slopes to the south, bare and boulder-strewn, narrowing to a smooth
ledge of bare gravel. To the east the point falls in a steep cliff,

below which the hill-side, scarred with ravines and treeless except
in a few hollows, stretches in long flat-topped spurs far across

the plain. To the south, some hundred feet below the level of the
pmnt, a narrow flat tongue of rock runs south rising into the peak
of Sondai. On the west of GArbat point this ledge or plateau runs
for some distance slightly wooded and with patches of tillage.

Beyond the plateau the hill-side falls into the KhAtvan ravine, and
again rises in the bare steep slopes and cliffs of Alexander Point and
Little Chauk, to the hill-top whose thick woods are broken by a few
house roofs and lines of tlmtched huts. The exposed western crest

of G&rbat Point is at first rocky and bare. Then the path passes,

across wind-swept glades and through sheltered dells, to the narrow
neck that leads to the inner point, where it turns i^arply down a
steep slope, between beautifully wooded banks, that rise, to the right

in (Mrbat hill, and, to the left in the swelling crest of the main
hill-top.

Albxandeb Point, a small cape or headland standing out from the
eastern face of the main hill about half way between the top of the
KhAtvan ravine and Little Chauk Point, takes its name from
Captain Alexander who married a niece of Mr. Malet’s, the founder
of MAtherAn as a hiU station. Leaving the main ro^ about thb
seventh mile from Neral, the path sweeps south through a deep
wooded dell to a bare flat bluff which commands a fine easterly view
of GArbat point and Sondai peak, and a westerly view of the cliSs

that run south to Little Chai^, and at their feet the deep green
RAm Bagh or BAm's Garden.

Little Chauk, the bluff or bastion at the south-east end the
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> The deep greens are anjartis Memecylon ednle, pAanm Csrallia integeiriiiis,

hmtMAa Sapota -bRnentoea, and immgoeB ; tAe blue greena are piNW Acitiiieda^iM
lanceolata, and jdmhuU ; the yellow greens are chanddrda Macaranga roxbnr^iii, and
hvoMa Careya arborea ; the greys are amn» Briedelia retasa, and nmban, or bare
pdhirs and ndnds Lagerstrtemia parviflora.; and the browns are raddy>tipped hirdda
and helas GaTehna cambogea.
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main hill, takes its name from the country town of Chauk, about
five miles to the south. The road south to Little Chauk, sheltered
from south-west gales, is richly wooded with a deep dell on the left

and a tree-covered crest on the right. The broad level path winds
through smooth open glades fringed by clusters of well grown trees

and by large black boulders. Near the point the hill top fiattens,

the trees dwindle into bushes, and the ground is bare and covered
with black rock. Like Great Chauk it commands a wide view of
the rugged south.

Geeat Chauk, the central of the three great bluffs that form the
southern face of Matheran, takes its name from overlooking the
country town of Chauk. From Little Chauk the path crosses a
wooded hollow, and from this the broad rounded point of Great
Chauk stretches south, at first wooded though flat, then bare,
thick-strewn with small black boulders with one or two stunted
mango ttees and many dry leafless bushes. The point commands
a wide view across the plain. Under the cliff stretches the deep
green of the eastern Varosha forest. Beyond the forest, on a bare
flat spur, cluster the thatched roofs of Varosha, and about five

miles across the plain, close to the deep green line of the Panvel
high road, lies the country town of Chauk. Beyond Chauk the
plain is broken by many ranges and spurs. To the right, beside the
pinnacle of Isdlgad and the more distant funnel rock of Karndla,
are many ranges of flat wooded hills, among them Mera Dongar
above Pen, and, further to the west, the Sagargad range in Ahb^ig.

One Teee Hill, the most westerly of the three bluffs that form the
south face of Matheran, takes its name from a large batteredydm&uZ
tree that grows on its hollow top. West from Great Chauk the
road runs close to the edge of the hill side, and the hill top to the
right has much stunted brushwood and trees. The western crest of
the hill, open to the south-west gales, is bare except a few weather-
beaten bushes. From the crest a footpath leads down a steep slope
to two large rounded masses of rock, the upper rock joined to the hill

by a narrow neck, the lower separated by a deep-cut cleft. It is this
lower rock which, from a large but lop-sided and wind-battered
jdmhul, takes its English name of the One Tree Hill and its Maratha
name of Jambul Point.^ The top of the rock, rising in a steep slope
to its south-west edge, yields during the rains a crop of grass rich
enough to tempt grass-cutters to climb its steep sides. From the
upper rock are seen, close at hand, two of the western bastions of
Chauk Point, and beyond them the flat massive rock of Louisa Point.
Some hundred feet below stretches a wooded plateau, part of the
Varosha forest, and, to the left, rises the great flat range of Prabal.
Between Prabal and Louisa Point, close at hand, are the Vanja and
Morpa hills, and in the distance the rugged crags of Tdvli and B4va
Malang.

Dangee Point.
^

Along the crest of the western Chauk cliff,
gradually passing into deeper wood, a footpath strikes off the main

» The people also caU it the Stream-bed Rock, NaMchi Tekri.
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road, and, keeping to the left, winds down a steep slope, across a
rocky and bare hillside, with a few thickly-wooded dells. The open
parts along the crest of the Ghauk cliff command a view of the pillar

of Isalgad to the south-west, and, to the west, of the steep bare

sides of Prabal, with its flat tree-crowned top, ending in the north
in a massive crag. In front is the small flat head of Danger
Point, and, rising behind it, are the wooded crest and clean-cut cliffs

of Louisa Point and the deep-wooded hollow of the hill-top above.

From this the path winds tlu’ough a sheltered wooded hollow and
out along the edge of the cliff, with a backward view of the high
scarp that runs south to One Tree Hill overhanging the green belt

of the west Varosha forest. After some sharp descents the path
reaches Danger Point, a small bare terrace shaded by a few well

grown trees. To the north Danger Point commands a fine view of

the rocky scarp of Echo Point and of the green hiU-top behind.

Further to the west stand the wooded crest, high cliff, and buttress-

like rock of Louisa Point, and, between the point and Prabal, the

valley of the Panvel river stretches to Bombay harbour. Beyond
Danger Point the path sinks into the Pishamdth valley, passing on
the right a deeply wooded bank in whose shade lies the shrine of

Pisham&th, the guardian of M4theritn.

Crossing the PishamAth valley, which the new dam will turn into

a lake, the path winds, through a thickly wooded hollow, to Echo
Point, a bare flat terrace with one or two stunted trees and dry
leafless bushes.^ On the right a black cliff rises to the richly

wooded hill-top.

Beyond Echo Point the path winds through sheltered copse, and
again strikes the lip of the scarp at Landscape Point a flat terrace,

furnished with a seat, and commanding a fine view of Louisa Point
and Prabhal.
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From Landscape Point the path winds through a richly wooded L<mmt,

hollow up to the tree-crown^ crest of Lodisa Point. This, the
southern end of the smaller or western wing, takes its English name
from the wife of Mr. Fawcett, of the Bombay Civil Service, who
was Revenue Commissioner between 1855 and 1859. Its native

name is Tapurichi Send or the Pillar Head from the short

isolated buttress-like crag at its point. From the crest of Louisa
Point the path stretches south-west, at first under a well-wooded
knoU, and then along a plateau with fewer and more stunted trees

to a bare smooth table of rock. To the left is the scarp of Echo
Point, and, in front, Chauk cliff stretches as far as One Tree
Hill. To the south-west stands the solitary peak of IsAlgad,

and on the west, lies the straight flat mass of Prabal with its

broken northern crag. Joined to Louisa Point by a short neck is

a large rock or crag with a fine northerly view over the part-tilled

plateau of Hasha and the lower peaks of Vanga and Morpa across

the plain to the BAva Malang range, the slopes of NAkhinda to

> The trees are anjanis, pinat and black-leaved makadis or wild limes ; tbe bashes

are pdptk.
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the right, the comb-like crest of Chanderi and the rocky pinnacles

of Mhas-M41a and Navara-Navari in the centre, and to the left the
wild outlines of T4vli and the Cathedral Rocks.

PoBCTJPiNE Point, the north end of the western wing or hill ridge,

probably takes its name because it was formerly a resort of porcupines j

though, according to one account, its long thick snout and ragged
bushes, like the quills of the fretful porcupine, suggested the
name. The people call it P^ki Point, mistaking its En^ish name,
or M41dungdcha Sond that is Maldunga Point. After leaving
the richly wooded hollow at the top of Louisa Point, the path skirts

the western face of the hill, across glades and through belts of
evergreen trees and brushwood.^ To the left a bare hiU-side,

with an undergrowth of leafless bushes, falls some hundred feet

to an evergreen terrace, part of the Maldunga forest. From a group
of large anjani and varas trees the point slopes north in a long
narrow ledge. To the west, over the cliff, is a fine view of the
Mildunga forest deep-green or opening into withered glades. To
the right is the richly wooded ravine of Maldunga, in which is hidden
Malet’s Spring or Tipdchi Pani. Above the ravine the hill-top is

nearly flat and deeply wooded, the chimneys and red roof of
Elphinstone Lodge showing among the trees. To the east stretches

the Governor’s Hill, the long crest of Panorama Point, and the tops
of the Bdva Malang range, the flat rock of Peb, the gentle slopes

of Nakhinda, the sharp crest of Chanderi, the small pinnacles of
Mhas-M&la and Navara-Navari, and the rugged forms of T4vli and
B4va Malang. Beyond the pointy after crossing some bare ground,
the path le^s along a hollow hill-side through deep evei^reen
groves thick with fresh underwood and climbing trees,* to the
wooded neck that joins the western spur to the main hill, through a
damp dell known as the Randdcha Tal or Buffalo’s Hollow, adorned
by some large straight-stemmed jdmhuls and mangoes. Further
on, to the left, paths lead to Malet’s and Ponsonby’s Springs, while
the main road passes the Gymkhana and behind Elphu^one Lodge
to Monkey Point, a small ledge of rock above Hart Point, with a
fine view of the long cliff of Porcupine, Prabal, the Bava Malang
range, the Panorama spur, and the wooded slopes about Hart Point.

Matheran is a mass of even trap-flows capped by a layer of laterite
or iron clay. Most geologists hold that it was once an island in the
sea that cleared the wall of the Sahyadris and washed away the
Konkan lowlands. The crabs and shells that are still found on the
hill-top support this view, and, in the beginning of the rains, when
the valleys are full of mist, the white wool-like clouds, passing into
the roots of the hill, leave the points standing like wave-worn capes,
and the valleys rounded in the sickle sweep of a sea beach. But
in cloudless weather the stream-worn ravines, the torrent-seamed
Mil-sides, the points washed into narrow necks and pillar-like crags,
the plateaus crowded with masses of ftillen rock, and, after heavy

* Cbie&y jdmbuls, harands, hombds, himblds, jntdg, and mangoes.
*He ehief trees are htmhd*, ckanddleskvars, kircUis, bombdt, jdumMs, and tmMds ;

the underwood chiefly vaitig
; the climbers mttolig.
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rain, the thundering roar of landslips, seem to show that the worn
and ragged form of the hill is chiefly due to the fierce buffeting of

the blasts and torrents of the south-west monsoon.

The capping of highly porous and absorbent laterite or iron clay

lies like a huge sponge on the top of the trap. The laterite rock
occurs in many forms. Fresh cut, as in sinking a well, it is soft

and yielding, with layers of bright magnetic iron ore still unmixed
with clay. When the iron is being oxydized, the structure is

tubular,* and, when chemical action has ceased, the boulders have
a hard polished surfece and flinty texture.® The terraces below the
scarp are strewn with red laterite boulders, some with sharp clear cut
comers, others weathered and rounded. The debris is in places
over sixty feet deep, and, among it, are blocks of columnar basalt

with corners as sharp and faces as smooth as when they took form.
The laterite seems formerly to have been worked for iron, and so
strongly is the rock charged with iron that a few chips oijdmbul
wood turn the water of some of the springs black as ink. Under the
capping of iron clay the hill is a mass of flows of trap, Imd layer
upon layer, some layers only a few feet thidc, others forming high
cliffs, all of them flat and even, not only in the different parts of
Mdtheran, but with the sides of Prabal and other more distant
hiUs. The trap though in places columnar is usually plain. Its
structure is more or less amygdaloidal and in the hollows are
minerals of the Zoohte family. Of these apophyllite, which is

perhaps the most common, when exposed by blasting, shows crystals
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1 Mr. Foote gives the following detailed description of a bed of tnbnlar iron-clay
fonnd on the top of Valabgad fort in west Belgaum. Instead of showing the ordinary
horizontal or nearly horizontal vesicnlar cavities the summit bed is. permeated by
vertical tnbnli miming nearly through it. The upper ends of these tnbuli are empty
for a little distance, riving the surface a pitt^ appearance, but the tubes are
generally filled with litho-margic clay, and have their walls lined with a glaze very
like that so frequently met with in the vennicnlar hollows of ordinary laterites.
The tnbnli vary in diameter from Jth to fth of an inch, but are generally less than half
an inch across. Their height depends upon the thickness of Ike bed and the glazed
aides show much statactitoid waviness of surface. In the lower parts of the bed the
tubuli are less distinct. There can be little doubt that the formation of these tubes
is due to the action of percolating water. This stracture is not so commonly met
with as the rudely-bedded quasi-stratified forms in which the vesicular and vermicular
cavities are rather horizontally disposed. Mem. Geol. Survey, XII. pt. 1, 207.

“ The laterite or iron-clay that is found overlying the traps in Batnagiri, Thriia and
the Deccan, is of two kinds, a sedimentary rock formed either in lakes or under the
sea, and a rock that appears as the summit bed of trap hills, itself a trap, changed and
decomposed by the action of the air. To distinguish between these two classes of
rock, Mr. Foote has proposed that the sedimentary rock should be called laterite and
the upper decompo^d trap iron-clay. The laterite, or pluviatile rock, is mnch less
common and less widespread. It is fonnd only in some lowlying tracts in Ratn^giri
and in places in the Deccan, which probably were once the bottoms of lakes. The
rock that caps the Ratn^giri hiUs, and forms the summit bed of MUtherrii and of the
Sahyidri and other Deccan hills, is iron-clay formed from trap by the action of the
air. Mr. Foote gives the following details of sectioiis in the military roads through
the Amboli and Phonda passes in Ratn^ri. The basaltic rocks graduate into a
moderately hard yellowish brown or brown earthy mass which encloses many nuclei
of the original rocks in various stages of decomposition. The upper parts of the
decomposed mass, from which the nuclei have disappeared, have undergone a process
of concretional solidification from the infiltration of surface waters holding iron in
solution and are assuming the ordinary lateritoid appearance and reddish colour.
Mem. Geol. Survey, XII. pt. 1, 202.

B 1064-31
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crystals of quartz from which Gdrhat takes its name, are

common. The trap weathers into soil that gathers at the foot of

the different layers, sometimes in narrow ledges fit only for the

growth of grass, in other places in rich plateaus bearing the largest

trees.

Besides the beauty of the hill-top and of its views, a g^eat

charm in Mdtheran is the plateau or terrace that almost encircles

the hill from two to three hundred feet below its crest. This belt

has a rich soil yearly freshened by mould swept from the

hill-top. In parts it lies broad and open, dotted with mango and
jdmhul trees, and with some fields of rice or ndgli round a hamlet
of Thdkur or Dhangar huts. Again it shrinks to a rocky path, or,

at open wind-swept comers, yields only thickets of rough brambles
or ragged buffeted fig bushes. But in many coves of the bay-
like valleys, sheltered by cliffs from the blasts of the north-east

and south-west gales, are groves of ancient evergreen trees whose
stems rise straight and high, and whose small-leaved distant shade,

letting in air and light, fosters the growth of evergreen bmshwood,
and, near springs and in damp dingles, nourishes patches of grass
and tufts of fem.

Forests. The chief forests in the main terrace are, in the north-east

below Panorama point and the Governor’s hill, the Wild-Palm
Grove or Mar Rai

;
further south below Garbat hill the Bekri Forest

;

to the east of Little Cbank, Ram Bdgh or Rdm’s Garden, also

known as the Primeval Forest ; to the south of Great Chauk, the
east Varosha Forest, and to the west of One Tree Hill the west
Varosha Forest; to the west of Porcupine point the Mdldnnga
Forest; and between Porcupine and Hart point the Black or Kdla
Forest. All these woods are evergreen. The varied tints of dark,

bluish, bright, and yellow green are softened, during the dry months,
by a grey mist of leafless or russet tree-tops, and brightened, towards
the close of the hot-weather, by brown, pink, and golden tips that

^ are ready to burst into leaf at the first fall of rain.^

The general features of most of these groves resemble those of
the Mdr Rai, or Wild-Palm Grove, which covers the plateau that
stretches from one of. the zigzags on the main road about four
and a half miles from Neral, northwards under the steep wooded
crest of Governor’s hill and Panorama point. From the road the
path enters the forest near its eastern limit, and passing north for
some hundred yards, climbs a steep thick-wooded bank to an upper
terrace which stretches to the end of Panorama point. The ground
is rocky, bare of grass, and thickly strewn with leaves. There is

much underwood, some fresh and green but most either leafless or
withered into yellow or brown. In the outskirts, the trees though

"Hi® greens are chiefly maagoea, kumbdla, aa/anis, and some jdmbuls

;

the
bluish greens chiefly puds, aptds, and some jdmbuls ; the light greens chiefly sttirs ;
tte green-greys, dsars and umbars ; the leafless greys, ndnds, pdhirs, and some vdras ;&e rnmet or withered browns chiefly vd,ras ; the brown, pink and yellow tips chi^y
ntlds, koshtms, and pdhirs.

MiTHzaaN.

The Terrace.
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close together^ are small and stnnted. Deeper in rise some straight CIia]>ter XET. ^

unbroken jdmbul and mango stems, and one huge fig tree fifty-two places (tfLitnaft
feet in girth. In another dell, where the ground is thick with green TLri™„i
underwood, is a grove of large jdmbul and fig trees, interlaced by
festoons of the great climbing hdndvel, whose trunks, twisted like

*

the coils of a huge serpent, are drawn to the tree tops and fall in
,

-

straight heavy sprays with scattered deep-green leaves. Beyond -

this deU the wood is again thinner, with open plots and glades fringed

by thickets of bright-green brushwood, overtopped by dark-green, ?

bine-green, and grey-green trees, and a sprinkling of bare leafless '

branches.^ To the right the deep fringe of the wood hides the hill

slopes, and, oli the left, a steep wooded bank rises to the overhanging ,

'

tree-crowned crest of Governor’s hill. The path, climbing the
steep wooded bank, leads to an upper plateau, where, in rocky
deep-soiled ground with thick green underwood, among large

mangoes, jdmbuls, and umbars, rise the slender ringed stems of the
wild palm with its long hanging seed tassels, and its leaves standing ;

in long spikes or falling in large black ribbon-like tatters. Beyond
this the grove narrows and dwindles till it ends under Panorama
point. '

;

The hillsides of Matheran are scarred by small streams which. Stream. ^

though dry during most of the year, bear in their clean-swept rocky
channels traces of the strength of their monsoon floods. The west-

flowing Pisharnath drains the central section of the hill along a well-

marked cup-shaped valley, which slopes about 400 feet from the
church plateau on the north and the Chauk plateau on the south.

To a less extent the hill-top is hollowed by the gathering ground
of the Dhodambdcha pani, or Waterfall Stream, between Panorama
point and the main lull ; by the drainage that centres in the Malet
Springs east of Porcupine point ; and by the Yarosha Streams that 3
run between Louisa and Landscape points. With these exceptions

none of the streams drain any considerable section of the hill-top.

The course of all is much alike. Gathering the drainage of a smml
section of the hill-top they either fall with one or two clear leaps, or
by a long rapid rush force their way through boulders and shingle

from the edge of the cliff to the lower slopes, and, winding among
the spurs at the hill-foot, find their way into one of the main lines

of drainage east to the Ulhas, south to the P4talganga, or west to the
Panvel river.

Starting from the north and working eastwards, the chief of these
streams are the Neral Water, Neralachi P4ui, wMch rises below the
Governor’s hill and passing east and then north along the ravine
between Panorama point and the Neral spur, falls into the Ulhds a
little to the west of Neral. The Bekri Stream, Bekricha Ydda,
from below Gdrbat hill, passes east through the Bekri forest, and,
entering the plain to the south of theNe^ spur, flows east to the

1 The bright green-hashes are bokhdd^ gelds, and harands. The dark-^reen trees
are alus, mangoes, andjdmlnUs ; the hluish-green are pisds, aptds, and climbing vdtoUs;
the greyish-green are umbars and dsans ; and the leafless branches belong to varas,
pahirs, and ndnds.
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Ulh^ The Sondai or Kdtran Stream, Sond4i Vdda or Kdtvan V^da,
between Gdrbat and Alexander point, fed by a large share of the

hill drainage, flows south along the chief of the M4thei4n valleys,

past the town of Chauk into the P4t41ganga. The Little Kdtvan
between Alexander point and Little Chauk, after a steep south-

easterly course, joins the main Kdtvan under Gdrbat point. The
B4rgaon Stream, Bargaonoha V4da, between Little and Big Chauk,

meeting the K4tvan water, flows by Chauk town south into the

Patalganga. A little to the west, between Great Chauk and the One
Tree Hill, the Varosha Stream, up whose narrow rocky bed the

Chauk path struggles, runs south and joining the Borgaon and
Katvan waters, passes Chauk and falls into the Patalganga. Between
Danger and Echo points, draining the thickly wooded centnd

hollow of the hill-top between the church plateau on the north and
Chauk plateau ou the south; the Pisharnath or Bund Stream, flows

west over the chff into the Varosha river which runs south to

Chauk and the Patalganga. In the hollow on the top of the hill, the

bed of the stream is crossed by three masonry walls, and lower

down, just above the edge of the cliff, by a much higher dam,
which is expected to flood the valley back above the first wall

and swamp the garden terraces on the north bank. In 1850
the Pisharnath flowed throughout the year with a considerable

stream
;

but, for some years past, apparently from the increase of

trees and brushwood on its gathering ground, it has almost ceased
to flow before the beginning of the hot weather. In the comer
between Echo and Louisa point, two nameless streams drain the
sloping hill-top and fall over the cliff, passing west to the main
stream that, draining the valley between M4theran and Prabal,

flows south by Chauk to the Patalganga. Between Porcupine
and Hart point, a large area of the western hill-top and of the low
neck between the central and western hill belts, drains into the
stream known either as Pipdchi Pani V4da, the Tub Water Stream,
or as Maldung4cha Nadi the Maldunga River. This flows to the
north-west and then turns west to the Panvel river. Further to the
east the stream that drains the hollow between the Governor’s hill

and Hart point, one of the Maldunga streams which is known as the
Dhodambacha Pani or the Waterfall Stream, passes west into the
Panvel river, through the deep-wooded valley in which are the
Simpson reservoir and the remains of the rained Elphinstone lake.

In spite of the rainfall of about 200 inches even the largest
streams cease to flow soon after Christmas. This is due partly
to the porous iron clay and partly to the dense growth of timber
and brushwood that covere almost the whole hill-top. In 1850,
as has been noticed above, before the trees and brushwood were
preserved, the Bund or Pisharn4th stream, which now barely trickles
during the hot months, flowed freely even in May, discharging
from the cliff a stream of water over a foot wide and three or four
inches deep.i Of eleven springs only two, Harrison’s on the east

1 Smith’s MAtherSn, 2, 11. Dr. Smith’s quotations seem to prove that the free
gro-svth of trees m the gathering ground of springs exhausts their supply of water.
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and Malet’s on the west of the main hill-top, last throughout the

year. Beginning from the north and working east, in the hollow

above Simpson’s reservoir, near the old Dhangar settlement, is a

spring known as the Phansi or Jack-Tree Water. On the outskirts of

the Wild-Palm grove under Governor’s hill, a few hundred yards

from the road, is a spring which, by a grant from a Mr. Bamanji,

has been turned into a rock-cut cistern with a flat boarded

covering. It is known as the Black Water or Kdli Pani, and, till

the middle of the hot weather, supplies the stand-pipe on the road-

side close to the fourth mile from Neral. On the south of the neck

that joins the eastern and the central belt of hills, close to the

beginning of Garbat point, are two springs. About half a mile

further, near the sixth mile to the left of the Market road, is

Harrison’s Spring which yields water throughout the year or at

least till the middle of May. It has a cistern which was built in

1864-

65 at a cost of £287 (Rs. 2876). Not far off, another spring,

in the market to the left of the police lines, has a cistern which was
built in 1865-66 at a cost of £132 (Rs.l322). The south of the

hill has three springs, one to the south and one to the north of the

Sanitarium, and a third on the south slope of the Pishamath valley.

At the spring to the south of the Samtmuum a cistern was built in

1865-

66 at a cost of £122 (Rs. 1225). Further north there are

three springs in the ravine between Porcupine and Hart points,

Malet Spring or Tipdchi pani at the head of the main ravine,

Ponsonby Spring or Ghaterichi pani, that is the Buffaloes’ Drinking
Trough, about a quarter of a mile to the north, and Ropert’s Spring

close to Hart point. Of these the chief are the Malet Springs,

in the bed of the Maldunga, about 300 feet down a steep winding
path. The water of the main spring is held in a rock-cut cistern

roofed by iron sheeting, and there are two smaller springs close by.

The Malet spring has never been known to fail and is the only
drinking water used by European visitors.

Pori the storage of water seven reservoirs have been made, two
- of which have proved failures. The chief site is in the Pishamath
valley, where, in April and May 1857, Mr. West, C. E., built dams
Nos. 1 and 2 at a cost of £397 (Rs. 3975). No. 3 dam in the same
valley was built in 1857-58 by Captain, now General Fuller, R. E.,

at a total cost of £533 (Rs. 5330) ; it was subsequently in 1866-67
raised three feet at a further cost of £115 (Rs, 1156). These dams
are all of masonry and are provided with sluice gates, which are

removed at the beginning of the rains and are re-fixed in the

month of November, so that every monsoon the reservoirs are
thoroughly flushed, and a fresh supply of pure water gathered.

The capacity of the three reservoirs is 415,533 cubic feet, equal to a
daily supply of five gallons a head to the usual number of residents

and visitors.

Chapter ZIT,
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In 1858, to provide water for the residents at the north-east or

Garbat end of the hill. Lord Elphinstone, then Governor of Bombay,
conceived the idea of constructing an earthen dam in the valley

1 Contributed by Mr. F. B. Maclaran, C.E.
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Places ^Interest. carried out by a sergeant overseer of the Public Works
.

department under His Excellency’s supervision, without further
XHKBXN.

professional advice. The result was that, during the first monsooUj
Water Snpp y. owing probably to an insufficient width of waste weir, the dam was

Ponda. washed over the precipice, and nothing remains but the ffinlty waste
weir. The cost of the work is not recorded. A further unsuccessful
attempt to impound water in this valley, at a site much higher up,
near the Neral road, was made in 1868-69. This site was suggested
by Colonel Fife, R. E,, Chief Engineer for Irrigation in 1867,
without having had trial pits dug or any examination made beyond a
rough survey. The scheme was sanctioned by Government on the
10th July 1868, at an estimated cost of £663 (Rs. 6628). The work
was begun in November 1868 and was completed in March 1869.
By the 26th July, after a very heavy ffill of rain, there wot® twenty-
one feet of water in the reservoir and two feet running over the
waste weir. Five days later, the Slst, the lake was empty. The
cause of failure was leakage under the puddle wall of the dam, which
had not been taken down to the trap rock or other impervious
stratum. As it was found that to rectify the mistake would
involve a large expenditure, the dam was allowed to remain as
originally completed. It is commonly known as Fife’s Filter.

In 1873-74, as the Gdrbat end of the hill still suffered from
want of water, it was decided to build a masonry dam on a rook
foundation at a point a little below Colonel Fife’s dam. The
reservoir so formed, which was suggested by and bears the name
of Dr. Simpson the Superintendent, was begun in 1875 and
completed in 1876 at a cost of £1626 (Rs. 16,260). In spite of
its distance from the more thickly peopled part of the hill, this
reservoir has proved of great service. The b^ of the stream below
the dam has been set apart for washing clothes, the quantity of
water impounded being more than enough for this and other
purposes. This is a great convenience to residents and visitors, as
formerly during April and May, washermen had to take clothes to
the Ulhas river near Neral. The capacity of this reservoir, which
was designed and built by Colonel Maunsell, R. E., Executive
Engineer, North Konkan, is 416,400 cubic feet.

To remove all risk of water scarcity a fresh masonry dam is being
built in the Pishamath valley below dam No. 3. The new dam,
which is to be thirty-eight feet high, wiU raise the water eight
feet above dam No. 3, and will impound enough water to give
a daily supply of thirty-five gallons to every person on the hill

during its most crowded time. The site on which this dam is being
built was suggested by General Fuller, R. E., in 1857, and again in
1880. The work, which, after General Fuller’s wife, is to be named
Charlotte Lake, has been designed by Mr. F. B. Maclaran, Executive
Engineer, North Konkan, under whose supervision it is now being
carried out. Its estimated cost is £2661 (Rs. 26,615).

Climate. The porous capping of iron clay, which has made the water-supply
of the hill so scanty and so hard to improve, has, at all times of the
year, in spite of the heavy rainfall, ensured for Mdtherw freedom
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from malaria. There is no marsh on any part of the hill and
every stream bed is a bare rock. All material for malaria is

yearly swept away, and, in almost all seasons, the thickest of the

hill-top forests can be entered without risk. The grass-cutters

and jrood-cutters do not suffer from fever, and, where fever has
occurred, it has been due to dirt not to damp. A fit of ague may
be caught among the clefts of the rocks, but there is no danger
in open places where the air moves. It is this freedom ftnm
malaria that makes Mdtheran so healthy a change to most visitors.

Children, especially, soon lose the pasty flabbiness they have brought
with them ^m the plains. For the weakness cauB^ by the rainy

season in Bombay and for all mental or bodily complaints that

healthy exercise and a plesisant life can relieve, Mdtheran has a
healing power. In severe and complex ailments its influence hols.

For some time after the rains are over (October-November) the
climate is pleasant. But, as the cold weather advances and the

dry north-east winds grow stronger, the climate is much like the

Deccan climate, and is neither pleasant nor healthy for those who
have suffered from fever or from congested liver. In March and
April, though the mornings and evenings continue cool and a hot
night is unusual, the. midday heat is oppressive. This lasts till,

early in May, specks of fleecy mist in the Pishamath valley show
that a moist air has set in from the sea. From this time, as the sea

breeze freshens and the air grows moister and cooler, the climate

becomes more and more pleasant, till, in the end of May,
thunderstorms gathering from the Deccan, drench the hill, and the
season is over. Though the first heavy rain drives away most
visitors, those who can stay and are well housed, may, in spite of the

wetness of the paths and the want of amusement, enjoy a fortnight

or even three weeks of fresh hearty weather even when it rains,

and, between the bursts of rain, bright cool days of great beauty.
After two or three showers the views gain greatly in softness

and colour. The hiU tops are clear and purple, the grey leafless

woods of the lower slopes become tipped with pink, gold, and light

green, and the bushes throw out tufts of pink and purple and sprays

of scarlet and gold.^ The baked white and black hill-sides soften

into greys and browns, and a sudden greening passes over the warm
rich plains. Even after heavy rain, in fair days in July and August,
the hill-top is pleasant, the paths are firm and tidy, not sodden with
damp or overgrown with rank grass or underwood.

The great event of the year is the breaking of the south-west
monsoon. Some years the rains come in by. stealth. Gentle
showers and light mists grow rawer and fiercer till the damp and
discomfort drive visitors away. But, as a rule, the hot-weather
ends with great thunderstorms from the east, such as has been
described as ushering in the south-west monsoon of 1865.

In the afternoon of Monday, June 6th 1865, sullen thunder began

1 The pMr, Ficus cordifolia, is tipp^ with pink and gold, and the star and mogri
with light green, the rdnbkendi bursts into tufts of bright purple, the mhaura into
patches irok, and the koshim in sprays of scarlet utd gold.
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in the north-west, where clouds had all day been gathering in.

towering piles. As they thundered the clouds moved slowly down
across the north Konkan, and, about four o’clock gathered against

the jagged crest of Bava Malang. To the north, and all along the

£4.va Malang range, the sky and land were filled with lurid clouds,

thunder, lightning, and rain, the Kalyan river flowing black as ink

through a scene of the most striking desolation and gloom. South

of this abrupt line of storm, the country from Bombay to Khandala

was full of pure calm bght. Every village, every hut, every road

and forest-track, even the bridge over the river at Chauk, came

clearly into view. The trees and groves looked magically green

;

and the light picked out the most hidden streams and burnished

them into threads of molten silver. The Panvel and N^gothna

rivers shone bke mirrors, and the sea was scored with bars of

vivid sunshine. Suddenly, at about five, the storm-rack poured over

Bdva Malang like a tumultuous sea, and swept into the deep valley

between Matheran and Prabal, with furious blasts and torrents,

awful thunder, and flashes of forked lightning. When the clouds

had filled the valley the rain and wind ceased and the storm

stood still, and, in dead stillness, the thunder and lightning raged

without ceasing for an hour. The thunder mostly rolled from end

to end of the valley, but it sometimes burst with a crash fit

to loosen the bonds of the hills. At six o’clock the storm again

moved and passed slowly south over Prabal towards Nagothna.

Another enchanting scene opened in the south. Every hut, tree

and stream grew strangely clear, the rain-filled rice-fields and rivers

flashed like steel, while fleecy clouds lay on every hillock and slowly

crept up every ravine. As the sun set behind Bombay the air

was filled with soft golden light. Westward towards Thana the

hill-tops were bright with every hue from golden light to deep
purple shadow, while, among them, the winding Ulhds shone like

links of burnished gold. Then, the moon rose, brightened the

mists which had gathered out of the ravines and off the hills, and
cleared a way across the calm heavens, while far in the south the

black embattled storm-rack belched flame and thunder the whole
night long.

The next day {Tuesday) passed without a storm. On Wednesday,
the 8th, eastward towards Khandala vast electric cloud banks began
to gather. At two in the afternoon, with mutterings of thunder,

the sky grew suddenly black and lurid. At half-past two the storm

passed west moving straight on Matheran. A mist went before

the storm, thickening as it came, first into trailing clouds and then

into dripping rain, with muttering thunder all the while. At three

the valley between Matheran and Prabal was filled with the storm.

Thunder rolled in long echoing peals, and flashes lightened the

dense fog with extraordinary splendour. The fog lasted with heavy
rain till 3-45, when a light wind swept it west towards Bombay,
where, about four, the monsoon burst.

These appalling electric outbursts end serenely. The storm
clouds retreat like a drove of bellowing bulls and their last echoes
die beyond the distant hills. The sun shines again in majesty, ia
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every dell the delicious sound of running water wakens life, and
the woods are vocal with the glad song of birds.^

The returns for the thirteen years ending 1880 show a yearly

rainfall varying from 476'51 inches in 1868 to 136'48 inches in

1877 and averaging 242‘39 inches. These returns may be divided

into two periods, three years of excessive rainfall with an averse
of 395'68 inches, and ten years of moderate rainfall averaging
196'4 inches. It is worthy of note that the years of excessive

rainfall come together and are the first seasons for which returns

are available. Dr. Day, the last Superintendent, questioned their

correctness, and, as the returns at present stand, the excess of over
120 inches in the average of the first three years, compared with
the highest figure that has since been reached, seems to imply an
error so serious as to make the returns useless. The returns for

the ten years ending 1880 show, that, on an average, the rainhdl in

January, February, March, and April, is less than an inch ; that it

rises to two inches in May and to thirty-four in June, and'that it

is at its highest, seventy-five inches, in July; from seventy-five

inches it falls to fifty-two in August, twenty-eight in September,
and about four in October. During November mid December the
fall is again less than one inch.

Chapter XIYv
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The following statement gives the details for the ten years ending
1880

;

Mdtherdn Rainfall, 1871 '1880.*

Moines. 1871. 1972. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877.

.

1878. 1879. 1880.

Janoary ... 4*12 0-22 0*10

February ... 0 10 -n 0-97 o-io 0*2

March 0*16 • •• 0* 8
April 0-16 0* 3 0*10
May 6’26 3*18 0-35 0-12 0*10

, 1 .

'

4*88

June 40-73 M*70 18-77 49-75 41*46 ^*11 23*54 28* 0 43*95 32-44
July 62‘39 77-80 73*89 99*75 94-45 104*76 64-28 81*47 32* 7 77-64
Aagnst 40*42 43*15 55*18 46-35 39* 8 54’ 0 33*83 88*31 92*86 81-34
September.

.

15:41 23*20 28-84 19-65 38-36 12*62 17*46 61-73 17-68 45-93
October ... 3-18 1*50 0* 2 2*75 2*17 6*12 13*71 1-63 6- 6
Ifovember, • 8*68 ... • 0*23 3- 6 1*29 0* 2 0*18
December ... 0* 8 ... 0*20

Tot^ ... 176-43 180*35 180*11 221-68 216*40 191-49 136-48 274-41 193*19 193-51

-''4

Vvi

The thermometer readings for the five years ending 1880 show Thermometer
that, on an average, December and January are the coldest months Beadings.

with an average mean maximum of 69° 9’. There was a rise in
February to 72’56, in March to 78’3, in April to 80'8, in May
a ,slight fall to 80'2, in June a further fall to 77’4, in July to 73’8, in
August to 72'6, in September it remained at 72'6, in October it rose
to 74'9, and in November again fell to 72-9.

1 From the Overland Mail, January 16, 1880, p. 17.
’ The recorded rainfall during the three years 18^-1870 was, in 1868, June 88 '4

inches, July 162-53, August 166-53, September 53-55, October 5 86, total 476-51 ;

1869, May 0 35, June 27 75, July 172-25, August 77-93, September 88 87, October
16-51, total 383-66

; 1870, June 129-88, July 1-22-80, August 43-8, September 15-70,
and October 15-42

; total 326-88.

B 1064- -32
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Mdtherdn Thermometer Readings, 1876- 18S0.

1876 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880.

Hohthb.
a 10 4 6 10 4 6 10 4 6 10 4 6 10 4

a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. pjn. a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.

January ... 65 73 75 52 74 77 56 74 79 60 74 79 58 66 78
Febraary.. 65 70 75 60 79 83 65 83 87 59 75 80 59 76 93
March 67 74 80 60 83 87 67 86 92 60 85 90 67 85 83
AprU 71 77 88 64 84 87 70 84 90 70 87 91 66 91 94
May 72 77 85 62 S4 89 72 85 91 72 86 91 68 84 86
Jane 72 86 85 68 82 84 70 80 84 70 74 77 79 78 82
July 72 75 75 70 76 75 72 79 79 68 75 75 70 74 74
August 69 74 74 70 76 75 72 76 77 70 72 72 70 72 73
September 68 74 75 70 76 77 69 76 77 66 71 71 70 71 72
0<^ber 70 78 81 72 76 77 70 76 79 68 76 79 66 77 80
November 66 76 80 71 76 80 63 74 79 62 76 79 61 76 77
December.. 60 76 77 54 76 79 59 74 78 56 72 76 62 74 77

Except on the flat tops of some of the lower spurs no grain is
.

grown. The cost of bringing water limits gardening to.the growth
of Enropean annuals, geraniums, fnscias, heliotropes, and the

commoner roses. English annuals should be sown soon after the
rains are oyer, and almost all kinds including sweet peas do well.

Pnscia and geranium cuttings can be grown on the hill, but in most
gardens the plants have to be renewed every season. Heliotropes

and the common roses thrive, but budded roses die from too much
damp. Early in October the house roofs are gay with balsams and
other flowering plants.

Some years ago, on the right or north bank of the Pishamd.th valley

close above the river bed, terraces were cleared by a Chinaman,
and the garden is still kept up by a Mahabaleshvar Musalmdn of the
Davar or iron-smelting class. He grows cabbages, cauliflowers,

beet, nolkhol, and tomatoes, and plantains and pine-apples.

Strawberries have been tried but failed. When the new dam is

finished part of this garden will have to be removed. The present

(1881) prices of vegetables are, for cabbages 6d. (4 as.) each, lettuces

Id. anna) each, large beet root 3d. (2 as.), small beet root l^d.

(1 anna), cauliflower 4|<i. (3 as.), celery 3d. (2 as.) a head, carrots

id. (9 jnes) a pound, and peas 3d. (2 as) a pound.
In 1876, when the Simpson Reservoir was completed, some Mdlis

cleared a space on the left side of the reservoir path, and, for two
seasons, tried to grow vegetables. The attempt failed and has been
given up. The chief other marketable products of the hill are
grass, most of which is let out for grazing at the rate of 6d. (4 as.)

a head of cattle, fuel gathered by the hill tribes and sold at the
Superintendent’s office at 4s. (Rs. 2) the hhandi, baskets of ferns
and moss gathered by the hill people, and karand berries
offered for sale in the market, and small quantities of wax and
honey hawked by the Thdkurs.

Among the plants^ of the hill the commonest Grasses are of the
smaller kinds, Anthistiria ciliata, Uniolaindica, Panioum moutannm,
P.trigonum and brizoides, Chloris barbata, AanaZi, Cynodon dactylon

^ These lists of plants and animals are condensed from the very interesting
chapters in Dr. Smith’s Mdtherdn. They have had the advantage of revision by
Dr. Lisboa. Mr. E. H. Aitken and Mr. G. W. Vidal, C. 8., and of additions by Mri;W . Hart, First Judge Bombay Small Cause Conrt and Mr. H. M. Birdwood, C. S.
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ndehwi, Elensine egyptiaca, and a species of Aplada. Of the larger. Chapter UT.
g^ses there are the aromatic kasias, Andropogon. mnricatos,

places ©FLitewA -
ginger-grass Andropogon martini, Amndinella gigantea, and the
chirka, Coix lachryma. Bamboos are fonnd on the lower slopes.

They grow also on the top but probably only where they have been
planted. The order Cyperacese and the genus Calamus are also said
to be represented on the lower slopes. In some marshy land, about
a mile to the east of Neral station, is a grass, probably an Andio-
pogon, whose leaves and roots give out a strong smell of turpentine.

Dnring the rains ferns find a most congenial climate on and
around the hill. They are at their best when there are no
visitors, but they are still fresh in October, and, though shrivelled

and dead-like in the dry months, uncoil their leaves with surprising
promptness after the first heavy rain. The leading ferns are the
common Brake, Pteris aqnilina, which has almost disappeared from
Gdrbat jfbint, but is still found in considerable quantities on the
south-east slopes of the hill, near the top, a few feet below the road
going from Alexander to Ghank point. The Climbing Pern, Lygodium
flexuosum, is also frequently found in the woods on the hill sides and
rarely on the top. Among leas sparingly distributed species are the
Sagenia coadunata, Pteris qnadriaurita, Pteris pellucida, the Silver-

fern Cheilanthes farinosa, and perhaps the Copper-fem Gheilanthes
dalhousise j of Maiden-hairs, Adiantum lunnlatum and caudatnm,
and A. capillus veneris, Poecilopteris virens, Nephrodium moUe,
Nephrolepis tuberosa, Athyrinm felixfoemina, A. hohenackeriannm,
A. falcatum, Asplenium planioaule, Pleopeltis membranacea, and
Pleopeltis nuda, Acrophorus immersus, Niphobolus adnascensi,

and Lygodium flexuosum, and the beautiful Polybotiium vnlgare.

The last is very common in parts of the Sahy^dris, but only a few
specimens have been found at Matheran, in the Simpson reservoir

valley not far from Hart Point.

Of Annual Herbs there are, soon after the rains set in, the Cobra Anmnl
Lily, Arisaema mnrrayii, with its erect white or purplish cobra-
like hood, and, of the Ginger tribe, the Curcuma pseudomontana,
with yellow flowers and rose-coloured coma. Of Ground Orchids,

which flower chiefly towards the close of the rains, there are the
giant orchid Platauthera susannm, Habenaria longicalcarata with
several greenish-white flowers, the small white-flowered Habenaria
Candida, and the large rare Habenaria commelynifolia. Among
Tree Orchids are the Eria braccata with its large white flowers
that bloom early in the rains, Eria dalzelli a later bloomer, Dendrobia
barbatulum and chlorops both of which flower in the cold weather,
and the Erides macnlosum with fleshy spotted leaves and in the
rains a rose corolla freaked with purple. Of other Herbaceous
Plants there are the aunki Verbesina biflora, bhamhurda Blum^a
holocerica, ganera Ageratum conysoides, and bundar Vemonia
divergens. Of Balsams, Impatiens tomentosa, kleinii, and the
rare rivalis, which is supposed to be merely a variety of I. acaulis

;

two Cynoglossums, ccelestinum and glochidiatum, not unlike
forget-me-nots, but larger and more straggling; of Cucumbers
the karu, Cucumis trigonns and pubescens, whose sulphur-yellow

flowers wreathe the long kdrvi stems, and the kondel, Tricosanthes

Plonta.

Orasaet.
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palmata^ with large white-fringed corolla ; of ConTolrnlases
there are Argyreia sericea, Ipomcea campanulata, Ipomcea sepiaria,

Porana racemosa, and Convolvulus arvensis.

Of Shrubs and Brushwood there are the dhdura, Woodfordia
floribunda, whose beautiful red flowers are used in the Panjd,b for

dyeing silk, the alu Vanguiera edulis, anjani or ironwood Memecylon
ednle, arsul Canthinm nmbellatum, bdhman Colebrookia temata,
hhoma Glochidion lanceolatnm, dhinda Leea staphylea, dingal
Crotalaria leschenaultii, ghdgri Crotolaria retusa, eshvar CaUicarpa
cana, pdngli Pogostemon pnrpuricanlis, gela Randia dumetorum,
Icaravti Ficus heterophylla, karand Carissa carandas, kdrvi

Strobilanthea asperrimus, kiral or karipdt Bergera kqenigii, kuda
Tabemoemontana crispa, limhdra Heyneana trijuga, mdfcari Atalantia
monophylla, mori Casearia loevigata, pdpati Pavetta indica, pisa
Actinodaphne lanceolata, rdmdta Lasiosaiphon eriocephalus, and
vahiti .^theilema reniformis. •

Of Trees, there are, among those found only on the spurs and
lower slopes, the gol Sponia wightia, the kaundal Sterculia urena,

the mhaura Bassia latifolia, the teak sdg Tectona grandis, the
silk-cotton tree suir Salmalia malabarica, the bastard cinchona
Hymenodictyon excelsum, the hill-palm berli mhdr Caryota nrens,

and the Wiair Acacia catechu. Among trees found only or almost
entirely on the hill-top and upper slopes, are the chdnddra Macaranga
roxburghii, the govinda Diospyros goindn, the gulum Machflns
glaucescens, the kokam Garcinia purpurea, the kumbal Sapota
tomentosa, laeli Albizzia stipnlata, the malia Diospyros nigricans,

the pJianas Artocarpus integrifolia, the phansi Carallia integerrima,

and the varas Heterophragma roxburghii. Among trees found in

all parts of the hill, are the ain Terminalia glabra, the dpta
Bauhinia racemosa, the dsan Briedelia retusa, the avali Phyllanthus
emblica, the hdva Cassia fistula, the burumbi AmAoralawii, the goldar
Sterculia guttata, the surungi Ochrocarpus longifolius, the tawir
Garcini ovalifolia, the hela Garcinia cambogea, the hirda Terminalia
chebula, thejdmhul Eugenia jambolanum, the pdhir Ficus cordifolia,

the karmal Dillenia pentagyna, the kosham Schleichera trijuga, the
kutnha Careya arborea, the mango dmba Mangifera indica, the ndna
Lagerstroemia parviflora, the ndndruk Ficus retusa, the piped,

Ficus religiosa, the palas Butea frondosa, the pdngdrah Erythrina
indica, the pdr jdmbul Olea dioica, the umbar Ficus glomerata,
and the sageri Bocagea dalzellii.^

' The tints of the MAtherto woods are a pleasant study. Variety of season, of
age, of soil, and of light make it difficult to fix one tint for each kind of tree. The
following are believed to be the chief hot-weather tints in the coppice of the open
hill-top and in the terrace groves. The deep greens are anjanis, kumblds, mdkris, most
mangoes, some pdr jdmbuls, phanslis, poldrds, gulums, and tupds; the bright greens
are dlus, bokhadds, gelds, karand bushes, and kusar climbers ; the brown greens
are bombas, chanddlds, eshvars, some jdmbuls, karapdts, some umbars, and the
parasitic bangol; the light yellowish greens are dhdmans, kumbds

,. padals or lalais,

piprnns, young harkas, hirdds, koshims, and pdhirs, bdhman and some vaiti bushes,
and sikdkdi and petkuli climbers ; the blue greens are dptds, aomejdmbuls, pisds, sisus,

and rdmeta and voiti bushes ; the ruddy tints are from young dhins, hirdds, koshims,
mhaurds, mogiris, pdhirs, rdnbendis, and helds, withered bombdsh and kumbds, fresh
dinda and withered davti bushes, and fresh hujari and hdndeva climbers ; the greys
are from the leafiess stems and branches of kumbds, nands, mogiris, pdhirs, varas,
and pdjyfi and rdngoli bushes, and in the lower slopes teak and
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Of Climbers and Creepers there are the dmbulgi, Motognns
kologa, with shining scaly tendrils and smooth-faced silvery-backed
leaves; the chdmbdryel, Premna scandens, with large coarse wide-
scattered leaves ; the chapyel, Canthinm didymnm, with polished
leaves, white sweet-smelling flowers, and black frnit ; the ehikdkdi.

Acacia concinna, with back-bent thorns, light feathery leaves, and
bttle balls of yellowish flowers; the ddtir. Ficus volnbilis; the
kdnvel, Ventilago madraspatana, with entire young leaves, serrated

old leaves, long branches and leafless flowers in panicles; the idvli,

Gymnema sylvestre, and some other milky shrubs
; the kordor,

Ancistrocladus heyneanus, with long tapering deep green leaves,

which grows like a bush four or five feet before it begins to climb

;

the kuUi, Tragia involucrata, an obscure little plant covered with sharp
stinging hair ; the kusar, Jasminum latifolium, one of the commonest
climbers with delicate light-green pointed leaves, white fragrant
flowers, mnd black berries ; the Idmtdni, Anodendron paniculatnm,
with huge shining laurel-like leaves and yellowish green flowers

;

the pardl, Cyclea peltata, common on the trunks of trees with
three-cornered leaves and clusters of cup-shaped flowers ; the rdgi,

Mesoneurum cucullatum, with flowers in long stiff racemes and tufts

of compressed seed vessels
;
the sweet pea, Vigna vexillata, universal

after the rains and as fragrant as its namesake
; the turan, Zyzyphus

rugosa, thorny stems with rough leaves and a white mealy drupe

;

the vdgdti, Wagatea spicata, a climbing thorny shrub with orange and
red flowers ; the vdkeri, Rourea santaloides, a rare plant with small
shining leaflets not unlike sandalwood

; the vdtoli, Coccnlus
macrocarpus, one of the most marked plants in a Mdtheran thicket,

with waving knotted and gnarled cable-like stems, sometimes
bristling with thorns and hung with large bunches of grey-green
or cream-coloured berries, ending among the tree tops, in patches of

small butterfly-like blue leaves ; the vukshi, Calycopteris floribunda,

a coarse downy-leaved shrub with balls of faint green flowers ; the
yekyel, Dalbergia sympathetica, with strong hooks, small acacia-

like leaves, whitish flowers, and thin pods ; and theyevti, Hippocratea
grahamii, with smooth spreading branches and minute pale green
flowers. The common Parasites, whose thick bunches of yellowish
leaves are found clinging to the tree tops in all parts of the hill, and
are caHeihdngolsaudbindkulis by the people, belong to the Loranthus
family. The commonest variety is L. longiflorus

; L. loniceroides,

langeniferus, and perhaps elasticus are also found. None of these
plants are peculiar to Matherdn. Most are found in the plains and
the rest are found in the other higher Thdna peaks and ranges as
well as on Mdtherdn. Some plants of the orders Anonaceae and
Guttiferse, which are very sensitive to cold, are found on Mdtherdn,
but not, as far as is known, on Mahdbaleshvar. Among these are
Uvaria narum, Garcinia indica or purpurea, G. cambogia, G.
ovalifolia, and Ochrocarpus longifolius the last identified from
specimens. Briedelia retusa and Coculns macrocarpus, which are
common on Mdtherdn, do not occur on the top of Mahabaleshvar.

Among insects, of Coleoptera or Beetles, there are the clumsy
buzzing Butocera rubra, a kind of capricorn beetle, the equally
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large but darker Prionas orientalis, a large Scarabmus, hundreds
,

of humming Chafers, among them Anomala elata and two others

;

many Golden Beetles or Buprestidae, many Cetonias, handsome
Cicindelidm, nimble Elaters or Click Beetles, long-snouted Curculios,

rich-huedCassidae, spottedLady Birds, quaintly-armed Bombardiers,
the curious little Paussidae with branching horn-like feelers, and the
hair-tufted Hispa. Blister flies are common, and, after the first

rainfall, the trees are aglow with fireflies. Of Diptera, the Nemocera,
including gnats mosquitoes and tipulae, are not very common ; the
Brachycera are more numerous; Anthrax, Bombylius, and other .

genera aboimd. Gadflies swarm and Flies Proper or Muscidae are
found in vast numbers, among them are the violet-hued Sarcopbaga,
the Stomoxys, Musca, Calliphora, and many others. Of Hemiptera
the black Cicada dncalis with its membranous leaved wings
and ear-splitting air-drum, the large clear-winged Cephaloxys
locusta and Hacchys aplendidula, and the opaque brown ‘Ophoena
dives

;
of Pachycoridae the Scutellera nobilis and Callidea purpurea

;

of Asopidm the plain lazy-flying Canthecoma furcillata, and the
rugged Caziera verrucosa ; of Pentatomas, Placosternum taurus

;

two Raphigasters
; many Mictidae, among them Physomems calcar

;

Mictis lata, bovipes, dentipes, and pnnctum, andDalader planiventris

;

of Coreidae Gonocerus lanciger ; of Lygaeidae the scarlet Lygaeus
militaris ; some bright red Pyrrhocoridae and many Reduvii. Of
Orthoptera are several species of Acheta, among them probably the
grotesque Acheta monstrosa, several varieties of Gryllus, the Mole
Cricket Gryollotalpa vulgaris,the Common Locust, andthe beautifully

tinted .^dipoda citrina. Mantis religiosa and ocellaria, Blepharsi
mendica, a large PhyUium, the huge Phasma maculicollis, and
perhaps the ruffle-jointed Bmpusa gongyloides. Of Neuroptera
are the White Ants or Termites, the Dragon Flies or Libellnlae, of
which the large Ashna and a smaller Agarion are the most common,
the Ant Lions including the large lace-winged Myrmeleo zebratns,
the long-bodied brown-mottled Myrmeleo contrarins, and a smaller
unnamed species, and of the vein-winged long-feelered and hairy-
bodied Ascalaphi,A. accusans,8egmentator,insimulans,and tessellatus.

Among Hymenoptera are many species of Ants, red, black, and
russet. One small black ant of the mason family builds very
notable large helmet-shaped thatched nests generally in gela or
humhla trees. Of Pupivorae, some of which lay their eggs in the
dwellings and others in the bodies of insects, are the stout bright
green Stilbum splendens, and a small green and yellow Chrysis. Other
species with small earthen pipe nests, known to the people as the
kumbhdrin or potter’s wife, are the ashy and chocolate Sphex
fermginea, the small black and yellow banded Scolia, the large
and black Scolia rubiginosa, the blue black-bodied fawn-winged
Cceruleus, the black-bodied yellow-winged Mygnimia perplexa, the
green and black-bodied and yellow-winged Chlorien lobatnm, the
small yellow-winged Pelopseus bengalensis, the black yellow-
winged P. spinolse, and the large, black, yellow-winged P.
coromandelicus. Of Wasps are the huge black-bodied and dark
yellow-winged Vespa cincta, the yellow black-banded Eumenes
petiolata, and the black yellow-spotted E. flavapicta. Of Honey Bees
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wbich yield excellent honey^ are tliree kinds, the Apis indica and
dorsalis, and a stinglesa bee. Of the heavy-flying solitary Xylocapae
or Carpenter Bees, who build separate nests in decayed trees, are the
light brown and yellow Xylocapaolivieri,the dark-bodiedashy-winged
X. flavonigrescens, and the dark bluish-green ashy-winged X.
tenuiscapa. Of other bees there are a prettily marked Anthidium,
the blue-striped Crocisa decora, and Anthophora zonata with light

grey wings, yellow shield-shaped thorax and black and green
striped bo<^ not much larger than the honey-bee.
Among Butterflies the Lycaenidoe are represented by two leading

species, Rosimon white or greyish-blue shining like silver, and
ASlianns milk-white bordered with brown, Roxns, Nila, Plinius,

Cnepis, and Theophrastus are also found ; of the Aphnoei, Etolns
and Lohita

;
of the Pieridae, or whites and yellows, Callidryas hilaria,

philippina, and alcmaene, and Pieris paulina, glancippe, albinia,

phryne, and perhaps hecuba and mesentina ; of the Papilios, the
large slow-flying Papilio polymnestor, the large black and red-spotted
P. romulus and P. pammon with yellow dots and white patches, said

to be the two sexes of the same species, P. polites with white and
red crescents on the lower wings, P. agamemnon blotched with brown
and green, P. epius blotched brown and yellow with rows of dots at

the bases of the upper wings, blue eyes on the lower, and no tail j

P. sarpedon, smaller than the others, with long black tapering
forewings crossed by an irregular band of bluish-green, also P.
hector ; of the Danaidse, a very large and in some cases most
beautiful family, the rich-hued Danais plexippus and chrysippus and
the plain Euploea careta, the prettily streaked and black and white
spotted Danais agloea and others, the richly marked and handsome
curve-winged Precis iphita and Junonia asterias, bmonias, mnone,
and orythia ; two Diademas, misippus and bolina, as rich coloured as

the Papilios, the common Brgolis ariadne, the black and white Athyma
leucothoes, and Neptis acera. Of Nymphalidse there are a lovely

leaf-like Kallima, Amathusia bernardi, Debis nilgiriensis, Charaxes
athamus, Melanitis leda, Mycalesis polydecta, and Hypanis ilythia.

Of Hesperidae there are many. There are aiso Malanitis banksia,
Eronia Valeria, Pyrgus superna and P. purendra, Argynnis phalanta,
Isemene aria, Yphthuna lysandra and baldus, Politia nina and others.

Among Moths are the Clear-wing Sesia hylas, the Death’s-head
Acherontia styx, and the Sphinx convolvuli, two Chmrocampas
clotho and celerio, and the Bombay Marble Hawk-moth Daphnis
nerii; of the Castnii, jEgocera maculata and two day-moths Eusemia
dentatrix and the pale-blue transverse, commonly called the MatherAn
butterfly ; and of the Zygeesidae the common black and white
winged Syntoma bicineta. Alany others have lately been identified.

Among these, not elsewhere known, are Polytela gloriosa, Polydesma
boarmoides, Macuglossa stellatarum, Aloa sipalki, and unnamed
species of Micaria, Syntomis, and Lithosia. Among Night-moths
the leading tribe are the Bombycites or Silk-worms, of which the
Lithosias are the most numerous and the Satumias the largest.

Among them are the curious buff and dark green Lithosia entella,

Nyctemera altemans, Deiopleia syringa and pulchella, Spilosoma
sufiusa, Alope ocellifera, Candyba punctata, Qanisa postica, Attacus
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atlas, Saturnia mylitta, the well known tusser silk-moth and perhaps

A-ctaeus silene. Of Noctnites the Peacock Moth, Patula macrops,

the dull brown Argiva hieroglyphica, the dark-brown and bine

Potomorpha manlia and the lighter-hued Ophideres matema, the

fe,wn-coloured Halodes carunca, the Ophusia properata, Lagoptera

dotata, Achoea melicerta, and A. cyllota. Of Geometrites, Comiboena

deyexata, Eumalia rosalia, and the small Orsabana.

Between insects and reptiles several classes of animals may be
roughly grouped. Among them are the active and vicious Leech of

which Hirudo zeylanica is the commonest ; Land-shells including

two species of Helix found in heaps under the laterite ledges, a

common trumpet-mouthed Cyclostoma, and a rather jnre spiral

Achatina ;
Land-crabs or Gecarcinse

;
Millipedes of the genus I^ns

;

bottle-brushlike Cermatias ; Centipedes j Scorpions ; and Spiders,

including l^e large hairy Mygale, two or three Epeir® whose
huge tough webs are hung with egg boxes, the Phrynnus, the small

jumping Salticus, the Galeodes with its tunnelled web, the long

Water-spider, and the skeleton-legged Thalangium (?).

Of Reptiles there are, of Frogs, the Rana tigrina or Bull-frog,

perhaps the smaller and darker Rana hexydactyla, the small andlight-

coloured common Frog, Rana gracilis, the Toad, Bnfo melanostictns,.

and the pale active and graceful Tree-frogs Hylorana malabarica

and Polypedatis maculatns.

Of Lizards there are occasionally the large Lizard, Varanus
dracoena, about four feet long and harmless in spite of its threaten-

ing look, and of smaller hzards, Skinks, Agames, and Geckos. The
Skinks are in every veranda, the Agames bask in the sun on tree-

trunks and bare rocks, and the Geckos keep mostly under cover. Of
Skinks there are the timid Common Skink, Euprepes rufescens,

about a foot long with shining scaly flattened back, the bare

Eumeces punctatus dark grey with brown and white freckles, the

smaller E. hardwickii brown above and white below with symmetri-
cal black dots and yellowish white bands, and the very rare and very
small Chiamela lineata. Of Geckos, whose six or eight measured
notes are often heard at dusk and in the early morning, are the small
common Hemidactylus maculatus, the much larger H. sykesii,

and the curious squat reddish-olive Gymnodactylus deccanensis.
Of Agames the large light-green Calotes versicolor, and on trees

the blackish Calotes rouxii. The hill people mention the Chame-
leon and a Winged-lizard, or Draco, like that found in Kdnara, but
neither has yet been recorded.

Between Lizards and Snakes come the Blindworms of which there
are three, the foot long bronze and yellow Onychocephalus acntus,
the small brown Typhlops braminus, and the minute bluish T.
exiguus.

Among Snakes, there are, of harmless snakes, the grass-green Tree
Snake naneti or Passerita mycterizans, moving with uplifted long-
snouted head, a vicious ready biter but with no poison fang. Another
Tree Snake the Dipsas trigonata, brownish-olive and white-bellied, has
a broad depressed head and rounded snout. There are also the Dipsas
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between its loose bronze scales, the large fangless Daman or Ptyas
jJlaUirld ‘ 5

mncosus, sometimes seen eight feet long and thicker than a man^s
wrist, and perhaps the huge Python molums often more than ten

feet long. Of smaller harmless ground snakes there are the

Tropidonotus plumbicolor, the brown Mid yellow spotted Oligodon
fasciatus, the reddish olive Ablabes humberti, the greyish olive

white-bellied Cyclophis nasalis, the richly variegated Cynophis
inalabaricus, the stump-tailed Silybura macrolepis, and the very
fierce brown white-barred Lycodon aulicns. Of poisonous snakes
there are the Cobra, Naja tripndians, not so numerous as in the
plains, the manydr Bungarns coeruleus, and the green Pit-viper,

Trimeresnrns gramineus, the greyish-brown ganas, Daboia rnssellii,

and the small Echis carinata.
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Among Birds, there are, of Birds of Prey, the white-backed Gyps RiHk. *

bengalensis or gridfe, the long-billed Gyps indicns, the Scavenger ?
Vulture Neophron ginginianus, and the King Vulture Otogyps - 't

calvus. Of Falcons and Hawks there are the Shdhin Falco peregrina-

tor, the Bhiri Falco peregrinus a cold-weather visitant, the Laggar ^
Falco jugger, the little Kestrel Tinnunculus alandarius, the Skifcra, _ ;

several Sparrow Hawks, and occasionally it is said the Goshawk. Of
Eagles there are the wokhah or Tawny Eagle Aqnila vindhiana,

the Osprey Pandion halimtus, and the White-bellied Sea Eagle :

Halimtus leucogaster. Of Harriers there are the Circus swainsonii ; .

'

\

and of Kites the Pariah or chil Milvus govinda and the brdhmani ^
Haliastur indns. Owls are uncommon, but the Indian Screech Owl
Strix javanica arid the brown Hooting Wood-owl Syrnium indranee ,

have been seen. ,,

Among Insessores, of Swallows Martins and Swifts, there are, .

the Engbsh Swallow, Hirundo rustics, sometimes the Wire Tail
'

Swallow Hirundo filifera, the Mosque Swallow Hirundo erythropygia,

and the Dusky Crag Martin Ptyonoprogne concolor
;
and of Swifts

sometimes the Cypselus affinis, and perhaps the Edible Nest Swiftlet,

Collocalia unicolor. Of Goatsuckers, the peculiar melancholy wail of

the Caprimulgus asiaticus is often heard. Bee-eaters, Rollers, and * ^ ;

Kingfishers are rarely seen. Barbets and Cuckoos are common, the

Common Green Barbet, Megaloema caniceps, the Coppersmith,
Xantholema hcemacephala, and the Crow-pheasant, Centrococcyx
rufipennis are found in all parts of the hill. Cuckoos, Paroquets,
Magpies, and smaller birds, though common in the lower slopes,

seldom visit the hill-top. Of Sun Birds there are large numbers
which flit from flower to flower or hover over them like bees.

Of Shrikes there are the Grey Shrike, Lanius lahtora, and the

Common Wood Shrike, also the Drongos, Dicrurus coeralescens and
longicandatus, and of Minivets PerLcrocotus brevirostris and perhaps
flammeus. Of Fly-catchers, are the Tchitrea paradisi or long-tailed

Tyrant Bird and the black-naped blue Hypothymis azurea, the Fantail

Leucocerca albicollis, the Verditer Stoporala melanops, and the

blue - throated Cyomis rubeculoides. Including Bulbuls and
Babblers the Thrushes are the largest family of Matherdn birds.

Among them the Malabdr Whistling Thrush or Lazy Schoolboy

B 1064-33
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Myiophonus horsfieldii, and the smaller-spotted Wren Babbler

Pellomeum ruficeps, the dnll ashy Quaker Thrush Alcippe poiocephala,

the oliye-brown Scimitar Babbler Pomatorhinus horsfiel^, the dark

Cyanocinelns cyanus, and the rare pied Turdulus wardii. Of Ground-

thrushes are the white-winged Geocichla cyanotis, the rarer orange-

headed G. citrina, and the blue-headed Petrophila cinclorhynchas,

which, silent at other times, fills the April woods with song. Of the

harsh-voiced common Babblers there are two varieties Malacocercus

malabaricns and M. somervillei. Among the pleasant voiced and

numerous Bulbuls are the. common red-whiskered Otocompsa
fuscicaudatus, in October the Madras Bulbul Molpastes hoemorrhous,

the beautiful black yellow and white lora zeylonica, and probably the

larger and duller-hued lora tiphia. Akin to the thrushes, the goi^eons

Orioles are represented by the bright yellow and black Mango-bird
Oriolns knndoo. Among Warblers the dayal or Magpie robin is

a rare visitant, and the little dusky Thamnobia, the Bush-robin

Praticola caprata, and the Tailor-bird Orthotomns sutorius are

commoner below than on the top of the hill. Wagtails are abundant,

the grey and yellow Calobates melanope, the pied Motacilla

maderaspatensis, and perhaps the black-faced M. dukhnnensis. A
brown Tree Pipit or Anthns and the Indian Grey Tit, Pams
nipalensis, are also found. Of Conirostres are the common Crow
Corvns macrorhynchns and splendens, the tree Magpie Dendrocitta

mfa, and many Mjmas both the common myna and the more local

Acridotheris marathensis. Of the Fringillid® the small pink-browed
Rosefinch, Propasser rhodochrons, is perhaps occasionally seen as

a straggler. llie black-headed Mania is sometimes found in long
grass, and the Indian Sparrow is seen though in no great numbers.

Weaver Birds come singly, and the small Crested Lark, Spizalanda

deva, is occasionally seen. Of Pigeons there are the Green,

Crocopus chlorigaster, the Common, Columba intermedia, and
perhaps the Imperial, Carpophaga insignis. Of Doves, the Spotted

Dove Turtur suratensis is common and the little brown Cambay
and the ashy Ring-dove T. risorius are rare. Game birds are

disappearing. The handsome grey Jungle Fowl Gallos sonneratii,

formerly common and tame, is seldom seen ; the Spur-fowl,
Galloperdix spadiceus is heard all over the hill, and there are Bush
and Button Quail.

As they are forced to leave it during the rainy months, few
mammals are found on the hill top. Of Bats there are the small

Scotophile that skims about the rooms of an evening, the larger

open air Taphozous longimanus, the small pretty Kerivonla picta,

and the large Fruit-eating Pteropus edwardsi, or Flying Fox. Of Rats
and Mice there are the destructive Bandicoot, ghus, Mus bandicota,

the light-coloured House-rat Mus rufescens, the Brown-rat Mus
decumanns, the Black-rat Mus rattus, the Mus urbanus, and other
common Mnridae. There is also a Musk-rat, either the common
Sorex coerulescens of the plains, or a hill species very like it and
with the same smell. In the evenings Hares, probably Lepos
nigricollis, are sometimes seen frisking about the glades. Of
Squirrels there are three kinds, the red large Sciurus elphinstonei.
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striped, perhaps S. somacroums. Porcnpines, once known on the hill, Places ttFbterwi^
have di^ppeared. Of Mongooses there are the Common Munjgoose,

MATHaiiAir
Herpestes griseus, and a much laiger one, perhaps H. vitticoUis.
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Of Cats there is the Wild Cat, Felis chans, which has probably
bred with the tame cat. Of Deer, the small Pisora, Memimna
indica and the Four-horned Antelope, Tetraceros quadricomis,
formerly not uncommon, are no longer found. The sharp cry of the
Muntjac or hehri, Cervulus aureus, is still often heard, and Sambar,
Rnsa aristotelis, are said to be sometimes seen crossing the lower
slopes. Of Monkeys there are the grey black-faced ffanumdn or
Entellus monkey, Presbytis entellns, and the smaller Macaque or
Bonneted Monkey, Mecacus radiatus. Of larger animals Hyasnaa
and Jackals are not uncommon. Panthers, Felis pardus, both large
and small frequently visit the hill, .and the Tiger is occasionally
seen.i No Bears have been heard of for years.

Besides cats and dogs the only Domestic Animals that remain on
the hill throughout the year are cattle, cows and bufeloes, and a
few goats in the K^thkari hamlets near the hill-foot. Some sheep
are brought in the fair season, but aU are meant for the butcher, as
sheep do not stand the chilly damp of the south-west monsoon.
Several ponies are brought in the &ir seMon, but all leave the hill

soon after the beginning of the rains. Of the cattle that remain and
graze on the hill-tops some are owned by hill herdsmen and others
by servants left in charge of houses.

Domestic
Animals..

The people of the lull belong to two main divisions, local hiU Hill Tribost.
tribes and strangers. CM local hill tribes there are three, K&thkaris
Thdkurs and Dhangars, whose hamlets lie on the lower hill spurs,
and who are often met - on the hiU carrying milk firewood and
baggage. Of their history and Imbits Ih*. Smith has recorded the-
following details

:

Of the three tribes, the KAthkaris, or makers of hath or catechu
the thickened juice of the Tchair tree, are the lowest and probably
the most purely local ; the Thakurs, literally chiefs or lords, a kindlier
better-behaved set of woodsmen and husbandmen seem to have a
strain of late or Rajput blood ; and the large well-moulded limbs,
and refined faces of the Dhangars or milkmen bear out their
tradition that they come from the Deccan.

^
All three have large, though not very prominent, cheek bones,,

rather full lips, and deep-sunk eyes. Among the better sort the
expression is sparkling and genial, but scowling and unsteady among
many Kdthkaris and a few "fiiakurs. The hands, feet, and limbs are
usually well formed, the chest is of good breadth, and, in such as
are tolerably fed, the whole muscular system is well developed..
Straight hair is sometimes, especially among the Thdknrs, replaced
by curly or frizzled locks. Though much variety of figure and
feature occurs among members of the same tribe, each tribe has a
well marked special appearance.

• A tiger was found in June 1880, near Garbut point and Harrison's spring.
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As in other parts of the Konkan the Dhangars have a story that

they come from beyond Pnrandhar in the Deccan. The local

head of the tribe, Sesu son of Janna Singdra, an intelligent

handsome man, has a mythical total of thirty-two and an apparent

knowledge of seven generations since the date of their settlement in

the Konkan. He claims kinship with perhaps about 500 houses of

Dhangars scattered over Panvel, Karjat, Bor, and Pen, and states

as they also state, that when they came they were shepherds and
changed their sheep for cattle as they found the sheep died under
the cold damp of the south-west monsoon. The Dhangars are much
larger and better looking than either the Kdthkaris or the Thdkurs.
The fore and central regions of the head are of greater expanse,

the nose is more aquiline, and the nostrils finer.

Among Dhangars and Thdkurs, the men have surnames which
their wives take at the time of marriage. Thus in a family of

Dhangars there were four brothers Baju, Dhaka, B^ma, and Tuka,
tdl surnamed Akada. In another family were three brothers Kumia,
Tukia, and Baba, with Zora as the clan name or surname. Their

women had such names as Sawe, Babe, and Tumi, and on marriage •

became Sawe Akadin and Tumi Zorin, according to their,husband’s

clan.^ So among the Thaknrs there were five brothers Hassn, Kaln,

Z4nu, Duma, and Daya all with the surname of Paradi
; their wives

were known as Umbi, Sirke, Gomi, Kani, and Shimre. Kdthkaris

seem to have no surnames. To their personal name of Rupa, Honia,
Ratnia, and Shamia men add Kdthkari, and to Pauli, Ndbi, and
Zdnki women add Kathkarin.

Hovses. Kdthkaris generally live on the outskirts of Kunbi villages, Thakurs
in hamlets of their own not far from the plain, and Dhangars in

settlements of two or three sheds within hill and forest limits.

In 1851, when the first European house was built on the hill,

there were twelve Dhangar settlements, or vddas, each of two or
three sheds. These settlements were mostly on level plateaub,

not far from springs. Bach shed was occupied by a family and
varied in size with the wealth of the owner. The largest was about
eighty feet long by thirty or forty broad, and there was a
partition in the middle to divide the cattle from the family. The
framework of the shed was of rough wood, chiefly anjan, ain,

jdmhul, and teak ; and all the walls were of wattled and daubed
hdrvi. The favourite thatch was chirka grass, interlaid with teak,

falas, and kumba leaves. The roof fell with a gradual slope to
within two or three feet of the ground, and the floor was of beaten
earth. There was a large front door for the cattle, and a smaller
side door for the family. Near the smaller door was a raised ledge
for grain baskets, and both doors were furnished with screens to
make all snug in rough weather. The Dhangars have still some
temporary sheds on the hill-tops, but their regular dwellings are
now on the flat-topped spurs near the foot of the hill.

* According to Sesu Dhangar the commonest surnames are Gora, Akada, Bodekar,
Deba, Kokada, Aupir, and Vayted. Dhangars are careful to keep the rule against
marrying in the same clan.
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The Thikors’ hats are mach smaller and are hnilt larger

clostera. They are of the same materials as the Dhangars’ sheds,

and the cattle, when they have cattle, are housed under the same
roof with the family. A space is screened for cooking, and the
household gods are conspicuous hung with peacock^s feathers and
the leaves of the til and humbil, and surrounded with metid plates in

which incense, dhup and ud, are burnt. Prom the rafters hang all

manner of odd things, the wooden iron-shod pestle for cleaning rice

and other grains, the fishing creel, and drams and masks for the
Holi revels. On a platform outside are very neatly plaited grain
baskets, Icungas, and lying about are leaf ram-shades, sickles^ and
other articles of field or house use.

The Kathkari huts are wretched and filthy. Goats take the place
of cattle, and the house gear is of the scantiest. They have one
characteristic tool called vilat, a bar for digging the burrows of field

rats.

Chap^ZP^
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Each tribe has a dialect which they use among themselves, but
all speak Marathi to strangers. Especially with the Thaknrs thig

Marathi is disguised by mispronounced vowels and consonants, a
nasal twang, a sing-song intonation, and the use of sere^
Hindustani words.

The usual dress of all is scanty. Among the men the ordinary
dress is a blanket thrown across the shoulders or drawn over the
head, a loincloth and waistcloth, and at festive times a turban.
Among the women both of the Kathkaris and the Hhangars the
Mardthi robe is worn without a bodice. Thdkur women wear a
tight scrimp bodice, many rows of blue and white beads round the
neck, and the robe passed between the legs and wound very tightly
round the waist. According to Dr. Smith, though it makes -so little

show, Thdkur women pride themselves on their waistcloth, spending
on it sometimes as much as £5 (Rs. 50).

Earrings are worn both in the lobe and rim, and by men as weU
as by women and children. Bangles and necklaces are found in
abundance, noserings are rare, and anklets are unknown. The
hair is not much cared for by either sex, and has none of the
elaborate interlacing with beads and shells, that is seen among
some other hill tribes.

Speech,

Dree*.

r

OnoMoM.

All three tribes eat mutton and game when they can get them.
But their usual diet is ndchni, vari, rice, and clarified butter, with
forest roots and fruits. Thdkurs eat squirrels but not rats, and rats
are greedily devoured by Kdthkaris. The wild plantain yields a
starch which they have no means of extracting properly, but
they bite off tender strips, chew them, and throw away the
fibre. The root of a curcuma, called dldmi, which yields a kind
of arrowroot, is cut in pieces and boiled for food. The mushroom
or gopur is also eaten, and they are skilful in choosing those thg -̂ are
harmless. Of wild fruit they eat the berries cf thejdmbul, toran,
karand, phansi, and aturni, and the seeds of the kokar, ambulgi,
and other plants. The leaves of the dpta are used for cigarettes,
and, along with timburni leaves, which are preferred by the

food.'

V,
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Kdmithis^ are daily bronght for sale to the Mdtherin market. 'Hie

juice of the wild mangosteen makes a palatable drink
;
and many

other trees and herbs hold a place in their esteem either as food or
physic. All three tribes are reputed to be immoderate drinkers^ not
daily or habitually, but on occasions of feasting and revelry. The
juice of the hill or wild palm and moha spirit are drunk universally.

Their chief fish are the mullya a kind of carp^ and the large

sivra which runs from the sea when the rivers are full. Lin^
and nets are little used. In the rains they make walla across

streams, and place bamboo or wicker baskets under the curve

of the waterfaU, into which, when the streams are in flood, the fish

drop as they are swept over the wall. When the streams are lower,

very neat creels, about two feet long and six or eight inches in

diameter, are fixed in gaps in the wall with the mouth down stroma.

The fish enter by a converging hollow, like the hollow of a mouse'
trap, and the elasticity of the bamboo slips prevents their escape.

A second cone opens into the back part of the creel, and through
a hole in this compartment the fish are shaken out. In the dry
weather men and women wade up to the waist, using the women^s
robes as drag-nets. They also stupefy the fish by throwing into

the water the fruit of the ghela and the bark of the rdmetta.

They catch the mungoose the hare and the squirrel in a noose, or
hasli, baited with grain, a lizard, or a land crab. This snare is an
elastic bough, eight or ten feet long, fixed firmly into the ground at

one end, and having a double-ended string tied to the other. A little

way off a small circle of twigs is stuck into the earth, and the bait

laid in the circle. One end of the string, in the form of a noose,
is spread loosely round this circle of twigs, and to the other end are
attached two pieces of stick, arranged to press against each other
within the circle and keep the bough bent. The nibbling of the bait

displaces the sticks, the bough is set free, and the prey, caught in
the noose, is swung into the air and still further secured by a bar
of wood and a tube of bamboo, that slip up and down upon the
string.

Under ordinary tests the intelligence of these hill tribes seems low.
They cannot tell their exact age, nor can they count much over twenty
without getting confused. They know the days of the week but they
do not number the days of the month, observing only the changes of
the moon. In such matters their capacity is feeble. But ask them
the names of trees and their times of flowering or fruiting, or
question them about the habits of beasts, birds, or insects, and their
answers are astonishingly minute and accurate. Their manner is
generally shy and quiet. They are gentle among one another and
free from crime. Such quarrels as they have, they settle among
themselves or lay the case before the headman of the hill.

Kilthkaris alone have a bad name. No one who owns a felt sheep
or a sleek goat is safe from their pilfering. Formerly the Edthkaris
earned bows and arrows, and many of the Th^urs were good
marksmen but all now go unarmed.
T^e Dhangars are cattle breeders and milk-sellers and grow hill

grains to a small extent. They seem never to work as labourers
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or to take to new pnrsaits. The Th&knrs and K&thkaris are *««»l

husbandmen and field labourers, and eke ont their earnings by naeMcflttlii
catting grass and firewood and by carrying loads. As a nimai*
Dhangars are well-to-do, the Thikurs less prosperous, and iii6

KAthkaris poor.

The chief god on the hill is Pisham&th, and the Dhangiur is BeBgiom.

his priest. He has a shrine in a fine grove of jdmbul and other

trees on the left or south bank of the PisharnAth valley. The figure

of the god - is a shapeless object, said to represent the bust of an
^

ascetic, whom the Dhangars found in possession of the hill when they
. ^

came from the Deccan. It is smeared with red paint and all around

are smaller red-smeared stones, Pisham^th’s guards and servants.

la. front of the central stone is a peaked wooden archway, or toram, /

with a cross bar hung with bells. Strewn about are vessds for ji,.

burning oil and incense, stone troughs for the god^s lathing watei^ 7v

numbers of small brass bells, figures of animals, and remains' of

offerings. The bells and other offerings have beenmadeby suffers ^

from some ailment, who, in return for a cure, have vowed to give

Pisham&th a bell or a cocoanut, or to sacrifice a sheep, a goat, or
~

a cock. On Sunday, which is the god’s high day, the offering are -

made through the Dhangar ministrant, the animals being sacrificed

either by the Dhangar or by a Muhammaihin mvlla who stands some
way off. The usual mode of consulting PishamAth is to place Some s-

offering before him, and, after pouring rose-water and scattering

flowers over his image, to mark his brow with sandal powdfflr and busn
'

‘'

it

camphor and lohdn before him. The worshipper prays, and, stating his . w

wants to the priest, tingles a bell and goes aside to await the reply*. .
*

Two small stones are laid in a hollow on PishamAth’s chest,

according as the right or the left stone first falls from its place, the -

worshipper’s prayer is believed to be granted or denied. The goats

and fowls are afterwards eaten, the priest being allowed a share ofthe I'M

sacrifice.^ MarAthAs and MhAramue offerings through the Dhangar
ministrant, but ThAkurs and KAthkaris never join in the worship*. -

Smaller gods are worshipped in the neighbouring villages. A sprite

called Yir, who is not honoured with red point, is held in dread,

as well as the Tiger-God and MAtAdevi, the unall-pox goddess.

For charms they use the head of the cobra and branches of the Chemmt.

pdndri, Stereospermum suaveolens, a small crooked bush with
white bark and pointed light-green leaves. The cry of the owl
and goatsucker, and the chirping of small birds, are carefully noted
when any business of moment is in hand. The dismal groan of

Ckarmi.

^ The priest talks to the god explaining what is wanted and tdling what offering haa
been madeor promised. He men lays two stones in a hollow on Kshamith’a (diest;

the stone on Pisham4th's right hand is the first to £all,the priest tells the woKshiwsr
• his prayer is grated. If the stone on Pisharnhth’s left jg the first to fall^ me nrieat

tells the worshipper that the god will not grant his prayer nnlwM he malrwi a haii£aaae
off^ing. If the worshipper has made or has promised a hands<»ne offerim^ and the
nnlncky stone is the firat to fall, the priest pats it back. If it again fntla first, he
renmnrtrates with the god, telling him he should i^ow pity to his worsh^pera. If it
again falls, he upbraids the god and warns him that, if he persists in snch ul-hninoar,
his good name will go and onerings will cease. This, if neoeesary, ia repeated tSS tbs
lucky stone falls and the worshipper is satisfied. Mr. J. L. Johnidiw, C. S.
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the brown wood-owl is believed to foretell painfnl and certain death.

All three tribes bury their dead^ the Dhangars sitting with the

face towards the rising sun ; the others lying with the head to the

south. Kathkaris observe the custom of digging up all bodies, except

those who die of small-pox and cholera, a fortnight after burial,

when their lamentations are renewed over the ghastly relics, which,

amid much liquor drinking, are burnt to ashes.^ For the twelfth day

rites some Dhangars employ a Brdhman, others a Kumbhdr, and

others a Jangam or Lingdyat priest who lives in Ejtrjat and whose

forefathers are said to have come with the Dhangars from the

Deccan.

According to the 1881 census the total number of strangers, that

is of persons not belonging to the local hill tribes, was 1601 souls. *

Among these 1307 were Hindus, 766 Musalmdns, 107 Christians,

20 PArsis, and one a Chindman. Among the Christians are European
visitors from Bombay, Poona, Haidarabad, Ndgpnr, and Madras;
Portuguese or Goanese visitors priests and shop and hotel-keepers

;

Portuguese or Goanese servants ; and, when house building or public

works are in hand, Goanese carpenters and masons. Of Musalmdns
there are Musalman shopkeepers from Poona and Bombay, cloth and
grain dealers who attend the Sunday market, servants to Europeans,

pony owners and keepers, water-carriers, and gardeners palanquin-

bearers and labourers. Among them, besides the regular Sunnis, are
^

a Meman grocer, a Ddudi Bohora contractor, and six or seven

Ddvars, or iron-smelters, who, since iron-smelting has been stopped
at Mahdbaleshvar earn their living as water-carriers, gardeners,

palanquin-bearers, and labourers. The Parsis are hotel-keepers and
shopkeepers all from Bombay. Among the Hindus are a few
Brahmans, clerks and overseers in the Superintendent’s and Public

Works Offices, a family of Gujarat Vanis who are grain-dealers, a

Bhatia cloth-merchant, one or two Mdrwar Vani grain and cloth-

dealers who come to the Sunday market, a Maratha Sonar from
Satara, one or two sweetmeat-makers, Poona Mdlis in charge of

houses, Mardthas some in the police others palanquin-bearers and
carriers from Sdtara * and a third class gardeners and water-carriers

from Ratndgiri, Kunbis from Neral and other Thana villages who
come as carriers or labourers, Sutars or carpenters and Belddrs
or masons who come from Thana and Poona when building is going
on, Konkan Telis or oilmen who ply with pack-bullocks, Kamathis
Telagu speakers from Haidarabad, Deccan masons and barbers,
a Kanarese Dhangar a blanket-seller from Bijapur, Pardeshi or

^ Other accounts state that the Kithkaris dig up those only who have died of
cholera and small-pox. This seems to be the present practice, ihe custom of digging
up corpses seems once to have been common, as there is a rule in Manu against digging
up corpses and burning the bones.

^ In May 1880, the totals were, Europeans 357, natives 2423.
® Among the cowherds on the hill there are many young Mardth^s from SHt^ra.

They begin work when eight or nine years old, generally live with some Mar4tha who
has charge of a house, get 6d. (4 as. ) a cow for a month’s herding, find their own food,
and are given a blanket and a waistcoat. Their daily round is herding from daylight
to twelve, home till two, back till six, and then home. Most of them are bright
healthy-looking boys.
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Upper "india washermen, Burud cane-workers from Sdtara, KoU CbaptarXlV.
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sellers of dry fish from Koldba and Bombay, Ch^mbhar shoe- pjaceg ^Flateraii''
makers and cattle-keepers from Satara, Mhar palanqnin-bearers

mithbbAw •

and carriers from Satara, Dhed house servants from Gujarat, and
Bhangi sweepers from Poona and Bombay. The Chinaman is the

stniiigew.

lastof a gang of convicts that were settled at Mdtherdn about the year

1855. He was formerly a gardener but is now a master carpenter very ; ,

well-to-do. He lives throughout the year on the hill. A Mar4thi
woman lives with him but they have no children, and he seems to

keep to his own religion of ancestor worship.

The strangers or outsiders belong to two classes, those who
stay on the hill all the year round and those who remain during
the fair season only. Two sets of outsiders remain throughout the
year, servants in charge of houses and some labourers and crafts-

men who have built themselves dwellings and settled at M^therdn.

In some houses one servant, a gardener, and in a few of the better

houses two servants, a gardener and a water-carrier, are kept during
the whole year. The Mdlis are all Hindus partly people of the M41i
caste from Poona and partly Mardthds from M^van in Batnagiri.

Their monthly pay varies from 16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-Rs. 10). Of the

water-carriers, who, except one Mnsalman, are Ratnagiri Marathds,

one or two stay throughout the year and the rest go to their homes
during the rains. Those who go leave their bullocks to graze in the
charge of some Mdli or Dhangar and find their way home by sea.

They are paid 16s. (Rs. 8) a month if the bullock belongs to their

master, and from £1 4s. to £1 8s. (Rs. 12-Rs. 14) if the bullock is

their own. There are also three Suratis or Gujardt Dheds, who are

employed as house servants and remain on the hill all the year round.

Of the other strangers who remain on the hill throughout the year,

there is a GujardtVani family of three brothers, who have been from
ten to twelve years on the hill. They sell grain grocery and cloth,

and lend money. Their families are in Gujardt and they visit them
from time to tima They have no women in their house, and are
said to do all their own cooking and house work. There is also a
Sonar from Sdtara who makes ornaments and stays on the hill

throughout the year. Of lower class Hindu residents there are

four houses of Kdmathi masons from near Haidarabad, who speak
Telagu in their homes and who have their families with them. In
the fair season the men earn from 9d. to la. (6-8 as.) a day. Their
women do not work. There is also a Kdmdthi barber, who, like the
other Kdmathis, speaks Telagu at home. These all bury their dead
and employ local Brdhmans. There are also two Pardeshi washermen,
who work for the hotels and stay on the hill throughout the year.

The Chinese carpenter remains on the hill throughout the year.

The visitors to Matherdn are of two classes, the holders of houses, VisUon.
and the poorer classes to whom householders give employment.
Almost all the visitors to Matherdn are Europeans, some from Haidar-
abad, some from the Bombay-Deccan, and some from Gujarat, but
the greatest number from Bombay. There are also several Native
Christian and Parsi families, and a few Musalmans and Hindus.
The chief classes of strangers whom these visitors draw to the

B 1064—34
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hill are hotel and shopkeepers and labonrers. Of hotel and shoj^'

keepers, there is a Christian hotel-keeper and a baker and liquor-

seller, several Pdrsi hotel and shopkeepers, a Bhatia cloth-seller,

two Musalmdns one a Kachhi and one from Poona, grocers and oil-

men, several families of green-grocers or Bh^igvans from Poona, some
Mnsalmans others Hindus, four Mnsalman mutton butchers from
Satara, two Musalmmibeef butchers from Panvel, a Kanarese blanket-

seller from Bijapnr who comes in May and leaves early in June,
three families of Bnmds or cane-workers from Satara and Poona,and
ten or eleven families of Mochiaor shoe-makers from Wdi in Satara.

The men make shoes and the women work as labourers. They have
lately begun to keep cows and buffaloes and sell milk. A few of

them go to Bombay and Sdtdra for the rains. Besides these
there are the Pdlki-bearers and porters who are almost all from
Mah^baleshvar and WAi, and are some of them Mardthds and others
Mh^s. These men have come to Mdtherdn, because, since the
carriage road has been made to Mahdbaleshvar, their former
occupation has ceased, and because at MdtherSn they find no, local

competition as the people of the Konkan are unfit for the severe
strain of Pdlki carrying. Of the Palki-bearers six families are
Mar^thds and twenty are Mh^rs. Among both- Mardthds and
Mhdrs some of the women work as labonrers. The ordinary load-

carriers are Mariithils from Sdtdra, though some of the Neral
villagers, chiefly Kunbis and some Kdthkaris and ThAkurs, carry
bunfies for hire. For a trip to Neral they get 7Jd. (5 as.) from
which they have to pay |ti. (J anna) for toll. A few of them stay'

on the hill throughout the year. There are also the pony and
horse-keepers, most of whom are Deccan Musalmdns who employ
boys and men, chiefly Mnsalmdns from Poona, Mardthds from
Talegaon in Poona, and Mhdrs from Junnar to take care of the ponies.
The people, who have pack-bullocks engaged in carrying grain
mortar and sand up the hill, are Mardthds, Telia, and Musalmdns.
Few if any are Vanjdris, but some are Laminis from Kaly^n
and the Deccan. The Mai^thds are Poona husbandmen, the Telia
are Konkan oilmen chiefly from Kalydn, and the Mnsalm^s
belong to Neral and neighbouring villages. The Sunday-market
draws to the hill-top some fish-sellers and cloth-dealers from the
neighbouring market-towns. When houses or reservoirs are building,
there are generally some Brahman clerks ‘and overseers, and
carpenters and masons Ohristians from Goa, and Hindus from Poona
and Bombay.

According to some accounts there are traces of iron-smelting in
the upper part of the Pisharnath valley, but the latest examiner, Mr.
Maclaran, C. E., thinks that the slag-like appearance may have been
caused by charcoal fires acting on the surface of the iron clay.^ Almost
no produce leaves the hill. The ThAkurs show taste and skill in
plaiting neck chains and bracelets of coloured bark and grass. But
these articles have little trade value, and the quantities of wax honey
firewood and grass are little more than are required by the people of

* Smith’a M^ther^, 169, See above, p. 241.
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the hill and of the villages at its foot. The only export, and that

a very small one, is the snrplns stock of the Mochis, boots and
shoes which they dispose of in Bombay. The whole trade of the

hill is an import trade, supplies for the visitors their servants

and horses, and for the palanquin-hearers and labourers. Mention
has been made of a bakery, a liquor-shop and a cloth-shop, and of

several butchers’ grocers’ and vegetable-sellers’ stalls. These
remain open throughout the fair season. Besides these, on
Sundays, a weekly market is held, when supplies of grain are laid in

for the week and the labouring classes and hill tribes make small

purchases. The market is held in an open sp^e, to the left of the
main road, a little beyond the seventh mile from NeraL In
this space the sellers sit in irregular rows, some of them in the open
air and others under the shade of a rough cloth or blanket. The
market lasts all day and is busiest about noon. Among the sellers

are several green-grocers or Bh^Lgvans from Poona tiering betel

leaves, hrinjals, mangoes, plantains, guavas, and pot-herbs ; one or

two glass bracelet-sellers Musalmans from Neral and Chauk ; some
bagfulls of dried fish brought on bullock back or as headloads by
Kolis and Musalm&na from Bombay and the Ahbag coast ; a heap
of cocoanuts brought by a Mdrwar Vdni; Musalm^ grain-dealers

from Neral with millet wheat rice and gram, tobacco, cocoa fibre,

molasses, ginger, pepper, and onions ; one or two booths, of Musal-
man and MiirwArVfini cloth-dealers withrobes,bodice8, tmbans, and
blankets from Neral and Bombay ; some Burnds with baskets and
cane chairs ; one or two sweetmeat-sellers from Chauk ;

and some
groups of Kdithkaris and Thakurs with grass, honey, and apta
leaves. The chief buyers are the servants of European visitors who
purchase grain for themselves and their masters’ horses, sweet-

meats, or any dainties that may take their femcy among the grocers’

and vegetable-sellers’ stores ; labourers buying grain, cloth, cocoanuts,

and fish ; and Thakurs and Kathkaris buyinggrain, bracelets, or some
article of clothing. Most purchases are j»ia for in ca^, a few are

settled by barter, but in none are cowries the medium of payment.

As it was never either a stronghold or a place of religions resort,

M^ither4n is almost entirely without a history. Nothing is known of

MAtherAn till, in 1850, Mr. H. P. Malet, CoUeotor of Thana, while
camped at Chauk, strolled one evening half way up the hill by the
narrow steep bed of the Varosha stream between Great Chauk and One
Tree Hill. Thinking the hill worth exploring, he came back next day,
took some water from the small stream that then, even in May, ran
freely through the Pisharndth valley, filled a basket with earth,

struck off some pieces of stone, and wentback to Chauk through the
Bdm Bagh between Alexander’s point and Little Chauk. He came
again in November, hved about a month in a small hut, and cleared

footpaths to several of the points. He came once more in February
1851, built a stone house now called the Byke,* and, in 1852, obtained

a grant of £50 (Rs. 500), and so improved the path from Chauk
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* Mr. E. G. Fawcett bailt tbe second honse, the Hermitage ; Captain Henry Barr
the third ; Captain C. Walker the fourth ; and Mr, Arthur Msdet the fifth, Stonehenge.
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through the Bdm B^gh forest that Mrs. Malet was able to come up
seated iu a chair fastened with ropes to bamboo poles. Shortly after

this, Grovemment ordered the Quarter Master General of the Army to

have the hill surveyed with a view to noake it a military sanitarium.

The survey was carried out by Captain Ponsonby in 1852, who drew
a map of the hill, laid out a road from the north to Neral, and marked
sites for a church, an hospital, a barrack for two hundred men, a
jail, and other public buildings. But the idea of making Mdtherdn a
military sanitarium was given up as the medical authorities preferred

Khandkla. Next year (1853) Captain, Peacock traced and cleared

some fresh paths, and marked sites for private houses. When
the survey was completed, a map of the hill was printed, and
Government, after reserving certain plots, authorised Mr. Malet to

allot sites to the public. By the end of May 1853 seventy sites had
been applied for.

Between 1855 and 1858,Lord Elphinstone,then Governor of Bombay,
did much for Matheran. At a cost of £1000 (Rs. 10,000) the road from
Neral, instead of climbing the steep vaUey, was brought up the gentle

slope of the Neral spur. An embankment was thrown across the
Mdldunga stream below themodem Simpson reservoir, but was carried

away in the first rains, and afterwards a double line of wall was built

across the Pisharndth stream. Most of the rides and paths, leading to

the different points, were laid out with admirable taste, under Lord
Elphinstone’s direction. He chose the site of Elphinstone Lodge, built

a hut on it, and laid the foundation of the present house. His staff

followed his example and Matheran became fashionable. Houses
rapidly sprang up and building sites were in great demand. The
foundation of the Church was laid in 1858, and in three years the
building was completed. Several additions, especially a fine window
presented by Mr. Michael Scott, were afterwards made, and it was
consecrated by Bishop Harding in 1865. During the last twelve years
no new houses have been built, but considerable additions have been
made to Pinto’s, the Clarendon, and the Hope HaU hotels, A
Superintendent’s oflSce, including a post and telegraph office and a
small library, anew market, a sanitarium, and a rest-house for natives
have also been added, and a Gymkhana, with several lawn tennis and
badminton courts and a large badminton shed, adds greatly to the
pleasure of life on the hill.

As a place of resort Matheran has two seasons, after the rains
in October and November, and from the first of April to the
middle of June. The Superintendent generally comes about the
first of October, and, by the middle of the month, hotels are open
and visitors have begun to arrive. From the middle of October
to near the end of November, the hill is fairly full, most of the
rooms at the hotels and about thirty’ of the eighty-three houses
being occupied. By the end of November all but a few families
have left. Some thirty or forty European visitors and a large
number of Parsis come for the Christmas and other cold-weather
holidays. After they go the hill remains nearly empty till the end
of March. For the hot season (April 1st to June 15th) almost
every house is taken. Many families come early in April, but it is
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not till after the first week in May, when the Bombay Law Courts
close, that all the houses are occupied and the hotels crowded. This
busy gay time lasts till the damp and mud of the first rains and the

opening of the Bombay Courts, force many to leave the hill. A few
well-housed Bombay people, to avoid the trying first fortnight in

Jtme, stay to the fifteenth or sixteenth, or even as late as the
twentieth or twenty-fourth, enjoying the fine days that generally
follow the first rainfall. When the rain ^aiu seta in supplies are

hard to get and the palanquin-bearers are anxious to be home to

look after their fields. The Superintendent closes the market and
leaves for Poona. Prom this till the beginning of October the
market remains closed, and except three of the hotel-keepers, the
hospital assistant, the head constable, a Public Works clerk, servants

in charge of houses, and a few shopkeepers, porters, and labourers,

the hill is deserted. In the breaks between the heavier bursts

of rain, when reservoirs are building, an engineer, or an enterprising

house-owner from Bombay, occasionally visits the deserted hill and
sometimes for days together enjoys most pleasant gleams of bright
weather. Visitors can be taken in at the Clarendon and Pinto’s

hotels. But they should send word ahead and bring supplies, and,
unless they are fortunate in weather, there is little comfort on the
hill till after the middle of September,

Up to 1860 the hiU-top was distributed as forest and grazing
land among the villages at its foot. Of a total of 1648 acres, 160^
in the north-east belonged to Neral, 20^ in the east to Bekri,
527|^ in the south-east to Sondaivada, 166|^ in the south to
Borgaon, 537|^ in the west to Varosha, and 185^ in the north to

Mdldnnga. In 1860 the 1648 acres of hUl-top were formed into

the new village of Mdtherdn. In August 1861 the Government of
India sanctioned a yearly grant of £500 (Rs. 5000), and on an
average about £500 (Rs. 5000) more are yearly collected from the
rents of building sites, toUs, and the sale of grass and firewood.

During the last four years the revenue has fallen from £1109
(Rs. 11,088) in 1876-77 to £977 (Rs. 9777) in 1880-81 and the
expenditure, exclusive of special public works, been reduced from
£841 (Rs. 8407) to £555 (Rs. 5553).

The management of the station is entrusted to the Civil Surgeon,
who, with the title of Superintendent, has, within station limits,

the powers of a Third Class Magistrate. Subject to the Collector

of Thmia he has the entire management of the station, looking
after the repairs of roads, settling the charges of palanquin-bearers
pony-keepers and porters, and regulating the use of water, the
conservancy a.rrangements, and the market. He holds oflBce for
two years, and has under him a first class hospital-assistant, a head
constable and three constables, who, besides their dispensing and
police duties, attend to the general work of the Superintendent’s
oflBce. There are also a native clerk, an overseer and assistant-

overseer of roads and reservoirs, four messengers, two gardeners,
two reservoir and two firewood men, and two sweepers. Including
the Superintendent’s pay and allowance the monthly cost of -the
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establishment amoants to £144 (Bs. 1446) in the bosy^ and to £136
(Rs. 1361) in the dull season.^

The yeai'ly road repairs cost about £100 (Rs. 1000). The main
Neral road, which was completed in 1853, has lately (1880), at a cost

of between £300 and £400 (Rs. 3000 -Rs. 40<)0), been widened
and improved between Neral station and the top of the spur.

It stretches for about eight miles from Neral station to the

Clarendon Hotel. The levels show for the first mile a rise to
126’70 feet, for the second a rise to 555'89 feet, for the third to
975'38 feet, for the fourth to 1525‘07 feet, for the fifth to 2138'94,

for the sixth to 2283‘95 feet, for the seventh to 2376‘92 feet at the
market, and from this a faU in the eighth mile to 2109‘30 feet in the
Pishamdth orBundValley. This road is kept in good repair,and though
unfitted for carriages or carts, is in aU places wide enough for two or
three ponies to pass. On the hill-top, the two and a half miles to

the Clarendon Hotel are fairly level and the road has a breadth of

about twenty feet. This could easily be made fit for carriages, and
the drive could without difficulty be continued round Chauk Point.

The returns show that on an average the ascent of the hill costs

£648 (Rs. 6480) for tonjans and palanquins, £814 (Rs. 8140) for

ponies, £253 (Rs. 2529) for bullocks, and £25 (Rs. 245) for post
runners. This revenue of £2300 (Rs. 23,000) would, it has been
calculated, pay a cheap hill railway. The first four miles would be
comparatively easy, but the ascent of the steep cliff in the fifth mile
would be difficult and costly. Besides the main road there are about
thirty-two miles of bridle paths varying in breadth, but always with
room for two riders to meet. These lanes wind over the hill, with
many ups and downs, and have the charm of being well-shaded, and,
every now and again, of commanding views of the outlying points
and of Prabal, Bava Malang, and other high neighbouring hills. In
some parts of the hill, as at Echo and Danger points, the path is so
steep and runs so close to the cliff that it is seldom used by riders.

Besides the main Neral road, the old Chauk road through Ram B4gh
and the part-paved part rock-cut stair up the ravine between Great
Chauk and One Tree Hill, many tracts lead down the hillside.
Several of these, though rough, are passable for a booted European,
but numbers are too steep and slippery to be used by any one but
the barefooted hill-people.

The chief means of conveyance are palanquins, long chairs hung
on poles called tonjans, and ponies, and the chief means of carriage
are pack-bullocks and porters. Of twenty-six palanquins and
tonjans, thirteen belong to a Satara Mhdr, the foreman of the
bearers, and thirteen belong to the Superintendent. On the top of

the year round, Superintendent’s pay £109 6«. (Es. 1093), aflow-
ance £10 (Ks. IW), ho^ital-assistant’s pay £6 (Bs. 60), allowance £3 (Rs. 30), one

constable £1 ^ (lU 12), chaudri £2 (Rs. 20), four messengers £3 4«. (Bs. 32),
® gardeners £1 12». (Es. 16) ; for nine months in

^ 24), oflBce clerk £1 (Rs. 10), two firewood men

resen^oi! men £i 1& (S.^r^”
^ (Rs. 40) ; for seven months in the year, two
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the hill a gang of six bearers is enough for a palanquin, but to go up
or dovra the hill a double gang is wanted. The fare np or down the

bill is 16s. (Rs. 8), and for a trip on the hiU-top from 3s. to 6s.

(Rs. 1-8 -Rs. 3). Of the 16s., Is. (8 as.) goes to the owner of the

palanquin. Is. (8 as.) as a fee, and 2s. (Re. 1) as toll. The remaining
12s. (Rs. 6) are divided equally among the bearers. The bearers who
number about 150 men, are strangers from Wai and Mahdbaleshvar.

Of the whole number about 100 are Mardtha Mhars, forty Mardthda

and ten Musalmans of the Davar or iron-smelting class. All but a
few leave the hill after the middle of June.
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The ponies, of which there are about eighty, almost aU come from
Poona. The charge for a trip up or down the hill, or for a day on

the top, is 4s. (Rs. 2) and 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1-4) if for a servant. The ponies

are almost all quiet and well cared for ; they vary in value from £2 10s.

to £20 (Rs. 25 -Rs. 200). Their keepers and owners, some of whom
have as many as three or four pairs, are Poona Musalmdns, Junnar
Mhdrs, and Talegaon Mardthds. For a trip np and down the hill

the toll is 2^d. (1^ as.) for a horse and Id. (9 pies) for a pony.

The pack-bullocks generally belong to Konkan Telis or oilmen and
Musalmans, and to Poona Musalmans and Lamanis. They carry

loads of from 100 to 140 pounds chiefly of grain, sand, and mortar,

and charge Is. (8 as.) a trip. A bullock pays a toll of 2^^. (l^ as.)

The carriers are almost all from the Satdra district, Wdi and
Mahdbaleshvar. They are Mardth& and Mhfirs, and one or two are

Davar Musalmans. They carry baggage and market supplies, the

smaller articles on their heads and the larger swung from a pole

slung on the shoulders of two or more men. In 1852 the charge for

a labourer for a day or for a trip to Neral was Sd. (2 as.) ; it was raised,

in 1871, to 7Jd. (5 as.) with the provision that a man must carry as

much as forty pounds. These terms are still in force. Besides the

regular carriers, Neral and other Kunbis, and, of the hill-people, both
Thakurs and Kathkaris, carry small articles of personal baggage
and other light loads.

In regulating the water-supply the Superintendent’s supervision

is limited to enforcing the rules against washing clothes or otherwise

fouling the water of the Bund and Simpson reservoirs. Places

are set apart for the washiog of clothes in the beds of the streams

below the dams of these reservoirs. There is no charge for the

water either of the reservoirs or of the springs. The heavy cost of

water-carriage is a sufficient check on waste. For the winter season,

from the 1st October to the 31st March, water-carriers are paid 18».

(Rs. 9) a month for a daily supply of six water-bags. For less than
four bags the charge is at the rate of 1 jd. (10 pfes) a bag. For the hot

season, from 1st April to June 15th, the monthly charge is £1 4.'?.

(Rs. 12) for six water bags a day, and for less than four water-bags

1 Jd. (1 anna) a bag.

In addition to about five private sweepers, two Government
sweepers, each paid £2 (Rs. 20) a month, are made responsible that

no night-soil is allowed to gather on the hill.

For the convenience of visitors a telegraph ofiBce is open from
October to June, and throughout the season there are two daily
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posts. The chief public buildings and institutions are the
Superintendent’s Residence, the Superintendent's, Post, and Telegrj^h
Offices, thePolice Lines, the Hospital-Assistant’s Quarters, the Public
Works Storehouse, the Sanitarium and Native Rest-house, the Hotels
and Market, the Library and Gymkhana, and of places of worship the
EnglishChurch and CatholicChapel, theMosque, theTemplesofMaruti
and Shiv and the shrine ofPisharnath. The Superintendent’s residence

is a well-built convenient house on the central plateau a little to the
south of the English Church. It is said to have cost£3000(Rs. 30,000)
to build, but it was bought by Government in 1868 for £700 (Rs. 7000)
and yields a monthly rent of £4! (Rs. 40). The Superintendent’s,

the post, and the telegraph offices are in one building on the main
road near the Clarendon Hotel. The police lines, a sm^ stone budd-
ing with room for six men, lie to the east of the Market road a little to

the north of the market-place and close to the Superintendent’s office

are the hospital assistant’s quarters and the Public Works storehouse,

fifty feet longbyeighteenbroad. The sanitarium, built by Government
in 1866, stands on a pleasant site in the south-west of the hill about
half way between Danger point and One Tree Hill, It is a one-

storied budding raised on a high stone plinth divided into six

partially furnished sets of quarters. As the Chauk road is seldom
used, these rooms are much out of the way and are little in demand.
Visitors arrange for their own board and pay 2s. (Re. 1) a day for

a set of two rooms. Close to the market place, to the west of the
main road, is the native rest-house a tded one-storied stone building,

fifty-four feet long by thirty-four broad divided by a central wall.

The station has five hotels. One on Garbat hill in the north-east,

three in the central Pisharnath valley, and one on the southern Chauk
plateau. The Garbat hotel on the southslope of Garbat hill hasroomfor
twenty-five guests and charges 10s. (Rs. 5) a day. In the central valley

to the right, a little beyond the market-place, Pinto’s,or the Alexandra
hotel, has room for twenty-one guests and charges 12s. (Rs. 6) a day,

if for less, and 10s. (Rs. 5) a day, if for more than a week ; close by is

the Hope Hall Hotel with room for eight guests and a daily charge of

10s. (Rs. 5); a little farther, beyond the Superintendent’s office, is the
Clarendon Hotel with room for eighteen visitors and a daily charge
of lOs. (Rs. 5) ; and, on the high Chauk plateau, is the Chauk Hotel
with room for twenty-five guests and a daily charge of 10s. (Rs. 5).

The original market place stood on flat ground on the north side

of the Pisharnath valley. It was badly placed to the windward of
'

many houses and on the gathering ground of the reservoir. On
the destruction of the original buildings by fire, on the 12th of April

1865, Government gave £500 (Rs. 5000) for a new market and
private subscriptions were added. The present site, doe to
leeward of the thickest peopled part of the hill, was chosen and a
new market sprung up in every way better than the old one.

The shops and labourers’ houses connected with the market
place cluster on the east slope of the hill-top on both sides of

the main Neral road about seven miles from Neral. Coming
from Neral, about a quarter of a mile from the seventh mile stone,
the row of thatched huts on the left belong to the Wai Chambhar
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shoe-makers aaid cattle-keepers. Beyond them, to the right, are the

small police lines and Public Works store-shed, and, on both sides of

the road, are the huts of Marathi palanquin-bearers and carriers

;

further on the left are the pony stables and the SAtdra Sonar’s house,
and the huts of the Kamdthi masons and barbers ; a little further to

the right are a small temple to Maruti, a one-storied stone bakery
and Uquor-shop, and a stone cloth-shop kept by a Bhatia, a tailor’s

house, and two Vanias’ houses, and above, to the right, the mutton
market. To the left of the main road are two native grocers’

shops, one kept by a Kachhi or Memon and the other by a
Poona Mnsalm^, and close by are one or two vegetable-sellers with
baskets of pine-apples, mangoes, potatoes, onions,andyams. Between
these shops and the clifi is a quadrangle surrounded by thatched or

iron-roof^ sheds which are let as dwellings and shops. Of the
shops one is a tailor’s, one a sweetmeat-seller’s, three are grain and
grocery shops, and two are empty. A little further is the open space
where the Sunday-market is held, and beyond it to the left, on the
brink of the chff, is a hamlet of about twenty small thatched wattle
and daub huts, the quarters of the Mhar palanquin-bearers who
belong to Wai and Mahdbaleshvar. Opposite the Musalmmi grocers’

shops a path leads west, up the hillside, to the mutton-market.
To the right are some grocers’ and onion-seUers’ sheds, and on
the left is a small well-kept stone mosque. The mutton-market
is a row of thatched and iron-roofed houses parallel to the main
road. Among the shops are four green grocers’ shops with supplies

of mangoes, plantains, oranges, onions, pine-apples, carrots, limes,

and pot herbs ; four mutton butchers’ houses ;
^ four Buruds’

houses with hen-crates and baskets ; two washermen’s houses, in one
house a Bijapur blanket-seller, and, a little to the left, two Musalman
beef butchers who spend the three rainy months in Panvel.*

The Library is a small room close to the Superintendent’s ofiSce.

It has 590 volumes and takes the two daily local papers, the Times
of India and Bombay Gazette, and three weekly English papers,
the Illustrated London News, Punch, and the Overland Mail.
There are (1881) eighty-two subscribers who pay 4®. (Rs. 2) a week,
6s. (Rs. 3) a fortnight, 10s. (Rs. 5) a month, or £1 (Rs. 10) a year.

The Gymkhana, or Sport Club, with grounds prettily placed on a
small tree-fringed plateau below and to the north-west of Artist
Point, is, both in the mornings and evenings, a favourite resort.

Round a small circular pavilion are laid out four lawn tennis and
four badminton courts, and, on a terrace to the south, under a shed
that was built in 1879 at a cost of about £10 (Rs. 100), are two
more badminton courts. The present (1881) rates of subscription
are for non-playing members 4s. (Rs. 2) for the season, and for

playing members 4s. (Rs. 2) for a week, or, for the season a donation
of £1 (Rs. 10) or an entrance fee of 4s. (Rs. 2) with a monthly
subscription of 8s. (Rs. 4).
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1 When the bill is crowded about eight or ten sheep are killed every day, and
on Sundays twelve or thirteen.

For the supply of beef a cow is killed every other day.

B 1064—.35
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Houses.

Ground Rents.

Exclusive of shops and labourers’ huts, there are eighty-th^

houses. Except inthecentreofthehillnearthe market where the sites

are not more than an acre, each house is on an average surrounded by

a plot of about five acres. Almost all the houses are built of laterite

stone which is always at hand, cheap to work, -and lasting. All other

building materials, timber, sand, and mortar, come from the foot of

the hdl. Of the whole number of houses thirty are tiled, twenty-eight

iron-roofed, and twenty-four thatched. Their accommodation varies

from four to sixteen rooms, and their rents range in the October

season from £10 to £100 (Es. 100-Rs. 1000), and in the May
season from £20 to £100 (Rs. 200-Es. 1000). Of the whole number
eighteen are owned by Pdrsis, fifteen by Europeans, ten by Hindus,

four by Muhammadans, four by Portuguese, three by Jains, and one

by an Arab.^ Of late years, though no new houses have been built,

the accommodation at several of the hotels has been greatly

increased. Carpenters and masons from Bombay, Poona, and Goa
remain on the hill for eight months in the year, carpenters getting

a daily wage of 2s. (Re. 1) and masons of Is. fid. (12 annas).

Contracts for the repairs of houses are taken by Messrs, Allybhhi

Adamji & Co. of Poona, and by a Chinese carpenter who has
settled on the hill. During the south-west monsoon most houses are

cased with thatched screens. But this makes the inside so close

and damp that the furniture gets covered with mildew, and it is

probably better to leave at least one side of the house open.

In 1879-80 ground rents yielded £185 (Rs. 1850). The original

rent of 10s. (Rs, 5) an acre was afterwards raised to 14s. (Rs. 7), and
it is at this enhanced rate that leases are renewed. In letting sites

for building it is stipulated that the house should be built within two
years, that no trees of more than twenty-four inches in girth shall

he cut without leave, that landmarks are kept in repair, and that the
Collector of Thfina may resume the land on non-payment of rent.

‘ The following details have been supplied by Mr. E. W. Flower, the Honae
Agent. The numbers are those shown on the map. On the eastern ridge, (1) the
Chalet, rent Rs. 700 in May, Rs. 600 in October

; on the main hill in the north,
(2) Rajasthan ; (3) Craigie Bum, Rs, 450, Rs. 300 ; (4) Redland

; (5) Harrison’s
Bungalow, Rs. 500, Rs. 400 ; (6) Elphinstone Lodge

; (7) Femwood, Rs. 600, Rs. 300;
(8) Hill House ; (9) Springwood, Es, 600, Rs. 450; (10) Rose Hill ; (11) Beehive, Es. 800,
Rs. 550 ; (12) Lynch’s Bun^ow, Es. 600, Es. 450 ; (13) Steam’s Cottage

; (14)
Stonehenge, Rs. 700, Rs. 500 ; (15) Gowan Lodge ; (16) the Folly, Rs. 1000, Rs. 1000 :

(17) Scott’s Bungalow, Es. 700, Rs. 500; (18) Rugby Lodge, Rs. 500, Rs. 300; (19)
Walker’s Bungalow, Es. 600,Rs. 450;(20)the Grange; (21)theMount[Superintendent’s
House] ; (22) Rozario House, Rs. 500, Rs. 350 ; (23) Bella Vista, Rs. 500, Es. 360 : (24)
Maria Cottage, Rs. 500, Rs. 350; (25) Hermitage, Es. 800, Es. 550; (26) The WUdemess.
Es. 200, Es. 100; (27) Bundside Cottage, Rs. 500, Es. 350; (28) Prabal, Es. 500, Rs. 350;
(29) Coxen’s Bungalow, Es. 500, Es. 300; (30) Arnold Lodge, Es. 600, HI. 350; (31)
Sunny Side

; (32) Forest Lodge, Rs. 650, Es. 450 ; (33) Rose Cottage, Ea. 150 ; (34)
Keepsake, Es. 360, 360 ; (35) Prospect Hill

; (36) Chiprera House, Es. 600, Rs. 450;
(37) AlAddin Lodge, Rs. 400, Es, 250 ; (38) Mary Lodge, Rs. 500, Es. 350 ; (39) Sand’s
Bungalow, Ea. 700, Rs. 400 ; (W) Bar Cottage, Es. 500, Es. 400 ; (41) The Dell.
Rs. 400, Rs. 250 ; (42) Red Hoifse

; (43) Wifface & Co.’s
; (44) The Byke

; (46)
Mangaldds’ Bungalow ; (46) Benedict Lodge

; (47) Paradise Lodge, Es. 700, Rs. 450;
(48) Terrace Cottage, Es. 500, Es. 350 ; (49) Mendes House, Ea. 500, Es. 300

;

(M) KolUh House
; (51) Wddia Lodge ; (52) Gomes’ Bungalow

; (53) Florence Lodee.
Es. 600, Rs. 400 ; (54) Kinloch Castle Hill ; (55) Underwood ; (56) Fleetwood Ea. 600,

n • ^ House ; (58) Ewart Lo^, Rs. 600,
Rs. 350

; (59) Cainunore House
; (60) Mdldunga ; and (61) Woodlands, Rs. 500 Rs. 350.
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The Chnrcli stands on one of the highest and most central sites

oh the hill, a little north of the Superintendent’s residence. The
foundation was laid in J 858, and, with the help of a Grovernment
grant, the Church was completed by private subscription in 1861 at

a cost of £2626 (Bs. 26,260) and consecrated by JBishop Harding in

1865. It has been made over to the Bishop of Bombay in trust for

the residents of Mdther^. It is a plain neat building, with seats

for 130 persons, a richly painted window, the gift of the late Mr.
Michael H. Scott, a stone font, and a harmonium, and is in all

respects well and orderly appointed. As there is no resident chaplain,

the services are usually performed by clerical visitors, or, in their

absence, by the Superintendent. To the east, in a hollow of the hill

a little below the level of the church plateau, is the small European
burying ground.

The Catholic Chapel of the Holy Cross, situated near the Superin-
tendent’s office, was built soon after the hill was made a sanit^um
(1862), consecr£d;ed in May 1858, and greatly improved in 1872.
With seats for ninety people, it has a nave twenty-five feet long,

fourteen broad, and eighteen high, aisles fifteen feet long ten broad
and 20^ high, and a chapel fifteen feet long thirteen broad and
25^ high. Of resident parishioners there are not more than eight

or ten, but the congregation increases in the October season to

seventy or eighty, and, in the May season, to 125 or 150. To the
south of the Chapel is the priest’s dwelling.

On the left of the path that leads from the Market road to

the mutton market is a small and neat Mosque of laterite stone.

It was built in the year 1872, chiefly from mnds contributed
Messrs. Muhammad Ali Bog5, Kamu Seth, and Bahim-at-ulhih three
rich citizens of Bombay.
On the same side of the Market road, not many yards further north,

is a small modem stone temple with a large red image of Mfiruti

or the Monkey God. The Temple was built in 1874 from money
subscribed by Mardthds and Brahmans in sums varying from 6d,

to 10a. (annas 4- Rs. 5). A Brdhman clerk in the Public Works
Department takes charge of the temple. The worshippers are
Mardthas, who offer flowers and cocoanuts and burn camphor. Close
to the Clarendon Hotel and Public Works Storehouse is a temple
of Shiv which was built in 1870. The only other Hindu shrine on
the hill-top is the shrine of the DhangaPs god Pishamdth, in a
thick grove on the south bank of the Pi^^mdth valley. A
description of the shrine has been given in the account of the
Dhangars.
From Pinto’s Hotel the leading points on the hill-top can

be comfortably seen in three rides or walks. The first morning
may be given to the eastern ridge or wing of hills. Panorama point

and Governor’s hill, Gdrbat hill and Gdrbat point. The details are :

North along the Neral road nearly two miles to the neek that
joins the eastern ridge to the body of the lull ; north about a mile
and a half to the end of Panorama point ; back on foot along the
crest of Governor’s hill, a mile and a half to the Neral toll; from the
toll south round the east side of Gdrbat hill about a mile and a
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quarter to the end of Garbat point ; and back by the west side two
miles to the main hill a little to the south of the dry reservoir

known as the Fife Filter
;
from this back a mile and a quarter to

Pinto’s
;
total about nine and a half miles.

The next morning may be given to Alexander point on the east,

Chauk and Danger points on the south, and the Pishamdth valley

and Fuller lake on the west. The details are : Half a mile south-
east to Alexander point, back round the hollow at the top of little

Khatvan valley half a mile, past the road to the Rdm Bdgh, south
nearly a mile to Little Chauk, west round little Chauk half a mile to

Great Chauk, west round the top of the Varosha valley a quarter of a
mile to One Tree Hill, north half a mile to the Sanitarium, north by a
footpath three-quarters of a mile to Danger point, north-east through
the grove and past Pisharndth’s shrine to the Pishamdth valley along
the CharlotteLake, and, up the valley,half a mile east to the Clarendon
Hotel and half a mile north to Pinto’s ; total five miles.

The afternoon of the same day, or of some future day, for it is an
afternoon walk, may be spent in visiting the west and north-west.
Echo, Landscape, Louisa, Porcupine, Monkey, and Hart Points,
and the northern part of the crest of the hiO. Pass west down the
Pisharnath valley to the north of Fuller lake, at the foot close to the
dam turn north half a mile to Echo point and a quarter further to
Landscape (this must be done on foot), a mile south-west along the
low road through a wooded hollow to Louisa point, a quarter of a mile
north along the crest of the point, to the left along ^e western cliff

a mile north to Porcupine, north-east half a mile to Malet’s springy,
about half a mile down to the springs and back passing Ponsonby
spring on the left which is worth a visit, half a mile north-east to
the Gymkhana, north half a mile leaving Elphinstone Lodge on the
left past Craigie Burn to Monkey point, a quarter of a mile north
to Hart point, three-quarters north-east to Simpson reservoir, down
a steep track about half a mile to the reservoir and back, leaving
the Market road on the left keep the crest of the hill above the
Gymkhana one mile south to Artist point, and along the Bare
Church plateau a second mile south to Pinto’s

j total nine miles.

Besides to the points on the hill-top there are several walks, some
of them easy half-day trips to the terraces on the lull-side, others
heavier trips, most of them involving a climb down to the Konkan
plain, and some of them including a visit to one of the neighbouring
hills. Of these walks thirteen may be noticed, seven of the shorter
and six of the longer class. The seven short half-day walks are :

1, Down to theRamBagh wood round Chauk and up the One Tree ffill;

2, Down Louisa Point and up Porcupine Point; 3, Round Louisa
Point

; 4, By Malet’s Spring to Porcupine Point ; 5, Round Panorama
Point

; 6, Round Alexander Point ; and 7, Round Garbat Point.^

1. Ram Bagh Wood TO One Tree Hill: From the crest of the
clifF a little south of Alexander point the path winds down a rough

CauJe^Court!^
contributed by Mr. W. Hart, First Judge Bombay SmaU
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steep slope, between the rounded rocky brow of Alectaoder poii^

and the sheer scarp that stretches south to Little Chaok. During the
hot season, to the left, lightened by yonng trumpet-shaped plantain

leaves and golden tufted pdhi/rs, a withered slope, grey with leafless

branches, falls to a broad belt of evergreen forest, varying in tint

from yellow and grey green, through bright green and blue, to

masses of deep green, and tufts of orange and brown.^

Beyond the forest, across the great Kh^tvan ravine, stands 64rbat
point and the long low spur that stretches south to Sondai peak.

Behind this spur rise many flat isolated blocks of hill, and, in the

distance, stretches the wall of the Sahyddris broken by the cleft of

the Kusur pass. In the B^m Bdgh, except the overhanging cr^
to the west, the view is bounded on all sides by rich leafage.

Raspberry-like underwood hides great moss-covered boulders, from
which honda and mango stems rise in branchless columns over

fifty feet high and with an even girth of six or seven feet.* Among
the large tree the thick underwood of bushes and large-leaved

seedlings, is varied by the long dark sprays of the poldra or great

mountain ash, and the light green of the humba, and is

adorned by festoons of great climbing trees, whose cable-li^e

trunks, some smooth and tight-drawn, others ragged knotted and
loose-swinging, stretch from the ground to the tree tops and cross

overhead from tree to tree. Some years ago a number of young
vanilla bushes were planted on the left of the path soon after

entering the Rdm B^h, but almost all have died. A . beautiful

fern, the Acrophorns immersus, which five years ago was abundant,
has also lately disappeared or nearly disappeared.

Beyond the nook, or hollow behind Little Chauk the terrace is

opener and the trees are small and stunted, little larger than in

the poorer and less sheltered parts of the hill-top. Onwards the

path winds through a thin coppice of yellowish grey and bright

green bushes, with a sprinkling of larger trees with smooth black
bark, spikes of small bottle-brush flowers, and fresh dark-purple

leaves ageing into deep green.* Round Little Chauk, beyond the
mouth of the KAtvan valley, an easy footpath winds over rocky
spurs scantily clothed with trees and shrubs. To the right rise the

smooth rounded masses of Little and Great Chauk with huge honey-

ChaFt^ZlI^ I
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1 The trees are yellow piprang, grey-green vmbars and agans, iH'ight-green^mhub
and mangoes, bluish pisds and apids, deep green tvpas, grthans, and anjans, (mange
branches of the bangol parasite, mddy tufts of yonng hirda and tidna leaves, and
bare heads of leafless vdrcu, n&nds, and pipris.

^ Mr. F. B, Uaclaran, C.F., gives the following details : One bcrtda tree, six feet
nine inches in girth, six feet from the ground, has a straight stem fifty feet high and
at that height a girth of five feet. Aether bonda tree with a girth of six feet, at six

feet from the ground, is sixty-five feet high &om the ground to the first branch and
at that height has a girth of three feet. A mango tree with a girth of six feet, at nine
feet from the ground, has a height of thirty-five feet to the first branch. Another
mango tree with a girth of fifteen feet, at about five feet from the ground, has a
stra^ht trunk of about forty feet at wUch height it has a girth of eight feet,

® 'file bushes are, yellowish-green bdhmam, bright Icarandaa, purple-sprayed
nandeva creepers, bluish-green pisds, coarse russet eshvars, tamarind-Uke. avails,

kudss with white sweet-smelling Sower heads, and fnirpled-tipped the
large trees are ains.
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combs clustering under some of the overhanging ledges. To
the left, down a steep slope, stretches a narrow band of leafless

trees and bushes. In front is the small ravine of the Borgaon

stream, whose further bank rises above some black rocks in a bright

many-tinted slope of green, which falls gently south, opening

into brown and yellow glades as it nears the plateau’s edge.® Along
the edge runs a low rocky scarp, under which stretches a second

broader wooded belt, with open glades and clumps of trees, leading

to a bare flat spur on which cluster the huts of the Eiarpa hamlet.

To the west, as if from the outer fringe of the upper teirace, rise

the gentle slopes that centre in the t©wer-like rock of Is^gad.

Under Great Chauk the wood again grows thicker, with a fresh

undergrowth of bushes and seedlings, hiding great mossy boulders

whose shapes fit the hollows and scars in the scarp above. Again
the path leaves the deeper wood, and, along winding glades, passes

among clumps of brushwood and groups of trees, that, to the right,

rise in a bank of bright leafage, above which, in form and colour

like a huge elephant, towers the black mass of Great Chauk. On
the right, past Great Chauk point, the bare south bluff of Matherdn,

with notable vulture nests in the holes on the face of the cliffs,

stretches west to the outlying buttress of One Tree Hill. In front

is a well wooded slope, through whose trees looms the flat mass of

Prabal, passing south into the long ridge that leads to the plateau

and rocky peak of IsAlgad, behind which rise several ranges, the

chief of them ending to the south-east in the funnel hill of Kam&la.
Further on, faUing to the bed of the Varosha, the path enters the
Varosha forest among huge boulders, thick underwood, festoons of

climbing trees, and mighly mango trunks. From the upper fringe

of this forest the path partly paved, partly rock-cut, steep but
nowhere so rough as to require scrambling, climbs in sharp zigzags

up the narrow bed of the Varosha between the black bastion-like

bluffs of Great Chauk and One Tree Hill. Looking back from the
crest, on a flat spur, beyond the deep green of the forest, are the
thatched roofs of Varosha. About five miles across the plain, close

to the dark green line of the Panvel highroad, is the large village or
country town of Chauk, and, beyond Chauk, rise the rugged peaks
and flat ranges of Bhor in Satdra and of Pen in Kol^ba.

2. Louisa Point to Poecupine Point. To go down Louisa point
and up Porcupine point, take the path between Ewart Lodge and
Stone House, close to the gate of Stone House, and go down about
300 feet to the terrace. On the terrace, before reaching the Thdkur's
huts, turn to the right, and follow the path, which leads north,
through the wood, to a dead tree almost right under the end of

Porcupine point. Then follow a little path to the right which runs
pretty straight up the hill, and reaches the top close to Porcupine
point. This round is about two miles long, the time about three-
quarters of an hour, and the path fairly good all the way.

^ Yellow piprans, grey umbars and dsana, blue pisds, jambuls, and deep green
lupas, anjams, humblds, ud mangoes.
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3. ItoiTND Louisa. Point. To walk round Louisa point, go down ChaptoXIT.-

1

to the terrace as in the last walk. Then, instead of taking the ^ZstefCe^

^

right,-turn to the left, and so double Louisa point. Then keep pretty

high and go straight to a watercourse running down from the lull

on the left. Climb this watercourse, past a perennial spring below
Stone House, on to the Louisa point road immediately opposite

Stone House gate. This round is not much over a mile ; the time
nearly three-quarters of an hour

; the path easy till it rounds the
point, after this it is sometimes faint and easily lost. At the end of

May and the beginning of June, under the end of the point, the
terrace is covered with beautiful fragrant white lilies, whose bulbs
lying close to the surface can be easily dug up with a pocket knife.

4. Malet’s Speinq to Porcupine Point. To go from Malet’s
spring to Porcupine point, follow the bed of the watercourse at

MalePs Spring for a short distance till a narrow path appears on the
left. Follow this through the wood till it meets another path running
down on the left from the spur just below the end of Porcupine
point. Climb this spur till close under the rocky nose of the point,

then turn to the right, and keep under the rock of the point for

about 20(X yards, till, near the top, you hit on the path by which the
ascent is made in walk number two. This is a far rougher and more
difficult walk than those already described. The distance is about
two miles, the time more than an hour, the path bad and steep all the
way, and in places faint and easily lost.

5. Bound Panorama Point. The walk round Panorama point is

one of the most beautiful and interesting on the hill. Pass down
the valley of the Simpson reservoir, keeping on the right bank of
the stream below the dam, until you reach a point about 300 yards
short of where the stream falls over the edge of the hill into the
valley, a few yards above a spring of water close to the right bank
the stones round which are covered with red paint. The foundations
on the left bank of the stream and a steep r^-soil bank on the right
are traces of the Mphinstone Reservoir which was swept away
during the first rains after it was built. At the top of the red-sod
bank is the Kdthkaris’ burial-ground, the graves marked withmounds
of loose stones on some of which are the remains of offerings.

Across this burial-ground north-east towards Panorama point, a
path runs into the belt of wood which stretches almost round the
hill about the level of the Bam Bdgh. Follow this path till it leads
under the end of Panorama point. Here a narrow shghtly sloping
ridge stretches a considerable distance north. The point of this

ridge commands a striking view. Looking back all that canbe seen
of Mather4n is the map of Panorama point rising in a huge steep
cone like a miniature Matterhorn. Looking north, perched on a
neighbouring hill, are the mins of the Mar4tha fort of Peb so close

that the lines between the stones can be clearly seen. Though so
close it cannot be reached, unless with the aid of ropes or ladders.

A little below, the groimd falls sheer away in a short overhanging
bluff, and a steep nick with scarped sides cut in the narrow isthmus
which joins the ridge with Peb hill adds to the difficulty of the
I^ssage. In late May and in June the terrace below Panorama point,
like the Louisa point plateau, is covered with sweet white lilies.

'e
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Returning to the path below the cliff, pass round the point, and keep
the path south-east through the wood to a very large old fig tree,

where the path branches in several directions. The shortest way is

to keep to the highest or right hand path till it leads to one of two
steep little tracks which climb the hill on the right. The first of
these tracks leads to the hill-top a few yards north, and the second
track, a few yards south of the Governor’s Site. Both of these paths
are hard to find, both are steep, and if, as is not unlikely, one of the
many watercourses is mistaken for the path, a troublesome and
rather dangerous climb ends in a steep impassable scarp. The
midmost path leads slightly down past the spring which feeds Bie
water-pipe, out on to the Neral road a few yards above the point where
the pipe crosses the road, and about a quarter of a mile above the
drinking fountain on the upper terrace. The lowest path in the
wood, after turning north for a short distance, leads to the upper
terrace close to the drinking fountain. The whole distance of this
round is about four miles j the time nearly two hours ; the path fa,irly

good all the way, but there is a little difficulty in finding it at the
beginning near the K^lthkari’s burying-gronnd and also in choosing
the proper track up Panorama hill at the end.

6. Round Alexander Point. The walk round Alexander point
is interesting, but rough. At the meeting of the three roads to
Alexander point, the Clarendon Hotel and Chauk point, just below
the back of Paradise Lodge, in the corner between Alexander point
and the body of the hill, a path in the steep bed of a watercourse
runs down the eastern face of the hill. For the greater part of the first

five minutes the path seems to have once been paved like an ancient
Roman road. Further down, in the bed of the stream, are a number
of holes like shallow wells. The deepening of these pools and the
paving of the path probably date from the time when the market
place was close by. A few yards further down a path runs into the
wood on the left. Follow this path east, round the south-western
slope of Alexander point. At times the path is faint and easily lost,
and in one place it runs for a few yards most unpleasantly near the
edge of a sheer drop of seventy or eighty feet. In time it leads
into another better-marked and more-used path, running from the
left down the spur under the end of Alexander point. This path
which is long and steep, and very rough in one or two places, leads
to the top right over the tip of the nose of Alexander point. The
length of this round is about one and a half miles, the time about
an hour; the path very steep all the way and in places difficult.

7. Round Garbat Point. Round Garbat point is a short and easy
walk, but somewhat exposed to the morning sun. To avoid the sun
keep the eastern side of the point, and follow a narrow track which
runs down to the left about 300 yards from where the two roads to
the point divide. After rounding the end of the point and paaging
a little hamlet, a narrow track up the west side of the point leads
to the top, rather nearer the end than where the eastern path left
the crest of the hill. This round is about one and a half miles, the
time a little over half an hour

; and the path good and easy
throughout.

r o j
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Of the six whole-day, or at least heavy half-ds^, walks, fonr keep
to M^therdn hill and two stretch to the neighbouring hills. The
four long Mdtherdn trips are from Chank spur to Alexander point

;

2, From Louisa point to One Tree hill; 3, From Louisa spur to

Porcnjrine point ; and 4, From Elphinstone Spring to Porcupine point.

The two neighbouring hiUs which can be easily visited are Prabal
on the west and Peb on the north. These walks are from five to

eight miles with a long steep climb right into the plain. None ofthem
can be easily done in less than three or four hours, and they are
beyond the powers of most ladies. Nailed boots and a long strong
staff are almost necessary, especially on the steep slippery lower
slopes.

' 1
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1. Chauk Spur to Alexander Point. Chauk spur to Alexander
point is a beautiful walk, especially in October, when the streams
are full and the lower slopes of the 1^1-side are covered with flowering
plants. Start, as in half-day walk number I, by the old Chauk road
into the B4m Bdgh and follow the path towards One Tree hill for

about half a mile, till a broad well-marked path runs into it on the
left. Follow this path for nearly another half mile till almost
straight above the village at its foot. . Then, turning sharply to the
left, pass down the north face of the spur into the valley. Thence,
keeping north-east, cross the large watercourse which runs from
the corner between Alexander point and the body of the hill, work
round the long spur which runs down from the end of the point past
some Th^kurs’ huts to the north of it at the east foot of the hill,

and then strike up to the west by a path which runs down on the
left over the slopes on the eastern face of the point. This leads to
the top some 200 yards north of Alexander point. This is the longest

way up, but it is the easiest and steadiest climb. The bed of the
watercourse (the path followed in the beginning of half-day walk
number 6) is much shorter and is in the shade almost the whole
way. But it is extremely steep and rough, and the lower part is

almost impassable if there is any water in the stream. The track up
the spur just below the end of Alexander Point (the path which
ends short walk number 6) is also much shorter, but it is very steep,

bare of trees, and open to the sun almost all day long. The longer
route passes a beautiful deep pool about eight feet broad under a
waterfall some twelve feet high, a perfect bathing place in October.
Then also the path through the wood is gay with the beautiful

purple-centred yellow flowers of a tall mallow, and a thick bush
covered with large bright magenta blossoms.

Ctuahto' -Ji
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2. Louisa Point to One Tree Hill. To go from Louisa point LotOsa to One
to One Tree hill, take the path near Stone House, and on reaching Tree BSL
the terrace keep to the left as in short walk number three. Before
reaching right under the end of the point strike down to the right

by a steep path which runs almost straight into the valley. Follow
a track which runs south, along the left bank of the stream, to some
Thdkurs’ huts on the western slopes of M4ther4n, a little to the
north of One Tree hill. From this a very steep path np the slope,

on the left, leads to the E4m B^h terrace, a little to the north of

One Tree hill. Turning to the right, a little path to the south

B 1064—36
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leads in a few minutes into the large path that mns from One
Tree hill to the village of Chauk. Here turn east to the left, and
climb by the One Tree hill path as at the end of half-day walk
number 1.

3. Louisa Spue TO PoECUPiNE Point. Looking down on the terrace

from the top of the path near Stone House, beyond the Thakurs’ huts,

a long narrow ridge stretches north-west, apparently joining the
terrace with the low hill to the north-east of Prabal. But between
them a deep narrow gorge cuts the north-west of the ridge into an
almost sheer cliff. Go down to the terrace as in the last walk, but
keep straight on, past the Thaknrs’ huts, by the path which mns to

the north-west along the crest of the ridge. Shortly before the end of
the ridge a steep but quite practicable path mns down on each side.

The path on the left leads down the western slope into the Prabal
valley. The path on the right, down the northern slope a little

further along the ridge, leads into the Maldnnga valley. Taking
the north path, just before the last descent into the valley, is a difficnlt

and rather risky bit of climbing. On reaching the bottom, keep
to the nearest or south bank of the stream which mns through the
gorge at the north-west end of the ridge. Follow this north-east till

you meet a steep narrow path running from the western slopes of
the hill on your right. Working always to the north-east, for in
places the path is not well marked, this leads to the terrace between
Louisa point and Porcupine point, described in half-day walk number
2, at a point about five minutes from the beginning of the last ascent
in that walk. Here turn to the left and follow the path to the north-
east to the dead tree, under the extreme end of Porcupine point, and
then finish as in half-day walk number 2. The forest and brushwood
in the lower parts of this walk are much thicker than they are either
between Louisa point and One Tree hill or between Chauk spur and
Alexander point ; they are less frequented by human beings, and
consequently richer in animal life. The wild cat, the large black
mungoose, and a very dark squirrel, all of which are rare on the top
of the hill, may be constantly seen. A large dark woodpecker, with
a dull red head, rarely if ever seen on the hill-top, makes the woods
resound with the noise of his strong quick blows.

An easier but very much longer walk is, on reaching the valley
below the Louisa spur, instead of turning up by the steep little

path on the right, to keep north-east till you strike the broad well-
beaten path beween Mdldunga and M^theran. Following this to the
right it runs east and then south, to the dead tree at the foot of the
last ascent.

Elphinstone Spring 4. ElPHINSTONE SpEING TO PoECUPINE PoiNT. To walk from
to Porcupine. Elphinstone spring to Procnpine point, take the steep narrow path that

runs down by the watercourse below the spring between Elphinstone
Lodge and Craigie Bum, and keep north till you reach the plain
below the west of Hart point, a short distance from its end. Thence
go west to the main bed of the stream which flows down below
Malet s spring from the comer between Hart and Porcupine points.
Foflow this stream till, after passing a clump of very large trees
and a cluster of Thdkur’s huts, about a mile west from Hart point.
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there stands on the left a single hat beside a single tree on a spar
of the hill above. Climb this hut, and take a path running round
the northern slopes of Porcupine point. Following this round to

the north-west of the point it leads to the dead tree already men-
tioned, from which the round can be finished as in the last long
walk. A shorter but steeper way is, before rounding the pointy to

strike to the left by a narrow and little used path, running straight

up the spur immediately below the end of Porcupine point and
finish as in half-day walk number 4
The two.trips to Prabal and Peb involve twelve or fourteen miles

hard walking, with two long steep descents, and two difficult ascents.

The walking takes nearly eight hours, four going and four coming
back, and a halt of not less than three or four hours should be made
in the heat of the day. A whole day of twelve hours should therefore

be given to each of these trips and they should not be tried by any
but good walkers.

1. MlTHEBiN TO PeabaIi. Prabal may be reached from MatheiAn
either from Louisa point or from One Tree hill. The Louisa point
route is shorter but the One Tree hill route is easier, especially in
the Matherdn part. Starting from Louisa point and coming back
by One Tree hiU, begin as in whole-day Walk number 2, until yon
reach the bed of the stream in the Prabal valley. Then, instead of

keeping down the stream, strike across it to the west and climb by
the spur which runs down the east face of Prabal, to the south of
the square plateau about half way up on the north-east. The path,
which is not always easy to keep, trends slightly to the north,
until it reaches a wooded ravine about two-thirds of the way up.
Here the path turns sharp back to the south and leads to the top a
little north of the middle of the east face of the hill. Prabal, though
not nearly so large, is much like Matherin. The same flat wooded
terrace runs along the hill-side, about a third of theway down, and is

particularly notable under the north-east end. The same steep sea-

cliff-like scarps rise from this terrace to the crest of the hill. There
is the same flat top, more thinly wooded, but with here and there
in the hollows some fine timber. The same points or capes stand
out from the body of the hill and end in the same weather-worn
conical crags. There is even a central hollow like the PishamAth
valley, only sloping east not west, down which, for some time after the
rains, a stream flows and falls over a high rock in the east edge of
the hill, almost opposite the outfall of the Pishamath stream oir

Mather^iU. There are no regular dwellings on Prabal, but a colony
of Kathkaris, from the neighbouring villages,occasionally set up a few
temporary huts in the north of the hill. Of former occupation the
chief traces are the ruined Mardtha fort and a rock-cut cistern at
the south end, still in fair preservation. The chief part of the fort

now standing is on a ledge below the south end of the hill. But
there are signs that the whole hill-top was once fortified, for here
and there are clear traces of a wall or line of ramparts running round
the top of the hill. Looking east is the long flat top of Mdtherdn
with sheer cliffs rising from a belt of wood much like what Prabal
looks from Mdtheran. Seaward and over the Konkan is a fine view.
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mucli wider tlian the view from Md.ther4n. To retam, takeapath at

the south end of the hill which runs from the fort down the south-

east slopes into the valley. Then keep slightly north of east to
the Thaknrs' huts which formed the taming point of whole-day walk
number 2. Theuce finish as in whole-day walk number 2. In the

wood below the fort of Prabal hill grow two sorts of climbing fom,
Lygodium scandens and Lygodium fiexuosum^ which have of late

years become rare on Mdtheran.

2. MIthebIn to Peb. Peb is the fort on the nearest or southmost
point of the Bava Malang range, which, in half-day walk numbw 5,
has been noticed as ‘ so near and yet so far

* from the plateau below
Panorama point. Descend by Elphinstone spring as in long walk
number 4, but, instead of turning west to the left, keep stra%ht .

north, leaving Hart point, the Simpson reservoir clifis, and
Panorama point successively on the right, till you reach the foot of
a wooded ravine sloping down from the north-west, in the commr
between Peb hill and N4khinda, the next peak of the B4va Malang
range. A stiff scramble up this ravine leads to the rear or north-
west side of the fort, to a narrow grass-cutter’s path, that runs sharp
back towards the south-east at the foot of the fort wall. Follow
this south-east fort a short distance till yon meet another narrow
path on your left, rising steeply for a short distance over a breach in
the fort wall. The fort, like the Prabal fort, seems to have been
planned to enclose the whole top of the hill, but, unlike Prabal fort,

it has no spring or reservoir within the walls. To Hie north the
ground rises gradually in a long narrow ridge to a point ^parentl^
considerably higher than M4ther4n.

Mha'se, six miles south of Morbid, has, at the shrine of
Khimbling, ^ a yearly fair supposed to be the oldest in the district.

It begins on Posh Shud Pumimadha (January full-moon) and lasts for
fifteen days, and is one of the most important cattle fairs in the
district. It is attended by large numbers of Vinis, Kds4rs, Kunbis,
and Musalmins from as far as Kalyan and Junnar. The chief article
sold are spices, grain, salt, cloth, metal vessels, ponies and cattle,
especially buffaloes, sometimes, it is said, to the value of £2000
(Rs. 20,000). The shrine has 16^ acres of private land under the
management of the village headman.

Kokha'da, the chief village of the Mokhdda petty division, lies,
as the crow flies, about twenty, and, through Alvand, about thirty-two
miles north of the Igatpnri station of the north-east branch of the
Peninsula railway. It lies in hilly country nnder the Sahyddris,
and, though the chief village in those parts, contains only 466 houses,
half of them scattered in small hamlets, and, according to the 1881
census, a population of 2107, of whom 2028 are Hindus, 78 Musalmins,
and one a Jew.

It is the seat of a mahalkari, but, except a record room, contains
no Government offices as they were found unsafe and puffed

[Bombay Oa»tta«| ;

^ The iAoTOfi is a wooden pillar outside of the temple daubed with redlead, the hug
IS worshipped inside.

^
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down in 1880. Tlie mahalTcari holds office in a test-hcmse which
was built in 1876-77 at a cost of £318 (Sa 3180). The only oiffier

house of any size is the school which was built in 1879 at a cort of

£261 (Bs. 2603). The school is of little use, as the villagers, most
of whom are Kolis, do not send their boys to school.* The average
attendance is about ten. There are fourteen shops mostly held by
Shimpis who are the chief traders of those parts. So m^ed is tlm
country that the petty division is without carts, except a few in one
or two villages which are used for carrying manure to tiie fields.

The post goes through the Dondmary4clu Met pass, thirty-two mileB
through Alvand to Igatpuri, a difficult route, especially in the rains,

when the rivers are at times impassable for a whole day.

Mulga'on, a deserted Jchoii vQlage about two miles north-east

of Andheri station on the Baroda railway, has, on the east bank of
an old pond, a heap of blocks of dressed and carved stones. It is

the site of a Br^hmanic temple of the eleventh or twelfth cmibuy.
Much of the site is hidden by long grass and bnt^wood.
several finely carved blocks are strewn over the open pond-bank,
imagra, pieces of pillars, and bits of the spire. At the edge of tiie

pond is a stone with a defaced Shiv dancing the tdndav, and an
image of Narsinh or the ]\|an-lion, the fourth incanudaon of Yishnn.
On the bank above isa one-headed four-handed Brahma willi abook
roll in his upper right hand. There is also a small three-headed
figure, probably Brahma Vishnu and Shiv. About twenty yards
from the temple ia an underground water-cistern with two square
openings, probably Buddhist (a.d. 100- 500). . At the comer of a field

about a hundred yards south-east of the pond, are a row of old bridu,
perhaps part ofan old water channeL

Murba'd, about fourteen miles south-east of TUvala sta^a
and eighteen miles east of Kalyfin, on the line of high road now
being made from Kalyan to the MMsej pass, is the head-quarters of
the Murbdd sub-division, with, in 1881, a jKmulation of 2932, (rfwhom
2743 were Hindus, 187 Musalmws, and two P^rsis. , It ra a
mfimlatd^r’s station and has a subordinate judge’s court, a post office,

and a school-house built in 1864-65 at a cost of a^ut £190
(Rs. 1900). A pubbc works rest-house has also been lately completed.

The place is growing, and contrasts well with the po(» vilh^e,
‘not able to afford a house or shed,* which Dr. Fryer found in
1675.^ Now every square yard of available ground in the village

site is built on and more is being yearly demanded. On the night
of the 10th December 1827 the village was visited by a gang of
thirty-five robbers, who attacked the tres«ury and carri^ off £1^1
(Bs. 13,211).^ There is agood market and a large colony of E^fiyaslii

Prabhus.

There are seven Hindu temples, Shbi Rim’s, built in the time of
the Peshwas and repaired in 1866-67 by private contribution ; it

enjoys 1|^ acres of land assessed at 14s. (Rs. 7). Shhi MabJLdxv’s,
built by Qanesh Pant Patankar, the Peshwa’s governor of Kalyfin,

MeuMlns. -a’I’’'
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in the time of the Peshwa^ burnt in 1828-29, re-built by the late

Govind Shamrav, mamlatddr of Murbad about 1831, and repaired
MtTBBAn.

about 1860 by private subscription. Shbi Ganpati’s, built about four

years ago by private contribution and maintained by the Prabhu
community of the village. Shbi Vithoba^s, built about eighteen

years ago by private contribution and maintained by the people

of the ^lage. Shbi Devi’s, built by private contribution in 1854-55,

repaired in 1866-67, and maintained by the people. Shbi Jabi

Maei’s, situated outside the village, was built about 1876. There

are two reservoirs towards the south of the village, about sixty paces

apart. The larger is known as the Mothe Tale or Big Pond luid the

smaller as the Kund or Cistern. In the Mothe Tale are two wells,

built in 1863-64 at a cost of £74 (Es. 741), including the cost of

clearing the reservoir. The water of the reservoirs is used for washing
only, and that of the two wells in the Mothe Tale for drinking from
April to June, when almost all the village wells are dry.

Naldubo Naldurg Fort, in Narivli village, about nine miles south-east of
Foet. Murbad, was ruinous in 1862. There was no water and no food.

NAsionAT. Na'na'gha't^ or NInas Pass, in Murbad, about seventy miles

north-east of Bombay and about forty miles east of KalyAn station

on the Peninsula railway, is a frequented pass in the Sahyadri hills,

with interesting remains and inscriptions, which date from before

the Christian era. Though steep and hard to climb the Nana pass

is the natural outlet for the great commerce, which, in early times
centred in Junnar about twenty miles to the south-east, and in

Paithan about a hundred miles to the east, and, in later times (a.d.

1490-1630), in Ahmadnagar, about half way between Paithan and
Junnar. In 1 675 Dr. Fryer, who had been misguided to the Avapa
pass on his way up, came back from Junnar by what he calls the
‘ Nunny Gaut,’ and explains to mean the little hill ' in respect of

the other, which mounted a prodigious height above it.’ At the top
of the pass Fryer was stopped by a drove of 300 oxen laden with salt.

After an hour’s standing in the sun he got the drivers below to
wait, and then the path was easy ‘ being supplied at fit distances
with charitable cisterns of good water, and, towards the bottom,
adorned with beautiful woods.’

^

At the beginning of British rule (1818) the NAna pass was in
fair order, with a paved way which was supposed to have been
made by NAna Fadnavis (1774-1800). In 1819 it was among the
passes which, in the Collector’s opinion, deserved to be kept in
repair.® Though the opening, first of high roads (1830-1840) and
afterwards of railways (1858-1865), has drawn to the Tal pass in
the north, and to the Bor pass in the south, the bulk of the trade
between the Deccan and the coast, a considerable passenger and
grain and salt traffic still centres in the Ndna pass.*

’ Contributed by Pandit BhagvAnlil Indraji, “ New Account, 141.
* Mr. Marriott to GoTemment, 29th September 1819, Revenue Diary, 144 of 1819.

,
rice, salt, sugar and sugarcandy go to the Deccan, and myrobalans,

chillies, cotton seed, cotton, vegetables, wheat, and jiapercome to the Konkan.
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At the foot of the p&ss, which is about twenty miles east of

Murh^d, is the village of Vaisagra, vaiahya griha, the merchants’ or

husbandmen’s dwelling place, with a small river called the Kanikhera
or the gold-bearer, whose source is said to be in three sprues which

rise in the hills on either side of the pass. A little to the east of

YaisAgra is its suburb Pardhanpada or the minister’s village. From
here the ascent begins with a gentle rise, and passes up, through

thick forest, about a mile and a half to a tableland called SUngaru or

the Foal, where, near two pools of water (one of them roughly built),

travellers and loaded animals rest. At Shingaru a road branch^ to

the left to Pulu Sonala. This, of which an account is given latar

on, was once the favourite route but is now seldom used. From
Shingaru is a rise of about a mile and a half. Over the tableland

hangs the great wall of the Sahyadris, from whose level top shoots

forth a bare thumb-like pinnacle of rock locally known as Ndnaekyia
Angthya or Nana’s Thumb. The west or Konkan fece of the thumb
is a sheer cliff, but the east or Deccan face falls with a gradual slope.

The valley to the right or south of the thumb is called Guna ; the

valley to the left or north is called Ndna. The people say that

Ndna and Guna were two brothers, who were asked by a ^ng of

Junnar to make a road from the Konkan to his capital. At the

brothers’ request it was agreed that the pass which was first

finished should be used, and should be called by the name of the

brother who made it. Both began work on the Konkan side, each
up one of the valleys that flank the thumb. Guna’s path had an
easy slope, but at the end of the year it was little more than
begun; Nona’s was a steep rough track, but it was finished, and, as

he had promised, the king was satisfied and called it by Nona’s
namb. The Ndna pass is the one ordinarily used, for the Guna pass,

though at first easier than the Ndna pass, is afterwards very steep

and difficult.

The N^na tract climbs a steep slope in zigzags of undressed stone
which seem to have once been rock-cut steps, of which broken
or worn traces remain. On either side of the path the hills rise

thickly covered with trees, and, at intervals, seats and cisterns or
reservoirs are cut in the rock. About a mile above Shingaru,
on the left, near a vdvla tree, Ulmus integrifolia, is a two-
mouthed cistern much like the cistern marked No. 5 at the Kanheri
caves. It is very deep, but is dry and choked with rubbish.

In front of the recess is an inscription, which, in letters of the first

or second century after Christ, records that the cistern was cut
by a merchant named Damaghosh of Kdmavan in the thirteenth

year of Chaturparna Sh^takami son of Vashisthi. A little further

to the left is a reservoir with clear limpid water, and near it a rest-

seat cut in the rock with an inscription of one line, stating, in
letters of about the first or second century after Christ, that the
reservoir was cut by one Govindadas of Sopdra. A little further on
the right, are several small cisterns vrithont writing and of no special

interest. Further on, a little below the crest of the pass, is a cistern

filled with mud, and, in the recess above it, are traces of letters

enough to show that there was an inscription. Beyond this, to the
right, are other smaller cisterns. Close to the crest of the pass is

Chapter /
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a narrow golly about 130 feet long and nine broad, called Nina
Gbitachi nali or tbe Ninagbit catting. Tbougb tbe cleft looks

natural, it seems probable that tbe passage was cut, and that tbe

rocks have weathered into what seem natural cliffs. Before
entering this passage, on the right, a broken seldom-used flight of

rock-cut steps, leads to a rock-cut chamber about 28| feet square.

The front of the chamber is open, but it seems once to hare had a
wood-work facing as there are holes in the floor, probably fw
wooden pillars. A rock-cut bench runs along the right and left

walls, and, in a recess which fills almost the whole of the back wall^

are traces of nine life-sized standing figures, and above each figure

an inscription, in letters of about a century before Christ, recording
its name. Beginning from near the left end of the wall, the feet

alone of the &st statue are left with traces of a body, which
apparently wore a han^ng waistband. Above the figure, are
written the words ‘ The fair-faced king Shdtavdhana.’ To the right

of Sh^tav^hana’s statue two figures stood side by side, but all trace

of them is gone except the feet of the figure to the visitor’s right.

Above these figures, an inscription of two lines, records that the
statue to the visitor’s left was queen Ndyanika, and the other, king
Shatakami.^ Of the fourth statue o^y the feet and the end of

the waistcloth, hanging between them, remain. Above is an
inscription of which a little near the end is lost. The letters that

can be made out are Kumdro Bh^ya, t^t is Prince Bh^iya. The
missing letter was probably la, which would make the name Bh&yala,
for the Sanskrit Bhrajila. If no letter is lost Bhdya would be the
Sanskrit Bhrdtri, that is prince-brother, or the younger brother of

the king. But this is not likely as aU the other inscriptions give
names. The fifth and sixth statues stood side by side, but except
the feet of the sixth nothing remains

;
even the inscription above is

lost. Perhaps they were statues of king Vedishri, by whom the
chamber is believed to have been made, and his brother Simita
(Sanskrit Shrimitra), or perhaps Vedishri's wife. The seventh statue
is entirely lost. A hole has been cut in the wall in the place where
the statue stood. An inscription above records that the statue was
of Yira (Sanskrit Vira) who is called Mahdrathdgratvika, that is

the leader of great heroes, or the leader of the MarAthds. Of the
eighth statue nothing remains except the feet. The inscription

above shows that it was a statue of prince Hakushri.^ A certain
roughness in the wall is the only trace of the ninth statue. The
inscription above records that it was a statue of prince Shdtavahana,
Besides the names of the statues, there is an inscription of ten long
lines engraved on both sides of the chamber, the lines on the left

wall being a continuation, line by line, of those on the right.
Much of it, especially on the left wall, is lost

;
what remains is well

preserved and can be easily read. The letters are large and deep

^ The p^ition of the etatues, the women to- the right of their husbands, shows
t^t in ancient times women were given the p^ition of honour. The compound
SitSrAm, Rddhhkrishna, Lakshminir&^an, in which the female name comes first, are
traces of the same practice. The same idea appears in the compound Oripurutha
used for a married couple,

2 Hakushri is the name of a great king mentioned in an inscription in Nisik Cave X.
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oat, and, from their form, appear to belong to the beginning of the
first century before Christ. The language is Pr^rit, which seems
then to have been the cnirent tongue of this part ot the country.

The inscription is of great value. Next to Ashok’s.(B.c. 250) edicts^

at Cimdr in E4thi4wdr and Sop^ra near Bassein, it is the oldest of

Western India inscriptions, and it is the <ddest known Brahmanieai
inscription in the whole of India.^ In the beginning salutations are
offered to Vaidik and Pur^uiik -gods, to Dharma, Indra, Chandra
(moon), Surya (sun), Agni (fire), Mamt (wind), the four gods or
lokapdlas, who preside over the four quarters of the universe, namely,
Tama, Yarona, Kubera, and Y^isava (Indra). Besides &ese tw
Yaidik gods, there are two Pur^nik gods, Sankarshana (Krishna’s

brother) and Yiisudeva or Krishaa. Next come some words regarding
MngYedishri whose name is in the genitive case. Then,after a bresdc^,

follows a ch^ of attributes all in the genitive case. Among them
.are ‘king of Dakshindpatha,’ ‘great warrior,’ ‘thefurthererof,’ that

is belonging to, ‘ the Angiya femily,’ and ‘ the only hero on the earth

which has the sea and mountains for ite garments.’ Then follow

several attributes of a woman, probably king Yedisluri’s mother.
The attributes seem to show that she was vei^ pious, as, among
other epithets, she is called ‘the gift-giver raro dayini of ,’ ‘the

month-faster,’ ‘ the lay-ascetic grihdtdpasi/ ‘ the observer of pious

austerity or brahmacharya,’ clever in the performance of sacrificial

duties,’ and ‘scented by sacrificial offerings.’ Then follows a
description of Yaidik sacrifices, from the first ceremony of placingthe

fire ognyddhAn, to the performance of such great sacrifices as the

horse sacrifice ashvamedha, the vdjapeya, and others. Mention is also

made of large gifts in connection with these sacrifices. The numerals
used in specifying the gifts are very important, being of a di^^ent
character from those hitherto found in Western India inscriptions.*

The gifts, which are of villages, elephants, horses, cows, chariots,

and the coins called kdrshdparuu, were made in thousands and tens

of thousands.

This inscription is believed to be the earliest historical record in

the annals of Dakshindpatha or the Deccan. The king is described

as very pious, a staunch supporter of the Yaidik religion, and
thoroughly Brdhmanical in his belief. The Guptas mention in

their inscriptions that they revived the performances of ne^ected
sacrifices. But this inscription seems to show that, when it was
recorded, Yaidik sacrifices were ordinarily performed- There is no

doubt that Yedishri was the king who had this inscription engraved.

Probably it was he who, as king of Dakshinapatha, improved the

Nan4gh&t, cut the rest-chamber for wearied travellers, adorned the

opposite wall with figures of his relations, and, in this large inscrip-

^ Prinaep (Jour. Be&g. A. Soc, Vli.-2, 566-66^ aud Sterenaon (Jour. B. B. K. A- S.,

V. 74) thought iJiis was a Buddhist inscription, but it is purely feibwianical.

engraved in a rest-duonber, not in a Buddhist cave.

Though a great part of the inscription is lost, numerals occur in no leas than

thirty places. They are for 1, 12, 17, 100, 101, 189, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1100, 1101,

1700, 6000, 10,001, 11,000, 21,000, 24,400, and 60,000. This inscription^ not

simply give specimens of ancient numerals ; it also, shows how, at that tha

numerals were grouped to repreacmt such large sums as ten thousand and upwards.
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tion which fills the other two walls of the chamber, recorded tho

power and the piety of his family. The inscriptions on the stataes

seem to show t^t Vedishri belonged to the Shitav^ihana dynasty of

Paithan.

Outside the chamber and on a level with it, are five cisterns

and, on a higher level than the chamber, as well as on the other

side of the road, are other smaller broken chambers. At the east

end of the gorge or cutting, on the right, is a small cave and a

cistern. In the cave is placed a late image of Ganesh marked
with red lead ; on the left is a seat of dressed stone with a large

oval stone jar in front of it. This jar is made of two stones joined

together and a square Hd lies by its side. In the lid is a hole or slit

which might allow of something being dropped into the jar without

'

opening the lid. There is nothing to show its age, but the

cornered sculpture of the lid seems to be not older than the Silhdris

(a.d. 850-1260). It is not now used, nor is there anything to show
how it was formerly used, but the people’s name for it, jahdtichi

rdnjan, that is the toll jar, seems to show that travellers dropped a
toll or duty through the slit in the bd. This is probable as the place

is well suited for taking a toll. A little further from the jar is a
reservoir about thirty feet square. It is roughly built and generally

used by cattle.

On leaving the cutting, the bare Deccan plain stretches about a
mile from the reservoir to the village of Ghdtghar or the Pass House.
West of Ghdtghar and south of Ndna’s Thumb, from the steep

slopes of the Sahyddris, rises the fortified hillock of Jivdhan. Parts
of a flight of rootcut steps that led to Jivdhan have been blown
away, it is said, at the time when (1803-1818) the Pendhdris infested

the country. At the top of Jivdhan, near the fort gate, are two
modem-looking rock-cut chambera, probably for the garrison.

Within the fort are rock-cut reservoirs and a built granary.
The old road from the Konkan to the Shingaru plateau came from

the south by the village of Pulu Sonala. This path is now little used
except by persons going to Pain Sondla. Along it are some rock-cut
cisterns, and, at the beginning of the ascent, at a place called
Ganeshthal or Ganesh’s Plateau, is a stone box of the same size
as the jar at the crest of the Ndna pass, but square instead of
round. The fact that it also is c&Wed jakdtichi rdnjan or the toll-jar

supports the theory that both were used for collecting money.
Near the jar are some ruins probably of a rest or toll house. A little

farther to the south is Pulu Sondla village with Brahmauical-
looking caves in the hill slopes four miles to the east. The way to
the caves is very difficult, and, except one large chamber, there is

nothing of sufficient interest to repay the trouble of the climb. It
is not easy to say to what sect the caves belonged. A sculptured
image of the goddess Mahishamardini or the Buffalo-slaying Devi,
set as an ornament on a pillar in the large chamber, proves that the
sculptors were neither Buddhists nor Vaishnavs. In a recess in the
back of the chamber, near where, in other caves, the object of worship
is generally placed, is a cellar much like a cistern. But this is not
the proper place for a cistern, nor has it any water channel to feed
it. Cellars like this were chiefly used as places of meditation by
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followers of the Yoga system, and it is probable that the ascetic for

whom this cave was made belonged to the Yoga sect. There is no
inscription in the cave, bnt the form of the pillars seems older than
the eighth century.

Whatever be the origin of the story of the brothers Ndna and
Gnna.it is carious to find the name Nanagona in Ptolemy. Ptolemy
mentions Nanaguna thrice, each time as the name of a river. In
one passage the sources of the Naguna or Nanaguna are said to be
from Mount Auindu, where the hill is cleft towards the Gaoris and
the Binda.^ The second passage runs, ‘About the Nanaguna are the
Phyllitae and the Bitti,'* and the third is, ‘The mouth of the
Nanaguna river.’ In Ptolemy’s bat of names on the Konkan coast,®

the mouth of the Nanaguna river comes far south in Pirate-Ariake,

that is in Eatndgiri. The source of the Nanaguna is also carried

far east, half across the continent to the Vindhya mountains. At
the same time, not far from the west coast, south of Nasik and east

of Sopdra, close to the actual position of the Nandghat, the Hues
of the Nanaguna, the Binda or Bassein creek, and the Gaoris river

or Vaitarna, are made to join. This and the phrase, ‘ Where the hill

is cleft towards the Gaoris and Binda rivers,’ suggest that Ptolemy
naay have been told that the great stream of trade, from the coast

to the inland marts of Paithan and Tagar, flowed ^ong three lines,

which centred in Nanaguna where the hill was cleft. And that

from this Ptolemy thought thatNanaguna was a river, the same river

on which Paithan was built.

For 1500 years after Ptolemy no reference to the NinAghAt has
been traced. In 1675 Fryer referred to it and to its cisterns.® In
1828 Colonel Sykes notic^ its excavations and cisterns, and gave a
rough copy of its inscriptions.® In 1888 Prinsep tried to decipher

Colonel Sykes’ copy of the large inscription in the chamber.*

In 1854 Dr. Stevenson noticed the large inscription, and made
observations on some words from it,'' In 1876 Pandit Bhagv4nl41
wrote a paper on ancient Nagari numeration from the numerals in the

large inscription, and, in another paper, in 1877, he translated the

inscriptions above the figures in ^e recess in the back wall of the

large chamber.®

Na'rgol, a sea-port one mile north of Umbargaon, has about 100
Pdrsi houses and a tower of silence built in 1767. The tower is

used by the Pdrsis of Nfa'gol, Tadgaon, and Saronde. Nargol is a
very old place, being probably the Ndnagol of a Nasik cave
inscription of about the first century after Christ.®

Nava'pur, in Pamtembhi village, about four miles south of

Tarapur, is a small sea-port. The sea trade returns for the five years

ending 1878-79 show average exports worth £2759 (Rs. 27,590)

and imports worth £233 (Rs. 2330). Exports varied from £1169
(Rs. 11,690) in 1874-75 to £6912 (Rs. 69,120) in 1875-76, and
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J Bertiiis’ Ptolemy, 204, The Gaoris is probably the Vaitama, so called from the
town of Goreh in VAda, and the Binda the BhAyndar or Bassein creek.

* Bertius’ Ptolemy, 204. * Bertins’ Ptolemy, 198. * New Account, 141.
5 Jour. E. A. S. IV. 287. ' Jour. Beng. A. S. VII. -2, 565-567.
7 Jour. B. B. R. A. S. V. 174. s jom. B. B, B. A. S. XU. 404 ; XUI. 311.
® Trans. Sec. Or. Cong. 332.
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CStapter XiV. imports from £93 (Rs. 930) in 1874-75 to £433 (Rs. 4330) in

Places of Intorest. 1878-79.^

Kavu. Navli, a small village near Palghar station on the Baroda
railway, has, in the station yard a tomb with the inscription ‘ In
memory of Henry Hutchinson, Gnard, B. B. &. 0. L Railway Died
16th June 1864, who was run over ty a brake-van.’ 3^ two
villages of Navb and P41ghar are generally linked together as Navli-

Palghar. The railway traffic returns show for Pdlghar station an
increase in passengers from 27,679 in 1873 to 54,594 in 1880, and
in goods from 1536 to 4836 tons. It is the nearest station to Kelve-
Mahim, which lies five miles to the west and is joined to P41ghar
by a good road.

KnoLu- Nirmal or the stainless,* six miles north of Bassein, is one of the
most sacred places in the district, having a much venerated ling, and
being, according to tradition, the bnryiqg place of one of the great
Shankaracharyas, the apostles of the modem Brdhmanic system.*
Here, on the anniversary of his death, X^drh'A; Vadya 11th {November},
a large fair is held, which lasts for a week and is attended by from
six to seven thousand pilgrims, Hindus, Musalmfins, Christians, and
a few Pdrsis, from all parts of Thana, Gujardt, Bombay, the Deccan,
and south Konkan. The princip^ articles sold are brass and
copper vessels, dry plantains, sweetmeats, cloth, and cattle, worth in
all about £1000 (Rs. 10,000).

There are eight temples at Nirmal all built about 1750 by ,

Shankarji Keshav, Sarsubheddr of Bassein. Close together, on ri^g
ground, stand three temples, ShahkaeAchIeta SvImi’s, enjoying
a yearly Government grant of £42 (Rs. 421) and managed by a
committee. MahAvishno’s, enjoying a grant of £12 (Rs. 118) and

‘The details are, EIxports, 1874-75 £1169 (Kb. 11,690), 1875-76 £6912 (Rs. 69,120),

1876-

77 £1751 (Rs. 17,510), 1877-78 £1421 (Rs. 14,210), 1878-79 £2541 (Rs. 25,410)

;

Imports, 1874-75 £93 (Rs. 930), 1875-76 £159 (Rs. 1590), 1876-77 £216 (Bs.2160),

1877-

78 £266 (Rs. 2660), 1878-79 £433 (Rs. 4330).
3 Nirmal is mentioned in the Skanda PnrAn and in several local legends. The

Skanda PnrAn calls it the best of holy pools, the seat of perfection. He who repeats
a sacred verse at Nirmal, and keeps from sin, gains seven erore-fold of merit. It WM
no pUce for sinners but supreme happiness for the righteous. _ The TrimbakeefaAW
Mahitmya says that Nirmal is the brat tirth for gaining heavenly bliss. The
of the foundii^ of Nirmal, as told in the Nirmal M4hAtmya, describes a fiend,n^ed
Vimal, harassing BiAhman seers who lived near the sacred Yartami, and, on hia
defeat by Farshur^m, taking to repentance and religions austerities. Shiv was so
pleased with his austerities that he granted Yimal freedom from death and a holy
spring on TungAr hill. He was told that if he ceased to trouble the BriUunans, he
need fear no one in the three worlds. In spite of this promise, Vimal again annoyed
the BrAhman settlers, and, at their request. Shiv sent Parshurdm to bring him to
order. Every time PaishnrAm cut off his hands mid feet, by the blessing of Shiv,
they re-appewed with fresh vigour. ParshurAm finding himself powerless, had to
resort to Shiv with whose help he overcame the demon. Vimal then fovcAed
ParshurAm’s clemency. He was pardoned, and, on the spot where he fell, PanhurAm.
established a ling which he callea Vimaleshvar and raised a temple over it. From
Vimal it came to be called Nirmal or stainless, as ParshurAm rendered the place free
from sfoin. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 124-125. TTie meaning stainless seems to be Hie
Sanskrit translation of the Dravidiaa 7»»r water and vmI hill, that is the sea hill, a
true description of the place which is a wooded mound rising from bine flats cmce
under water. Mr. A. Cumine, 6.S.
JThe great ShankarAchArya (a.d. 650-740?) died in KAshmir. This Nirmal

HhmkarAchArya may have been one of hia religious descendants. Da Cunha’s Chaul
wid Bassttiu, 127 ; and R4o Majidlik in Jour. Bom. Bar. Boy. Aa, Soc, X. 3,
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mans^ed by a committee. Yduu^htaba MahAsbv’s, a lai^
sabstantialbailding, enjoying a grant of £10 (Bs. 100) and manag^
by a committee, Bhulbshtab’s^ to the west of the lake, enjcr^ing

a yearly grant of £6 (Bs. 60) and mam^^ by a committee. To
the east of the lake and by the side of the road there are tlu^
temples, to Ganpati, Dnrga, and Hannmdn, enjoying a Govemment
grant of £3 10». (Bs. 35) and managed by committees. Chi ibe
north of the lake is a temple to Siddhbshtab SinBA, supported
a yearly gmtt of £2 10«. (Bs. 25) from the descendants of Shankarji
Eleshar. There is a yearly Government grant of £45 8s. (Bs. 454)
towards the maintensmce of a Br^ihman ahns-honse, annachhatta,
and £14 16s. (Bs. 148) towards a Baii^i alms-honse. These state

grants seem to show that the temples were bnilt from public not
from private funds. The stones which the Portuguese had bnilt

into Christian churches were probably used to raise the temple
of the older gods. The Portuguese bad pulled down the temples
and destroyed the ling. On the fall of B^ein (1 739) Nirmfd was
purified, prints of the feet of Shri Datt4traya took the place of the
ling, and a reservoir was built.^ Nirmal has a church dedicated to
Santa Cruz witifi a congregation of 2184 Cfiiristians. The church,

which was rebuilt by the parishioners in 1856 at a cost of about
£2400 (Bs. 24,000), is ninety-six feet long by twenty-eight broad
and twenty-six high. The vicar has a house and enjoys a monthly
grant of £1 9«. (Bs. 14-8) from the British Government. There is a
private school whose teacher plays the violin in the churdh. In front
of a house in Nirmal village, about 500 yards north of the chief
temple, is a long dressed stone with some letters which seem part of
a Sanskrit inscription of the seveijth century.*

Fa'ha'di, in Sdlsette, about eight miles north of B4ndra» hao
about 160 Christians, who have a church dedicated to St. Thomas
the Apostle and afi&liated to the Amboli church. The church, which
dates from Portuguese times, measures sixty feet long by twenty
broad and twenty high. There is also a huge mined Portugp^se
church, 110 feet long, forty feet broadband thirty-three feet high
The Goregaon station was formerly called Pahadi. But as the ufttna

was confused with P4rdi near Bnls4r, it was changed to Gor^aon.
Falghar. See Navli.

Pa'n Tower, in the village of Kelve three miles south of Mahim,
was described in 1862 as a place of considerable strength. Ihere
was a reservoir of Water but no food supplies.® The fort has the sea
to the north and west, and at high tides the Danda creek comes to
the walls on the south and east. The fort is 100 feet long and the
walls vary from ten to twenty feet high.

Fanvel, north latitude 18° 58' and east longitude 73° 12', the
chief town and a port in the Panvel sub-division, lies on a creek on
the Poona road about sixteen miles east of Bombay, and by road
twenty miles south-east of Th4na.
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' Da Canha’s Chanl and Basaein, 126-127.
^Government List of Civil Forts, 1862.

*Sec below, Sopira.
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Though a good deal of money has been spent in improving it, the
port is poor and can be used only at high water. Four large roads
run from Panvel. One north, twenty miles to Thdna; another
south-east, about the ssane distance to Khopivli at the foot of the Bor
jgiss;^ the third west, fourteen miles to Uran; and the fourth six miles

north-west to Diva, where a Shepherd steam ferry-boat calls daily.

The fares from Bombay to Ulva, ^stant eighteen miles, is 6s. (Rs. 3)

for the first class. Is. fid. {annas 12) for the second class, and 9d.

{annas 6) for a deck passage. There are two bridges on the river

near Panvel, one on the Poona road built in 1827 at a cost of £3397
(Rs. 33,974) ; and the other to the south-west on the Ulva road
built in 1850.

In 1881, of 10,241 people, 7812 were Hindus, 2186 Musalmans,
228 Jews, and 15 Pdrsis. Except Thdna, Panvel is the only place

where families of the Beni-Isrdel Konkan Jews are , found. The
bulk of the people are husbandmen, shopkeepers, rice-cleaners,

carpenters, labourers, and fishermen. Before the railway was opened,

Panvel was a centre of the trade between Poona and Bombay.
Much cotton and other produce still comes down the Bor pass

by road, and the town contains a number of merchants, brokers,

and porters. It is an export centre for gdnja, the narcotic made
from hemp leaves, which is brought in country carts from
Ahmadnagar, Poona, and Sholapnr. The merchants, most of whom
are Mdrwdr and Deccan Vanis, sell the gdnja to wholesale dealers

from Mandvi in Dutch, from Porbandar Bh&vnagar and Jodia
in Kathiawar, from Surat, and from Cambay. Gdnja is also sent to

Europe and used in making the tincture Tmctura Cannabis indie®.

The wholesale price varies from 6d. to 7d. {annas 4-4§) a pound.
The busy season is from November to January. The local production

of salt has of late been much reduced, and trade is leaving the town.
The sea trade returns for the five years ending 1878-79 show average
exports worth £164,572 (Rs. 16,45,720) and imports worth £62,627
(Rs. 6,26,270). Exports varied from £124,209 (Rs. 12,42,090) in

1874-75 to £214,456 (Rs. 21,44,560) in 1875-76, and imports from
£56,914 (Rs. 5,69,140) in 1878-79 to £72,377 (Rs. 7,23,770) in
1874-75.^ The chief local industry is the making of cart wheels,
of which every cart that comes from the Deccan carries away a
pair. The wheels are made by Kachhis from Gujardt and Gogo,
and cost about £3 (Rs. 30) a pair. The nave is of Acacia catechu
or khair wood and the rest of teak. The large Bombay municipality
brick-work is seldom used. In 1866, Mr. Arthur Crawford, C.S.,

then Municipal Commissioner of Bombay, who had large works . in
hand, finding that the price of native brick had risen to a prohibitive
rate, bought the whole property of the Panvel Brick and Tile
Company on behalf of the municipality. The area of land was 44, 138

^ The old Bombay and Poona road was begun in 1820 and completed in 1835 at a
cost of £13,556 (Ba. 1,35,567). Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S.

2 The details are. Exports, 1874-75 £124,209 (Rs. 12,42,090), 1875-76 £214,456
(Rs. 21,44,560), 1876-77 £137,485 (Rs. 13,74,850), 1877-78 £175,002 (Rs. 17,50,020),
1878-79 £171,708 (Rs. 17,17,080} ; Imports, 1874-75 £72,377 (Rs. 7,23,770), 1875-76
£65,463 (Rs. 6,54,630), 1876-77 £58,827 (Rs. 5,88,270), 1877-78 £59,555 (Rs. 5,95,550),
and 1878-79 £56,915 (Rs. 5,69,150).
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square yards and the sum paid was £2100 (Rs. 21,000). In spite

of the poor quality of the Panvel clay and the unsuitahleness of

the machinery, the result of the first year’s working was a saving of

£3000 (Rs. 30,000) on the municipal works, besides a considerable fall

in the price of bricks and a marked improvement in the way they

were made. After a few seasons the best clay was worked out and
search had to be made for some ingredient to mix with the rest.

Some marl beds were bought near the brick fields and the manufac-
ture was continued. But from the, fall in the price of bricksfrom £3
10s. to £1 6s. (Rs. 35 - Rs. 13) the thousand, the brick making, which
cost from £2 4s. to £2 18s. (Rs. 22-Rs. 29), became costly and the

works were closed in 1870. There are two brick-making machines
on the property, one with a forty horse-power engine, calculated to

turn out 40,000 bricks a day, and the other with a sixteen horse-power

engine calculated to turn out 20,000 bricks a day. The whole property,

including land, buildings, machinery, and plant, cost the munici-

pality £22,083 (Rs. 2,20,830) ; the outturn of bricks up to 1870 was
worth £350,325 (Rs. 35,03,250) . The works were re-opened in 1879
in connection with the drainage works but were again closed in the

same year.^

Panvel has a sub-judge’s court, four Government schools, two
Marathi one Hindustani and one for girls, and a post office, and is

the head-quarter station of the chief revenue and pohce officers of

the sub-division. The municipality was established in 1855,* and
had in 1880-81 an income of £561 (Rs. 5616), drawn chiefly from
octroi, house, and wheel taxes, market fees, and a privy cess. The
municipal limits include Panvel town and its suburbs Podhi and
Jakka, but not the two suburbs of Bdi4nda; and have within them
1463 houses, 148 of the first class, 211 of the second, 316 of the

third, and 714 of the fourth, assessed respectively at 3s. (Re. 1-8),

2s. (Re. 1), Is. {annas 8), and 6d. {annas 4). The expenditure during
the same year amounted to £611 (Rs. 6113), of which £159
(Rs. 1593) were spent on scavenging, £153 (Rs. 1538) on roads, and
£37 (Rs. 374) on lighting. The chief municipal works have been
the making and mending of roads. The dispensary, which was
established in 1873, has a Government grant of £69 (Rs. 688) and
local fund and municipal contributions of £45 (Rs. 450) each. The
attendance in 1880-81 was 5864 out-patients and sixteen in-patients.

A project for supplying the town with water has long been under
contemplation. A dam was to have been built across the Garhe
river at Sukarpur, two miles above Panvel, and thence piping was
to convey the water into the town. The scheme has been delayed
from want of funds.

In 1570 Panvel is mentioned as an European trading port paying
revenue to Gujarat.® It probably rose to importance along with
Bombay, as the direct route from Bombay to the Deccan lies through
Panvel. In 1678 Orme notices it as a large town on the Pen.* In
1804 Lord Valentia described it as apopulous village, prettily situated

on the banks of the river, in a plainsurrounded by high hills. In 1810
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* From a report by Messrs. R. G. Walton and C. B. Braham, Engineers, Bombay
Municipality. * Gov. Res. 1011, 27th February 1855.

* Bird’s Mirit-i-Ahmadi, 129. * Orme’s Historical Fragments, 70.
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Sir James Mackintosli found Panvel a -vrooded village, wdl sitoated

on a small bay, distingoisbed by the handsome dome of a mosqne.
For some time after its cession, in 1818, a small English force was
kept in Panvel, and part of the town is still known as the camp.^
In 1820 it is described as an extensive place, well situated for

business and carrying on a considerable commerce, although standing
in the midst of a salt morass. Besides being the grand fmrry to

Bombay it had the convenience of an inn, although not of the first

quality.® According to Bishop Heber, Panvel in 1825 was a small
country town with a temple, a handsome Musalmfin tomb, and a
pretty quiet view of hills and woods. There was a comfortable
bungalow built and kept by Government for the use of travellers,

and two taverns, one kept by a Portuguese, the other by a PA^.®
In 1862 it is mentioned as a populous town, for whose improvement
provision had been made.^

The main street that nms from the port eastwards is broad, but
the houses are poor. To the north of the town is a handsome
reservoir known as the Vaddla taldv, but its water is bad and
scanty. This, as well as the Pdrvati and Krishnali reservoirs, were
built by one B4Mjipant Bdpat. The town lies low, is shut in by hills,

and is often visited by cholera. The only good public buildings are the
civil court, probably the best in the district, which was built in 1878 j

the mamlatdar's office a stone building in the centre of the town,
built on the standard plan in 1868-69 at a cost of about £3506
(Rs. 35,000) ;

the Government school-house, the customs office, and
the old traveller’s bungalow now a public works rest-house. The
dispensary, though successful, is badly lodged in a hired house. A
common tiled shed serves for a meat and fish market. The houses
of the upper classes are to the north of the main street near the
mAmlata^s office, and those of the richer merchants, pleaders, and
pensioned Government servants are ffivonrable specimens of native
dwellings. On the bank of a small pond to the north-west of the
town stands the tomb of a Mnsalmdn missionary called Eaiimsh^
It is about 200 years old and has no pretensions to architectural

merit.® Here a yearly fair is held on Magh Shuddh 11th (December),
and is attended by large numbers of Musalmdns and Hindus from
ThAna, Kalydn, and Bombay. The chief articles sold are sweetmeats,
cloth, fruit, and children’s toys to the value of about £1 50 (Rs. 1500)

.

Besides Karimshdh’s tomb, the only antiquities are some fragments
of fortification in the creek. These are probably the ruins of a
small fort, which was built in 1682 by Shivaji’s son Sambhdji, to
protect the neighbourhood from the raids of Aurangzeb’s Sidis,

who used to land and bum or carry off the rice.®

* Mr. Cnmine, C.S.
® HamUton’s Gazetteer, II. 370. Lientenant-Colonel FitzClarence (1819) writes

(Joam^ 321) that Panvel is the village at which officers generally land from Bombay
on their route to the Deccan, The so-called inn, he adds, is a little hoveL

> Heber’s Narrative, IL 199. * Thornton’s Gazetteer, 752.
° In 1804 ^rd Valentia described the tomb as a neat building with a dome and

two small pinnacles peeping from a mango grove. Attached to the tomb wore
twenty-five Knriin reMers. According to lie priests Karim was a native of Lucknow,
who had lived in Panvel for six years. TraveU, IL 109.

* Hamilton’s Description of Hindustin, n. 151.
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Parla in Sdlsette, two miles north of BiLndra, has abont 1200
Christians and a church dedicated to St. Francis Xavier. The
churchj which was built by the Rev. Gabriel de Silva, measures 72J
feet long by 24| broad and nineteen high

;
it has a vicarage attachecQ

and a vicar who draws £l 10s. (Rs. 15) from the Goa government.
An Anglo-Portnguese school with fifteen boys is supported by parish

contributions, and by a monthly grant of 8s. (Rs. 4) from the owner
oC the village. The master plays the violin in church.

Pa'rol, a village on the east base of Tungar hill, lies abont
eight miles east of Virar station on the Baroda railway. It has the
remains of four old Hindu temples, two in its limits and two in the
limits of the neighbouring village of Majavli. At none of these four

temples is worship now performed. The two Pdrol temples, called the
temples of the Big and Little Pools, Mota Tdnhya and Lahdn Tdnkya,
stand on the southern and northern banks of a stream which runs
down the steep side of Tungdr. In the stream bed, close,to each temple,
is a pool from which the temples take their names. The temple near
the small pool is abont half a mile west of P4rol village. It is levelled

to the ground which is strewn with fragments of carved stones.

The Big Pool or Mota Tdnkya temple, abont half a mile further up
the stream bed, is better preserved, rising in a square block in the
roof of which a tree has t^en root and threatens to ruin it. On the
lintel is a Ganpati, and in the back wall a well-carved image of a
woman or goddess. Of the Majavli temples, one, not more than a
few hundred yards south-west of the village site of P4rpl, seems to

have been the largest of the group. Its superstructure is gone, only
the plinth and some of the steps remain. The stones and large

blocks that lie about are finely cut, though not so well chiselled as
the Ambarn4th stones. Among other sculptures there is a large

piece of the handsome lotus-flower ceiling, a few carved figures of a
god and a goddess, the goddess with an elephant on each side whose
trunks form an arch over her head, and several pillar capitals with
indecent carvings. On one of the pillars the word Tesisfigam
appears clearly cut in late Devandgari characters. It is probably •

a visitor’s name. About 500 yards south-west is the other Majavli
temple. It is utterly ruined, the stones having been built into what
seems to be a Portuguese granary or store-house.

Chapter
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PebFort,otherwiseknowna8ViKATGAD,inthevillageofMdldnnga, Pkb Foot.

stands abont nine mdes north-east of Panvel on a hill about 1000
feet high. When surveyed by Captain Dickinson in 1 81 8, it had two
pathways meeting a little from the gateway which was nearly twenty
feet below the top of the hiU. The gateway was built across and
nearly at the top of an -exceedingly steep ravine, the water being
turned from its natural course by a channel on each side of a retain-

ing wall of solid masonry thirty feet high and about as many feet

wide at the top. The perpendicular height of the threshold of the
gateway was about eighteen feet. Beyond this gateway the ascent
continued exceedingly steep to a platform, on a projecting part of the
hill at the head of the ravine, about eighty feet above the gateway.
From this platform was a further very steep climb of 100 feet to the
top of the hill where there had formerly been a fort. Like Malanggad,

B 1064—38
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Peb is for tbe most part surrounded by a precipice, the principal

works, in addition to those already mentioned, being at the north and
south extremities, commanding such parts of the hill as were deemed
accessible. The ground on the top of the hill was very irregular,

and no vestige of the former fort remained except a wretched wall

of loose stones. Besides two buildings and a few huts there ‘was

an excellent reservoir and a temple outside the gateway. Under
the precipice, about 100 yards from the temple, was a Wge room
enclosed with solid masonry and a strong door which was said to

have been used as an ammunition and store-room. In 1862 the fort

was ruinous j the water was unfit for drinking, and food supplies

were not procurable.

According to the latest account (November 1881), the fort is nu^t
easily climbed from Neral station, a distance of six miles. At the
foot of the hill is a goddess called Pebi, who appears from her name
to be the deity of the fort. Half way up the hill is a god called

Mhasha, and about a quarter of a mile beyond are two caves and a
rock-cut cistern. The ascent can be made only by driving a peg into

a crack in the rock above, tying a rope to the peg, and swinging
one’s-self up. There are the foundations of large buildings and a
cistern, twenty cubits square and four deep, containing water all the

year round. Besides the large buildings there are the remains of

from forty to fifty small houses.

Fersik Fort is a small mined stronghold at the entrance of the
Kalydn river. It stands on an exceedingly steep point of land from
twenty to twenty-five feet above the water’s edge. The entrance
from the river face has a small gate and a flight of cut-stone steps.

The fortifications are said to be very old. In 1818 they were
mouldering throughout. The works varied from twelve to twenty
feet in height, and the battery on the river side contained six
openings for cannon with an exceedingly narrow and weak parapet.
The other faces of the fort were chiefly pierced with loopholes,
varying in height but nowhere more than three feet thick. As the

• tongue of land on which the fort stands gradually rises inland so as
to command the hill, even within musket range, a detached tower
had been built at a distance of 500 feet up the ascent. In 1818 this
tower was a complete rain. A large and wretchedly roofed building
occupied most of the interior. Over the gateway was a badly roofed
platform mounting two guns. Inside the fort was a well which
was dry during the hot weather, when water had to be brought
from outside.* Except a guard room near the river bank, nothing
now (1881) remains of the fort. It was probably pulled down and
the stones used in making the railway. Two tunnels, one 103 and
the other 115 yards long, have been cut in the Persik hill, through
which the railway passes after leaving Thana.

Foinsar in Salsette, two miles south of Borivli station, has
130 Christians and a church dedicated to Our Lady of Remedies.
It was built by the Portuguese in 1555, measures 121 feet by

1 Captain Dickinson’s Keport, Militai; Diaries, 1818.
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thirty-eight, and is in fair order. The vicar has ^ monthly grant of

£l 10s. (Bs. 15) from the British and the same from the Goa
Government, and has a small lately-bnilt vicarage. There is no
t>arish school, but the vicar gives lessons to some of the boys, and
there is a master who plays the violin in church. Close to the church
are the ruins of an old vicarage, whose haU measures twenty feet

square. In Magathan, about 120 yards north of Poinsar, is a mined
church, which was built about the same time as the Poinsar church.
The Buddhist caves of Magathan are on the borders of Poinssw, and
Padan hill at Ahnrli is only a mile to the east.

dtaptw’ xfy.

Races

POINSAB.

Povai, on a hiU near Vehar in Salsette, has 500 Christians and
a church dedicated to the Holy Trinity. It measures thirty feet

long, twenty-four wide, and twenty-eight high, and was built with
the stones of an older church which is now used as a burying
ground.

Povai gives its name to the Frdmji Kdvaqi Povai estate, which,
besides Povai, includes the villages of Tiranddj, Koprikhurd, Saki,
Paspoli, and Tungave. The estate, except Tnngive, was originally

given in perpetual farm to Dr. Scott in 1799, on payment of a yearly
quit-rent of £320 (Bs. 3200). After Dr. Scott’s death in 1816, the
quit-rent was not paid and the property was attached by Government
in 1826. In 1829 it was again leased in perpetual farm to the late

Pramji Kavasji, a Pdrsi merchant in Bombay, and, in 1837, was,
on payment of £4747 (Bs. 47,470), conveyed to him in fee simple,

burdened with the maintenance of two reservoirs on the Duncan
Hoad in Bombay. Under section 64 of Act V. of 1878, the Abkari
rights of the estate were, in 1879, bought by Government for a
sum of £5500 (Bs. 55,000) . In consequence of family disputes the
estate is now managed by. an official assignee.

About the time he bought the estate, Mr. Frdmji K4vaqi was
vice-president of the Agricultural and Gorticnltu^ Society of

Western India He took great interest in agriculture, and introduced

many exotics and made many experiments on his estate. In 1880
he began to grow indigo and the mulberry bush, and his improve-
ments so pleased Sir John Malcolm, that, on his visit to the estate

in December 1830, he presented Mr. Prdmji with a gold watch.
In January 1831 Mr. Frdmji showed the Agricultural and
Horticulture Society samples of silk, and gmned a prize of £3
(Bs. 30) for Aurangabad oranges and Neilgherry potatoes grown
at Povm. In May 1831 he gained a prize of £13 (Bs. 130) for
three kinds of silk, Neilgherry potato^, Bengal rice, Surat rice,

sugar, opium, and phdlsa Grewia asiatica. In November 1831,
the Earl of Clare visited the estate, and showed his approve of
the improvements and experiments by presenting Mr. Framji with
a pair of shawls worth £140 (Bs. 1400). - In January 1832 a
sample of loe-sugar, made from sugarcane grown at Pove, was
exhibited and gained a prize of £5 (Bs. 50). Two other prizes were
given for ginger, Ghinete turmeric, Malaccayams, Mazgaon mangoes,

^ Karwar groundnuts, opium, and pine-apples. In 1833 Mauritius
sugarcane was successfully grown and fetched £2 14s. (Bs. 27) the
thousand in the Bombay market. In January 1834 Mr. FrAmji told

the Society that 56,000 of his sugarcane would be ready by the end

Povai.
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Places oTinterest. at £2 10s. (Rs. 25) the thousand. Government agreed to take 200,000

canes, and this was supplied from the outturn of ten bighds of land

tilled on the Jamaica or West Indies system. In January 1835

Mr. Framji gained a prize of £5 (Rs. 50) for coffee, Chinese lemons,

apples, white pumpkins and Malacca yams, and, in May 1835, a prize

of £3 10s. (Rs. 35) for silk. In May 1839, some samples of cotton

grown at Povai were highly praised by the society. The experiments

ceased and the estate fell into disorder on Mr. Framji’s death in

1851.^

PiiiBAL Fort, Prabal Fort, on the flat-topped hill of the same name, about

eight miles east of Panvel and four west of Matheran, stands

about 2325 feet above sea level. The ruined fortifications once

included eleven towers and two gateways. In 1818 the gates had
long been destroyed, and the works were everywhere falling, the

walls of three or four buildings being all that remained. During
the rainy months much of the hill was under tillage, the people

and their cattle living in the ruins. On the top of the hill was a

large pond.

In 1828 a band of Ramoshis, who at that time infested the

country round Purandhar hill in Poona, came into the Konkan,
300 strong with tents and horses. They met at Prabal, and distri-

buted the following proclamations along with bundles of straw and
pieces of charcoal and fuel

:

‘ Know all men that we Rfijeshri Umdji Nfiik and Bhurjaji

Naik from our camp at the fort of Purandhar, do hereby give notice,

in the year Sursann Smna Ashrin Maiyatain Va alaf 1827, to all

Patils Mhars and others of the villages within the jurisdiction of

Ratndgiri in the Southern Konkan and S^lsette in the Northern
Konkan, that they are not to pay any portion of the revenues
arising from their villages to the British Government, and that any
instance of disobedience to this mandate shall be punished by fire

and sword. All revenues are to be paid to us. This proclamation
is sent to you that you may make and keep by you a copy of the
same, according to which you are desired to act without any
demurring, on pain of having your village razed to the ground.
Given under our hand this 25th December 1827.'

In 1862 the fort was reported to be well designed but ruinous.
The water supply was good, but the pond was out of repair and nearly
useless. Food supplies were not procurable within eleven miles.

At present (1881), the hill top which is surrounded by a ruined wall
has three ten feet square cisterns, two on the east and one on the
west. Of the fortifications six stone and mortar towers remain, with
room for five men in each.

From Matheran a footpath leads from Fleetwood bungalow on
Chauk Point, across the valley that separates the two hills about
four miles to the village of Varosha, and from Varosha about five
miles more to the top of Prabal. From Panvel the path leads to the

' Mr. B. B. Patel in Dnydn VanUiaL, IX. 340-343.
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village of Lonauli four miles from the top of the hill.^ The hill-top

is about four miles from north to south and three from east to west.

Pulu Sonala, at the foot of the Nana pass about twenty miles

east of Murbad, has several plain Brahmanical caves. They are

situated on a scarp a little way up the hill-side and have a westerly

aspect. They are very recent and very poorly cut, only one having
any pretensions to rank as a cave, the remainder being rough cells

much broken and dilapidated. There are a few figures in bas-relief

but no good architectural details.®

Hal in Salsette, two miles south-west of Bhayndar railway station,

is a small sea-port, with, during the four years ending 1878-79,

average exports worth £2589 (Rs. 25,890) and average imports

worth £1331 (Rs. 13,310). Exports varied from £1764 (Rs. 17,640)

in 1878-79 to £2936 (Rs. 29,360) in 1876-77, and imports from
£804 (Rs. 8040) in 1874-75 to £1621 (Rs. 16,210) in 1875-76.3

There are very extensive salt-pans in Rai, most of the salt being
taken to Bhayndar station and from there carried by rail to Central

and Northern India. Lately a small and successful water scheme
has been completed by Mr. Maclaran, Executive Engineer, conveying
water for the use of the large Government staff by iron piping from
a reservoir two miles west in Dongri village.

Sa'jgaon, three miles south of Khalapur, has a shrine of Vithoba,^

where every November (Kdrtik) a fair is held, which lasts for about
fifteen days, and is attended by about 2000 persons, chiefly Agris,

Kunbis, Thdkurs, and Kathkaris. Shopkeepers from Talegaon in

the Deccan and from Kalydn, Chauk, and Pen, make large sales of

cloth, dry fish,^ blankets, copper and earthen pots, salt, pepper, and
sweetmeats, to the amount, it is said, of about £400 (Rs. 4000). The
temple, which is little more than a hut, is managed by the village

headman.

Sanja'll, north latitude 20° 12' and east longitude 72° 52', a
village of between 300 and 400 houses, five miles north-east of

Umbargaon, with a considerable -Musalman population, is a station

on the Baroda railway. In former times it was a place of much
trade and importance. It was here that, about the year 720, a band of

Persian refugees settled. They were well received by the local Hindu
chief Jadu Rana,® and, according to their own account, did much to

1 Dr. Day, Superintendent of Mdther^, 31st March 1881.
* Mr. H. Cousens. For details see Appendix A.
3 The details are, Exports, 1875-76 £2897 (Ks. 28,970), 1876-77 £2936 (Rs. 29,360),

1877-78 £2759 (Rs. 27,590), 1878-79 £1764 (Rs. 17,640); Imports, 1875-76 £1621
(Ks. 16,210), 1876-77 £1548 (Rs. 15,480), 1877-78 £804 (Bs. 8040), and 1878-79 £1351
(Rs. 13,510).

•' The tradition is that a devotee of Vithoba’s used to live here and go every year
to Pandharpur to worship. When he grew too old to make the pilgrimage, Vithoba
appeared to him in a dream and comforted him, telling him that his worshipper
would find him here as well as in Pandharpur,

3 So large is the sale of dry fish that the god is called dry fish or Bombil Vithoba.
3 According to a story current at Dahdnu and Umbargaon, Sanjdn was so large a

city that it was called Xarteri Nagari, or the city that measured nine hos by thirteen.

It was reputed to have been founded by Raja Gaddhesing. Deheri village, then a portion
of the city, was so c.alled because

‘

’ at a distance from the centre of
the city made curds, dahi, there, i

,
Deheri, was the place where leaf
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improve the town, teaching the people new arts and industries. In

three Silhara grants of the tenth and eleventh centuries Sanjan is

probably referred to under the name of Hamjaman.’^ The city

flourished till, in the beginning of the fourteenth centuiy, it offered

a fierce resistance to Alphkhan, Ala-ud-din Khilji’s general, and
was sacked, and the Parsis killed, enslaved, or driven to the hills.

^

Many of them probably settled at Nargol about four miles to the

north-west, which is still one of the largest Parsi villages in the

Konkan. By the Arab geographers of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

centuries, Sanjan, under the name Sindan, is repeatedly mentioned
as one of the chief ports of western India. In the tenth century

(915) it is described as famous for the export of an emerald equal
to the best in brightness and colour, but harder and heavier,

known as the Mecca emerald because it passed through Arabia.® It

is also described as a great strong city with a Jama mosque. In the
twelfth century it is mentioned as populous, the people noted for

industry and intelligence, rich and warlike, the town large and with
a great export and import trade.* Early in the sixteenth century

(1534) it was taken by the Portuguese.® In the first years of the
seventeenth century it is noticed by the traveller Pyrai^ de Laval.®

In 1626, under the name St. John de Vacas, Sir T. Herbert mentions
it as subject to Portugal.^ About that time the customs house
yielded a yearly revenue of £23 (620 pnrdrie.*!).® In 1787 it is

mentioned by Dr. Hove, who thought one of the hills behind was a
volcano.®

The station traffic returns show an increase in passengers from
12,195 in 1873 to 12,509 in 1880, but a decrease in goods from 920
to 679 tons. Close to the railway line, on the road from Sanjan
to Gimonia, is a tomb with a wooden cross and the inscription
‘ James Henderson,' who is said to have been a railway servant.

The upright of the cross has been broken off and carried away.
Only the cross and the piece above remains. Near the railway
station to the west of the police lines, below a banyan tree, is another
tomb said to mark the grave of an European soldier who was
drowned in the creek. It has no inscription. West of the station

pl.-ites, i^irdmU, were thrown after public dinners. The Guv.arpara suburb of
lichen was the place where nightsoU, ,/«, w.as shot, and Dinda M.lnda. a suburb of
M.iiideh Tillage, alwut si.\ miles from .SanjAn, was the place where the lx)nes, danda,
of dead animals were cast. Evidence of the greatness of 8anjAn is found for miles
round in old foundations and bricks. The bncks are of a very superior quality,
anil are so plentiful that enough to build a house can be gathered for a few pence.
There are rejxirted to have been 999 wells. Mr. W, B. Mulock C.S.

' Ind. .\nt. V. 276, IX. 38 : As- Res. I. 361.
’

* Abud'feda s (1273-1331) statement, that in the beginning of the fourteenth century
8indan was the last town of Gujarat, favours the view that the conqueror of 8ind4n
w.as .Alphkhin.

^
® Mai,'udi’s Prairies d'Or, III. 47, 48.

* Ibn llaukal (950) Elliot, 1, 38, and itlrisi (1130) Elliot, I. 85. The chief references
are Mai iidi (915) a city near .Siifdreh, and south of Cambay where CamKay sandals
were worn (Prairies d'Or, I. 254, .330). A1 IstAkhri (950) MusalmAns with .Mma
mosque (Elhot, I. 27, .30) . Ihn Haukal (9.50) the ,«anie (Elliot, I. .34, ,38) ; A1 liinini
(I02U) (Elliot, I. fifi)

;
and Idri.si (1 1.5(i) (Elliot. I. 77, 89). Eesidcsthc Konk.an SmiUn,

Ar.ib geographers of th.at time mention the CiiUh S.indhan, Sec Ellnd, I. 14, 1.5.
4.50. E.iria in Kerr. \T. 41.3. " PyrarU de l-aval, II. 297.

* O Chron. dc Tis. III. 170. Toms, 24,

the
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Travels, 42.
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the site of the old city of Snnjiiii stretches for several miles, a bare

plain with rice hollows, dry pond beds, and low rulliii" hillocks,

some bare with old brick foundations and others shaded by clumps
of trees. Towards the east and north the view is bounded by small

rolling hilLs. To the we.st the plain stretches down the links of

the Sanjdn river about six miles to the sea. A little above the

village, about a mile west of the station, the flow of the salt water
is stopped, and a long reach in the river formed by a dam which is

said to have been budt by a Ptirsi during the rule of the Manithas.
About half a mile below the dam, though dry at low tiilc, at high
tide there is water enough for boats of about three tons (10 khandis).

The country round the present Sanjan, a fair sized village with
some good houses and one broad street, is dotted with old mangoes,
banyans, and huge baobab trees, one of them forty feet in girth three

feet from the ground. There are the remains of several large ponds
and lakes, some of them much tilled with silt and now used to grow
rice. The banks of the ponds are in many places topped with mounds,
covered with large old bricks. Old bricks are also scattered over

most of the fields and form the walls of almost all the buildings.

Except these bricks, there are not many remains. Otily two inscribed

stones have been found. One of these is a broken piece of a trap

slab with an inscription in Devanagari. Four lines are hrokem and
there are three more preserved but illegible. In the sixth line can
be read ‘ {^akaiivii><i)kdldtita Sumvat looi Fdigniia Shudillid '

that

is, the bright half of Falguna (March-April) in the year Idol (.\.d.

1432) pa.ssed after the time (of the f'aka king).* 'J’hc other, of which
only a few words have been read, is supposed to bo Arabic in Kufic
characters about eight hundred years old.^ The stone is probably a
grave stone, a trace of the Arab merchants and Kufi settlers, whoso
descendants are still found as Navaiats, forming a separate class at

Sanjan, Sopara, and other Thana coast towns. Under a great baobab
tree, about a mile west of the station, is a small stone (2' 9''x 1' 0”)

with three row.s of carving, the middle row about six inches broad
of six well-cut slightly damaged elephant,^. About 20U yards to the
north are a couple of lakes irregularly round, abtuU 2u0 yard.s by l.jO,

whoso bed^ are so silted that they are now iwed as rice fields. I'lio

east pond is called Asuri and the we-^t pond Chikani. 'I'liev are .‘-aid

to have been ni.ade by a brother and a brother-in-law. On the south
bank is a high mound with remains of bricks and one old carved
stone. About fifty yards to the south is a round well about fift(>en

feet across, of old uucemented bricks some of them of great size

(lo x9'x3'). In the village is a .stone (l'5"xl2'') carved in

deep tracery. A few yards to the west is an old finely dres.sed

pillar, square above and six-sided below, buriel all but a foot

in front of one of the bouse door.s. A little to the west is a
large rest-house with room for about fifty travellers. It was
built about ls2.') by a rich Par>i, A'lkiiji iilebrji. About a
quarter of a mile north-we.st of the village is tlie site of a Parsi
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- Prof. Rehatsek The only wonU that have been ma«le out are nviluk, i^uUdn
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tower of silence, with traces of brick and cement foundations.

It was probably built between 1 300, when the use of cement was
introduced, and 1500 when the Parsis gave up building towers of

silence of brick. It measures about forty feet across.' To the

west the creek winds about six miles to the sea in sharp links,

green with marsh bushes, through country with fine clumps of rich

well grown trees. About a quarter of a mile west of the big rest-

house, in Ratna Kunbi’s house, is an old stone with a carved top.

Near it is a fine old round brick well twenty-four feet across, and, in

front of the house, are small carved stones. About a furlong west
is a big pond, about 212 yards across, with remains of bricks. A
hundred yards further west is the landing place on a bank about
eight feet high. Large craft of about eighty tons (250 khandis) can
make this landing in one tide from Umbargaon. They generally

come empty and load with timber and rice. From the landing
there is a good view up the river about half a mile to the

Portuguese fort. This, which is close to the south of the main road,

stands on a plot of ground about twenty feet above the rice fields

in front of it. It consists of a ruined wall with six ruined towers

which enclosed a space of 146 yards by 174. In the middle of the

west wall is a ruined building and tomb ; in the centre of the

enclosure are the remains of a pond and well, and in the north-

west corner is a ruined church eighty feet by twenty-eight, with

walls thirty feet high and the remains of a raised altar, and a trace

of a pulpit in the north wall. This fort was built in 1613. In 1634
it was described as a round fort with six bastions, each about three

fathoms long, three fathoms high, and five spans broad, altogether

about thirty yards round. The walls, which were three yards high

and five feet, wide, were armed with six falcons. In the fort was
a very handsome well and a pond, and another pond about 100

yards off. There were two two-storied houses, the captain’s residence

and an arsenal, and a church of Nossa Senhora du Porto. Besides the

garrison, which consisted of a captain nine white and eleven black

soldiers a writer and an inspector, there was a vicar, and forty native

Christian and two Portuguese families. Close to the walls of the

fort was a plot of ground, protected by a big ditch, where in times

of war the people of the country round used to come and set up
thatched huts, under cover of the guns. The garrison used to eke

out their pay by cultivation. But the villages were so thickly

peopled that land was difficult to get.^ About one and a half miles

off was the stockade of Pama, a platform 120 feet round fenced by a

thorn hedge.®

Sanja'n Peak, or St. John's Peak, better known as Bakat
Hill, 1760 feet high, stands about fourteen miles south of Sanjan.

It begins to rise about three miles from the shore, and from a round

^ Sixty years ago the brick wall round the tower wag entire ; fifty years ago a
fourth was gone, and thirty-five years ago the wall was still further ruined but some
brick steps remained. Tradition says there were nine other towers of silence in

Sanjan. Opposite the ruined base of the tower is a well with no parapet wall.

Mr. B. B. Patel.
- O Chron. de Tis, III, 106, 3 o Chron, de Tis, HI. 196, W.
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central monnd slopes gradually to the north and south. It is an
important land-mark for sailors, being visible for forty miles in clear

weather. In a cave cut out of the rock, in the form of a house
with windows doors and pillars, the Parsis hid their sacred fire

when they fled from Sanjdn. Barat is said to have been the

residence of one Bhungii B4ja, who, according to the local story, was
so called from his having a magic bugle or bhiingal, which sounded
at his door without any one blowing it.^

SErondA,^ about five miles north-west of Sanjan, has about fifty

houses of Parsis, a fire temple built in 1880, and, near a place called

Bandhikhadi, a ruined tower of silence overgrown with date trees.

The Pdrsi Panchayat of Bombay has a school here for the

education of P^rsi children.

Sassu Navgliar, about six miles east of Bassein, is a small port

with, during the five years ending 1878-79, average exports worth
£4661 (Rs, 46,610) and average imports worth £1007 (Rs. 10,070).

Exports varied from £118 (Rs. 1180) in 1874-75 to £10,327
(Rs. 1,03,270) in 1876-77, and imports from £486 (Rs. 4860) in

1874-75 to £1582 (Rs. 15,820) in 1877-78.* A paper-mill was started

here in 1871 by Messrs. Johnson and Littlewood. The cost of the

buildings with fixings and English machinery, and of a dam built

across the neighbouring stream was £8000 (Rs. 80,000). The mill

began working in 1877. Paper was made from grass and rice straw,

but none was ever sold although many dealers had approved of

the samples and had promised to purchase all brought into the

market. The manager died from an accident in 1880, and on his

death the mill was closed. The project failed through want of funds
to buy new machinery. Another boiler was required to make a ton

of paper a day, and there was not suflScient engine-power to work
the rag engines of the pulping compartment.*

Sativli. See Takmak.

Sa'tpatti, a suburb of Sirgaon about six miles north of Mahim,
is a small port with, during the five years ending 1878-79, average
exports worth £5667 (Rs. 56,670) and imports worth £1386
(Rs. 13,860). Exports varied from £3310 (Rs. 33,100) in 1877-78
to £8773 (Rs. 87,730) in 1878-79, and imports from £621 (Rs. 6210)
in 1875-76 to £2427 (Rs. 24,270) in 1877-78.®
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* It seems possible that this Bhungii RAja was the chief of BagUn, which is

probably a Hindu word slightly changed by the MusalmAns into Garden-land. In a
treaty which the Portuguese made in 1617 with YAdav RAna of SAvta, an important
place near DdhAnu, they promised to have no dealings with the Bagnios the
people of Vergi (O Chron. de Tis. IV. 22), which seems to mean the Bdglinis
the people of Bohrji, the hereditary title of the chiefs of Bdgldn. See Ndsik Statistical

Account, 1S4. • Mr. B. B. Patel,
^ The details are. Exports, 1874-75 £118 (Ks. 1180), 1875-76 £2134 (Rs. 21,340),

1876-77 £10,327 (Rs. 1,03,270), 1877-78 £4346 (Rs. 43,460), 1878-79 £6382
(Rs. 63,820) ; Imports, 1874-75 £486 (Rs. 4860), 1875-76 £792 (Rs. 7920), 1876-77
£1512 (Bs. 15,120), 1877-78 £1582 (Rs. 15,820), and 1878-79 £665 (Rs. 6650).

* Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S,
' The details are, Exports, 1874-75 £4218 (Rs. 42,180), 1875-76 £6007 (Rs. 60,070),

1876-

77 £6028 (Rs. 60,280), 1877-78 £3310 (Rs. 33,100), 1878-79 £8778 (Rs. 87,7.30)

;

Imports, 1874-75 £890 (Rs. 8900), 1875-76 £621 (Rs. 6210), 1876-77 X636 (Rs. 6360),

1877-

78 £2427 (Rs. 24,270), and 1878-79 £2357 (Rs. 23,-570),

B 1064—39
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Sa'vta, on the Dahdnu creek about six miles east of Dahdnn, has

a landing or bandar, which was a large and important place of

trade before Government stopped the free cutting of the forests

in its neighbourhood. It is said that ten thousand carts were
employed in the Savta timber trade, and from three to four hundred
booths set up as lodgings for the timber merchants. Since the

railway was built, about four miles to the west, bridges have
blocked the approach to the landing. But a large quantity of timber

is still yearly shipped from the Jawhar state.

Savta is probably the Sarceta mentioned in Portuguese records

of the seventeenth century as the seat of a Hindu chief called Jadi,

perhaps Jadav or Tadav Rana. In 1617 the Portuguese entered

into a treaty with this chief, agreeing to defend Sarceta fort with
Portuguese troops and prevent the Bagnios or people of Vergi from
entering Daman.^

Sogva'h Port, on the top of a once fortified height about sixteen

miles eastofDahann in the village of Karanjvire, is acomplete ruin. In

1818 the fortifications were confined to the south end of the hill which
was about 600 feet high. Nearly half way up, the works, which were
carried across a very narrow part of the hill, formed the main
entrance into the lower fort. Sixty-five feet above and 260 feet

from the gateway, was a redoubt, not more than ten feet high with
round defences. The rampart bad fallen in many places and was
without a gateway. The gateway of the lower fort had been burnt
in 1817. Outside and on the brow of a rather steep slope were about
ten reservoirs, some of them containing good water.

Sha'ha'pur, the chief town of the Sh^hapur sub-division, lies on
the Agra road about fifty-four miles north-east of Bombay and about

1 i miles from the Peninsula railway, the Shdhdpur station being at

the village of Asengaon. The town stands on the banks of a perennial

stream the Bhadangi, a feeder of the Bhdtsa river, and about five

miles from the foot of Mahuli fort. It is the head-quarters of a
mamlatdar, and has an office built on the standard plan in 1875-76
at a cost of £2453 (Rs. 24,527). A Government school-house with
room for 100 boys stands close by. It was enlarged in 1881 at a
cost of £348 (Rs. 3488). A few hundred yards away is the
Government dispensary opened in 1877 in the old traveller’s

bungalow, towards which Government give £60 (Rs. 600) and local

funds £100 (Rs. 1000) a year. The attendance in 1880-81 was 5589
out-patients and two in-patients. Almost opposite the dispensary is

aGovernment bungalow belonging to the public works department.

Tieffenthaler mentions Shahiipnr in 1750 as a village at the foot

of the Sahyadri hills with huts made of wattle and daub. In 1827
Captain Clunes notices it as a post runner station with seventy-five

houses, four shops and wells.^ It is now' a flourishing market

' O Chron . de Tis. IV . 22. One provision of the treaty was that, when he visited
Uaman, the chief should be allowed to perform his rites and ceremonies. The

perhaps the BAgUnis the people of Bohrji, the
BAgUu chief. 2 Itinerary, 51.
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..’n with, ia 1881, a popnlation of 2124, of whom 1023 were Hindus,

/2 Musalmans, 5 Parsis, and 4 Christians. The traffic at the

5

1way station shows an increase in goods from 3680 in 1873 to

11 tons in 1880, and in passengers from 21,995 to 38,606. There
five Hindu temples in Shahapur, one Bohora and two

ihammadan mosques, also a Musalman tomb or dargdh, endowed
h some land in the town and with half the private village of

te. About half a mile east of Shahapur, in Waphe village, there

four cisterns at a holy bathing place, tirth, and three temples, one
Maruti, one of Trimbakeshvar, and one of Bhavanishankar. The
iples of Trimbakeshvar and of Bhavanishankar and two cisterns

re built by Trimbakji Denglia, the murderer of Gangadhar Shastri

15),who for a time was commandant of the Mahuli fort. The
fd cistern was built by Naro Bhikaji, a Shahapur mamlatdar,

thirty years ago, the fourth by the townspeople, and the fifth, in the

river below, from local funds in 1877. There is a fair, or jdtra, on
Mahdshivrdtri the great night of Shiv (February), when upwards of

3000 people, visit the shrines, and gram, dates, plantains, and
sweetmeats are sold in some fifty booths. A second and larger fair

takes place about a fortnight afterwards, at the Holi full-moon

(March-April), when 200 booths are put up, and cloth, eatables,

cooking vessels, and bangles are sold.

About five miles north-east of Shdhdpnr, is Atgaon, a station on
the Peninsula railway fifty-nine miles north-east of Bombay. The
station trafliic returns show an increase in passengers from 6180 in

1873 to 7104 in 1880, and a fall in goods from 5596 to 2164 tons.

Atgaon has a small temple probably of the twelfth or thirteenth

century. The temple stands about half a mile south-west of the
station at the top of a small glen that crosses the high ground
on the south side of the Atgaon valley. From the station the path
runs south-west through rice lands, across the mouth of the
Atgaon valley, which runs west between two teak-covered spurs
that lead to a central fortified head known as old Mahuli. On the
banks of a pond, about half way across the valley, are some dressed
stones apparently part of an old Shiv temple. One of the two huts
to the right is the shrine of a Musalman saint of the Malang sect

of religious beggars ; the other is the dwelling of the shrine warden,
or rnujdvar. In a dip between two knolls, about thirty feet up the
teak -covered south spur of the valley, stands the Atgaon temple.
It is a small ruined building in the early Hindu style of finely dressed
black basalt stones fitted without mortar. From the somewhat
inferior style of the sculpture it seems to be late, probably of the
twelfth or thirteenth century. It is greatly ruined and much hid

by long grass, bushes, and large trees that rise out of the masonry.
There remains an oblong masonry plinth about three feet high,

bare of buildings, except at the west end, where a fairly preserved
oblong shrine rises about twelve feet from the plinth. The whole
face of the plinth is carved in three belts of deep moulding, which,
with some breaks and irregularities, run round the whole building.

The entrance was from the east by a flight of steps, thirteen and a
half feet broad by nine long, of which scarcely a trace remains. Inside

of the entrance steps the body of the plinth or basement forma
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a square-cornered oblong space forty-three and a half feet by
twenty-five. Of the hall, which was about twenty-five feet square,

the only part that remains in its place is a pilaster at the left comer
of the inner wall. From the hall a passage or vestibule (4' S" x 4' 2"),

which is still walled and roofed, leads to the shrine. The side

walls of the passage are plain, except three bands of unfinished

tracery that run round the top. The ceiling is fiat with a
central slab finely cut into a lotus-fiower pendant. In the outer
face of the shrine wall the slab over the shrine door has three
carved figures, Maheshvari in the centre, Vaishnavi on the right, and
a broken Brahmi on the left. Above, on each side of Maheshvari,
is an elephant and a Hon. The Ganpati in the centre of the
lintel . shows that the temple was dedicated to Shiv. The
side posts of the door have figures of door-keepers, a man and a
woman, and outside is another pair of figures. The door opens on
a shrine nearly five feet square (5' 4" x 4' 8"), almost on a level with
the hall. The shrine walls are of plain dressed slabs and the roof
is domed, rising in three tiers to a central lotus pendant. The
object of worship is modern, Khan M4ta a figure roughly cut on a
slab of stone. The outer measurements of the shrine are thirteen
feet by nine and a half, and about ten high. It is separated from
the edge of the plinth by an open passage or terrace about seven
feet broad. Two level belts of tracery, each about a foot and a half
broad, run

^

round the foot, and two similar belts run round the top
of the shrine wall, leaving a plain central space about four feet
broad, in which, in the middle of the south, west and north faces,
are cut empty niches with pretty out-standing frames and side
pillars. At the back, among the upper belts of tracery, are small
figures some of them indecent. The roof of the shrine is flat and
oblong. There are no traces of a spire, though in the enclosure
many fragments of round myrobalan-like, or dmalaka, spire stones
are strewn about. The shrine is in good repair, but two large
trees have taken root in it, and, unless their roots are cut out, must
bring it to mini
At the east end of the plinth, a few yards to the north, are the

remains of a rained shrine. The chief place of honour in the
north wall of this shrine is empty. But on the east wall, almost hid
by a tree trunk, is a roughly cut modern Gosdvi-like figure, holding
an umbrella.

^

To the east of the temple plinth are the remains
of a small building, perhaps a shrine or pavilion for Shirks bull or
namlL The open space to the south seems to havebeen surrounded
by a wall, and to have had in the west of the enclosure,a small
shrine or perhaps a built tomb, and in front a row or circle of
memorial pillars, or pdliyds. Three of these broken half-buried
pillars have been pieced together and set npt They are covered
With quaint sculptures, of which details are given later on. On
the knoU to the west of the temple are many carved stones. The
emple may never have been finished, and these stones may have
been carved there and meant for its tower and spire. But the
size o the stones and the style of carving seem to show that they

^

e ong o some largerand older temple perhaps of the tenth or eleventh
«.€n ury. Aanong the carved, slabs and pillars which lie scattered in
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fragments abont the temple, chiefly in the open space to the west, are Qmpter XIT.

interesting specimens of the memorial stones which are found over places of Interest.

Vada and Mokhdda, and atEksar andMagathan in Salsette. The
Atgaon stones probably belong to the eleventh,twelfth,and thirteenth .

centuries. They are of two kinds, memorial pillars and memorial

slabs. The memorial pillars are square, abont five feet high and one
foot broad, with a socket that fits into a hole in a stone base abont

two feet square. The memorial slabs are like the Eksar stones, fiat

slabs about eight feet long and two broad, plain behind and carved

in front, the top ending in an urn and the base buried about a foot

in the ground. AH are divided into four or five panels or belts,

surrounded by a narrow band of plain stone. Each stone tells the
story of the warrior in whose honour it was carved.

The story generally begins in the second panel where a group or
pair of men are fighting, and one or more of them are slain. The
third panel shows another bit of the fight in which one or more of

the fighters fall. The third panel is often filled by a startled huddled
group of cattle, to guard or cany off which the fight was fought.

In the lowest panel the warrior’s body is burned, sometimes with
his living wife and sometimes with other men, perhaps his prisoners

or his slaves. In the top panel the warrior, or the warrior and
his wife, are in Kailas or Shiv’s heaven, worshipping a ling. The
three stones which have been fitted together and set up are all of the

* first type mentioned in the text, pillars abont five feet high and
one foot square, fittiug with a socket into a square base and carved
throughout on all four sides. Two are set in front and one a yard
or two behind.

The following are the details of Pandit Bhagv£nlfl Indraji’s

reading of these sculptures. The first stone is the east piflar

of the front pair. In the east face, in the second panel on the
right (spectator’s right) a horseman, with a trim beard and a
sword in his right hand, rides without stirrups on a prancing
horse, which seems to paw at a man on the left. Ibis man,
who has a beard,^ his hair rolled in a top-knot and long earrings,

and the ends of his waistcloth hanging behind like a tail, plunges
a dagger or short sword into the horse’s neck, and, with his left

hand, wrests the horseman’s sword out of his grasp. In the third
panel, on the right, a bearded man with his hair in a top-knot
and a curious waistcloth falling like a kilt from the hip to the
knee and armed with a shield and sword, attacks an archer who
seems to have missed his aim and is drawing a second arrow from his
quiver. In the fourth panel a man, apparently the archer, lies dead
on his funeral pile, and on his left lies his wife, her hair gathered
in a large bunch at the back of her head. Flames rise above them
in ten jets. At the top the man and his wife are in Kailas or
Shiv’s heaven, worshipping the ling. In the south face, in the
second panel, a man on the right, with a pointed beard, his hair in

a double top-knot, wearing big earrings, and armed with a

* Ibn Haukal says (970), ‘ The MosKms, and infidels between Cambay atvl Sainua;
let their beards grow ia thvsaine fashion.’ Elliot and Dowson, I. 30.
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sword and bucklerj fights a bearded single top-knot ,man on the left,

who is also armed with a sword and buckler
;
in the middle lies

a slain man, perhaps one of the pair of foemen. In the third panel

three frightened cows are huddled together. In the fourth panel

a man and his wife lie on the funeral pile. In the top panel

is a ling in the centre, and two figures on each side worshipping.

In the west face, in the second panel two men with beards, single

top-knots, large earrings and tailed waistcloths, fight armed with

swords and shields. The man in the left is old and apparently

is beaten and slain. In the third panel a youth with forked

beard, perhaps the son of the old man in the panel above, stabs

a swordsman nnder the chin. In the fourth panel a wife burns
with her dead husband, and in the top panel they are in Shiv’s

heaven, worshipping the ling. In the north face, in the second
panel, a double and a single top-knot man, both armed with spears,

fight. In the third panel a pair of swordsmen fight, the man
in the left with oddly dressed hair. In the fourth panel a wife

burns with her husband, and in the top panel a man and woman
worship in Shiv’s heaven.

The second stone stands about a yard to the west of the first

stone. In the east face, the third panel has, on the right, a man
on an elephant with a sword or a goad in his hand ; a man on the
left attacks him, but is killed by the elephant and lies dead. In
the fourth panel a man is being burned, and at the right comer
some figures, apparently servants or people he has slain in battle,

are being burned with him. In the second panel a warrior is

seated in a heavenly car and attended by heavenly dancers and
cymbal players. In the top panel he worships the ling in Shiv’s
heaven. In the south face, in the second panel is a fight between
a horseman on the right and a footman on the left, who seizes the
horseman’s rein. Below a man lies on the ground. In the third

panel a bowman on the left pulls an arrow from his quiver to

shoot at a swordsman on the right : below, one of them lies dead.
In the fourth panel a man seems to leap into a fire. Perhaps he
was beaten and committed suicide.^ In the top panel a man on the
left worships the ling : the figure on the right seems to be a priest.

Under this panel is a carving something like a Buddhist trident.
In the west face, in the second belt, on the right, two swordsmen fight
with a man on the left ; in the centre one of them lies dead. In the
third belt a man on the right runs away and is speared by a figure
on the left. In the fourth panel a corpse is being burned, and a
man, perhaps the runaway in the panel above, throws himself into
the fire. In the top panel a man worships the ling in heaven. In
the north face, in the second panel, two trim-bearded single top-knot
men fight, and one of them is killed. In the third panel are seven
cows huddled together. In the fourth panel a man with curled
hair is seated on the pyre : in the comer a figure falls into the fire.

On the top the man in the fire, with his hair rolled like an ascetic

> The Apb traveller Abu Zaid (A.D. 870) notices, that in the state of the Balhara
men may be seen burning themselves oa the pile. Elliot’s History, I, 0.
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in a braided bunch, worships Shiv in heaven. The third pillar

stands about two yards to the south of the other two. In the north

face (the face next the temple), the second panel has, on the right,

a single top-knot man with big earrings fighting with a man on
the left who has a double top-knot and is armed with a sword
and shield. The single top-knot man falls. In the third panel, on
the left, a double top-knot horseman fights a single top-knot

footman, and one of them falls. In the fourth panel a double

top-knot man lies on the ground and in the top panel he is in

heaven, worshipping Shiv. In the east face, in the second panel

one single and two double top-knot men on the right fight a
swordsman on the left, who seems to be wounded by one of the men
on the right and to fall. In the third panel is a band of frightened

huddled cattle, and a man on the ground perhaps the slain cowherd.
In the top panel a man on the left in heaven worships the ling.

The figure on the right seems to be a priest. In the west face, in

the second panel a horseman on the left with sword and shield fights

with a foot swordsman : one falls (his Konkan tail-cloth is very
notable, like a third leg) . In the third panel a wearied-looking man
on the right is struck by a swordsman on the left. In the fourth

panel a double top-knot man, who seems different from the figures

above, lies on the ground with his left hand raised from the elbow
and his chin resting on it. Above on the left a single top-knot
man worships Shiv in heaven. In the south fece, in the second panel

on the right a single top-knot man fights a double top-knot man,
both armed with swords and round shields : one has fallen. In the
third panel is a celestial car and two heavenly damsels. In the
fourth panel is a double top-knot man lying on the ground. In
the top panel a man worships Shiv in heaven. The two lowest
panels of this pillar are rather hid by the carved urn-shaped top
of a slab memorial-stone, the figures in which worshipping a ling

are specially clear and deep cut. The rest of this stone, which
seems to be older than the others, could not be found.

Besides these three memorial pillars several carved stones have
been picked from the ruins and arranged in a rough semicircle,

close to the pillars. Beginning from the east end of the plinth,

the first of these carved stones on the right is a broken tiger’s

face. In Mr. BhagTanlal'’s opinion this perhaps belonged to an
older temple, that stood some way up the mound to the west of the
present temple, and whose carvings were on a larger scale and better
cut than the sculptures in the present temple. The older temple
may have been of the tenth or eleventh, and the newer temple
of the twelfth or thirteenth century. Next to the tiger’s head is a
broken group apparently Parvati, and, on her left. Shiv’s skeleton
attendant Bhringi, whose wasted upper arm and hollow ribs are well
shown. This group is large sized and probably belonged to the
older temple. The next stone is part of the shaft of a broken
memorial pillar. The next is the figure of a man seated, the head
and feet gone, the position easy, and the chest and arms clear-cut

and well proportioned. It seems larger and older than the sculpture
on the present temple. The fifth is a cobra, or nag, stone, the upper
part a man, over whose head rises a seven-hooded cobra. Below the
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waist the figure ends in a waving snake*tail. The carving is in the

smaller perhaps more modern style. The sixth is another cobra stone

on a larger scale. It shows only the lower waves of the tail. The
seventh stone is a fragment, a left hand holding a round buckler ; the

carving is good in the larger perhaps older style. The eighth stone,

also in the larger style, is a well-carved group of a man fighting

with a pig, which he seems to seize by the legs and stab with a dagger.

Behind, against the tree leans a stone (1' 5® X 2' 8"), the centre

carved into the figure (1' 10" x 1') of a naked woman squatting or

crouching. It is probably a Tantrik figure. The knolls to the east

and west of the temple have a wide view over teak-covered slopes

to the south and south-east, across a long stretch of waving upland
thick with teak coppice and a sprinkling of mangoes and other

evergreens.^ To the west the gentle wooded slopes of the spurs that

(lank the Atgaon valley rise to the central fortified head of old

Mdhuli. To the east and south-east, across rice fields and teak
uplands, the Sahyddris stretch dimly to the south-west in huge
even-topped blocks.

Sidgad Fort, about ten miles south-east of Murbad, is divided

into a lower and an upper fort. The lower fort is nearly 900 feet

above the level of the Gaidhara pass, and apparently 2400 feet above
the sea. It completely commands the Gaidhara pass, and, in 1818, had
low fortifications in very indifferent repair. The gateway raked the
only means of communication with the upper country. The upper
fort is 3236 feet above the sea, on a level with the Deccan, from which
it is separated by an immense chasm, and about 900 feet above the
lower fort. The ascent is very difficult. The upper fort originally

occupied a space of 245 feet by seventy-five, with a precipice on each
side, on the very narrow top of a hill about a quarter of a mile long.

In 1818 nothing remained of the fort but a low wall in ruins, in many
places fallen and everywhere overgrown with brushwood, with not
a trace of dwellings. Even though ruined, its steepness and difficulty

of access made the upper fort almost impregnable. On the top of the
hill, near the ruined walls were several rock-cut reservoirs with
exeellent water. In the lower fort there was a supply of good water,
also a granary, a barrack, and several huts in fair repair. About 1860
a noted freebooter Bhavaji Naik, who long troubled the police, took
refuge in a natural cave on this bill. He ran off with Audi, a barber’s
wife of the Nandgaon village below, and lived with her for many
months, placing a servant Hari Lauriya to guard her. In a fit of
jealousy he threw Hari over the precipice where his skeleton was
afterwards found by the police. Subsequently Bhavaji, who had drunk
heavily at a marriage feast at Mhase village, was belaboured by the
villagers and taken dying into Murbad, where, before his death, he
made known his retreat. The police searched Sidgad and found
Audi and Hari’s skeleton with a quantity of stolen property. In
1862 Sidgad was reported to be ruinous. Water was scanty and
there were no supplies.

Sirgaon Fort stands inSirgaon village, on the sea-coast about three
miles north of Mahim. When surveyed in 1818, its western face was
washed at high tides by a narrow inlet or backwater which stretched
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a short distance to the south. The fort was oblong with a mean length
from the interior of about 200 feet by about 150 in breadth. Almost
all the fortifications were of solid masonry in excellent order, with a
height of thirty and a depth or thickness of ten feet, including the

parapet which was seldom more than three feet wide. The defences

of the fort consisted of three towers and a bastion at the remaining
or south-east corner, whose parapet and escarpment were greatly out
of repair. Nearly half the space of the fort was taken by buildings

for the garrison and stores. The walls of these buildings were still

standing but they were hardly habitable. A well supplied a sufficient

quantity of sweet water. In 1818, the village of Sirgaon and numerous
trees came so close to the fort that none of the adjoining ground to

the north and east could be seen, and, under cover of the trees, the
fort might he approached unperceived to the very foot of the works.
In 1862 the fort was described as having a ruined west wall, though
the land side was fairly preserved. Supplies of water and food were
available. Close under the fort is the school which now occupies
the old traveller’s bungalow. Sirgaon fort was taken, with Katalvada,
Dahdnu, Kelve, and Tdrdpur, by Chimnaji Appa in 1739.^

Sofa'le, properly Safale, a railway station about three miles north of
theVaitarna river, belowTdndulvadi hillforc, and eight miles south-east
of Mahim, is probably an Arab settlement of great age, perhaps one of
those made by the Sabteans about b.c. 200. The corresponding ports
Sefareh-el-Hind and Sefarah-el-Zing seem to show that Safdle was
the Konkan terminus of the trade with the African coast that seems
to reach back to pre-historic times.^ The station traffic returns
show an increase in passengers from 10,177 in 1873 to 19,142 in
1880. In 1880 the total traffic in goods was 1599 tons.

Chapter ‘El V.

Places of Intw^.

Sirgaon Fort.

SOFAJLI.

SonaVli is a deserted village on the right bank of the Kalydn Sonavu.
creek about four miles above Kalyan by water, and, by land, about
two miles north-east of Kalyfin and about two miles south-east of
Bhiwndi. Sonavli was once a large Musalman village the head-
quarters of a sub-division or mahdl. The west bank of a pond
near the site of the old village is covered with Musalmfin graves
with head stones and rough plinths built of large slabs. Most of the
slabs are probably pieces of basalt pillars, but among them are some
with carding and tracery that show they were taken from older Hindu
buildings. About sixty yards to the west is a Musalman prayer place,
or idga, and, about 100 yards to the south, on raised wooded
ground stands an old mosque, the lower part of the walls of
stone and the upper part of brick. The bricks are old and big
(9" X 14" X 2"), evidently old Hindu bricks, and several of the
stones have carvings. One stone seems very early with carving
that looks like a picture of a Buddhist trident and of a burial-
mound or stupa. The other stones look more modern, perhaps of the
eleventh century. On the ground to the south of the mosque lies an

^ Naime’s Konkan, 83.

\ iucent, II. 423. Abul-Fida (1320) mentions Soldla as a country in Africa and
adds Sofala is also a country in India. He calls the Indian country Sofala or Soufaia.
Reinaud’s Abul-Fida, II. 222, 223. Abul-Fida’s form of the name suggests that the
Arab references belong not to Sofala but to Sopwa. tSee below, p. 321.

B 1064-10
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old ceiling stone. The remains seem to show that the mosque

stands on the site of a Hindu temple. East of the mosque the

ground is covered with graves. Several of them have rounded head

stones about two feet high and one foot across, the face nicely cut

with the ordinary hanging chain lamp in the middle, and lotus

flowers carved at the sides, a style of Musalman gravestone

apparently peculiar to the Konkan. On a slightly raised site, about

sixty yards to the east, are the ruins of an English dwelling, which,

according to the headman of the village, was built by a Dr. Seward.

In a field, about a quarter of a mile to the south-west is a well-carved

pilaster of the eleventh or twelfth century. About a quarter of a

mile to the north-east of the village site is the right-hand post of a

gateway (1' 7" x 7"), with the figure of a woman with large earrings

and a mace in her hand. It seems to be of the tenth or eleventh

century. About half a mile east, a quarter of a mile north of P^da
a hamlet of Sonavli, is a bathing-pool thirty-six feet square, whose
sides have been surrounded wjth steps of dressed stone. On the

south bank, at the foot of a thornbush, is a small broken image of

Vishnu of the eleventh or twelfth century. About a quarter of a

mile to the north is a si.n and moon land-grant stone, with

roughly cut writing, so weather-worn that little but the date

A.D. 1351 (S. 1273) can be read. The date is interesting as showing
that, after their first conquest in 1290, the Muhammadans left to the

local chief the right of making land grants.

Sopa'ra,' which was the capital of the Konkan from about b.c.

1500 to A.D. 1300, lies about three and a half miles north-west of the

Bassein Road station and about three and a half miles south-west of

the Vir^r station of the Baroda railway. It is still a rich country

town with a crowded weekly market and a population of about 1 700.

The richly wooded well-watered and highly tilled tract, including

Bolinj Koprdd and Umbrala in the north, Nirraal and Vagholi in

the west, Gas in the south, and Sopara and Mardesh in the centre,

is locally known as the garden or agar of Sopara. It is the middle
part of the strip of garden land about three miles broad, that runs
from the Bassein creek to the Vaitarna, being bounded on the
north by the agar of Agashi and on the south by the agar of

Bassein. Under the Portuguese the whole of this rich strip, with
its patches of salt marsh, was known as the island of Bassein,
and, before Portuguese times, as the island of Sopara. ^ It is called

an island, because it is cut from the mainland by a backwater
which leaves the Bassein creek a little abov'e the railway bridge and
winds north to the Vaitarna. This backwater used to be called the
Sopara creek. It is now locally known by three names, the Manikpur
creek in the south, the Sopara creek in tlie centre, and the Bolinj
creek in the north. It was once a considerable arm of the sea
overflowing a large breadth of land on both banks of its present

information about Sopdra and its remains has been supplied by Mr. W.
W. Loch, C. .S.

, Mr. lldmdds Kdsidas Modi a native of Sopdra, and Mr. Govind
Moreshvar Pandit. Additional details have been collected and the whole account
revised on the spot. The antiquarian portions are taken from Pandit Bhagvinlal’a
paper on Antiquarian Remains at Sopdra and Padan, in the Journal of the Bombay
Asiatic Society for 1882.
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channel. But, with the mud-laden Vaitarna on the north and the
Bassein creek or Ulhas river on the south, silting has been rapid,

especially since the long railway embankment has dammed the
flow of water from the south. Small boats of ten or twelve tons
(30-40 khandis) still come from the south as far as Gda which is

about a mile, and from the north as far as Bolinj which is about
two miles from Dadar or the old Sopara landing. At Sopdra the
creek is dry.

West of the bare salt waste that borders the Sopdra creek and
north of another salt waste that runs west from the Bassein Hoad
station, stretch bright patches of sngarcane shaded by cocoa and brab
palms and by lines and clusters of mango, tamarind, banyan, pipal,

and karanj trees. Within this rich garden island, four or five feet

below the level of the fields, shady lanes, fringed by high hedge-
rows, wind among mango and plantain orchards, fields of rice and
sngarcane, and open raised plots, apparently the sites of old bnildings.

The lanes are in places lined with walls, and in wet muddy hollows are
bordered by broken rows of large smooth-topped blocks of basalt,

apparently remains of an ancient footway. Till the month of March
the island is full of water. Runnels from garden wells cross on flow

alongside of the lanes, and at many turns the road passes close

by round ponds and long winding lakes, whose banks are fringed
by high pile-supported Persian wheels. Here and there along
the banks of the lanes are rows of large houses with tiled roofs

and wooden walls, raised on high masonry plinths, many of them
partly built of dressed or carved stones. Sopdra itself has a
broad market place, bordered by large one and two storied houses
with rich wood carving and walls which owe much to old dressed
stones and large old bricks. On the banks of some of the lakes are
the sites of old buildings with half-buried bricks and carved stones,

or modern mosques and shrines whose builders have made free use
of the older masonry. To the south-west, beyond the rich garden
tract, a flat of salt waste and rice fields rises into the wooded slopes of
Nirmal on the west, the bush and palm-covered knoll of Brahma hill

on the south-west, and the even crest of Vajirgad. Beyond Vajirgad
the salt waste and rice ground are fringed by the cocoa-palm woods
that stretch south to Bassein.

The husbandmen of Sopara are Christians, many of them converted
Samvedi Brahmans

; Musalmdns many of them NSitas,

descendants of Arab and Persian refugees and traders and
Hindus, chiefly Samvedi Brahmans and Bhandaris. The traders

are Musalmans, many of them Naitds, and Gujarat Vanis, chiefly of

the Lad subdivision who came from Cambay about 1760 when its

traders fled from the exactions of Momin Khan II.

The chief products of Sopara and its neighbourhood are molasses,

rice, plantains, and betel-leaves. Molasses rice and betel-leaves go
by sea from the Gas, Bolinj, and Vagholi landing-places to Surat,

* These NrlitAs are large fair good-looking men. The Hindus know the word
Ifilita well, but the MusalmAns seem to consider it a term of abuse and disclaim it.

The chief settlements of Arab and Persian NiitAs were made between the eighth
and the eleventh centuries. See ThAna Statistical Account, Part I., p. 232.
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Broach, Jambiisar, Dholera, Bhavnagar, and Gogha. By rail,

chiefly from the Virar station, molasses, rice, and betel-leaves pass

north to Ankleshvar, Nadiad, Viramgam, and Patan, and large

quantities of plantains and betel-leaves are sent south toBombay. The
chief imports are cloth and hardware from Bombay, and provisions

and oilcake from the GujarM ports. Oilcake is in great demand
as a manure for sugarcane. Though not more than three-quarters

of a mile from the line of railway, Sopara is somewhat badly off

for communications. Small boats of from eight to ten tons (30-40
JiJiandis) come at high tide from the south as near as Gas landing-

place about a mile from Sopara, from the west as near as Vagholi
about two miles, and from the north as near as Bolinj also about
two miles. By land the metalled Virar-Agdshi road helps the

Sopara traflcic about a mile to Bolinj. But between Bolinj and
Sopara the road is a narrow low lane passable for wheels only during
the fair weather. From Manikpur the route lies about a mile
along the made Bassein road, and then two and a half miles
north-west along a rough fair-weather track across a bare salt

waste, which during the rains is flooded and impassable. A
station at Sopara or a made road to the town from the Agashi high
road would be a boon to its people as well as to visitors.

Its height above the surrounding salt marsh, its rich soil and
fresh water, and its nearness to the holy Vaitarna, Jivdhan, Tungar,
and Nirmal, must early have made Sopara a chosen settlement. Its

distance from the coast and its broad backwater guarded it from
pirate raids or the forays of the wild hill and forest tribes, and its

water connection with the Vaitarna on the north and the Ulhas or
Bassein river on the south, and, between them, the easy land route
along the Tansa valley made it an early centre of trade.^ Sopdra
must always have secured much local trafiic. And, when its rulers
were powerful sovereigns, holding the Deccan as well as the Konkan,
it became a centre of the great commerce between east and west
Asia.

History. Under the name Shurparaka, Sopara appears in the Mahabharat
(b.c. 1400) as a very holy place, where the Pandavs rested on their
way from Gokarn in north Kanara to Prabhas or Veraval in
south Kathiawar." It is mentioned in the Harivansh as a city 500
bows that is about a thousand yards broad, and 500 arrows that is

about five hundred yards high, and is said to have been built on the
belt of land recovered by the arrow shot by Parshuram when he
won the Konkan from the sea.^ According to Buddhist writers, in
one of his former births Gautama Buddha was Bodhluat Suppurak,
that is, a Bodhisattva of Sopara.^ About b.c. 540, it is said to

the Tdnsa valley Pel;ir and iljindvi vere once places of importance, and
at BhatAna, a landing station to the north of Tungar, are a reservoir of dressed stones
an<l quantities of old bricks. Mr. W. W. Loch, C. S.

= MalnSbluirat (Vana B.arva), chap. 118, quoted in Ind. Int.IX. 44.

T
Pana), chap. 3!) verse 28 and chap. 40 verse 39 ;

Langlni.s,n 413 Ihe Hanvaiish is said to be part of the Jlahabharat, but it is probablymodem. Professors Don jii.n and Monier Williams,

Topts^l'i
Buddhism, 2nd Ed. 13. Compare Cunningham’s Bhilsa
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have been a port visited by Vijaya the mythical conqueror of Ceylon.^ Chapter XIV.

This old Hindu fame supports Benfey’s, Eeland’s, and Eeinand^s PlaceB ofInterest*

opinion that Sopara is Solomon^s Ophir (b.c. 1000).^ SopAra.

Four points may be urged in favour of this view. First, the Eistory.

close likeness between the names Sopara and Ophir. The people
near Sopara often either change initial s into h or drop it,® and, on
the other hand, Ophir is written Sophir by Josephus, and, according
to several authorities, Sophir is the Coptic or Egyptian word for

India.* Second, the length of time taken by Solomon’s ships, three

or at least over two years, from the head of the Red Sea to Ophir
and back, is more suited to an Indian than to an Arabian voyage.®
Third, the articles which the ships brought to Solomon, gold,

precious stones, sandalwood, ivory, peacocks, and apes are Indian
products.® Fourth, the Hebrew names of several of the articles.

' Turnoiir’s Mahiwanso, 46. It is worthy of note that Vijaya’s father is said to have
been king of Lila, that is Lit or Lir. But the p^sages quoted by Julien (Hiwen
Thsang, UI. 393) seem to show that this Lir is not in Western India, but is between
Bengal and Magadha.

® Benfey in McCrindle’s Periplus, 127 ; Reland in Ritter’s Erdknnde, Asien, Till,
pt. 2, 386 ; Reinaud’s Memoir Sur I’lnde, 222. Yule (Cathay, I. 227) considers the
connection between Ophir and Sopdra plausible.

s In the local pronunciation hona is used for sona gold, hargotala for sirgutala a
pomphlet, and hukla for sukla dried. Mr. G. L. Gibson, 3rd January 1880.

* Benfey in McCrindle’s Periplus, 127 ; Wilkinson’s Ancient Egyptians, I. 134

;

Champolion’s L’Egypte, I. 98. On the other hand, one of the latest writers, Brugsch
(Egypt Under the Pharaohs, I. '114) holds that in early Egyptian writings the
names Ophir or Sophir and Punt [apparently the same as Phendou or Pihendon
which Cnampolion (I. 98) took to be Umd or India] refer to the Somili coast at the
mouth of the Red Sea. Duncker (History of Antiquity, I. 133, 156) identifies Punt
with Arabia, and Ophir with Abhiria at the mouth of the Indus.

® Beke (Sources of the Nile, 64) reduces the time to two years by making it three
years inchxsive, and Vincent explains the delay by the Phcenician practice of
retailing their cargoes (Commerce of the Ancients, 11. 267). The writer in Smith’s
Dictionary of the Bible (Ophir and Tarshish) draws a distinction between the ships
that went to Ophir and the ships of Tarshish that made the three years’ voyage.
This distinction has Uttle support, and, even accepting the views of Beke and Vincent,
the length of time is in favour of India.

® The gold of Ophir was its most famous export (Job, xx. 24, xxviii, 16

;

Ps. xlv. 9 ; I. Kings, ix. 28, x. 11, xxii. 48; Isaiah, xiii. 12; 1. Chron. i. 23 ;

xxix. 4 ;II. Chron. viii. IS, ix. 10), That from very early times India was rich in
gold appears from many passages. The Maruts had golden cuirasses and golden tiaras
(Rig Veda, Wilson’s Trans. HI. 331) ; horses had gold trappings (Manning’s Ancient
India, 128) ; there were gold coins and neck ornaments (58) ;

gold carpets (99) ; 1000 cows
had their horns covered with gold (119). In the Rdm4yana there are golden steps
(395), golden archways, gilded cars (II. 9), golden shoes (18), and seats of gold (27).
In the Mahabhdrat (II. 35), golden seats, golden lattices (41), golden dishes (45), and a*
golden target, pavilions inlaid with gold with windows of gold net-work and golden
doors (Wheeler. I. 165), golden seats and tools, a jar of gold, a couch ornamented with
gold, a thousan<l bags each with a thousand piecesof gold, and golden bells (Manning,
11. 49 ; Heeren’s Hist. Res. III. 355). KAlidas (a.d. 500) mentions mountains whose
ribs are of gold (Ditto, 102) and Himalaya full of sparkling ores (Ditto, 117). In the
Toy Cart (a.u. 300-400) a house in Ujain has golden steps (161), and in another
passage are elephants with golden bells (213), and staves covered with gold.

Many of these passages are poetical. But the abundance of gold is borne out by the
early Greek writers. Gold is among the articles mentioned as imported into Tyre
through Arabia, apparently from India, B.c. 560 (Vincent, II. 649). Herodotus
(B.c. 484-427) states that Darius carried off so much gold from India (b.c. 515-609),
that he was able to introduce a gold coinage into Persia (Rawbnson’s Ano. Mon., IV.
434). Ktesias (b.c. 416) speaks of abundant griffin-guarded gold, and notices gold
as a product of India (MeCrindle’s Edition, 17, 18, 19). Megasthenes (b.c. 300) states
that the soil of India contained much silver and gold (McCrindle, 31), rivers carried
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sandalwood, ivory, peacocks, and apes are of Sanskrit or of Dravidian

origin.^

The chief places in India that have been identified with Ophir are

Abiria in Sindh, Sauvira the modern Idar in Gujarat, Goa, and the

Malabar coast. None of these, either in name or in position, suits

so well as Sopdra.* Still the site of Ophir is unsettled. Ophir
was almost certainly either in Arabia or in West India, but to

decide between the rival claims of Arabia and India seems almost

hopeless. At present two of the latest opinions of Egyptian
scholars, that Punt or Sophir was either the Somfili or the Arabian
coast, and that some of the names of articles thought to be Sanskrit

are old Egyptian, make the balance lean in favour of Arabia.®

down gold dust (79), gold was abundant among the Dard® (138), in Capitalia (Abu)
w'ere gold and silver mines (145), Ceylon yielded gold (62), the gold digging ants or
Tibetan miners gave great supplies (94), and there were the gold and silver islands

beyond the Indus, probably beyond India (153). Strabo (b.c. 30) describes the Palibothra
elephants as adorned with gold, and mentions garments embroidered and woven with
gold. (Bohn’sTranslation.III. 117)- According to Quintus Curtins (Digby’sTrans. IL 94,
but his statements do not carry much weight), gold was found in several rivers in India,
and there was an island abounding in gold at the mouth of the Indus (168). He states
that its gold was one of the chief spoils the Greeks hoped to take from India (119).

He mentions gold litters, gold embroidered robes (94), gold trappings, and gilded pillars

(95), and describes king Sophias as having golden garments, a gold sceptre, and golden
shoes (123). Arrian (Kooke’s Trans. 9-10, 218) disbelieves in the gold digging ants
and the gold guarding griffins, and notices that there was no gold in the part of the
country through which Alexander passed ; still he also speaks of gold as the produce
of India. Ptolemy (A.D. 150) calls the thii'd mouth of the Indus Golden (Bertius,

197), and states that, in the golden peninsula to the east of India, there were many
gold mines (Ditto, 209). The Periplus (a.d. 247) states that silver was taken to India
and exchanged at a profit for gold (Vincent, II. 649). Ritter (Erdkunde, Asien, VHL
pt. 2, 409-414), in summing lus views on the question of Ophir, points out that India
was rich in gold. Gold was found in the Indus and to the west of the Indus, on the
Tibet frontier, in the Satlaj, in Kashmir, and in the Hirmllayas. Probably in the time
of Solomon the people of the west coast had great resources in gold. In Ritter’s opinion,
the fact that gold was the great export from Ophir favours the view that Ophir was
in India.

1 Sandalwood is algnm in Hebrew and valgum in Sanskrit
;
ivory is sJien hnhhim

in Hebrew, and an elephant is ibha in Sanskrit; the ape is koph in Hebrewand kapi
in Sanskrit ; and the peacock is tvki-im in Hebrew and shikhi in Sanskrit. The Hebrew
names for cotton, nard, and bdellium are also Sanskrit (Max Muller's Science of
Language, 190-192, Ed. 1861). The Sanskrit origin of some of these words is flisputed.
Kof, an ape, is said to be the old Egyptian kaf (Brugsch’s Egypt Under the Pharoahs,
I. 114) ; habbim, ivory, is said to be from the Egyptian ah ivory (Caldwell’s Dravidian
Grammar, 92) ; and tuki, a peacock, is said to be the Tamil told (Ditto, 91). As early
as the sixteenth century before Christ, the Egyptians received a tribute of gold, ebony,
and ivory from Nubia. Duncker’s Hist, of Ant. I. 133.

’

- Abina is Lassen’s (Ind. Alt. I. 537), Max Muller’s ;science ot Jjanguage, 191
Ed. 1861), and Duncker’s identification (Hist, of Ant. L 157, 321 ; U. 189,265, 302) j

Sauvira is Cunningham’s (Anc. Geog. I. 497 and 561) ; Goa is Reland’ ’s (Ritter,’
VIII. pt. 2. 386) and Jahn’s (Hebrew Commonwealth, 517) ; and the Malabar coast
IS Caldwell’s (Drav. Grammar, 91, 122). The objection to Abiria and Sauvira is thal
they are inland tracts, and the objection to Goa and the Malabdr coast is that they
have no name that resembles Ophir. Reland's identification of Ophir with Goa seems
to have arisen from a mistaken connection between Ptolemy’s Gaoris river (the
Vaitarna) and Goa.

2 'The following is a brief summary of the chief views of the position of Ophir.
C^niT has been identified with pophala (20'^S.) on the east coast of Africa, because
of the likeness m name, of its rains, of its great export of gold, and of the length of a
voyage between the top of the Eed Sea and Sophdla. The chief supporters of an

•'y Vincent, II. 266), Milton (Par. Lost, XI.

d”i'’|v iV 362^ ’Tb'
'‘>’i Ifia. I-). and Quatremere (Acad,

esinso. AV. 11, 362). The etoly Portuguese thought it was Aufur in Mozambique

/
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Jain writers make frequent mention of Sopdra. Their mythical

king Shripal is said to have married Tilakasundari the daughter of

king Mahasena of Soparaka.^ The famous Jain priest and writer,

Jinaprabhasnri, mentions Sopdra (Soparaka) as one of the eighty-four

sacred places of the Jains, and notices that while he was still alive

Sopara had an image of Kishabhadev the first Tirthankar.^ One of

the eighty-four gachchhas or Jain sects is called after Sopdra.

The Sanskrit dictionary Yddava Kosh appears to point to Sopdra
as the chief place in Aparanta where it says, ‘Apardnta is the
western country, Shurparaka and others’.® The fragment of the

eighth edict of Ashok, lately (April 1882) found in Sopara, seems
to show that it was the capital of Aparanta in b.C. 250, and makes it

probable that the Yavana Dharmarakshita, the Apardnta missionary
of Ashok, came and preached the law in Sopdra. According to a
Gujarati story king Vikram (b.C. 56), the supposed founder of the

Sarnvat era, is said to have obtained from . Sopdra one of the
panchdandu or five magic wands.

Under the names Soparaka, Sopdraya, and Shorparaga, Sopdra
is mentioned in old Dev3.ndgari inscriptions of

_
about the first or

second century after Christ. Of two inscriptions on a pillar in the
great Karli cave, one, about the beginning of the first century
before Christ, records the gift of a pillar by Satimita (Sk.

Svatimitra) of Soparaka, and another below it, of the same time,

records the gift of a pillar containing relics.* An inscription in

(Kerr's Voyages, VI. 449). Amoag recent vrriters Brugsch (Egypt Under the Bharoabs,
I. 114) holds that the Ophir of the Egyptians tras on the Somili coast near cope
Ouardafui.
From the importance of its gold, Ophir has been identified with Malacca by Josephus

and by Tennant (Ceylon, II. 101). In favour of India there are Lassen’s Ind. Alt.

I. 529; Hitter’s Erdkunde, VIII. 370-431 ; Benfey in McCrindle’s Periplus, 127;
Reinaud’s Memoir Sur TInde, 222 ; Wilkinson’s Ancient Egypt, I. 134, II. 237

;

Champolion’s L’Egypte, I. 98 ; Bunsen’s Egypt, III. 419, 420 ; Jahn’s Hebrew
Commonwealth, 517 ; Max Muller’s Science of language, IL ^2, 230 ; Cunningham’s
Auc. Geog. I. 497, 561; Caldwell’s Dravidian Grammar, Intro. 91, 122; Yule’s
Cathay, I. 227 ; Duncker’s Hist, of Ant. I. 157; and of theological critics, Bertheau,
Thenius, and Ewald, quoted by the writer in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible. The
arguments in favour of India have been given in the text. The supporters of Arabia
are Vincent (Commerce of the Ancients, II. 266), who cites Michalis, Rrideaux, and
Gosellin ; the writer in Smith’s Dictionaiy, who cites Winer, Furst, K'nobel, Forster,
Crawford, andKalisch ; Lindsay (Merchant Shipping, I. 28, 31) and Bekd (Sources of the
Nile, 60, 64). Two authorities hold that there were two Ophirs, Bochyt placing one in

Arabia and the other in India, and D’Anville placing one in Arabia amd one in Africa.

Gesenius was unable to decide between the rival claims of India aim Arabia (Smith’s
Dictionary of the Bible, IL 638), and Heeren (Hist. Res. 11.73) helq that Ophir was a
vague term for rich southern ill-known lands. The chief argument in favour of Arabia
is, that in Genesis (x. 29) Ophir is mentioned with Havilah and J/obab, both of which
are in Arabia, and there is no sign in the Bible that there wer?- two Ophirs. As far

as the name goes, three fairly suitable places have been found in Arabia, Aphar or

Saphar the metropolis of the Sabaaans, DofBr a considerable town in Yemen, and
Dofar on the south coast. The objection that Arabia never jdelded gold, and at times
impor^d gold (Duncker, I. 312), is met by the plea that Ophir was an emporium
(Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, II. 638), and, according to Heeren (Hist. Res. II.

67), Arabia was well supplied with gold. On the whole, as stated in the text, though
many of the articles were Indian, the evidence does not prove thiat the centre of

trade was in India.
* Shripalcharit, ch.ap. III.
® The Bhiigavat Purau speaks of Rishabha’s wanderings in Western India and

connects him with the establi-shment of the Jain religion in those fiarts. Dowson’s
Classical Dictionary, 268. ® Mallindth in Raghuvsamsa, IV. 53.

* Bom. Arch. Sur. X. 31, 32, The first inscription has been effaced and the second
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Nasik Cave VIII.
j
of about the middle of the first century after

Christ, mentions Shorparaga as one of several places where
Ushavadat, the son-in-law of the Kshatrap ruler Nahapan, built

rest-houses and alms-houses. Edmatirtha in Shorparaga is also

mentioned in this inscription, and to the monks of the Charak order

living at Rdmatirtha, along with those of three other places, a gift

is recorded of 32,000 cocoanut trees in Nanagol village.^ About the

same time an inscription near a reservoir in the Nana pass records

that the reservoir was made by one Govindadas of Soparaya.® Of
two inscriptions in the Kanheri Caves (3 and 7), of about the second
century after Christ, one, which is broken, records something done in

the district or dhar of Soparaka, and the other the gift of a cistern by
one Samika a merchant of Soparaka.® The coin and the Buddhist
relics, found in April 1882 in a relic mound in Sopara, show that,

about the middle of the second century after Christ (a.d. 160),
Gotamiputra Yajnashri Shatakarni was the ruler of the Konkan;
and that Sopdra was then a Buddhist religious centre, and had
skilful masons, coppersmiths, and goldsmiths.

Of foreign writers Ptolemy (a.d. 150) has a Supara between
Nusaripa (Navsdri) and Simylla (Chaul),* and the author of the
Periplus (a.d. 247) mentions Ouppara between Broach and Kalyan
as a local mar* along the coast.® In the sixth century (545) Kosmas
has a doubtfulj reference to Sibor, a place of great trade on the coast
near Kalydn.^ In the legend of Puma, translated by Burnouf from
Nepdlese ana Tibetan sources, apparently of the fourth or fifth
century.«flter Christ,^ Sopara (Siirparaka) is described as the seat of a
kmg, a city with several hundred thousand inhabitants, with eighteen
ga*s, and a temple of Buddha adorned with friezes of carved
san^lwood. It was a great place of trade. Caravans of merchants
cameVrom Shravasti in Oude, and great ships with 500 (the stock
phrasa^r a large number) merchants, both local and foreign, traded
to disttfct lands. There was much risk in these voyages. A safe
return ^^s the cause of great rejoicing. Two or three successful
voyages ^nade a merchant a man of mark. "Who, says one of the
merchant^in the story, that has made six safe voyages, has ever
been known to tempt Providence by trying a seventh ? One of the

carved instead, the same pillar a little below the first. It aupears that Satimifa’^maternal uncle, ih whose honour the pillar was made died after the
^

was carved. A h^e, which can still be* seen, was cut m the nilta^ his litin the hole, and '“^'ription was engraved. Pandft Bh’awinlal

^ s r
®

’ p- 168, 172.

® Yule’s PatliaL T T
"• -p

^ cteris Scriptores, I. 30.

of Sofara fstetg'bp^^T alsf011^^1 S
Photms in his Bi(bliothec8i Keland sa\^ arArffiiin

Hes^chius (a.d. 300), and
mentions a Christian Bishop of the pemile of SoDfiTa™'^Tt!'°

Photius who
could have beenTnowhere el.se but in Western Tn^Uo

bishop ui Reland’s opinion
settlement.^ ErdkuLtVlIl"

Burnouf s Intrr0(1action to Buddhism T 9^^ 't'i. i*
cnum, S.J,

as narrated in th* story, and the furniture onh^monasterirs^^seats
Buddha

cushions, and carXed pedestals, show that the present form of tl
’ figured

perhaps a.d. 30o[m Purna’s own date is pSiy ZTy ‘1®*®
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chief articles of trade was cloth, fine and coarse, blue, yellow, red,

and white. Another of the most valued articles was the sandal-

wood, known as goshirsha or cow's head, perhaps from its pleasant

scent. This was brought apparently from the Kanara or Malabar
coast. The coinage was gold, and many of the merchants had huge
fortunes. A strong merchant-guild ruled the trade of the city.

The religion of the country was Brahmanism. There were large
nunneries of devout widows, monasteries where seers or Rishis
lived in comfort in fruit and flower gardens, and bark-clad hermits
who lived on bare hdl-tops. The gods on whom the laymen called in

times of trouble were Shiva, Varuna, Kubera, Shakra, Brahma, Hari,
Shankara, and divinities apparently Matas or Devis. Besides the
gods, many supernatural beings, Asuras, Mahoragas, Yakshas, and
Danavas, were believed to have power over men for good or for evil.

Puma, the son of a rich Sopara merchant by a slave girl, whose
worth and skill raised him to be one of the leading merchants of
Sopara, turned the people of the Konkan from their old faith to
Buddhism.^
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In the beginning of the tenth century (915) Masudi mentions
Sahara, along with Thana and Saimur probably Chaul, as coast towns
where the Lar dialect was spoken.^ About forty years later, apparently
confusing it with Ulpdr in Surat, Ibn Haukal and A1 Istakhri place
Sopdra (Surbarah and Surabdya) between Cambay and Sanj^n.® At
the beginning of the eleventh century A1 Biruni (1030) calls it

Sahara and restores it to its right place, patting it forty-eight miles
south of Sanjan and forty north of Thana.^ About sixty years later

(1094) Sopara (Shurp^lraka) is mentioned as a port in a Silhara grant.®

Towards the middle of the twelfth century (A.n. 1135- 1145), Sopdra
(Shurpdraka) had the honour of sending the Aparant delegate to a
literary conference held in Kdshmir.® The reigning king of the
Konkan at that time is called Apardditya, a new Silhdra king, of
whom a stone land-grant dated a.d. 1138 has lately been found in
Uran. In the middle of the twelfth century A1 Idrisi (1153)
describes Soubdra as a mile and a half from the sea, a very well
peopled city, with a great trade, considered one of the emporiums of
India. Pearls were fished there, and in an island near called Bara
(the island of Sopara) grew cocoa-palms and the costus an
aromatic root.'*^

Before the beginning of the fourteenth century Thana had become
the chief centre of trade. But Sopdra was still a place of consequence.
It is mentioned by Abul-Fida (1273-1331),* and Friar Jordanus(1322)
went from Thana to Broach by Supers, and brought with him and
buried the bodies of his four companions who were killed at Thana.

• Bumonf , 256 -264.
2 Elliot and Dowson, I. 24 ; Masudi’s Prairies d’Or, L 254, 381.
* Elliot and Dowson, I. 30, 34.
* Reinaud’s Fragments, 121 ; Elliot and Dowson, I. 66.
6 Ind. Ant. IX. 38. « Jour. B. B. R. A. S. XII. Extra Number, cxv.
^ Jaubert’s Idrisi, I. 171; Elliot and Dowson, I. 85. Following Ibn Haukal,

Idrisi places SopAra north of Sanjan. .Some accotlnt of the pearl-fisheries in the
Bassein river are given in Part I. p. 55 of the Thana Statistical Account.

® Sofala or SoufAra. Reinaud’s Abul-Fida, 11. 223.

B 1064—41
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There seems to have been a relic of the old Kaly^n bishopric at

Sopara^ as Jordanus found many Nestorian Christians and a church
dedicated to St. Thomas the Apostle. Here he buried the four

friars, and during a stay of fifteen days instructed many people,

baptised them, and administered the Holy Communion to about
ninety Christians.^ He recommends Supera and that part of the coast

as an important place, not only for missions in India, but as a good
starting point for missionaries to Hilthiopia.^ In 1500, under the

name Sorab, perhaps for Sobar, it is mentioned as a Konkan place of

trade with Gujarat.® Under the Portuguese Sopara was a fortified

post with four wooden stockades. Early in the eighteenth century

(1728), for a distance of about 4000 feet between Sopara and Bolinj,

the creek was fordable at low water. The four watch-towers, which
from want of funds General Louis de Mello Pereira had made of

cocoa-palm stems, had in three years become unfit to bear the weight
of the two pieces of artillery with which they were armed. The
writer complains that a bridge, which the same Louis de Mello
Pereira had made across the creek at Gokii-va, was unprotected and
left the approach open to an enemy. At Timli, too, the creek could
be easily crossed. The writer was anxious that the creek between
Sopara and Bolinj should be dug as deep as the height of a man,
otherwise it would soon be filled to a level with the fields, because
of the great amount of silt that was brought by the river from its

two mouths and left in the centre. He recommended that a deep
ditch should be dug in front of Sopdra. The older fortifications were
three redoubts, mutually flanking each other and enclosed by a
timber stockade. These were strengthened, in 1728, by building
a ditch round the stockade and by raising a stone and mortar
redoubt.'* About the middle of the eighteenth century Sopdra, or
Sipala, though fallen to insignificance, is noticed by Du Perron in
his journey from Surat to the Elephanta Caves (27th November
1760) ; he also mentions Vagholi with a creek of its own, andNirmal
with two ponds and a temple.® In 1803, when Bdjirdv fled to
Bassein and placed himself under British protection, a palm-tree
stockade was set up to guard the Sopara bridge.®

In 1818 Captain Dickinson noticed a bridge and palm-tree
stockade at Sopara, and the remains of a Portuguese tower, ^ In
1826 Clunes calls Sopara a kasha and a post-runner’s station with

^ aiiiling, Annalos Muioruinatlau (a.d.
Christen, 1S7. Rev. H. Bochum, 5>.J.

- The Christian bishop whom Relan.l places in India seems to refer to Dhafar in

fh
Indian,’ wlio was sent bythe Emiieror Constantine ot Constantinople to tlie Honieritai in Arabia in whose

connS Dm i Din So
."'‘'^1 ““ native

India (Philostorgint nTt! sr Rev.* H ll\hrm°?i T"''
-ttleinents in

^ Bird a .Mirat-i-Ahniadi, 12t)
'

Mr. CV. B. Mnloek, C .S

;
Zeiili

DecSw l^Uhrter^fof
^tnped at Sopara when (31st

( IS03), 90-100, J-^-g-tiated. As. An. Reg.

1321); Dr. . Germann, Thomaa

. Sop^iraus called a kasha in a title deed of a.d. 1600,
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400 houses, forty shops, and a sugar factory.’ In 1837, Vaupell
found Sopara a large place, with a considerable Miisalman Tlhristian

and Hindu population. Grain, salt, and garden produce were sent

to Gujarat and Bombay, and timber was brought from the hills.

Very good fishing boats and country vessels were built.®

For a place whose importance as a religious and trade centre

lasted for over two thousand five hundred years (b.c. 1400- a. d.

1300), Sopara has few remains. Timber was so plentiful and so

good that the bulk of the buildings were probably always of wood.
Of stone temples and stone-lined lakes and reservoirs, many are said

to have been destroyed by the Musalmans in the beginning of the
fourteenth century.® Still enough were spared, or repaired, to excite

the admiration and wonder of the first Portuguese (1530-1540).*
But, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the lake banks
were stripped and the temples pulled down, and the stones used
in building Portuguese churches, forts, and houses, the bulk of

them probably finding their way to the great walls and religious

and state buildings whose ruins still adorn the city of Bassein.

Except a few lately unearthed statues and fragments of carving, the
only remains are so old that the people had ceased to know of them
or care for them, centuries before the Portuguese came to India.

The Objects of Interest in and round Sopara may be seen
either from the Virfir station, about three and a half miles to the
north-east, or from JIanikpur, that is the Bassein Koad station,

about three and a half miles to the south-east of Sopara. Manikpur,
or Bassein Road station, has the double advantage of a certain
supply of carts and of an upper-storied rest-house. For a visitor

who has but one day to spare, perhaps the best order is to go from
ilanikpur about four miles north-west to Brahma, or Vakal, hill

;

from Brahma hill about a mile north-west to Nirmal; from Nirmal
about two miles north to the Burud-king’s tower or Buddhist relic-

mound ; from the relic-mound about half a mile east to Sopara

;

from Sopara about a mile south to Gas ; and from Gas about three
miles south-east to Manikpur, a total distance of about twelve
miles.

From Manikpur to Brahma Hill the way runs for about three-
quarters of a mile along the Bassein road. It then strikes across
a bare Sat, formerly flooded during the rains and now being
gradually reclaimed for rice. After about two miles, on the north
are the raised lands of Gas and Sopara, full of trees and
sugarcane gardens, and, on the west, the long wooded hill of
Nirmal and the small palm-studded knoll of Brahma hill. About
a mile and a half to the south, rises the steep crest of Vajirgad,
apparently with some remains of built blocks of basalt, but with
no certain trace of anything older than the Portuguese fort that
crowns its top. Beyond this, the path crosses some of the rice

* Itinerary, 13. ^ Trans. Bom. Oeog. Soc. VII. 140.
’ .Tor<laniis' Miralnlia, 23,
‘ Doni Jo.to de Castro, Primeiro Koteiro Da Costa da India, 70,
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fields, that fringe the garden lands of Gas, and reaches the north
end of the Brahma hill.

From the east Brahma hill rises about forty feet in a steep rocky
slope from a boulder- strewn rice-field which was once a pond. The
steep side of the hill is thickly covered with thorns and brushwood,
and large blocks of basalt are piled in places as if into all artificial

wall. Along the crest of the knoll, half.hid by long grass and thorn-

bushes, runs a line of blocks of basalt, in places apparently built three

or four deep. The number of these blocks, laid as a footway
along some of the lowest parts of the road between Gas and Nirmal
and built into the plinths of Gas and Sopara houses, shows that

Brahma hill has long been used as a quarry. At the north foot of the
hill the ground is rough with thorn and cactus bushes, among which
are low round mounds from nine to twenty feet across and three or

four feet high, built of blocks of basalt with traces of large mortarless
bricks. On a smooth-faced block of basalt, close to a built circular

mound about fifty yards north of a clump of rdyan trees, is

inscribed the word ‘ Satumadanasa’

,

that is. Of Satumadana (Sk.

Shatrumardana) in Pali letters of the second century before Christ.

This mound was opened in February 1 882 and dug about three feet

deep. Nothing was found except some small potsherds and one or two
pieces of earthenware covered with a rough green enamel or glaze.

About eighty yards to the south-west is another stone (3'x2')
with the words ‘ Datdya Bhemiya ’ (Sk. Dattdydh Bhaimyah), that
is. Of Data the daughter of Bhim, also cut in Pali letters of about
the second century before Christ. There are no signs of a mound
near this stone, but the ground in front of it is said formerly to
have been a hollow stream-bed which has lately filled. About fifty

yards to the east, under a group of rdyan trees, are some large
paved slabs, and, leaning against the trunk of one of the trees, is a
carved fragment of a Hindu temple.

About half-way up the thorn-covered western slope of the
knoll, is a group of two large rdyan trees and the fragments of an
old banyan tree. This spot is sacred, and, during scares caused by
epidemic outbreaks of disease, is used as a place for feeding
Brahmans. The top of the knoll commands a fine view. To the north
lie the rich dark woods and the light-green sugarcane gardens of Gas
and Sopara, to the west are the wooded slopes of Nirmal, to the
south the flat crest of Yajirgad, and to the east, across the bare
salt-waste, rises the level line of Tungar, ending to the south in the
peak of Kamandurg.

The top of the knoll is thickly strewn with undressed blocks of
basalt, laid in circles from nine to twelve feet in diameter. Though
most of them are ruined, some of these circular mounds still rise in
rough cairns, a foot or two above the general level. Two of these
circles were opened in April 1882, and the ground was dug about
three feet deep. Nothing was found but earth and big stones. The
hill was once nearly sui-rounded by ponds. Out of the rice field to^e east, which is known as the Vakal pond, two stones with
Pall writing of about the second century before Christ have been
dug, and are now the chief oUe^ of interest in Gas village.
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about a mile to tbe east.^ A little to the south was the Kaklai
pond, now a rice field, and a little to the west is a round hollow
about fifty-five yards across, known as the Visral pond. To the
west lies a very large long lake, the southern end tilled with rice

and onion-beds, the north end still holding water and known as the
Mdlai lake. This Brahma hill seems to have been the burial-place

of the Kod tribe, as this tribe is mentioned in one of the inscriptions

found near the hill.^ It is interesting as being the first ancient civil

or lay burial-place that has been found in Western India.^

To the west of the M5,lai lake rise two knolls, the southern knoll
low and covered with thorn-bushes and some high brab-palms, the
northern knoll, which is higher and longer, is the hill of Nirmal,
also known as Bagh or the garden, whose wooded slopes and crest

hide the great temple of Shankardcharya Svdmi, which was raised

by Shankarji Keshav Phadke in honour of the restoration of the
old faith, on the fall of the Portuguese in 1739. On the wooded
slope of Nirmal hill, to the south and east of the temple, are circles

of old brick and blocks of undressed basalt, like those on Brahma
hill. To the east of the temple is a huge lamp-pillar. From the
west is a fine view across the great Nirmal lake to the sea. A
handsome flight of stone-steps leads down the west side of the hill

to the village of Nirmal, in which are several smaller temples and
shrines. In front of a house in Nirmal village, about 500 yards
north of the great temple, is a long dressed stone with six letters,

which seem part of a Sanskrit inscription of the seventh century.

Two miles north of Nirmal, in a wooded untilled plot of garden
land about a quarter of a mile west of Sophra town, stands a
Buddhist stupa or rehc-mound, which is locally known as Bnrud
EAjdcha Kot, that is the fort of the Basket-making King.^ The
mound, which is about sixty-five yards round the base, rises about
seventeen feet with steep earthen sides, out of which grow several
karanj bushes and large brab-palms. At the top of this seventeen
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* See below, p. 341.
= See below, p. 341. The law of interchange between d and I suggests that the Kod

tribe of this inscription may be the Kols to whom similar circles of undressed stones at
Buddhagaya are traditionally ascribed (Arch. Sur. of India, Report 'WII. 66). These
Brahma-hiU circles also closely resemble the cairns at Khera, Satmis, Bainsukri, and
Deosa in East Rajputdna, of whichilr. Carlleyle has given so interesting a description
and explanation (Do. VI. 14, 36, 38, 104). The inscriptions on the stones of theBrahma-
hill cairns are important, as they prove that this form of memorial is not confined to
pre-historic times. The use of rough natural boulders for religious purposes, after
tools and dressed stones were in general use, may be an example of the clinging to old
ways, which, as in the use of stone ceremonial knives, is one of the most marked laws
of religioiis ceremonial (See Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, 1. 279). Mr. Carlleyle’s
account (Arch. Sur, Rep. VL 105) of the upright stones found near the rude circles

and cairns in Rajputina suggests, that the curious circle of upright pillars noticed on
the north-west slope of Rakshi or Tulinj hill (See below, p, 342) may be artificial

and not as was supposed an outcrop of the neighbouring basalt dyke.
* The similarity in names suggests that the Vakul or Baku] stupa near Sop^ra,

mentioned in Puma’s legend (Bumouf's Introduction, 265), was near the Vakil b ill

•* The tope or stupa was originally a larger grave heap, the next stage was a built
cairn, and the third a solid temple. Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 7, 13) divides stupas
into three classes, dedicatory, funereal, and memorial. In funereal stupas alone are
relics found. Some account of the changgs of shape through which the Buddhist
btiqm passed is given under Kanheri, p. 1J0. ,
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feet bank runs a level terrace about fifteen feet broad, and, from
tbe back of tbe terrace, studded witb big brab palms and large

Jearanj bushes, rises a dome about ten feet high and twenty feet

across the top. The best view of the mound is from about sixty

yards to the south, where the outline of the large rounded base, the

flat terrace, and the dome is still clear. Round the mound the

foundations of a brick and stone wall can be pretty clearly traced,

about fifty-six feet to the north and south of the mound and about

ninety-five feet to the east and west. The oblong space, which this

wall encloses, measures two hundred and fifty-two feet from east

to west, and one hundred and eighty from north to south. In the

middle of the south wall there seem to be the remains of a gate,

and, in the middle of the east wall, there was the main entrance.

Outside of the east entrance gate, a bush and thorn-covered space,

forty-eight feet square, is full of brick and stone foundations.

The marked line of wall along the north side of the enclosure was
built, about fifty years ago, by a Musalmdn beggar named Shaikh
Amir. It stands nearly on the fine of the old wall.

When he settled near the foot of the tower. Shaikh Amir dug a

well, and turned the land round into a garden.^ He explained

his wealth by his knowledge of the art of making gold, worked
many wonders as a chemist, and was greatly feared. At this time

Sopara and the villages round were troubled by a band of robbers.

They robbed at night and disappeared in the morning leaving no
trace. One morning, the robbers were found in a house, and, with

the police at their heels, fled into the chemist's garden and
disappeared. Search round the garden showed that the robbers

1 The following list of the chief trees and plants, near the S(^4ra mound, has been
prepared by Mr, Jaykrishna IndrajiofCutch-M^dvi. Trees : CalophyHuminophylimn,
wnd/;Epicarpurus orientalis, khuT^'ati;Fong^mia glabra, Borassus flabelliformis,

tad ; Caryota urens, hehrli mad ; Cocos nucifera, ndriyel

;

Pheenix aylvestris, jangli
khajuH ; Artocarpus lakucha, iaA ; Tamarindus indicus, chinch; Bauhinia variegata,
raktkanchan; Moringa pterygosperma, shegat

;

Anona squamosa, sitdphal; Ficus
religiosaj pipal

;

Thespesia populnea, hhend; Zizypbus jujuba, Azadirachta
indica, nim ; Erythrina indica, pdngdra ; Vitex negundu,Kir5r«ndj ; Ficus indica, vad ;
Ficus oppositifolia, kharsan; Ficus racemosa, umbar

;

Gmelina arborea, shivan;
Cordi&myXA, hhonkar

;

Morus alba, tut; Mangiferaindica, dmh; Syzygium jambolanum,
jdmhu ; Psidium pyriferum, peru

;

Barringtonia acutangula, nevar; Alangium
decapitalum, dkol

;

Mimusops elengi, bakuli

;

Mimusops kaki, rdyan ; and Spondias
mangHera, amhdda. Shrubs and Herbaceous Plants - Ficus heterophylla, kharsdni;
Jasminura latifolium, rrinyrt// Doemia extensa, Capparis sepiaria, kanthdr

;

Capparis brevispina, vdghoti; Cadaba indica, katki; Cratoeva roxburghii, vdyvarna;
Dioscoria bulbifera, kadukaranda

;

Clitoria tematea, gokarni; Triumfetta pilosa, kutare-
rd«d/-(?;Boerhaaviadiffusa, tYissiiyPhysalis minima, Vitiscarnosa, khdtkhatamhdo;
Hoya viridiflora, dori

;

Cassia tora, tdnkla

;

Argemone mexicana, phirangidhotra;
Abnis precatorius, gunj

;

Asystasia coromandaliana, bhidekari

;

Sippia nodiflora,
ratoliya ; Barleria cristata, koranta ; Crotalaria prostrata, hhman; Jatropa curcas,

; Canssa caranda, Iramnda y Hydrocotyle asiatlca, ird/iwii y Barleria astero-
cantha,€^*Aro;Onodendronpaniculatum, lokhand* ;\xoTd. banduca, bawd^wArySpheranthns
mollis, goTokhmundi

;

Euphorbia tymefolia, dudhli

;

Sida acuta, tirkuda ; Phylanthus
nirure, hhdnya dvari

;

Menyanthus cristata, kola rechikdy ; Typha angustifolia, patar ;X^thium indieum, dumiindi

;

Crosophora erecta mota okkrdd, and C. prostrata
lahdn okhrdd ; Cardamine hirsuta, jangli rdi; Corchorus capsularis, narka; Denis
heyneana, karanjyel; Xymphcea lotus, ni/ofpa?; Blumea holoserecea, y Ipomoe
reptans, jalhhauri

;

Llephantopus scaber, hhonya pdtri

;

Canavalia virosa, kadsambar;
Convolvulus paniculatus, bhonya kola ; Tiaridium indieum, bhurundi

;

Eclepta erecat,
angra .* Indigofera tinctorea, gudij Argyreia speciosa, samudarsos; and Hemidesmus

indicus, kopurijadi ^ ew r > .
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had not left it, and, as the police drew close to the tower, three

men bounded out of the dome, and, taking different directions,

escaped. The tower was searched and the dome was found hollowed
about six feet deep, and the hollow chamber filled with stolen

property. The men had stayed underground during the day, and
at night had come out to rob. The proof was clear and the chemist
was transported for life. A grave on the east side of the terrace,

with a fragment of an old Hindu temple as a head-stone, is the
grave of Ramjan Khdn, an Afghan, one of the chemist^s disciples.

After Shaikh Amir’s conviction the hollow in the tower was filled,

and since then the mound has been constantly drained of its bricks,

almost the whole outer coating having been carried away.
According to the common story, the king who built the tower

was of so kindly a spirit that he took no taxes from his people. He
lived without show and with the strictest thrift, paying for his

food by the sale of bamboo-baskets made by his own hands. He
is known as the Burud Raja, or basket-making king, and as the
Dharma Raja or the pious king. His land was rich and his people
feared that an enemy might come, and, finding the country
unguarded, lay it waste. They asked the king what he would do
if an enemy came. ' I have no enemy,’ said the king. ' If an
enemy comes I will guard the land.’ To test the king’s power,
some of his leas believing people banded together and marched
towards the city as if in hostile array. Others, in the secret, fled

to the king with the cry ‘ An enemy is before the gates.’ ' Are the
people who are before the gates truly enemies,’ asked the king.
‘ They are truly enemies,’ said the unbelievers. Then the king raising
his heavy knife, cleft a slip of bamboo that lay in front of him, and,
at that instant, the band of the unfaithful perished.

The Basket-making Queen is also known to the people. She
wore no ornaments, and did all the house work in her husband’s
fort. She used to go to draw water at the Chakreshvar lake, about
500 yards to the north-east of the fort. Simply dressed, and with
no ornaments but palm-leaf bracelets, she used to walk on the water
and fill the water-pot at the pole in the middle of the lake, where
the water was pure and untroubled. The women said, 'We all

have jewels and you, who are a king’s wife, have no jewels. Ask
your husband, he will not deny you.’ The king said, ‘ Why do you
want jewels ? What profit is in jewels?’ She pressed him and he
took a betelnut from every house, and, with the betelnuts, bought
her jewels. The queen put on her jewels and went to draw water.
But, as she walked on the water, the weight of her jewels dragged
her down and she sank. It was hopeless to reach the middle of the
lake, so she filled her water pot from the side. The king saw that
the water was foul and asked what had happened. She confessed
her fault and never again wore jewels.'

In February 1882 the resemblance of the Tower to a Buddhist
relic-mound was noticed by Mr. Mulock, the Collector of Thana, and.
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1 Pandit BhagvAnUl -writes, ‘ It may be that aa there is a connection in pronun-
ciation between Shurpa-karaka (Prakrit Suppa-draa) a winnowing-basket maker
or Burud, and Supparaka the old name of Sop4ra, this story was invented to show a
connection in meaning also between the two words.’
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with his help, the mound was opened by Pandit Bhagvd,nlal and the

writer, in the beginning of April 1 882. A passage was cut from east

to west, a little to the north of the centre line, so as not to disturb

Ramjdn KhAn’s grave. The cutting was made about four feet

broad, with a rise about twelve feet from the level of the ground at

the outer face of the tower, to the centre, where it is about sixteen

feet below the top of the dome. Inside of the dome there was
loose earth, and about six feet from the top were found a pair

of rusted scissors and an English two-aana piece of 1841,

relics of the chemist’s plunder. About twelve feet from the top

of the dome, that is about a foot below the terrace from which
the dome springs, in the centre of the body of the mound, was
found the beginning of a carefully built brick-chamber about two
feet nine inches square. About two feet nine inches from the top
of this chamber, kept in its place by eight large bricks
(1' 7" X 1' X 3^"), was a dark circular coffer about two feet across
and a foot and a half deep. This coffer was formed of two equal
blocks of smooth yellow trap, closely fitting together in the middle,
and ending in a circular convex top and bottom. It looked like

two huge grind-stones with bevelled edges. Below the coffer the
bricks were strewn with the mouldy remains of sweet-smelling

powder. Underneath the relic coffer, the brick-filled chamber, keeping
the same size (2' 9" square) and with the same carefully built walls,

passed down about twelve feet, when a layer of flat bricks was
reached, apparently the foundation of the mound. Unlike the
bricks in the relic chamber and on the outer face, which are laid on
earth, these foundation bricks seem to be set in cement.

The section of the mound laid bare by the cutting shows an
envelope of earth about three feet thick. Inside of this envelope
a casing of carefully built bricks rose from twelve to fourteen feet,

ending in a horizontal layer or terrace, eighteen feet broad, from
which rose a dome of roughly built brick and earth, whose top is so
ruined that its original shape cannot be determined. The masonry
of the mound seems to have been brick throughout. A good deal
of it is rough baked brick laid in layers of clay. But the part of
the eastern wall which has been cleared, is faced with large finely
baked bricks. As far as was seen, except some moulding near the
east entrance and one brick roughly shaped like an elephant, the
masonry is plain.

The stone coffer stands seventeen and a half inches high. It is in
two equal parts which meet in the middle and fit tightly together.
The stone is a light coloured trachytic trap, apparently the same as
the trap found in the Nil hill, about a mile east of Sopara, and
also near Kurla in Salsette. Their perfect smoothness and the
sharp accuracy of their lines seem to show that the two stones that
form the relic box were turned on a lathe. The surface has been
covered with a black wash of clay with a trace of iron in it, which
can be picked off in small flakes about one sixty-fourth of an inch
thick. From the rims of the convex top and bottom, the sides
^rve for about two inches inwards in a groove about an inch deep.
Then for three inches they swell to the line of the upper and lower
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rims, and from that, for about two inches, they again curve gently Chapter XI#
inwards, with a groove about a quarter of an inch deep, to the places of Interest,
middle of the height where the upper and the lower stones, that is

the lid and the box, meet. The whole is very massive and of great
Sopaba.

° Buddhist
Relic Mound.

On opening the coffer, the lid, which fits very tightly, was found
to be kept in its place by a flange or inner rim on the lower stone,

an inch thick and an inch higher than the outer rim. The inside

measurements of the box or lower stone are nineteen inches across

and six and a half inches deep. The inside measurements of the

lid or upper stone are twenty-one and a half inches across and five

inches deep. In the centre of the box stood an egg-shaped copper
casket, about eighteen and a half inches round the middle and six

inches high. Round the casket, at about two inches distance, was a
circle of eight small copper castings of Buddha, about four inches
high by two broad and about two inches apart. The central casket and
the' images were thick with rust and with what looked like damp
brown and grey earth, but was the mouldy remains of sweet -smelling
powder which had been scattered over them, about an inch deep.*

Of the Eight Images the chief, facing the west, is Maitreya or
the Coming Buddha. His image is about five inches high by three
and a half broad. It is larger than the rest, which, with slight

variations, measure about three and a half inches by two and a half.

All the figures are seated on flat raised platforms, and over each is a
horse-shoe arch or canopy. The chief figure or Maitreya Bodhisattva
differs greatly from the rest, whose general character is much alike.

His pedestal is higher and it is square instead of oval, his right foot
hangs over the edge of the pedestal, he wears ornaments and has a
rich conical crown or tiara, his crown is surrounded by a horse-shoe
aureole, and his canopy is plain. The other figures are all seated in

the usual stiff cross-legged position, wearing a waistcloth and with
an upper robe drawn over the left shoulder. The expression of all is

calm and unmoved, the hair looks as if close-curled with a knob on
the crown, and the ears are heavy and long. The hands are arranged
in different positions, two of the positions being repeated. Each
figure represents a different Buddha, the plume of leaves that crowns
the canopy showing which of the Buddhas each image represents.
All are copper castings well-proportioned and clearly and gracefully
formed. The ears, though large and heavy-lobed, are not so
unshapen or ugly as those of later images. The leaves of the
different hodhi trees, which crown the canopies of the different

Buddhas, are formed with extreme care and accuracy. This circle

of Buddhas means that Maitreya has become Buddha and has come
to claim Gautama’s bowl, fi-agments of which are enclosed in the
casket. Gautama is ready to hand over the bowl, and the six older
Buddhas attend, because it was believed that Gautama’s bowl had
been handed down as a symbol of office by the six earlier Buddhas."

* The composition and the use of this sweet fibir powder are given under SopAra
in the Appendix.

* Details of this story are given in the Appendix. These Buddhas are associatedhere,
as in the Ajanta and Elura caves, i)robably because they are the eight human or earth-

B 1064-42
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Maitreya Bodhisattva or the Coming Buddha, the chief and largest

image, is placed facing the west, because, on becoming Buddha,
he will pass through the great eastern gateway, open the relic-

chamber, and, from the gold casket, take the fragments of

Gautama’s bowl. Maitreya is represented as a Bodhisattv'a or

coming Buddha not as a Buddha ;
as a king not as an ascetic. He

is seated on a high pedestal. His right leg is half-drawn across,

the foot hanging down, the toe resting on a lotus. The left leg is

doubled right across, the heel drawn back close to the body, and
the sole half turned up. The right arm is stretched forward, the

back of the open hand resting on the right knee in what is known as

the Giving Position or Vara-mtuh-a. The left hand, which is raised

a little above the elbow, holds with much grace a lotus stem which
ends above in three flower heads. He wears a rich conical crown
or tiara, and round the crown a detached aureole in shape like a

horse-shoe. He wears earrings, two necklaces, a sacred thread,

armlets, bracelets, and anklets. Round the waist is a band as if of

thick string, and round the hips and hanging in front is a fringed
belt. Over his head rises a horse-shoe arch or canopy, with about
half-way up a cross-bar or back-rest.' To the visitor’s left, facing

south-west, is Shakyamuni the last or seventh Buddha. He sits, as

he sat when he became Buddha, his left hand laid in the lap with up-
turned palm, his right arm stretched in front, the palm laid on the

right knee, and the finger tips resting on the pedestal, in the Earth-
Touching Position or Bhuspnrsh-mudra.'^ From the centre of the
arched canopy above him rise throe sprigs of the peak-leaved pipal,

Ficus religiosa, Gautama’s Tree of Knowledge or Bodhi Tree. To

boru Buddhas. They belong to different cycles or I’alpa^^, Tipashyi Tras Buddha
ninety-one cycles before the present age ; Shikhi and Vishvabhu belong to an age
thirty-one cycles old ; while Krakuchchhanda, Kanakamuni, Kdshyapa, Gautama,
and Maitreya are Buddhas of the present cycle, the Mah^bhadrakalpa. Hardy's Manual
of Buddhism, 97, 98.

1 The prophecy about Maitreya is that Gautama's law will last for 5000 years
;
the

law will disappear when his relicsare lost. Duringthe first 500years Gautama’s law will
be strictly kept ; during the next thousand years the law will continue to be nominally
respected ; then 'vvill come 3000 jears of indifl'ereuce, and 500 years of neglect. Then
Maitreya the Merciful, also called A jita the Unbeaten, will restore faith, and the age
of man which had dwindled to ten years will lengthen to 80,000 years, and virtue
and peace ^viU return. Koeppen s Buddhism, I 327- \Vhen Gautama became
incarnate, his mother saw him come with a lotus in his hand and pass into her side.
(Senart, Journal Asiatique, III. 359). This is perhaps the reason why Maitreya
carries a lotus in his left hand.

^ According to St, Hilaire (Buddhisme, 59b after his nightlong struggle with the
evil Mara, as dawn broke, Gautama became Buddha, gained perfect intelligence, and
reached to triple knowledge. ‘ \ es,’ he cried, ‘ I will ]>riiig to an end the grief of the
world. Striking the earth with his hand, he said, ‘ May this earth be my witness.
She is the dwelling-place of all creatures

; she eucloses all that movies and all that
remains unmoved; she is fair

; she will bear witness that I do not lie.’ According to
a Chinese vei*sion (J. R. A. S, XX. 159), in his struggle wdth MAra, Gautama said, ‘My
nierit must prevail.’ M^ra, taunting him, asked, ‘ Who can bear witness to this merit
of yours. Gautama, freeing his right hand from the sleeve of his robe, pointed to the
earth. Then the earth was shaken, and the Earth Spirit, leaping forth, cried ‘ I
am his witness. M. Senart, who has sho^Ti (Journal Asiatique, HI. 309) how thick a
co\ering of sun poems hides the simple story of Gautama’s wrestle with evil, thus
explains the Earth-Touching Position. In the sun-myth the touching of the earth
)> Gautama s hand, which marks the close of his struggle with MAra, is the touch-
ing o the earth by the first ray of the ruing sun which marks the close of the
struggle between night and day.
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the left, facing south, is Kilshyapa the sixth Buddha. His left hand
is laid in his lap with upturned palm like Gautama’s left hand, but

the right hand is raised to the level of the shoulder and the palm
is open with a slightly forward bend in the Blessing Position or

Ahhaya-mudra. The centre of his canopy is crowned with a tuft of

banyan leaves, Ficus indica, Kdshyapa’s bodhi tree. Next to the left,

facing south-east, comes Kanaka the fifth Buddha. Like the image of

Shakyamuni he is seated in the Earth-Touching position, the left hand
laid open in the lap, and the palm of the right hand on the knee, the

finger tips resting on the ground. The two twigs of the udambara
fig. Ficus glomerata, that crown his canopy, show that he is Kanaka-
muni. Next to the left, facing east, comes Krakuchchhanda the fourth

Buddha. He sits cross-legged with both hands in his lap, the back
of the right hand laid in the palm of the left in the Thinking Position,

or Dhydn-mndra, also known as the Lotus-seated Position or

Padmdsan-mudra. The leaves that crown his canopy are apparently

of the sirisha, Acacia sirisa, the bodhi tree of Krakuchchhanda. Next
to the left, facing north-east, comes Vishvabhu the third Buddha.
He is seated cross-legged like Maitreya in the Giving Position or

Vara-miidra, the left hand with upturned palm laid in the lap, the

right arm stretched in front, and the hand open and turned down,
the back resting on the right knee. Unlike the other figures, he
has an aureole which fills the space between his head and the canopy.

The canopy is crowned with a bunch of leaves, and there are leaves on
each side of the head. According to the Ceylon books, Vishvabhu’s
tree is the sal, Shorea robusta. But these are not sdl leaves, but
apparently pdfah', Bignonia suaveolens, leaves, which, according to the

Ceylon books, is the badge of Vipashyi the first Buddha. The next
image, facing north, is Shikhithe second Buddha, Hesits cross-legged

in the Thinking Position, or Padmdsan-mudra, the hands with
upturned palms laid on the lap, the right hand resting on the left

hand. The tuft of leaves that crowns his canopy is apparently of

the white lotus or pundarik, which, according to Ceylon books, is

Shikhi’s badge. The last image, facing north-west, is Vipashyi the

first Buddha. He sits cross-legged in the Teaching Position or

Pharniarhakra-mudra, the hands raised to the chest, the tip of the

left little finger caught between the points of the right thumb and
forefinger. His canopy is crowned by a central bunch and two side

plumes of leaves, much like the leaves of the ashok tree, Jonesia

asoka. This agrees with the sculptures in the Bharhut Stupa
(b.c. 200), but not with the Ceylon books which make Vipashyi’s

badge, the pdtnli or Bignonia suaveolens.*

Inside of the copper casket was a silver casket, the space of about
half an inch between them being filled with dimmed and verdigris-

stained gold flower3,a handful of caked ahir powder, some loose jewels,

a small gold plate with a pressed-out stamp of a teaching Buddha,
and a small silver coin. Inside of the silver casket, strewn with

tarnished gold flowers, was a stone casket with sharp true lines

as if turned on a lathe. Inside of the stone casket was a crystal
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1 A description of the corresponding eight Buddhas in Ajaata Cave XVII. is given

in the Appendix.
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casket, and, inside of the crystal casket, covered with bright

sparkling gold flowers, was a gold spire-topped box, filled with

small pieces of earthenware covered with fresh gold spangles.

These shreds of earthenware, the relics in whose honour the mound
was built, seem to be pieces of a begging or drinking bowl.

The copper casket weighs one pound six ounces seven dwts.

and is worth about lO^d. {annas 7). It is plain and nearly

egg-shaped, about eighteen and a half inches round the middle,

and about a sixteenth of an inch thick. It stands about six

inches high, of which about one-half is body and one-half is lid.

The body is plain and bowl-shaped with a flat bottom. The lid

which is slightly conical is girt with two rings of hollow moulding
about an inch and a half apart. Round the middle, where the lid

meets the bowl, runs a third hollow moulding. The casket has a

rough hinge behind, and in front was fastened by a round-headed
copper staple passed through three heavy copper rings. Inside of the

copper casket, between it and the sides of the silver casket, were
about three hundred gold flowers of seven different sorts, weighing
in all about 480 grains and worth about £4 (Rs. 40).'

Among the flowers was a small silver coin, fresh and clear, which
Pandit Bhagvanldl has deciphered to be a coin of Gotamiputra II.

of the Shatakarni dynasty, who is believed to have reigned about
A.n. 160.

The coin weighs thirty-four grains. On the obverse is a well-

made male head looking to the right. The head-dress consists of a
strap with a bunch of pearls on the forehead ; on the temple locks

of combed hair fall over the strap, and behind the head hangs a
string knotted at the end, probably a braided lock of hair. From
the ear hangs a three-ringed ear ornament, one ring below another,

falling to the neck. The beard and moustache are shaven, and
the face looks about forty years of age. Aronnd the face is a
legend in ancient Nagari characters, much like the characters used
in contemporary Ndsik and Kanheri cave inscriptions. The legend
reads ‘ Siri Yana Sdtakanisa ratio Oofamijputasa,’ that is 'Of the
illustrious Yajna Shatakarni, the king Gotamiputra.’ Tajnashri’s
title, as given in the Nasik and Kanheri cave inscriptions, is Bano
Gotamiputasa siri Yana Sdtakanisa, that is 'Of king Gotamiputrathe
illustrious Yajna Shatakarni.’ The legend should, therefore, be read
first from above the head to the mouth, and again from the back of the
neck to the middle of the head. The reverse has in the middle a
pyramidal symbol of a chaitya or relic-shrine composed of three
tiers, the lowest of three circles the middle of two and the highest

^

1 These gold flowers were much dimmed and spoilt by damp and verdigris,
rhere were 165 eight-petalled lotas flowers, some with clear marked veins, 830 touch,
and worth about Es. 14-5 ; and a second packet with about 135 flpwers, of six varieties,
weighing 318 grains, 720 touch, and worth about Rs. 24-10-0. In this second packet
were 89 6al'w/i or Mimusops elengi flowers, ten four-petalled flowers, ten Jesamine
buds, seven thick eight-petalled flowers, seven many-petalled flowers, and seven

j
alternate large and small petals. The flowers have been cleaned

and their weight, touch, and value ascertained through the kindnessof Colonel White,
the Master, and Captain Martin, the Deputy Assay Master of the Bombay Mint.
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of one. On the top is a large circnlar tee. To the left is the nsnal
Shdtakarni and Ujain coin-symhol, of font circles joined by two cross

lines. Above these two symbols are a sun with rays and a crescent
moon, and below them is a zigzag serpent-like line. Round the
symbols is the legend in characters exactly the same as on the
obverse, and round the legend is a dotted circle. The die on this side

is imperfect, as the coin seems to have slipped while it was being
stamped. Six letters of the legend are only partly shown. The
letters that appear entire are ' Gotamiputa Kumdru Yana Sdtakani.’

Of the six letters, of which only the lower parts appear, the sixth is

evidently sa, and the other letters from their lower parts seem to
make Chaturapana. In the absence of another specimen of this coin
with the legend entire, the legend on the reverse may be read
Ghaturapanasa Gotamiputa Kumdru Yana Sdtakani, that is Yajna
Shatakami son of Gotami, prince of Chaturapana. Chaturapana is

the proper name of Tajnaahri’s father.^ As the coin is struck in
imitation of the Kshatrapa coins which give the name of the father,

and as the Shdtakarnis were always called after their mothers, care

has been taken to give the names of both father and mother. The
workmanship of the coin is good. The style is copied from the coins

of the Kshatrapas, the points of difference being the bare head, the
locks of hair on the temples, and the long braid of plaited hair

that falls behind.

Besides the coin, there was a small gold plate with a pressed
out image of a teaching Buddha, a piece of silver wire about
two inches long and nearly a sixty-fourth of an inch thick, and
a little patch of gold leaf about three-eighths of an inch square.

There were also small cakes of mouldy ahir powder, and forty-five

loose beads, a few of them glass, but mostly amethysts, berylls, and
crystals, varying in size from a pigeon’s egg to a pea, but all of

them poor in colour and quality, together not worth more than a
few rupees.

Fourteen of the stones were undrilled and thirty-one were drilled.

Among the undrilled stones were three berylls, one (about f" x
very clear and of an irregular egg shape, A second (about -j^" x
was six-sided and flat, and a third was a six-sided tube (about

X Y®g"). Three were crystals, one a small broken half bead, a
second a long rounded bead (f" x |"), the third very clear and
roughly heart-shaped (3^" x . One was a flat six-sided amethyst

(I" X another was a small clearly polished carbuncle about five-

sixteenths of an inch long. Besides these there were three fragments
of rough green glass, and a fourth larger stone (about X j"), spoilt

by verdigris, of a green bottle-glass colour.*

The remaining thirty-one stones were drilled. They were

1 Chaturapana V^Asishthipntra is also mentioned in a N4n4gh4t inscription. See
above, p. 2S8. The fact that he is there called son of VAshishthi leaves no doubt
that he is a ShAtokami king, probably the brother of VAsishthiputra PulumAvi (a.d.

130), Ptolemy’s Siri Polemics who ruled at Paithan near Ahmadnagar in the Deccan.
- Pandit BhagvAnUl’s explanation of the object of placing these stones and other

ar ticles in the casket is given in the Appendix.
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loose and in no order, but have been arranged by Pandit

Bhagvanlal and found to form the left half of a three-stringed

necklace. That they form a half not a whole necklace is shown by
there being one instead of a pair of the larger crystals, one pair

instead of two pairs of fishes, and one instead of two elephant goads.

The first piece, which probably formed the middle of the necklace,

is a six-sided block of deep-blue glass, about an inch and a quarter

long and five-sixteenths of an inch broad. It is undrilled and was
probably held by a gold catch at each end. Next comes a white and
purple veined amethyst cut in the form of a Buddhist trident, about

eleven-sixteenths of an inch broad and a little more in length.

Next is a clear roughly egg-shaped beryll X next come
three small beryll tubes (the largest about X \"). Next is a

double six-sided clear crystal (^"X-f^"), like two six-sided

pyramids set base to base. Then comes a pair of conventional

beryll fishes, a Buddhist symbol of good luck, about seven-

sixteenths of an inch long. Then come three flat circular beads,

two of them crystal and one beryll, the biggest
-fi-"

>< 4" the others a

little smaller. Next comes a beryll bead six-sided and flat, seven

twenty-fourths of an inch long and about the same broad. Next come
three dark six-sided beads, a carbuncle and two amethysts, about a

quarter of an inch broad. Next comes a tiny broken glass shaft about
five-sixteenths of an inch long, perhaps part of an elephant goad.

Next comes a six-sided and flat carbuncle X §")• Next are three

beryll beads, flat oblong and six-sided (|" X i"), one of them bluer

than the others. Next comes an oblong six-sided block of crystal,

with three broad sides and three narrow sides, three-quarters of an
inch long. Then come three six-sided beryll beads about three-

eighths of an inch long. Then comes an irregular six-sided amethyst
(about Next are three irregular six-sided beryll beads
about a quarter of an inch long. One of them is pierced across and
not down the length and hangs from the string. Then comes a
small bead of brownish red glass, in shape like two pyramids set

base to base, and measuring about three-eighths of an inch into a
quarter of an inch. Next come three small beads, two of them
irregular six-sided berylls, and the third a small six-sided block of

malachite (about x y-^") The next is a small round gold
button-like ornament, about a quarter of an inch across, a central
bead surrounded by six other beads. Then a gold ball about an
eighth of an inch in diameter. Then three small gold tubes

(f/X®"). Then a pellet of gold about an eighth of an inch in
diameter and then a circle of gold balls about a quarter of an inch
across. There was another gold drop that has been broken. The
thin plate of gold, with the pressed-out image of a teaching Buddha,
measures about one inch and an eighth by seven-eighths, weighs
about fourteen grains, is 620 touch, and is worth about Is. 9d.
(14 annas). The Buddha is seated on a lotus throne and has an
aureole round his head.
The silver casket, which was slight and of plain unburnished metal,

weighs 7 oz. 29 grains, and is worth about £1 15s. 3d. (Rs. 17-10).
It is about thirteen inches round the middle and stands 5f inches
high, of which 2| inches are cup and three inches are lid. The body
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stands on a round rim about balf an inch high and rises in a bowl
shape, till, near the lip of the bowl, it is cut into a round groove

about a quarter of an inch deep. From (here the lid, beginning
with a narrow double-grooved belt, rises about two inches in the

form of an inverted bowl. From this bowl the top rises nearly an
inch in three tiers, each narrower than the tier below it ; the top of

the third tier being flat and about an inch and a half across. From
the middle of the top rises a pointed boss about a quarter of

an inch high. Between the silver casket and the enclosed stone-

casket were about eighty-six gold flowers less tarnished and rusted

than those in the outer copper casket. Of the whole number,
thirty-seven were plain round discs covered with dots, twenty-six
were the many leaved bahuU or Mimusops elengi flowers, nine were
different kinds of discs, nine were spoilt, five were small stars, two
were sunflowers, one was a twelve-leaved flower, and one a flower

with four large and four small petals placed alternately.^

The stone casket is of brown clay-stone or sandstone with a
smooth lathe-turned surface. It measures eleven and a half inches

round the middle and stands about four and a half inches high, of

which two inches are cup and two and a half inches are lid. The
cup stands on a heavy rim about three-eighths of an inch deep, and
rises, with a smooth outward curve, till it meets the lid. The lid

rises about an inch and three-quarters, like an inverted cup, in a
smooth unbroken inward curve, to a triple-tiered top, the lowest
tier a quarter of an inch thick and a quarter of an inch broad, the
second tier a convex band about three-quarters of an inch broad,
and the third tier a flat rim about an eighth of an inch thick and an
inch and a half across. From the middle of the top rises a small

pointed boss about three-eighths of an inch high.

Fitting tightly in the stone casket, was a clear crystal casket,

about nine inches round the middle and three and a quarter

inches high, of which one and a quarter are cup and two are

lid. From a flat bottom, about two inches and an eighth across,

the crystal cup rises with a gentle outward bend, till, at the
rim, it is two and seven-eighth inches across. From the rim the
lid curves gently inwards for about an inch and a quarter. From
this it rises in three tiers, the first a heavy rim standing out

about a quarter of an inch, the second a rounded dome about half

an inch high, and, on the top of the dome, a flat plate an eighth
of an inch thick and half an inch across. From the middle of the

plate rises a small pointed boss, about a quarter of an inch high.

The inside of the lid is bored in a hole about five-eighths of an inch

deep and three-eighths of an inch across. In the crystal Cup were
nineteen fresh gold flowers, seven with four petals, three with eight

even petals and three with eight alternately large and small petals,

and one a round disc covered with little knobs.

Inside of the crystal casket, a little too high for its place, was a
casket of thin gold of 830 touch, weighing 159 grains, and worth

1 The weight of the flowers is 1S8 grs., the touch 900, and the value Rs. 18-4.

A note on the Indian practice of throwing and of offering gold flowers is given in

the Appendix.
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Gold Casket,

about £1 8s. 4<i. (Ra. 14-3). It is corered with waving lines of

raised tracery jn the Greek scroll pattern, and in the hollows are

rows of minute pushed out beads. It is about three and a half

inches round the middle and about If inches high, of which If

inches are lid. The cup of the casket, which has somewhat lost

its shape, stands on a thin base and bends outwards in the form
of a broad bowl. The lid rises in a semicircular dome about nine-

sixteenths of an inch high. On the dome, separated by a thin round
rim, stands a smooth water-pot, or halash, about three-eighths of an

inch high, from the month of which rises a pointed lid or stopper

about a quarter of an inch high. In the gold cup were ten gold

flowers as bright as the day they were put in. Three of them are

twelve-petalled, three have eight even, and three have eight

alternately large and small petals, and one is four-petalled. There
was also a bit of green glass

diamond which has been lost.
(A X

-jV'), and a little spark of

Covered with the gold flowers were thirteen tiny fragments of

earthenware varying in size from about an inch to a quarter of an
inch long. The fragments seem to be of three kinds, two thick, one
middling, and ten thin. The thick fragments are about three-eighths
of an inch long, and about five-sixteenths of an inch thick. They are

dark brown outside and light brown inside. The fragment of middle
thickness, which is a little less than one-eighth of an inch thick and
a quarter of an inch long, is whitish outside and dark inside. The
ten thin pieceswary from seven-eighths of an inch to a quarter of an
inch long. They are brown and about one-eighth of an inch thick.

The curve of one of them belongs to a circle five inches in diameter.^

There is a generally believed local story that within the last ten

years a large stone slab, covered with writing, stood a little to the

south of the mound. It was supposed to have been laid close to

the well to the north of the mound, as a clothes-washing stone,

and to have slipped into the well. But the well was cleared out in

April 1 882, several feet below its ordinary level, and no trace of the
stone was found.

Chakreshvar
Temple,

In cutting through the mound, inside of the central relic chamber,
about eight feet below the stone coffer, that is under about twenty-
two feet of solid masonry and with about thirty-five feet of solid
masonry on either side of it, was found a live frog. The frog is said to
be the tree frog Hylorana malabarica which is rare but not unknown
in the neighbourhood of Bombay. It remained for four days,
fresh and active, in a glass bottle with about two inches of water.

From the Sopara relic-mound a path leads north-east about
550 yards across some open fields with fine distant views of Tungar
and Kamandurg, to the lake and temple of Chakreshvar Mahadev.
The lake is about 180 yards long by 120 broad. It is shallow, and,
except a stone cistern in the centre, seems never to have been
lined with masonry. The temple is at the middle of the west

° ^PP®aclix gives a summary of the wanderings of Buddha’s Begging
ana oi the different bowls w'hich are or have been worshipped as originals.
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bank of the lake^ across the road from a flight of large stone steps

that lead to the water. In front of the temple gate is a square-

based modern lamp-pillar. To the south of the temple enclosure is

a two-storied rest-house, to the west the mean modem temple of

Chakreshvar, and, to the north, a small shrine of Maruti or

Hanuman. In the centre of the enclosure is a modern basil stand,

and in front of it, a headless bull with well-carved chain and bell

necklace which was lately dug out of a well in Sonarbhat about half

a mile to the south-east. From the style of carving the bull

is probably of about the same age (a.d. 1060) as the Ambara^th
temple. About two yards within the enclosure the path passes
over a carved stone which has belonged to a Hindu temple, and the
lowest of the four steps that lead into the Chakreshvar temple is

also old and carved.

About three yards to the north of the bull, on a plinth about
three feet high, with a four and a half feet veranda, is a plain

square shrine of Hanuman. Against the back wall of the south
veranda lean several old carved stones. The figures on the stone
round the right corner, facing the east (about 1' 10" x 1' 9"), are

a four-handed Shiv with aureole and a Parvati. To the right of

Pdrvati, above is Ganpati and below Ganpati is Kartikeya the god
of war with his peacock. On the first stone facing the south
(2' 6" X 2') the central figure is the Sun. His two hands, and
the two lotus flowers they held straight above his shoulders, are
broken off. Round his neck are rich necklaces and a chaplet of

beads falls below his knees. The end of his waistcloth hangs
between his legs in heavy folds and a well-carved cloth runs round
his thighs. The rich shoes are one of the marks of the Sun god.
He stands on the heads of seven horses. On each side are two
attendants. The group was probably carved in the eleventh century.

To the west of the sun stone is a long slab (6' 6" x 1' 6") probably
of the eleventh century. On it stands a rude modern scarecrow-
like figure of Shitaladevi, or the small-pox goddess, and a small
figure of the eighth Jain saint Chandraprabha. Against the inner
wall of the north veranda of this shrine, the stone (3' x 9") with two
seated women is apparently a memorial or pd/iya stone in honour
of a widow sacrifice or sati.

Two yards to the north of Maruti’s shrine is a huge banyan tree of
great height and about forty-eight feet in girth three feet from the
ground. Several carved stones lean against this tree. Beginning
in the south there is, facing east, a memorial stone (o' x 1' 6") with
three panels, the lowest a dead man, the middle a woman worship-
ping a ling, and the top panel (which is broken) the hero in Kailas
or Shiv’s heaven. About two feet to the west is a broken head of

Ganesh (1' 8" x 1'), the ears clearly cut but the nose broken. The
next, the chief of the remains, on a slab about seven feet three
inches long, is a beautiful statue of Brahma (6' 4" X 2') a full

length three-headed figure with four arms. The three heads, a
front and two side faces, have richly carved tiaras. The fourth
head is not shown as it looks back. The front face has a pointed
rishi-like beard, the side faces are hairless. The upper right hand
holds a sarvo or wooden oil-ladle, and the lower right hand a

B 1064—A."?
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rosary. In the upper left hand is a book-roll representing the Veda

and in the lower left hand an oil-flask. On each side below are

eight-inch female figures, the figure on the visitor's right with wood
for a fire sacrifice, and the figure on the left with a wooden oil-holder

in her left hand and a butter dish in her right hand. In front of

this woman is a small figure with a sword in its right hand, and,

in front of the other figure, is a swan. Brahma wears a plain fillet

round his neck with a central and two side bosses, a strip of deer

hide over his left shoulder with a deer's head just below the shoulder,

and a thick sacred thread falling in a waving line to the thigh.

His waistcloth is held up by abelt with a rich clasp in front. The
cloth is tied in a bow over his right thigh and falls in front to about

four inches above the knee. From behind a rosary falls in front

of the knee. Besides the embossed necklace Brahma wears large

earrings, which seem never to have been finished, a pair of plain

peaked armlets and a round armlet under the peaked one above
the elbow, and wristlets, three and two rings on the left hands and
plain bands on the right hands. The hands and nails are beautifully

cut and all the fingers of the right hands have rings. The statue

was probably carved in the eleventh or twelfth century. It was
found about thirty years ago buried in a field in Sonarbhat, not far

from where the bull was found. It is still worshipped as Dattfitraya.

About a yard to the north of Brahma's statue, in a hollow in the
tree trunk, is a finely carved six-inch high image of a naked
Parasndth, the twenty-third Jain saint, with a five-hooded snake over
his head. The image is probably of the tenth century or earlier.

There are also two small lings, and, on a six inch slab, two women
worshipping.

From the Chakreshvar lake the north-east corner of Sopara town
lies about sixty yards to the east. Through this comer of the town
the road passes about 200 yards between houses whose phnths contain
many old carved Hindu stones. From this about 650 yards north-
east the road leads to the Sopara creek, which, though there is still

a bridge across it, is dry and filled with earth. Twenty years ago
boats of twelve tons (30 khandis) used to come from the Manikpur
or Bassein side, that is from the south, and there was much fishing
and salt making. Now though the land is low, it is dry except
during the rains. The railway embankment did much to keep out
the salt water, and the land is being gradually taken for salt rice
tillage. From the Vaitarna or Bolin

j
side, that is from the north,

for many years boats have been unable to pass beyond Bolinj. But
within living memory rafts of teak have been floated as far as the
Sopara landing. Along the west side of the old creek mns a
row of palm stems. Twenty years ago they stood five or six feet
high, but now they are not more than a foot out of the ground. The
people call them Bumd Raja's stockade and they look very old. But
it seems doubtful whether they are older than the Portuguese or
even than the English, who, in 1803, strengthened this part of the
creek with a stockade of palm trees.^

' See above, p. 322,
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About a mile to the east of the bridge, or Dadar as it is called,

rises a flat-topped hill,about a hundred feet high, known as Nildongri.

Its south end has been quarried away, and in the middle of the

top are the ruins of a small Portuguese fort.*^ The yellow trap coffer,

found in the centre of the Sopara relic-mound, seems to be made of

stone brought from this hill. About a mile further east is the Rakshi
or Tulinj hill, with a fine basalt dyke of which details are given
later on. Turning back west from Dadar, that is the Sopdra
landing, about fifty yards east of the Chakreshvar lake, is the

Boghatirth or Bud-talavdi. This is said to have been once held
very sacred and to be lined with dressed stones. It is now
neglected and filled with earth. Treasure is said to be buried
underground. But it is believed that the first two men who dig
will forfeit their lives. From Boghatirth, about seventy yards
south-east, at the back of the house of one Jairam Bh^skar Sonm*,
built into the plinth, is a stone with writing. It records a gift in

the month of (June -July) FrisA(?) samvaisar,Shak 1071 (?)

(a.d. 1148 ?). The name of the king appears to be Kur (Hari ?)

Paldev. Seventy -five yards more to the east leads to the house of

Ibrahim Seth the chief merchant of Sopdra. His house, which is a
fine two-storied building, is about fifty years old and has much of

the rich wood-carving which was then in fashion. From Ibrdhim
Seth’s house, about 150 yards to the south, is thepoharn a Musalman
pond about eleven yards by fourteen which is lined with old dressed
stones. Close by are many Musalman tombs.

The pokarn is almost on the south limit of Sopara. About fifty

yards south-east, within Gas limits, is the Khare or Shirmoli pond,
about fifty yards south of whichwas found the statue of Brahma now
near the Chakreshvar temple. About fifty yards east of the Khare
pond is the Bhatela pond, 240 yards long by 146 broad, whose north
and west banks are covered with Musalman tombs, some of them with
nicely carved head-stones (about 4' x 2'), with a rounded top inside
of which runs a row of lotus flowers and below hang a large central
and two side chain lamps. On the north bank is a Hindu stone
carved in rich tracery, probably part of the spire of a Shaiv temple
of the eleventh or twelfth century.

Close by in April 1882 were found, carved on a broken piece
of basalt (about 16" X 12" x 12"), the remains of six lines of an
inscription in the Ashok character, which, on comparison with
Ashok’s edicts, proved to belong to the eighth edict, of which it

forms about one-third. The fourteen or fifteen of Ashok’s edicts,
which have been found at Gimfir in Kathiawar, at Kapuredigadi
in Peshawar, at Kdlsi in Dehra-Dun, at Dhauli in Cuttack, and at
Jaugada in Ganjam, have all been in ggoups, none of them have
been separate. It is therefore probable that a complete set of
Ashok’s edicts was carved near Sopdra. As there is no single rock
near Sopara suited for engraving the whole of the edicts, it appears.

1 A Portuguese writer iu 1728 complained that the Nil hill near Sopara had been
fortified without the help of an engineer, and that the bastions were so small that
there was no room to work a four-pounder gun. Report on Portuguese Defences
O Chron. de Tis. I. 30-34.

’
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from the kind of stone on which this fragment is cnt^ that the

edicts were engraved on the large blocks of basalt which are common
near Sopara, and that the inscribed blocks were arranged in a row.

In time the blocks of basalt were separated^ and have been carried

away and broken by the people. The fragment preserved is

the lower left-hand comer of the eighth edict. The surface of the

stone in the extreme left has broken off and taken with it the

first letters of three lines; what is left contains the remains of

the beginnings of six lines. On filling up the missing letters

of these six lines from the eighth edict of Gimar, Kdlsi, Kapnre-

digadij Dhanli, and Jaugada^ each line of this edict seems to

have contained from sixteen to twenty letters. Counting each

line at seventeen letters, probably four top lines have been lost,

which would show the original number of lines in the edict to be

ten. In the seventh line six letters, which seem to have been left

out at the first engraving, have been put in by the engraver in

smaller size above the line. This inscription resembles the Gimdr
edict in using r where I is used in the K41si and Jaugada edicts.^

Pandit Bhagvanlal proposes the following translation of the edict

to which this fragment belongs : For long, kings have started on
pleasure tours where were (which consisted of) the chase and other

such amusements. For this reason a religions tour was started by
the ten-years-installed king Piyadasi dear to the gods, who had
reached true knowledge. In which tour this happens : visiting and
making gifts to Brahmans and Buddhist monks, visiting old men,
making gifts of gold, looking after the law and the people, giving
instruction in religion and making inquiries as to (the state of)

religion. By such means, this (religious tour) becomes a source of

great pleasure in other parts (of the dominions) of king Piyadasi

dear to the gods.

The low tree-covered mound, about fifty yards east of the

Bhatela pond, with many Musalman graves and the site of a
Portuguese tower, is an old landing-place. About a quarter of a mile

to the south-east boats of ten to twelve tons still come at high
tides. Eeturning west along the north bank of the Bhatela pond and
passing between the Bhatela and Khare ponds, about one hundred
and fifty yards south, is the Ramkund or Rama’s Pool. This was
once a famous place of pilgrimage, and is mentioned in one of the
Ndsik cave writings, probably of the first century after Christ.

No one from a distance now visits Rama’s Pool, though, in Shrdvan
(July-August), Sopara Hindus of all classes come to bathe. It is

a steep-sided deeply-shaded pool about forty-five feet square. The
upper fifteen feet of the sides are steep earthen slopes. Below
the earth are eleven steps of roughly dressed stone about nine
inches broad and six inches deep. On the east bank was a broken
ling-case or slidlunhha, used as a hinge for turning a Persian wheel,
and several broken images a little to the south.

The letters preserved are, 5th line, Nilchamithd gam (nine letters lost)
;
6th line,

JJeta iyamhoti hambha (eleven letters lost)
; 7th line, Cha vudhdnam dagane hiraV^-

najmtiiMhdne cha (ten letters lost) ; 8th line, Mdnugatki dhamma (eleven letters
os

) ; 9th hne, Te rati hoti deed (nine letters lost)

;

lOtb line, Jina hhdjc ane.
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Aboat 175 yards to the south, in a part of the G4s village lands Chapter XIV.
called SonarbhAt, is a small mound, at the east foot of which ofIntoeit.
is a broken cross-legged female figure (2' x 2'), perhaps Ambika.
Close to this spot large earthenware cups are said to have been
found some years ago. The Chakreshvar bull was dug out of a well

about fifty yards to the west. To the east of the mound is a defaced

carved fragment apparently of a spire niche. The temple, which
is said to have been dedicated to Pfirasnfith, seems to have been
of considerable size as there are remains of foundations about fifty

yards to the west. About 200 yards to the south-east, at the road side,

is a damaged sculptured stone (2' 6”' X 2'), the main figure in which
is perhaps the Sun, as he holds a lotus in each hand. It is a^arently
part of an entrance door probably of the eleventh or twelfth

century. From this stone nine modem steps lead to a garden
where is the tomb of the Musalman saint Shaikh Akbar-moi-ud-din.

Round the enclosure a row of very large old bricks (16" x 10" x 3")

are arranged as a border. They were found about 1 20 yards to the

south-west, at the comet of two roads, where many others may be
seen built into a new well.

About 300 yards west of the place where these old bricks were Ods.

found is Gfis lake, a winding hoUow, 120 yards broad and 800 long
with two cross iims. The sides are fringed with gardens and
Persian wheels. On the east shore of the lake, about 110 yards from
the north end, is a richly carved stone lotus-pendant. On the bank
above, in a spot known as Mala, a few other dressed stones and lines

of foundation walls can still be traced. It was probably a Brfihmanic

temple of the eleventh or twelfth century. At the south end of the

lake are the remains of a flight of dressed stone steps. From the

south end of Gas lake, about 150 yards to the south-east, is the
village of Gfis, which, according to the people of the place, is the
site of old Sopara. In front of one Degu Pobria Mdhtara’s house is

a smooth six-sided block of basalt about two feet broad, two and
a half long, and two feet high. It is used as a clothes-washing and
bathing stone and apparently for grinding curry powder. On its

smooth top are carved in large Pali letters, perhaps about b.c. 200,

the letters ‘ Badhuya,’ that is ‘ Of Badhu,' apparently someone’s
name. About three years ago the stone was struck against in

ploughing Kaklai’s field close to Brahma hill. It is probably a

grave-stone. Passing through Gas many of these blocks of basalt

are notable in front of verandas and built into plinths. None seem
to have letters except one about 200 yards to the south-west of

Degu’s house, at the other end of Gas village, in front of the house
of a Sfimvedi Brahman, Bab Naik by name. This block, which is

about a foot and a half across and a foot and a half high, is carved

on two sides. On one side are the letters ^ Kodasa Kalavddasa,*

that is ‘ Of Kalavad the Kod,’ and, on the other side, ‘ Ugudeveya,’

that is 'Of Ugradeva.’ Like the letters cut in Degu’s stone these

letters are Pali, probably about b.c. 200, and, like Degu’s stone,

this was brought from near Brahma hill. About half a mile south

of Bab Naik’s house, on the way to Achola village, the sides of the

lane are in places fringed by broken lines of large blocks of basalt.

This line of basalt blocks is known as the stone dam, dagdi bdndh,
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and seems to be tbe remains of an old footway raised across the

low muddy land to the south of Gas. Traces of a similar foot pave-

ment are found in other hollows in the Sopara lanes, near Bohnj,

and, still more, in the low lands between Gas and Brahma hill.'

The stone dam or dagdi bdndh is the last object of interest.

From it there remains about a mile and a half of return road to

Chulna village, and from Chulna village about two miles east to

Manikpur.

A second day may be spent in the morning, in visiting Vajirgad

hill, about four miles west of the Manikpur bungalow, and seeing

the remains of its Portuguese fort, and, perhaps, traces of

a rongl* old wall of blocks of basalt and brick work.® The
afternoon may be passed in visiting Achola, a mile and a half

to the north of Manikpur and seeing its Portuguese fort. About a

mile to the north of Achola, near the top of the west face of the

steep Rakshi Dongar, or Tulin
j
hill, perhaps about 300 feet above the

plain, is a fine basalt dyke. The rock is dark, glistens with mica,
and when struck rings like an anvil. The basalt pillars stand out

from the edge of the hill sometimes in single columns, in other places

in groups wedged close together, running into the hill with a south-

east slope. The pillars are black and six-sided, the faces generally
from nine to ten inches broad, and the length varying from six to
twenty-two feet. The dyke is only the ruins of what it was thirty

years ago. Many of the pillars were used when the railway was
made, and the people still carry them away, setting them rolling

down the steep hill-side, and gathering the fragments when the
pillar shivers to pieces at the foot. Across a ravine to the east is a
curious circle of large upright basalt pillars.®

At Bolinj, about two miles north of the Sopara relic-mound, a stone
(2' 2"x 1' 2" X 8"), with writing in Devanagari letters, was found
used as a door step in the house of a Christian, named Juju Manu
Lop that is Joseph Manuel Lopez, and in Devhara pond, in the
same village, there are said to be some carved stones. Bolinj was
formerly a large town and probably had rich temples, but no remains
were seen. About half a mile south-west of Bolinj, in the hamlet
of Koprad, an inscribed stone (3' 5" x 1' 2" x 7") of the fifteenth century
was found near the house of the headman Bhiku Patil, a Samvedi
Brahman.' A third inscribed stone (3' 2" X 1' 4" X 8") was brought
from a well in Vagholi about a mile west of Sopara, but was so
worn as to be illegible, and was left close to the east of the relic-

mound.

TEkmER Port about fifteen miles south-eastof Mahim, stands on
a very steep hill about 2000 feet high, in a rough wooded country, a
little to the north-east of the meeting ofthe Tansa andVaitarna rivers.

Takmak is a fortified height rather than a fort, as it consists of a hill-

A
road between and Brahma hill, under a huge banyan tree at the

* WMte, is a slab (1’ x 1’ 7") carved with a cobra god or ndqoba.
Beteils are given below under Vajirgad. » See above p, 325 note 2.* Betails are given under Kopr5d, p. 210.
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top, 400 yards long by about 100 broad, enclosed with works in tbe

only two places where it is accessible. Of the works all that remain
are two small gateways with a low ruined retaining wall on each side.

In 1818, in spite of the natural strength of the hill, the works were
BO greatly injured by exposure and long neglect, that the fort was
easy to capture either by surprise or by assault. The wooded and
rugged ground about the fort could hide an attacking force nearly

np to the foot of the works, which, in places, were no more than
a wall of loose stones. On the top of the hill were nine small ponds
with a sufiicient supply of water

;
and there were a few scattered

huts occupied by the garrison.^ In 1862, the Takmak works
were so ruinous as to add nothing to the strength of the hdl. The
water-supply was destroyed, in case the hill might ever fall into

the hands of robbers or insurgents.

At the Sativli hot-spring, about six miles north of Takmak, are
fragments of aHindu temple, large blocks of carved stone, two broken
bulls or nawdis, and two broken Zinp cases or sAdZanfeAds. Near these
are two hot-water reservoirs.^

Ta'ndulva'di Fort, about ten miles south-east of Mdhim 'and
three north-east of Safdle station on the Baroda railway, stands on a
hill about 1900 feet high, at the south end of the Mdhim range. It

is notable to the east-of the railway between the Virdr and Safdle
stations. On the hill-top are several rock-cut cisterns and signs
of large rough forti6cations. At the foot of the hill, on the east,

flows the Vaitarna, which is tidal nine miles further to Manor.
Near the river, also at the foot of the hill, is Lalthdn village with a
reservoir said to have been built by the Portuguese.®

Ta'’ra'pur, north latitude 19° 50' and east longitude 72° 42' 30", a
port in the Mahim sub-division, had in 1881 a population of 2939. It

bes in a low wooded tract on the south bank of the Tdrapur creek,

sixty miles north of Bombay, fifteen miles north of Mahim, and by
road seven miles north-west of the Boisar station of the Baroda
railway.* From the village on the north bank of the creek the
town is known by the joint name of Tdrapur-Chinchni.

In 1634 the bar of the Tarapur river was described as of the same
width as the Dabanu bar, with a similar sand bank at the mouth and
a channel in the middle which was dry at low tide, but at high water
allowed a ship to enter and anchor.® Within a rocky reef, to the
north-west of the town, there is still anchorage for small craft.

But particularly in the south, the bottom is full of rocks and shoals,

which stretch from Tarapur point to the north-west and north
abreast the town.®

1 Captain Dickinson’s MS. Report in 1818, Military Diaries, 1156.
2 Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S. » Mr. W. B. Mnlook, C.S.
* The road from Boisar station was built in 1871 at a cost of £14,536 (Ra. 1,45,365).

The traffic returns at Boisar station show an increase in passengers from 11,711 in
1873 to 24,329 in 1880, and in goods from 1289 to 3302 tons.

® O Chron. de Tis. III. 199.
* Between Tarapur and Bombay the tides set nearly in the direction of the land,

the flood a little towards it or north, and the ebb a little from it about south by west.
Taylor’s Sailing Directory, .371-72.
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Chapter XTV. In the 1881 population of 2939, there were 2124 Hindus, 397

Places ofinterest Mnsalmans, 366 Pdrsis, and 52 Christians. The sea-trade returns

for the five years ending 1878-79 show average exports
T^pxtb.

worth £10,529 (Rs. 1,05,290) and average imports worth £6134
(Rs. 61,340). Exports varied from £1115 (Rs. 11,150) in 1877-78

to £16,840 (Rs. 1,68,400) in 1878-79, and imports from £4690
(Rs. 46,900) in 1878-79 to £7220 (Rs. 72,200) in 1876-77.‘ A
municipality was sanctioned in 1866, hut the sanction was withdrawn
in 1869. There is a Government school and a school founded by the

Bombay Parsi Panchayat for teaching Zend Avesta. In the Pdrsi

quarter of the town is a fire-temple, built about 1820 by the well-

known Pfirsi contractor Vikdji Mehrji. Opposite to the fire-temple

is Vikdji Mehrji’s mansion, a large two-storied building visible for

miles. About two miles to the south there are three Towers of Silence.

The earliest of unknown date is built of undressed stones and mortar.
' Another of unknown date was built by public subscription

; and the

third, now in use, was bnilt in 1866 also by public subscription.^

Hidwy. At the end of the thirteenth century (1280), Tdrapuris mentioned
as one of the towns conquered from the Ndiks by Bhim the

legendary ruler of Mdhim in Bombay island.® In 1533 it was
burnt by the Portuguese.* In 1556 the Portuguese possessions

near Tardpur were greatly increased, and it was the head of

the richest of the Daman districts.® In 1559 an assault by some
Abyssinian troops was successfully beaten off.® In 1582, and again
in 1612, the fort was unsuccessfully attacked by the Moghals.'^

In 1634 the town was the seat of a magistrate with powers over
half of the Daman territories. It exported proArisions in which the
country round was rich, and had a good trade with Surat and Din.®

The fort was surrounded by a wall with round bastions, and,
besides quarters for the garrison,* had a church, a Dominican
monastery, and a hospital or misericordia. The garrison included a
captain, a ndik, ten peons, and a bombardier, a police inspector and
four peons, an interpreter, a writer, a torchbearer, and an umbrella
boy. Besides the garrison there was the vicar, and fiftyPortugueso,200
Native Christians, and about 100 slaves, good fighters and well armed
with swords, lances, and guns.® In 1670 Ogilby mentions it as a
coast town,*® and, in 1695, Gemelii Careri describes it as well

inhabited with monasteries of the Dominicans and Franciscans of. the

Recolet school.** In 1728 it was said to be of no strength and to be
garrisoned by sixty soldiers.'® In 1739 the fort was attacked by
the Marathds under Chimndji Apa. Four mines were laid, of which
two succeeded in making great breaches in a bastion and curtain.

Bfijibevrdv, Rdmchandra Hari, Yeshvant Pavar, and Tukdji Pav4r

1 The details are : Exports, 1874-75 £14,031 (Rs. 1,40,310), 1875-76 £11,828
(Bs. 1,18,280), 1876-77 £8835 (Rs. 88,350), 1877-78 £1115 (Rs. 11,150 ?), 1878-79
£16,840 (Rs.1,68,400) ; Imports, 1874-75 £5370 (Rs. 53,700), 1875-76 £6694(Rs. 66,940),
1876-77 £7220 (Rs. 72,200), 1877-78 £6696 (Rs. 66,960), 1878-79 £4690 (Rs. 46,900).

Mr. B. B. Patel. * Naime’s Konkan, 22.
’ Be Barros, VH. 501 ; Faria in Kerr, VI. 223, 225. ' Be Couto, VIII. 208.

»
5® Coiito. Vm. 208. ' Be Couto, XI. 195 ; Mickle’s Lusiad, cciii.

® O Chron. de Tis. III. 199.
10 Ogilby’s Atlas, V. 208, U Churchill, IV. 190, 12 0. Chron. de Tis. I. 35.
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rusted into the breaches with their colours. They were stoutly

opposed by the Portuguese, and success was doubtful, till Ranoji

Bhonsle scaled the wall in another part and divided the attention

of the garrison. Still, as Chimnaji wrote, they fought with the

courage of Europeans, tiU, at last overpowered, the survivors asked
for and were granted quarter.^ In 1750 Tieffenthaler mentions
Tardpur as a place once Portuguese now Mardtha.* After the
capture the Mardthds repaired the sea face of the fort in European
style. In 1760 it was in good order and protected by four guns.®

In 1776 Raghundthrdv took shelter in the fort.^ In 1803 it passed
to the British without resistance. In 1818 it was described by
Captain Dickinson as one of the largest, best conditioned, and piost

central of the sea-coast forts in the north Konkan. The walls, most
of which were of cut stone, enclosed a space 500 feet square. They
were about thirty feet high and ten thick, except the parapet which
was seldom more than four feet wide. The north face was washed
by the sea at spring tides, and in many places was out of repair.

Long stretches of the parapet had fallen, and, at the south-east

angle of the fort, there was neither tower nor bastion. On three sides

were remains of a dry ditch of inconsiderable width and depth. In
the middle of the eastern face was the principal gateway, uncovered
by traverse or any sort of outwork. Inside the fort were some
large ruins and several buildings four of them private. There were
besides two granaries and a guard-room, with some inferior buildings

and several wells containing abundant and excellent water. As in

Ddhanu fort, houses and gardens came within 150 feet of the works.
In 1862 it was in a ruined state, part of the north wall having fallen.

In the fort were some wells and gardens. The fort was given in

inam by the Peshwa to Vikaji Mehrji, for a hundred years, and is

still held by his heirs. Taylor mentions, on the south bank of the

creek, the remains of a Portuguese fort which was built in 1593.®

Chinchni town on the north side of the creek has a customs-house
and traveller’s bungalow now used as school. On the beach, aboi i

a mile north of Tarapur, is a ruined brick tower, which, in 1818,
Captain Dickinson found twenty-two feet high with a mean
diameter of twenty-eight feet. The lower or main battery was nine
feet above ground and contained five guns, the side parapet walla

not exceeding three and a half feet in thickness. Over this battery

was another, suited for an equal number of guns. Its parapet wall

supported a wretched roof, and was not more than a foot and a half

thick.

Th.a’lia, or Stkan that is The Settlement, in north latitude

19° 11' 30" and east longitude 73° 3', a station on the Peninsula
railway twenty-one miles north-east of Bombay, is the chief town of

the Thdna district and the head-quarters of the Salsette sub-division.

In 1881 it had a population of 14,456. It is prettily placed on the

1 Grant Duff’s Mardthis, 241 ; Thornton’s Gazetteer, 959-60.
^ Kes. Hist, et Geog. de Tlnde, I. 407.
’ Anquetil du Perron’s Zend Avesta, ccclxxXi.
* Grant Duff’s MarAthis, 388, ® Taylor’s Sailing Directory, 372,

B 1064-44
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Chapter XIV. west shore of the SAlsette creek, in wooded country, between the

Places (^foterest. range of Sdlsette hills on the west and the steep picturesque

Persik peaks on the mainland to the south-east. The fort, the

Portuguese Cathedral, a few carved and engraved stones, and several

large reservoirs are the only signs that Thijia was once a great city.

DeteriptifM. Except part of Chendni, the fishermen’s suburb to the south,which
contains a landing-place a customs-house and a railway siding, the
town of Thdna lies to the north of the railway. On the south-east,

along the banks of the creek, be the Chendni, and further north the

Mahagiri quarters of the town, with a large number of boatmen’s
and fishers’ houses. Between Chendni and Mahagiri lies a salt

swamp of some thirty or thirty-five acres, which was reclaimed in

1880 by a dam. The BAzdr or station road runs half a mile north
from the station to an open space or square, where it meets the Agra
road. It is lined by small tiled houses and poor shops, showing
little but the most ordinary brass-work, cloth, and groceries. About
a quarter of a mile from the station, to the east of the road, stands
the Hirakot or Diamond Port, now the mdmlatddr’s oflBce. To the

west stretches the large Massnnda lake, with its west bank faced
with broad stone steps and crowned with a Hindu temple, and, on
the north bank, the Portuguese Cathedral and other picturesque
buildings. Between the main road and the lake is the large

Kopineshvar temple, and close by, down a street on the other side,

are the meat and fish markets. At the end of the road is the
vegetable market, and in the open space at the meeting with the
Agra road stands, on the east side, the Collector’s house, a^e donble-
storied building with a large garden in which are the Collector’s

ofiices and treasury. To the west are the new Byramji Jijibhdi high
school and the Wadia dispensary, with, close by, the public library

and a curious domed building. This was intended for an English
school, but, since the opening of the high school (1880), it has been
occupied by public offices. Around are the dwellings of pleaders,

traders, and other well-to-do natives, double-storied with high
tiled roofs and gaudily coloured walls. Along the Agra road,
towards Bombay, is the Portuguese Cathedral, and, a bttle beyond,
the new Mardthi school. To the east, after passing between the
Collector’s and Judge’s houses, the Agra road comes out on a
wide park-like esplanade crossed by broad tree-lined roads, with
the fort or jail in the east, the English church in the north,
open wooded ground with the civil hospital and the remains of

the assistant judge’s house to the west, the Judge’s and Collector’s
residences to the south-west, and, to the south more well shaded
European houses, and the neat police lines formerly used by the
Native Infantry Regiment. This pleasant esplanade, with the
double-bridged creek and the wild Persik hills to the east, and
wooded rice-lands and hill-sides to the west, forms a pretty scene,
which, especially during the rains, is in many points more like an
English than an Indian view.

North of the church lies the Khatarvada, or weaver’s quarter,
ana beyond, at the north extreme of municipal limits on the edge
o the Gosala pond, is Colonel Atkin’s bungalow. Along the
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creek between Chendni and Mahdgiri, a dam, pitched with stone

on its eastern face and provided with two sluice gates, was built in

1880 at a cost of £329 ,(Rs. 3290). This dam has reclaimed from
thirty to thirty-five acres of salt marsh behind the Hirdkot, which
formerly caused much annoyance and ill health, as the tide washed
up and left on it filth from the latrines on the creek. The latrines

are now cleaned by the tide without expense or establishment,

and the area of salt ground, which has been obtained by the
municipality from the Government on the Gujarat reclamation
terms, is being gradually filled by town sweepings.

Thana is cut off by the Year hills from the sea breeze, it has an
average yearly rainfall of between eighty and ninety inches, and to
the east, south-east, and north, it is flanked by large stretches of salt

marsh and tidal foreshore. The climate is therefore relaxing hot and
feverish, especially at the close of the rains. In 1869, 1875, and 1877,
it was attacked by violent epidemics of cholera.

According to the 1881 census, in the total of 14,456 people, there
were 11,539 Hindus, 1398 Musalm^ins, 1094 Christians, 260 Pdrsis,

and 165 Jews. The chief Hindu castes were Kunbis and Mardth^.

There are four landings or bandars, Mandvi near the local-fund

bridge, Liberi and Bendi in Mahdgiri, and Chendni to the south of
the railway line. The sea trade returns’ for the five years ending
1878-79 show average exports worth £22,825 (Rs. 2,28,250) and
imports worth £32,266 (Rs. 3,22,660). Exports varied from £9973
(Rs. 99,730) in 1875-76 to £35,330 (Rs. 3,53,300) in 1878-79, and
imports from £18,564 (Rs. 1,85,640) in 1874-75 to £57,759
(Rs. 5,77,590) in 1876-77.^ The station traffic returns show an
increase in passengers from 312,309 in 1873 to 460,642 in 1880,
and in goods from 2644 to 16,343 tons.

To the north ofdhe town, in the Christian village of Khatarvdda
or the weaver’s quarter, a few families still weave the beautiful

and once famous Thdna silks.^ Close by, in the Rabodi suburb,
live Musalmdn weavers of the cotton fabrics which are known as
Thdna cloth. Since the introduction of cotton-cloth factories into

Bombay, this industry has almost died, and the weavers have gone
to Bombay, Surat, and Broach. Many ruined houses, old plinths,

the mosque, and the extent of the burial-ground show that a large

Muhammadan population formerly lived in this neighbourhood.
In Chendni and Mahagiri some of the Koli fishers and' sailors

are very well-to-do. One or two are said to be worth £10,000
(Rs. 1,00,000) or more, and are now large moneylenders.

Thana is throughout the year the seat of the Judge and civil

surgeon, and, during the rains, of the Collector, the assistant and
deputy collectors, the customs officer, police superintendent, district

iThe details are: Exports, 1874-75 £20,034 (Rs. 2,00,340), 1875-76 £9973
(Rs. 99,730), 1876-77 £25,326 (Rs. 2,53,260), 1877-78 £23,463 (Rs. 2,34,630), and
1878-79 £35,330 (Rs, 3,53,300) ;

Imports, 1874-75 £18,564 (Rs. 1,85,640), 1875-76
£32,174 (Rs. 3,21,740), 1876-77 £57,759 (Rs. 5,77,590), 1877-78 £21,576 (Rs. 2,15,760),
and 1878-79 £ 31,260 (Rs. 3,12,600).

’ Details of the Silk Industry are given under Crafts, Part I. Chap.VI.
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engineer, the deputy collector of salt revenue, and district forest

officer. It is also the head-qnarters of the chief revenue and police

officers of the Sdlsette sub-division, and is provided with a church,

jail, court house, civil hospital, dispensary, high school, treasury and
revenue offices, civil jail, post office, railway station, and traveller's

bungalow. A detachment of 100 men of a Native Regiment is

stationed at Thana to guard the jail, which is under the charge of an

European superintendent.

The municipality was established in 1862.^ In 1880-81 it had,

besides a credit balance of £454 (Rs. 4537), a net income of £1464
(Rs. 14,639) or a taxation of about 2s. (Re. 1-0-3) a head. This
income is chiefly drawn from octroi, tolls, house tax, and market
fees. During the same year the expenditure amounted to £2543
(Rs. 25,436), of which £1000 (Rs. 10,000) were on water works,
£631 (Rs. 6309) on scavenging, £250 (Rs. 2501) on roads, £101
(Rs. 1008) on lighting, and £49 (Rs. 496) on road watering. The
municipal limits include the villages of Thana, Pdnch-Pdkhddi, and
Chendni, and the suburbs of Rabodi, Vajavli, Khatarv4da, Utals4r-

Pimpalpdda, Utalsar-Pdnchpdkhddi, Kolhar, Charai, Tembhi, and
Varora. Since the municipality has been established, the chief

expenditure has been on the Pokran water-works towards which
the municipality contributed £l269 (Rs. 12,690), on roads £5844
(Rs.58,437), on latrines £540 (Rs.5405), on markets £ 1 885 (Rs. 18,850),

on wells and reservoirs £480 (Rs. 4799), on dams £329 (Rs. 3290)
on public gardens £121 (Rs. 1208), onbridges £118 (Rs. 1183), and
on repairs to markets and civil hospital £209 (Rs. 2090).

Want of good drinking water has long been a great evil in Thdna.*
Many of the wells run dry in the hot weather, while others

are so near latrines and privies that their water is unwholesome.
Since 1830 repeated attempts have been made to provide a proper
supply of water. But want of funds and other difficulties prevented
any steps being taken, till in July 1880 the Pokran scheme was
sanctioned. The Pokran water-works are calculated to provide
eight gallons of water a day to the whole municipal popula-
tion. For a non-manufacturing town like Thana, this supply
should be, and, so far, has proved to be enough. The scheme consists

of a storage reservoir with head works, including outlet and waste-
weir, a main to the town, and distribution hydrants. The storage
reservoir is at the foot of the eastern slope of the Sdlsette hills,

about two miles north-west of the town. The water is impounded
by an earthen dam 1 005 feet long with a greatest height of 31 J feet.

In the centre of the dam is a clay puddle-wall ten feet wide,
well punned and rammed and taken down to the solid rock, in some
places thirty feet below the surface. At the north end of the dam is

the waste-weir, which is forty feet wide, with a sill 6| feet below the
top of the dam, and calculated to carry off a rainfall of two inches
in one hour, with a depth of 1' 6" over the sill. The surface area
of the reservoir, at the level of the waste-weir sill, is 489,400 square

» Government Resolution 1721, of 29th October 1862.
2 Contributed by Mr. F. B. Maclaran, C E.
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feet, and the cubic capacity 4,304,320 cubic feet, equal to twenty-

seven million gallons. The outlet is by means of a masonry tower,

provided with valves at every five feet, from which a pipe ten inches

in diameter, embedded in concrete, passes below the dam in a

trench cut in the solid rock. The main is a cast-iron pipe seven
inches in diameter, provided with a sluice valve near the storage

reservoir, and ending in the valve and meter-house at the entrance

to the town, where the pressure and quantity of water used daily are

registered and controlled. Cast-iron pipes of suitable sizes and
fitted with the necessary valves distribute the water to sixteen

public hydrants with sixty-seven taps in different parts of the town.
Each hydrant has from one to eight taps according to the number
of people who are likely to use it. The jail, with its 800 prisoners, is

supplied from the town main. The storage reservoir is calculated to

hold enough water, after deducting loss by evaporation, to give a
daily supply of 5^ gallons to the whole municipal population which
is taken at 15,000. In addition to the stored water there is the
yield of a spring in the reservoir basin which has been ganged at

37,500 gallons in twenty-four hours in the hot weather, making a
total available daily supply of eight gallons a head. The works were
begun in November 1880, water was supplied to the town in July
1881, and the whole was completed and formally opened in August
by Sir James Fergusson, Bart., K.C.M.G., O.I.E., Governor of

Bombay. The total cost of £8463 (Rs. 84,630) was provided partly
from municipal funds and partly from the Thfina district local funds.

Of old Hindu or Musalmfin Thfina there is almost no trace. The
temples and mosques, praised by early travellers, were pulled down
by the Portuguese (1530-1560) and their stones used for churches
and other religious buildings, and most of these Christian churches
and buildings were in turn destroyed by the Marathas (1737-1740).
Almost the only remains of Thana before the Portuguese are the
four reservoirs or ponds, Massunda, Devala, Gosala, and Haryala,
all of unknown date. There are also several finely carved broken
images and sculptured stones, which have been gathered in the jail

garden and at the executive engineer’s workshops. Of the four
reservoirs, Massunda, the largest and most important, covers an
area of thirty-four acres, and is faced with atone on the west and
partly on the north. The Devdla reservoir, between the church
and the jail, covers eight acres and has stone-faced sides. The
Gosfila reservoir, to the north of the town, covers five acres ; its

banks are not lined with stone. The Haryala reservoir in the
southern or Chendni quarter covers six acres, and has a stone and
mortar wall on its eastern side. The sculptured stones and images
In the jail garden belong to a Brdhmanical temple of the twelfth
century. They were found, in 1881, while clearing the Massunda
lake of sdt.

The chief Portuguese building is the fort which is now used as a
jail. Strong stone-built walls from sixteen to twenty-one feet high,
provided with regular bastions and towers, enclose an area of 13|
acres. The fort was begun by the Portuguese about 1730, and, in

1737, though unfinished, offered a stout but unsuccessful resistance
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to the Marathas. It was completed by the Marathds on the original

plan, and, when taken by the English in 1774, was armed with

more than a hundred cannon. In 1816 the Peshwa’s minister

Trimbakp Denglia, the murderer of Gangddhar Shdstri the Gdikwar^s

envoy, was imprisoned in the fort, and, though guarded by a strong

body of Europeans, made good his escape with the help of hints

sung to him by a l^ratha groom.^ In 1833 the fort was dismantled,

and, since 1838, it has been used as a jail. In 1844 the Judge,

while visiting the jail with a few attendants, was seized by the

prisoners. They passed a rope round his neck, and were on the

point of hanging him, when succour came. In 1869 plans for

improving the jail were sanctioned, and by 1876 the changes were
completed at a cost of'£40,800 (Rs. 4,08,000). The tower near the

west gate was made into a guard-room and a house for the

superintendent. The buildings inside of the walla were pulled down
and barracks built radiating from a central open space. A transport

ward, a female ward, and a hospital were also built shut off from the
main or central part and from one another. The building has ample
room for a thousand prisoners. In the jail garden, laid as a pavement
to a summer-house, are some inscribed Portuguese grave-stones,

which were found in clearing away one of the fort buildings,

probably the church of St. Dominique.® To the west and south-

west of the jail is the esplanade, which, in 1776, was formed by order

of the Court of Directors by clearing away the houses.® On the

1 The guard over Trimbakji, owing probably to excessive caution, was composed
entirely of Europeans. From this circumstance the Peshwa was able to communicate
with Trimbakji, and for some days, previous to his making the attempt, several of

his friends and servants were waiting in the neighbourhood. The principal agent of

communication was a MarAtha horsekeeper in the service of one of the officers in

the garrison, who passing and repassing the window of Trimbakji’s place of

confinement when airing his master’s horse, song the information he wished to

convey in an apparently careless manner which the Europeans could not detect.

Trimbakji escaped over the wall between seven and eight of the evening of the
12th of September. Grant Duff, 631. According to Air. Hockley, .PAndurang Hari,
who was with Trimbakji in the jail, arranged with one Narsu, the commandant’s
horsekeeper, to give warning to Trimbakji’s friends outside, so that means of escape
might be ready if he succeeded in getting out of the fort. About seven, on a dark
night in the rainy season, Trimbakji went, as his custom was, to his bathing-place on
the ground-floor. On the \|fay, he struck into a passage on the left, and got out by a
low window. Here, taking off his clothes and drawing over his hesid a leaf rainshade
which had been left there by the groom, he passed unchallenged out of the main gate
of the fort. His friend inside, by singing songs and talking to him, kept the sentinel
employed, and, when he searched the bathing-room and found it empty, Trimbakji
had made good his escape. (Pdndurang Hari, I. 174-178). Another account states
that he let himself down over the rampart with the help of a rope. (Ditto, 177).

2 For a short account of these inscriptions see Indian Eailway Service Gazette,
August 1875. The stones are so much broken that little pf the inscriptions can be
made out. Some of the rare tin and zinc coins known from St. Catherine’s wheel as
rodas and a medal with the head of Christ and the year 1525 were also found. Da
Cunha’s Bassein, 186. An account of the copper plates which were found in 1787 is

given in the Appendix.
^ In 1833, when the fort was dismantled and Th4na ceased to be a military station,

the esplanade was made over to the Collector. In 1873 Government determined to
c^rge moderate fees on animals grazing on it, and, in 1874, a suit was filed against
the Collector for levying the fees, on the ground that it had always been customary
ffir the townspeople to giyize their cattle on the esplanade free of charge. The
^staet Jiffige decided against the Collector, but in regular appeal 54 of 1875 the
xliga Court reversed the Judge’s decision and held that the esplanade was Government
property and the fees were a legal impost.
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soutliem end of the esplanade are the military and police lines.

Between the lines and the Liberi landing-place stood the large

warehouses used in Portuguese times, when the state assessment
was taken in rice.

Before they built the fort the Portuguese had four or five watch-
towers along the creek. Two of those towers, one on each side of

the creek below the town, seem to have been called Sam Pedro
and Sam Jeronimo. Besides the towers, there was a square fort,

Eeis Magos, with fonr guns.^ Up the creek, about three-quarters

of a mile above the local-fund bridge, are the remains of some old
buildings, perhaps a fortified Portuguese mansion-house. Of ' the
numerous churches and religious houses built by the Portuguese
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries only one remains. This
is the church of St. John the Baptist, prettily placed on the north
side of the Massunda lake, which is still known among the Christians
as the lake of Saint Anthony. The church measures 130 feet long
by thirty-eight wide and fifty-nine high. It has a short square tower
at the north end and quaintly carved doors on the south. The tower
is much out of the perpendicular, but otherwise the church is in

good order and is in use. The height of the belfry is seventy-two
feet. The bell is one of the largest Portuguese bells in India.

The church has a vicarage attached. The vicar draws £3 (Ks. 30)
a month from the British Government, who contribute a second
£3 (Rs. 30) for church repairs. There is a chapel master who plays
on the harmonium and violin. An Anglo-Portuguese school with an
average attendance of sisty-three pupils is held in the church lobby.
The Wlding originally belonged to a conventual church dedicated
to 8t. Anthony of Padua by Franciscan friars about 1 540. When
the original church of St. John the Baptist was destroyed, St.

Anthony’s church was made the Parish church and dedicated to St.

John the Baptist. It is said that, in order to build the church and
convent of St. Anthony,- Antonio do Porto pulled down twelve
pagodas which were round a great lake, doubtless theMassunda or St.

Anthony’s lake, and buUt his church with the stones of the Hindu
temples. The truth of this account is borne out by the numerous
handsomely carved stones which are still visible in the wall of the
church enclosure, and by the fact that, in 1881, when part of the lake
was cleared of silt, many mutilated andwell-carved images were found.
They had probably been thrown into the lake by the Portuguese
when the Hindu temples were pulled down. The early Portuguese
supposed that this was the place where the four Franciscan friars

were murdered in 1324.® The church seems to have been more
than once repaired or improved. A cross bears the date 1609, a side
doorway at the south end of the church has 1663, and the main
entrance has 1725.® At Pokran, about one mile to the north-west

* These towers are mentioned in 1634 and in 1728. O Chron. de Tis. I. 32. 66 •

in. 246. -T
^ The story is given below p. 336.

^

’ Between 1540 and 1609 the Portuguese buUt at Th^na six churches, two convents,
one monastery, one college, and one orphanage. In the town were : A
Igreja da 86 under the invocation of Nossa Senhora da Con9eicao, built about
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of the town, is a mined church dedicated to Our Lady of Mercy,
in which one mass is yearly performed. At Gorm41, a suburb of

V4vla, fire miles north of Thdna, is another ruined church on a
small hill, dedicated to Our Lady of Hope in which also a mass is

yearly performed.

The English church was built in 1825 at a cost of £4804
(Rs. 48,039), and was consecrated in July of the same year by Bishop
Heber.^ It has sittings for a congregation of 100. In the church
yard, among the oldest tombs, are those of John Vaughan dated

1 780, of Charles Driffield dated 1784, and of Stephen Babington
dated 1822.* Here also are the graves of two of the chiefs of

SSIsette, John Halsey who died in 1 785, and George Page who died

on the 18th of November 1794. Near the church is the pictucesque
civil court, in a part of which the judge lives. It is an old Mardtha
mansion, built round an open quadrangle in 1754, during the reign
of Bdldji Bajirdv Peshwa, as a residence for his Sarsubhedar Ramdji
Mahadev Bhivalkar. The civil hospital, between the civil court

and the church, was built in 1835-36 at a cost of £473 (Rs. 4731).

In 1880-81 the number of in-patients was 370 and of out-patients

2482. The establishment charges were £1158 (Rs. 11,583), and the

medicine diet and miscellaneous charges £122 (Rs. 1226). The
Collector's house and offices, a bttle to the east of the court, were
begun in 1824, and finished in 1827 at a cost of £9175
(Rs. 91,749).* The house stands in a large plot of ground with
the office of the huzur deputy collector and the treasury at a short

1540 by the Franciscan Antonio do Porto
;
the church of St. Anthony, built about

the same time and by the same man
;
the church A Madre de Deus, built

in 1552 by the Jesuit Melchior Gonsalves ; an orphanage and college, built by the
same man about the same time ; a Franciscan convent of St. Anthony, built in 1682 ;

and a Dominican monastery of unknown date. Outside of the town were the
Augustinian church and convent of Nossa Senhora da Gra^a, built in 1574 ; the
Jesuit church of Nossa Senhora do Rozario, built in 1605 ; and the church of Sam
JoSo, rebuilt in 1609, and still in use. Sec Da Cunha’s Bassein, 182- 188.

‘ Bishop Heber writes (Narrative, II. 215) :
‘ The church, though small, is

extremely elegaut and convenient. The architect. Captain Tate, in order to secure
the most advantageous view of the building e.xternally, with reference to the
situation, and at the same time to observe the ancient ecclesisistical custom of placing
the altar eastward, has contrived the chancel, a semicircle, on one side, like a little

transept, the pulpit being in a corresponding semicircle opposite. The arrangement is

extremely convenient and the efifect very pleasing,
’

* Mr. Babington lost his life in trying to save part of Thdna from destruction by
fire. His monument in the church has the following inscription :

SACRED TO TIJE MEMORY
or

STEPHEN BABINGTON, ESQUIRE,
FOURTH JUDGE OF THE SUDDER ADAWLUT AND SUDUER FOUJDAREB ADAWLCT

AND FORMERLY JUDGE OP THIS ZILLAH.
He was removed from this world, in the 32 year of his age, on the 19th May in the

year 1822 of the Christian era, by an accident during his humane exertions to rescue
the hamlet Wajowlee of the Casba Thdna from destruction by fire. In deep
gratitude for his constant paternal care for their happiness, and in testimony of
their respect for his virtues, this monument was erected by the Native inhabitants
of the Zillah over which he presided as Jud^e during five yeai^. This adamantine
fact stated, can panegyrical words increase his praise. His body shall rest in peace.
His soul has fled to God.

* Ovrmg to the delay in finishing the house, and because it cost £1172 (Rs. 11,726)
sanctioned. Lieutenant Grant, who was in charge of the buildings, had

TUT ? ®onth stopped from his pay. The fine was afterwards remitt^.
Mr, W. B. Mulock, C. S.
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distance to the south. In the space opposite the Collector’s house

is a curious domed building, like a small chapel. It was built in

1 851 by convict labour, the materials being supplied by popular
contribution ; the roof fell in and it was rebuilt m its present form
with buttresses in 1 852. It cost £840 (Ra. 8404), and was used as

an English school until lately (1880), when it was turned into revenue
and magisterial offices.

There are six schools, the Byrdmji Jijibh4i high school, three
Mardthi schools, one Gujardti, one Portuguese, and one girls’ school.

The Byramji JijibhAi lugh school was opened in 1880. A roomy
double-storied house was bought for £850 (Rs. 8500), of which
Mr. Byramji Jijibhdi gave £500 (Rs. 5000), and the rest was made
up by private and municipal subscriptions. In 1880-81 there was
an average attendance of 127 pupils.

The creek is crossed by two bridges, a local-fund road bridge about
a quarter of a mile above the fort and a railway bridge about half a
mile below the fort. The local-fund bridge was built in 1877 at a
cost of £16,886 (Rs. 1,68,864). The approaches are of solid masonry
and the superstructure of iron. The railway bridge, which consists

of thirty-feet span masonry arches, is divided by an island into two
parts, one 111 and the other 193 feet long. They have a headway
of thirty feet above high-water mark, and the deepest portion of

the channel is spanned with a wrought-iron plate-box girder

eighty-four feet long.

The traveller’s bungalow, which is a few yards to the east of the
Collector’s house, was built in 1833 at a cost of £200 (Rs. 2000).

There are two dispensaries. The Kharsedji Rastamji Wddia
dispensary which was endowed, in 1864, by Mr. Rastamji Ardesir
Wddia in memory of his grandfather. He provided a building and
£2500 (Rs. 25,000) in Government securities.^ The atten4ance in
1880-81 was 746 7 out-patients. The Scotch Free Church Mission
dispensary was started in 1877. In 1880-81 the establishment cost

£145 (Rs. 1450), and medicines £82 (Rs. 820). The total number of

in-patients was forty-six and of out-patients 22,877. This dispensary
is most useful and popular.

Distinct from the criminal jail in the fort there is a civil jail in

the Hirdkot, which has room for sixty-four inmates. During 1880
there were 197 male and twenty-two female prisoners, and a
daily average of thirteen. The total charges were about £27
(Rs. 270-12-6), and the average yearly cost of each prisoner about
£2 (Rs. 19-5-5). The post office, near the railway station, was buUt
in 1855-56 at a cost of £323 (Rs. 3232).

The Hirakot or Diamond Fort, in the centre of the town, was
formerly known as the town jail. It seems to have been largely
added to in 1824. In 1861 Government abohshed it as a town
jail, removed the prisoners to the fort jail, and offered the building
to the Mauritius government as an emigration depot.* This offer

1 Gov. Res. 9^ o£ 2(Hh May 1864, and 537 of 29th March 1865,
’ Gov. Res. 1427 of 8th October 1861.

B 1064—45
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does not seem to have been accepted. Since 1862 it bas been used

as the mdmlatdar’s oflBce and Collector’s record-room, and since

1864 as a civil jail. It has also the engineer’s, chief constable’s,

and registration offices, a municipal store-yard, and a cattle pound.

There are nine modem Hindu temples, eight Brahmanic and
one Jain. The Kopineshvar temple, a large cut-stone building, was

raised by Sarsubhedar Ramaji Mahddev Bhivalkar about 1760, just

after Sdlsette had fallen into the hands of the Mardthds. It stands

on the east bank of the large Massunda lake, and is said to have been
built in honour of an image of Kopineshvar that was found under
the water. It enjoys a yearly Government allowabce of £10 10«.

(Rs. 105), and was repaired in 1879 by the Hindu community, at a

coat of £800 (Rs. 8000). Within the enclosure of the Kopineshvar
temple,^ are six small shrines of Brahmadev, Rdmji, Mdmti,
Shitladevi, Uttareshvar, and Kdlikadevi, of which Uttareshvar and
Kdlikadevi enjoy allowances from Government of £4 ds. (Rs. 42) and
£6 (Rs. 60) . In the market, are the Thdknrdvdr temple, with a
yearly Government allowance of £4 18s. (Rs. 49), and a shrine of
Maruti with an allowance of £1 16s. (Rs. 18). There is another
shrine of Mdmti near the Gosdla reservoir, with an allowance of 18s.
(Rs. 9) ; one to Jakhmdta in the Kolbar suburb, with an allowance
of 8s. (Rs. 4) ; and one to Gantalidevi on the Bombay road, with
an allowance of 8s. (Rs. 4). Two other temples, Vithoba’s on the
station road and Mdruti’s on the bank of the pond near the fort jail,

have no allowance. The Jain temple of PdrasnAth in Tembhi suburb,
was built by Marwdr Vanis in 1879, at a cost of £400 (Rs. 4000).

There are four mosques. The Jama mosque, in the Mahagiri
quarter, enjoys a yearly Government allowance of £2 (Rs.20). It
is a large building of unknown date. It was repaired about thirty
years ago, at a cost of £1000 (Rs. 10,000), by the widow of Jusab
Meman. There is another mosque in Tembhi, a third in Vajavli,
and a fourth in Rabodi.

In the Farsi quarter of the town is a fire-temple, built in 1780
by Kdvasji and Dorabji Rastamji Patel. It was repaired in 1829
by Kavasji’s son Rastamji, and bears an inscription of that date.^
Near the fire-temple is a Parsi rest-house, built by Mr. Rastamji
also in 1829. There are two Towers of Silence on the Thdna-
Bhandup road, one two and the other four miles south of Thfoa.
The latter was built in 1780 by Kdvasji and Dordbji Rastamji Patel,
and is not now used. The former, now in use, was built in 1843
by Kd,vasji’s son Rastamji, and bears an inscription of that date.® A
synagogue in Tembhi was built by the Indian Jews or Beni-Israels
in 1879, at a cost of £800 (Rs. 8000).

^ere are four markets, the vegetable market, a low shed, near the
Collector s house, opened in 1863 at a cost of £99 (Rs. 997) ; the fish
and meat markets, two small buildings near the centre of the

Kopineshvar ling, a lotus made of 10

“ PtoiTmkl 2T7
f-ebruary 1849.rarsi rraKAsU, 217. a PrakAsh, 414.
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town, each of which cost £25 (Rs. 250) ; and the beef market in a
very isolated position in the Rabodi quarter. All the markets
have been condemned by the Sanitary Commissioner, and new
plans and estimates, at a cost of £1727 (Rs. 17,276), have been
sanctioned by Government. It is proposed to obtain a Government
•loan of £500 (Rs. 5000), and a public loan of £500 (Rs. 5000) for

their construction. On either side of the main or bazdr road,

leading to the railway station, are rows of shops where most of the
necessaries of life are sold. The grain comes from the country
round, and the other articles, such as chillies, clarified butter, oil,

and molasses, are brought from the Deccan. Most of the cloth is

either made in the Bombay mills or imported from Manchester.
These shops are open from six in the morning till eight at night.

There are six resting and sixteen boarding houses, and four places

for caste dinners established by private individuals. The Roman
Catholics are allowed to bury four bodies a year in the church-yard
of St. John the Baptist. Their common burial-ground lies on the
the Bombay road in the village of Panchpakhadi. The Jewish
burial-ground is also in the same village, and a new one has been
opened on the Pokran road. The Hindu burning-ground is

immediately behind the Hirdkot, and the Musalman burial-ground

is south of the Massunda lake and between the English church and
Mharvdda.
The earliest reference that has been traced to Thana is, that in 636

it was rich enough to tempt Usman bin Asi Sakifi, Governor of

Bahrain and Oman, to send a plundering expedition from the
Persian gulf.^ About thirty years later (660) it was again sacked
by the Arabs.* In the beginning of the tenth century (913) Ma^udi
mentions it, under the names of Tdnah and Tabeh, as one of the chief

coast towns.® About a century later, A1 Biruni (970-1039) speaks
of Tdna as the capital of the Konkan, about forty miles south of

Subara.* In a copper-plate of 997 it is mentioned as Shri-Sthdnaka,

where a royal festival took place and a grant of a village was made.
Twenty years later (1018) another copper-plate states that Shri-

Sth^naka was one of the chief towns of a family of Silhara chiefs,

who ruled over 1400 Konkan villages.® In 1026 and 1094, Silhara

copper-plate inscriptions mention Shri-Sthanaka and the port of

Shri-Sthanaka.® In the twelfth century (1153) Idrisi refers to it as

Banah, a pretty town on a great gulj where vessels anchor and from
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* Elliot aad Dowson, I. 115,415; Beinaud’s Fragments, 182; Journal Asiatique,
V. 156. ® Calcutta Review, XCIL

® Prairies d’Or, I. 330, 381 ; Elliot and Dowson, I. 24.
* Elliot and Dowson, 1. te, 61, 66, 67 ; Reinaud’s Fragments, 109, 121.
® As. Res. I. 357 and an unpublished cop^r-plate of Aparijita (a.d. 997) deciphered

by Pandit Bhagvdnlil. The Silh^a capital is called Puri. It seems not to be
Thina, as Puri and Shri-SthAnaka are more than once mentioned in the same inscription.

(Ind. Ant. IX. 38), Some have thought Puri to be Elephanta or GhArApuri, a view
supported by the names Pori and PoU used of Elephanta by Garcia d’Orta (Trans. Bom.
Lit. Soc. Rep. I. 269) and Linschoten (Navigation, 83). Others identify Puri with
KSjApuri in Janjira. None of these identifications is satisfactory. The site of the
SilhAra capital seems to have been between Bassein and Agishi. Puri may therefore
have been SopAra to which a Bakhar of the eighteenth century seems to refer as Puri,
The point is noticed under Puri in the Appendix.

« Ind. Ant. V. 278 ; IX. 38.
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which they sail.^ In an inscription stone of Someshvar, the

twentieth Silhdra chief, dated 1260 (Shak 1182), a grant is recorded

to Uttareshvar of Shri-Sthdnaka.®

At the close of the thirteenth century the fortunes of Thdna seem
to have been at their beat. It was a great kingdom, both in size

and wealth, inhabited by idolaters with an independent ruler. The
king was in league with corsairs, who plundered merchants and
gave him all the horses they caught. No ships came without horses

and the king had no horses of his own. There was much traffic with

many ships and merchants, who imported gold, silver, and copper,

and exported brown incense, cotton, cloth, and leather of various

excellent kinds.® About the same time Ab-ul-Fida (1273-1331)
speaks of Thdna as the best city of the province of A1 Ldr, celebrated
for producing tandsi a kind of cloth, and manna or bamboo-sugar
tabdshir.* In 1310 Rashid-ud-din speaks of Konkan and Tana,
probably meaning a compound name Konkan-Tana. So Ibn Batuta
(1342) writes Kukin-Tdna, and in the Portulano Mediceo of the
middle of the fourteenth century it is Cocintmia, and in the Catalan
map (1375) Cucintana.®

In 1318, Thana was conquered by Mubdrik Khilji (1317-1312), and
a Musalmdn governor was placed in charge.® A few years later (about

1320), four European friars, Thomas of Tolentino, James of Padua,
Peter of Senna, and Jordanus of Severac in France, with Demetrius
a Georgian lay-brother good at the tongues, came to Th^,na. They
were received by Nestorian Christians, of whom there were fifteen

families. Four of the friars according to one account because of
their great success as preachers, and according to another account
because they reviled the Prophet Muhammad, were put to death by
the Musalman governor.^ Friar Oderic, who visited Thana a year or

^ Jaubert’a Idnsi, I. 179 ; Elliot and Dowson, I. 89. Idrisi says, * In the neighbonring
inountains grow the kdna and the tctbdshir. The roots of the hdna were sent east
and west, the tabdshlr was adulterated by mixing ivory cinders, the real article came
from the roots of the reed tfharki' This is afterwards said to be bamboo-sugar.
Taihdshir^ the Sanskrit tvnk rind and kshir fluid, made from the inner rind of the
bamboo, was used as a medicine. Elliot, I. 89. In Borneo, in the fourteenth century,
pieces of tabdshir, let in under the skin, were supposed to make the body wound-
proof. Oderic in Yule s Marco Polo, II. 208. Tabdshir or tavakhir is the first solid food
that the Kolis of Koldba give their children.

2 See above, Karanja. 3 Yule’s Marco Polo, II. 330.
4 Da Cunha’s Bassein, 180; the cloth is still called Th^a cloth.
® Yule 8 Marco Polo, II. 331. This double name was probably used to distinguish

the Konkan Th^na from the Malabir Tanur. See below p. 357
« Naime’s Konkan, 24 ; Yule’s Marco Polo, II. 330.
^ The ^obable date is 1322. According to Jordanus, the friar James, to show

that the Chns^an law was better than the Musalmin law, passed through and sat
in a great Are. The governor was satisfied, but the Kdzi was furious. He warned the
governor that if the friars were let go, all would believe in Christ, and reminded him
hat, next to going to Mecca, the slaughter of a Christian was the surest way of
gaming pardon for sins. The governor listened and the four friars were put to death.
(Jordanus Mirabiha, X.). According to Oderic’s account the friars were brought

I u
i^azi, ^d, after some religious discussion, were asked what they thought

of Muhammad. They stated that Christ was the very God, and one of them Friar

\rt
^f*^Aammad was the son of perdition and had his place

pTTvnspd K
devil. For this blasphemy the friars were bound and

posed bareheaded in the sun from nine till three, the six hottest hours of the day*
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.two later (1324), speaks of it as a city excellent in position, with a
great store of bread and wine, and abounding in trees. The people

were idolaters, worshipping fire, serpents, and trees, and had some
odd marriage customs ^ The land was under the dominion of the

Saracens. There were great numbers of black lions, monkeys,
baboons, and bats as big as pigeons. The oxen were very fine, with
horns a good half pace long and a camel-hke hump upon the back.

The rats, called scherpi, were as big as dogs, and were caught only

by dogs, cats being no good against them. The trees gave a very
intoxicating wine.^

< Tbn Batuta (1344), who, as is noticed above, calls it Kukin-Tdna,
mentions that fiem it ships of large burden went to Aden.® A few
years later (1347), by the rise of the Bahmani dynasty and the
change of capital from Daulatabad south to Kulbarga, the coast

trade centred at Chaul and Dabhol instead of at Thma.* Thana
seems to have become part of Gujarat. Early in the fifteenth century

(1429) a Bahmani general took Thana and Mahim, but Ahmad I.

(1411-1443) of Gujarat sent a strong land and sea force, and
recovered both places.® In 1480 it was made the capital of one of

the five provinces into which Mahmud Begada (1459-1511) divided

his realm.® Still it lay at the extreme end of their territory, and
its Gujarat rulers were powerless to bring back to it any considerable

share of foreign trade. In 1514 it was a fortress of the Gujarat king,

andhad a Moorish town near it, very pleasant with many rich gardens,

great Moorish mosques, and Gentde temples. Its trade was small

and its harbour troubled with pirates.^

This had no effect. Then James of Padua was thrown twice into a fire, but both
times he came out unharmed. Malik, the ruler of the town, then sent them away
secretly to a suburb across an arm of the sea. But afterwards the Kdzi persuaded him
to send men after the friars and kill them, Thomas, James, and Demetrius were
beheaded, and Peter, who had not been with the others, was next day tortured
and cut asunder. On hearing of the massacre, Dildili, apparently the Emperor
of Delhi, sent for the Malik, upbraided him for daring to inflict death on those
whom God had twice preserved, and hrdered him to be executed. Though neither
mentions the other, there seems no reason to doubt that both Jordanus and
Oderic were at Thina about the same time. Jordanus came to Thdna with the
four friars, went off at once to preach at Sopira, and, on hearing of the massacre,
came and taking the bodies to Sopira, buried them there. He then made a mis-
sionary tour north to Broach, and, in 1321, was at Gogha or Caga. (Mirabilia, V. ; Yule’s
Cathay, I. 228). Oderic came to Thdna within a year of the martyrdom, visited the
tomb, and carried off the martyrs’ bones. (Yule’s Cathay, I, 57 - 70).

1 At marriages the bride and bridegroom wore high mitre-like caps wrought with
flowers. After the marriage the bride was set on a horse and the husband got on the
crupper holding a knife against her throat. In front of them went a. naked woman
singing till they reached the bridegroom’s house when the bride and bridegroom were
left alone. In the morning when they got up they went naked as before. The dead
were not buried, but carried with great pomp to the fields and left there to be
devoured by beasts and birds. Yule’s Cathay, I. 60.

2 Hakluyt’s Voyages, II. Ed. 1809, 160 ; Yule’s Cathay, I. 60.

3 Yule’s Cathay, II. 399. * Briggs’ Ferishta, IV. 28.
® In 1357 the north-west division of the Bahmani kingdom is described, as the

tract comprehending Chaul on the sea coast, and lying between Junnar, Daulatabad,
Bir, and Paithau. Briggs’ Ferishta, H. 295. "Briggs’ Ferishta, IV. 62.

^ Stanley’s Barbosa, 68. Barbosa calls it Tanamayambu, apparently a jumble of
Thiina, M4him, and Mumbdi. Perhaps one reason why Thina was then, as it had
been 150 years earlier, known by a double name, was to distinguish it from Tanur
in Malabdr, also a resort of Moorish merchants, Stanley’s Bartesa, 153 ; Da Cunha’s
Bassein, 1^. The places are confused in Anderson’s Western India, 84.
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In 1529, terrified by the defeat of the Cambay fleet and the

homing of the Bassein coast, ‘ the lord of the great city of Thana’
became tributary to the Portuguese.' This submission did not save

him in the war that followed (1530-1533). The city was thrice

pillaged, twice by the Portuguese and once by the Gujaratis.* It

was then, under the treaty of December 1533, made over to the

Portngnese. In 1538 Th^na and its suburbs, with gardens and
pleasure houses, measured about four miles round. It had sixty

temples and mosqnea and sixty ponds, some of them two-thirds

as big as the Rocio of Lisbon, and all built of well-wrought stone,

with many steps, as if in a theatre. Some of the temples were of

cut-stone ; others were of brick beautifully laid one on the other,

unjoined by cement but without a crevice. The city had not
recovered its three recent burnings. Though an emporium and the

chief town of a great part of Qujardt, its people were few and its

suburbs, once with 900 gold-cloth and 12()0 plain-cloth handlooms,
were empty. It was a desert rather than a city.®

Under the Portngnese, Thana entered on a fresh term of pros-

perity. Before 1540 the successful Franciscan Antonio do Porto
had built a cathedral, A Igreja da 8^, under the invocation of

Nossa Senhora da Concei9ao, and ‘out of the stones of twelve temples

round a great lake,^ had raised the church of St. Anthony.* In
1552, the Jesuit Father Melchior Gonsalves, built a church to The
Mother of God, A Madre de Deus, and about the same time an
orphanage and a college were founded. In 1574 the Augustinians
built a church and convent of Our Lady of Grace, Nossa Senhora
da Graca ; in 1582 the Franciscans built a convent of St. Anthony ; in

1605 the Jesuits built a church of Our Lady of the Rosary, Nossa
Senhora do Rozario ;

and, in 1609, a church of St. John, Sam Joao.
The city included ten hamlets, pacarids or pdkhddis, and was
enriched by the presence of many nobles who had country villas and
gardens.® In 1585 it was very populous with 'Portuguese, Moors,
and Gentiles. Rice was the only export

;
but there were many makers

of armesia or silk and weavers of girdles of wool and of black
and red bombast,® At this time Thi,na was famous for its docks,
where, in 1588, six small vessels were built and fitted out.*

1 Faria de Sonza in Kerr, VI. 211.
2 Kerr, VI. 225 ; Dom Joio de Castro, Piimeiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 70, 75. Of

the two Portuguese burnings, one would seem to have been by Antonio de Saldanha
in 1531, the other by Diogo de Sylveira in 1533 (Da Cunha’s Bassein, 133). The
GujarAt burning was probably in 1533, before Bassein and its dependencies were finally
handed to the Portuguese. The fact that the Gujarit king burnt ThAna seems
to show that ‘the lord of the great city of Thdna,’ who made the treaty with the
Portuguese, was a Hindu tributary not a Mnsalmin officer.

® Dom Joao de Castro, Primeiro Roteiro da Costa da India, 70, 75. Dom Joaonses
the word mesjitas or mosques, apparently meaning un-Christian places of worship.
Moat of the religious buildings were probably Hindu.

Da Cunha s Bassein, 183, 185. The bank of this lake is said to have been the
of the martyrdom of Jordanus’ fellow missionaries (1322). See pp. 351, 356.
YO^ha’s Bassein, 165. One of these granges or quintas, about two miles from

JJhnradi, was much resorted to by the governor and ofiScers of the town. Ditto, 181.
Frederick (1561-1585) Hakluyt, II. 344. Dr. Da Cunha explains armesia by

rue Bortnguese armttk a kind of thin silk fabric. t Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 221.
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At the close of the century, it was a fortified town with a great

number of converts. Many boys and girls, bought for a few pence,

were trained in doctrine, shoemaking, tailoring, weaving, and ham-
curing.^ In 1618, Thdna, likeBassein, suffered from a terrible cyclone.

When the storm began to rage,the Jesuit Fathers of the Thana college

as if moved by one mind, fled to the church to pray. Their piety

saved them. While they spent the night in prayer their house was
dashed to pieces, but without the loss of a life.* In 1634 it was a
place of some trade and manufactures. There were looms for silk

and cotton, and a manufacture of desks and tables of blackwood
inlaid with ivory. Inside the town there were two churches, the
cathedral and St. John’s church, and four convents, the Augustins
with twenty, the Capuchins with twelve, the Jesuits with eleven, and
the Dominicans with two members. Outside the town were two
chapels, the Jestfits’ Nossa Senhora do Rozario and the Augustins’
Nossa Senhora da Gra9a. Of fortifications there were the captain’s

square-bastioned fort called Reis Magos, armed with two four and
one eight-pounder guns, and there were two towers Sam Pedro and
Sam Jeronimo. The staff was a captain or thdndddr, with a garrison
of eighty Portuguese, 100 natives, and 150 slaves; a judge or ouvidor,

with five peons ; a police magistrate or meirinho, and five peons ; a
jail-keeper, and a customs-house clerk.®
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lu 1675 the town was built of low tiled houses, good silk and
cotton stuffs were made, and there were seven churches and
colleges, the chief that of the Paulistines or Jesuits.* Twenty
years later (1695), Thdna is described as in an open excellent
country, protected by five small forts garrisoned and Aimished with
cannon. It was famous for calicoes, no place in the Portuguese
dominions exceeding it in this particular even for table service.®

The country round Thana was highly tilled and adorned every two
or three miles with rich mansions. On a rising ground, three miles
from Thana, was the seat of JoSo Melo with terrac^ walks and
gardens ending at the water side in a banqueting-hall. A mile further
was Grebondel or Ghodbandar, the property of Martin Alphonso,
said to be the richest landholder on this side of Goa, a fortified

mansion with a stately church.® Hamilton (1720) in his account of
the coast passes over Thana without a reference.^ In the decay of

Portuguese power this rich territory was poorly guarded. There
was (1728) no fort at Thana, only near the creek three small towers
with three or four men in each.® The importance and the weakness
of Thana were brought to the notice of the Portuguese government,
and the building of a fort was sanctioned and begun. The work
was in progress, when, in April 1737, a Maratha force entered

*Annar Maritimore Colonides Lisbon, 1843, 382-83. About this time, Giovani
Botero (1540-1617) describes Thiina as having the remains of an immense city, and
containing 5000 velvet weavers. These details are doubtful. Botero never visited
India. See Da Cunha’s Bassein, 169.

2 Cordara’s History of the Jesuits, VI. 162.
3 O Chron. de. Tis. III. 258 ; Da Cunha’s Bassein, 180, 182. The Thdna customs

yielded £600 (16,000 yardaos). ^Fryer’s New Account, 73.
® Gemelli Careri in Churchill, I\f, 198. ® Anderson’s Western India, 146.
^ Hamilton’s New Account, I. 181. ®0 Chron. de Tis. I. 32.
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SAlsette. The governor of S^lsette, who was then at Thana, retired

to Karanja. But the fort, though unfinished, was bravely defended.

Two assaults were repulsed, when the defenders capitulated as

the Marathds seized and threatened to slaughter their families.*

Next year Colonel Pedro de Mello, with about 500 European and
4000 Indo-Portugnese, stormed and destroyed the batteries of

Asheri, and made a great effort for the recovery of Thana. But
the Bombay governor apprized the Mardth^ of the intended
expedition, and Malharrdv Holkar arrived in time to repulse the

attack on the fort which was led by Don Antonio Frois, the

Portuguese governor of Bassein and Salsette, who fell in the attempt.*

In 1739, with the loss of Bassein, Portuguese power came to an end.

The mansions of the gentry were abandoned and their owners
retired to Goa and Bombay.® Though they did little to improve
Thdna, the Marathas treated the Native Christians well, allowing
them to keep some of their churches and leaving them free to

practise their religion. The Native Christians, though deserted by
their European pastors, had still their Salsette priests, and held their

festivals with the same pomp as at Goa, without risk, even with a
certain respect on the part of the Gentiles.*

In 1750 Thana is described as a small shady city, rich and
pleasant, once Portuguese now Mardtha. It was bathed by the Bet
river with a rocky bed which could be crossed at low tide. On the

river side it had low walls. To the north it was sheltered by a fort

in European fashion, in the middle of which was the church and
convent of St. Dominique. The other churches, except the church of

St. Francis which was still in use, were mined or pulled down.® In
1771 the English, urged by the news that a fieet h^ left Portugal to

recover Salsette and Bassein, determined to gain possession of Thdna.
An envoy was sent to Poona to negotiate the cession, but his proposals

were rejected. * Meeting with a second refusal, the Bombay
Government determined to take Thana by force. On the 12th of

December 1774, under General Robert Gordon, 600 European and
1200 Native troops left Bombay for Thana. On the 20th batteries

were opened and a breach was made on the 24th. On the 27th an
attempt to fill the ditch was repulsed with the loss of 100 Europeans.
But on the evening of the 28th the fort was carried by assault, and
the greater part of the garrison were put to the sword. During the
siege Commodore Watson, who was in command of the naval force,

was mortally wounded by particles of sand driven into his body by
a cannon shot which struck the ground close to him.® Mr. Forbes,
who visited the town so soon after that it was still desolate from the

V® 273- artisans had still enough of their old fame to
^ke the Portuguese king wish that they could be induced to settle at Goa. Naime’s

84. a Grant Dufif, 240.

4
Tieffenthaler’s (1750) Des. Hist, et Geog. de I’Inde, 408.

4^erron’s Zend Avesta, I. ccccxxiv. In 1760, on one of the high days, Anquetil
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siege, describes tbe fort as a pentagon with regular bastions, curtains,

and towers, mounting more than a hundred cannon. Most of the guns
were damaged or dismounted. It had been built by the Portuguese
and altered by the Mardthas. The English engineers cleared away
houses and gardens to form an open apace round the fort. Half a mile

from the fort was a Portuguese church pleasantly situated on the
side of a large pond surrounded by mango and tamarind groves.^

The fortifications were new modelled and improved. The fort was
made strong and kept in the highest order. Its usual garrison was
a battalion of sepoys and a company of European artillery from
Bombay.^ Ten years later (1784), on a second visit, Mr. Forbes
described Thfina as a flourishing town, the fortifications repaired,

the Maratha houses improved or rebuilt, and the commandant’s house
changed into a commodious residence.® In 1804 Lord Valentia

mentions Thana as a small fort commanding the passage between
the island and the Maratha country, otherwise of little use.^ In
1825 it was chiefly inhabited by Roman Catholic Christians, either

converted Hindus or Portuguese who had become as black as the

natives and assumed all their habits. The town was neat and
flourishing, famous for its breed of hogs and for the Christians’

skill in curing bacon.® In 1828 Hamilton mentions it as a straggling

place, but not very large, with several Portuguese churches and
many Christian inhabitants.® In 1826 and again in 1862 its

population was returned at 9000.^

Tilse village, in an island in the Vaitarna about two miles east

of Vdda, has a temple with a natural ling and ling case, shdlunkha.

The temple was burnt in 1880, but the large foundations still

remain. Round the temple, are several very deep natural hollows

in the river bed filled with water. One of them is called Ram’s
pool, Bd/mkund, and the other Lakshman’s pool, Lakshmankund.
To the north-east of the temple is a very deep pool, full of large

fish which are carefully preserved. A fair is held at the temple in

February-March {Mdgh vad 13th), on the great night sacred to

Shiv, Mahdshivardtri, when about 2000 people assemble from V4da,
Shdhdpur, Bhiwndi, and Jawhar, and bathe in the pools. A few
stalls are set up, which remain open for a fortnight till Roli
(March- April). The temple enjoys two cash allowances of £1 10s.

(Rs. 15) and 8s. (Rs. 4) respectively, and 22J acres of rent-free land.®

Titva'la, in Kalyfin, a small village of 625 people and a station

on the north-east branch of the Peninsula railway, lies about seven
miles north-east of Kalyan. The station is in Manda village,

Titvdla being a mile to the north-east. The Kalu and Bhatsa rivers

meet near Manda village, and both rivers are navigable to this point

or a little further. The railway returns show an increase in passengers
from 17,833 in 1873 to 32,567 in 1880, and in goods from 1164 to 4644

> Forbes' Oriental, Memoirs, I. 453. ^ Hamilton’s Des. of Hind. 11 . 173.
5 Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs, III. 441. Xb^na was then infested with tigers.

Ditto, 428. * Travels, II. 198, 199. ’ Heber’s Narrative, II. 187.
® Hamilton’s Gazetteer, 622.
7 Clunes’ Itinerary, 12 ; Thornton’s Gazetteer, 958. ® Mr. W, B.Mulock, C.S.

B 1064—46
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tons. In 1675 Fryer, in Fis journey to Jnnnar, notices it, under the

name Intwally,as a town standing in a large grove o£ mangoes on the

bank of a deep creek, which, thongh fordable in the fciir season, was J
a torrent in the rains. On reaching Intwally, Fryer shaded himself / i

under a mosque, ' the only structure standing in the town, it suffering ^
'

the same fate with Gullean (Kalydn), and then reeking in its ashes, •

the Mogbal’s army laying waste all in their road, both villages fodder

and com ; and for their cattle they drive them along with them, and r
take them, their wives and children for slaves ;

so that none escape

except those that fly fastest, or hide themselves in the woods which
they also set on fire, to leave them destitute of those recesses.’^ A
yearly Muhammadan fair is held at Titvala and Manda.

Tsombat. Trombay,® from its shape known as Neat’s Tongue, north
latitude 19 °1' east longitude 73°, lies about three miles east of

Bombay, from which it is separated by a creek. It is about five

miles long and five miles broad. Except to the north-west, where
'

are some well-tilled and richly wooded lands, it is surrounded by a
fringe of salt marsh and mangrove swamp. The centre rises into

a great ridge of trap rock which runs nearly north and south,

and from which a spur stretches eastwards at right angles to the

village of Trombay. The main ridge is nearly two miles long,
\

and rises gradually from the south to the north end, where at a

height of 1000 feet is a Trigonometrical Survey station. The hill

is scarped towards the west. Basalt dykes run about south by
west from its southern point ; a little further north, towards the

village of Trombay, they run east-south-east and west-north-west.

In the south-west, the shore is crossed by a group of parallel

basalt dykes which stretch a considerable distance towards Bombay.
Further west the shore ’S basalt mixed with trap. Opposite

the Green Island three c four dykes run a little to the east of

north and west of south, parallel with the long diameter of Bombay
and its ridges.® According to some authorities the Trombay village

of Chembur on the north-east of the island is Symnlla, which
was a famous emporium in the time of Ptolemy (150) and perhaps
of Pliny (77). For the reasons stated in the account of Chembur,
Chaul would seem to be a more likely identification of Symulla
than Chembur.

The island contains several ruined Portuguese churches. One on
the shore, in the village of Trombay, is a ruined church with a

well-preserved vaulted chapel, 22 feet long 22^ high and 22 wide.

The body of the church, which is said to have been dedicated to

the Saint Anthony whose image is in Mane church, was broken
down to let the road pass. Some traces of the vestry and of the

vicarage may still be seen. Close by is a garden and a very old well.

On a slab in the chapel is an inscription with the dates 1620 and
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' New Account, 124.
“The name Trumb or Trombay seems to be closely connected with Mumb^

or Bombay
, Mumb and Tnimb forming one of the Jingling couplets of which the

peope S.TQ so fond. Of their meaning no explanation has been offered.
* Dr. Carter in Jour. B. B. R. A. S. VI. 169.
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1630.^ On the top of a hill facing this building is another ruined
church with a well-preserved body and chapel and roofless vestry,

corridors, and vicarage. The body of the church measures 26 feet

long by 144 wide and 19^ high, and the arch of the chapel is eight

feet wide and 19J high. There is also a churchyard forty-three feet

by twelve. This church was dedicated to Our Lady of Health whose
image is kept in the Mane church. A.bout 100 feet from the
church ten steps lead to a round pedestal on which is a cross, and
close by there is another ruined building 42 feet long by 25 wide
and 9 high. None of the villages of the island are of any size.

Trombay itself is a hamlet with a few huts, post and sea-customs
offices, and a salt store. The sea trade returns for the five years
ending 1878-79 showed average exports worth£47,519 (Rs. 4,75,190)
and average imports worth £6306 (Rs. 63,060). Exports varied
from £14,092 (Rs. 1,40,920) in 1878-79 to £84,939 (Rs. 8,49,390)
in 1874-75, and imports from £4063 (Rs. 40,630) in 1878-79 to

£8575 (Rs. 85,750) in 18 75-76.

^

Tulsi, in the island of Salsette, five miles south-west of Bhdndup
station on the Peninsula railway, three miles north of Vehar, and
about two miles south of the Kanheri caves, has an artificial lake and

It water-works, which provide part of the water-supply of the city of

Bombay. The lake lies in a narrow valley surrounded by hills, whose
steep wooded slopes rise about 800 feet above the level of the water.

It has an area of 331 acres and a gathering-ground of about
1450 acres. When full, its surface is 452'50 feet above the Bombay
Town Hall datura and 372’36 feet above mean sea level. The water
can be drawn off to a depth 53T4 feet below the highest level, the
difference representing 1949 million gallons of water. It is estimated
to supply 160,000 of the population of Bombay with a daily allowance
of thirty-five gallons a head.

From the engineer’s house, on a knoll about 200 feet above the
water near the centre of the rugged north bank, Tulsi emd the entire

Tength of Vehar stretch southward like one great lake crossed by a
bar of woodland. From the north-west and from the north-east two
rugged ranges of teak and brushwood-covered hills, from 500 to 800
feet high, draw together with a rapid curve. As they come near
each other, the hills fall to the lake with graceful outline, and again
rise in two wooded knolls which are separated by a low belt of

deep forest. On the further side of this belt of wood the wild hills

and forests of Tulsi give place to the woody islets and the low
eastern bank of Vehfir, and, beyond Vehar, dim rice-fields and salt

* The inscription runs, ‘ Here lies buried D. Francisco Telesforo de Menezes, who
died on the 2nd April 1620, and the remains of D. Caitana de Menezes his daughter,
wife of D. Braz Henriques, who died on the 28th November 1630, and his heirs.’

The Portuguese is, Aqui jaz Doji Francisco Telesforo de Menezes faleceo em
I
2 DE April de 1620 annos, e aqui jaz Dona

|
Caetanna de Menezes sua pilha

MOLHER
1
QUE FOI DE DoM BeAZ HeNRIQUES FALECEO

j
EM 28 DE NOVEMBRO DE 1630

|

e de SEUS ERDEIROS.
“The details are; Exports, 1874-75 £84,939 (Pvs. 8,49,390), 1875-76 £52,151

(Rs. 5,21,510), 1876-77 £48,859 (Rs. 4,88,590), 1877-78 £37,557 (Rs. 3.75,570), 1878-79
£14,092 (Rs. 1,40,920) ; Imports, 1874-75 £7276 (Rs.72,760), 1875-76 £8575 (Rs. 85,750),
1876-77 £7128 (Rs. 71,280), 1877-78 £4487 (Rs. 44,870), 1878-79 £4063 (Rs, 40,630).
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wastes stretch to the chimneys and towers and the sea>girt palm-

groves of Bombay.

In^ 1865 a commission appointed to enquire into the Vehar
water-supply, reported that it was not enough to meet the wants

of the growing population of Bombay, and recommended farther

surveys. The surveys were made by Mr. Russel Aitken, executive

engineer to the Municipality, and they occupied" about two years

and a half. Mr. Aitken proposed several schemes for new reservoirs,

and one of these was the Tulsi project. His idea was to throw a dam
across the river Tassu just below the village of Tulsi, and cut off its

waters from the Kanheri valley and tom ^em south into the Vehar
lake. Government appointed a second commission to consider the

proposed schemes. In July 1869, the commission recommended the

adoption of the Tulsi scheme as an auxiliary supply to Vehdr. At
the same time they noticed that the scheme would yield only
temporary relief, and suggested that further surveys should be
imdertaken to find a low level reservoir from which water could be
brought by a covered masonry conduit to Bombay. Additional

surveys were undertaken by Captain, now Colonel, Tulloch, R. E.,

then executive engineer to the Municipality.

Meanwhile, the short rainfall of 1871 caused much distress in

Bombay, and Dr. Thomas Blaney urged the necessity of carrying out

the Tulsi project as an auxiliary to Vehdr. His proposal was adopted
in November 1871 . In April 1872, with the approval of Government,
the works were begun under the control of Mr. Rienzi Walton, C.E.

They consisted of a masonry dam across the river Tassu, of a tunnel

under the ridge that divides Tulsi from Vehdr, and of an open cutting

or channel from the dam to the northern mouth of the tunnel.

Northwards from the upper end of Veh^r, the ground gradually

rises to Tulsi. At a short distance from Tulsi the ascent is steep,

and then the slope falls in the opposite direction towards the

Kanheri valley. Here the Tassu takes its rise, and, following the

slope of the ground, flows west down the Kanheri valley, away from
Vehar. A masonry dam was accordingly built at the lowest end
of the Tulsi lake, and an open cutting and tunnel made to carry the

water back to Vehdr. The dam is a fine piece of engineering. It is

600 feet long, and at one part is eighty feet high. The thickness at

the base of the highest part is fifty feet and the width at six feet

below the top nineteen feet. The additional six feet of height, which
has been recently added, consists of a supplemental wall six feet thick

at the base and two feet thick at the top. The level of the top of

the supplemental wall is 456 feet above Town Hall datum or 375"86

feet above mean sea level. The form of the original section was
suggested by Professor W. J. Macqnom Rankine of the University
of Glasgow. The works, exclusive of the supplemental wall, were
completed by June 1874, at a cost of £45,000 (Rs. 4,50,000).
The want of sufficient pressure to supply the higher parts of

Bombay was found greatly to mar the completeness of the Vehdr
scheme. To remedy this it was agreed that the Tulsi lake, instead

Contributed by Mr. J. W. Smith, C.E,, Resident Engineer, Bombay Municipality.
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of being auxiliary to Vehar, should be made an independent source
of supply. The further works required for this purpose were begun
early in 1877. They consisted of a dam on the ridge between
Tulsi and Vehar, a waste-weir, an outlet tower,' and a twenty-four
inch main from Tulsi to Bombay. This dam of earth, with a puddle
wall in the middle, was 1463 feet long, and had an extreme width
of 160 and a mean width of 123 o feet, the area of the whole site

occupied by the dam being about 20,000 square yards. The dam
has been recently raised ;

and, in carrying out the work, the length
has been increased to 1537 feet, the extreme width to 232 feet, the
mean width to 148 feet, and the site occupied to about 24,000 square
yards. The maximum height of the dam is now twenty -eight feet,

and the uniform width on the top is eighteen feet. The level of the
top is 458’50 feet above Town Hall datum. The puddle wall is ten
feet thick at the bottom and eight feet thick at the top. The slopes
on both sides are three to one, and they, together with the top, are
protected with stone pitching. The waste-weir, which is near the
west end of the new dam, is in the solid rock, at the level of
443'50 feet above Town Hall datum. By means of planking let

into grooved iron standards built into a masonry wall that runs
across the narrowest part of the weir, the level is raised to 452'50
feet. In case of need the planking can be easily removed and the
level of the water rapidly lowered. The water-way at its narrowest'
part is 138 feet wide. The banks are protected on both sides by
masonry walls.

The outlet tower is built of ashlar masonry on a foundation
of natural rock at the meeting of the open cutting and the tunnel.
The water enters the tower through four cast-iron tubular bends
forty-eight inches in diameter, placed 438-50, 425 00, 411 ’33, and
399-36 feet above the Town Hall datum. The bends are closed by
heavy ball valves actuated from the platform of the tower. When
open the valves are covered with strainers of fine copper-wire gauze.
At the bottom of the tower is the up-turned end of a forty-two inch
cast-iron pipe which runs through the tunnel, and, as it leaves, divides
into two twenty-four inch pipes. One of these is continued about
100 feet and ends in the bottom of the ravine. The other is carried
along the west side of the Vehar lake by Marol, Shahar, Koli-Kalyan,
and Bandra, over the creek between Salsette and Bombay at the
side of the Baroda railway. It then follows the line of rail to
Mahim and Dadar, crosses the flats to Mahalakshmi, and, passing
over Khambala hill by the new Pedder road and to the top of
Malabar hill by the new Gibbs road, ends at the Malabm" lull

reservoir, eighteen miles from Tulsi. For a great part of the distance
the main is laid on a low embankment with many small bridges.
It is divided into several sections by sluice valves over which sluice
houses have been built. These works were designed by Mr. Eienzi
Walton, C.E., executive engineer to the Municipality, and most
of them were carried out by Messrs. Scott McClelland & Co.,
contractors, represented by Mr. John Campbell. The outlay,
including the supplemental wall on the masonry dam, and the
raising of the earthen dam and the waste-weir, has been about
£337,000 (Rs. 33,70,000).
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The works were opened and Tulsi water first admitted into

Bombay on March 15th 1879, by His Excellency Sir Richard Temple,
Bart., G.C.S.I., Goyernor of Bombay. The ceremony took place

on the ridge at Malabdr hill, near a reservoir which has been designed

by Mr. Rienzi Walton to regnlate the outturn, prevent varying

pressure in the main, and ensure a supply of water in case of

accidents to the main. Filter beds will be attached to the

reservoir, and it will probably be partially covered. Eium the

reservoir, distribution mains are laid over Malabdr hill, but the chief

main runs down the steep eastern face of the hill to Chaupdti, and
supplies various parts of the city. The water, by means of a by-pass,

can be made to flow straight from the supply main into the

distribution mains. Connections have been made between the

Tulsi and Vehar distribution mains, so that the water from either

lake can be turned into them at pleasure.

The internal length of the Malabar hiU reservoir is 735 feet, its

mean width 296 feet, and its area five acres. The depth of water
is nineteen feet three inches. After allowing for divisional walls

and inlet and outlet arrangements, the capacity is about twenty-

five million gallons. The level of the surface of the water is

256 feet above Town Hall datum. The outlay will be about £37,500
(Rs. 3,75,000). This includes the cost of Redder road over the

ridge of Khambdla hill and Gibbs road from Gowalia tank

road to the ridge of Malabdr hill, along which roads the supply

main has been brought by a direct route from Mahdlakshmi. These
thoroughfares were much needed, and have proved very useful. Part

of the Gibbs road consists of a handsome masonry viaduct, which
crosses the steep path op which the Parsis carry their dead to the

Towers of Silence.

TungE'r hill,^ in Bassein, about thirty miles north of Bombay
and 2200 feet high, hes, about ten miles from the sea, north-east

of the Manikpur or Bassein Road station on the Baroda

railway. There are six paths up the hill, but the only regular road,

made by Mr. Hope on a gradient better than the Matheran ascent,

is about nine and a half miles from the Bassein Road station to

the top, four on the level and five and a half on the way up.^ It takes

^ Da Conha’s Bassein, 259. The Honourable T. C. Hope, C.S.L, Memorandum
dated 11th October 1879. TungAr is perhaps the Dnnga of Ptolemy (Bertius, 198),

though Dugad near the VajrAbAi hot-springs seems a better identification. It is a

place of sanctity among the Hindus, and gives its name to a particular class of

worshippers of Shiv. Part of the Padma Purina, the Tungar Mahatmya, gives an
account of the establishment of Tungiresbvar. According to this legend Parshurim,
in revenge for affronts done to Brihmans, attacked the evil spirits or asuras, who,
under the leadership of Vimal, were troubling the people of Vari-Iita perhaps
the highlands of Lit-desh (?). The demons were beaten and forced into the sea,

except Vimal who fixed his residence on mount Tungir. By performing penance, he
gained the favour of Shiv, and, on a promise not to harm the Brihmans, obtained
the gift of immortality, and bad his hill honoured by a holy pool and a lingain.
Da Cunha’s Bassein, 3.

^ The details of the road are : station to Gokirva, road bridged, drained, embanked,
^d metalled, 1 mile 766 feet ; Gokirva to foot of hill, road cleared, 2 miles 1193

’ ^ cleared six to eight feet broad, 5 miles 2689 feet. Prom
top the road was made in 1869-71, at a cost to Government of £855

(Ks. ^55). Though good for riders, it is not fit for carts or carriages. The cost of
a good road from Gokirva to the hill foot has been estimated at £1692 (Ks. 16,920).
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about an Lour and a half to ride, and three hours for a palanquin.

The road passes between the villages of Achola and Rajavli to

Gokirva, where is a shrine of Mahadev, a pond, and the remains of

an old Portuguese stockade. On the crest of a hillock, at the base of

the hill, are the ruins of a Portuguese tower, probably built as a
defence against the attacks of the Jawhar chief and his Kolis, who
were very formidable to the Portuguese, 'leaping like monkeys
from tree to tree.’

Like most Konkan hills, Tungar is trap, capped with a layer of
iron-clay or laterite from two hundred to three hundred feet thick.

The north and east sides, though steep, are clothed with magnificent
forests. To the south and west the slopes are gentler, and there are
several spurs and outlying hills, the whole, except certain bare grassy
slopes, being covered with forest in which the bamboo predominates.
The top plateau is in parts open and stony, and elsewhere covered
closely with stunted trees. The foot of the hill is washed by the
Vaitama to the north and the Bassein river to the south. From
Satavli a path begins to rise, passing through the Varli hamlet of
Dhondvira to the temple of Shri Tnngareshvar, about five miles from
the foot of the hill. The temple is a group of four square buildings,

standing in a little valley almost surrounded by hills. The buildings
are said to be" of great age, and were rebuilt about a hundred and
thirty years ago by Shankarji Keshav, the celebrated Maratha
Sarsubhedar of Bassein. Of the four temples the largest, on a two
feet high plinth, is about ten feet square and is surrounded by a six

feet platform. Its domed roof ends in a small spire. The door is

flanked by images of the four-armed Shiv and Ganpati, and opposite,

beyond the ling, is a well-carved figure of Pdrvati. Behind the
shrine is a little room with an image of Kdliyfi.mardan, or the Cobra-
holding Krishna. In front of the shrine is a four-arched canopy
with a sacred bull and a pair of Shri Dattfeaya’s footprints, and,
close by, is a hollow square stone in which the saffron and other
dyes used in making the sect-mark are ground. There is also a
shrine to Hanuman, and not far off, shaded by rich mango, apta,
and mill trees,^ is the thatched wattle and dauh hut of the temple
servant or hdva. In the neighbourhood of the temple a plot of
ground about three miles square (14 hos) was granted to the shrine
by the Peshw'a, and has been continued by the British Government.
In a stream bed, near the temple, are a number of stones with the
sun and moon, and human figures carved on them.

The top of Tungar, which is about three miles long, consists of two
parts, a plateau and a ridge. The plateau lies to the north and
slopes south and west from Vaitarna point the highest spot on the
hill. The ridge has little flat ground, but here and there it offers

lovely sites, and is a useful extension of the space for walks and rides.

At Kaman point, about half way along the ridge, a commanding
eminence overlooks the Bassein river, while Bellevue and Panorama
points have fine views of Kamandurg, MatherAn, and the Sahyddri

‘ Apia Bauhiuia racemosa, mli Fhyllantbus emblica.
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hills. The hill-top was snrveyed in 1869. Fifty-three honse sites

were marked off and many more could be found, were they required.

About thirteen miles of foot and bridle-paths have also been laid out

and cleared on the summit and in the woods below, which only

require a trifling yearly expenditure to be permanently serviceable.

As the hill-top is only ten miles from the sea and is open to the

breeze, the heat is never great. In May 1876 the average readings

were at sunrise 74°, at 10 a.m. 78°, at 4 p.m. 82°, and at 10 p.m. 77°.

The fall of rain is supposed to be about eighty inches, or about the

same as in Bombay. The hill soon cools and the nights are unusually

cold. The air appears to derive a special freshness and lightness

from the neighbourhood of the sea. The sea breeze sets in about

the same time as at Bombay. There is less land wind than at

Matherdn, and there is much of the cool north wind, drawing round

to north-west as the hot season approaches, which is common in

south Gujarat and down the north Konkan. Owing to the light

rainfall, there is comparatively little damp after the monsoon, and

the bill is free from fever and other forms of malarial sickness.

Tung^r seems to possess peculiar advantages as a sanitarium for

poor families, who cannot avail themselves of the expensive

accommodation of Mdtheran, and for the large colony of Europeans

employed by the Baroda and Peninsula Railway Companies. To both

these classes, exposed to the unhealthy influences of the humid

atmosphere of Bombay, Tungdr would prove both useful and cheap.

Its comparatively light rainfall and its openness to the sea would

probably make it of great service, both as a permanent residence

for women and children, and as- a place of resort in case of sickness,

whereby the great expense of invaliding to England might be

avoided. Early removal to such a hill as Tungar might check

ailments, which would otherwise become serious and necessitate a

change to England. On the other hand, to new arrivals from England

the hill might also be a greut boon by gradually acclimatizing

them and preparing them for the greater heat of Bombay, or of

up-country stations. Railway or factory servants, sickening up-

country, might by a suitable visit be restored to health, to the great

convenience and profit of their employers. Though in the absence

of regular statistics for any length of years it is diflicult to say in

what classes of cases the Tungdr climate is likely to prove most

efficacious, it may be said generally that cases of fever, of general

debility attendant on long residence in the plains, and all ailments

in which there is no organic disease, may be expected to derive

benefit from a sojourn on the hill.

The supply of water is fair, including a made reservoir at Vaitama

point and springs on the slopes of the hill. Of the springs Gidhp^ni,

or the Vultures' Spring, about 300 feet below the top of the hill is

reached by a fair path. The water is good and the yield large and

unfailing. P4rdhi spring, also about 300 feet below the summit
and reached by a fair path, supplies water throughout the year. Nali

spring on the western slope, a little to the north of Pardhi, is

about 500 feet below the top of the hill. It lasts throughout the year
and is reached by a good path. Bh^tkhindi spring, about 400 feet
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from the top, has a good supply of water in the cold months, but runs

dry in April. Ketki spring, towards the south end and far down
the western slope, yields a good supply of water throughout the year.

Not far from Vaitarna point is a rock-cut reservoir thirty-six feet

by ten and five deep. Near it are three other reservoirs each twenty
feet by twelve. All these are difficult to get at from the top of the
hill, but are not necessary for its water-supply.^

In 1865 the suitableness of the hill for a health resort attracted

the attention of the Hon’ble T. C. Hope, C.S.I., then an assistant

collector. Mr. Hope thoroughly explored the hill and brought it to
the notice of Sir Bartle Frere, Governor of Bombay, who ordered it

to be examined. Various reports were written, but little progress
was made until 1867. In 1868, Mr. Hope built a large thatched
house for himself, and his example was followed by a Mr. Ansell of

Bassein. A Portuguese also built a hotel in connection with the
refreshment-rooms at Bassein Road station. In 1869, about forty

applications for the newly marked sites were received, some of them
speculative and some bona fide. Great delay occurred in responding
to these applications, the fair season passed, other difficulties followed,

Bombay entered on a period of depression, houses at Matheran were
cheap, and the attempt to make Tungar a health-resort fell through.
Mr. Hope continued to visit the hill, for a month in 1869, two
months in 1871, and about a fortnight in 1874. In 1872, he built an
upper-storied bungalow on his site at a cost of £500 (Rs. 5000).
Various officers visited the hill during this time, and a few
people also came annually to the hotel. But depression of trade
prevented enterprise, Mr. Ansell’s thatched cottage was burnt,

and the only buildings now on the hill are Mr. Hope's house,

a thatched cottage known as the 'hotel,' and a rest-house for
' native workmen. Mr. Hope’s house has recently been bought by
Government for the use of forest officers, and the hotel has been
closed as it did not pay.

In 1880, a committee was appointed to report on the capabilities

of the hill as a sanitarium. Their report was not encouraging and
Government decided that, for the present nothing could be done
with Tungar.^

On the Vaitarna point, on a knoll to the north of the pond
are some Jain cells supposed to have been cut about the middle of

the thirteenth century (1234). They seem never to have been
finished, and fragments and splinters lie about. They are now filled

with water and are known as the Pandav springs. On the top of

the hill a stone image of a Jain saint, clothed and with a Rajput-like

head-dress, has lately been broken to pieces by the Roman Catholic

hotel-keeper. Unlike Mdtherdn where the hill tribes are Dhangars,
Thdkurs and Kathkaris, the people of Tungdr hill are Kolis and
V^lis. In the plants of the two hills there is said to be little

^ Mr. Ebden mentions the following additional spring ;—^Ara, Chirbav, Ghar-
tySchepini, Hand, KAshti, Kunda, Murba, KadyAchepAni, PAndav, PAri, RahAtavli,

SirkAtni, TalyAchepAni, Varsa, VehAla and Zapa.
^ The Committee’s report is dated 6th March ISSO ; the Government Resolution is

3314 of 1880.

*1064—47
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Chapter XIV. difference. Bat Tungar is mnch richer in wild animals than

Places ofinterest. Mdtheran the tiger, bear, sdmbhar and ’ wild hog being not

uncommon and the bison being occasionally found.

Tungi Fort, Tungi fort, in the Karjat village of Khdndas, twelve miles east

of Neral station, stands on the top of a peculiar conical hUl 2019
feet high. It can be seen from the railway line near Neral, jutting

out of the plain below the cliff of Bhimdshankar. The Bhim^hankar
pass runs up the side of Tungi hill for 1200 or 1500 feet. The east

of the hill consists of large masses of trap rock, and forms the fort

which would not deserve the name but for its natural strength.^

Umbakgaon. Umbargaon, a town and port in the D^hanu sub-division, lies

about fifteen miles north of Ddhann and four west of the Vevji
railway station, with which it is connected by a metalled road. It is

the head-quarters of the petty division of Umbargaon, and has a
mahd,lkari’s and chief constable’s, as well as post and sea-customs
offices.^ There is also a traveller’s bungalow and a school house,
with room for 150 boys, built in 1880 at a cost of £586 (Rs. 5866).
A dispensary, endowed with £1000 (Rs. 10,000) by Mr. Dinsha
Manekji Petit, the wealthy Bombay mill-owner, will soon be opened.
The 1881 census returns showed a population of 3272, Hindus
3130, Musalmdns 134, and Pdrsis 8. ITie sea trade returns, for the
five years ending 1878-79, give average exports worth £17,018
(Rs. 1,70,180) and average imports worth £3251 (Rs. -32,510).
Exports varied from £10,355 in (Rs. 1,03,550) in 1877-78 to

£20,809 (Rs. 2,08,090) in 1874-75, and imports from £2301
(Rs. 23,010) in 1878-79 to £5603 (Rs. 56,030) in 1875-76.® The
railway traffic returns for Vevji station show an increase in
passengers from 12,468 in 1878 to 18,243 in 1880. The goods
traffic in 1878 was two tons.

The ruined Portuguese tower at the south point of the Umbargaon
river was, in 1818, a very substantial building of cut stone thirty-six
feet high by about the same in diameter. On the top were nine embra-
zures and, about twelve feet below, a casemated battery mounting
nine guns. The ascent to the battery was by a flight of steps, on
the landing-place of which was a movable ladder. Both parapet walls
were about 4J feet thick, and, except some parts of the terrace, the
works were in excellent order. On the top was a small terraced
building for stores, and outside the tower were some huts for the
garrison.*

About half a mile to the south of the present town is the site of
old Umbargaon. About two miles to the south is Davihar or
Dheri village, with about thirty-two Pdrsi houses, a fire temple
built in 1856 by a Parsi woman named Navdjbdi, a Tower of

1 Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S.
“ The Umbargaon customs-office is an old rest-house, built by Vikiji Mehrji about

3 The details are : Exports, 1874-75 £20,809 (Es. 2,08,090), 1876-76 £15,141
(Es. 1,51,410), 1876-77 £21,323 (Es. 2,13,230), 1877-78 £10,350 (Es. 1,03,550), 1878-79
£17,466 (Rs. 1,74,660) ; Imports, 1874-75 £2970 (Es. 29,700), 1875-76 £6603

56,030), 1876-77;£2421 (Rs. 24,210), 1877-78, £2951 (Es. 29,510), and 1878-79
£2311 {Rs.23,110). * Captain Dickinson in 1818, MS. Diaries, 1142.
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Silence built in 1839 by public subscription, and six old wells built
by Parsis. A scboob is maintained by the Parsi Panchdyat for
teaching Zend Avesta.

TTran, a municipal town in the south-east of Karauja island
and the head-quarters of the Karanja petty division, lies about
eight miles south-east of Bombay and ten south-west of Panvel.
The 1881 census showed a population of 10,149, Hindus 8607,
Musalmdns 1030, Christians 416, and Parsis 96. Most of the Hindus
were Kolis. The municipality, which includes the survey villages
of Bori, Mativli, and Chanje, was established in 1866.^ In 1880-81
it had an income of £606 (Rs. 6064) drawn from octroi, house tax,
wheel tax, privy tax, and market fees, and representing a taxation
of Is. 3d. (as. 9 ps. 7) a head. The expenditure during the same
year was £594 (Rs. 5940), £131 (Rs. 1310) on scavenging, £47
(Rs. 468) on lighting, and £145 (Rs. 1450) on roads.

Uran has a large customs-house and liquor shed at More,
the chief port three miles to the north, and twenty-two distiUeries
which supply the Bombay, Thana, and KoMba coUectorates with
liquor.® Besides the offices of the mahAlkari and chief constable,
a new school-house for boys and a school for girls, Uran has a
dispensary, a meat market, a church, about ten temples, and
a mosque. The Pascoa De Souza charitable dispensary was, in

1859, endowed by Mr. De Souza with £1100 (Rs. 11,000), a house
and furniture. Government providing the establishment, and the
municipality giving a yearly contribution of £12 10s. (Rs. 125).
It is in charge of an assistant surgeon, and in 1880-81 had an
attendance of 6191 out-patients.

The meat market is an airy corrugated-iron building, raised in
1872-73 at a cost of £220 (Rs. 2200). Near the market is the
Roman Catholic church of Our Lady of Puri6cation, of which
details have been given under Karanja.* The Hindu temples are,

Sangameshvar Mahadev^s, built of stone by the famous Sarsubhedar
Ramdji Mahddev (1760-1772) and enjoying a yearly Government
allowance of £2 8s. (Rs. 24) ; Vithoba’s, enjoying yearly £1 2s.

(Rs. 11); another temple of Vithoba, and temples of Venkatesh,
Bdldji, Maruti, Ganpati, Lakshmindrayan, and of Dronagiri and
Shitaladevi, all without allowances. The mosque, known as the
J4ma Masjid, was built in 1750 by Musalmdns of Uran, and enjoys
a yearly Government allowance of £2 (Rs. 20) . The large pond was
dug and surrounded by stone walls at the private expense of Manuel
De Souza, who was mamlatddr of Sdlsette about 1850. While
digging the pond an inscribed stone was found. It was built into

the wall, and, from the belief that all old land grant stones were
given by Bhim Rdja, has given it the name of the Bhimdla pond.

On the site of the modem town of Uran there was formerly a
fort, said to have been built by the Portuguese. The remains

1 Bori has five quarters, Kharpuse, More, Bhovar, Bori, and Kumbh^rvida
;

Mativli two, Mativli and Gdspar ; and Chinje twelve, K4sve, Kdnderi, Karanja,
Chinje, Lesser Chinje, Mulekher, Televida, Valai, Kot, and Kolvad.

* A detailed account of the Uran distiUeries is given in Fart I. Chapter X. Revenue
and Finance. * See above, p. 194.
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of four towers at the fonr corners of the fort are rtdll visible, and
there are traces of the old wall which joined the towers.^ The wall

was fourteen feet wide, and is said to have been fifteen or twenty
feet high. The northern and southern walls were 300 yards loiig,

and the eastern and western 200 yards. The old people of Uran
say that the fort was occupied by British troops seventy or eighty

years ago. The fort walla are said to have been broken down by
Mr. De Souza, and the materials used in building the Bhimdla pond.

UtEIL, a small port in SAlsette, five miles north-west of Borivli

station on the Baroda railway, with a Christian population of 2462
souls, has a church of unknown date, but of Portuguese build,

dedicated to Our Lady of the Sea, measuring 109 feet long 33J wide
and 25^ high, and in good repair. The priest has a house and is

paid £1 10s. (Rs. 15) a month by the British Government. There
are three schools, one Portuguese with eighteen boys, one Mardthi
with twenty-six boys, and one a private music school. The church
has a music master. The sea trade returns for the seven years
ending 1881-82 show average exports worth £4095 and imports
worth £4372. Exports varied from £2285 in 1880-81 to £5460 in
1879-80 and imports from £2202 in 1875-76 to £5090 in 1878-79.®

Va'da, the head-quarters of the Vdda sub-division with, in 1881,
a population of 1672, Hindus 1504, Musalm^ns 162, and Parsis 6,

lies about twenty miles north of Bhiwndi and eighteen north-west
of the Sh4hapur station, on the north-east branch of the Peninsula
railway. Besides the office of the mdmlatdar, Vada has a newly
built Government school-house and a rest-house. To the north-east
of the village there is a large pond, once a fine piece of water but
now much silted. In the middle of the pond are some old piles, said
to be the remains of a pleasure-house built by the Jawhd,r chiefs,

who had their head-quarters in Vdda. The only other traces of
former greatness are a ruined Hindu temple of Khandeshvar, built
of stones without mortar, a few dismantled tombs, a ruined mosque,
and a ruined temple of Hanumdn.® The ruins of the Hindu temple
are about fifty yards east of the mamlatdar’s office. Its foundations
are sixty feet by twenty-seven, and the whole is formed of huge blocks
of stones with the usual joists for iron or wooden clamps. The shrine
still stands with an altar inside. Over the door is a small naked
sitting figure, with the hands crossed on the lap, and what looks like
a sacred thread on the left shoulder. The figure is not worshipped.
Among the ruins is a pillar capital with a well-cut cobra, with
expanded hood.^ In the Museum of the Bombay Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society, there is an inscribed stone said to have come
from Vada. It is 4' 6

"
long by 1' 9 ' broad and 3" thick. The

inscription is in eleven lines written in Devandgari letters, which

1 The four ruined towers are near the mahAlkari’s office, among the fishermen’s

1
® Panvel road, near the old ruined Portuguese church of St. Francis on

the Fanvel road, and close to the markets.

1875-76 £2342, 1870-77 £3559, 1877-78

7
- 1880-81 £2285, 1881-82 £4067; Imports.

S, iSiS iSS^ 1877-78 £4058, 1878-79 £5090, 1879-80

’Mr. E. Lawrence, C.S.
’

* Mr, W, B. Muloek, C.S.
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wpear from their form to be of about the fifth or sixth century after

Christ. In the first line Pandit Bhagvdnldl reads the name of the
king ‘ Manrya Suketuyarma’ and in the second ‘ Kotishvar was
established by Sinhadartta son of Kumdradatta.’

Vajirgad is an even-crested hill, which rises about 200 feet

from the plain, three miles west of Manikpur or Bassein Boad station,

and a mile south of the sacred Nirmal. Half-way up the west
slope are many basalt boulders, which look like the remains of a
rough mortarless wall of undressed stones. No bricks or letters

were found, and it is doubtful whether the work is old. At the north
end of the hiU-top is a broken gateway of stone and cement, Musal-
man or Portuguese, probably Portuguese. Along the east crest is

a rough retaining wall, and at the south end are the remains of

several buildings, in one of which an image of Hanuman has lately

been set. Close by is a handsome rock-cut pool. Vajirgad com-
mands a wide view, to the west the wooded hill and rich garden
lands of Nirmal and the sea beyond ; to the south a long stretch of

palm-groves ending in Bassein; to the east the sharp point of

Kdmandurg and the level top of Tnngar ; and to the noi*th the
rich gardens of Sopara and the rugged outline of Jivdhan. Search
may bring to light old remains, but the notable ruins are modem,
probably Portuguese.

Vajra'ba'i,^ or Vajreshvaei the lady of the thunderbolt, near
the bed of the Tdnsa river in the village of Vadavli twelve miles
north of Bhiwndi, is famous for its hot springs which form one
group in a line that appears here and there along about four miles
of the river’s course. The rock is a common reddish trap, pierced
by occasional dykes of hard black basalt. The water does not
nearly approach the boiling point. Into most of the springs the
natives jump at once, though there are one or two which they do not
enter, until they have bathed in the cooler springs. The water is

tasteless, and the strong smell of rotten eggs and gun washings
which pervades the neighbourhood of the spring is due less to the
water than to the bubbles of gas which rise through it.

A.ccording to tradition the hot water is the blood of a demon, or
rdkshas, which was slain by the goddess Vajrabai who became
incarnate in this neighbourhood to clear it of demons and giants.

The people of the place know little about Vajrabai, and her chronicle,

or mdhdtmya, is kept at the village of Gunj, some six miles to the
north. Her temple is a handsome building well placed at the top of

a flight of steps on a spur of the Gumtara range. It is said to have
been built about the beginning of the last century by the well-known
Shankarji Keshav, the Peshwa’s Sarsubheddr, to commemorate a
victory over the Portuguese.* The goddess is a rude stone female

* According to the BrAhmans, the name is derived from the stone female figure in
the temple, holding in her right hand a short sword, from vajra a sword or thnnder-
bolt, and ishvari the goddess, Vajreshvari is also the name of a Buddhist goddess.
Prof. Monier Williams,

* Da Cunha's Bassein, 257. Forbes sp^ks of a magnificent pagoda, also intended
to be a fort, then building at VajrAbAi by Vithalpant the MarAtha SubhedAr of
Bassein. Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs, IV, 250.
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figure holding in her right hand a short Romanrlooking sword.
!^anderav Gaikwar of Baroda added a large timber entrwce hall

with a tiled roof, embellished among other things with a picture

gallery. He endowed it with a yearly grant of £45 (Es. 450), but
this for some years has remained unpaid. The temple also receives

from the British Government a cash payment of £19 12s. (Rs. 196)
besides having six indm villages, three in Bassein and three in

Bhiwndi, yielding a yearly income of £98 (Rs. 980). A large feir,

attended by about 5000 persons of all castes, from Th^na, Bombay,
Pooua, and N4sik, is held here in Ghaitra (April) at which large

quantities of sweetmeats, fruit, grain, cloth, fish, wood, cattle, and
ornaments are sold. The pilgrims’ gifts to the temple generally

amount to about £30 (Rs. 300).

There are other hot springs in the neighbouring villages of

Akloli to the east and Ganeshpuri to the west. At Akloli
about half a mile further up the river than Vajrdbai, in a wide
pleasant valley, clustered round a temple of Rameshvar, are the
Rameshvar hot springs whose waters are gathered in cut-stone
cisterns. In 1784 they were much used both by natives and by
Europeans.^ Mr. Forbes described the Rameshvar springs as a
small cistern with water at a temperature of 120°.^ Except that

it wanted the small element of iron, the water tasted the same
as the water of the springs at Bath in England. It contained
sixteen grains of solid matter, about six of earth and ten of salt,

united in a fluid about twenty degrees hotter than man’s blood.
With respect to heat and the proportion of earth and salt, these
springs were exactly the same as the Bath waters. One cistern had
clear water fit for drinking, a second was choked with mud, and
there were others in the river which were entirely overflowed during
the rains, and had a marked effect in warming its waters. A little

to the north-east of this temple, in a pretty spot on the river bank,
is the nameless tomb of an European oflScer, who died here about
fifty years ago.®

In Ganeshpuri village, about three miles west of Yajrabai, is a
very neatly designed temple of Bhimeshvar, with two handsome but
little used cisterns in front of it. In the bed of the river, within a
mile of the temple, are the two hottest springs of the group. They
are in two natural hollows in the rock and have an average heat
of 136°, or 16° higher than the royal spring at Bath or the
hottest spring at Rameshvar. Though not considered sacred, the
springs are used for washing by all classes, especially by people
troubled with skin diseases.^ A temple is said to have been built by
Ramaji Mahddev Bivalkar, Sarsubhedar of Kalyan (1760-1772).®
There must also have been temples of a much older date, as two
stones have been found, one covered with a very finely and deeply
carved foliage pattern and the other a well-carved bracket of a
naked female figure.

' Mr. Sinclair, C. S., in Ind. Ant. IV. 66. Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs, IV. 247.

^ waters of these springs were considered a cnre for fever. Jonr. Boy.
As. Soc. XIX. 234.

^

3 Ind. Ant. IV. 69. Da Cunha’s Bassein, 257. ® Ind. Ant. IV. 67.
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Va'ngni, in Karjat, is a station on the sonth-east branch of the
Peninsula ftiilway about fifteen miles north of Karjat. The station

traffic returns show a decrease in passengers from 5638 in 1878 to

5491 in 1880. Goods figures are given only for 1880, in which year
they show a traffic of 250 tons. About a mile from the station are

said to he a fort and many old buildings.

Va'shale, five miles south of MokhMa, has, on the north slope of

a small hill, a rock-cut temple called Vase probably Jain.^ It was
blocked up"^or about three or four feet with earth which has partly

been removed. The inner space is about twelve feet square by
about six and a half high. In the rock feeing the door on either side

of a niche are two images, each about three feet high. They have
large ears, and have their arms held stiff down their sides. Over
the lintel is a small broken image. There is a porch roofed with
stone slabs held upon two pillars, squared and having the angles cut

off in portions. About three or four feet in front of the pillars is a
small enclosure, with walls of rock on either side and a doorway
through two little parapet-like walls three or four feet high.^

Va'sind, in Shah4pur, with, in 1881, a population of 1471 souls, is

a station on the north-east branch of the Peninsula railway, about
five miles south of Shdhapur and forty-nine north-east of Bombay
by the Agra road on which it stands. It is commonly known as

Fulsheher or the full city, because it became a large place when
the railway stopped there before the Tal incline was finished.® To
the -south-east of the village runs the Bhatsa river, and two miles to

the north-east rise the towering peaks of Mdhnli which can be
climbed from near the station. The Tal pass ascent begins at Vdsind
which is 177 feet above sea level. Near the station stands a
bungalow, the remains of a dyeing factory established by Messrs.
Nicol & Co. of Bombay about 1872. The station traffic returns show
an increase in passengers from 20,781 in 1873 to 23,599 in 1880,
and in goods from 4045 to 6384 tons.

Veha'r, an artificial lake in Sdlsette, seven miles south-west of

Thana and three miles west of the Bhandup railway station, is the
main source of the water-supply of the town and island of Bombay.
The lake is a large and beautiful sheet of water dotted with green
woody islands with a back-ground of picturesque hills. It covers
the sites of the villages of Vehdr or Clarabad, Sai, and Gundgaon,
which formed the Vehdr estate granted on lease to Merv^nji
Rastamji, on the 22nd of September 1829. At the time of making
the lake the right and title of the lessee were purchased for £15,000
(Rs. 1,50,000), and the rights of the tenants in possession of the lands
and premises were bought for £5658 (Rs. 56,585)

.

In the middle of the sixteenth century, Vehdr had a great Portu-
guese church and a college of 150 boys. There was also, on a site still

* It ia not much of a temple or cave but ita locality gives it importance. Dr.
Burgess.

5 Dr. Burgess’ Arch. Return.
» In 1826 Clones calls it Wasinda, with thirty houses, two shops, and wells.

Itinerary, 51.
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marked by ruins, a great orphanage of 300 boys, built from the stones,

of a temple to the Hindu trinity and named the Orpha«lge of the

Blessed Trinity.' A two-storied house on the hill, above the

waste-weir, is the only other building near the lake. Within the

bmits of the gathering ground, tillage, or the practice of any craft

or manufacture is forbidden.

Vehar lake* covers an area of 1400, and has a gathering ground
of about 2500 acres. When full the level of the lake is 262‘60

above the Town Hall datum, that is 1 82‘36 above melB sea level.

The water of the lake can be drawn off, till the surface falls fifty-nine

feet below this level. This fall of fifty-nine feet represents about

10,650 rnillion gallons, or about three times the average yearly

consumption of water in Bombay. At the close of the dry season

the surface of the lake is on an average about 114 feet below the
top of the waste-weir.

Formerly Bombay depended for its supply of water on its wells

and ponds. These, as a rule, were filled to overflowing between
June and October, and, except in occasional seasons of short rainfall,

till February the supply was ample and wholesome. But, in ordinary

seasons, by the beginning of March the water level sank dangerously
low, and, from the close of April until rain fell in June, many weUs
and ponds were dry, while in others the small remaining store of

water was so mixed with sewage and sullage as to be unfit for use.

From time to time efforts were made to improve the water supply,
but for long without result. At last, in 1845, Captain (afterwards
Colonel) J. H. G. Craivford, R.E., proposed that the local supply
from wells and ponds should be set aside and a dam be thrown
across the Vehdr stream somewhere near Kurla. As there was
much in favour of this scheme the land was surveyed, and
Mr. Conybeare, superintendent of repairs to the board of
conservancy, reported that, in his opinion, if a dam were thrown
across it, the Gopdr valley in Salsette would yield a sufiBcient

supply of water. On this report action was taken and the Vehar
water works were begun. The Gopar valley is close to Bombay.
In fact much of the soil of Bombay is the gift of the Gopar, for
before the days of the Varli and Sion embankments the Gop4r floods

1 Da Cnnha’s Bassein, 188. The following details are repeated from the History-
Chapter : About 1560, Gonsalo Eodrigues, the superior of the Jesuit monastery, did
much to spread Christianity by buying young children and collecting orphans. In
three years he baptised from 5000 to 6000 souls. From a special grant this same
Father Superior founded a Christian village in the waste and wooded but well-watered
valley of Vehir. Ground was bought and divided into holdings, and in a few years
there was a population of 3000. They had 100 bullocks and idonghs, and field toolsm common. All the vill^ers had religious teaching every day, and, in the evening,
joined in singing the Christian doctrines. Close to the village was a famous shrine to
at^ee-headed god, which pilgrims from Gujarat and from Eanara used to visit.
This temple came into possession of the Christians, the idol was broken, and the
tonple enlarged and dedicated to the Christian Trinity. The devU, jealous of the
Christians, did what he could to mar their success. He appeared and frightened the
I^ple, and possessed some of them. The evil spirits could not be exorcised till
thw were b^ten out with scourges. The place was unhealthy and the village had
to be moved to the top of a hill. Drieute Conqnistado, 2nd Ed. 32.

Contributed by Mr, J, W. Smith, C.E.,Ke8ident Engineer, Bombay Municipality.
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used to sweep across a great part of tke island- Tracing the stream
from its outlet in the mangrove marsh between Bombay and
Sdlsette, the hills on either hand, at first detached and distant,

gradually draw near and form well-marked ranges till, near
Paspoli, about sixteen miles from the Bombay Cathedral the valley

suddenly narrows into a gorge about a mile long. Above this gorge
the valley again broadens into a plain or basin, with the village of

Vehar in the centre and a circling wall of high wooded hills. The
village site has been cleared and the plain is now the Vehar lake.

This ground was particularly well suited for the storage of water.

The bottom was flat, the soil was a clinging clay, and the steep clean

hill-sides were of compact rock. The gorge cut by the Gopar
was the lowest, but not the only breach in the circle of hills. It

was at one time intended to raise a dam at the south end of the

Paspoli gorge. This would have secured more storage and a

wider gathering ground, but would have involved the building

of four dams two of which would have been very costly. To save

expense the site of the main dam, or dam No. 1 as it is generally

called, was fixed at the north end of the Paspoli gorge, on the village

lands of Sayi. Two smaller dams. No. 2 and No. 3, had to be
built across gaps in the hills whose lips were on a lower level than
the crest of the main dam. All three dams are of earth with an
outer slope of two and a half to one and an inner slope on the water
side of three to one. The main dam is twenty-four feet wide on the
top and has a central puddle wall. The two smaller dams were
originally twenty feet wide on the top and had no central puddle
wall. The main dam was begun in October 1856 and finished in

May 1858. The two smaller dams were begun later than the main
dam but all were finished in May 1858. The surface of all the dams
is cased with stone. For the escape of surplus water a waste-weir

358 feet long was built at the end of the main dam and forms
something like a continuation of it.

In drawing the water of the lake the first step is to let it into a
masonry tower, at the toe of the waterside slope of the main dam,
which is approached from the top of that dam by a gangway or

bridge supported by iron framed girders. The water enters the
tower through large iron pipes or quadrant bends which can be
closed at pleasure by heavy ball valves worked from the top or upper
story of the tower. The pipes are fixed at various heights in the
sides of the tower so that water can be let in from any required
depth of the lake, and, as it is found that the water is pure in

proportion to its nearness to the surface, the higher pipes are those
generally open. The mouths of the two pipes which, as a rule, supply

the town are covered with strainers of fine copper gauze. In the
bottom of the tower is fixed the mouth of the forty-two inch outlet

pipe which passes through the main dam, and, on issuing from its

outer slope, divides into two thirty-two inch mains, one of which ends
a few hundred yards from the lake and the other is carried fourteen

miles to Bombay. Provision is made for a second thirty-two inch
main to Bombay in case the supply from the pipe now in use may
at any time prove scanty. The cost of the Vehdr water works was
originally estimated at £250,000 (Rs. 25,00,000), but, including

B 1064-48
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interest, the actual outlay reached the large sum of £650,000 (Rs. 65^
16khs). The works remained under the control of Government till

1863, the cost of maintenance during that time being borne by the

Bombay Municipality. In 1863, under the provisions of the Vehar
Water Works Act, the works were made over to the Municipality

and have since remained under municipal control.

In 1871, as the two smaller dams leaked badly and showed signs

of weakness, theywere repaired at a cost of over £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000).

A puddle wall was built in the middle of each dam, a difficult and
dangerous work, and dam No. 3 was considerably enlarged and
strengthened. This work was carried out by Messrs. Glover & Co.

under the direction of Major Tulloch, R.E., Executive Engineer, and
the personal supervision of Mr. Rienzi Walton, C.B.

In making the Vehar lake the usual practice of passing the

supply main through an earthen dam was followed. Experience has
shown that this practice is open to objection. If a pipe bursts or a
joint leaks within the dam, repairs are impossible, and the strength

of the dam may be dangerously reduced from the water wearing
away the earth. It was clear that a time must come when, from
mere wear, the supply main must fail, and this could not happen
without disastrous consequences. For this reason further works,
called The Vehar New Outlet Works, were begun in 1877 by
Messrs. Sir Thomas Thompson & Co. from the designs and under
the direction of Mr. Rienzi Walton. "They consist of a masomry
tower, at the toe of the hill against which the main dam rests,

at the end opposite to the waste-weir, the floor or platform of the
tower being 268'50 feet and the bottom or well of the tower being
201 feet above the Town Hall datum. The inlets to the tower like

those already described are forty-eight inches in internal diameter.
They are four in number and admit water from 254’50, 246'50,
238’50, and 230'50 feet above the Town Hall datum. The outlet from
the tower is a forty-two inch main carried through an 800 feet tunnel
and issuing at 206 feet above the Town Hall datum. Where it leaves
the tunnel the main divides into two thirty-two inch pipes. One of
these is a reserve for a future additional main. The other is carried
across the gorge, partly on an embankment and partly on an
aqueduct, to a point where it joins the old Bombay main. It is

intended to fill with concrete the old tower and that part of the
main which now runs through the dam. The outlav is estimated at
about £25,000 (Rs, 2,50,000).

During the first few years the Vehdr water was exceedingly pure,
but for some time past, owing to the growth of vegetable matter in
the lake, the quality of the water has somewhat declined. Still it is

doubtful if many towns in England have a purer supply. In any
case the gain to Bombay by the use of Vehar water cannot be
denied. In spite of the strongest prejudice Vehar water is now
preferred to almost any other.

In connection with Vehar, the John Hay Grant Reservoir is in course
of construction on the Bhandarvada hill near Mazgaon in Bombay,
Horn the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. C. B.
Braham, C. E., deputy executive engineer to the Municipality.
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The object of this reservoir is to regulate the supply of water, and,

while receiving water continuously from Vehar at a low pressure, to

distribute it at a much higher pressure during the daily hours of

greatest demand. The water of the reservoir is also to be passed
through filter beds.

At the beginning of this century a land-grant stone (5' x 18" x 5")

was found near Vehdr, covered with an inscription of from fifty to

sixty lines. It belonged to the thirteenth century and mentioned
the names of the giver, the receiver, and the grant made. At the top
were a sun and moon, and below was the usual sculptured curse.

The stone was taken by Mr. Moor to England.^ In 1881 another
land-grant stone was found near Vehar, and is now lying in the
Collector’s garden at Thana. It is a sandstone slab (4' x 1' 5") with
a rounded top, on either side of which are the sun and moon.
There are four lines of somewhat defaced writing. It records a gift

in the year a.d. 1081 (S. 1003), during the reign of the Silhfira

chief Mahamandaleshvar Anantdev.

In making a path round the upper part of the reservoir in

January 1855, upwards of a thousand copper coins were found in

an earthen pot. They were much corroded, but drawings were made
of some of the best preserved. Three of them were Muhammadan
of a not very early type. Moat of the rest bore a cross on one side,

with a point between each of the arms. On the obverse was a
small figure like a Maltese cross with a point on each side of it,

over whiclr was a line bent down at each end and the remainder of

the field was occupied by a symbol between two sets of four points.

A sixth had a rude outline of a cross on one side, the other side

being rfain. There were other smooth pieces of copper of similar

size. Two of these coins, which are shown in Dr. Burgess’
Archaeological Survey Report No. 10, p. 66, have been identified by
Dr. Gerson Da Cunba as Portuguese coins struck by the viceroy

Dom Jofto de Castro in 1538.^

Veholl, in the Mahim sub-division, seven miles south of Manor
and fourteen south-east of Mahim, has a hot spring.®

Venga<011 village, about three miles east of Karjat, was the birth-

place of Nana S4heb, the adopted son of Bd,jirav Peshwa, who was
the mainspring of disaffection in the 1857 mutinies. He is supposed
to have perished in the woods of Nepdl.^

Versova is a small village and port on the west coast of

Salsette, twelve miles north of Bombay. Close to it is the fortified

island of Madh.

Off Versova the coast is rocky and unsafe under six fathoms of

water. About a mile to the west of the fort is a rock known as

* Moor’s Hindn Pantheon, 383.
® The obverse is a T crowned, with four points on either side. The reverse is a

cross of St. George, with a point in each comer. The coin weighs 168 grains
Portuguese. It is figured and described in the third volume of Teixerada Arag&o’a
Moehdas Cunhadas. The coin is very rare.

’Trans. Med. and Phy. Soc. Bom. V. 1859, 256-57. * Mr. W. B. Mulock, C.S.
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Versova rock and about a mile to the south-west a shoal with only
about two feet of water. In 1720 the harbour was described as

little and narrow, but deep enough for ships of the greatest burden,
and a few years later (1728) a Portuguese writer speaks of it as one
of the best bays on the coast.^ The Christian population of 378 souls

has a church dedicated to Our Lady of Health. It was built by
the Portuguese and its roof is somewhat ruined. It measures
120 feet long by 26 broad and 28 high. The vicar, who has a
vicarage attached to the church, receives £1 10s. (Es. 15) a month
from the British Government. There is no school, but there is a
master who plays the violin in church. In the same parish and
under the same priest, in the hamlet of Madh, is the church of
Our Lady of Health, 100 feet long by 28 broad and 22 high. It
was built in 1830 from subscriptions collected by the Rev. JoSo
Damaceno Almeida. The sea trade returns for the seven years
ending 1881-82 show average exports worth £30,139 and average
imports worth £13,326. Exports varied from £13,850 in 1874-75
to £35,403 in 1875-76 and imports from £9910 in 1877-78 to £14,784
in 1876-77.

About the middle of the seventeenth century (1660), the gp;owing
power of the Dutch and the disturbances to which Shdh Jahdn’s
death gave rise, forced upon the English Company, both in Surat
and in London, the need of having a station of their own in Western
^dia. Under orders from the Directors the Council at Surat made
inquiries, and in 1659 wrote urging that efforts should be made to
bring the king of Portugal to cede one of three places, Danda-
Rdjdpur, Bombay, or Versova^ About 1694 a fleet of Maskat Arabs
landed at Versova and put all they found of both sexes to the
sword.^ Versova is mentioned in 1695 by Gemelli Careri.'* In the
year 1720 it is described as a town on the seashore with a small fort
on the north, and a small trade in dry fish. In 1 739 it was taken
from the Portuguese by the Marathas.^ At the close of 1 774 a
detachment of British troops under Lieutenant-Colonel Keating
marched against Versova. But the fort did not surrender till the
fourth day, after two attempts to escalade it had been repulsed.® At
the beginning of the present century, after Old Woman^s Island or
Little Colaba and the Mahim College were abandoned, Versova
became the training place for cadets. From 1800 to 1804 a party
of artillery and engineers were stationed there.^ But, in 1804, ^
alniost all of the cadets were attacked by an intermittent fever, of
which many died, they were removed to Bombay.® A military
establishment was kept at Versova till 1818.®
Versova fort stands at the entrance of the creek between

Versova village and the island of Madh, on a bold promontory
ot beautiful though not very large basalt columns. It was
probably built by the Portuguese and repaired and strengthened

'Pinkerton VIII. 343 ; O. Chron. de Tis. I. 32. » Bruce’s I sas
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by the Marathds.^ Except that it is somewhat larger, it differs Chapter XIY.
little in appearance from the forts of Mahim, Sion, and Varli. pi„-„ TT
It is mentioned by Gemelli Careri in 1695.^ In 1728 it is described

**

as very old and ruined with a garrison of fifty men, and ten Veksova.

pieces of ordnance, only two of which were fit for use.® In 1787
Dr. Hov^ described it as having a good command of the river, very
old but well placed, and guarded by rocks so that no sea force

could ever take it. On the land side the defence was slight

apd access easy.* Besides the fort there are the remains of an
old Portuguese church dedicated to Our Lady of Health.® The
side wall of a handsome house and a flight of steps leading to a
platform, with a most beautiful view, are the remains of the
residence of the officer who commanded the force stationed here
between 1774 and 1818. Between the west side of the fort and the
sea are six European tombs all in fair order.®

Viharoli, about half a mile south of the Kondivti caves in Viharou.
wooded rice lands, has four old ponds and the ruins of a Portuguese
mansion and church. At the north-west comer of the Devalcha
Talav, among some large Adansonia or baobab trees, are the ruins

of a Portuguese mansion. On the south bank of the lake is a large

stone Calvary cross at the top of a flight of round steps. About thirty

yards further, are the ruins of a great Portuguese church. At the
west entrance is a porch (20' x 45') with rounded arches and two
pillars and pilasters. Inside, the nave or body of the church is

twenty-seven yards by thirteen, and in the east, is a ruined altar

in a recess eight yards by nine, approached by a flight of massive
stone steps. The walls are in good repair, but the high-peaked
roof is gone. Fifteen feet from the west wall stand two pillars

about twenty feet apart. They are thin round obelisk-like shafts of

single stones, rising on square bases about sixteen feet from the
ground. Many of the stones have been taken from a Brahmanic temple
of the eleventh or twelfth century. The most notable are a carved
lotus bud at the south-west corner of the porch, and, to the north of

the porch, two elegant shafts set on square bases. In a field about
thirty yards from the east bank of the lake are two broken bulls, and
between the bulls and the lake bank is the site of the old temple.
At the north-east corner of the lake, part of the old escape weir
of large dressed stones remains in good order, and along the north
bank are traces of steps of dressed stone. About fifty yards to the
north is a rock-cut pond, known as the Barbdi pond, with rows of

* Naime’s Konkan, 61. ^ Churchill, IV. 198. ^ O Chron. de Tis, L 32.
* Hove’s Tours, 12. ' Da Cunha’s Bassein, 195.
* The only inscription on any of these tombs runs : Within this tomb the

earthly remains of Mrs. Caroline Rehennack, wife of Captain J. F. Rehennack,
Bombay Engineers, are deposited. She was bom at Stutgard in Wnrtembnrg, 7th
November 1779, and died at Versova 12th May 1807. Mildness of manners, suavity
of temper, amiability of disposition procured her a numerous circle of friends M
sincere as they were general, their friendship being founded on esteem for her many
virtues, both moral and domestic. The affection she evinced for her family endeared
her to a husband who is by her loss rendered miserable and would be inconsolable,

were it not for the pious and placid resignation with which she bore her sickness,

which leaves no doubt but she will share the reward promised those to whom
Christians
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roagh steps cut in the sides. It was perhaps the quarry from which
the lake and temple stones were hewn. Two hundred yards north

is a third and much larger lake, known as sarpdla or the snake pond.
On the west bank is a quarry, with dress^ stones lying about,

apparently Portuguese. On the south bank are some old Brahmaiiic
stones and some Portuguese remains in the clutches of a fig tree.

About 200 yards east is a fourth large pond, with, on the west bank,
an old well, near which are old bricks and two beautifully dressed

stones ten feet long by two broad.

Vira'r, a rich village well-wooded and with many patches o^,

sugarcane, lies in the Bassein sub-division, about seven miles north
of Bassein and about thirty-eight north of Bombay. It has a
railway station with refreshment and waiting-rooms. The station

traffic returns show an increase in passengers from 48,294 in 1873
to 83,176 in 1880, and in goods from 1730 to 3349 tons. To the
west of the station is the village and a metalled road, which runs four

miles west to Agdshi. Virdr is the nearest station for visitors to

the old town of Sop4ra. The way lies along the Agashi road for

about a mile, and then abont two and a half miles along a winding
lane, some feet below the level of the fields and so narrow that in

most places two carts can with difficulty pass.

To the east of the Virdr station, across the railway, is the .market
place, on the west bank of a large pond under big banyan and mango
trees. A large market is held every Saturday, thronged by Kolis
and Vdrlis, selling fish, garden stuff, and cloth. About fifty

yards south of the station, are the remains of a Portuguese church
and a Portuguese well, and on a knoll about a mile to the south,
stands a notable Portuguese tower or fortified mansion. On the
west bank of the Virdr lake is a carved stone, about three feet long
and nine inches broad. Below is a group of female figures, above
is a pilaster, and at the top a niche. About 100 yards east of the
station, on the dam of a rice field, stands a stone 2' 10' x 1' 4", with
a roughly-cut cow and calf a symbol of eternity or perpetuity, whicl||

in some land-grant stones, takes the place of the ass-curse. About
200 yards further, near the foot of a knoll of rock, are two cow’s
feet roughly cut in the rock. The story is that the Mh4r, or MiiAsi,
of Virdr used always to find, grazing with the village cattle, a cow
whose owner never paid him for herding her. Determining
to find the owner, he followed the cow to the top of Jivdhan
hill. A woman appeared and the Mhar asked for some payment
for his herding. The woman agreed, and was on the point
of putting some money in the herdsman’s hand, when he said,
‘ Do not touch me, I am a Mhdr.’ On hearing this the goddess Devi,
for she was the owner of the cow, disappeared, and the cow leapt
from the hill-top and lighted on this rock. On another rocky hill, a
little further east, are the ruins of a Portuguese fort. On Jivdhan
bill are small plain caves and a favourite shrine of Devi, and some
fortifications.^ About two miles east of Jivdhan, to the south of the

1 See above p. 110.
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village of Slirigaon^ is an old Portagoese fort, and, about a mile to

the north, the last of a row of waving hills, is Pdndav Dnngri, so

called from a set of small caves which were cut away at the time of

making the railway.

* Visha'lgad. In the village of Nadal, sonth of Prabal fort and
three miles north of Chank, stands Vishdl hill, called Jinkhod by
the people and known as Saddle Hill to European residents of
M4thei^n. There are no walls to the so-called fort, but there are
six rock-cnt cisterns and four caves, in one of which is the image

Vishdl Devi.

Vithalva'di, on the way to Ambamath abont three miles south-
east of Ealy^n, has a very old pond with an unfailing spring of water.
The present temple on a mound to the west of the pond is modem,
but on the temple-mound and between the temple and the pond are
traces of very old brick foundations. About 100 yards to the
south-west on a monnd is the site of an old brick building, probably
a temple, and abont thirty yards further south is an old fiUed-in

weU.

ITerailgaljOn a pretty bay close to the sea, about ten miles nojrth

of B4ndra, has a large vaulted church of the Holy Magi still in fair

repair, 110 feet long by 26 broad and 24 high. Once a year, on the
feast of the Epiphany, a mass is performed on its altar, whoRi
Christians gather from the villages round.^

-fS

Cksepba XIT.

Places of Xatens^'::

VisHinoAs,

IL'-

VlXHALTiDX.

'-^4:

Tsbaroak.
. ]l

1 Da Cunba’B Basseio, 195.
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Aga'shi. One of the inscribed stones in the Collector’s garden at Thdna
was brought from Agdshi. It is 3' 3" long by 1' 5" broad and 6" thick,

and on the top is an um, kalash, with a sun and crescent moon on either side.

The inscription is in sixteen lines
; the letters are well-preserved Devandgari,

and the language is Sanskrit. It is dated Shak 1072 (a.d. 1150) Pramoda
Samvatsara (cycle year), during the reign of the Sildhira king HaripAldev.
The ministers mentioned are Vesupadvala, Shri Lakshman Prabhu,
Padmashiv Raul, and Vasugi Nayak. The grant is the fixed revenue of Shri
Nevadi in charge of the Pattakil (Pdtil) R4ja. The grantor is prince
Ahavamalla enjoying the village of Vattaraka^ in Shurpdraka. The
grantee is Upidhydya Brahmadevbhatta, son of Divdkarbhatta, the son
of Govardhanbhatta. The witnesses to the grant are Eisi Mhatara,
headman of Vattaraka village, Ndguji Mhatara, Ananta Ndyaka, and
Chingdev Mhdtara.®

Ambama'th. In one or two places down the left bank of the stream,
within a quarter of a mUe of the temple, are traces of brick foundations,

perhaps the site of an old village. The people call it the bdzdr.

On the roof of the temple the irregxilar masonry of the inside of the
dome shows traces of rough repairs. There are also fragments better

carved than the rest of the temple and perhaps one or two hundred years

qlder, notably a stone on the right side about two paces from the door.

On the left, across the entrance passage from this specially well-carved

stone, is a rounded block which looks like the top of a Buddhist
(idghoba. Some of the carved stones in the outside of the dome roof,

especially a small slab of two men holding a woman, about half way up
the south front of the dome, seem older and better carved than the rest of

the stones.

In different parts of the temple enclosure, especially in the slightly raised

ground twenty or thirty yards to the west, are traces of old brick founda-
tions. On the top of the high ground to the west of the temple are the
remains of a brick building apparently a temple. In the mound about
eighty yards to the south of this high groimd are traces of foimdations, and
at the west foot are several large dressed stones. Among the loose stones

in the temple enclosure there is, to the north, a sati stone, probably of

about the twelfth century, with its top carved into a large-eared funereal

urn. Below is Ganesh and above a man and woman worshipping a ling and
angels dropping garlands on their heads. Leaning against the south
enclosure wall, to the east of the pond door, is a seven-hooded Snake God
or Nag Raja. To the east is a group of Shiv and Parvati. The stone with
the hand carved on it is a modem sati stone.

Appendix A.

Aaism.

AhbabnXtb.

' Vattaraka ia the modem Vatdrgaon, two miles north-west of Sop4ra. Du Perron-

(1760) notices it as Outar. Zend Avesta, I. ccclxxxiii
2 The translations of this and the following eleven inscriptions have been

contributed by Pandit Bhagv^nliil Indraji from stones collected by Mr, W. B.
Mulock, C.S.

b.1064—49
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ArchSBOlOgical RemaillS. Since the summary at page 10 was
prepared, several additionalAjchseological Remains have been found. Among
these are a Buddhist relic mound or stupa, a block of stone with part of

the eighth edict of Ashok, five inscriptions of the second century before
Christ, and several broken Br^hmanic^ and Jain sculptures at Sop^

;
relic

mounds at Kalydn and Elephanta ; memorial stones at Eksar, Atgaon, and
Kalambhom and about twenty-five SUdhilra land-grant stones in various
parts of the district but chiefly from Bassein, Silsette, and Uran.

Asheri. The copy of the inscription from which the transcript and
translation given at page 13 note 2 were made, was incorrect and incomplete.

The translation is therefore wrong. Dr. G. DaCunha has supplied the
following restored text and amend^ translation :

(1) Em 27 (d) e 8br 1 se k (edipicoc) esta see (b)a ha (2) era
DE 1587, E NA ERA DE 1663 s(e) (mAMDOU PA-) (3) ZEE ESTA EGEEJA
D (e) N. 8. DOS RE (MEDIOS)

; (4) ESTAMDO GO (VERNANDO 6) \° EEI.

(Antonio db Mello e) (6) (castbo), e sendo gel d (o). I^e (t) e
(JOAO) DE SI (2) BADE (FaEIA)

; (6) E CAPM DE (s) TA CAPM NIA CRAI.*

This may be translated, ‘ On the 27th of October was rebuilt this hiU fort in

the year 1587, and in the year 1663 was made this church of Our Lady
of Remedies (Remedies), being Governor the Viceroy Antonio de
Mello e Castro, being General of the North Joao de Siqueirade Faria, and
Captain of this captainship Crai 1 (Christovao ?).’

REMARKS.
The Viceroy Antonio de Mello e Castro held oflBce from 1662 to 1666.

It was he who, under the compulsion of the King, ceded Bombay to the
British Crown. Joio de Siqueira de Faria was General of the North, with
his seat at Bassein, from 1661 to 1664. The name of the Captain of Asheri
is nearly worn out.

In 1634 Bocarro speaks of a Vicar of Asheri (Chronista de Tissuary,
m. 245), and in 1728 Coutinho describes the church as ruined, without
roof or doors, with broken arches and cracked walls, and the image of Our
Lady and other saints uncared for (Chronista de Tissuary, I. 33, 57).

BaSSeill. One of the inscribed stones in the museum of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society was brought from Bassein. It is
4' 10" long by 1' 8" broad and 9" thick. The top is semicircular with a
sun and moon on either side. In a recess below is an ascetic worship-
ping a ling. His drinking pot is shown hanging behind him. Near
him is another ascetic with a ling in his hand. Below is an inscription of
sixteen lines and below the inscription is the usual ass-curse. The letters
are Devandgari and the language is incorrect Sanskrit. The inscription is

dated Shak 1083 (a.d. 1161) Vrisha Samvatsara in the reign of the
illustrious Sil4h4ra Malliktiijun. The ministers mentioned are Prabhdkar
Ndyaka and P4dhi Anantpai Prabhu. The grant is of Shildrvdvak
(perhaps the name of a field or garden) in Padhilasak in the district of
Katkhadi. The grantors are the royal priest or rdjguru Devshiv and the
Shaivite temple priest or hkopa Dharmashiv, and the grantee is the family
priest or avajha (Sk. IJpddhydya) Ldkhanak. The grant was made for
services rendered by Ldkhanak in repairing a temple.

Several years ago, a copper-plate was found at Bassein by Dr. Bhdu
Ddji.* It consists of three plates, the middle plate engraved on both sides
and the first and third plates on the inner side. The three are
perforated at the top and held by a ring. The ring has the eagle Garud

I Jour. B. B. R. A. S. IX. 221.
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sitting wiiji folded hands, and on either side of him are two condi-shells the
emblem of Vishnu. The plates are well preserved. The grantor is Ving
Seunachandra (II.) of the YAdav dynasty, and the plates bear date Shak
991 (a.d. 1069) Saumya Samvatsara. The grantee was the royal priest
or rajgum Sarvadevdchdrya, and the village granted was ChinchoU ‘ in
the twelve villages (petty division) of Sinhi,’ apparmtly the modem
ChinchoU on the Ndsik^Sangamner road about four miles east of Devldli
and three miles south-west of Sinde (‘ Sinhi ’). The order of succession
is_ Dridhaprahdr (about a.d. 850), the foimder of the dynasty who came
from Dviravati and made famous the old town of Chandrddityapur
probably Chdndor in Nisik

j Seunachandra (I.) who founded Seunapur in
Sindiner probaWy the modem Sinnar

j
DvMiyappa, Bhillam (I.) who

married Insthiyawa the daughter of the fifth Sildh^ra king Jhanjha (a.d.

916), Shrirdj, Vardig, Tesuk (Vardig’s son?) who married Ndyiyalla, the
^ughter of the ChAlukya noble Gogirdj, Bhillam (II.) who conquered
AhavamaUa son of Jaysing Chalukya (1040-1069 according to Chilukya
lists) and married Ahavamalla’s sister Awaldevi ; and Seunachandra (II.)

the grantor who is said to have had to conquer other kings before he
could hold bis kingdom.

In the compound of the double-storied rest-house near Mdnikpur or
Bassein Road station are two inscribed stcmes, one of them larger than
the other. The larger stone was brought from Nandui about twelve miles
south-west of Vida. It is a trap slab 5' 2" long by 2' 6" broad and 6"

thick. At the top are, on either side, the sun and the moon, and in the
middle the figure of an ascetic about a foot long, sitting with folded hands
and crossed legs. A drinking vessel hangs from his left shoulder. Below
the figure is an inscription in sixteen lines, occupying a space 1' 8" long
by 2' 6" broad. The language is Sanskrit and the letters are deep cut
in the Devanigari character, much resembling letters of the SUihira
period. The inscription has sufiered from time and is hard to make out
The king’s name appears distinctly as Apardditya. The third of the
four numerals giving Ae date is lost

; but the year is probably Shak 1107
(a.d. 1185).! The minister’s name appears to be Amuk orAmak. The
inscription records the ^ft of Siituli village, apparently the hot-spring
village of Sativli about ten miles north-west of Nandui, to a priest named
Veddngrdsi. Below the inscription is the ass-curse.

The smaller stone was brought from NOa about a mile north of

Sop4ra. It is 3' 8" long by 1' 3" broad and 9" thick. The letters

are shallow, dim, and much spoilt. Above are the sun and moon.
Then follows the inscription in twelve lines occupying a space 1' long by
1' 3" broad. The language is Sanskrit. The king’s name is given as

R,dmchandradev, and he is styled ‘ The sun causing to blossom the bud-
like family of the Yddav dynasty.’ The date is given in figures as ShoJc

122, but apparently a numeral is omitted. The date may be 1202 or 1220
(a.d. 1280-1298). The inscription is too much spoilt to find out its

meaning. The name Shurpdrak (Sopdra) occurs twice, and in the last line

can be read ‘ Dra 203,’ apparently a grant of 203 drammas.

Bhai'ndup. In the compound of the headman’s house at Bhdndup is

an inscribed stone 4" 2" long by 1' 2" broad and 4" thick. It was found
during the rains of 1882 in a field about half a mile east of Bhdndup.

1 The year as given in letters seems to read navalyadhika ehddasha shdteshu or
eleven hundred plus ninety (a.d. 1268), which would make this king Apardditya
III., the twenty-firsthand probably the last SUdhdra. This is donbtfuL

Appendix A.
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Above are the snn and moon, then &>llows the inscription in nine lines,

and below the inscription is the ass-cnrse. The letters are Devanigari,

worn out, and in some places lost. The inscription begins with Shai

Samvat, but. the date is not clear. In the third line is the name of the

king, probably Someshvnr, but it is not distinct.

Borivli. On the ridge d a rice field, about a hundred yards south-

east of the distance-signal to the south of the Borivli station, is an

inscribed slab of trap 4' long, 1' 6" broad, and 7" thick. Above are the

sun and moon and a small standing figure. Below are nine lines of an

inscription in the Devaniigari character, bearing date Shah 1075 (a.d.

1153) Shrimukh Samvatsara. The name of the king is Haripid, and

mention is made of Haripaldeveshvar, probably indicating a grant to a

Shaiv temple built by the king and bearing his name.

DaJlisar, about six miles east of VirAr, has a broken inscribed stone,

the inscription on which is almost entirely worn out. The broken ass of

the ass-curse appears below. The stone is about one foot square and four

inches thick.

dephAntai. The Buddhist mound mentioned at pages 60 and 94 was
excavated (April-May 1882) by Dr. Burgess to a depth of about thirty-two

feet, through irregular brick and earth and earth and boulders. Nothing

was found. The sides about the centre were probed to two and three feet

at various points but unsuccessfully. There is some built brick-work

round the centre beneath a Marine Survey flagstafif, which was dug into.

It is possible that the relics have disappeared with the twelve or fifteen

feet of the top which has been broken down. In the top, on one side of

the flagstafiT, is a hole which looks as if the mound had before been dug into.

The solid brick-work below may have been the platform on which the relic

chamber stood. ^

The two inscribed copper-plates mentioned at pages 80 note 1 and 96

were given by the finder Mr. Harold Smith to the late Dr. Wilson.

Dr. Wilson does not seem to have done anything with the copper-plates,

and there is now no trace of them.

Near the copper-plates was found in 1869 the stone of a small seal ring.

The stone is an oval ruby-coloured camelian 0'435'' long by 0’35" broad.

The length of the face is 0’40'' and the breadth 0'28". On the face is cut
an ellipse 0-37" by 0-26", inside of which is the word Ndrdyana in letters

of about the fifth or sixth century. The ring was formerly in the
possession of the late Dr. BhAu Daji.^

GoregaiOn. The following detailed account of the Padan antiquities

mentioned at page 102 is taken from Pandit Bhagvdnlal’s paper on
Antiquarian Remains at SopAra and Padan in the Bombay Asiatic Journal
for 1882 :

About eleven miles north of Bombay, and three miles north-east of
Goregaon station on the Baroda railway, is a small range of hills whose
northern extremity, jutting towards the deserted village of Akurli,
goes by the name of Padan. The Mardthi word Padan corresponds to
the Gujarati Padan and to the Hindi Paddv, and means a place of
encampment. The name Padan has been given to this hill, because during
the rainy months the cattle from the neighbouring villages are taken to its

s Dr'
Assistant, Bom. Arch. Sur. Letter dated 16th May 1882.

» Ur. Bargess Elephanta, 40.
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dry flat top to save them from the mud and slime of the rice lands helow.^

Many similar places are called Padan.

Padan hill is from 180 to 200 feet above the level of the surround^
fields. It rises "with an easy slope from the west, while on the east it is a

sheer precipice. To the south it is connected with a range of small hills,

and on the north it ends with a gradual slope. The surface of the top

measures about 350 feet from north to south. It is somewhat broader in

the south, narrowing northwards with a gradual downward slope. On the

west much of the hill-top is on a higher level, like a raised platform. The
bill lies five or six miles west of Kanheri, and the black cleft in which the

Kanheri caves are cut can be clearly seen.

There is no building on the top of the hill. On the south appears

something like the foundation of a wall, and on the north is a circular row
of undressed stones. Neither of these are foundations of buildings

;
they

are the sites of temporary huts erected during the rainy months by cattle-

keepers. At the base of the hiU to the west is a pond with a broken dam,

which is almost dry in the fair season,*

.As shewn in the accompanying sketch the hill top contains the following

objects of interest :—(1) A natti^ cave; (2) Symbols cut on the surface

of the rock
; (3) Inscriptions cut on the surface of the rock.

The natural cavu is almost in the middle of the hill-top, near the

western edge. Over it grows a tamarind tree, and at the foot of the tree

are some signs of stone work. The cave faces north. Its entrance is almost

choked with earth, and it looks like the hole of some small animal. I learnt

from the people of the neighbourhood that Kithodis in search of porcupine

quills sometimes make their way into the cave, and they say, there is sp>ace

inside for sitting. The outside of the cave favours the truth of this

statement about the KAthodis. If the mouth were opened the cave might
be found to contain some object of interest.

There are eleven symbols carved in diflferent parts of the hill-

top. (No. 1) The footmarks of a cow and a calf are ten feet east of the

tamarind tree. The four feet of the cow with the hoofs marked are well

cut in the rock, the cow facing north. The distance between the front and
hind legs is two feet six inches. The forelegs are rather far apart, the

distance between them being eight inches
;
the hind legs are closer together,

only two inches apart. Each hoof is about three inches long and about the

same in breadth. The calf faces the south, and from the position of its

feet seems to be sucking the cow. The distance between its front and hind

feet is one foot six inches. Each hoof measures an inch and a half long,

and about the same in breadth. The distance between the two fore feet

and between the two hind feet is about an inch. (See below Plate I. fig. 1).

(2)

. The chakra or Buddhist wheel is cut about fifteen feet south of the

cow’s feet. It has fifteen spokes and a double circle. The diameter of the
wheel is 9| inches. (Plate I. fig. 2).

(3)

. Seventeen feet east of the chakra or Buddhist wheel, and on the

east edge of the bill are two pairs of human feet facing each other, one
pair smaller than the other. These feet are not cut in the way feet are

Appendix A
Padak Hni.

Cave.

Symhob.

1 When I was on the hill-top in Febmary, there was much dry cowdung which
boys were collecting to take to the fields for manure.

2 The dam of this pond is said to have been made by Bhdu Basul, once the

proprietor of MaUd village. But as the pond seems to have been old, Bhdu Basul
probably repaired an older dam.
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usually carved
;
they are eiiAer cut with idioes, ehampals, or perhaps the

work is rough and undnished. The larger pair faces west, each foot ten
inches long by four inches broad. Facing it about two inches to the west
is a smaller pair, each foot 8| inches long by three inches broad. The
people call these the footmark of a husband and wife, navaivr'navari che

pdye. (Plate I. fig. 3).

(4)

. About three feet south of the two pairs of footmarks is a small
conch shell, nine inches long and six uudxes broad in the middle. (Plate L
fig. 4).

(5)

. About fifty feet south of the smaU conch shell is a pair of child’s

feet going from south to north. The left foot is in front, and the right

behind, as if the child was crossing a slit in the rock. The two feet are
ten inches apart ; each foot is four inches long, with a breadth at the toes
of inches. These feet are very well carved. (Plate I. fig. 5).

(6)

. Three feet west of the right or hind foot of the child is a large conch
sheU, one foot seven in<dies long and nine inches broad in the middle.
(Plate I. fig. 6).

(lakh). About fourteen feet south of the laige conch shell is a pair of

large human footmarks, each foot being one foot long by five inches broad.

They are on the eastern edge of the hill, and are the marks of some one
leaping out towards the east. The right foot is five feet and five inches

in front of the left. They are both well carved. In front of the hind
footmark is Inscription (E) in letters of the first century after Christ. By
the side of the same footmark is Inscription (F) in letters of the second
or third century after Christ To the left of the front footmark is Inscrip-

tion (G) in letters of about the second or the third century, smd to the
right is Inscription (K), the well known Buddhist formula in letters of

about the fifth or sixth century. (Plate III. figs. 7a & &).

(8). The Buddhist Trident.—This symbol is about eight feet south of
the large footmarks. To the (visitor’s) right is Inscription (H) in letters

of the first century after Christ, and below the symbol is Inscription (I) in

letters of the second or third century after Christ. To the (visitor’s) left

is Inscription (J) in letters of about the second or third century after Christ.

But for the two ox-hoof marks in this symbol it much resembles what is

generally known as the Buddhist trident, an emblem found in old Buddhist
sculptures and coins. In dignity the so-called Buddhist trident comes
next to the Dharmachakra and to the pentagonal symbol below both of
which it is generally found. In one place in the Bhilsa sculptures the
trident is carved on the throne of Buddha as the principal object of worship.
In other sculptures it appears on flags, in ornaments, and as an auspicious
mark on the sole of Buddha’s foot. Its meaning has not been settled.

General Cunningham believes it to be a Dharma symbol, a monogram
formed from the letters ^ ^

which the later T4ntriks use to
represent the five elements. To me the symbol seems to be derived from
the face of an ox, much resembling the Greek sign for the constellation
Taurus. The inscription by the side of this Padan symbol Sk.

that is ‘ The symbol of the bull,’ seems to teU in favour of the
Bull Theory.! The two ox-hoof marks in the symbol are perplexing. I
can suggest only one explanation. The symbol was generally intended to
represent a bull’s head, and was known as that is the bull symbol.

! Cunningham a Bhilsa Topes, 198 ; Fergnsson’s Tree and Serpent Worship, 106,
and noted, 145 180, 190, 192 ; Jonr.R. A. 8. (N. 8.), III. 160. Dr. Fergnsson believes
It to be an emblem of Buddha. Compare Lillie’s Buddha and Early Buddhism, 18.
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In later times the word padam was supposed to meanfoot not symbol, and
ox-hoof marks were carved to explain the phrase nandi padam. (Plate III,

fig. 8).

(9)

. Seven feet south-east of the trident are two jugs, one large the other

small. The large jug is fourteen inches long, nine inches across, and five

inches long in the neck. It much resembles thejugs shown in old sculptures

in the hands of monks and Bodhisattvas. The small jug is eight and a
half inches long and five inches across. It has a neck two and a half inches

long and a side spout two inches long. Both jugs appear to be made on
the model of clay pots. (Plate I. fig. 9).

(10)

. Eighty-six feet north-west of the trident, on a higher level, is a
jar eleven inghes long, eight and a half inches across in the middle, and
three inches long in the neck. In the middle of the jar is a square pattern

with a point in the middle, probably for ornament. A bit on the side is

lost (Plate I. fig. 10).

(11)

. 190 feet south-west of the last jar, ona detached rock to the south,

is a mirror with a round disc and a handle. The disc of the mirror is ten
and a half inches across, and the handle is seven inches long. It is like the

metal mirrors used in Nep^ at the present day, the disc being fitted into

the handle in the same way. They are made of bell metal or of brass, with
a specially large proportion of zinc. In Nep41 metal mirrors are considered

more suiteble for religious purposes than looking-glasses. There the mirrors,

which are held in front of a god after his worship is over, are stUl made of

metal, mostly of silver, and so is the mirror held up to the bridegroom in

his marriage dress, a glass mirror being considered unlucky. Several old

Nepil barbers even now use metal mirrors, though a little different in shape
from this Padan mirror. Among the eight auspicious things shown in tie

Khandgiri and Gimdr sculptures are mirrors resembling this mirror in

s^pe. (Plate I. fig. 11). -
•

There are in all eleven inscriptions, which I have marked in letters

A - E[, to distinguish them from the symbols, which are marked in numbers.
The inscriptions range from the first to the sixth century after Christ. All
except two are written in the old Prakrit used in Western India cave
inscriptions. Inscriptions A to D are given in Plate II.

Inscription A is well cut in large well preserved characters of about the

first century after Christ. It is in one line, six feet long, and begins with
the svastika mark :

Appendix A.

Fadar Htt.t.,

Symbols.

InseiiptUms,

Transcript.

Sanskrit.

Translation.

The western seat of the Vdsdka mountain.

Note .— may be a corruption of qpjq; , that is for the rainy
season ; but I think is the original name of Padan hill. SfTOR'
properly means a pleasure seat or garden. It is, I think, here used in the
sense of a pleasure seat, as having been a favourite seat of some ascetic who
used to sit on the hill-top, enjoying the view across to the sea. If

meant a garden, something more would have been added to say whether it

was a gift, and if so by whom it was given. Again there is a mention in

another inscription of an eastern
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Inscription B is about thirty feet south-east of Inscription A. It is one

foot ten inches long, and is written in two lines. ' The letters are well cut

and well preserved of about the first century after Christ

:

Transcript.

Sanskrit.

Translation.

And the eastern pleasure-seat of Kosikaya.

Note.—Kosikaya is Sanskrit Kaushikeya, that is son of Kaushiki.

This inscription tells us that the eastern 3frH*T ^ Kosikaya. In
Inscription A, a western afHJif is mentioned, as also the mountain where
it is, but not the person to whom it belongs. Here the name of the person

is also mentioned, while the ^ ‘and’ at the end leaves no doubt that both

Sff^pjs are of Kosikaya

Inscription C, about twenly feet south of Inscription B, is in one line

three feet four inches long. The letters are large, deeply cut and well

preserved, and appear from their form to belong to the first century after

Christ

:

Transcript.

‘Rtfr ftlWlfcT

Sanskrit.

Translation.

The mountain, the residence of Siddhas (monks) all about.

Inscription D, about fifteen feet west of Inscription C, is written in one
short and one long crooked line, three feet long. The letters are very
large but shallow, and appear from their form to be of about the first

century after Christ. The ninth letter of line two is lost, and the tenth is

doubtful This makes it difiicult to get any sense out of the inscription :

Transcript.

fWHi'C qjRTt

Sanskrit.

fsnwffir: ftTl *

Translation.
A body of Brahmachdris gave an order to the husbandmen 1

^
Note.—I can offer no suggestion as to the meaning of this inscription.

may be also read

Inscription E is to the south of Inscription D, in front of symbol 7a.
It is a short writing of five large letters, which seem from their form to be
of about the first century after Christ

;

Transcript.

Note, is, I believe, a mistake for The inscription should,
therefore, be read

Sanskrit.

Translation.

The sage Musala.
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Note.—Musala seems to be the name of the sage near whose footmark
the letters are carved.

Inscription F is on the (visitor’s) left of la. It is in Sanskrit and
records the same name as E, in well cut letters of about the second or third

century after Christ

:

Transcript.

Musaladatta.

This is the same name as in Inscription E, omitting his title of and
adding the nominal affix

Inscription G is about nine inches to the (visitor’s) right of symbol 76.

It is well cut and well preserved, and appears from the form of the letters

to be of about the second or third century after Christ

:

Transcript.

Sanihrit.

Translation.

Step of Rdma.

Note.—Ikamo is probably for Sanskrit Vikramah, which means a
footstep. Even to the present day, the Mah^4shtris interchange q- for af,

as for^ (time), for^ (mad) ; for

Inscription H is to the right of the Buddhist trident N o. 8. It is carved

in weU cut well preserved letters of the first century after Christ

;

Transcript.

Sanskrit.

Translation.

The residence of Nandi.

Inscription I is below the trident. It is well cut and well preserved in

letters of the second or third century after Christ :

Transcript.

Musaladatta.

Note.—The writer seems to have at first omitted which he has added
below between ^ and

Inscription J is to the (visitor’s) left of the trident. It is well cut and
weU preserved in letters of the second or third century after Christ

:

Transcript.

Jirdsandhadatta.

Inscription K is to the (visitor’s) left of lb. It is in three lines. The
letters are small and not deeply cut. They are of about the fifth or sixth

century after Christ. The inscription is the well-known Buddhist formula,

Ye Dharma Hetu, &c. ;

Transcript.

^ vpjif IgiPTWT

B 1084-S0
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Jfoie.—In the formula as found on the pedestals of images of Buddha

at Buddha Gaya, the reading is for ^ for and

for : .The formula is differently interpreted by

scholars. I translate it : The Tathigata (or similarly come, that is any

of the Buddhas) showed the object of those (previous Buddhas) who took

birth for the sake of religion
;
they (that is any of the Buddhas) also told

what they forbad. So spake (literally a thus-speaker is) the Great

Shramana (Gautama). Almost all the seal impressions in dried clay found

by Mr. West in Kanheri Cave XIII. (Jour. B; B. E.. A. S. VI. 157, Plate

VII. figs. 1-21) had this formula, with the reading as at Padan.

According to this reading, which is also found at the end of several

Nepdlese Buddhist manuscripts, the sense would be : ‘ The Tathdgata (or

similarly come, that is any of the Buddhas) has shown the cause of those'

merits which are the result of some cause ; he has also shown what prevents

merit (from accruing). So spake (literally a thus-speaker is) the Great
Shramana (Gautama).’ Compare Wilson’s Ariana Antiqua, 51 ; Jour. Beng.

As. Soc. IV. 132 ; Jour. R. A. S. (Old Series), XVI. 37-63. Hodgson
(Illustrations, Literature and Religion of the Buddhists, 158-163) translates

it, ‘ The cause or causes of aU sentient existence in the versatile world,

the Tath^gata has explained. The Great Shramana hath likewise explained

the cause or causes of the cessation of all such existence.’

The origin of these symbols and inscriptions on the Padan hill is its

natural cavern, whose solitude and the beautiful view it commands pro-

bably recommended it to some ascetic. People may have tried to preserve

the memory of this ascetic by carving symbols and inscriptions, or some
ascetic living on the hill may have tried to confer holiness upon it by con-

necting it with stories of some former sage. The sage who lived on the
hUl, or, according to the second supposition, the imaginary sage for whom
the story was got up, was probably Musala or Musaladatta, whose name
is twice carved near footmark 7rt ( Inscriptions E and F). This and the
other footmark 7b are carved as if they were the feet of some one leaping

off the east clifi’ towards Kanheri. These are, I believe, the chief symbols
comiected with the story. In the legend of the Sopdra merchant Punna
(Sk. Puma), translated from Buddhist manuscripts by the late M.
Burnouf, it is said that when, at the request of Punna (Sk. Puma), Gautama
came to Sopara, he visited several places in the neighbourhood. One
of these places was the hill of Musalaka, on which lived a sage called

Vakkali (Sk. Valkalin, or the bark-dress wearer). According to the story,

the sage saw Buddha from afar, when he was coming from a hermitage of

500 rishis, and on seeing Gautama the thought arose in his heart, ‘ Why
should I not throw myself from the top of the hill 1 ’ He threw himself
down, and Gautama caught him by his supernatural power and converted
him.i I have little doubt that the Musalaka hill of this story is our
Padan hUl, and that the footmarks (symbols 7a and 7b) are those of the

1 Burnouf’s Introduction A I’Hiatoire du Buddhisme Indien, 265. The Ceylonese,
probably the older, version of Puma's story (Hardy’s Manualof Buddhism, 260) seems
to call Padan by the name Sachabadha. ‘On their way to Sunaparanta they c^led at
Sachabadha, where there was a mendicant with clotted hair. To him Buddha deli-
vered a discourse, as he saw' that he had the merit necessary to become a rahal ; and,
after he bad attained this state, he entered the vacant litter, and accompanied Bnddha
to the merehant s (Puma’s) village. Compare also the Sachabadha not far from Sup-
parak (Dit^, 210), ‘ upon the summit of which, at the request of a priest of the same
name, he (Gautama) made an impression of his foot in clay.’ Has the name Sacha-
badha any connection with Sidhavasati (Sk. Siddhavasatih) ‘ the residence of Siddhaa
(monks) m Padan inscnption C?
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Vakkali who leapt over the cliff. Vstedka, the name given in Inscription

A, is probably the old name of the hill. The l^end calls it the hdl of
Musalaka, from the sage who lived on it and whose name is carved on the
top. Vakkali, the name given in the legend to the sage who lived on the
hill, is a common noun meaning the wearer of a dress made of bark. The
question arises whether this Vakkali was Musala, or whether MusaJa was
the sage, who, to confer holiness on the hill, had the symbols connected
with the story of Vakkali carved on its top. The legend does not explain
this point. I incline to believe that Musala is the Vakkali, as his name
‘ the sage Musala’ is carved near footmark 7a in one (E) of the oldest
inscriptions, not as a,donor, but as though he were the person whose
footmark it is. Inscriptions F, G, and I, which are all of the same time
and more than a century later than E, seem to show that an attempt was
made to give a different colour to the story. Inscriptions F and I read
‘ Musaladatta,’ which may either mean ‘ given by Musala,’ or may be an
attempt to make a purely Brahmanical name by adding Inscrip-
tion G, near footmark 7b, seems to imply an attempt to connect the mark
with the story of Hima, the hero of the B^dyana. Inscription J, near the
trident, which is of the same period, records the name of some one who
does not seem to have any connection with Musala’s story. Inscription K
is very late, of about the fifth of sixth century. It is the well-known
Buddhist formula, and was probably carved by some late Buddhist visitor

of the Mahdyana school. It seems to have no connection with the other
symbols.

B, one of the two early inscriptions (1st century) runs, ‘ And the eastern
pleasure seat of Kosikaya.’ Kosikaya may be a family name meaning
‘ one of the Kaushiki dynasty,’ but it is more probably a maternal name
meaning the son of Kaushiki It is possible that it may be Musala’s own
name, or the name of some sage connected with Musala. Inscription C,
‘ The mountain, the residence of sages aU about,’ is a mere exaggeration,
an attempt to confer greatness on the hilL This practice is common. The
Jains say that thousands of their sages obtained absolution, muhti, on the
Gimdr and Shatrunjaya hills.

How the various symbols are connected with the story of Musalaka we
have no means of knowing. Bumoufs legend gives us only the name of
Musalaka, and allows us to draw an inference about the footmarks. To
the other symbols it gives no clue. In the absence of materials I do not
like to bund on conjecture, but leave the' matter to future research. This
much seems pretty certain that the old name of the Padan bill was Vasika :

(2) that it was called the hiU of Musakala, because a sage of that name
lived on its top

; (3) that the Buddhists probably regarded it as holy,
believing it to be the scene of the story of Musalaka, whom Gautama
came to see and converted

;
and (4) that as it was believed to have been

the residence of many sages, people of the Brdhmanical religion probably
regarded it as holy.

From the inscriptions, the symbols and the legend of Punna (Sk. Puma),
the history of the Padan antiquities may be thus summarised : As the
legend of Puma mentions a Brdhmanical sage, and as there is a natural
cave on the hill-top fit for the residence of an ascetic, it may be inferred
that the hill was once the residence of a Brdhmanical sage

;
that some time

later, about the first century, after Christ, the footmarks arid other symbols
and the six inscriptions. A, B, C, D, E, and H, were carved to connect the
story of the sage with Buddha

;
that about a centmy later an attempt was

made to connect the hill and its symbols with the Brdhmanical story of
B^ma

;
and that in the sixth century Buddhists probably regarded the
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hill as holy, as some Buddhist of the Mahayana school cauTred on it the

weU-knowii Buddhist formula.

Kalva'r village, two miles west of Bhiwndi, has, half buried under

ground, an inscribed stone 2' 7" long by 9" broad and 8" thick. The
inscription is in twenty-seven lines in the Devandgaii character. In the

first line is the date Shak 1210 (a.». 1288), and the grantor is a Konkan
officer, Konkanddhikdri, of the Devgiri Yidav Rtochandradev. The
letters are rather spoilt.

EMya'n. During the months of April and May 1882 several early

remains were found in and near the town of Kalydn.

About a mile to the west of Kalydn, close to the south of the

railway line, rise two bare rounded hills, to the east Bhoi hill 374 feet

high and to the west Kachor hill 274 feet high. Their nearness to the

rich city of Kaly4n, the belt of fine garden land at their northern base, and
the beautiful views from their slopes and tops seem to have attracted

Buddhist monks (a. D. 100-600 ?) to these two hills. From rice fields

and a belt of mango trees, the hill sides rise steep stony and bare except

for patches of low brushwood and a sprinkling of ragged and lopped mango
trees. In their lower slopes there are several quarries, and, along the

sides of both hills, about two-thirds of the way up, runs a low scarp

which in places has split into large boulders. At the north foot of the

Bhoi hill, in a mango grove close to a P4rsi garden house, a round
well has lately been found and cleared of earth. It is about seven feet

across and twelve feet deep, and is built of old mortarless bricks.

A little to the west are foundations of old brick walls, and old bricks

are often turned up in ploughing the neighbouring fielda ^ About three

hundred yards further west, round the quarries that gash the north end
of Kachor hill, a path leads from the north-west end of the spur, about
eighty feet up to a level plateau where is a quarry and the traces of

modem brick-kilns. Besides the modem bricks there are old brick

foundations, and, along the west crest of the knoU, is a row of boulders as

if roughly set as a retaining wall. About fifty yards south, a little to the
left, near the source of a small stream, are two rock-cut cisterns, one with
two mouths and the other with one mouth. The mouths measure about
3' 9" X 2' 10", and are separated by bands of rock about 1' 9" broad. Both
cisterns are filled with eartL Close by was found a fragment of a well
carved stone pillar which seems to belong to a Brdhmanical temple of the
eleventh or twelfth century.

Behind the cistern a steep bank, partly faced with old brick, leads to a
level plateau the site of a railway contractor’s house. Among and close
to the foundations of this house are many traces of old brick foundations.
To the south, perhaps about 100 feet up the face of the hill, among the
large boulders into which the belt of rock has broken, one smooth round
block of trap, about ten feet high and fifteen feet long, has been hollowed
into a cell or view-room, whose inner measurements are 10’ x 6' x 6' 7"

high. The lower part of the front or north face has fallen, and, in the
middle, is a broken door (about 6' x 2' 6"). Along the back mns a
broken rock bench about two feet broad. The walls are plain and roughly
cut. The cell commands a beautiful view, up the winding low-banked
Ulhas, past Kaly4n, to the peak of Xina and the pointed Vajrabdi hills.
About a hundred paces to the south, and perhaps fifty feet higher, is the

cases be readily known from the modem brickswhich were made here and used to ballast the railway line.
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hill top, bare and flat, except a few small boshes. Near the middle of the

hill top the foundations of a wall of rough undressed stones enclose a

space about a hundred feet square. From this square space a brick and

stone mound, with a base about ninety feet across, rises about eight feet.

The outline of the domed brick sides is in places well preserved, but the

upper part of the mound is gone and on the flattened top are the founda-

tions of cattle-keepers’ or other hillmen’s huts. In the middle of the flat

top a round hole about twelve feet in diameter was dug, four and a half

feet through brick, earth, and rough stones, to crumbled trap or muratn.

No relics were found and no signs of a central brick chamber.

The mound coinmands a beautiful view. North-east, over the white

walls, tiled roofs, and wooded gardens of KalyAn, stretches a bare plain

broken by clusters of trees and a few rounded hillocks of trap to the
dim level wall of the Sahyadris. West from the Sahyddris, tdong the

north-east horizon, stretches the range that centres in the huge cleft back

of MdhuU. To the north and north-west, in the central distance, through

rice flats and salt wastes, between low tree-fringed banks, wind the

graceful links of the broad Ulhds. The river winds into sight about three

miles north-west of Kalydn, and curves south-east along a channel about
three-quarters of a mile broad. Near Kalydn fort it turns sharply to the

west, and, passing close under the hiU foot, with here and there a shallow

tide-race or a patch of bare sand, holds west for about two miles. It then
winds to the north, and, again with a rounded curve, sweeps back
to the south-west, losing itself for a time, and once more stretching west,

like a long winding lake, till it disappears beyond the wild northern crags

of the Persik hills. Among and behind these flashing links stretched a
wooded plain broken by low rounded hills. To the north rise the steep

wooded slopes and sharp peak of Kina hill
;
behind Eana to the west are the

pointed VajrdbAi hills
;
and from them low spurs leadwest to the high distant

range that centres in the rounded head of Kimandurg. West, beyond the
broad bright coils of the Ulhis, gleams the Thina creek, and, over the
creek, rises the long waving line of the wooded Sdlsette hills. To the
south-west a lake-like stretch of the Ulhds, with its fringe of light-green

mangroves, brightens the tree-studded rice fields, stony bush-land, and salt

waste from which rise the bold crags and the sharp cut crests of the
Persik hills. To the south low bare hillocks and the tamarinds, mangoes,
and brab-pahns of village groves, stretch to the pillar of Kamila and
other far-ofi" Panvel hUls. In the south-east tower the wild bare sides,

the deep wooded ravines, and the high splintered crests of Malanggad and
Tavli, and far off, over rich rice hollows and barren uplands looms the
dim even line of the Sahyidris. Close at hand to the east, across a narrow
rocky glen, rises the Bhoi hill. About two-thirds of the way up is a
scarp of rock cut into a small cell, and, on the flat top, rises a ^oU with
a few scraggy bushes and a large masonry plinth and heavy flag pole, the
tomb of the Musahnin saint Biwa Horn.

At the south-east foot of Kachor hill, near the south end of the glen, is a
plain rock-cut cattle-trough about 11' 6"x 1' 8''x 1' 3" deep. About fifty

yards north, cut on the west face of a rough trap boiilder, is a radely carved
image (r6"x7") of Nigoba or the cobra-god, the guardian spirit of the
Gavlis. It is human to the waist and below the waist ends in a snake’s
winding tail. Round the head is a circle of five cobrur-hoods. About 350
yards to the north-east and perhaps about 200 feet up the steep west
face of Bhoi hill, is a small plain dome-roofed cave (10' 4" x 8' 7" x 5' 6").

The cave is unfinished probably because of the cracks and flaws in the rock.
In the floor about two feet from the back wall Is a hole (1' 7" x 1' 2" x 3"),
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and in the back wall behind the hole is a small recess as if for an image
(r 4"xl'x3"). Above the cave, about 200 yards to the south-east and
perhaps 100 feet higher, a rough undressed stone wall surrounds the bare
flat lull-top. The wall encloses a space of about ninety paces from east to

west and 150 from north to south, rounded towards the south and pointed

in the north. Except in the north, where it is about four feet high, a six

feet broad foundation is aU that is left of the wall Inside of the wall the

hiU-top is barcj except a few patches of stunted brushwood. In the south-

east comer rises a feittened knoll, about eight feet high, the remains of a
great Buddhist reUc-mound whose base seems to have measured about
100 feet across. It is built of brick and earth, and, in places, is faced
with rough undressed stones. The west side is weather-wom almost
like the face of a rough stone waU. But on the less exposed .east- and
north, about five feet from the base and three feet from the present top,
are traces of a terrace about five feet broad. On the flat top are a few
weather-beaten fig and bhendi trees and some thorn-bushes, and, in the
south-west comer, on a modem masonry plinth about twenty feet by
fifteen and three feet high, is the altar-shaped tomb of BAwa Hom.^
In the centre of the mound, a round hole, seven feet in diameter, was

dug through seven feet of earth and bricks, with occasional big stones,

down to crumbled trap or muram. There were no relics and no traces of
a chamber. In the south end of the hiU-top a shallow round hollow, about
twenty feet across and three feet deep, is said to have once been a pond.
About ten paces to the west of the base of the mound is a brick and stone
foundation about fifteen feet square. The middle has been dug about
ttoee feet below the surface and brick and stone thrown up. About
twenty yards further west, level with the ground, is a shapeless patch of
bricks, and, close to the north of the enclosure, is another patch of bricks,
perhaps the site of a doorway.

Down the steep east face of the hill, a zigzag tract leads about 100 yards
with a fall of about 100 feet, along the dry bed of a monsoon torrent, to
the south end of a low scarp which, with a rough front terrace, stretches
north about 100 yards. The rock at the south end of the scarp has been
cut into a small plain cave about fourteen feet deep, six feet broad, and
four feet high. The mouth of the cave, which is nearly filled with earth, is
about four feet broad. The work seems to have been stopped because of
flaws in the rock. From the cave the easiest way to the plain is along the
terrace down the north face of<the bill .

In EalyAn, about 100 yards south-east of the TravelleFs Bungalow and
about fifty yards north of the railway, in a plot of waste land a little to
the north of the empty shrine of SAddval Pir,^ is a small brick and stone
mound about five feet high. It has a base of about twenty-three feet by
nineteen,- and rises in a rounded mound or heap. On the north, about two
feet from the ground, are traces of a terrace which seems to have been
about four feet broad. From the centre of this terrace rises a round

Bdwa Horn is said to have lived on the top of the hiU about 150 years ago. Hewas an J^ab beggar of the Muza SohAg sect who wear women’s clothra. He got hisname of Biwa Horn because he used to pray to God under the name of Hu. He is
On®, because he is believed to be still alive.The tomb and plmth were built about six years ago. The saint has no fair-dav or'come and pray to him especially when the rains hold off.

^

® years ago by a Bombay Shimni who saw saint

pl^e!“'
“ “ promised the blessing of a son ff he b^t him a resting-
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mound of brick and undressed stone about three feet high and eight

feet across at the base. From the east side, through brick and earth and
some undressed stones, a passage about three feet wide was cut into the

centre of the mound. In the centre, on the level of the ground, was found
a double layer of large bricks as if the base of a chamber. Below the
imder-layer of bricks were crumbled trap and black earth. No relics were
found. From its shape Pandit Bhagvinl^l thinks the mound is of late

date, perhaps about the sixth century.

In a field about 200 yards north-east of the Traveller’s Bungalow, close

to a ruined brick well, is a brick and stone foundation about thirty feet

square and two feet above the level of the ground. It seems to have
supplied many of the bricks used in building the well

Several of the Musahnin tombs at the north end of the Shendle Lake
seem to be built of old brick.

About SC mile and a half north-east of the town is Bh^r^v or Gandh^Lri
hill, a bare stony knoll about 150 feet high. In several places near the
west base of the bill are traces of old brick foundations. And, at the south
end of the hill-top, are the foundations of a rectangular stone wall about
twenty-two paces north and south and sixteen paces east and west. To the
west are a few old bricks and a hole about four feet deep and twelve feet

across. About 200 yards west of the hill and about 100 yards south of a
cactus-hedged plot of garden land, apparently the bed of an old pond, is a
round mortarless brick well about nine feet in diameter.

On the river bank about a mile north of the fort, and perhaps 300 yards
north of the Bosnia Pond, is a wooded moimd on which stand a large

ruined stone mausoleum and several smaller brick and stone Musalmin
tombs.^ In the walls and foimdations of the mausoleum are some dressed
stones apparently belonging to a Hindu temple. Besides the old stones
there are brick foundations on which the Musahu^n stone work is built.

Lines of bricks may be traced under several of the tombs. The older
building must have been of considerable size, but the mound is too thickly
built over to show its form.

Kanher. One of the stones in the Collector’s garden in Thdna was
brought from Kanher, ten miles north-east of Bassein. In the beginning
can be read ‘ Shak Samvat the rest is worn away.

Karanja. On the top of the Dronagiri lull is a rock temple much
resembling a Christian church. Near the temple is a reservoir. On the
gate of the temple wall are figures of the sun, moon, and Ganpati. Below
the temple is a small rock-cut cistern of fresh water with a square mouth
closed by a stone lid.

Kamala. The inscription mentioned at p. 196 is of four lines.- In the
second and third lines can be made out the name ‘ Mdluji Gambhirrdv
Thdnddr.’ The inscription does not seem to be more than a century and a
half old.

MaTlim. One of the inscribed stones in the Collector’s garden in Thina
was brought from a step-weU at Kelve Mdhim. It is of radish sandstone

A^peiuEiz A,

Kaitak.

Kanhkb.

Kabkala.

Marim.

1 On the east bank of the Ros&la pond is a CTOup of well-carved MnsalmAn tomb*
on a well-built but ruined masonry plinth. On the west tomb is engraved in Arabic
letters : Ayd jamt-ad-dunyd bighairi bulghatin : Liman lajma^-ud-dunyd wa anta
mautyn. This may be translated ‘ Oh ! gatherer of wealth, without provision (for
the^ jonmw to the next world), for whom dost thou gather wealth, since thou must
die’. Mr. Ghulim Muhammad Munshi.
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4' long by 9" broad and 10" thick. The inscription is on two faces, four

lines on one face and six lines in continuation on the other face. In the

beginning is the year ‘ Shri Shak Samvatu 1211’ (a.d.1289). None of the

rest can be made out except two names, the illustrious lyarandev and the

illustrious Nirandev.

Mulgaon. In June 1882 a hoard of silver coins was found at Kondivti

near Mulgaon by Mr. De-Almeida a landed proprietor. The coins are all

of the same king. The letters of the legend appear from their form to be of

about the fourth or fifth century. The coins are struck on the Kshatrapa

coin pattern. The legend reads, ‘ The illustrious Elrishnardja, the great

lord meditating on the feet of his mother and father.’ About sixty coins

bearing the same legend were found about ten years ago at Devlina
village in Baglan in Nasik ;

another hoard of them was found in 1881 in

Kilbidevi in Bombay. Krishnarija must have held Ndsik and the North
Konkan about the fourth or fifth century after Christ. It appears probable,

as suggested by General Cunningham and Mr. Fleet, that the kmg is the

early Bashtrakuta Krishna who ruled from about a,d. 375 to 400.1

Panvel has eleven temples, three darghas, four mosques, a synagogue,

six ponds, and four rest-houses or dharmshalas. Of the eleven temples one of

Virupiksh Mahidev, buUt by Bal4ji Krishna Bipat, enjoys a yearly allow-

ance of £2 (Rs. 20). Of the other ten which have no allowances, two of

BaUileshvar Mahidev and Rimji were built by the same Bilaji Bipat
;
one

of Rimeshvar was built by Righoji Bhote
;
a second of Rimji was buUt by

Saklatsing Khodesing Jamidir
; one of Krishneshvar by Bipat’s wife

Krishnibii
;
one of Biliji byMirvidis and othertraders

;
one of Vithoba by

Sonirs; a second of Biliji by Vinis and Thikurs; one of Lakshminiriyan
by Prabhus

;
and a second of Rimeshvar in KoUvida by Kimitis. AJl the

three Musalmin shrines enjoy allowances. One of Pir KaramaU enjoys an
allowance of £11 16s. (Bs. 118) and 51i§ acres of land assessed at £10
11s. (Rs. 105-13) ; another of Pir Bilu Mia has an allowance of
acres assessed at 18s. 8d. (Bs. 9-5) ;

and a third of Pir Shihu Jamil has
an allowance of 4tV acres of land assessed at £1 19s. (Rs. 19-8-3). None
of the four mosques has any allowance. Three of them, built by the
Musalmin community, are the Jima mosque in PitU street, another
in Vajhe street, and a third in Bhusar street. The fourth in the
Kharalvida was buUt by Didu Mia Bilu Mia Riut. Of the six ponds, the
Vadila built by Biliji Bipat has an allowance of 10f§ acres of land
assessed at £1 15s. (Rs. 17-4). The others, without allowances, are the Isrile
built at a cost of £8000 (Rs. 80,000)^ by Karamsi Hansrij the Bombay
merchant, who built the steps leading to the Elephanta caves

;
Krishnile

built by Krishnibii wife of Biliji Bipat
; Devile built by Biliji Bipat and

Nakhoda Roge ; and two others Eendale and Dudole whose builders are not
known. Of the four rest-houses, one Rimjichi built by Saklatsing Khodesing
Jamidir enjoys an allowance of llj? acres of land assessed at £2 17s. 6d.
(Rs. 28-12). Of the others which have no allowance, one on the Vadila
pond was built by Biliji Bapat

j
another in Vajhe street was built by

Balvantriv Ganesh Oze j and a third on the Isrile pond by Karamsi
Hansrij. Across the Godhi river, about half a mile east of Panvel, is a fine
dam, which was built in 1865-66 from local and municipal funds, the local
fund contribution being £400 (Rs. 4000). The dam pounds the water of
the river for nearly a mile, and along the banks is some fine sugarcane

i ’ Kdnarese Dynasties, 31 note 2.
- Ur. Burgess List of Archaeological Remains. 3 Mr. W. B. MuIook.C. S.
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Pela'r. One of the stones in the Collector’s garden in Thina was
brought from Pel4r, eight miles north-east of Bassein. The stone is 3' 10"

long by 1' 10" broad and 8" thick. On the top are the sun and moon on
either side, and between them an inscription in eleven lines. The year

is lost The king is the illustrious Arakesvar, perhaps the tenth Sihdiira

king Arikeshari, of whom a copper-plate has been found bearing date

Shak 939 (a.d.1017).i

Pulu Sonala. The following details of the caves are contributed

by Pandit Bhagvdnl^ Indraji. The caves are cut from east to west Cave 1

(38' X 23') is broken and without sculpture From the traces of partition

walls there seem to have been four cells. Cave 2 (22' x 18') seems to have
been a simple cell with a reservoir (18' x 7'). In front of this cave are

traces of an outer wooden roof. Cave 3 is a cell ten feet square with a
veranda to the left and a gateway facing north-west. Cave 4 is a cell

twelve feet square, with the gateway facing north-west and two rock-cut

benches in its right and left comers. Cave 5 is a cell ten feet square.

Cave 6, the best of the group, has a hall (54' x 38') with a central shrine

and two side cells in the back waU. The roof is supported by six pillars.

Of the two innermost pillars, the left has a sculptured image of the goddess
Mahishmardini or the Buffalo-demon slayer, and the right has a similar

figure of another goddess. The sculpture of the pillars is good, probably
not later than the eighth century. In a recess in the l»ck wall,

where the object of worship is generally placed, is a pit about five feet

deep. This pit was probably cut as a place to meditate in, the ascetic for

whom the cave was made apparently having belonged to the Tog or
Meditation School.* The gateway of this cave has a good general view
of the country at the base of the Sahyidris. Cave 7 is a cefi (13' x 12') ;

cave 8 is a cell five feet square with a reservoir (34' x 28') ;
caves 9 and 10

are broken cells
; near 10 is a cistern. Cave 11 is a broken cell

Pulu, spelt ‘Powlee’ in the maps, is probably the Pdee of the Russian
traveller Nikitin (1470) eight days from Chaul on the way to Junnar.®

Puri, the capital of the northern Sil4h4ras (a.d. 815-1260) and
probably of the Mauryas (a.d. 584), has not been identified. The earliest

mention of it is in a copper-plate of A.D. 584. It is there described as Puri,

the goddess of the fortunes of the western ocean, besieged with hundreds
of ships.* This description shows that Puri was a coast town. Of the
possible coast towns Thana and Chaul may be rejected as they appear in

inscriptions in which Puri also occurs K^ydn and Sopdra may be given
up as unfit for an attack by sea, and to Sopdra there is the further obje<dion
that it is mentioned in an inscription in which Puri also occurs.® 'Thme
remain Mangalpuri probably Mdgithan (Sk. Mangalasthdna) in Salsette,

PELia.

Pulu SoKina
Caves.

PUKI.

1 Asiatic Eesearches, L 356 - 367. 2 See above, p. 290.
3 ‘ We left Chivil, and went by land in eight days to Pilee to the Indian mountains

;

thence in ten days to Oomri (?), and from that Indian town to Jooneer (Jnnnar) in
six days. Major’s India in the XVth Century : Nikitin, 9.

* Ind. Ant. V. 70, 72 ; VHL 242. 244.
5 Asiatic Besearches, L 357-3CT ; Ind. Ant. IX. 35, 38, 44 ; and an unpublished

copper-plate of Aparijit {a.d.997) in the possession of Pandit Bhagvdnldl.
® Ind. Ant. iXi 35, 38, 44. In the Shrikantha Charita (1134-1145) SopAra is

mentioned as the place from which AparAditya the Konkan king sent his delegate
to KA^mir (Jonr. Bom. Br. Koy. As. Soo. XII. Extra Number 51, cxv). Prom this
Dr. Buhter infers (Sitzungsberichte, 25th May 1882) that SopAra was one of the
residences and capitals of AparAditya. The SilAhAra kings proraldy did reside at
times at SopAra. But for the reasons noted in the text it seems unlikely that SopAra
was their head capital Puri.

B 1064—51
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Oh^rdpuri or Santapuri that is Elephanta, RijdpTiri in Janjira, and the

village of Puri near Bassein. Neither M^^than nor B4j4puri has remains

of an old capital. ^ Puri village lies about 600 yards south-west of Mdnikptu*

or Bassein Boad station. Its fuU name is said to be Burhdnpur, but it is

generally called Puri and it is mentioned as Puri in a Mardtha chronicle

of the siege of Bassein in 1738.* But there are no signs of old remains in

or near the village, and no large ponds or other marks of an old city. Its

buildings may have been used by the Portuguese in fortifying Bassein,

but it is unlikely, if Puri was a place of consequence, that all trace of its

former importance should have disappeared. In favour of GhArdpuri or

Santapuri, that is Elephanta, are the remains of the brick foundations

and brick wells which have been fmmd along its north and north-east

shores. There is also in the Gujarat history the Kumirpdl Charitra, the

description of the Silahira capit^ as the sea-girt Shatdn^dpuri, a name
which is unknown in the North Konkan but which may be a form of

Santapuri. Another reference to the ‘ lords of the islands’ helping the lAt

or south Gujardt chief Birap (see Part I. p. 436), seems to belong to the

Silahiras and favours the view that their capital was on an island.*

Sa'ndor, three miles north of Bassein, has an inscribed stone 3' 4" long

by 2' 5" broad and 1' 3" thick. The stone lay in a pond under two feet of

water, and the letters are therefore weU preserved. The inscription is

entire in twenty-two lines, the last two being half lines. The letters are

old Marithi The inscription is important. It is dated Hijra 966 (a.o.

1558), and has in the thi^ line ‘ in the prosperous reign of Nfyak lAro (J)

the lord of the western ocean’. The rest is not clear. Half a mile south

of the pond in which this stone was found is another small pond called

Relbdv, where was a slab of white trap 4' 4" long by 1' 1" broad and
8" thick.^ On the top is a water pot, Jcalash, with the sun to its right

and the moon to its left Then follows the inscription in twenty lines, the

last four Imes rubbed out and re-carved on the rubbed surface. The king’s

name, Jetugi, occurs in the fifth line. He is called the Grandfather of Kings,

rdyapitdmaha and Konkan universal monarch Konkana chakravarti,

titles which show that he was a Sil^4ra. The date is Wednesday the

fifteenth of the dark half of MdgJi, Shak 1177 (a.d.1255). His ministers

are Shri Udayiprabhu, Mfyinayak, Dddaprabhu, and Jasaminfyak. The
donee is the astrologer Kheidev to whom a grant is recorded of a garden
in the part called Nivayi within the limits of Sandor village. The last

four lines are hard to make out. A high road, rdjpath, is mentioned, and
something more is said about the astrologer Kheidev. Mention is also

made of a head-quarter station Nigapur, probably the modem Nigion port

two miles east of Bassein fort. It seems probable that this port, not the

KoMba Ndgaon or Nagothna, is the N^gapur mentioned in Gie Anantdev
inscription.® About ten yards from this stone lies a broken Nandi

1 Mangalpori is mentioned as the capital of the second SilAhAra king Pulashakti
in an inscription in Kanheri cave 78 (see above, p. 177 : for MigAthan see p. 216).
Hr. Burgess proposes BAjApuri on the ground that it is still the head-quarters of a
sub-division, and because some shadow of royalty hangs about the name. But the
objection noted in the text and its distance to the south seem to go against the
identification. 2 KAvyetihAsa Sangraha, May 1881 ;

SAshthichi Bakhar, 13.
3 Elephanta has been proposed by Mr. Wathen (Jour. R. A. S. [O. S.] H. 384;

compare Ind. Ant. V. 277). Details of the remains at Elephanta are given above,
pp. 60, 61, 90-92, 94,95. Do Couto gives ‘Santapori ’ as a name of Elephanta. See
above p. 87 note, i^e two copper-plates found in 1865 at the Moreh landing-place

“uprtunately missing. See above, p. 80 note 1.
This stone is now in the Museum of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

6 Ind. Ant. IX. 38, 44.
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(2' 10" X r 6" X 1' 5") with bells and ornaments. About ninety yards

from the Nandi is an inscribed stone 3' 2" long by 1' 9" broad and 7" tlntdc.

The letters are entirely worn away. The ass-curse appears below.

Sopa'ra. A second examination of the relics showed that the ten thin

fragments of earthenware are closely alike in colour thickness and texture.

One of the two thick pieces is looser in grain and less uniform in colour than
the ten thin pieces, but the difference is not more than is found between
the thin well baked sides and the thicker less thorou^ily burnt bottom or
rim of the same earthen vessel The piece of middle thickness is doubtful
It is dark and'rough on one side and a layer of white on the other side.

It looks like a fragment of burnt bone. But the microscope seems to show
that it is earthenware, perhaps the remains of some slight ornamentation
in finer clay than the rest of the bowl. It has been suggested that the
relics are the remains of the begging bowl of some local Buddhist saint

or preacher. But if the begging bowl had belonged to a local saint the
whole bowl would have been preserved. The smallness of the fragments
and the surrounding circle of Buddhas show that the Sop4ra relics were
believed to be pieces of the abns-bowl of Gautama Buddha.

Relics of Buddha’s bowl have a special interest from the resemblance
between the legends which gather round Buddha’s bowl and the l^ends
which gather round the Graal, the holy bowl of western Europe. Sir Henry
Yule speaks of Gautama’s begging bowl as the Buddhist Graal* He
notices the resemblance between the wanderings of Gautama’s bowl and
‘ the phantom of the cup that came and went’

; the cures worked by
Gautama’s bowl and the western belief that if a man could touch or see
the Graal he was healed at once of all his ills ; the power which both
bowk possessed of nourishing their worshippers ; and the belief common
to the legends that the times would grow so evil that the holy cup would
be catight to heaven and disappear.*

In the beginning of the fifth century the past and the future history
of Gautama’s bowl were told by an Indian Buddhist to the Chinese
pilgrim Fah Hian. The Indian’s account was that Buddha’s bowl was
first at Vaishdli the modem Besarh on the Ganges about twenty-seven
miles north of Patna. In Fah Hian’s time the bowl was on the borders
of Gdndhdra in the Peshawar relic mound.* In about a hundred years

(500) it would go beyond the Oxus to the country of the western Yuetchi.
After a hundred years with the Yuetchi it would pass (600) to Khoten
east of Ydrkand. The eighth century would find it at Koutche,* to the
north of Khoten. In the ninth century it would be in China. It would
pass the tenth century in Ceylon and the eleventh century in Mid-India.
It would then go to the paradise of Maitreya or the coming Buddha
in Tushita. Maitreya would say with a sigh, ‘ Gautama’s bowl is come.’
After seven days’ worship it would go back to India, and a sea dragon

« .

'

'S'

Sbrixs.' . , -''-.’f?'

The Beggm0

* The Times of India, 13th May 1882. ’ Yule’s Marco Polo, II. 264-266.
® On the day on which the Graal had been seen itsgnardians could not be wounded.

(Baring Gould’s StrangeM3rths, 13). The Kandahar bowl cured sickness (l« Messnrier’s
Kandahar, 225). 'The Gi^ supported prisoners cut off from food ; it supplied all
kinds of meat (Baring Gould, 340-349). The Ceylon-China bowl made one man’s
share enough for five (Yule’s Marco Polo, II. 264). When the Graal goes, Arthur’s
TaMe of Knights is dissolved (Coleridge’s Introduction to Fumivall’s Le Morte Arthur
xxlii.) ; when the bowl goes Buddhism fades. (Koeppen’s Buddhism, I. 525).

”

* Fah Hian saw the Peshdwar bowl. See below, p. 408.
' This prophecy was not fulfilled. The Peshiwar bowl was taken to Persia about

600. See below, p. 408.
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would take it to his palace and keep it till Maitreya was about to

become Buddha. It would then divide into four and return to the four

rulers of the Air from whom it originally came. When Maitreya

became Buddha the four kings of the Air would present him with the
Tht Begging BoteL bowl. All future Buddhas would use it, and when the bowl disappeared,

the law of Buddha would perish.^

According to the Christian story of the Graal,* when Lucifer revolted

the archangel Michael cut off one of the jewels of his crown. The
jewel fell on earth and was formed into a bowl which the queen of Sheba
presented to Solomon. It passed in time to Joseph of Arimathea who
offered it to Christ for the lAst Supper. When Christ’s side was pierced,

Joseph caught the blood in the bowL He guarded the sacred vessel

for many years, and was carrying it to Europe when he died. The charge

of the bowl was then entrusted to Titurel, who, according to one story,

was the descendant of an Asiatic prince named Perillus, who had come
from the east and married a French princess. A fort and temple
were built in its honour and an order of knighthood was founded to

guard it. The bowl produced all that could be desired and the sight

of it ensured eternal youth. Titurel lived for four hundred years. His
successors proved unworthy of their charge ; the order of knighthood
was dissolved and the castle was ruined. 'The bowl began to flit from
place to place. It appeared at Camelot before Arthur’s court, and when
it withdrew the knights vowed to go in search of it. It was seen by
Sir Bors and Lancelot, but they were imworthy to touch it.'* According
to the English version the only knight who was brave enough and pure
enough to touch the bowl was Galahad, and he lived in charge of it as

ruler of the mystic city of Sarras, till at last with the bowl his spirit rose

to heaven. According to the German version the successful knight was
Percival, who went with the bowl to India to the court of Prestef John.®
Some of the details of this legend, as German scholars have supposed,

may have been brought from the east through Spain into Prance, and to

some extent the whole story runs parallel with the stories of Buddha’s
bowl. At the same time the resemblance seems to be only in the surface

ornament. Arthur’s Percival turns out to be the Christian counterpart

of an earlier Celtic Peredur, that is the bowl-keeper, and the Graal has
been traced through the story of Bran the Blessed, to a time when it

figured in Druid worship as a dish on which human sacrifices were offered.

According to the German scholar Sepp the myth of the Graal has its root

in the legends of the oldest tribes of Europe.®
The following is a summary of the story of Gautama’s relics, of the history

of the chief bowls which have been worshipped as Gautama’s alms-bowl, and
of the grounds for holding that the Sopira relics have a better claim than

Appendix A.

SorxBx.

The Belies.

* Beal’s Fah Hian, 161-163.
* The word Graal seems to come from Gradal a French word for a large deep dish

used at the tables of the rich (Baring Gould’s Strange Myths, 359). Its other name
Sangrail (that is Sang-real or royal blood) probably arose from the Christian legend that
the bowl was used to hold the blood of Christ.

* Baring Gould’s Strange Myths, 342.
* A short account ofthe quest of theGraal is given in Hartley Coleridge’s Introduction

to Pumivall’s I.e Morte Arthur. Compare Baring Gould’s Strange Myths, 339, 341.
* Prester John’s court is Central Asia. This suggests some inkling of the holy

Buddhist bowls at Kandahdr, Balkh, and Lddak. See below, p. 408, 409.
* Comp^e Baring Gould, 338. The Graal is a genuine Celtic myth with its roots in

the mysteries of Druidism. This account is taken from Baring Gould’s Strange Myths
of the Middle Ages, 354, 361 ; from H . Coleridge’s Introduction to Pumivall’s Le Morte^hur ; and from the article Graal in the Batisbone Allgemeine Bealencyklopedie,
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any other relics to repres^t the trne alms-bowL The story of the diqrasal

of Gautama’s relics is simple and natural, and differs litde in Uie BadAist
books of the north and in the Buddhist books of the south. The sbory
must therefore be old and is probably based on &ct.i When Gautama,
feeling that death was near, wished to be alone, he found it hard to
persuade his loving followers the Litchhava or Tdchhavi princes
Vaishili to stay behini® Touched by their love he left them his alms-bowL*
After Gautama’s death, near the city of Kushinagar or Kisia,^ a splendid
pyre was built, and when the pyre was consumed the sweet peari-like atdies

were gathered and guarded by the rulers of the city. Seven neighbouring
kings disputed the right of the people of Kushinagar to ke^ the rdics.*
They gathered armies and surrounded the city. The rulers of Kushinagar
refused to part with their treasure. A battle was imminent when a
Brdhman quieted the rival kings, dwelt on the disgrace of shedding blood
over the ashes of the gentle Gautama, moved them to religious enthusiasm,
and, while they bent in worship before the relic casket, slipped into his
turban the right tooth the most valuable of the remains,and divided the ashes
into eight equal shares. The kings carried away their shares, each
in his capital built a mound over the ashes.® According to one account
within twenty years, through the influence of the Patriarch Mihtktshyapa,
all the relics except the Bdjagr^a share, were brought together by Ajdtasatta
king of Magadha and a great mound was built to the south-east of
BAjagriha.7 After about two hundred years, the emperor Ashok, in his zeal
for the Buddhist faith, overran the lands of the eight kings, opened seven
of the mounds, and took the relics.®

* The Chinese pilviini Hiwen Thsang saw a pillar at Koshinagar, where the stmycd
the distributioa of Gautama^s relics vaa engraTed* Jn1iAn*« j^wen Hisaiu^ IL 3461
This pi^ WM probably as old as the time of Ashok, perhaps one of inllais.

* Vaishali is the modem Besarh twenty-seven miles north of Patna.
® Beal’s Fah Hian, 95. According to Beal this story was engraved on a pillar

VaishAlt Klaproth’s translation is different and meaningless. Poe Kone Ki, 236.
* KAsia is thirty-five miles east of Gorakhpur. Conninghi^’s Arch. Snr. Ren 1. 76.

of foijagriha, toe Shikyas of Kapfla, the
tochhavis of VaishAli, the Balayas of AUakappa, the Eansedas of RAmagiama, the
Brdhmans of Wetthadipa, and the Malliyans of Piva. Hardy’s MannalM Buddhism
(2nd Ed.), 364 ; BhUsa Topes, 291.

“ The story is told from the northern books in Jnlien’s Hiwen Thsang, n. 346 -.348
and IIL 31 ; from Ceylon sources in Hardy’s Manual of Buddhism (2nd Ed ) 362-365 •

from Chinese sources in Beal’s Fah Hian, 90. 108 ; from a Chinese Ceylon book of the
seventh century in As. Res. XX. 196-198 ; and, from Thibet sources by Csoma de Koroe
in As. Res. XX. 91. A ninth mound was built by the BrAhman who divided toe^ vessel in which the ashes were measured. Hardy’s Manual (2nd
IW.), 365 ; Bumonfs Introduction Al’Histoire dn Buddhisms In^en, I. 372. A
tenth mound was built by Brdhmaus who got no share and went to the burning placemd scraped tether some ashes and earth. Beal’s Fah Hian, 93. Foe Kone KL
255 ; Jiihen s Hiwen Thsang, H. 332. Compare Koeppen’s Buddhism, I. 116. C^onui
5 if®'

XX. 316,317. Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 30) gives the foUowimr
identincation of the ten relic mounds : B^jsgriha, capital of l)YA]Ateatta ; Vai^shAU or Besarh north of Patna by the Lichhavis

; Kapilv^ betweroGora^pur by the Sh^kyas
; EUmurimanear Gorakhpurby the Kausalas •

Wettoadipo or Bettiya by toe BrAhmans
; PAva west of Besarh by the Malliyans -

and KushmAra or KAsia between Benares and Besarb by the Malliyans. A ninth
washed over the charcoal at Peppholivano between Kapilvastn and KnsbinAra bvtoe Mony^, and a tenth by the BrAhman mediator over toe vessels in which hemeasured the rehcs.

nui^u uo

' Cmningh^’s Bhilsa Topes, 30. Mrs. Summers' Histoire deBouddha.176. Other

Budd^m
collecting of the relics by king AjAtasatta. See Koeppmi’k

u
“ f*® mounds which he found guarded by NAgas or Dragons.

s Fah Hian, 90 ; Remnsat s Foe Kone Ki, 227. According to^rdy ^Smn^
366) the rehc mounds were built at RAjagriha, KapilaTwisala, AUidap^
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The Begging Bowl:

Every town in India, whose wealth was more than B100,000,i asked

to build a relic mound. They were offered a share of Gautama’s relics, and
were promised that the merit of the work should belong to the city and not to

the sovereign. The cities agreed and while ‘ 84,000’ mounds were building,

Ashok, with the aid of spirits,® divided the relics into 84,000 parcels, and,

for each parcel, set apart a vase with a fillet-bound lid, and four caskets of

gold, of silver, of crystal, and of lapis lazuli or of glass.® A set of caskets

and a vase were sent to each town where a mound was building, and the

people were warned to be ready so that on a day not far off, when the sun

would be darkened, aU the relics might be laid in their places at the same
instant over the whole of India.*

It is not stated that fragments of Gautama’s bowl formed part of the

relics distributed by Ashok. The reason of this may be, that after Ashok’s
time a mystic meaning attached to Gautama’s bowl The bowl came to

be viewed as the symbol of the office of Buddha. ’The belief got abroad
that the bowl ha!d been handed from Buddha to Buddha till it came
to Gautama, and that, when Maitreya the coming Buddha should appear,

Gautama would pass the bowl to him in token that he received him as

his successor. 'The life of Buddha, as written in the Buddhist holy
books, is so overgrown by sun-poems that it is not easy to reach the
basis of historic fact which the sun legends overlie. Still, in spite

of the overgrowth of sun allegory, there seems no reason to doubt that

Gautama was a real man, that he lived as an ascetic and teacher, that he
gathered followers, that he spent most of his life in Behdr, and that he
died not far from the town of K4sia One detail of his death, whose
probableness and simplicity help to make it trustworthy, is the gift of his

alms-bowl to the Lichhavis of Vaish41i® Of what this ahns-bowl was
made is not stated. But from the strictness of the rule which was
introduced among Buddhist monks in very early times, there seems no
reason to doubt that it was either of clay or of iron.®

B^agram, Wetthadipa, PAva, and KnshinAra. Other acconnts of the relic mounds
built by Ashok are given in J. R. As. XX. 198 ; in Koeppen’s Buddhism, I. 516 ; from
Thibet sources by Csoma in As. Res. XX, 317 ; and from NepAl sources in Mitra’s
Indo-Aryans, H. 413. According to the Burmese books Ashok knocked down the
mounds at Besarh (Wethali), Eapilvastu, Allakappa, Pdva, and Kontteinaron, and
found nothing. He spared the NAga-guarded mound in the village of RAma. He
rebuilt the mounds he found empty, and, when nearly in despair, was shown the place
where the relics had been hid by KAshyapa in Badzagio (RAjagriha) and found the
ruby which showed that he had been fated to open the mound. Bigandet’s Life of
Gaudama, 378.

* A Koti of Suvamas, a hundred thousand gold pieces. Jnlien’s Hiwen Thsang, IH.
12. The number is indefinite.

^ Yakkas, according to Bumouf (Int. I. 373) ; spirits and demons according to
Hiwen Thsang (Julien, 418).

* Beal in his Pah Hian translates this word by glass. Eighty-four is a sacred
number with Buddhists and Jains. Compare Beal’s Pah Hian, 108. The number is

seven into twelve, perhaps the seven planets and the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
BhUsa Topes, 99 ; 84 pecks of relics, J. R. A. S. XX. 198 ; 84,000 wives of a
Bodhisattva. Jour. As. (VII. Series), III. 406-412.

* Bumouf ’s Introduction, I. 360-373. Julien’s Hiwen Thsang, II. 418-420.
According to Hiwen Thsang the share of relics in one of the mounds was 53 centilUree,
that IS about one pint. Ditto 418.

® M. Senart has detected a sun fragment in an incident whose historic value was,
^cording to Hiwen Thsang, borne out by an inscription of Ashok. But the
mcident, Buddha’s return by a ladder from a visit to his mother in heaven, is
evidently nmrvellous and allegoric. Journal Asiatique, III. 324.

_
Auth^ties agree that the Buddhist monk’s begging bowl was either of clay or

Fab Hian, 36 ; Remusat’s Foe Koue Ki, 82 ; Hardy’s Eastern Mona-
cnism, 70 ; Cunnmgham s Bhilsa Topes, I. 69 ; Koeppen’s Buddhism, 1. 343. They
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In addition to the clay or iron bowl, which Gtantama used during his

life and at his death left with the Idchhavis, two sets of mystic or

allegoric bowls are connected with passages in the life of Buddha. Of
these mystic bowls one set is of gold and the other set is of ston&

Gold bowls are twice mentioned in connection with Gautama. Brahma
received the infant Gautama at the time of his miraculous birth into a
golden bowl and bore him in the bowl to Indra or the sky.^ Again in Ae
marvel-laden passage where Gautama overcomes the evil Mira, and
becomes Budd^ the lady Snjita brings him the milk of a thousand coirs

in a golden bowl.2 When Gautama finishes the milk he takes the golden

bowl and to test his supernatural power throws it on the water. The
bowl floats up the river, till it strikes against the three other golden bowls

which the thr^ former Buddhas had thrown into the river when it is drawn
down by the Kiga king the lord of the water.*

The stone set of mystic bowls was given to Gautama by the four rulers

of the Air. When Buddha had overcome Mira, two merchants who were
passing were warned by the spirit of the wood that Buddha was in the forest

faint for food The merchants brought him parched grain and honey, and
Gautama would have taken their offering, but he had no bowL At once the

four Powers of the Air, each from his quarter of heaven, came bearing a
golden bowl. Gautama would not use gold : they brought him silver

;

silver also was too costly, and they brought him stone. That no envy
might stir their hearts Gautama took the four stone bowls, laid one

inside of the other, and ate the parched grain and honey.*

Of these two sets of mystic bowls the gold bowls seem to be parts of the

sun-poem with which the chief events in the life of Gautama are overlaid

According to Senart, the golden bowl in which Brahma laid the infant

Gautama is the sun, the golden bowl of the Atharva Ved* The golden

bowl presented by the lady Sujdta is also in Senart’s opinion mystic and
part of the sun imagery. The golden bowl is the sun, the river into which

Gautama throws the bowl is the water of the firmament, and Sujita’s

offering of milk typifies the sacrifices which enable the sun to run his daily

course.® According to Senart the four mystic stone bowls received from

the four kings of the Air are a variation of the sun-poem and like Sujita’s

golden bowl represent the sun'!' But the fact, that from very early times

stone bowls have been shown and worshipped as the bowls received by
Gautama from the Air kings, makes it probable that after Gautama’s

death begging bowls were manufactured of stone, and a story had to be

differ as to its shape. Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 70) thinks it had an upper part

and a short neck. Arnold (Light of Asia, 196) describes it as shaped melon-wise, and
Koeppen (I. 343) says, ‘ It was large, round, and pot-bellied like a tea-pot ; the shape

perhaps copied from a skull.’ The question of the_ form of the Buddhist begging

bowl is noticed in detail in the account of the Kanheri Caves above, p. 144.

- 1 As. Res. III. 383. Senart in Journal Asiatique, III. 391.

® Senart in Jour. As. III. 319.
’ Senart in Jour. As. III. 319 ; Alabaster’s Wheel of the Law, 145, 146; Eoeppen’s

Buddhism, I. 526. According to one account Indra rescued the bowl from the Niga
king.

* The story is told in Julien’s Hiwen Thsang, II, 482 ; Remnsat’s Foe Eoue Ki,

291; Beal’s Fah Hian, 125; and Hardy’s Manutd of Buddhism (2nd Ed.), 187.

® Jour. As. m. 391, 392. He notices other references to mystic bowls in the
account of Gautama’s infancy, and compares the worship of Krishna under the form
of a golden bowl. ® Jour. As. III. 391, 3^.

^ In support of this he notices that, according to one account, the bowls given by
Air kings were thrown into the air by Gautama and carried to Brahma’s heaven. Do,
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The Belies.

The. Begging Bowl.

invented to explain their number, and "why they were made of stone and
not of clay.

During the last two thousand years five chief bowls have been worshipped

as Gautama’s Begging Bowl ; the Ceylon bowl, the Peshdwar bowl, the

China bowl, the Kandah^ bowl, and the Lddak bowL All of these,

except the Lidak bowl, have been of stone and have claimed to represent

the stone bowls received by Gautama from the four kings of the Air.

According to Ceylon accounts a stone bowl and numerous relics were sent by
Ashok to the king of Ceylon.^ In the first century before Christ* this bowl
was carried to India by a Tamil invader, and was not recovered for about
four hundred years.® Fah Hian makes no mention of the Ceylon bowl.*

If it was not in Ceylon in the fifth century the bowl came back at some
later date, as, towards the end of the thirteenth century, it was sent from
Ceylon to China at the request of the great Moghal Emperor Kublii Khiin.®

Marco Polo (1290) describes this bowl as of very beautiful green porphyry,
and a Chinese writer of the fourteenth century (1350) states that the bowl
received from Ceylon was the bowl presented by the four heavenly kings.

It was neither of jade, copper, nor iron : it was purple and glossy, and when
struck it rang like glass.® Since the thirteenth century the bowl has either
been brought back from China or a new bowl has been made, as a b^ging
bowl is shown in the Malegaon monastery in KandyJ

Apparently in the first century before Christ the famous Skythian
Em^ror Kanarki or Kanishka, the ruler of Afghanistan and north-west
India and the great reviver of Buddhism, obtained a bowl of GautMia’s,
and, at Peshawar, built for it a relic mound 470 feet high and 580 yards
round.® Early in the fifth century (410) this bowl was seen at PeshAwar
by the Chinese pilgrm Fah Hian. It was of blue black stone, able to
hold one and one-eighth gallons, two inches thick, and made in four
quarters. It was taken out every day and worshipped.® In the following
wntury, probably in one of the Naushirvin’s (540-604) successful raids
into northern India, this bowl was taken to Persia, and when Hiwen
Thsang was in India (640) it was still in the palace of the Persian king.*®

According to a doubtful story, the Chinese bowl came to China in the

The fact that this bowl was of stone is noticed at
' Tumour’s MahAwanso, 105.

page 248 of the Mahiiwanso.
’ Tumour’s Mah^wanso, 204. ® Tumour’s MahAwanso, 248.
See Beal, 348, 3o8 ; Fah Hian had seen a bowl at Peshdwar

5 Yule’s Marw Polo, II. 259. e Yule’s Marco Polo, 11. 264.

betel
^ Gautama’s drinking vessel and

1® ’ Hiwen Thsang, II. 107. This is perhaps the great
MimkyAla siijpa which was opened by GenerM Ventura in 1830. Will’s Ariana
Antiqua, 31 -3o.

f Foe Koue Ki, 77-83. The translations differ in

in.
“ake®. the capacity of the bowl moderate about twenty pounds,

Wl makes It too big for a genuine bowl. The four quarters or seams at the

wL ^ ““taken idea of the legend of the four heavenly

r
‘**“*®*‘‘®* the Peshiwar bowl^wag of atone. But see

8 note 2 page 38 Compwe Koeppen’s Buddhism, I. 526.

Hiweu^hsfn?’uL“sL Mo®’ “®t visit Persia.^ north-east frontier. His information about Peirsia

awfTbvTh^sr^e thinks the bowl w^ ^Ubly
^ho got a vase full of pearls. *Genena

the Kandahir bowl He identifies this Persian bowl withW Thsang’s statement by the fact that in his

is against this identi^tiOT.^*”*^'
difference of size (IJ gals, and 93 gals.)
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fifth or sixth centoiy after Christ, in charge of Bodhidharma the lart great

Buddhist apostle from India to China.^

The Kandahitr bowl has long been a fsxnons object of wonliipL It

is still to be seen in a thick clump of aril and mnlbmy tones to the east

of old Eandahtr. It is much respected by the local Mnsalrndns, iriio say

that it was brought by TTia Hig^mess Ali, and call it Kssh-gah All orAl^
pot It was noticed in 1845 by Fenieir,^ who desoibeB it as (am of the

most famous relics of antiquity, nrithtf more ncr lees than the watw-pot

of Fo or Buddha. It was, he says, carried to Kandahtr by the tribes,

who, in the fourth century, fled frmn Gtndhir on the Indus to esciqie an
invasion of the Tuetchi who made an irruption firom Chinese Tsrti^ for

the purpose of obtaining the pot^ It wras of stone and mig^t hold twenty
gallons. It was sacred and worked miracles. The Kandahir bowl has
lately (1878 - 1880) been seen and described by Dr. Bellew and Miyor Le
Messurier.* According to these writers the bowl is of hard compact Ua^
porphyry which rings when struck. It is round, about four feet wide and
two deep, with sides about four inches thick. The lip has twenty-foim
&cets each about seven inriies wide. From the botomn of the bowl
radiate to near the rim, where, on the inside, is a Persian inscription and cm
the outside are four lines in Aralnc eharactm. Hie capacity of the bcwi is

given at ninety-three gallons and the wright at about three^narten of a
ton.^ The trunk of the tree under which the bowl stands is studded wiUi
hundreds of iron nails and twigs representing cures for the toothache.

The Lidak bowl is described by Cunningham* as a large earthenware
vase similar in shape to the two largest stone vases found in the Bhilsa
mounds. Cunningham supposed it to be the same as the spitoon of Buddha
which Fah Hian (410) saw at Kartchon west of T&rkand, and wldch he
describes as of the same colour as the Peshiwar alms-bowL^

The smallness cf the fragpnents and the fact that they are of clay, not of
stone, give the Sopira relics a higher churn to fepresmit Gautama’s alma-
bowl, than these heaveuTbom wcmder-working bowls which have remained
unharmed by time and change.* That, in the second century aftw Christ,

they were believed to be pieces of the true bowl seems beyond doubt.

1 Remusat’s Foe Koae Ki, 83 ; KoepTOu's Buddhism,L 52&. According to Beal
(Fah Hian, xxx.), Bodhidhanna, better Known as the wall-gazing Biriunan, did not
reach China till 526. Beal says nothing of this bowl.

2 Ferrier’s Caravan Journeys, 318 note.

3 Ferrier does not give his aathority,and the acconnt does not agree with Fah Hian
or Hiwen Thsang.

4 Dr. Bellew’s Indus to the Tigris, 143 ; Major LeMessurier’s Kandahir in 1879,
223,225.
. 6 Major LeMessnrier’s detailed measurements (onter diameter 4' 2", inner diameter
3' 71", inside depth 2' 3") so closely corre^nd with General Cnnning^iam’s mea-
surements (41' in diameter and 21' deep) of a stone bowl at BhUsa, as to suggest
that like the Bhilsa bowl the Kandah&r bowl may originally have bran a tree pot.
See Bhilsa Topes, 180. « lAdak, 3.

7 Betd’s Fah Hian, 16. As quoted by Koeppen (Bnddhism, I. 526) the descriptkma
of the Kartchon and lAdak bowls do not agree.

8 To the instances of the wonder-working power of Buddha’s howls, which have
been given above, the following may be added ; A king of the TneteM determined
to carry off the Peshiiwar bowL He set it on an elephant, bnt the elephant feQ
nnder its wemht. He bnilt a car and harnessed in it eight elephants, but tire car
stood fast. The bowl’s time for moving had not come, so the king worshipped it

founded a monastery. Beal’s Fah Hian, 38. Ont of the Chinese bowl rood for one
satisfied five. Yule’s Marco Polo, II. 264 ; the Ceylon bowl brought rain, Tumour’s
Msh^wanso, 248 ;

the Kaudahir bowl cures sickness, LeMessnrier, 225.

B 1064—52
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The date is fixed by the coin of Gotamiputra II. (a.o. 160), and, as has

been noticed, the circle of Buddhas which surrounds the relic casket

means that they are gathered round the mystic bowl which is to be

passed from Gautama to Maitreya.

The special honour shown to Maitreya the Coming Buddha in the

Sop&ra etupa suggests that Puma, the son of Maitr^yani, the glory of Sopara
and the apostle of Buddhism in ^e Konkan may be, or may locally have
been claimed to be, Maitreya or the Coming Buddha.^ Maitreya is not an
admissible form of Maitriyaniputra, or son of Maitrdyani; but the

similunty of the names favours the suggestion that Puma was locally

believed to be the Coming Buddha This belief finds support from the

details of Puma’s life preserved in M. Bumoufs Introduction to Buddhism.
This story of his life shows that Puma, the son of Maitriyani, rose to the

highest rank. He became a Bodhisattva or potential Buddha, and is one
of the first of Gautama’s followers who will hold the office of Buddha* The
high honour in which he was held is shown by the fact that Hiwen Thsang
found a stupa of Pumamaitrayani at Mathura, which was said to have been
built by A^ok.* At the same time there are several difficulties in the
way of the suggestion that the honour done to Maitreya in the Sop&ra stupa
is coimected with a desire to show respect to Puma Puma’s title as
Buddha is Dharmaprabhdsa,^ not Maitreya It is stated® that the former
name of Maitreya was Ajita, or the IJnconquered, and that he was a
Brdhman, not like Puma the son of a merchant. Further in the
introduction to the Lotus of the Good Law,® among the beings who are
gathered to hear Gautama teaching, Pumamaitrayaniputra appears as an
Arhat and Maitreya as a Bodhisattva Mahdsattva.

Since the abovewas written. Dr. Burgess has stated that Maitreya is often
confounded with Dharmaprabhisa.^ Dr. Burgess does not give the authority
for this statement. If it is correct it greatly increases the probability that
the prominent position given to Maitreya among the images that surround
the relics was due to the belief that Pmma, the apostle of Sopara, was to be
the Coming Buddha.

The fame of Sopdra, and 'the femt that Ashok engraved a set of his edicts
near the town, make it probable that Ashok presented the city with a set
of caskets and that a mound was built. The form of the present mound,
so far as it can be ascertained, seems to show that it belongs to the time
of Gotamiputra II., and no other mound has been found in Sopara. But
the position of the stone casket inside of the more precious silver casket
suggests that it may have belonged to an earlier set of relics.

It seems probable that, like other relics the fragments of the bowl were
at first from time to time taken out and worshipped.® But that by
Gotamiputra s time the belief in the symbolic meaning of the bowl had
gained such strength, that it was felt that the remains of the bowl should
be left untouched till the new Buddha came to claim them.®

1 Burnonfs Introduction, 235-274. 2 Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, 122,
» Jnlien s Memoirs, I. 208. « Le Lotus, 123.
6 Bumouf’s Introduction, 55, 102. 6 Le Lotos, 1, 2. 1 Ind. Ant. XL 236.
» r or detaUed accounts of the worship of relics see Fah Hian (Beal, 41, 155), and

Hiwen Thsang (Jnlien, II. 488).
' '

n,
h^-dress and ornaments of the chief figure in the circle of

Bhagr^nlil to belong to the seventh century, and
mound was opened and the circle of images added at that

At the uma of dress md ornament must be left to the decision of experts.
e it may be urged that the limits of time assigned to old fashions in
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The following additions to the details given in the text are taken from

Pandit Bhagvanl41’s paper in the Joun^ of the Bombay Branch of the

Boyal Asiatic Society. On the outer surface of the coflFer is a dark layer

like the glaze with which the old Jain and Brihmanic images called

lepya pratimda or varnished images, are darkened and smoothed. The old

broken image of the Jain saint Neminith in Gimdr is varnished in this

way, and in the Brdhmanic temple of Bet, near Dwarka, the coating of

the old image of Banchhodji sometimes falls in flakes, which, under the

name of Karal chandan, are given to pilgrims as an object of worship.

This coating is never used for modem images, but the Jains stiU apply

it to old images. It is made from the following seven materials. The resin

of the sal or Shorea robusta, sandalwood charcoal, powdered oxide of

iron or sulphate of iron in small quantities, fine myrobalan powder
in small quantities, antimony, lamp bl^k, and clarified butter in small

quantities. These ingredients are powdered for several days on a block

of stone by an iron hammer. A thin coating of this powder is first laid

on, and the image is smoothed by a trowel, which has been rubbed with

powdered silicate of magnesia or oxide of tin to prevent it from sticking.

Further layers are added till the coating is thick enough to form a smooth
black surface. The cofier when new must have been of a bright shining

black colour.

The casket and the images were sprinkled with a powder which formed Tht Poteder.

a layer about an inch deep on the bottom of the cofier and lay on the

images in a thick crust of verdigris. This powder looks much like the

mixture of aloe powder agarachuma, sandal powder chandanachuma,
safifit>n powder kesarachwma, and cassia powder tamdlapatrachuma, which
the Nepilese Buddhist books frequently mention as thrown on Buddha by
the go^ There are distinct traces of sandal and aloe

;
the saflfron may

have lost its yellow colour and so cannot be made out ; and apparently not

cassia powder was used. This powder, which is called Gandhadravya»
V4sachuma, or Y4sakshepa, is still used by Brahmans and Jains. Its

Brahmanical name is Ahir. It is white in colour, and is mostly used
in worship and for throwing about during the Holi holidays. Another
almond-coloured scented powder is called podi in Gujarati and ghisi in

Hindi It is laid in small cloth bags or paper covws to scent robes and
rich clothes. The Deccan ahir, or bukka, which is black in colour, is

used in worship and at religious meetings, such as Bhajans, Kirtans, and
Hard4s Eathas, when it is applied to the foreheads of visitors.* The powder

Appendix A
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dress are in many cases provisional. Kxcept when based on separate historical evidence,
the calculation of the limits of a fashion is founded on availaUe materials and is liable

to be changed by fresh discoveries. Apart from the qnestion of the age of the style of
dress and ornament the evidence of the Sopiira relics goes to show that all are at least
as early as A. n. 160. This, as far as the form can stui be ascertained, is the probabla
date of the mound, and the position of the relic coffer in the centre of the monnd,
and the absence of any sign of opening or passage from the surface to the centre
make it improbable that the relics wereever tuen ont after the monnd was built. Die
size of the stone coffer shows that it was made to suit the copper casket and the
circle of gods. Its position inside of the silver casket and its shape make it possible
that the stone casket belongs to an older set of reUcs. The rest seem to be of the
same time and that time seems to be fixed by the date of the coin. It is nnlikely
that any one should have opened the mound and added the circle ofBuddhas without
leaving inside any trace of when or by whom the additions were made.

1 White Abir is made from the following ingredients : The root of the Andro-
pogon muricatus vdlo, the tuber of the Hedychiom spieatnm kaparatdehaU, the
wood of the Santalum album chandan, and arrowroot or the fiovr of cleaned
Sorghum vulgare. Betides from vdlo, kapurakdehaU, and chandan, the Gnjartt
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which the Jains make is of a pale yellow. It is used for worship, for

sprinkling on newly consecrated images, and on disciples when first

admitted to holy orders.i

With the eight Sopiira Buddhas the row of ei^t Bnddhas in a fifth-

century painti^ above the doorway of Ajanta Cave XVII. forms an
interesting comparison. The eight Ajanta Buddhas are of one size, about

twelve inches lugh, in panels eighteen inches by twelve. All are seated

cross-legged on cushions, and aU have cushions behind tiieir backs. Except
Maitreya, whose long tresses hang to his shoulders, all have close^cropped

curly or woolly hair rising to a knob on the crown. All wear the

ascetic’s robe. In some of the figures the robe is drawn over the left

shoulder, leaving the right shoulder bare
;
in others it^covers both shoulders

and is fastened round t£e neck like a coat. Bound the head of each is

a nimbus, and each sits under his Bodhi tree. The eight figures form
two sets of four. The four on the right vary in hue from wheat colour

to umber brown
; the four on the left are black, perhaps because the colour

has faded. The black Buddhas have also a white brow-mark which the

others have not. The flower scroll and a belt of small figures under
the four right hand Buddhas also differ from the flower scroll and
the figures under the four left hand Buddhas. The figure most to

the right is Maitreya, the Coming Buddha. He is paint^ in the act of

passing from being a Bodhisattva to be a Buddha. His skin is wheat-
coloured, and his hair falls in long tresses on his shoulders. He is dressed

as an ascetic in a brick-coloured robe drawn over the left shoulder, leaving

the right shoulder bare. He wears the ornaments of a Bodhisattva, a
rich tiara, earrings, a necklace, armlets, and anklets. He sits in the
Varamudra or Giving Porition, his right hand over or resting on his right

thigh, with open upturned palm, his left hand, also with upturned pf^,
rests on his lap over his folded feet He is seated under a long-

leaved tree which is difficult to identify. On Maitreya’s right is Bhikymnuni
or Gautama, wheat-coloured, in a salmon robe, which covers both
shoulders to the neck like a coat His hands are in the Dharma-
chakramudra or Teaching Position, both raised to the chest, the tip of the
left little finger caught between the points of the right thumb and
first finger. Over his head hangs a bunch of pipal. Ficus religiosa,

leaves representing the tree under which he is sitting. On Gfautama’s
right is Kashyapa, dusky yellow in hue, with a dark grey robe covering
both shoulders like a coat His hands are in the Bhydnmudra or
Meditating Position, both laid in the lap, with upturned palms, the right
hand above. His tree is an vjdambar. Ficus glomerata, with faded fruit.

On Kdshyapa’s right is Kanaka, umber brown, with a white robe drawn
over the left shoulder, leaving the right shoulder bare. Hib hands are in

powder called Pad\OT Ghisi is prepared from the seeds of tiie Cerasus
mahmeb gkaun^, the leaves and stem of the Artemisia iadica damo, the wood of
tne rinus deodora devadar, the tnber of the Curcuma zerumbet kaehuro, the dried
flower bud of the Catyophyllus aromatious laving, and the fruit of the EJettaria
cardamomum efcAj. The Deccan variety of AUr is made of the four following
ingredients m addition to those used in preparing podi : the wood of the Aloexylum
agallochnm o^oro, the root of the Auchliidia costnsiwM, the root of the Nardostachys

Imi^harec^
the half liquid balsam of the Liquidamber orientale seldraaa,

powder roAottepa, properly. FifrofoAepa, is made of sandalwood,

aro
Dryobalanops aromatica bhhnsaii bards. The last two ingredients

slab bv a
Small quantities, mixed with saffron and water, ground on a stone

powdered Md .^ndalwood, Md rolled into a ball. ThI balls are dried,powdered, and kept m silk bags speciaUy made for holding them.
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the Ahhayamudra or Blessing Podtion, right hand raised to the ri^t
shoulder, tiie palm c^n and held slightly forward : the left hand in the

lap open and with upturned palm. His tree looks like a banyan, but it

has no air-roots, and may be a pdkhadi or jnpri. Mens infectoria. On
Kanaka’s right is Krakuchchhiuida, who, like K^ishyapa (No. 3), is

in the Meditating Position. He is black with a white robe which rises

to the neck, covering both shoulders. His tree is the p&tali, Bignonia
suaveolens. On Krakuchchhanda’s ri^t is Yishvabhu, black in hue, with
a white robe drawn over his left shoulder. He sits like Kanaka (No. 4)
in the Blessing Position. Over his head is a bunch of long deep gremi
leaves, perhaps of the aahok, Jonesia asoka, but they are diffici^ to identify.

On Yishvabhu’s right is a damaged figure Shikhi, black, with a li^t-
coloured robe that festens round the neck, covering both shoulders, lake
Kashyapa (No. 3) and Krakuchchhanda (No. 5) his hands are in the
Meditating Position. His tree has disappeared. On Shikhi’s right is

Yipashyi, black, with a white robe drawn across the left shoulder. lake
Shikyamuni (No. 2) his hands are in the Teaching Position. Above his

head hangs a bunch of »dl leaves, Shmrea robusta, representing a p<»tioa
of the tree under which he is sitting.

In connection with the Sop4ra relics two points call f(sr exphnation.
Why were these articles plac^ in the stupa t What guided the builders

of the stupa in the choice of the articles and of the materials of which the
articles were madel First as to the number and the materials of the
caskets. The idea of the builders of the Hupa seems to have been to

enclose the relics in seven envelopes, each more valuable than the one
outside of it. Thus, there is the clay and brick of the mound, the stone of the
coffm-, and the material of the five caskets, copper, silver, stone, crysttd and
gold, each more valuable than the covering in which it is enclos^ The
stone casket seems to break the rule, and it is difficult to suggest an
explanation. It seems to be plain sandstone, but it may stand for marble or
for some other precious matcaiaL^

Again, what is the meaning of the gold flowers which were found in all the
caskets, except in the stone casket t In India the throwing of flowers is a
sign of welcome and worship. When Buddhas or Tirthankars gained perfect

knowledge, when some great personage is bom or dies, on the field

of victory, or when a king enters his capital in triumph, gods and men
cover them with flowers. The custom is referred to in the Mahdbhdrat
and the Bimiyan, and in Buddhist and Jain sacred books. Another and
a very early form of the practice was to mix gold flowers with real

flowers, or to use nothing but gold flowers, for gold is the richest and
most meritorious of ofierings. While the images of the gods are carried

in procession, or while the wealthy or saintly dead are home to the
burning ground, it is still the practice to scatter gold flowers mixed
with real flowers, and to leave the gold flowers to be picked by the poor.

Again on festive, religious, and other great occasions, when a ruler seated

on an elephant passes in state through his capital, persons sit behind him
and throw over his head gold or silver flowers to be scrambled for by the
peopla So also when a vow has been made to present a god with a
particular kind of flower for a certain number of days, on the last day of

the vow, instead of real flowers, flowers of gold are presented, as gold is

the richest of oferings. The flowers in the SopAra caskets were placed

there as ofierings to the relics. How did it come that flowers were laid
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in all the caskets except in the stone casket ? The ceremonial observed

in laying the relics in their place seems to have been this. Mowers were

dropped over tlie pieces of earthenware and the golden casket was closed ;

flowers were dropped over the golden casket and the crystal casket

was closed. When the crystal casket was closed flowers were strewn over

it, but they had to be taken out as it was found that the stone casket fitted

the crystal casket too tightly to leave room for flowera Again, when the

stone casket was closed flowers were dropped into the silver casket, and

when the silver casket was laid in the copper casket gold flowers were

again strewm The number in the copper casket was specially large, as it

included the flowers for which there was no room in the stone casket In

the copper casket, besides the gold flowers, there were the thirteen undrilled

and thirty-one drilled stones, the sweet-scented powder, the gold image of

Buddha, the inch or two of sUver wire, and the patch of gold leaf and the

coin. All of these were offerings to the fragments of emthenware. The
seven kinds of undrilled stones represented an offering of seven jewels,^

and the drilled-stones probably represented the offering of a neckhtce ;
the

sweet-scented powder was an offering of incense ; the silver wire and the

gold leaf were offerings of metal ; and the coin was an offering of money.

Though only one or two pieces of pottery were found in the Brahnra-

hiU mounds the discoveries at Nagpur and at Dhamikot, and the

results of opening similar burial mounds and circles in Europe, make it

probable that deeper digging may unearth remains at Brahma hilL^ The
statement made in the text that the use of unhewn stones in burial

monuments does not prove that the builders were ignorant of the rrse of

tools, is supported by the case of the Khastis of Eastern Bengal, who,
though skilBil iron smelters and probably acquainted with iron tools for

thousands of years, raise undressed blocks and pillars of stone in memory
of the dead.®

The following information is offered in addition to the notes in the
text on the Eods and on Indian rude stone tombs. According to Wilson’s
Glossary the Eods are a race of mountaineers inhabiting the hills west
and north-west of Oanjim to the borders of Ndgpnr, and, according to tlie

same authority, the Eols and the Gonds are the same as the Eods, Eolln
and Eondru being Teingu forms of the plural of Eodu.* The limits
assigned by Wilson to the Eodu country are interesting, as they belong to
the same tract of country as Dbarnikot or Amravati near the mouth of the
Krishna and Jnnapani close to NAgpur, places where large numbers of
funeral circles have beenfound. Dhamikot ban the special interest of having

1 The correct seven jewels are the diamond or vajra, the ruby or rndnikya, the
pearl or mukta, coral or prabal, lapis laznh or voUdurya^ the agate or gomed^ and the
emerald or marakat. From what has been found in other stupas, great variety seems
to have been allowed in the choice of the seven precious stones. See Cmmioicham’s
Bhilsa Topes, 298.
’Of the openi^ of the Kigpnr mounds details are given later on. The

Amravati circles, in which ashes and burnt bones were found, were opened not in
the centre but near the side opposite an opening in the circle of stones. Bnde Stone
Montmente, 243-257. ; In Europe excavation has ledto the discovery of remains under
toe circle of stones sometimes near the surface, sometimes deep down. Rude Stone
Monuments, 264-266. In other cases deposits were found under or in front of

,
^“es at some distance from the circle. Rude Stone Monuments, 132-156.

® Rude Stone Monuments, 461, 482.
* Glo88My^292. In connection with these tombs and with the apparent relationbetw^ the Rods and the Kols, it is worthy of notice that the Kols are remarkable for

a ^thetic v^erence for the dead . Tylor’s Primitive Cnltnre, II. 32. Bishop Caldwell(Wammar, 2nd Ed., 37) notices that the Teingu name for the Konds or Otmde is Rod.
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formed part of t!ie same kingdom as Sop4ra, soon after, if not at the timo
when the Brama-hill stones were inscribed. About fonr miles to the
south-east of the town are hundreds of stone circles apparently the burying
ground of the people of Dharnikot. The Dhamikot circles vary &om
twenty-four to thirty-two feet in diameter.. Unlike the Brahma-hiU
stones, which are the bases of small mounds, the Amravati stones stand
out from the ground. They have an opening at one side, and opposite
the opening, near the other side of the rii^, are two or three ^onea
which seem to mark the sepulchral deposits. Dr. Fergnsson thinks that
some of these circles are of great age while others are not more than a
century old. He formerly thought that the rail round the Amrayati
stupa was a development of the rude circle; he has since come to cmisider
the circles rude copies of the rail.^ Of the use of the circles, there seema
to be no doubt. All that were opened yielded funeral nms mid burnt
bones.*

At Jnnapani, about five miles west of Nagpur, the northern slope
of a line of low basalt hills is covered by burial mounds. The mounds,
which have weathered down to a height of three or fonr feet, vary from
tweniy to fifty-six feet in diameter, and each is snrronnded by a circle of
undressed ba^t boulders. They seem to be much like the Brahma-hill
circles only larger. Inside of the circle the earth is pressed into stiff clay
difiBcnlt to pierce and mixed with large stones. About three feet below
the surface broken pieces of red and black pottery were found, and,
under the pottery, iron tools, an iron snaffle bit and apparently stirrups,

and a whitish earth, probably the remains of bones. Mr. Bivett-Camac,
who opened the mounds, was satisfied from their condition that they were
very old.® But nothing was ascertained about the people by whom th^
were made.

Besides these stone circles and burial mounds at N^igpnr and
Dhamikot, which seem to be the work of the same Kods Kols or Bonds
who made the Sopdra circles, rude burial mounds have been found
in the south Deccan |^and in north-east and south-west Madras. These
differ from the northern circles in having the remains enclosed in rudely
built chambers.® Sir Walter Elliot believes that the chief builders of the
southDeccan and eastMadras sepulchres were theKurumbers (Knrnmbas),
who were powerful near Madras and Conjeveram from very early times
to the eighth or ninth century, and of whom a wretched remnant remains
in the Nilgiris and about the roots of the Sabyddri hills.® Kodeh Kul, Mr.
Babington’s name for the mushroom-like chamber-tombs near Kalikat,
suggests a connection with the Kods. But the resemblance is misleading
if, as Mr. Babington states, the word Kodeh Kul is the Malayalam for as.

umbrella stone.® What gives special interest to these rude sepulchres is
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1 Tree and Serpent Worship, 152 ; Rode Stone Monuments, 474, 475 ; J. R. A. S.
ITT . 143. The two views do not seem inconsistent. The mde Kol cii^e may in a
time of power and with foreign help have developed into the rail, and again when
foreign help was withdrawn and power and wealth passed away, it may have fallen

back to the original rough circle.

* Tree and Serpent Worship, 151. S J. A. Soc. Beng, xlviii. 1-16.
* See papers by Colonel MeMows Taylor and by Sir Walter Elliot, qnoted in Rude

Stone Monuments, 446-478, and in J. A. S. Beng. xlviii. 11. Of the disl^bntion of
these mde stone sepulchres, as far as at present recorded, Mr. Feignssoh gives the
following summary : They are not found north of the Vindhya range of hills. They
occur somewhat sparsely in the GodAvari and more commonly in the Krishna valleys.

They are found in groups all over Madras, especially near Conjeveram and on both
sides of the SahyAdris through Koimbator to Cape Comorin. Rude Stone Monuments,
475 - 476. Compare C^dweli’s Dravidian Grammar, 2nd Edition, 593.

5 Rude Stone Monuments, 476. ® Trans, Bom. Lit. Soc, HI. 342 - 348.
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tiieir cloee resemblance to some of the burial mounds, and open air chamber

tombs or dohnens of North Africa and Western Europe.*

It has been shown in the History Chapter that, though they have

ceased to hold a prominent place, the Kods continue to form an element

in the Konkan population- Kod appears as a Marathi surname, and
according to one account, as the name of a distinct community on the

ThAna coast about fifteen miles north of SopAra.* The hu^ funeral

urn carved on the tops of the paliyds or memorial slabs which, probably

as late as the eleventh or twelfth century, were so often set up in ThAna,

seems a relic of the practice of enclosing urns in sepulchres or burial-

mounds.^ The old practice of building burial mounds or cairns and

of laying urns in them seems also to explain some of the present Konkan
fnneral rites. The burial service of several middle class Konkan Hindus,

notably the Kunbis Prabhus and Pachkalsis of Thana, includes three

chief observances. On the spot where the dead breathes his last and

where the body is laid a lamp is kept burning for twelve days, and,

during these days, offerings of rice and of milk are left in or near the

house for the spirit’s use. On the way to the burning ground the bearers

stop, the bier is set on the ground, and the chief mourner and the

bearers go to one side, gather small stones, heap them into a cairn a foot

or eighteen inches hig^ and place a copper and some food under the

stones or hide them near the cairn. One of the stones of the cairn,

generally a small pointed stone, is chosen to represent the dead. This

stone, which is Imown as the stone of life jivkhada, is taken by the

chief mourner to the burning ground and there used to pierce a hole

in a jar from which he lets water fall in a line round the pyre.* Then
the stone is either taken home or thrown into water. At the burning
ground, for twelve days after the funeral, offerings of riee and milk are

left for the use of the spirit. The food and drink set for the

spirit, in the house, under or near the cairn, and at the burning
ground, seem to show that the present funeral observances include

traces of two rites older than the main ceremonies at the burning
ground. The milk and rice offered to the spirit in the house seem
traces of an early practice of house buriaL* So the stopping on the way
to the burning-ground, the building of the cairn, and the offering of

money and of food seem traces of former mound building. Um burial

is still occasionally practised by rich Deccan Mardth^, who, on the third

day after the fnneral, gather the ashes and bones in an um or earthen
pot and lay the um in a raised masonry tomb.® In the Konkan the only

1 Rnde Stone Monuments, 276, 399 ; Jour. A. S. Beng. xlviii, 11 . 13 ; Caldwell’s
Dravidian Grammar, 2nd Edition, 593.

2 Later accounts from Kelva-Mihim speak of the Kods as a sub-division of Kunbis,
not as a separate community. The M&mlatd&r of Mihim.

3 Descriptions of memorial stones or pdHyds are given above under Eksar and
Sh^hapur.

4 With the miniature cairns and the stone of life may be compared the miniature
stone chamber, like a box, in which the Mala Arians of Txavaneor place a «m«ll stems
which is believed to be the spirit’s 'dwelling place. See Fergnsson’s ftnde Stone
Monuments, 479.

6 The NilmriTodds still keep, or till lately kept, the practice of burning a body in its

old dwelling house. Tylor’s Primitive Culture, II. 26-47. Other examples of house
burial are given in Spencer’s Principles of Sociology, L 217, and in 'Tylor’s Primitive
Culture, IL 26.

^

Among the Russians in the tenth century a sick Tna.rx was put in a
separate tent with food and drink. If he got well he came back. If he died they
burned him and his tent, Reinaud’s Abu-l-fida, bcix.

® Compare the miniature arms and vessels found in cairns in the extreme south
on both sides of the &hy4dris, and in graves in Coorg and elsewhere. Ende Stone
Monnmente, 479. Bishop Caldwell speaks (Grammar, New Ed., 595) of a number of
beautiful little vessels of various shapes made of glased pottery.
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trace of the practice seems to be the temporaiy burial of ashes in an nm
until the time comes to take them to Benares or other holy place. The
pots of food that nsed to be left in the tomb for the use of the dead
survive in the three small jars (2* X 1") called ttZos which, on the third

day after the funeral, are, with three small cakes, left full of water near
the burning or burying groimd.

Nesu: a well at the south end of Nil Dong^ are five fragments of carved
figures from some pre-Musalman temple. They are said to have been
found on the hill when earth was carried away at the time of making
the railway. There is a small mound on the top of the hill with some
cemented stones, apparently the remains of the small Portuguese fort.

On the level of the basalt pillars, across a ravine to the east, a cluster

of large stones stands out from the hill side. From the other side of the
ravine they look like a circular monument of unhewn stones. But
examination shows no trace of artificial arrangement. The stones are
an outcrop of the same basalt dyke as the pUIars on the western spur.
At the south-west base of the Bikshi hill is a broken land-grant stone
with a rudely carved ass-curse but no writing. Near a Jihar hamlet
about half-way between the Nil aud lUkshi hills, that is about two miles
east of Sopira, is a small shrine to the g^dess Mah4m&ri the cholera
spirit. The emblems of the goddess are three roughly round stones
covered with redlead and about four inches in diameter. The shrine
which shelters them is made of three slate-like slabs of yellow trap, two
side slabs about two feet long and a foot high placed about two feet apart,

and a top slab about two feet square- This rude shrine is interesting

from its resemblance to the open-fronted chamber-tombs or dolmens
of north India aud west Europe. These Mhars have lately come from
Batn^giri.

Besides those mentioned in the text, Dr. Burgess gives the following
references to Sop4ra :

^ In the B4mayan, ‘ Then go to the western
quarter, to the Surishtras, the Bahlikas, the Abhiras, Shnrpirak, Prabhks,
and Dvirivati (Dwarka),’ * In the Mahdbharat, ‘ Then the very powerful
one conquered ShurpArak

;
then let one go to Shurpirak dwelt in

by Jimadagnya (Parshuram), the man who bathes in the Rdmatirtha will

obtain much gold
;
® the altar, my son, of the noble-minded Jamadagni

at Shurpdrak
; thereupon Sigara (the ocean) fashioned forthwith

for that Jimadagnya the Shurparak country occupying the western
face of the earth

;
^ he who fasts for one fortnight, after bathing in

the waters of the Narbada and the waters of Shurparak, becomes a
prince.’ ^ In Jain works Sopara is variously written Sopdraya, Sopiraka,
and Sopdr, and referred to as an auspicious city in Knnkunadesh where
the Jain teacher Vajrasen (a,d. 60-80) converted the four sons of

Jivdatt. Thes efour sons became the founders of four families JculsJ^ The
celebrated astronomer Vardhmihir (a,d. 500) in his chapter on diamonds
calls the Surdshtran diamond copper-coloured and the Sopara diamond
sable.7

To the identifications of Ophir given in the text must be added Sir
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' Ind. Ant. XI. 236-237.
^ Grorresio’s RdmAyan, lY. 47, 526. ShurpArak does not occur in this passage in all

MSS. of the B4m4yan.
^ This is the ‘ Bimatirtha in Shorp^raga’ mentioned in UshavdAt’s inscription in

NAsik Cave Vm. See above, p. 320. * Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, L 4M.
» Mahkbhirat, H. 1169 ; ill. 8185-86, 8337 ; XII. 1781-82 ; XlII, 1736. The

Mkrkandeya Fnr4n mentions Shnrpkrak as a country in Apar4nt (Chapter Ivii. 49).

Compare also Bh4gvat PurOn, X. 20, 79.
‘ Ind. Ant. XI. 237, 293,294. i Jour. E. A, S. (New Series), V 11. 125.

B 1064—53
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HeiiiT’ Rawlinson’s recent identification -with Apir or Apirak on the

mainland, close to the island of Bahrain on the west coast of the Persian

Gnlf.i

Tha'liai- Six copper-plates fastened together by a ring in two parcels of

three each, were found in 1787 while digging foundations in Thina fort.®

They record a grant by the tenth Sil4h4ra chief Arikeshari. The names of

the nine earlier chiefs are given and Arikeshari is described as by direction

of his father even in childhood going with his army to Someshvar

(Somndth Pdtan ? ) and offering the whole earth before the god. The grant

is of the villageof ChavinAr(?) and the district of Tokabala Pallika(?) to the

illnstrions Tikkapaiya, son of the astronomer the illnstrions Chhintapaiya,

inhabitant of Shristh^nak. Arikeshari is described as having made the gift

after bathing ‘ in the opposite sea’ on the full moon of Kdrtik (October-

November) Skak 939 (a.d. 1017) J’ingala Samvatsar, when there was a lunar
eclipse. Arikeshari is described as governing 1400 Konkan villages, the

chief of which was Puri. The towns of Hamyaman (probably Sanjin) and
Shristhinak (Thana) are also mentioned. Arikeshari’s ministers were the

illustrious Vdsapaiya and the illnstrionsVardhipaiya. The inscription was
written by Jonba, nephew of the great bard Nagalaiya who lived in the

royal palace. It was engraved on plates of copper by Vedapaiya’s son

Mindharpaiya.

About 1830 two other copper-plates were found while digging a grave in

Thina and sent by Mr. Baillie to the Honourable Mr. Elphinstone. They
are dated a.d. 1272 and 1290 and record grants by Konkan viceroys of

the ninth Devgiri Y4dav Rdmchandradev, better known as Bdmdev
(1271-1308) whom Ald-ud-din Khilji defeated. The 1272 grant is by one
Achyut Niyak ‘ the powerful western prince’ to propitiate divine favour
on the illustrious Ramchandradev. The date is Sunday the fifth of the

bright half of A'shvin (September-October) ShahllOA (a.d. 1272) Angira
Samvatsar. The village granted is V^vla in the Konkan in the district of

Shatashasthi (SAlsette).* The grantees are thirty-two Brdhmans, who are

to employ themselves constantly invoking blessings on Rdmchandradev.'*
The 1290 grant was by the illustrious Krishnadev, governing the whole
province of the Konkan under the orders of the illustrious Rtai
(Ramchandradev). The object of the grant is the prolongation of Ram’s
life, his preservation in good health, and the increase of his wealth. The
village granted is Anjor in the district of Khajana WaiTari(?) and the
grantees are forty Brdhmans.^ The grant bears date Tuesday the fifteenth
of the bright half of FafsMM (April-May) S/iait 1218 (a.d. 1290) Virodhi
Samvatsar.

Utan. Three land-grant stones were found about 1835 by Mr. Murphy
in Salsette. Mr. Murphy writes, ‘ One is the fragment of a grant in the

Jour. E. A. S. (New Series), XII. 214, 227. Against this identification it may he
urged that Palmyra is believed to have been a centre of trade in the time of Solomon
IHeeren s Asiatic Researches, III. 428) ; that therefore in Solomon’s time there was
communication by land between Gerrha or Bahrain and Palestine and Phoenicia ;

and
that with this short land route there was little advantage in opening the long voyage
by the Red 8ea and East Arabia round the mouth of the Persian Gulf to Bahrain,

i
Researches, I. 356-367. * VAvla village is seven miles north of ThAna.

Rue names of the Br^mans are given in the inscription. The viRage is granted
th«n with its grass, timber and water, trees and forests, with the Ichdri (creek?)

streams and nvulets. Mr. Wathen in Jour. R. A. S. (Old Series), V. 185-187.

, 1 ^^^ miles south-west of Bhiwndi. The viUage is granted with its

min *4 limited to its proper bounds, with its grass, timber, water and forest trees,
marks. The names of the forty grantees are given in the

mscnption. Mr. Wathen in Jour. B. A.- S. (Old Series), f. 178-183.
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village of Utan in Salsette from a prince named Keshidev Rija in the year
of our era 1047 ;

the others are similar giants in Utan and Veoor
(Tenr ?) from Haripdldev in A.D. 1099 and A.D. 1100. The last two dates

are apparently incorrect, for there is a difference of ten years between the

names of the years as they stand in the cycle (Samvatsar

)

and the fignres.

The grant, dated a.d. 1099, asserts that there was an eclipse of the moon
on the day on which it was written. All three name the R4j4s as the

descendants of a long line of ancestors.’ ^ The names of the grantors cor-

respond with the names of two Silahira chiefs, who, according to present

information, are nnmbered sixteen and nineteen. Land grants of Haripaldev
the sixteenth chief have been fonnd dated a.d. 1149, 1150, and 1153,
and grants of Keshidev, the nineteenth chief, have been fonnd dated A.D.

1203 and 1238. These dates do not tally with those given by Mr. Mnrphy.
Mr. Murphy’s first date (a.d. 1047) is apparently wrong.® If his second
and third dates are right (a.d. 1099 and 1100), Haripdldev (I. ?) will

come after the fourteenth Sil4hara chief Anantdev, whose grants bear
date 1081 and 1094, and between whom and the earliest date (a.d. 1138)
of the next known chief Apardditya (I.) is a blank of forty-four years.®

Va'gholi- One of the inscribed stones in the Collector’s garden in

Thana was brought from V^.gholi a mile west of Sop4ra, The stone is 3' 8"

long, 1' 1" broad, and 7" thick. The inscription contained fourteen lines,

bnt none of them can be made out. Even the date, which can be traced in
the first line, is illegible.

* Trans. Bom.Geog. Soc. I. 132.
® The Anantdev copperplate mentions three kings, ChhittarAj (a.d. 1027) NAgArjun

and Mnnununi (a.d. 1060) but none of them can be identified with the Utan Keshidev.
* See ThAna Statistical Account, Part 1. pp. 422.427.
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Ab^i Sondev : Shiviji’s general (1648), 120.

Abdul Itabmilii ; Arab missionary, 220.

Abhaya Madra : Blessing Position, 331, 412, 413.

Abu^on : Captain (1780), 221.

Abir : fragrant powder, 329, 333, 411 and note 1.

Abiria : 318.

Abul Fad: (1586), 30.

Ab-nl-Fida = Arab historian (1273-1331), 302, 321,

356.

Achola : 342.

iEthiopia : 322.

Agdsbi : 1-2, 11,314, 316, 382, 386.

:213.

AhaTamalla : SiUhira prince, 383.

Ahmad I. : of Gujarat (1411-1443), 357.

Aitken : Mr. E. H., 250 note 1 ; Mr. Russell, 18,

364.

Ahloli : tomb, 56; hot springs, 374.

Ahnrli: 2, 51, lOl, 102.

Ald-ud-din Ehilji: (1295-1316), 84,302, 418.

A1 BinUli : Arab traveller (1030), 302 note 4, 321.

Alexander : Mitber^ point, 237, 280, 281 ; the

Great, 80, 81 note 1.

All Adilshdh : Bij^pur king (1665), 48.

Alibdg : fort, 2, 98, 200.

A1 Idriai: African traveller (1153), 321.

AI Istakhri: traveller (950), 321.

Alp iniAn ; 302.

Ambdlika : Buddhist monastery, 7, 119, 168, 179.

Ambamdth : temple, 2-8, 10, 112,213,383, 385.

Ambiha: image of, 341.

Ambiyli : cave, 9, 10.

Amboli: 9-10, 110. See Jogeshvari.

Amoghvarsh: RAshtrakuta king (877), 148, 173,

177.

ktiMidn. : Sh&kyamuni’s disciple, 170.

Anantdev : SiUhira ruler (1081), 379, 403.

Andheri : railway station, 21, 203, 226.

Angelo : Michael, 41.

AnimalH : MitherAn, 253-259.

Animal-homes : 49, 52.

Annachhatra : bread-house, 201 note 3, 293.

Anqnetil du Perron ; French traveUer (1760), 2,

34 note 2, 55, 87, 92 note 1, 93, 135 note 10;

description of Kanheri caves, 157-162 ; 220 note

9, 227, 322, 360.

dO PortO : Franciscan friar (1534), 1, 42,

135 note 8, 150, 192, 226, 358.

Apardditya : SiUh^ra mler (A.D. 1138), 195, 321

(A.D. 1187), 112, 387.

Apardjit : SiUhira ruler (A.D. 997), 50, 356 noteg.

Aparanta = 125 and note 2, 319.

Apardrka: SiUhdra ruler (A-D. 1187), 212.

Apophyllite : MAtheirin, 241.

Appearance : Mdtherin tribes, 260.

Arabs : 27, 32, 355, 380.

Arabia : 318.

Archsological Bemains : 10, 386.

ArdbandriabYH-r : Elephanta sculpture, 67-69.

Areiasanga : Buddhist teacher, 131.

Ariheshari : SiUhAra chief (A.D. 1017), 401, 418i

Armesia : silk fabric, 358 and note 6.

Amdla : fort, 10, 34, 200.

Arthnr : Sir George, 22. * .

Artist : M4ther5n point, 233. -

AsAva : fort, 11.

Ashbnmer : Mr. Luke, 44.

Asheri : fort, 11-13, 98, 228, 360, 386.

Ashok : Maurya king (b.c. 246), 129, 206, 289;
edict of, 319, 339-340 ; 405, 406, 410.

Ashok (Jonesia Asoka) : Vipashyi’s tree of

knowledge, 331.

Atgaon : remains, 10, 14, 307-312.

Attendants : female, 215 note 1.

Attinga : K4narese queen, 215 note 1.

Angnstinians : 31, 40, 43, 358.

AyalokiteshTar : Bodhisattva, 132 note 5, 166,

207 and note 1

.

Avdpa : pass, 286.

B.

Babington : Stephen, 352 and note 2.

Bahddnr : MusahuAn mler (1532), 28, 29.

Bahimgad ; fort, 14, 98.

Bahmanis : 120, 357.

Bdjirdv Peshwa : (1803), 197, 322, 379.

Balldlgad : fort, 14.

Baloon : boat, 26 note 7.

Balvantgad : fort, 14, 98.

Bdndsnr : story of, 81 note 2.

Bandars = landing-places, 315, 339, 340, 347.

Bdndra : situation, water-supply,population, traffic,

15-17 ;
industries, slaughter-houses, municipality,

18-21 ; churches, St. Joseph’s convent, St. Peter’s

church, St. Stanislaus’ orphanage, 22-25 ;hisioiy,

26-28.

Bdnganga ; river, 28.
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Banyan: KSshyapa’s tree of knowledge, 331.

B4pnr4v Ldmbia : Mardtha chief (1817), 210.

Barabar : caves, 206.

B4rap : Ldt ruler (970), 402.

Bdxat : hiU, 304. See Sanjdn Peak.

Barbets : Mdtherdn, 257.

Barbosa : traveller (1514), 28, 135 note 10, 215

note 1.

Bartle = Mdther&n point, 2.33.

Bassein : l, lo ; situation, history, 28-36 ; manage-

ment, ehurches, remains, 37-43 ; 46, 55,113,180,

186, 223, 305, 323, 360, 373, 386-387 ; treaty of

(1802), 35.

Bassein Boad = railway station, 28, 228, 387, 402.

BaS^t : blocks of, 55, 324.

Bath : springs of, 374.

Bats : Mitherdn, 253,

Battery ; 370.

B4wa Horn : Mosalmdn saint, 397, 393 and note.

Bees: Mdtherdn, 255.

Bekri: Mdtherdn wood, 231, 242
;
stream, 243.

BelfLpnr : 43, 44.

Benfey:3l7.

Bethlehem : Our Lady of, 56.

Bhadriyani : Buddhist school, 168 and note 1.

Bhagr^mldl Indraji : Pandit, 28 note 4, 52 note

1, 57 note 2, 59 note 1, 64 notes 1 and 2, 67 note 1,

SO note 1, 82, 103 note 1, 164, 195 note 3, 204 note

1, 206 note 1, 213 note 1, 286 note 1, 291, 303 note

1, 309, 311, 314 note 1, 327 note 1, 328, 332, 333

note 2, 355 note 5, 373, 385 note 2, 388, 401, 411.

Bhairav : Elephanta sculpture, 73.

Bhdja : caves, 208.

Bhandarg^ad : fort, 219.

Bhanddxis : 22, 53.

Bhdjlddrkar : Professor, 52 note 1, 147.

Bhdndup : 44. 121, 375, 387.

Bharhut : stupa of, 170.

Bhditela : Sopara pond, 339.

Bhdtsa : river, 306, 361, 375.

Bhdu Ddji : Dr., 164, 386, 388.

Bhavangad : fort, 45, 98,20l.

Bhavdji Ndik : free-booter, 312.

BhiLyndar : railway station, 45, 56, 301.

Bhim : legendary ruler (1280), 11, 344.

Bhim&la :
pond, 191, 372.

Bhimdshankar :
pass, 113.

Bhimeshvar : temple of, 374.

Bhivgad : fort, 45.

Bhiwndi : 10 ; situation, population, trade, 45-46;

history, animal-home, copper-plate, Jain temple,

47-50 ; 210, 211, 313, 361, 374.

Bhopatgad : fort, 60.

Bhringi : Shiv’s attendant, 6, 69, 70, 73.

BhllleshvaT : temple of, 293.

Bhaagali Baja : 305 and note 1.

Bhnsparsh Hndra: Earth-touching Position,

I

330 and note 2.

I
Bijipnr : 47, 48, 120.

I
Bimbastdn : 210.

I
Bird : Dr., 169.

I
Birds : Mdtherin, 267.

j

Birdwood : Mr. H. M,, 250 note 1.

j

Blaney : Dr. Thomas, 364.

Blasins : Saint, 9.

Blindworms : MJtherdn, 256.

Bochum : Bev. H., 23 note 1, 322 notes 1 and 2.

Bodhidmm : tree of knowledge, 128 note 6, 330,

331, 412, 413.

Bodhidharma : a Buddhist leadmr, 133, 409.

Bodhisattva : potential Buddha, 132 and note 5,

316, 410.

Boghdtirth : Sopdra pond, 339.

Boisar : railway station, 343 note 4.

Bolinj : village, 314, 315, 316, 322, 342.

Bombay : 10, 15, 16, 19, 45, 345, 374, 380, 382.

Bor : pass, 201, 286, 294.

Borivli : railway station, 44, 50, 57, 122, 218, 223,

229, 298, 388.

Bowl : Buddha’s begging, 329, 330, 336, 403-410.

Braham : Mr. C. B ,
295 note 1, 378.

Brahma : statue of, 63, 67, 69, 73, 75, 76, 224,

337-338.

Brahma Hill : Sopdra, 315, 323.

Brdhman : the wall-gazing, 133 ; 409 note 1.

Brick stupas : Kanheri, 184.

Brickworks : Panvel, 294.

I

Bridges : 294, 353.

I Broach : 119,320,347.

Brooks : Captain, 210, 211,

Buddhas : 76, 217, .329-331, 406, 407, 412-413.

Buddhaghosha : 168.

Buddhism : 128-136;lingeringsof,127note3;321.

Buddhist : monks (1440-1534), 127.

Bulbuls : Mdtherdn, 258.

I
Bullock: Mr., 15 note 1.

I

Burgess: Dr., 2note6,9,52 notel,59 note 1, 82,

164, 379, 388, 402 note 2, 410.

Burial-mOUUds : Buddhist, 148 ; Elephanta, 94,

view from, 95 ;
Kanheri, 180-184; Kondivti, 204 ;

Sopdra, 325-336.

Bumouf : 320,394,410.

Burud king : tradition of, 323, 327, 338.

Butcher’s Island : 62.

Butterflies : Mdthmrdn, 255.

Byrdmji Jijibhdi : school, 353.

O.

Cairana : Portuguese sub-division, 44.

Cambay : 151, 321.

Campbell : Mr. John, 365.

Campbell : Captain Kichard (1780), 121.

Canorein ; Sdlsette island, 26.
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Carriers : M^therdn, 271.

Cdshi: .’ll.

Caste : Buddhist respect for, 129, 130.

Cathedrals : 29, 38, 223, 225, 346.

Cathedral cave : Kanheri, 122, 166-169.

Cathedral rocks : 51, 220, 230. See Malanggsd.

Causeway : Elephsnta, 61 ; Lady Jamsetji, 18, 21

;

Sion, 211.

Caves : 9,10, 56, 60-94, 101 , no, 164-189, 194, 202-

209, 213-216,223,299, 305, 382, 383, 389, 398, 401.

Cells : 76, 369, 397 .

Ceylon : 20, 317.

Chahad : pass, ll note 3.

Chakra = Buddhist wheel, 102, 389.

Chakreshvar : Sop4ra lake and temple, 327,336.

Chandra : moon. Elephants caves, 73.

Chdndals a low caste, 129, 130.

Chandraprabha : eighth Jain Tirthankar, 337.

Chanderi : fort, 51.

Character : Matherdn tribes, 262.

Charlotte Lake = Mitherin, 246.

Charms : MAtherdh tribes, 263.

Chatnrapana :Sh4takami king (150 A.D. ),287 , 333.

Chandhdrpida : village, 212

Chauk:town, 61, 201,232, 281, 383; M4theran

points. Little and Great, 233, 237 , 238.

Chaul: 1, 29, 30, 52, 193, 357, 401.

Chechijna •. Chinchni (A.D. 100), 63.

Chembnr ; 52, 362,

Chemnla : Chaul, 52, 123, 148, 172, 173, 189.

Chendni -.Thina suburb, 346,

Chevul : Chaul, 52.

Chhittardjdev : SiUhdra ruler (a.d. 1027), 8, 45.

Chimndji Appa •• (1739), 54, 199, 313, 344.

Chinchni : ll, 53, 343, 345.

Chinaman ; MAtherin, 250, 264.

Cholera •• 296, 347, 417.

Christians : 15, 16, 21,23, 45,53, 56, 101, 113,194,

202, 211, 223, 225, 228, 264, 293, 315, 347, 360,

361, 371, 372, 376 note 1, 380.

Churches : 2,9, 12, 13, 15, 22, 23, 27, 32, 36-37,

41, 45, 51, 56, 100, 101, 194, 202, 208, 210, 211,

223,229, 268, 272,275, 293, 297, 298, 299, 304,

350, 351, 352, 355, 359, 360, 362, 371, 375, 380,

381, 382, 383.

Circles ' undressed basalt, 324, 325 and note 2, 414,

Cisterns = 94, 1 23.

Clare : Earl of (1831), 299.

Clay seals • Buddhist, 174 and 175 note 1.

Clemens : of Alexandria (A.D. 200), 125 noted.

Climate •• MAtherAn, 246-248, 347 ;
ThAna, 368.

Clunes : Captain (1827), 197, 201, 306. 322.

Coins - Ahmad Bahmani’s (A.D. 1440), 175 ; Mulgaon,

400 ;
Portuguese, 350 note 2, 379 ; Sopara Bud-

dhist, 332-333.

College : 48, 225, 375, 380.

-

Cmnmandments : the ter Bnddhkt, 139. k-

Conception : Our Lady of, 225, 229, 358.

Conch shells : rock cut, 102, 390. ' ki

Concubines : 215note 1. .
^

Conservancy : MAtherin, 271.

Conybeax6:Mr.,376.

Copper casket: BopAra 331, 33% 'c-;--

Copper-plates = 45, 50, 80 note 1, SSOnote 3»38M^'

388,401,418. , f
Cousens : Mr. H., 164, 301 note 2.

Craftsmen : MAtherAn, 265. .y'

Crawford: Mr. A. T., 294.

Crawford : Colonel, 376.

Creeks : 45, 338.
' '

Creepers : MatherAn, 253.

Crystal casket : SopAra stupa, 335.

Cnmine :Mr. A., 201 note 8, 220 note 8, 228 noieL.^

296 note 1

.

Costoms : MAtherAn tribes, 264.

Customs-house : 346.

Cyclone : 31 and note 4, 359.

D.
Dabhol : 357.

Da Cnnha : Dr. Gerson, 13 note 2, 29-43, 91 note

3, 358 note 6, 379, 386 ; Nuno (1536), 29, 39.

Dagdi Bdndh : SopAra stone dam, 342.

Ddghobds : Buddhist, 206, 217, 218.

Ddhdnu : 10, 11, 53, 218, 345, 370.

Dahanuka : river, 54.

Dahisar : 388.

Dahivali : 56, 196.

Daily life : Buddhist monks, 143.

Dams : 28, 46, 56, 104, 176, 201, 245, 246, 29% 30%
346, 348, 364, 377, 401.

Daman : 30, 34, 306, 344.

Danda : fort, 55, 200.

Danger : MAtherAn point, 233, 238.

Dantivra : 55.

Darbdr cave : Kanheri, 172-173.

Dary: 55.

Dattdtraya: god, 293, 338, 367.

Ddttamitri : 147, 168.

Ddvars : iron smelters, 250, 264.

Davihar : see Dheri.

De Couto see Do Conto.

Deer : MAtherAn, 259.

De La Valle : traveller (1624), 32 note 1, 199.

Devadatta : 142.

Dhdk : fort, 10, 45, 55.

Dhangars : MAtherAn, 230 note 1, 259, 260t

Dharamsi Pnnjdbhdi : miU, 211.

Dharanikota : 147, 148, 188.

Dhdrdvi ;
island, 20, 34, 55.

Dharmachakra Undra : teaching positaon, 331,

412, 413,
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Sharmarakshita : Ashok’s missionary (b. c. 246),

125, 319.

Dheri : 65, 370.

Dhydn Madra : thinking position, 331,412, 413.

Dialectics : Buddhist, 135.

Dickinson : Captain (1818), 11, 13, 14 note, 43, 98,

101, 219,220, 222, 297, 322, 345.

D^lldshi: basalt dyke at, 56.

Dindn : fort, 56.

Dinshaw Mdne^i Petit = dispensary, 53, 370.

Discipline : Buddhist, 141.

Dispensary: 21, 36, 48, 53, 114, 198, 211, 295, 306,

346, 353, .370, 371.

Distilleries : liquor, 44, 192, 371.

Din : 28, 29, 344.

Divdli : Buddhist, 145.

Do Conto : Portuguese historian (1603), 59 note, 64,

72, 74, 75, 79, 81 ; account of Elephanta, 84 note

6, 90, 92 note 1, 94; account of Kanheri, 149-

151 ; 226.

Domestic Animala : M4ther4n, 259,

' Dominicans : 42, 344.

Dom Joao de Castro : Portuguese Viceroy (1538),

39, 80, 84, 148, 379.

Dongri : 56.

Door-keepers : Elephanta caves, 65, 71, 77.

Douglas : Mr. J., 105 note 2.

Drammas : old coins, 147 note 2, 173, 177, 195.

Dress : M^therdn tribes, 261.

Drowning : Shiv’s, 5 and note 3.

Dugad : battle of (1780), 56.

Dumdr Lena = Elura cave, 73, 74, 112.

Duncan : Honourable Jonathan (1805), 211.

Dunga: 56, 366 note 1.

Dyke : basalt, 56, 342, 362.

E.

Ebden : Mr. E. J., 12 note 2, 369 note 1,

Echo : Mdtherin point, 239.

Edict : Ashok, 312, 339-340 ; 410.

Eg3rpt : Onr Lady of, 202.

Eksar : memorial stones at, 51, 57-59.

Elephant : Elephanta rock-cut, 59, 92 and note 1

.

Elephanta caves: 10 ; description, 59-61
;
great

cave, 62 ; the Trimurti, 63-65 ; Shiv and Pkrvati,

66-67 : ArdhanArishvar, 67-69 ; PArvati in a pet,

69-70 ; RAvan under KailAs, 70-71 ; ling chapel,

71-72; marriage of Shiv and PArvati, 72-73: Bhai-
rav, 73-74 ; Shiv dancing, 75 ; Shiv as MahAyogi,
76 ;

east wing, 77-79
;
west wing, 79-80 ; history,

80-88 ; second and third caves, 89-90 ; remains,
90-93

;
fourth cave, 93-94 ; remains, 94-97

; 386,
388, 400, 402.

Slphinstone Honourable Mount Stuart (1826), 35»
211, 418.

Elphinstone: Lord (1868), 245, 268.

Elphinstone Spring : UAtherAn, 235, 244, 245,
282.

Epiphany : feast of, 383.

Erskine : Mr. W. (1813), 88, 92 note 1, 93.

Espirito Sancto : church of, 210.

Excursions: MAtherAn, 283-284.

Experiments : horticultural, 299.

p.

Fairs : 5, 23, 88, 102, 104, 109, 190,pl0, 218, 221,

225, 284, 292, 296, 301, 307, 361, 362.

Fah Hian : Chinese pilgrim (A.l>. ^0), 126, 403,

408.

Falcons : MAtherAn, 257.

Faria y Souza : Portuguese faistoriui (1530), 26, 31
note 4, 135 note 10.

Fergusson : Dr., 57 note l, 82, 164; Sir James,
349.

Ferns : MAtherAn, 251.

Ferry: 114, 192,294.

Fife’s Filter : MAtherAn, 246.

Fire temples : 119, 354, 370.

Fish: 113, 262.

Fitch : Ealph, traveller (1583), 29 note 4.

Flower : Mr. E. W., 274 note 1.

Food : Buddhist rules about, 142 ; MAtherAn
tribes, 261.

Footmarks : rock cut, 102, 382, 389, 390.

Forbes : Mr. J. (1774), 135 note 10, 360-361.

Forests = MAtherAn, 242.

Formula •- Buddhist, 103, 168 and note 3, 174, 394.

j

Forts : 50, 54, 55, 94, 98, 115, 199-200, 227, 236,

I

304, 344, 349, 359, 371, 380, 382, 383.

i Frimji Kivaqi : Mr. (1830), 44, 299.
I Franciscans : l, 41, 42, 344, 351, 358.

Frederick : Csesar, traveller (1563-1585), 30 note 1.

j
Frere : Sir Bartle, 369.

! Frog : MAtherAn, 256
;
SopAra stupa, 3.36.

Fryer : English traveller (1675), 26, 41, 52 note 3,

84, 92 note 1, 93, 99, 120, 151, 216 note 1, 285,
286, 291, 362.

Fuller : General, 245.

Funnel Hill ; 98, 210. See EamAla.

G.

Gachchha : Jain sect, 319.

Gamhhirgad : fort, 98.

Gandardditya: SilAhAra chief (1110), 127 note 1.

Gandharvas : 70, 73 note l.

Ganesh : 70 and note 1, 75, 78, 224, 337, 385.
Ganeshpuri: 374.

Gangddhar Shdstri : (1815), 307, 350.
I Gdnja : hemp, 294.

I Gaoris : 103, 291.

! Gdrbat : MAtherAn point, 231, 232, 237, 238.
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Garcia d’Orta : (1560), 59 note 1, 84, 92 note 1,

149, 226.

Gardening: Mather^, 250.

G^d : 67, 68, 69, 70. 75, 76, 224.

Gas: Tillage, 316, 323, 324, 341.

Gaud : Bengal, 147, 173.

GanrMmat : 10, 99.

Gautama Buddha : 316, .329, 403 ; images of, 132
note 4.

GemelliCareri : traveUer (1695), 27, 33 note 5, 40,
42, 152-156, 199, 227, 344, 359 and note 5. 380,
381.

Geology : Mitherin, 240, 241 ; Trombay, 362.
Ghdrapuri : 59, 60, 402. See Hephanta.
Ghatghar .- village, 236, 290.

Ghodbandar : lo, 15, 5i, 99, .359.

Ghodegaon : 99,

Gholrad : 100.

Gibson ; Mr. G. L., 50 note L, 99 note 4.

Gidhpdni : spring, 368.

Gimdr : 289.

Glaze : Sop4ra casket, 411.

Grasses : JVf^ther^ 250.

Goa : 29, 30, 34, 43, 318, 359.

God : the mother of, 358,

Goddard : General (1780), 34, 56, 108, 136 note
10, 201 .

Gokam : 316,

Gold casket : SopAra alupa, 336.

CK)ld flowers : Sopdra atupa, 331, 332 and note 1.
335,336,413.

Ooldmgham : Mr. (1795), 69 note 1, 91 note 1.

Gonsala Bodrigues ; a Jesuit father (1560), 376
note 1.

Gopar : valley, 376.

Gorai : 101
, 123 .

Gorakhgad : fort, 98, loi.

Gordon : General Robert, 360.

Goregaon : 10, 51
, 101 -103, 110, 293, 388.

Goreh : 103.

Gosdla : pond, 346, 349.

Gosdvis : 135 note 10.

CUiShirsha : sandalwood, 321.

Ctotamiputra n. : 147, 410.

Governor’s Hill : MAtherAn, 232, 234, 235,
Govind III. : RAshtraknta king (810), 148.

GovindXcnreshTar : Mr., 314 note 1.

Graal : story of the, 403, 404.

Grace ; Our Lady of, 359.

Graves : 352.

Green Island : 362.

Grose : (1750), 86, 215 note 1.

Guild : 321,

GuUean : KalyAn, 362.

Gulsunde =104.

Gumtara : fort, .57, 98, 104, 373.

B 1064—54

Onita : story of, 287. V
Gnnj : 104, 373.

Guptas : 289.

Gymkhana : MatherAn, 273.

H.
Haka : cattle fair, 20.

Hakushri ; ShAtakami king, 288 and note Zr.
.

'

3,1,

Hala Gate : 2. * rA
Halkhurd : cave at, 10, 105.

J-.
,%>»

Hall : Captain Basil (1812), 59 note 1, 92

Hamilton : traveller (1720), 33, 54, 86, 92itto^

93, 156, 193, 359.

Hamjaman : SanjAn, 302, 418.

Hanumdn : monkey god, 337, 367, 372, 3^
Haripdl : SilAhAramler (1150), 195, 339,^^

419.

Harivansh : 316.

Harrison’s Spring : MAtherAn, 245.

Hart : point, 232, 234 ; Mr. W., 234 ; 1&.

250 note 1, 276 note 1. .

"

Hartley : Colonel (1780), 56, 121, 221.
'

HasU : noose, 262. '
.’.' rf

Health : Our Lady of, 202, 363, 380, 381.

Hebmr : Bishop (1825), 35, 88, 92 note 1,'

201, 296.

Heights : hill, 236.

Help : Our Lady of, 194, 229.

Herbs : MAth^An, 251.

Herbert : Sir Thomas (1625), 151, 302.

Higgins : Mr. B. C., 18 note 1.

Hill Tribes : MAtherAn, 259-264.

Hindus : 2, 16, 46, 53, 66, 113, 201, 364, 8%,
285, 294, 307, 344, 347, 370, 371. :

Hippokura : Ghodegaon (?), 99. . . ;

“

Hixdkot : ThAna fort, 346, 347, 353.

History = BAndra, 26-27 ; Bassein, 28-35; DAhAn®, ,

54 ; Elephanta caves, 80-88 ; KalyAn, 119-121 j.

Kanheri caves, 124-127 ; Karanja, 192-193
;
Bfax* -

nAla, 196 ;
Kelva-MAhim, 198-199 ; MAhnli, 220'}'

MAtherAn, 267 ;
NAnAghAt,291 ; SopAra, 316-83%,

:

417 ; TArApur, 344-345 ; ThAna, 355-361.

Hiwen Thsang: Chinese pilgrim (640), 119, 12^
*'

135,408,410. /
Hog Island : hydraulic lift at, 105-107. «

Holy Cross : church of, 211. . . %
Holy Hagi : church of, 101, 383.

Holy Trinity church of, 299.

Hope : Our Lady of, 352 ; The Honourable T. fit, ’.ti

366 note 1, 369. 1;

Horse : Elephanta rock-cut, 93.
~

Hospital : 40, 350, 352.

Hospitallers : 4i.

Hotels : MAtherAn, 268, 272.

Hotsprings : 343, 373, 379.

Houses : MAtherAn, 274 and note 1, 296 ; MAtherAn

tribes, 260.
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Hove : Polish traveller (1788), 95, 88, 99, 162, 193,

199, 302,

Hom&yim :29.

Hmngaon: 107.

Hydraulic Lift = Hog Island, 105-107.

I.

Hm. Batnta : African traveller (1340), 215 note 1,

366, 357.

Ibn Han>al : traveller (850), 321.

Idar : 318.

Idrisi : historian (1130), 302 note 4, 321, 355.

Images : Buddhas’, Sopdra stupa, 329-331.

ludra II. ; RAshtrakuta king (850), 148.

Xadrs^ad : fort, 10, 98, 108.

Indnlgencies : the ten Buddhist, 137 note 2,

Inscriptions : 8, 9,
10

, 13, 16 note 1, 21, 38-43, 48
notes 1 and 2, 55, 58, 103, 104, 105, 111, 112 and
note 2, 115 note 3, 118, 1 19, 127, 146-148,

166, 167, 169, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 177,
178 179, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187 note 1, 188, 189,

196, 198, 206, 209, 210, 211, 212, 225 and note 2
.229, 286, 287, 288, 289, 291, 293, 303, 314, 319,
320, 324, 339, 350, 355, 356, 363, 372, 379, 385,

386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391-394, 395, 396, 399
and note 2, 400, 401, 402, 418, 419.

Insects : M4ther4n, 253-255, 418, 419.

Iron : M4ther4n,.241, 266.

J.

Jail ! Thina, 348, 349-351, 353.

Jambmg : 9, 108-110.

Jamse^i Jijibhai : Lady, 21 .

Jdtakas : Buddhist birth stories, 145.

JawMr : state, 361, 367, 372.

Jaykrishna Indraji : Mr., 326 note l.

Jesuits : 18
,
21

,
22

, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 34, 41 , 42,

359.

Jett^ : Silihtlra ruler (1255), 402,
‘ Jews : 16, 28, 113, 201 , 294, 347, 354 .

JMijllO.
Jijibdi : Shivdji’s mother, 220.

Jinaprabhasnri : Jain priest and writer (a d
1300), 319.

Jivdhan : fort, 98, 290.

Svdhan : hill, 10
, 110, 373, 382.

Jogeshvari; cave, 10,51, 110-112, 136, 162.

JogiS : 135 note 10, 187, 226.

John Hay Grant : reservoir, 378.

Johnston: Mr. J. L., 263 note 1,

Jordanns : Franciscan friar (1322), 321, 322, 356.
Josaphat : legend of Barlaam and, 151 and note 1,

Josephus : 317.

JngS : rock-cut ancient, 102, 391,

Jnnnar -. 286, 362.

K
Kailds : Elura cave, 136.

Kalamhhom : 112, 387.

Haldnrg : fort, 11 note 3, 98, 112.

Kdliydmardan :
god, 367.

Haln : 361.

KdlvAr : 396.

Halydn : 2, 5, 10, 33, 46, 52, 56 ; description, popu-

lation, trade, management, water-supply, forti-

fications, temples,MnsabnAn remains, fire temple,

history, 113-121 ; 147, 166, 168, 174, 175, 177, 178,

179,186, 187, 211, 218, 220, 286, 313, 320, 322,

361, 383, 386, 396-399, 401.

Kdmandnrg : fort, 98, 121 , 226, 324, 336, 367, 373.

I

KamAtris ; 18 .

! Kanakamnni : (fifth Buddha) image of, 331, 412.

Hanher : 399.

Kanheri Caves : lO, 51, 52, loi, 119; situation and

aspect, 121-123; history, 124-127; Buddhism,

128-136; life at Kanheri, 137-146; inscriptions,

147 ; notices, 148-164; details, caves 1-2, 164-165;

cave 3, 166-168
; stupas, 169-171 ;

caves 4-9,

171-172; caves 10-15, 172-175 ; caves 16-21, stone

dam, 175-176; caves 22-28, 176; caves 87-78,

176-177; caves 29-36, 177-178; caves 36-38, 179;

galleries 38-41, stone stupa, 179-184 ;
caves 42-49,

185; caves 50-56,186; caves 67-66, 186-187:

caves 67-76, 188 ; caves 89-102, worship, fairs,

189-190 ; 320, 363, 364, 389.

Kanheri : fort, 191 .

Kdnphatds : 135 note 10.

Hapardi II : fiiUhira king (a.d. 853-878), 148,

173, 177.

Karanja : description, history, objects of interest,

191-195
; 360, 371, ,399.

Karanjon : 195.

: Kardamaka = dynasty, 172.

j

Karimshdh : saint, 296.

! Karjat : 9, lO, 45, 196, 210, 375, 379.

I

Kdrli : caves, 209, 319.

i

EaraAla ; fort, 98, 196, 400.

;
Karoli : Jain temple at, 50.

I Kdrshdpanas : old coins, 147 note 2, 174, 177.

I
Kdrtikeya

;
god, 69, 75, 337.

I Hdsdra : 14, 197.

i Hdshmir : 321.

I

Kdshyapa :
(sixth Buddha), 125 note 1, 170 note

I

4 ; image of, 331, 412.

j

Hdthkaris : Mither^n, 259.

i Kavasji Jahdngir : Sir, dispensary, 21.

j

Keating = Lieutenant-Colonel, 380.

I Kelve : fort, 200.

j

Kelva-Mdhim: 197-201,292.

I Eesbidev :Sil4hAraruler(A,D.1203-1238),212,419.

I

KhdI&pnr ; 201, 301.

Khanddla : 201 .
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Khander&v : G^w&r, 374.

EllondeBllTaT : temple of, 372.

Khardi : 201.

Kliatarvdda = TMna aubnrt), 346.

Ehopivli : 20l.

Kod -.tribe, 325, 341, 414, 415, 416.

Koj : fort, 98, 103, 201.

Eolal : 202.

EolMpar : 148.

Kolia : 5, 11, 12, 16, 25, 55.

KoU Kalydil : 202, 365.

Koaddne ; cavea, 10, 208.

Kondivti reaves, 10,202-208, 381.

Eoakan : 19, 316,417, 4is.

KopiaestTar ; temple of, 346, 354.

Koprdd : 210, 314, 342.

Kosmas Indikopleastes : (535), 52, 119, 320.

Eotaligad : fort, 10, 98, 210.

Eotishvar : god, 373.

ITrftVnr.bebbanHa : (fonrth Buddha) image of, 331,

413.

Kriahliar^a = Rfiabtrakuta king (A.D. 375-400),

400.

Kudus : 210.

Kulbarga : 357.

Kumdrdatta ; 373.

Kurla r 18, 202, 210-211, 228.

Kusur : pass, 108, 113,

L.

Labourers : M&therin, 271.

Lakes : 118, 229, 335, 336, 351, 399.

LaksbUli : Buddhist goddess, 129, 141.

Ldltbdu : village, 343.

Landscape : MAtherin point, 233, 239.

L4d Vdnis : 315.

Ldr : dialect, 321.

Lit : 317 note 1, 356, 402.

Laterite ; MdtherSn, 241

.

Lawrence r Mr, E., 46 note 2 ; 372 note 3.

Library • Mitheran, 273 ;
Th4na, 346.

T.inga : 91, 95, 96, 97, 309, 310, 385.

T.i-ngr CHiapel : Elephanta caves, 71-72, 77.

T.inaebntRn : Dutch traveller (1583-1596), 59 note 1,

84, 92 note 1.

Liquor : tnoha, 191, 371.

Lisboa ; Mr. J. C., 250 note I.

Litany : Buddhist, 165, 187, 207 note I.

lizard : M4ther4n, 256.

Loch: Mr. W. W., 314 note 1, 316 note 1.

Londd : 50 ;
description, inscription, temple, cave,

211-216.

Looms : Thina, 358, 359.

Louisa r MAtherAn point, 232, 233, 239, 278, 279,

281, 282.

M.
Hachhindragad : lOl.

Mackintosh : Sir James (1810), 121, 296.

Maclaran : Mr. F. B., 105 note 6, 107,

3, 245 note 11, 246, 266, 277 note 1, 301,

note 2.

Macudi = Arab historian (915), 302 notes 3

4, 321, 355.

Madh : village, 216.

Mftdb : island, 379. .

Mddhariputra : Andhrabhritya ruler, 147,

Mdgdthan: 10, 51, 124, 147, 216-218, 299, 40a:;li|

M^^C : Buddhist, 133. ,

-

'i SS

Mahdbhdrat : (b.c. 1400?), 124 note 1, 131,

Mahddev : 60, 201 , 212
, 371 .

' Jr lf
Mahdgaon: 11 .

Mahdg^iri : ThAna suburb, 346.

Mahdkdl: see Kondivti.

Mahdkshatrap : 172.

MahAlakshmi : 218.

Mahasena = mythical SopAra king, 319.

Mahdvishnu : temple of, 292.

Mdhim: 2, 11 , 13, 15, 21, 26, 27, 30, 216,.'^:i

228, 342, 343, .379, 400.

Mahmud Begada - MusalmAn ruler (1459-15111^.^

28,357.

Mdhul:219.

-m

Mdhnli : fort, 50, 98, 212, 219, 307, 312, SJS. ^

Maitreya : the Ckiming Buddha, 132 note 5|v.,,-3

image of, 329, 330 and note 1, 403, 410, 412..

Malabdr: 318.

Malang: S MusalmAn ascetic school, 221.

Malanggad : fort, 51, 98, 212, 219, 220-223.

Mdlvan : 223.
. .

Malcolm : Sir John, 299.

MaletrMr. H. P., 267.

Malet Spring : 234, 240, 245, 279.

Mdlis •• gardeners, 265.

Malhirrdv : Holkar (1739), 360.

Malik : Ahmad (1485), 220 ; Tokan (1532), 2^
29.

Uallikdijun : SilAhAra ruler (A,D. 1161), 386^' ..

Malsej : pass, 113, 285.
-J

;

Malte Brunn : 227 note 5. - ?

'

MdlTan: 223.

Mdmvdni : SilAhAra ruler (A.D. 1060), 8. "
.

Management : MAtherAn, 269 ; ThAna, 347.

Mandapeshvar : 10, 51, 218, 223-227.

MandelslO : traveller (1638), 26, 191.

Mdndvi : 227.

Mutir : 228, 362.

TffangaldAa : Sir and Lady, 114.

Mangalpuri : 177, 402 and note 2.

Mangalthdn : 177 and note 1. See MAgAthan«

Mdnikg^d ; fort, 98, 228,
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Minikpnr : 37, 121, 228, 323, 366, 373, 387.

Manor : fort, 12, 228, 343.

Manor!: 229.

Mardthis : lo, 13, 16, 22, 33, 35, 288, 344, 345,

360, 361, 380.

Marco Folo : Venetian traveller (1290), 356 note 3,

408.

Markets : 15, 36, 115, 190, 267, 272, 315, 346,

354, 355, 382.

Marol : 203, 210, 229, 365.

M^li : 229.

MAr BA! : MAtherdn forest, 242.

Marriage of Shiv and Fdrvati : Elephants

scnlptore, 72-73.

Martin : Captain, 332 note 1.

Mary :
(Mount,) chapel of, 22, 23, 27.

Masonry : Sop&ra stupa, 328.

Masons : MAtherin, 265.

Massnnda: lake, 346, 351, 354, 355.

Masndi : See Mafudi.

Mdtherdn :
position, the way up, 230-231 ; hill

top, 232-233 ; points, 233-240
;
geology, 240-241 ;

terrace, forests, 242-243 ;
streams, water supply,

springs, ponds, 243-246 ; climate, rainfall, thermo-

meter readings, 246-260 ; gardening, plants, 250-

253 ; animals, 254-259 ; hill tribes, 259-264

;

strangers, visitors, 264-266 ;
trade, history, 266-

268 ; the season, management, 268-272 ; hotels,

,
market, library, 272-273 ; houses, churches,

mosque, temples, 274-273 ; walks, 275-282;

excursions, 283-284 ; 300, 367, 383,

Mdtrikds : Elephants caves, 78-79 and note 1.

Mannsell : Colonel, 246,

Manrya: dynasty, 373, 401.

Meat train : B.4ndra, is,

Megasthenes ; (b.c. 300), 135, 139.

Memorial pillars : 308-312.

Memorial stones : 5i, 57-59, 217.

Menezes : Captain, 197.

Mercy : Our Lady of, 352.

1ffhAr ;382, 417.

Mhdse : 284.

Mhaska; god, 298.

Mills: cotton, 18, 211.

Mirror rock-cut ancient, 391.

Mochis : shoe-makers, 266.

Mogslan : ShAkyamuni’s disciple, 170,

Moghals 12, 54, 197, 199.

Moktahar Khan : Nawdb (1690), 47, 115 ; tomb
of, 118, 120.

Mokhida: 50, 284, 375.

Momin Khdn II (1760), Cambay Naw4b, 315.

Monasteries •• Buddhist, 137 ; establishment of,132

Monkeys : Matherin, 259.

Monks •- Buddhist, 139 ; duties of, 140 note 1 .

‘ Monsoon ; M&theran, 247-249.

Moor : Mr., 379.

Mora : Earanja port,. 194.

Moreh : Elephanta village, 61, 96.

, Moro Tirmal : ShivAji’a PeAwa (1670), 220.

i Mosques : 29, 48, 275, 307, 313, 314, 354, 371,

I
372, 400.

I

Moths : M^therdn, 255.

i Mnlgaon : 203, 285, 400.

Molock : Mr. W. B,, 11 notes 3 and 4; 38 note

1, 44 note 2, 103 note 4, 108 note 1, 110 note

1, 197 note 5, 294 note 1, 301 note 6, 305 note

4, 322 note 3, 327, 343 notes 2 and 3, 352 note

3, 361 note 8, 370 note 1, 372 note 4, 379 note

4, 385 note 2, 401 note 1.

MnngOOse : MAtherAn, 259.

Municipality : 22, 36, 48, 53, 54, 114, 198,211,

295, 344, 348, 364, 371, 378.

Murbid : 10, 14, 101, 285-286.

Musalmdns : 2, lO, ll, 16, 28, 29,. 31,. 32, 46,

53, 56, 113, 201, 264, 284, , 285, 29^ 301,. 344.

347, 370, 371, 372.

Musaladatta : Padan sage, 103, 303, 394.

Myrobalan : 113.

N.
Ndgapur : 402.

Mahapdu :Eshatrap ruler (a.d. 100), 54, 320.

Nditds : Musalm4n8,|[315 and note 1.

Mdkhinda
:
peak, 231.

Naldurg : fort, 98, 286.

li
Mai Bdja : traditional Malanggad king, 220.

I
Karnes : MdtherAn tribes, 260.

I

Kdna : story of, 287.

II

Kdna Fadnavis : 121, 201, 286.

I

Ndndghdt : pass, 14, 113, 286-291, 320.

;
Nanagol ; 320.

I Nanaguna : 291.

1 Kana Sdbeb : 379.

Nargol:29l.

i

Ndsik : 9, 19, 166, 291 ; caves, 53, 54, 320, 340.

i Navdnagar : old Kalydn, 114.

i
KavApur ; 291.

!
Navli : 292.

I
Nayanika : statue of queen, 288.

I

Neral : 210, 230, 243, 298, 370.

I

Kestorian Christians : 322, 356.

! Nicol and Co. : Messrs., 375.

i Niebuhr : German traveller (1764), 59 note 1, 65

I

note 1, 80, 87, 92 note 1, 93, 135 note 10.

I
Nikitin = Eusslan traveller (1470), 401.

j
Nildongri : 328, 339, 417.

! Nirmal : 292, 314, 315, 316, 325, 373.

j

Norouha: Signior, Portuguese Viceroy (1554), 42,

I

56.

;

Nossa Senhora des Ai^fustms : image of) 54.

;

Nossa Senhora do Porto 1 church of, 304.

Novices : Buddhist, 139.
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Numerals : ancient (B.C. 100) Nin^gliit, 289 and
note 2.

Huns : Buddhist, 138.

Husaripa : Navsdri, 320.

O.

Occupation : Mitherin tribes, 262.

Oderic : French friar (1320), 336 and note 7.

Ogilby ; geographer (1670), 32 note 1, 54, 56, 199,

229 note 1, 344.

Oilcake : 316.

One Tree Hill : Mdtherin point, 281, 276, 233, 238.

Ophir : proposed identifications of, 317-318 and
notes ; 417.

Ormiston : Mr. 6., 96 note 1.

Ornaments : M4ther4n tribes, 261.

Orphan^e : i, 25, 376.

Onppara : Sop&ra, 320.

Ovington : English trareUer (1690), 27, 92 note 1,

93.

P.

Pack bullocks : M^therSn, 271

.

Padan : remains at, 51, 102-103, 299, 388-396.

Padmapani : Bodhisattra, 176, 187.

P4hdidi:293.

Paintings : Elephants caves, 84 and note 1 ;

Kanheri caves, 167, 169, 176, 180, 183, 184;

Paithan : 147, 168, 286, 291,

Palanquins : MAtherin, 270 ; bearers, 271.

Palasgad : 219, 220.

Pdlghar : ll, 113, 197, 292, 293.

Piliy&S : memorial stones, 50, 57, 112, 308-312,

337.

Panorama : Mitherin point, 231, 232, 233,

234-236, 279.

Pin : tower, 200, 293.

P^chdand : magic wands, 319.

PdndavS : 81 and note 1, 316, 369.

Panecbaua : Portuguese sub-division, 44.

Panthers Mdtherdn, 259.

Panvel : 10, 43, 293-296, 300, 400.

Pdpdi : 36, 37.

Paper mill ; 305.

Pdrasndth (twenty-third Jain Tirthankar) 2, 338.

Pirdhi : spring, 368.

Parla:297.

Pdrol:297.

Parshurdm : 316.

Pdrsis : 16, 17, 24, 28, 46, 53, 56, 113, 119, 264,

285, 294, 301, 302, 307, 344, 347, 370, 371, 372.

Pdruttha : Parthian (?), 195 and note 3.

Pdrvati ; image of, 72, 75, 212, 337, 367.

Pdrvati in a pet : Elephanta- scnlptnie, 69.

Paspoli :
gorge, 377.

4m -tr

Passengers :B4ndra, 17.

P&tali : Vishvabhn’s tree of knowledge, 331.

Pdtilganga : river, 201. - -

Patel : Mr. B. B., 28 note 1, 44 note 4, 100

5, 129 note 2, 300 note 1, 304 note 1, 305 w)te :

;

2, 344 note 2. , • ;

Peaks : Mdtherdn view and heights of distant, 336^

Pearls: 321.

Peb : fort, 51, 98, 231, 284, 297. ' '
4

Pebi : goddess, 298. /
'

Pedro de IKello : Colonel (1738), 360. - -
'

Pelar:40l.

Pendhdris : 290. :

Penha : Our Lady of, 194. - i

Pereira : General Louis de Mello, 322.

Perimula:52.

Periplus of the Erythrsean Sea : (4j>. ^7j^ -

'i

52, 119, 320.

Persik : fort, 98, 236, 298, 346.

Peter : St., church of, 16, 24, 25.

PhyllitfB : Bhils, 291.

Piedade : Our Lady of, 227.

Pier •• Elephanta, 61.

Pigeons : Mdtherdn, 258.

Pipal : Gautama’s tree of knowledge, 330, 412. , - --S

Pishamdth •• god, 232, 263; stream, 244, 239.

Piyadasi : Ashok, 340.

Plague : (1690), 33 and note 5. ’’
/f.

Plants : Mdtherdn, 250-253 ; Sop&ra stupa, 326

.

and note 1.
" '• -

Pliny •• (A.n. 77), 52.
“

Poinsar : village, 51, 216, 217, 223, 298, -
, j

Points : Bdndra, 15 and note 2; Mdtherdn, 233^2401
'

Tungdr, 367.

Pokaru ; Sopdra pond, 339 ; water works, 348;

Ponds : 8, 13, 14, 57, 60, 91, 102, 208, 217, 245,30%' --

339, 340, 349, 371, 372, 381, 382, 389, 400.

Ponies : Mdtherdn, 259, 271.

Pony-keepers : Mdtherdn, 266.

Ponsonby : Captain, 268 ;
spring, 246.

Poona : treaty of (1817), 35, 220.

Porcupine : Mdtherdn point, 232, 233, 240, 276,

282.

Porphyry = (a-d. 300), 125 note 4.

Portuguese : 10, 11, 12, 15, I6, 2^ 26, 28,. 29,

30, 32, 54, 127, 199, 343, 344, 358, 361, 38ft

Postans : Mrs. (1838), 35.

Povai : 44, 299,

Powder : ahir, 329, 333 ; varieties of, 411, 4d2j aacb

notel.

Prabal : fort, 98, 222, 238, 239, 2^ 300.

Prabhds : 316.

Prabhus Kdyasth, 285.

Pratika : old coin, 147 note % 177> 178.

Prmsep : 291.

Proclamation : rebellious, 300.

Prother : Colonel, 197.
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Ptolemy (aj). 150), 45, 46, 52, 56, 99,103, 147,

291, 320, 333 note 1, 366 note 1.

Public Buildiags : MAtherin, 271.

Padomdyi Vdsisbthiputra : A'ndhrabhritya
ruler (a.d. 130), 147-

Fnlashakti ; SilAhdra king, 148, 173, 177.

Pnltt Sondla : caves, 10, 287, 290, 301, 401.

Parandhar : treaty of (1776), 193.

Puri : Sil4h4ra capital, 61, 96, 355 note 5, 401 ;

village, 402,418.

Pnrificatioil : Our Lady of, 194, 371.

Puma : a Sopira merchant, legend of, 124, 320,

394, 395,410.

Pundarik : Shikhi’s tree of knowledge, 331.

Punt : 318.

^ke : (1712), 85, 92 note 1, 93.

l^rard de Laval : traveller (1607), 31 note 2, 302.

Q
(tnartz : M4ther4n, 242.

ftwtm-sliai-yill : Avalokiteahvar, 207 note 1.

Qwan-tsea-tsai : see Kwan-shai-yin.

(twau-yiu : see Ewan-shai-yiu.

R.

R^lmlft ; ShAkyamuni’s son, 170.

Eaa pattern : Buddhist, 166, 203, 205, 206, 207,

208.

Bailway : Baroda, 1, 15, 17, 27, 28, 36, 45, 50,

53, 57, 101, 110, 114, 121, 197, 216, 285, 292,

301, 313, 314, 343, 366, 382; Peninsula, 2, 44,

113, 121, 197, 201, 208, 210, 230, 286, 306, 307,

345, 353, 361, 363, 375 ; proposed Mdtherin, 270.

Bdimnrdlia : 45, 55, 113, 301.

Bainfall : Mdther^, 249.

Bdjdpnr : 380.

Bdjendraldl Mitia : 175 note l

.

Bdjpnri ; 402 and note 2.

Bdl^ Dongar : 342, 417.

Bamdji Mahddev : Saisubheddr (1760-1772),

115, 116, 117,352, 371, 374.

Bdmbdgh : Mdtherdn, 276.

B&mchandradev : Devgiri Yddav mler (a.d.

1273-1308), 387, 396, 418.

Edmchandra Ganesh ; Mardtha General (1721),

56.

BamdasBdsidds : Mr., IIO note 2, 314 note 1

.

Bdm^hvar : hot springs, 374.

B&mknnd : Sopdra reservoir, 320, 340.

B&moshis -• 300.

Bankine ; Professor, 364.

Bdthods: the Mdlkhet, 126.

Bats : Mdtherdn, 258.

Bdvan under Bailds : Elephanta sculpture, 70.

Becolets : Franciscan sect, 344.

Bebatsek ; Professor, 303 note 2.

Beinaud : 317.

Beland : 317.

Belies : Buddhist, 142, 145, 146, 336 ; Gautama’s,
404405.

Belie Chamber : Sopdra stupa, 328.

Belie mound : see stupa.

Belie shrine : 167, 175 note l, 204, 206.

Beligion : Mdtherdn tribes, 263.

Bemains: Elephanta, 61, 90-93, 94-97 ; Gor^aon,
101.388-396; Kalydn, 396-399; Kanheti, 189;
Earanja, 192 ; Londd, 212 ; Ndndghdt, 287-290;

Sanjdn, 303; A'tgaon, 307-312; Sondvii, 313;
Thdna, 349

; Vehdr, 379.

Bemedies : Our Lady of, 298, 386. -

Beptiles : Mdtherdn, 256-257.

Beservoirs : 13, 14, 16, 28, 48, 54, 108, 115, 176.

191, 201, 216, 286, 296,^, 349, 366, 369,

Best ehamber : Ndndghdt, 288.

Best-houses : 37, 48, 50. 55, 100, 110, 119, 198,

201, 228, 272, 285, 323, 372, 400.

Biee trade in, 113.

Biots : 47, 193.

Bishabhadev : first Jain Tirthankar, 319.

Boads : Bombay-A'gra, 46, 48, 50, 306, 346 ; Ghod-

bandar, 15, 99 ; Earanja, 192 ; Enrla, 203 ; Md-
therdn, 270 ; Poona-Panvel, 51, 201, 294,

Bodas : Portuguese coins, 350 note 2.

Bosary : Our Lady of the, 358.

Bum : distillery, 44.

s.

Sabasans ; {b.c. 200), 313.

I Sdddval Pir : shrine of, 399.

I

Safdle : 313.

I

Saimur ; Chaul (7), 52, 321.

I

S^gaon : 301.

!

Salbdi : treaty of (1782), 35, 193.

!
Sdlsette ; 10, 15, 16, 21, 27, 45, 50, 55, 56, 101, 202,

228,229, 293, 297, 298. 299. 301, 345, 346,352,

360, 363.371, 375, 379, 418.

Salt : 45, 55, 113, 191, 211, 228, 301, 347.

Salvation : Our Lady of, 194.

Sdmvedi : Brdhmans, 315.

Sandabur : old port, 81 note 2.

Sandanes : ii9.

Sdndor : 37,402.

Sanitarium : 272, 368, 369.

Sanjdn ; 30, 110, 301-304, 321, 418.

Sanjdn Peak : 304.

Santa Cruz : church of, 293.

Sdriputra ' Shdkyamuni’s disciple, 170.

Sdmdth : stupa of, 136, 170.

Saronda : 305.

Sassanian peeuliarities : Elephania caves, 82.

Sassu Navghar : 305.
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SatiTli : hot spring, 305, 343.

S4tpatti : 305.

Sanvira : 31S.

S&yta : timber mart, 306.

Schools : 21, 22,25, 48, 53, 101, 114,198, 201, al,
285, 295, 297, 305, 306, 344, 346, 351, 35^ 370,

371, 372.

Scott : Hr. 3Gchael, 268.

Sculptures ' Klephanta caves, reflections on, 83L

Sea : Our Lady of the, 372.

Seasons : M4ther4n, 268.

Sea Yiew : name of Kanheri Cave LVlil., 186.

Seg^ih : fort, 98, 306.

Serrants : M4ther4ii, 265.

Sennachandra : Y4dav chief (aj>. 1069), 387.

Sh&h&pnr : 10, 14, 201, 219, 306, 375.

Sh4h Hnsain E&deri : Bijipur minister (1665), 47

.

Sh&h-Jahdn: (1625-1858), 47, 380.

Sh&hn '• Shiv4ji's father (1635), 220.

Shaiv N&gas : Shaivite mendicants, 135 note 10.

Shihj'amnni : Oantama Buddha, 330, 412.

Shambh^i : Shiviji’s son (1682), 193, 296.

Shaakar&ch&iya : 135, 292 and note 3, 325.

Shaukaiji Keshav : SarsnbhecUr (1750), 292,

325, 367, 373.

Sh&taTfUiana : statue of, 28a
Shell lime : manufacture of, 211.

Shikhi : (second Buddha) image of, 331, 413.

Shingaru : 287.

Ship building : 1, 31

.

Shiv •• 75, 76, 130 note 10, 224, 337.

Shivdji : 33, 94, 99, 197, 220.

SMt and Pirvati : Elephanta sculpture, 66-67.

Shiv as Mah&yogi •• Elephanta sculpture, 76.

Shiv dancing : Elephanta sculpture, 75.

Shorp&raga : Sop4ra, 320.

Shrivasti •• Sewet, 124, 320.

ShripM : mythical Jain king, 319.

Shristh&nah Thina, 195, 355, 356, 418.

Shrubs : Mitherin, 252.

Shuxp&rak : Sop4ra, 316, 319, 320,321, 385,387,

417.

SibOT : Sopira (?), 320.

Siddhas : demigods, Elephanta caves, 73 and note

1.

Siddheshvar : temple of, 293.

Sidgad fort, 98, 101, 312.

pidi Edsim : (1688), 27.

Sildhdras North Konkan rulers (810-1260), 8,

127, 290, 302, 321, 365, 385, 386, 387,388, 401,

402, 419.

Silver casket •• Sop4ra stupa, 334.

Simpson : reservoir, 235, 244, 245, 276.

Simylla = Chaui, 320.

pi,.elftir : Mr. W. F., 99 note 1, 105 note 1, 119

note 2,

^nhadatta : 373.

Sipala : Sopdra, 322.

ffirgaon : fort, 11, 98, 2()0, 312.^mm f ---7 ^
Sixisha^ Krakuehchhanda'a tree of

331.

SQks : Thdna, 347.

Skinks : Mithei^n, ^6.

Skythsenns : the Manichsean, 125 note 4.

Slaughter-houses : Bindra, 15, 16, 18-20.

Smith : Mr. H., 80 note 1, 388 ; Mr. J. W.,364«||.

1,376 note 2. .

Snakes : M4ther4n, 256.

>y

/f?

Society : Agricultural and Horticnltural, 29ft v ‘f>,

PofiilA ; see SafMe.

Solomon: 317.

Somdli coast : 318.

Someshvar Sil4h4ra chief (a.d. 1249-12601,

356, 388. Ai
Son&vli : 212, 313. i “'A
Sopdra : 28, 35, 123, 168, 147,»148, 172, 227,^^

289, 291, 303 ;
sitnation and descriptiem, 314n^^^

history, 316-323 5
Brahma HUl or VakSl,

323-325; Buddhist reUc-mound shap^

tion about, how opened, masonry, stone

copper images of Buddhas, copper ;

—

the coin, stones drilled and undrilled,

casket, stone casket, crystal casket,,

casket, the relics, frog, 325-336; ChakresKf^.,

temple, Brdhmanical images (A.1>. 900-120^^^'',

SopAia creek, miscellaneous objects of

terest, 336-339; Ashok edict (vm.), 339-3»'^^

KAmkund, temple remains (Brihmanic and Jan^^

G4s village, Vajirgad,B4kshi Bongar, basaltd^^i^':

inscribed stones, 340-342, 355, 356 note 7, ,5

382, 386, 387, 401, 403-418.

Sopdraka : Sopira, 319.

Sopdraya •• SopAra, 320.

Sorab : SopAra (?), 322.

Soubara : SopAra, 321.

Special days ; Kanheri monastery, 144,

Speech ; MAtherAn tribes, 261.

Sphinx : MAtherAn point, 233.

Springs : 55, 191, 244-245, 368, 369 and note 1, 382.

Squirrels : MAtherAn, 258.

Staff: MAtherAn, 269; ThAna, 347.

Statues ; NAnAghAt, 288.

Stevenson : Bev. Dr., 82, 291.

stockade : 35, 228, 304, 322, 338, 367.

Stones : inscribed, 13, 112, 195, 198, 210, 212, 2^^

227, 229, 303, 314, 339, 342,- 372, 379, 385,386,

387, 388, 396, 399, 400, 401, 402, 418 ; memorisl,

57-59, 217, 308-312 ;
SopAra stupa, 333.

Stone casket ; SopAra stupa, 335.

Storm : Bassein, 1, 31.

Streams: 243.
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432 INDEX.

Stupa : Bnddhist relic monnd, 169-171, 325 note

4; Elephanta, 60, 91, 388; Kalyin, 397, 398,

399 ; Kanheri, 180-184 ; Kondivti, 204 ; Soplra,

325-336; 405, 406, 410.

St. Andrew : church of, 15, 16, 22, 23, 26.

St- Anne : church of, 18, 22, 27.

St. Anthony : church and lake of, 223, 228,

351, 358.

St Dominiqne : church of, 350, 360.

St Francis : church of, 191, 360.

St Jerome ; church of, 51.

St John : the Baptist, church of, 194, 351, 355 ;

the Evangelist, church of, 229.

St. John’s Peak : 30i.

St. Joseph : convent of, 15, 21, 23.

St Peter •. church of, 16, 24, 25.

St- Sebastian ' church of, 229.

St. Stanislaus : orphanage of, 15, 21, 25.

St Thomas = the apostle, church of, 293, 322.

St Valentine’s Peak : 218.

Snhi^ : Sop4ra, 321.

Suburbs : Thina, 347.

Si^rcane : 300.

Sugar Factory •• 35, 36, 40.

Suketuvarma : Mamyan king, 373.

SuliLlfn&ii : Arab traveller (850), 58.

Sun : image of, 337.

Supera, Sop4ra, 321.

Surab&ya : Sopira, 321.

Surat: 322, 344, 347; treaty of (1775), 193.

Surb&r^ ; Sopira, 321 .

Supp&ntk : Bodhisattva, 316.

Svfani Hdr&yan : sect of, 130 note 7, 135 note 10

Swallows : M4ther4n, 257.

Symbols : Padan, 102, 389-391,

Symulla: Chaul, 52.

T.

Tabdshir -. bamboo sugar, 356 and note 1.

Takmai : fort, 98, 219
,
342-343.

Tal : pass, 14, 46, 197, 227, 375.

TAndulvddi : fort, ll note 3, 98, 343.

Tindav : Shiv’s dance, 75, 111, 112, 224, 286.

Tanners : 20 .

Tdnsa : river, 56, 316, 342, 373.

TdsU : river, 122, 364,

Tdripurl, u, 30, 53, 218, 343-345.

Tavernier : traveller (1651), 32 note 2.

Telegraph ; 271.

Temples: 2, 8 ,
10

, 11 , 14 . 37, 38, 48andnote3,55,
61, 101, 102, 104, 105, 108, 110, 118 and note 2,
194, 201, 203, 212, 213, 275, 285, 292, 297, 307,
336-338, 341, 343, 349, 354, 358, 367, 371,
372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 381, 383, 385, 386. 388,
396, 399, 400.

ThAkurs : Matheran, IS59, 966.

Thi^ : 44, 52, 120, 1^ 198, 210, 963, 321 ; des-

cription, population, landings, ssbarbs, offices,

municipality, watei-My^y, S46-S49 ;4dd remains,
jail, chnrcbes, Englkh graves, bosptal, schools,

bridges, dispensaries, Biidkot, temples, mosques,
markets, 349-335

; history, 355-361 iSI*. 401, 418.

Theophilns : 322note 2.
‘

Thermometer Beadii^ : Ittttman, 2M-2S0.

Thrushes : Matheran, 257.

Tieffenthaler : German traveler (1750), 27 note

6, 120. 199, 306, 345.

T^rers : 259, 370.

Tilaksundaii
:
princess of

Tilse : 361.

Timber : trade, 1, 54, 306, ,

TimuUa : Chanl, 52.

Tints : Matberan woods, 253 note 1.

TitvAla, 56, 361.

Tobacco : 113.

Toiyar : mnag^iat.:290.

Tombs : 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 47, 48, 100, 2», 296,

302, 330, 341, 374, 381 and note 6.

Tomb stones ; 39, 40. 41, 42, 43, 47 note 6.

Tower of Silence ; HO, 119. 291, 304, 365, 344,

364, 366, 371.

Trade : sea, l, 2, 17, 27, 28, 31, 36i 46,64, 55, 99,

lOa 113, 114, 192, 198, 202, 219^ 22% 266-267,

291, m, 301, 305, 344, 363, 37% 372, 880.

Tradition ; Sopdia stupa, 327.

Traffic : railway, 17, 36, 44, 45, 63, 100, 101,

113, 196, 197, 201, 211, 292,302, 307, 81% 316,

375, 382.

Train - meat, 18.

Travellers’ Bnngalow : 35, 228, 353, 370.

Treaties : 35, 46, 193, 220, 306. 358.

Trees : Matheran, 252 ; Sopira stupa, 326 and

note 1 ; Bodhi, 128 note 6, 330, 331, 412, 413.

Trident : rock-cut Buddhist, 102, 390.

TrikutakaS : dynasty of, 169.

Trimhak •- 50.

Trimbakji Denglia : 307, 360 and note 1,

Trimurti : Elephanta sculpture, 63-66.

Tnpitakas : Buddhist scriptures, 170.

Triveni Sangam : 66 and note l.

Trombay : 52, 205, 362 and note 2, 363.

Truths : the four great Buddhist, 128.

Tuliuj : hiU, 339, 342.

TuUocb: Colonel, 364, 378.

Tulsi : lake, 44, 122, 216, 363-366.

Tungir: hill, 297, 316, 324, 366-369.

Tungiresbvar : temple of, 367.

Tungi: fort, 98. 370,

Tunnels : railway, 29%
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U.

UdAinbara : Kanakamoni’s tree of knowledge,

331, 412.

UlMs : river, 9, 55, 212, 315.

XJlpdr: 321.

Umbargaon ; 14, 229, 304, 370.

Uncovering : reverential, 215 note 1.

Uran : 10, 113, 194, 195, 321, 371-372.

Uras : 48.

Usha : story of, 81.

Usbavadat : Konkan Viceroy (a.d. 100), 54, 320.

Usman bin Aai SaMfi : Bahrain Governor (630),

355.

Utan : 372, 418-419.

V.

Vdda : 50, 103, 361, 372.

Vadgaon ; convention of (1779), 201.

Vigholi : 314, 322, 419.

Vaisigra: village, 287.

Vaitarna: river, 103, 228, 314, 315, 316,342,
367.

Vajirgad : fort, 315, 323, 324, 373.

Vajreshvari ; temple of, 105.

Vajrdbii ; 373-374.

Vakal : see Brahma hill.

Valentia iLord (1803), 88, 201, 223 note 1, 227, 295,
361.

Vdngaon ; 53.

Vdngni: 375.

V4nis : Matherin, 265 ; Sopdra, 315,

Vara Mndra : Giving Position, 330, 331, 412.

Varosha : Mdtherdn forest, 239 ; stream, 244 ; 300.

Varthema ; traveller (1504), 135 note 10.

V4s : Buddhist festival, 145.

Vdshdle: 375.

Vdsind ; 375.

Vassilief : 137.

Vattaraka ; village, 385 and note 1.

Vanpell : Mr. (1837), 164, 323.

Vedishri Shdtakami king (n.c. 100), 288.

Vegetables : Mdtherdn, 250.
|

Vehir : lake, 122, 205, 299, 363, 375-378;
remains, 379.

Veboli : 379.

Vengaon ; 379.

Versova : 193, 379-381.

Vevji : 370. I

Vidal : Mr. G. W., 250 note 1 . I

Views : Elephanta, 61, 95 ; Kalydn, 113, 397 ; Kan-

heri, 123, 186 ;
Kondivti, 204; Londd, 216 ; Mdg4-

than, 218 ;
Mandapeshvar, 226 ; Mdtherdn, 234, |l

!

235, 236, 239, 283; A'tgaon, 312; Brahma hiU,

324, 325 ; Tulsi, 363 ; Tnngdr, 367 ; Vajirgad,
373.

Vibaroli ; 381-382.

Vihirgaon ; see Viharoli.

Vijaya: 317.

Vikiji Mehlji : Pdrsi contractor, 198, 303, 344,
345.

Vikatgad ; see Peb.

Vlkram : mythical king (b.c. 56), 319.

Vimalesbvar : temple of, 293.

Vipashyi : (first Buddha) image of, 331, 413.

Virdr : l, 297, 314, 382-383.

Virabbadra : Elephanta caves, 73.

Virgfin Mary ; image of, 223.

Vish&lgad : fort. 383.

Vishnu ; 64, 67, 68, 70, 73, 75, 76, 78,80, 224.

Vishvabhn : (third Buddha) image of, 331, 413.

Visitors : Mdtherdn, 265-266.

Vithalvidi : 383.

Vitboba : temple of, 55, 301, 354, 371.

Vultures ; Mdtheran, 257.

W.
Wales : Mr. James (a Scotch painter, 1801), 57

note 1,

Walks : Mdtherin, 275-282.

Walton : Mr. Eienzi, 295 note 1,.365, 368, 366, 378. —
Watch Towers : Mandapeshvar, 226 ; Thdna, 351.

Water carriers : Matherdn, 265.

Water supply : 244-246, 271, 295, 368.

Water works : 49, 115, 301, 348.

Watson : Commodore, 360. y
Welsh : Lieutenant, 108. *

West : Mr. E. W. , 164, 174,

Wheels : cart, 294.

White : Colonel, 332 note 1,

Wilson: Dr. (1850), 88, 388; Mrs., 201.

Worship : Buddhist, 141.

X.

Xavier : St. Francis (1544), 40, 41, 42.

Y.

Yddavs: dynasty of Chdndor (850-1069?), 387. '/

Yajnashri: Shdtakami king (a.d. 160), 147, 167, L
320, 332.

Yakshas : demigods, 73 note 1,

Yerai^fal ; 383.

Yeshvantrav = Holkar (1332), 35.

Yir : Mdtherdn sprite, 263.

Yule : Sir H., 403.
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